COMMISSIONERS OF THE IRISH FISHERY INQUIRY.

APPENDIX.
No. I.

HISTORICAL SKETCH of the BRITISH and IRISH FISHERIES.
Compiled by Sir T. Charles Morgan, M.D.
b rsn being an article of produce that pays no rent, a free gift of nature to the captor, the employment Preliminary Remarks,
of the fisherman might be thought fully equal to take care of itself, and to require no encouragement,
to call it into activity. It is therefore not without surprise that the inquirer learns the vast efforts
made by powerful nations to create a Fishery, and so often made in vain.
The solution of this seeming paradox lies in the perishable nature of the commodity, and the
consequent disproportion between the cost of taking, and that of preserving and conveying it to the
distant market. To transport fish in a fresh condition, so rapidly enhances its price, that, at a small
distance from the sea, it becomes an article of luxury; and its market is restricted accordingly. The
inferior kinds only can be generally offered for sale’at prices which permit their being used extensively as
articles of ordinary diet; and these are so inferior in nutritious qualities, and so much less exciting to the
palate than animal food, that the people who can afford to purchase meat, will not largely consume
them. Except during the gluts of Mackerel and Herrings, the artizans of London very rarely pur
chase fresh fish; and the cured fish they decline altogether, or nearly so.
*
To obtain an extensive sale for this article, it is for the most part necessary that it should be sub
jected to the processes of curing, and rendered capable of conveyance to far distant markets. But
the curing of fish, while it implies a considerable degree of art and some outlay of capital, so far de
creases the estimation of the commodity in consumption, that salt fish usually finds a still less ready
market than fresh; and in thriving communities, it is consumed only by the poorest population, and at
times when better articles of diet are scarce and inaccessible. The general use of even the best kinds is
very much confined to Catholic countries; and depends rather on a dogma of religion, than on a principle
of political economy.
Fish, therefore, must be an object of commerce very readily liable to over-production; and sudden
fluctuations in the quantity taken, greatly increase the difficulty of maintaining a propt ratio between
demand and supply. The fish market is constantly varying between the extreme points of glut and
scarcity; and the necessary consequence must be a low average profit to those engaged in its capture.
The Fisheries, as an object of national importance, depend altogether on a demand for the salted
article, and that too in some more extensive market than the immediate neighbourhood of the fisheries
ordinarily affords. Before such a market is found, and rendered accessible, it is to no purpose that
fish abound. They exist in the sea, as good land Ee
* ’n the back settlements of America. Both are
susceptible of supplying the wants of man ; but both are. useless, through their distance from a centre
of distribution.
Again, the most productive fishing grounds of the British Islands happen to lie principally off remote
and ill inhabited coasts; and before they can become extensively available to the native population,
capital and industry must seek them out, and bring to the spot all the materials for curing and for
fishing on a large scale. But in a climate tolerably genial, such a mode of investing capital would
hardly be adopted, until the demands of agriculture and manufacture were tolerably satisfied.
Accordingly, it was the Dutch, who, having little land to cultivate, and being dependent almost exclu
sively on commerce for subsistence, were the first to render the Fisheries a staple of national indus
try; and they are still the only nation who have very largely depended on that species of wealth for
the source of their prosperity.
i
In England, from its earliest commercial existence, capital has found ample sources of investment,
without, embarking largely in the Fisheries. Although its waters abound in fish, the trade for ages was
very nearly confined to the supply of the local markets : and it was not until the time of the Stuarts that
the Fisheries excited public attention ; when, owing to the political jealousies then commencing between
England and Holland, the desire was formed of depriving the Dutch of their Herring Trade, and of
thus crippling her warlike resources.
In this anxiety to injure an enemy, the nation did not advert to the different situations of the two
countries; but rushing at once into a cumbrous and expensive scheme for becoming impromptu fishermen,
they entered blindfold upon a series of experiments, from which even now, they arc not totally disengaged.
The eagerness of the nation to jump to the desired conclusion, would not brook the naturally slow
development of the trade; but strove by monopolies and privileges, by bounties, &c., to force it into
a precocious maturity. The result was, (as might have been foreseen,) reiterated failure; and it was
not till the war of the French Revolution had utterly annihilated the Dutch commerce, that a real
opening was made for the profitable investment of British capital in this branch of industry.f
To these causes of failure, which circumscribed the growth of the British Fisheries, others peculiar
to Ireland may be added. Besides the necessity imposed on the latter country, of following in the
career of the former, two circumstances may have been active in drawing the attention of Ireland to the
resources of its waters__ 1st, the neglected state of the manufactures, and consequent want of employment;
and 2dly, the periodical recurrence of local famines. The latter, more especially, could not fail to excite the
attention of the public, by the dreary contrast it presented between starvation on shore, and an abun*
dant supply of food existing in the neighbouring sea; a supply which wanted only to be taken, to be
come available to the wretched peasantry. Accordingly, the money raised by charitable subscriptions
• British Channel Fishery Report.
+ I his eagerness to share in the spoils of the sea has not been confined to England. I he idea ol forcing a national
fishery has prevailed among most of the European communities; and the means adopted by some of the Governments
of^other nations, are set forth in the Appendix. Documents are wanting to furnish a just comparison between the
cost of these efforts, and the returns ; but the fact that such aid is still thought necessary to the existence of the re
spective Fisheries, bears strongly against the soundness of the policy which continues it.
'
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has more than once been spent in equipping the coast population to become fishers; and legislative
efforts have been made to attain the same end, in a more permanent way.
But, to look more minutely into facts, the people of northern Europe, during the middle ages, were
reduced to live, during their long winter, very principally upon salted provisions; anil the resources
of the sea fishery could not have been neglected in those places, where fresh food of so relatively agree
able a kind could be obtained, to vary the limited and unwholesome diet. From the process of taking
fish, to that of curing it, the step is short and consequential.
As early as the ninth century, the taking of Herrings was extensively pursued in Scotland, and con
Scotch Herring Fish
ery in the 9 th Century tinued until the bungling interference of the authorities brought it to an abrupt close. The Convention
under James III., IV., of Royal Burghs hit upon the notable expedient of prohibiting the exportation of fish, until the towns
V.. and VI. of Scot
men were first supplied, at a stipulated price; and the fishermen abandoned the trade in consequence.
land.
A number of these men, thus driven from home, settled in Holland, continuing, however, to fish off
their native coast; and thus their example attracted the attention of the Dutch to the value of the
Scotch Fisheries, and to the commercial advantages of that branch of industry.*
Several attempts to recover the Fishery were made by legal enactments under James III., IV.,
and V. of Scotland; and James VI., before his accession to the English throne, appointed three towns
to be built in different parts of the Highlands, for the purpose of civilizing the people, and promot
ing the Fisheries. The attempt was, however, resisted by the wild natives ; and, through their vio
lence, ultimately failed of success.
General Fishery Asso
Charles I., in 1633, ordained “ an association of the three kingdoms for a general fishing within
ciation. Encourage the hail seas and coasts of his Majesty’s said kingdoms;” for its government, he nominated a stand
ment given to the Bri
ing committee, and many persons of consideration embarked in the enterprise. For the further en
tish Fisheries.
couragement of this adventure, the King ordered that Lent should be strictly observed; that the im
portation of foreign fish should be prohibited; and that his own naval stores should be purchased of
the company; but the breaking out of the civil wars defeated the schemc.f
Commonweal th.
In 1654, Sir Phineas Andrews proceeded “to the Fisheries,” under the protection of the Govern
ment. In his behalf, the salt duties were remitted, collections were made for building wharfs, docks,
and store-houses, and to rent ground for making, tanning, drying, and mending nets, and an exemp
tion was granted to him from customs and excise on all naval necessaries.
In 1660, Simon Smith undertook the Fisheries ; and besides the above cited benefits, obtained
license for the free importation of all commodities returned in payment for exported fish.
Council of Royal Fish
Charles II., on the Restoration, once more took up the Fisheries with increased zeal. To this
ery, Charles II.
end, the Duke of York, the Earl of Clarendon, and “ other persons of honour and wisdom” were ap
pointed a Council of Royal Fishery, with power to make laws for the management of the trade, and to
punish, by fines and imprisonment, offenders against them. The fishermen also were exempted from
all pleas in Courts of Justice, as to any thing concerning the Fisheries. For the same service, a lot
tery was granted for three years; a collection was made in churches; and an exemption granted for
seven years from customs, both inwards and outwards, on the sale of fish, exported to the Baltic, Den
mark, Norway, France, &c. &c.; and as if all this were not sufficient, victuallers and coffee-house
keepers were compelled to take one, two, three, four, or more barrels of Herrings yearly, at 30$. per
barrel, till a foreign market should be established, to the satisfaction of the Council.
To those encouragements were added a duty of 2s. 6cZ. per barrel on imported Herrings, convoy in
time of war, and a promise of all such other advantages as experience should discover to be necessary.
A New Fishing Com
All these things notwithstanding, no progress was made in the Fishery for sixteen years; when a char
pany funnel.
ter was granted to a new Company, and £11,580 was raised by subscriptions for carrying on its affairs.
This enterprize, also, like the preceding, failed, as it was alleged, from insufficiency of means; and in
1690, the same Company was again renewed, with an elaborate constitution, framed with an eye to
former miscarriages, and in the hope of avoiding jobs, mismanagement, and inefficiency, the usual
attendants upon corporate trading. The scheme probably did not answer its purposes; for the Com
Dissolved by Act of
Parliament.
pany was soon afterwards dissolved by an Act of William III.
Up to this period, the successive failures may perhaps in part be attributed to accidental causes, the
turbulence of the times under the Scottish James’s, the two Revolutions under Charles I. and James
II., &c. Subsequent experience, however, warrants the conclusion, that there was something more
than accident in the matter, and that errors both of principle and of practice were committed in the
attempts to raise a Fishery, which will best explain the unsatisfactory results.
In 1720, and in 1750,| new efforts were made to revive the Fisheries; but they also terminated
without profit to the undertakers, or benefit to the public.
The causes of these miscarriages, says Dr. Worsley,§ were making the Thames (the dearest British
port) the head quarters of the Fishery,—the superiority of the Dutch,—and the business being a prin
cipal concern with them. Andrew Yarington, in the Second Part of “ England’s Improvement by Sea
and Land,” sums up the whole in one fact—“ we fish,” he says, “ intolerably dear, and the Dutch ex
ceedingly cheap.”
Parlia men t a ry Com
In 1749? the House of Commons appointed a Committee of Inquiry into the Herring and White
mittee of Inquiry. So Fisheries; and a corporation was subsequently formed, with a capital of £500,000, by the name of
ciety of the Free Bri
the “ Society of the Free British Fishery.” All ranks were elevated with the idea of the boundless
tish Fishery.
riches which would flow into the kingdom from this source; and every encouragement was offered
by the Government, both to the Company and to individuals who might embark in this national con
Bounties.
cern. A Bounty of 36$. per ton was granted for fourteen years, on all decked vessels employed in fish
ing, of from twenty to eighty tons. This was increased to 56$. in 1757 ;|| but notwithstanding, the
capital thus employed was gradually sunk, without procuring any adequate return to the adventurers.
In 1759, by the 33rd Geo. IL, a Tonnage Bounty of 80$. was granted,with 2$. Sd. per barrel on
exported fish; and three per cent, interest was secured to the subscribers to the Fishing Company,
payable half-yearly out of the Customs.
The scheme of this corporation was opposed in the Upper House by the Lords Winchelsea and
Sandys, on the ground of the wastefulness of corporate expenditure, and of still making London the
Anderson’s History of Commerce.
+ Review of the Domestic Fisheries of Great Britain and Ireland, by Robert Frazer, a work which has been
frequently consulted in drawing up this paper.
i In this year, a Work appeared, called “ England’s Path to Wealth and Honour,” which propos’d a general
corporation of the English Fisheries, and was probably connected with the new undertaking, either as cause or effect.
§ Secretary of the Board of Plantations and Trade to Charles 11.
|| Encyclopedia Britannica.
«i This Bounty, it is said, abruptly ruined the Scotch open boat fishery, which had previously been considerable.
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centre of operations. The event justified their reasonings : the whole number of vessels entered for
the Fisheries on the Custom House books having been only eight.
These repeated failures were rendered more conspicuous by the success of the Yarmouth merchants Success of Yarmouth
fishing on their own account. By proceeding more to the north than the Dutch fishing grounds, they Merchants.
discovered better fish at an earlier season; and they succeeded in supplying the Hamburgh market, be
fore their rivals could appear to compete with them.
It is to this year, 1 / 59, that Adam Smith alludes in recording, that the whole Buss Fishery of Scot Results of Bounties.
land brought in only four barrels of “ ‘ sea-stocks, ’ each of which, in bounties alone, cost the Govern
ment £113 15$., and each barrel of merchantable Herrings, cost £159 7s. Qd.”*
1 he explanation of this strange fact was, that the Bounty being given to the vessels, and not to
the fish, “ships were equipped to catch the Bounty and not the Herrings.” f
In 1785-6, (25 Geo. III.) the Tonnage Bounties were therefore reduced to 20$., and a Bounty of Act of 25th Geo. 111.,
4$. per barrel was granted on the fish; with this proviso, that no ship should draw more than 30$. per for Regulating Boun
ton, from both Bounties, except where the take exceeded three barrels per ton. In that case, 1$. per ties.
barrel was allowed on the excess. On an average of ten years, 54,394 barrels were taken, at a cost to
the Government of £20,922, being about 7$. Gd. per barrel. |
In 1786, the British Fishery Society, for extending the Fisheries and improving the sea coasts of British Fishery So
these kingdoms, “ was incorporated, and a joint stock was subscribed for purchasing land, and build ciety.
ing thereon free towns, villages, and fishing stations in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland.” The
operations of this Company form a marked feature in the history of the British Fisheries, and are
referred to in the body of the Report.
In 1800, the 41st Geo. HI. cap. 199, granted further Bounties to persons taking and bringing fish Further Alterations in
to the London market.
Bounties.
In 1801, a committee of the House of Commons recommended a repeal of the salt duties, as Salt Duties,
being a grievous obstacle to the success of the Fisheries. The proposition, however, was successfully
resisted by the then Minister ; and by way of compensation, the existing Act for the encouragement of
the Fisheries, was extended till January 1813, and the end of the next session of Parliament.
In 1808, the Bounty was again raised to 60$. per ton on British decked vessels, of not less than sixty
tons burden ;§ with an accelerating bounty of 20$. additional per ton for the first thirty vessels for one
year.
It was by this Act that the regulations for inspecting and Branding Herrings, and for prescribing Branding and Inspecthe modes of Fishing and Curing were established. Three thousand pounds were also granted for
Herrings. Pre
premiums on boats of not less than fifteen tons.
i
miunis on Boats.
But the greatest novelty of this Act was the election of a Board of seven Commissioners of the Board of CoinmisHerring Fisheries, which was engrafted on the Old Scotch Board of Trustees for Linen and Hempen loners.
Manufacturers. || The complete ruin of the Dutch Fisheries, which occurred about that time, was the
immediate cause of this new establishment for the promotion of the British Fisheries.
The Act, which was passed as an experiment, was made perpetual in 1815, by the 55th Geo. III., cap.
94. By the same Act also, an attempt was made to obviate frauds, by some changes in the regulations
of the trade; and the 2$. 8d. Bounty, per barrel, on exported Herrings, granted in 1803, was repealed.
In 1811, (51 Geo. III. cap. 101,) the Tonnage Bounty was extended to vessels not less than forty-five
tons.
So ineffectual were these efforts in raising the Fisheries, that a committee of the House of Com- ParliamentaryReport.
mons reported, in 1816, that five vessels only had been fitted out during the year 1814 from Yar
mouth, and none for the deep sea fishery, from any other part of England and Scotland.
For the Inspection and Branding of Herrings the whole coast of Great Britain was divided into dis- Regulations for Curtricts. In each of these, officers were appointed to oversee the operations of the fishermen, and to in£ Herrings,
ascertain that the law was scrupulously fulfilled, with respect to all the Herrings which were cured for
Bounty. The principal points directed to be observed were, that the fish should be gutted with knives,
and that they should be packed in barrels, within twenty-four hours after they were taken.
These regulations were borrowed from the Dutch, and were adopted for the purpose of bringing the
article to the same degree of excellence which it had attained in that country.
In 1817, the use of salt was granted to the Fisheries dutyfree ; but many vexatious restrictions were Sah
’he Fisheries
of necessity imposed, for the prevention of frauds. These, with the fines and penalties which sane- ^ut.v 1 reetioned them, occasioned great losses and heart-burnings, and materially diminished the value of the
boon. IT I he repeal of the salt tax eventually was carried.
Concurrently with these legislative efforts in favour of the Herring Fishery; various Bounties were Bounties on Cod,
from time to tune granted on the cure of Cod, Hake, and Ling; but this branch of the home fisheries
Lin&’ &c‘
has hit ler o, it s iould seem, been considered as of a somewhat inferior importance; at least it has not
received a pi opoitionate parliamentary attention. A small annual grant, also, is still applied in Scotland
to repairing the boats of poor fishermen, under the direction of the Commissioners.
In 1821, the first step was made to retrace the steps of the legislature in the system of Bounties, Change of System,
which had then considerably given way in public opinion. By the 1st and 2d Geo. IL, cap. 79, the
I onnage Bounty of 60$. was repealed, and in 1830 that measure was followed by the total withdrawal of
all such encouragement. The Scotch Commission for Inspection was, however, continued, and is in
force at the present hour. Such is a very abridged history of the British Fishery laws; it remains
now to take up that of the Fisheries of Ireland.
1 he resources of the Irish waters seem early to have attracted public notice. Sir W. Temple, in a 1 dsh Fishe ries. Early
letter to Lord Essex, 1673, says, “ the fishing of Ireland might prove a mine under water, as rich History,
as any under ground ;” and so strongly was he impressed with this idea, that he proposed that no
individual should be admissible into the House of Commons, nor entitled to a commission of the peace,
unless he had taken a practical part in the encouragement of that branch of industry.**
• Wealth of Nations.
+ ,Jn. J 809, only three vessels were fitted out (from Scotland); in 1810, 1811, seven vessels; in 1812, ten, which
caught m these several years, 709$, 978£, 1580, and 2839$ barrels of Herrings. The Bounties paid amounted to £5866
for tonnage, winch is 19$. 4d. per barrel.-General Report of Scotland, v. 3, p 330.
’
f Frazer.
7
§ This large scale of vessel was chosen in imitation of the Dutch, and without considering that the Dutch fished in
distant sea, while the Scotch fisheries were close to the shore.
m»ueu
II Established in 1727, by the 1st Geo. I. cap. 26 and 30.
y,
homes Bernard on the Employment and Subsistence of the Labouring Classes,
r inlay’s Miscellanies.
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Sums paid by Foreign
So far back as the 5th Elizabeth, an Irish statute prohibited foreign vessels from fishing in the
ers for Liberty to Fish
Irish
seas without a license. This license was taxed at 13$. 4cZ. annually, for twelve ton vessels. Philip II.
the Irish Seas.

of Spain paid into the Irish treasury £1000, for liberty to fish the Irish coast ; and in the reign of Charles
I., the Dutch were allowed a similar license, on the payment of £30,000. In 1650, Sweden was per
mitted, as a favour, to employ 100 vessels in the Irish Fishery; so little was the idea then enter
tained that the resources of Ireland could, or should, be made available to the Irish subject.
In the 7th Geo. II., an Act was passed for the encouragement of the Coast Fisheries. Two
Act of Geo. II. for the
years afterwards, Mr. Doyle announced his discovery of a most prolific fishing ground, the Nymph
Encouragement of
Coast Fisheries.
Bank, off Waterford; and he published a proposal for supplying London, Liverpool, and Bristol with
Mr. Doyle’s Discove fresh fish from the south coast of Ireland, by means of well-boats. The scheme, however, came to
ries.
nothing, and it was not till 1786 that it was resumed.
The system of bounties having taken root in England, was naturally adopted by the Irish Parliament.
Early Failures
By the 3d and 4th of Geo. HL, *20$. per ton was granted on all deep sea fish; which was subsequently
(25th Geo. III.) limited to fish for curing. “The consequence of this change was great distress among
the fishermen; and on the 19th of March 1789, a petition was received from the Skerries fishermen
(the principal body) complaining of having been ruined by fishing for the bounty on the north west
coast, under the new law; and praying for aid to pay their debts, and carry on the white fishing for
Dublin market.” *
By the 41st Geo. III., a grant by the British Parliamentof £30,000 was dedicated to Bountiesfor the
Mr. Frazer’s Disco
veries; Marine Society supplying fresh fish to London, Westminster, or other town or city of Great Britain ; and Mr. 1- razor,f at
this period, repeatingDoyle’s experiments, ascertained the abundant resources of the Nymph Bank; and the
of London.
Marine Society of London accordingly, having built fishing vessels, for the supply of the London mar
ket, offered to let them on hire, to ply on this bank. The then Chief Secretary of Ireland approved
of this plan, and recommended that two of these vessels should be engaged.
In pursuance of the project, £6,000 was assigned out of the Parliamentary grant for the furtherance
of the Irish Fisheries; but the recommendation was not followed to execution. In 1802, another
effort was made by the Government in behalf of the Irish Fisheries; and Mr. Frazer was sent to
Dublin with orders to hire vessels for experiment, and with permission to apply for revenue cruizers
to assist in the furtherance of his object.
Waterford Company.
At this time, says Frazer, well-boats were unknown in Dublin ;| but eighty-seven wherries, from
twenty to fifty tons, and about eighteen yawls, supplied the city with all the fish it required. In this sum
mer, Frazer proceeded with two hired wherries to the Nymph Bank, where he found abundance of white
fish, and still greater quantities further to the westward. The presumed verification of the resources of
the bank induced Mr. Secretary Wickham to recommend the formation of a Company at Waterford, for
fishing it with well-boats ; 128 shares, of £50 each, were subscribed, the government adding ten per
cent, to the subscription, and engaging to pay a bounty of 30$. per ton to the vessels so employed.
The Government performed its part; but the spirit of party, says Frazer, got possession of the Com
pany, and its affairs were so mismanaged, as to inspire the notion that the object was to ensure a fai
lure. Frazer, however, succeeded in carrying a cargo of Cod to London, which he sold to advan
tage. According to his authority, capital might have been successfully employed in the Irish Cod
fishery, between October and April, the boats being afterwards sent to the north seas, off the Ferroe
Islands. Well-boats might also have plied successfully all the year round in the Turbot fishery.
In 1803, the Marine Society resolved that the Irish Fishery should be further pursued, and offered
to subscribe to the Waterford Company. The Company, however, refused the offer, and the Society
subscribed £20,000, to fish independently, and on its own account. But eventually their bill of incor
poration was thrown out, and nothing further was attempted. Frazer, meantime, made three voyages
to Bristol, and sold his fish at good prices, the city paying a bounty of 2$. 6d. per cwt. on the cargoes.
In 1804, the Waterford Company dissolved.
s
DnblinSocietv Duties
Another effort had been previously made by the Government in behalf of the Fisheries, under the
levied to be expended management of the Dublin Society. For this purpose, 1$. per barrel duty was laid on imported Her
on the Fisheries.
rings, to be expended in the encouragement of the N. W. Fishery^ This duty, by the 23rd and 24th
Geo. HL, cap. 1, was raised to 3$., and by an Act of the following year, to 10$., (subsequently reduced
to 9$.)
In 1776-7, (17th & 18th Geo. HL, cap. 18,) Bounties were granted on ships prosecuting the White
Fishery, south of latitude 44°.
In 1801-2, (21st & 22nd Geo. III., cap. 15) three Inspectors of Fisheries were appointed, and 6d. per
Inspectors appointed.
The Rutland Specu- pound sterling, ordered to be deducted from the Bounties for their payment.
In 1785, £20,000 wasgrantedto trustees, on the petition of William Conyngham, Esq., for the encou
tion.
ragement of the Fisheries; 30$. per ton Bounty was also granted to the owners of British or Irish Fishery
vessels, up to the concurrence of eighty tons. Another Bounty of 60$. was given for building vessels for
Bounties.
the deep water fishery, on the north-west coast, to be launched before December 1st, 1788 ; and lastly,
Bounties were granted on the export of fish, fish oil, and whalebone, not being for Great Britain or the
Isle of Man. The Inspectors, too, were at this time increased to five, and 1$. in the pound sterling
stopped for their salaries.
By the same Act, fishing vessels were required to bear distinguishing marks, the size of the meshes
Regulations.
of fishing nets was regulated, and the season for taking Oysters was subjected to rule.
By the 25th Geo. HL, cap. 65, it was enacted, that £20,000 might be raised on the estate of \\ .
Conyngham, Esq. for the same purposes as the preceding grant to that gentleman.§
On the following year, Bounties were extended to vessels not under twenty tons, and an Export Bounty
Grant of £10.000
of
2$. 2d. per barrel on Herrings was granted. At the same time, £10,000 were voted to certain indivi
for a Speculation nt
duals, for building accommodations to fishermen, and improving the navigation of Lough Swilly, the
Loch Swilly.
parties advancing an equal sum. .
.
.
.
In 1786 barrel bounty was raised to 4$., and premiums offered of eighty, sixty, forty, and twenty
Increase of Bounties. guineas respectively, on the four greatest quantities of Herrings taken between January 1st and De
cember 31st, of that year ; 3$. 3d. per cwt. also was given on the export of white fish, in lieu of the
bounties granted on that article by the 25th Geo. III., which were repealed.
* Commentaries on Ireland, 2nd. Ed.
+ The author of the above-quoted Review of the Domestic Fisheries.
* And are so still.
§ See Minutes of Evidence taken at Burton Port and Rutland Island—page 58.
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In the) car 1791, (32nd Geo. III., cap. 23,) the Bounties of 25th Geo.HI. were continued till the 25th Formation of the Late
March, 1/95, and from this period, by a succession of prolongations, (and with some insignificant changes Irish Fishery Board,
of detail,) this statute continued to be the great regulator of the Irish Fisheries, until the year IsYg,
when the Irish Fishery Board was instituted. Of the proceedings of this body and their results, par
ticulars will be found in the succeeding pages. It continued in activity during ten years, which may be
considered as the period of greatest activity in the Irish Fisheries ; and with its existence closed the long . .
fR
succession of efforts to establish the Fisheries by pecuniary encouragement. The abolition of Bounties * oitiono
(and consequently of the Irish Fishery Board) was the work of public opinion, which, as usual, fol
lowed lagging in the rear of the march of events. From the year!830 to the present time, an interval
lias elapsed, marked by a re-action, consequent on the previous stimulation, and by a langour in the
so favoured branch of industry, which has called forth the present Commission.
In retracing the facts spread through a period of more than two centuries; the reader cannot
but bestruck with the repeated failures of successive efforts to create a domestic Fishery both in Great
Britain and in Ireland. By some, these are attributed to errors of management, and to a premature
abandonment of the measures of encouragement ; and the averment perhaps may be partly true: but
it is impossible to overlook the fact, that amidst all the efforts of Government, and tht? popular enthusiasm
in favour of Fisheries, they have not been a favourite speculation with capitalists, so that mercantile
enterprise has been far from going hand in hand with administrative liberality. To this statement the
Scotch Fishery alone affords an exception;—what inference should be drawn either from the rule or
from its exception, the reader will determine for himself; but it does not seem too much to affirm on
experience of the past, that whatever value to individuals may be set on any assistance which Govern
ment may hereafter think right to afford the fishermen, through any better directed system of en
couragement, the trade must still eventually stand or fall by the spontaneous efforts of the parties
interested, and the stimulus of remunerating markets.

Appendix No. II.

REPORTS OF THE LATE COMMISSIONERS OF THE IRISH FISHERIES,
PRESENTED TO PARLIAMENT FROM 1819 TO 1830.

The Commissioners appointed under the warrant of his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, for carry- Report for 181!).
ing into execution an Act passed the 59th year of his late Majesty, cap. 109, intituled, “An Act for
the further Encouragement of the Irish Fisheries;” having met at Dublin, upon the 19th October,
1819, and taken and subscribed the oath required by the Act, proceeded to discharge the duty com
mitted to them ; and the 46th section of the said Act requiring a report of their proceedings to be
delivered to the Lord Lieutenant, on or before the 1st day of June in each year, and a copy thereof
to be laid before both Houses of Parliament, within fourteen days after the commencement of every
session next ensuing each first day of June;—
The Commissioners now pray leave, in obedience thereto, to present the First Report of their pro
ceedings.
The first step taken by them was, to appoint a Secretary (who had been previously approved of by Secretary and Clerks.
the Lord Lieutenant) with a salary of £300 per annum. They afterwards appointed a Clerk, and a
Messenger, the first, at a salary of £80, the latter, at £40 per year.
They appointed places of rendezvous, and framed an abstract of the Act of Parliament, which was Information to the
distributed to the Maritime Counties; and also advertised the Bounties payable under the Act, in the Public.
different Provincial Newspapers.
They likewise recommended to his Excellency, that four Inspectors General should be appointed, Inspectors General.
to superintend the Fishery; one upon the North Coast, another upon the East Coast, a third upon
the South Coast, and a fourth upon the West Coast, with a salary of £200 a year each, and £50 per
annum travelling charges.
They recommended that Local Inspectors, or Officers of the Fishery, should be appointed to the Local Inspectors.
following places, with a salary to each of £100 per annum :—Dublin, Carlingford, Ardglass, Belfast,
Rathmullen, Killybegs, Dungarvan, Westport, Galway, Kilrush, Bantry, Baltimore, Kinsale, Wexford.
And his Excellency was pleased to appoint these Officers accordingly.
The Commissioners then proceeded to frame instructions for their officers, in perfecting which Instructionsand
they derived much useful information by a correspondence with the Commissioners for the Herring Regulations.
Fishery, Scotland.
A set of regulations for the instruction and government of the Fishermen, was also formed, and
circulated among them.
A memorial having been received from persons concerned in the Fishery on the coast of Galway, Naval Superintendent
stating, that considerable depredations and irregularities had been committed by the fishermen on that for the Galway coast.
coast, the Commissioners applied to the Lords of the Admiralty, to request, that they would order an
armed vessel to protect the Fisheries, pursuant to the Act of Parliament, 54th section; and
they recommended a commissioned Officer of the Navy to their Lordships, as Superintendent, for that
purpose.
It is necessary to mention, that the Herring Fishery having commenced before the Act could be Fishing Vessels in
put into operation, the Commissioners have been obliged to take their account of vessels clearing out 1819.
on bounty, from the Officers of Customs; but, from the late reports of their own Officers at the dif
ferent stations, they believe the Act is now in full operation, and have every reason to think it will be
attended with the most beneficial results to the country in general.
rI he quantity of Herrings, Pilchards, and Mackerel, caught in the Irish Fisheries, and exported for Fish Exported in
the last season is not known; but this account will hereafter be obtained, as our Officers who are now 1819.
at the different stations, arc, by (he 26th section of the Act, required to inspect such fish, previous to
exportation.
(Signed)
W. LE POER TRENCH.
A. II. HUTCHINSON.
M. FITZGERALD.
TH OS. MCDONNELL.
JOHN THERRY.
GEO. HAMILTON.
Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 31st May, 1820.
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The Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, in pursuance of the directions contained in the 46th section
of the Act of the 59th Geo. 3, cap. 109, present to the Honourable the Commons of the United King
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parliament assembled, the following Report of their proceed
ings for the year ending 5th April 1821, being the Fishery of 1820.
Additional Inspectors.
jn consequence of the number of adventurers who had embarked in the Fisheries for the season of
1820, the Commissioners, as well for the convenience and advantage of the trade, as the advancement
of an object of such national importance, deemed it necessary to form three additional stations, namely,
Balbriggan, formerly included under Dublin; Valentia, formerly included under Baltimore; and
Cove, formerly included under Kinsale. And having applied to the Lord Lieutenant to appoint
officers for the same, his Excellency was pleased to accede to their request, and officers were appointed
accordingly.
In order, however, to make the appointments of local inspectors as beneficial to the public as possible,
the Commissioners have determined that those officers shall not consider their personal attendance as
confined to one particular part of their station or district, but must be ready to proceed to any place in
such district, where fish are cured for bounty, on receiving the fish-curer’s notice to that effect.
Allowance to InspecThe Commissioners have also directed that a sum not exceeding ten guineas annually, shall be paid
tors for Office Rent. to
inspector, as an allowance for keeping a public and regular office in such town of their respec
tive districts, as has been pointed out for their general residence: that such an arrangement will afford
considerable facilities to fish-curers, masters of vessels, proprietors of small boats, and other persons in
connexion with the officers of the establishment.
Annual Report by the
In order to acquire correct information of every local circumstance connected with the minor disinspector General for tncts, into which the coasts of this country have been divided; the Commissioners have directed their
eac rovince.
Inspectors General to make an annual inspection of the provincial districts allotted to superintendence
of each. The first tour of inspection has been already made, the purport of which was to report to the
Board, “ The number of bays, harbours, and creeks, in each of the minor districts or stations compre
hended within their respective provincial districts; together with the number of fishing vessels belong
ing to each harbour, bay, and creek, their description, tonnage, number of men, and on what fishery
K employed; what market is supplied from each harbour, bay, or creek, with fish ; the state of the roads
to such market; whether fish are exported salt or fresh, and to what place; and the name of the head
lands or points by which such harbour, &c. is formed, and whether natural or constructed. Also, a
description of the islands in each minor district, whether inhabited, and how the inhabitants support
themselves; whether any vessels not Irish come into the district to fish, and from whence ; their description and mode of fishing; also, such further information under the head, of general observations,
as may be useful for the Board to know.” From this regulation the Commissioners expect to acquire
not only a general knowledge of the annual state and progress of the Fisheries of Ireland, but a parti
cular knowledge of their advancement in each subdivision or station, over which a local inspector is
placed.
The Commissioners being also of opinion that a general survey of the coasts of Ireland would essen
Survey of the Coasts
by an Engineer.
tially contribute to the advancement of the object of their guardianship, were induced to apply to the
Lord Lieutenant to appoint an engineer for that purpose, with instructions to make “ a general survey
of the coasts of Ireland; to report the state of the harbours or places of shelter along the coast, the >
most advantageous sites for fishing stations, and the most useful lines for communication between the
principal harbours and interior of the country, through the mountainous districts.” And his Excel
lency being pleased to accede to such application, an engineer was appointed accordingly, who is now
enaged in the execution of that duty, and from whose report, when the survey is completed, the Com
missioners hope to derive such useful information as will greatly assist their future proceedings. A
considerable part of this survey has already been effected, comprising an extent of coast reaching from
Sligo Bay to the Loch of Belfast, and they expect a still greater portion will be accomplished in the
course of the present summer.
In consequence of the turbulent disposition manifested by the fishermen residing in many parts of
Beneficial result from
the coasts of this country, and particularly the western coasts, the Commissioners were induced to apply
employing a Naval
Superintendent with, to the Lords of the Admiralty for an armed vessel, pursuant to the 54th section of the 59th Geo. III.,
the Plumper gun-brig cap. 109; and their Lordships having appointed his Majesty’s gun-brig Plumper^ commanded by Lieut.
in Galway Bay.
William Hutchinson, for the protection of the Fisheries, her arrival in this country was duly notified to
the Board by Rear Admiral Sir Josias Rowley, commanding at Cove. The presence of this armed
vessel in the Bay of Galway, effectually subdued that turbulent spirit on the part of the fishermen,
which had hitherto resisted every effort to suppress it, and the most prosperous Fishery has been the
consequence. As a proof of the important benefits derived from the services of this vessel, the Com
missioners beg leave to introduce into their Report an extract from an address of the Committee of
Improvement of the town of Galway, transmitted to them the 23d February, 1821.
“ We, the General Committee of Improvement of the town of Galway, comprising the principal in
habitants of this town and neighbourhood, deeply sensible of the vast importance of the Fishery of
the extensive Bay of Galway, beg to convey to your honourable Board, the expression of general
thanks for the protection lately afforded, by the arrival of the Plumper gun-brig, and to lay before you
an account of the present situation, the advantages and wants of the Fishery.
“ The paramount importance of Galway as a fishing station is readily admitted by a reference to the
map; extending as this station does, not only through the interior of this bay, within the islands of
Arran, but also outside these islands, from Loop Head to Sline Bay, forming a line of coast internally
and externally of at least 300 miles, inhabited by numerous tribes of fishermen, who supply the country
around with large quantities of fish, and look to Galway as a market for their surplus produce. The
principal fishing colony, however, is in the immediate vicinity of the town, and is computed to contain
500 able men and 80 boats.
“ These extraordinary advantages, once the source, and at present the chief remains of the former
great trade of Galway, have for many years past proved of comparatively small effect, for the want of
proper regulations and protection. The principal colony above alluded to, assumed by open violence
an arbitrary control over the Fishery, keeping the fish at a monopoly price, to save their own labour,
and stationing boats full of young men armed with stones and clubs to destroy the nets and sails, and
assault the persons of the most industrious fishermen, who might attempt to produce more fish or at
different times or places than those monopolists thought proper.
Under such circumstances, no
improvement could be expected, no capital embarked in the fishery : it is only surprising how it con
tinued to exist.
“ The arrival of the gun-brig has happily changed these scenes ; the fishing has been extensive; and
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the monopolists finding they could not prevent, as before, the exertions of the more industrious fisher
men, have joined at last in a fair competition, which has produced a supply of fish beyond all expecta
tion. Three hundred boats, containing each from 10,000 to 20,000 Herrings, have each day lined our
quays; several vessels have been already laden with Herrings; the extensive population of this town
and neighbourhood has been supplied most abundantly with the cheapest food, while all the roads and
avenues for forty miles round are crowded with countless hundreds of sotters and cadgers carying the
fish of Galway to the farthest extremity of Ireland, and promoting, through the whole interior, a cir
culation of industry, money and human food, truly astonishing.”
The Commissioners, however, feel it their duty to state, that a similar disposition to that which has
so happily been subdued on the western coasts, still exists in many parts of the northern and southern
coasts of Ireland; but the same measures which restored order to the former, will, they make no
doubt, also tranquillize the latter, and ultimately subdue that spirit of monopoly and exclusion, which
has heretofore rendered unproductive the best fishery stations on the Irish coasts.
In adverting to the benefits resulting from the services of the Plumper gun-brig, the Commissioners
cannot pass over in silence the attention so uniformly paid to their wishes by Rear Admiral Sir Josias
Rowley, commanding at Cove; the promptitude with which he co-operated in the advancement
of any particular object that may conduce to the welfare of a useful and thriving national establishment.
Antecedent to the present Fishery Establishment, a practice prevailed in the south of Ireland of
curing fish with salt which had been previously used in curing beef and pork for export. The fish so
cured was consequently of a bad quality, and only marketable from the prevalence of the custom, which
rendered any better description of fish almost unknown in that quarter; but the Commissioners have
now the satisfaction to say, that in consequence of the encouragement held out by the present Fishery
Laws, and the enforcement of the regulations contained therein, this practice has been nearly, if not
altogether, discontinued, and a considerable quantity of prime fish are now produced for bounty in the
south, very little if at all inferior to that which is cured by the /ishermen of the eastern coast, (dis
tinguished by the appellation of Rush Ling, &c.,) and so long proverbial in this country for its superior
excellence.
The Commissioners deem it expedient to recommend some further amendments to the Acts of the
59th Geo. III., cap. 109; and the 1st of Geo. IV., cap. 82, by which, if complied with, much unnecessary
delay in the formalities of outward and inward clearance will be done away, and the obstructions under
which the Fisheries of this country labour with respect to Irish' manufactured salt, removed.
The Commissioners have now the most sanguine hopes, that the beneficial intentions of the Legis
lature, with regard to the Irish Fisheries, will in due time be fully answered, and that Ireland will
eventually enjoy not only an abundant supply for the consumption of her own population, but an ex
port trade for the surplus of her fish, for which her resources are fully adequate.
(Signed)
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CHAS. S. HAWTHORNE. THOS. M‘DONNELL.
VAL. O’CONNOR.
JOHN O. VANDELEUR.
EDW. PRESTON.
GEO. HAMILTON.

Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 29th May, 1821.

Pursuant to the provisions contained in the 46th section of the 59th Geo. III., cap. 109, the Com Report for 1821.
missioners of Irish Fisheries present to the Honorable the Commons of Great Britain and Ireland, in
Parliament assembled, the following Report of their Proceedings for the year ending the 5th of April,
1822, being the Fishery of 1821.
The Commissioners beg leave, in the first instance, to advert to that part of their last year’s Report, Progress made in the
wherein they expressed it as their opinion, that a general survey of the coasts of Ireland would mate Const Survey.
rially contribute to the welfare and extension of its Fisheries, “ by pointing out such places of shelter
along the coast as would form the most advantageous sites for fishing stations, and also by marking out
such useful lines of communication as would facilitate the intercourse between those stations and the
interior of the country through the mountainous districts.”
During the season of 1820, a considerable progress was made in this survey, and in the ensuing
season of 1821, a farther progress was effected; the whole embracing an extent of coast reaching
from Sligo Bay to Dublin, including within its range the northern, and nearly one half of the eastern
divisions of Ireland; and the Commissioners have every reasonable expectation that the benefits aris
ing from this survey, when completed and published, will not be confined to the national object over
which they preside, but will extend to the commercial interests of the country, and the internal
improvement of vast tracts, which, from local causes likely (as is presumed) to be removed by the
survey in question, still continue in their original state of uncultivated wildness.
The Commissioners conceive it will not be irrelevant to the subject which constitutes this immediate
part of their Report, to introduce an extract from the Report of a Committee of the Royal Dublin So
ciety, to whom were referred the statistical surveys of this country, together with Mr. Frazer’s very able
publication on its Fisheries. lt Your Committee entertain, in common with the Society, the most sanguine
hopes that great advantages will result from the useful undertaking of the Board of Fisheries, in having
surveys, and plans, and estimates made at all the fishing stations along the whole coast of Ireland.
Your Committee is of opinion, that with a view of selecting plans for commencing new harbours, it
would be an object of the greatest importance that the Royal Dublin Society should aid the exertions
of the Board of Fisheries, by a statistical survey of the coast, particularly in the vicinage of the places
where harbour charts have been directed to be made by that Board, and where harbours have been
already completed, or are commencing by their order.”
On the extensive range of coast already surveyed lie numerous creeksand bays, which abound in the Want of Harbours for
season with shoals of the finest Herrings; but from the want of places of shelter, either naturally or Fishing Boats,
artificially constructed, so
afford protection to suitable craft, the Fisheries have not been prose
cuted with that degree of successful exertion, of which they may be made so fully capable.
The removal, however, of those difficulties, the Commissioners hope in time to effect by the adop- Proposal to apply iho
tion of a measure which has engrossed much of their serious consideration, and which they are inclined whole .or part of their
to think will, when carried into effect, produce the most beneficial results. By the 66th section of the ^nuVal
«»
Act already recited, an annual grant of £5000 is vested in them, « under such orders, rules, regula- Breukwater^^
tions and directions, as they shall from time to time think fit to make for that purpose.” And after
nearly three years’ experience, they are induced to believe that the encouragement and consequent
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advancement of the Coast Fisheries of Ireland, could not be more promptly or effectually promoted,
than by applying the grant in question, or such portion of it as they may judge expedient, to the
erection of small piers and breakwaters on such parts of the coast as are at present without any protec
tion of this nature, (but where at the same time some of the finest fishing stations are situated,) and in
this belief they are strengthened by the reports of their officers and the engineer employed in the
prosecution of the survey in question.
Moiety Contributions
It will, however, be necessary to observe, that in the adoption of a measure so well calculated, in
by Landholders, &c. their opinion, to promote the Coast Fisheries of this country, the Commissioners have held in view
the expediency of accomplishing the same, on terms as advantageous to the public as possible. They
have consequently deemed it but reasonable to look for a certain proportion of the expense, likely to
be incurred in the erection of such piers, to the landholders and inhabitants of the place, whose local
interests may be more or less connected with the project about to be executed ; and in this expectation
■they have not been altogether disappointed.
Contributions in La
In adopting, however, this principle, the Commissioners have judged it expedient to render the
bour and Materials,
terms,
on which contributions for this purpose shall be accepted, as easy to the individuals interested
to be equivalent to
as possible, and therefore have passed a resolution, “ that, in the application of aid by the Board for
Money.
the execution of piers, a contribution of labour and materials on the spot, under a detailed report
from the engineer, be deemed equivalent in the same proportion as if money were advanced by the
proprietors or adjoining landholders, and that the Board cannot make any advances of money except
under special circumstances duly certified, and under such checks as the Board may deem from time to
time expedient.”
The Commissioners therefore hope, that under the facilities afforded by the foregoing resolution,
the improvement of some of the best fishing stations will shortly follow, and consequently a larger
share of the population of the sea coasts find a more ample and profitable field for the exercise of their
industry.
The increased number of vessels that cleared out on the open sea Herring Fishery this season, under
Increase of Vessels
fitted out for Tonnage the 1st Geo. IV., cap. 82, has added considerably to the item of expenditure under the head of
Bounty.
Tonnage Bounty; and although their success may not at first view appear to make a return equivalent
to the expense incurred, yet the results of their industry, when taken with reference to the entire
Cost of Outfit, often year, will justify a different conclusion. The expense of outfit to a vessel clearing out for the Herring
more than the Bounty Fishery on tonnage bounty, has often exceeded the joint sum arising from the bounty on the tonnage,
and the value of the and the sale of the fish caught and cured ; but, nevertheless, this bounty, when obtained by a faithful
Fish.
prosecution of the voyage, will, if not entirely, at least so far discharge the expense of such outfit, as
to enable the vessel (by affording the means of providing her with suitable apparatus) to prosecute the
fishery for the remainder of the year, unrestricted by the conditions requisite to be observed for the
performance of her tonnage bounty voyage. Many of those vessels proceeded to different parts of the
coast where the Herring Fishery was most abundant, and returned after a short period to the principal
ports of the country, with cargoes of well-cured Herrings in bulk, (on which no bounty is claimable,)
thereby affording a considerable supply of cheap and wholesome food to an extensive population, whose
habits and limited means have rendered this species of food their chief subsistence for no small portion
of the year.
To illustrate this by a more detailed statement, the Commissioners beg leave to observe, that the
wherries of the eastern coast (a species of vessel particularly well fitted for the Fisheries of this country,
in consequence of their ability to stand the sea in the most trying weather) prepare for the open sea
Herring Fishery about the middle of May, and by the first or second week in June are provided with
their due quantity of salt, barrels, netting, and men, as required by the 1st Geo. IV., cap. 82.
A wherry thus supplied,. and inspected by the Officer of Fisheries, proceeds without further delay
on her voyage, and is generally four months before she can accomplish the same, conformable to the
conditions required by the Act already quoted, allowing a reasonable portion of time for all the delays
and casualties incident to bad weather.
After her voyage is completed, and her claim to bounty duly considered and admitted, she then
Loss by fishing for the
prepares for the winter fishery, unrestricted by the conditions imposed on her in the former instance,
Tonnage Bounty
made good by using and proceeds to the north-western coast of Ireland, where the Herring Fishery (as was particularly the
the fishing Gear sub case last winter,) proves generally abundant. Being well supplied with salt, and suitable fishing gear*
sequently in taking
Herrings to cure in the expense of which was discharged by the bounty previously earned on her tonnage, her success is
Bulk, not entitled to seldom considered as doubtful. Twenty of those wherries, from the ports of Skerries, Rush, and Bal
the Bounty.
briggan, in the district of Dublin, succeeded in making up nearly full cargoes of herrings in bulk, and
disposed of the same in the different markets between Newry and Youghal. Twelve of the cargoes in
question were sold in Dublin at the average price of 2s. British per hupdred, and the fish in every
instance well cured.
To prosecute the fisheries on the eastern coast of Ireland, where the metropolis and a great mass of
Proceeds of Fish taken
the
population of the country are situated, vessels of a larger description and tonnage than those used
on the East Coast of
Ireland not sufticient on other parts of the coast are found indispensable. This necessity arises from the remoteness of the
to defray Outfit and fishing banks, which cannot with safety or effect be visited by vessels of a smaller description.
current Expenses.
The outfit attendant on such vessels, as also the current expenses requsite for their annual support,
must be partly defrayed by other assistance than that which is usually supplied from the produce of
their labours ; and without some extra aid of this nature, the fishing off that important part of the coast
must, in a measure, be abandoned, as inadequate to the expense, and consequently, its markets
but scantily supplied with a species of food (particularly white fish,) which constitutes no inconsiderable
portion of the subsistence of their population.
By a reference to the corresponding Appendix of the last and the present season, it will be per
I ncreased supply of
dried Ling, Cod, <fec. ceived that the vessels which cleared out on the White Fishery in the season of 1820, considerably
and decrease in the exceeded in number those which prosecuted the same species of fishery in 1821; but it will at the
Vessels fishing.
same time, be seen that the gross quantity of fish cured in the latter instance far exceeded that which
was produced by the greater number of vessels in the preceding year. This, however, can be readily
explained. When the present fishery laws came into operation in 1820, it was erroneously supposed
by those who had hitherto pursued that mode of life under the former Acts, that if the mere forms of
outward and inward clearance were complied with, and a certain period of time suffered to elapse, the
bounty on the tonnage would necessarily follow as a matter of legal, if not of just right. Under this
impression, the number of vessels that embarked in the White Fishery in 182() was very considerable ;
but when their claims to the bounty became in due course a matter for the consideration of the Com
missioners, it appeared in many instances that the exertions to earn it were inadequate to the remu-
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iteration claimed; and consequently the Commissioners deemed it a duty imperative on them to reject
those claims altogether in some cases, and allow them in others to but a limited extent; and finally,
to. declare it as their determination, that in no future instance would similar claims be allowed, unless
fairly earned by a due share of diligence and exertion. The salutary result of this decision on the part
of the Commissioners may be found verified in the following comparative statement of the number of
vessels engaged in the White Fishery of 1820 and 1821, as considered with reference to the product
of their exertions. In the season of 1820, the number of vessels then engaged amounted to 119 ;
their tonnage 4,259 tons; the aggregate quantity of dried fish produced by them for bounty was
6,762 cwts., or 338 tons 2 cwt.
In the subsequent season of 1821, the number of vessels similarly engaged was 79, their tonnage
2,756 tons; the aggregate quantity of dried fish produced by them for bounty was 8,198 cwts. or 409
tons 18 cwt. It will thus be seen that only'two-thirds of the tonnage which was employed in the
Fisheries in 1820, produced in 1821 nearly 72 tons more of fish entitled to bounty.
It is also worthy of remark, that in addition to the amount of white fish cured for bounty in
1821, a quantity of other fish on which the law does not allow bounty, amounting to upwards of eighty
tons, was cured by the vessels of the eastern district, and proved of the greatest use to the poor of the
neighbourhood. The Commissioners, therefore, entertain every reasonable hope, that the good effect
of the additional exertions, enforced by the strictness of their regulations on this occasion, will still
farther appear in the product of the season now commenced.
With regard to the quantity of white fish cured this season for the production bounty, (that is, for
the bounty of 4$. per cwt. on the production of such white fish as was caught and cured by other craft
than those engaged in the tonnage bounty fishery,) the same favourable representation can be madeThe total amount cured under this head in 1820, was 548 tons 13 cwt. The total amount cured
under the same head, in 1821, was 724 tons 11 cwt., being an increase over the last season of nearly
176 tons. From this statement, it will appear that the aggregate of the increase or excess of the pre
sent over the preceding year, when considered with reference to both the tonnage and production
bounty fisheries, amounts to nearly 248 tons weight of dried fish.
The Commissioners have likewise the satisfaction to state, that in the Herring Fishery, prosecuted
for the bounty of 4s. and 3s. 6c?. per barrel, there has also been an increase over the last season of
nearly 2,000 barrels; but, as the process of curing Herrings for the barrel bounty requires a portion
of capital which has not as yet found its way into the Irish Fisheries, the quantity of Herrings thus
cured bore but a small proportion to that which was cured in bulk; the expense being in the latter
instance considerably less to the curer, and consequently the price to the consumer in proportion.
The Commissioners have the further gratification to state, that the exportation Appendixes, annexed
to this Report, will be found to contain three entries which, though inconsiderable in point of quantity,
are nevertheless important in one respect, as being the first instance of exportation since the enact
ment of the Fishery Laws, in 1819 and 1820; 400 barrels of Herrings, 21 tons 14 cwt. of dried fish,
and 4 barrels pickled fish, constitute the entries alluded to.
The Commissioners had entertained the hope that the quantity of oil extracted from the fish caught
on the coasts of Ireland, would have proved more considerable than the Appendix under that head
represents it to be. They have, however, the satisfaction to find, that if their expectations in this
particular have not been realised, the cause cannot be imputed to any want of industry or exertion on
the part of those who chiefly followed that species of fishery, but to the severity of the season, which
prevented them, by almost continued storm, from prosecuting it with any degree of uniform diligence.
The oil chiefly manufactured in the Irish Fisheries is extracted from the Sunfish, which visits the
western and north-western coasts of Ireland at certain periods and in considerable numbers. The
quality of the oil, thus manufactured, has been latterly so much improved (owing in a certain degree
to the encouragement given by the bounty of £3 per ton, under the 59th Geo. III., cap. 109,) as to
procure for it, in the estimation of many, a preference to the spermaceti oil, (particularly on all occa
sions connected with domestic purposes,) while the cost to the consumer is one third less than the
latter. The Commissioners, however, have the satisfaction to see, that notwithstanding the obstacles
created by the severity of the weather, the quantity of oil produced for bounty this season, has more
than doubled that which was produced in the preceding season.
The Commissioners have still to regret the continuance of that disposition to resist the Fishery laws
on many parts of the coasts of Ireland, of which they have made mention in their last year’s Report.
They have consequently considered it their duty to recommend such farther amendments to the pre
sent Acts, as will give due effect to their efforts to suppress it. Those amendments are likewise meant
to embrace other points, which they also consider as calculated to promote the welfare of the Fisheries ;
and they tiust that the whole will in due time be brought under a well regulated system, which, from
the difficulty of eradicating long established prejudices, they could not expect to accomplish at once
in an institution of such recent formation as that which constitutes the object of their care and protec
tion.
From the returns made by the officers of the number of vessels, boats, and men, registered in the
Irish Fisheries, and uniformly engaged in the occupation of fishing, the Commissioners have been
enabled to add an Appendix to this year’s Report, exhibiting the result of those returns. By a refer
ence thereto, it will be seen that the number of men who almost exclusively follow that mode , of life,
amounts to upwards of 36,000 belonging to craft already registered in the officers’ books; while
those belonging to the craft still unregistered would (there is reason to believe) add considerably to
the number.
The Commissioners cannot conclude their observations on this particular head, without stating an
important fact, which they consider as strongly illustrative of the progressive improvement of the Irish
Fisheries; namely, that in the western district of Ireland alone, the increased number of men engaged
in the Fisheries this present year over the preceding one, amounts to upwards of 1,500.
In the Appendix last mentioned, containing a statement of that portion of the physical strength of
the country, which appears at present engaged in its Fisheries, the Commissioners have not taken into
the account the number of persons occupied in the manufacture of netting, cordage, and other branches
of trade connected with fishery pursuits; they can only, for the present, generally state their numbers
as very considerable, but they expect to be enabled to give, in their next year’s Report, a more detailed
account of those particular points, embracing both an accurate and gratifyingproof of the increasing in
dustry of the maritime population of Ireland.
The difficulty of enforcing the provisions of the Act, relative to the registry of fishing boats, has
been found too obstinate for immediate removal, and therefore can only be surmounted gradually, as
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*“e benefits of the fishery laws are found to extend themselves. This difficulty arises partly from the
< in*—y ~-n _7 wildness of many tracts of the sea coast, through which no roads of communication have as yet been
formed,, and partly from the prejudices of the people against any arrangement which tends to subvert
old habits.
It becomes, however, a pleasing duty to state, that those prejudices so obstinately adhered to in some
places, have been subdued to a great degree in others, particularly in some of the minor districts of the
south of Ireland, where the white fishery has experienced a rapid extension, which has more than
doubled the duties of the fishery officers stationed there, and where the improvement in the mode of
curing that species of fish is not less remarkable.
Tranquil state of the
The Commissioners conceive it their duty to state another important fact in proof of the effect pro
coast population.
duced by the progressive extension of the Fisheries in promoting peaceable and industrious habits ;
namely, that during the period of the lawless proceedings which recently agitated the greater portion
of the south of Ireland, the line of the sea coast where the Fisheries were prosecuted remained in per
fect tranquility.
(Signed)
CHAS. S. HAWTHORNE.
EDW. PRESTON
GEO. HAMILTON.
HENRY R. PAINE.
A. A. HELY HUTCHINSON.
Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 9th May, 1822.
The Commissioners of Irish Fisheries present to the Honourable the Knights, Citizens, and Bur
gesses, in Parliament assembled, the following report of their proceedings for the year ended the 5th
of April, 1823, being the Fishery of 1822.
Moiety contributions
The Commissioners have, in the first instance, to advert to that part of their last year’s Report,
tor Fishery Harbours, touching the erection of small Piers, for the protection of the fishery craft, on those parts of the
coasts of Ireland, where Herrings appear in the proper season in great abundance; but where want of
security against the weather has hitherto counteracted the advantages that would otherwise have re
sulted from a spirited prosecution of the Fisheries there. The conditions, however, exacted by the
Board for assisting in the erection of such works were, from various causes, but slowly acceded to; for,
under a conviction that individual and local interests must be thereby materially benefited, the Com
missioners conceived it their duty to furnish but a moiety of the expense attending their construction,
and in nd instance to depart from a strict adherence to that principle.
Harbours erected to
Ou the commencement of the distresses, which during the summer of 1822, reduced the people of
afford employment
the southern and western districts of Ireland, to a state of unparallelled misery, the Commissioners felt
*1822 8 e faTOine
that such a period would be the most eligible for carrying their plans of safety harbours into effect, so
far at least as regarded the districts in question. Could their construction be followed up consistently
with the principle laid down by the Board, (of only furnishing half the estimated expense,) a double
benefit would result from their immediate commencement; namely, the extension of the Fisheries, by
affording protection to suitable craft, and a supply of food to a large mass of starving population, through
the medium of labour. A special meeting of the Board, for the attainment of this object, took place
accordingly; and the expediency was unanimously acquiesced in: “ Of taking effectual steps towards
immediately carrying into progress the erection of such piers as had been applied for or recommended
by the engineer on the western and southern coasts of Ireland, as a measure that, if promptly adopted,
would materially assist the peasantry of those places in a period of such extreme distress.”
The intentions of the Board being communicated to the charitable committees, then established in
Dublin, a ready compliance was evinced on the part of the gentlemen composing them, to co-operate
in the execution of works iso well calculated to combine the twofold advantages of national and perma
nent improvement, and the immediate relief of a great portion of that local distress, the removal of
which it was the immediate object of those gentlemen to attend to.
The better therefore to give effect to tbe proposed measure, directions were issued to the engineer,
“To furnish gross estimates’ of the expenses likely to be incurred in the erection of such small piers
on the south and west of Ireland, where small sums so applied would be useful; and to have the same
ready for consideration with the least possible delay.”
Twelve sites for HarA list or statement, consisting of thirty-four works of this nature, being accordingly furnished, copies
^eu?e defrayed
were transmitte(^ *°
Commissioners for Relief of the Distressed Poor, sitting at the Castle, and to the
DubUn Relwf Fnnd/ Committee of Management, assembled at the Mansion House. Twelve were selected by those Com
an d the Fishery Board. mittees from the list or statement before mentioned, the gross estimates of which amounted to £5,095,
of which sum the foregoing Committees contributed each one-fourth, while the Board of Fisheries
supplied the remainder from the funds vested in them for the encouragement and extension of the
coast Fisheries of Ireland, by the Act under which they are constituted.
As the conditions on which those contributions were granted, were “ an immediate commencement
of the works,” it became imperative on the Board to decide promptly on the expediency of either direct
ing their immediate commencement by days work, or relinquishing for the present the principle of
executing works by contract, which must necessarily be attended with delay. By the adoption of the
former, the Board conceived their objects for the promotion of the Fisheries would be equally well for
warded, and at the same time would best accord with the views of the contributing Committees, and
accordingly issued directions to their engineer, to “ cause the execution of the twelve selected piers, to
be forthwith commenced, and prosecuted with the utmost vigour, according to the plans and specifica
tions furnished by him, either by days work or agreement, (if it should be in his power to conclude
agreements for the same,) taking at the same time especial care, that in either’case the expense should
not exceed the amount estimated by him for each of those piers, and acquiesced in by the contributing
Committees.”
But as the number of works now directed to be put in progress’constituted little more than one-third
Twenty-two addition
al Harbours com part of those which could be beneficially erected on the coasts of the distressed districts, the Commis
menced with funds sioners conceived it their duty to make further efforts towards the accomplishment of the remainder.
supplied by the Lon
don Relief Committee, They accordingly proffered their co-operation to the London Committee for relief of Irish distress;
the Government Com and the result was, a liberal grant of £2000, which, with a similar grant from the Commissioners of
missioners. and the Relief at the Castle, enabled the Board to direct forthwith the execution of twenty-two additional
Fishery Board.
works on the western and southern coasts of Ireland, where the distress chiefly prevailed; the* gross
estimates of which amounted to £8000; the residue of this sum being supplied from the funds before
mentioned, for the encouragement of the coast Fisheries of Ireland.
Besides the temporary advantages derived from the construction of’ those works, during a period of
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unprecedented distress ; the Commissioners have the strongest assurances, that the benefit arising from
them in other respects, will be promptly felt, permanent in their effects, and embrace other points of
national welfare besides that of the Fisheries.
In justification of those expectations, the Commissioners beg leave to introduce some facts extracted
from the report of Mr. W.H. King, their Inspector General for the Western Provincial District, on
concluding his annual tour of inspection in November 1822.
In speaking of the district of Westport, (one of the minor districts within his provincial survey,
comprehending the coasts of Mayo,) he states, that he has visited the whole of the piers constructing
within the western district, the great Utility of which he feels the most sanguine expectations of de
monstrating to the Board in his next year’s Report, by showing the considerable cure of fish that will
result therefrom.
In speaking of the Galway district, (another of the minor districts within his provincial survey, and
comprehending the coasts of that county,) he re-asserts his confidence of a vast increase to the Fishery
of that district, as necessarily resulting from the facilities likely to be afforded by the different piers
now constructing on that hitherto neglected coast, the sites of which have been so judiciously chosen
by Mr. Nimmo the engineer. Thirteen of those piers he says are at present in progress in that district,
each of which he has visited and examined; and conceives that those of Roundstone, Greatman’s Bay,
and Costello, will be of the most essential service.
Speaking of the piers erecting on the coast of Clare, comprehended within * he Fishery of Kilrush,
he says—“ I feel much satisfaction in stating, that the district of Kilrush seems likely to be much improved in its Fisheries, as will be seen by the increased number of boats registered with the Inspector
of that district, which proves how much the minds of the inhabitants are directed to the Fisheries of
that coast. This is solely attributable to the piers which the Board are constructing on those hereto
fore inaccessible shores, and which abound with a most ample supply of white fish, as is fully demon
strated from the quantity caught by the curraghs, the only species of boat which could be used here
tofore on those coasts with safety. I may therefore with truth assert, that the piers at Liscanor,
Seafield, and Doonbeg, all of which are in a considerable state of progress, will not only be of the
most material advantage to the Fishery, but will be equally so to the agricultural interests of that
county, a great portion of the produce of which has been converted (from the difficulties of land
carriage) into illicit spirits, much to the injury of the revenue. If the pier at Liscanor is completed
so as to admit vessels even of small draught of water, the evil above alluded to would in a great degree
be remedied, by enabling the inhabitants to ship the produce of their land, as also their fish, for the
most advantageous markets. The want of such a pier, I am fully convinced, is the cause of that coast
having been so much neglected, as there was not a single harbour from Blackhead to Loophead by
which the fishing craft could be protected. This evil will in a great degree be remedied by the com
pletion of this pier; and I have every reason to hope that curing-houses for white fish will be esta
blished on that coast by some merchants who seem disposed to embaric in the Fisheries.”
The Commissioners cannot in justice omit so fair an opportunity as this Report offers, of acknowledging the liberal and prompt assistance they received from the different charitable committees before
mentioned, upon every occasion where the mutual co-operation of both parties could more effectually
promote the objects of their respective guardianship, by combining the relief of a numerous and starving peasantry with the execution of works, national, permanent, and conducing to beneficial conse
quences. To the London Committee they stand particularly indebted, not only for their liberal grant
in aid of the construction of safety harbours as before mentioned, but fora subsequent grant of £5000,
vested by them in this Board, in order (as their resolution expresses it,) “ to be strictly and exclu
sively applied in assisting the poor fishermen on the coast of the distressed districts; and, as far as it is
possible so to do, in a fair proportion to be applied in the way of loans, repayable so as to become
reproductive, and annually applicable in the manner above stated.”
The Board have consequently taken measures for bringing this fund into operation so as to meet the
views of the donors, and the assistance it has already afforded the poor fishermen on the western coasts,
even at this early period of its application, justifies the hope of its being attended with considerable
benefits, as it becomes more extended in its operation.
The Commissioners now beg leave to offer a few observations on the present state of the Fisheries,
as compared with the former years; and they have much satisfaction in being able to shew, from the
comparison, a gradual and steady improvement.
The gross quantity of dried fish which obtained bounty in the Irish Fisheries this present season,
amounted to 1,417 tons 4 cwt. The gross quantity of the same description offish which obtained
bounty in the preceding season, amounted to 1,123 tons 19 cwt.; making an excess, in favour of the
present season, of 293 tons 5 cwt. This gradual increase of the white fishery will, however, be better
illustrated by the following comparative statement of eaeli year, since the present enactments came
into operation in 1819.
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Further Contribution
of .£5,000 Irish, from
for^a
Loan Fund,

Increased Supply of
Dried Fish,

Total quantity of dried fish produced for bounty in the season of 1819, (being the
first season under the present Fishery Laws)
...
...
...
...
40 11
Total quantity of ditto produced for bounty in the season of 1820, (being the
second season)
...
...
...
...
...
°
887
5
Total quantity of ditto produced for bounty in the season of 1821, (being the
third season)
...
...
...
...
...
°
1J23 19
Total quantity of ditto produced for bounty in the season of 1822, (being the
fourth and present season)
...
...
...
...
1,417
4
The increase of each season will consequently stand thus:
T
.
, „
Tons. Cwts.
Increase of 1820 over the first year
...
...
846
4
Increase of 1821 over
- 1820
...
...
“*
236 13
Increase of 1822 over
- 1821
...
...
293
5
The Commissioners have much satisfaction in submitting this statement to the Government and the
Legislature, as it evinces a steady annual increase in this branch of national industry, which they trust
will still appear m a larger proportion, as capital and improved methods of fishing, (when united with
the advantages likely to result from the safety harbours now constructing, are gradually introduced
into the Fisheries of this country.
With respect to the quantity of Herrings cured for the bounty of 4a. British, per barrel, both by Increased.Supply of
the crews of vessels prosecuting the open sea Fishery, and by fish-curers on shore, the same favoura- Herrings.*
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FhhcTies^ie able representations can be made. The total number of barrels produced for bounty, was, in the season
of 1819, 1,193; 1820, 7,753|; 1821, 9726|; 1822, 12,722|.
The increase of each season will be found to stand thus—1820 over the first year, 6,650 ; 1S21
over 1820, 1,923; 1822 over 1821, 2,996.
By this statement it will appear, that an annual, though gradual increase, has taken place in this
important branch of the Fisheries since the commencement of the present enactments; and when it is
remembered, that the great Herring-falls of Ireland lie off the coasts most unprotected and inacces
sible to fishing craft, it justifies the strongest hopes, that when those impediments are removed by the
construction of the works before-mentioned, (and the probable introduction of capital,) the increase
in the production of Herrings cured in barrel will every season appear more conspicuous.
Herrings cured, prinThe quantity of Herrings, however, cured in barrel for the bounty of 4$. British, still continues
bawl-%ein"kmuch1 t0 ^car ^ut a Ver^r sma^ proportion to that which is cured in bulk; and on which the law allows no
deareMhan'scotcK
bounty, if we except an exemption from duty on the salt consumed in the cure thereof. The preva
lence of this practice is readily accounted for :—In the first instance, it has been ascertained by testi
mony, given on oath before the Board, that the cost of barrels, if made in Ireland, would exceed the
cost of those made for British Fisheries in Scotland, by about one-third in price, or a sum tantamount
to one-half the bounty ; that is, would be virtually a reduction of one-half of the bounty allowed on
the barrel of Herrings cured in the Irish Fisheries.
To render this fact clear, it is only necessary to observe, that the amount of bounty at present
allowed on Herrings in the British and Irish Fisheries, is 4s. per barrel, British currency. The dif
ference in price between the British and Irish-made barrel may vary from 2s. to 2s. 4cZ. each, against
the Irish curer, being, as was already observed, virtually tantamount to a reduction of one-half his
claim ; and consequently leaving him in fact but a bounty of 2s. per barrel, while the British curer
obtains a bounty of 4s.:—Secondly, much labour and time are consumed in the gutting of Herrings
barrelled with a view to bounty, and in the particular mode of packing them ; all which, added to the
expense incurred in the purchase of a supply of barrels, must unavoidably tend to raise the price of
the article on the consumer. On the other hand, in the instance of bulk-herrings, the fish are cured
in an ungutted state, by which a great portion of labour is saved, and the cost of barrels not incurred.
The result is, a considerable reduction in price to the consumer (compared with the price of barrelled
Herrings,) together with a facility of sale, arising from the circumstance of their being vended in any
quantity, however small, as may best suit the moans of the purchaser. To these may be added another
reason, not less worthy of remark ; namely, that owing to its being for a series of years the prevailing
Bulk-curing the pren°f the exclusive) mode of treating Herrings in Ireland, considerable skill has been acquired in the
vailing mode in Ire- operation of curing, and the fish are in consequence well-coloured, of excellent quality, and generally
lflud.
sought after by the poorer description of the population of this country.
Relative quantities
The great disproportion in the quantity of Herrings cured in barrel and bulk, (as taken from the
cured in barrel and officers return,) will be better conceived when it is stated, that in one of the districts, named Galway,
bulk.
the quantity of Herrings cured in bulk exceeded what would have been tantamount to nearly 13,500
barrels, while the quantity cured in barrel for bounty amounted to not quite 2,300 barrels. And in
an adjoining district (Westport) the quantity cured in bulk was sufficient to constitute nearly 5,500
barrels, while none whatever were cured in barrel for the bounty. It is however to be observed, that
under any mode of cure, whether in barrel or bulk, the vigilence and exertions of the fishery officers
are requisite; their certificate of inspection and proper curing being indispensible ere any exemption
of salt-duty can be allowed the curer. In a district therefore of great extent (even where Herrings
are cured in bulk only) the officer’s exertions must be of the most active nature ; not only for the pur
pose of inspection as aforesaid, but carrying into effect the different provisions of the act for the
general regulation of the fisheries of his survey. In the district of Westport, for instance, where no
Herrings have as yet been cured in barrel for bounty (owing, perhaps, to the extreme poverty of the
people, and consequent want of capital,) there is, nevertheless, an active prosecution, and growing
extension of its fisheries, as will appear, not only from the quantity of bulk-fish cured there, but from
the fact, that 4,000 men and 1,000 boats, large and small, are constantly engaged in them, with every
prospect of an annual increase in both instances. This should necessarily be met by a corresponding
increase of official exertion. The same observations will apply to other districts, chiefly in the South
of Ireland, where the white fishery in particular, is greatly improving, daily extending, and the number
of craft and men necessarily increasing.
Fiv* addition'll local
In consequence of this general increase of the Fisheries, as well as from a belief of its contributing’
in<jiec-ois required.
to their still more immediate extension, the Board have decided upon the expediency of dividing some
of the fishery districts, which, from their great extent of coast, their growing duties, and their areat
capabilities, hitherto so little brought into action, required exertions beyond the means of individual
efforts to do justice to, at least with a degree of effect suited to the magnitude of the object. The
Commissioners have consequently conceived it their duty to follow up this opinion, by requesting His
Excellency the Lord Lieutenant may be pleased to appoint five additional inspectors, as necessary for
the furtherance of those objects ; and they entertain a lively hope, that His Excellency’s sentiments
may correspond with the view they have taken of this important subject, by granting the additional
assistance solicited.
of obtaining
The Commissioners consider it as important to the subject-matter of*this report, to offer a few obthe drawback of duty servations on the impediments the Fisheries of Ireland experience from the many forms required by
on Salt usd in curing, the existing regulations of the Customs Department, ere an exemption of duty on salt used in the
cure of fish (as authorized by certain enactments) can be obtained by the curer. The complexity of
those forms, independent of other considerations, hereafter to be mentioned, would effectually exclude
the poorer description of fish-curers from the benefit of this exemption, as both the nature of such
formalities, and the proceedings to be taken for complying with them, are totally beyond the compre
hension of the ignorant minds of those for whose relief and improvement this legislative boon (of ex
emption from salt duty) was chiefly intended. The advantages, therefore, held out in this instance
by the fishery enactments, are rendered useless to the greater portion of petty curers ; and the result
is, a necessity of purchasing their salt in small quantities, subject to the full or duty-paid price ; ami
to abandon, as an unavoidable alternative, all thought of seeking a repayment of duty, in consequence
of forms to them incomprehensible, and therefore impracticable.
How far the Revenue may require those guards, the Commissioners do not presume to determine ;
but under existing circumstance's, when the duty on salt has been reduced in Great Britain to a stand
ard which renders it less valuable in that country than in Ireland, they cannot but express their earnest
hopes that those forms, originally intended for the protection of a British duty, (no longer existing-)
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and which have so long impeded the operations of the Fisheries in Ireland, will be dispensed with,
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and a mode more simple and easy of comprehension to the ignorant fish-curers, be adopted in their stead. <___ —..—
To effect this object has long been a matter of primary consideration to the Board; and, with a
view to its attainment, they suggested, in a letter to the Lords of the Treasury, bearing date, the 8th
of June, 1822, a modification of the present system, which went to make a distinct allowance on all
kinds of fish cured with salt, in the form of a distinct 'bounty, equal to the amount of duty payable
on that quantity of salt, which may be found, from experience, to be a fair allowance for the cure of
a certain quantity of fish ; giving, however, to the Board a power from time to time to alter and de
termine the quantities of salt in respect of which this bounty was to be allowed. This mode of re
payment the Commissioners were induced to recommend, as one which seemed calculated, from its
great simplicity, to relieve the trade from its present tedious and embarrassing process of obtaining
drawback, by which it is at present placed beyond the reach of the small curers. Besides, it appeared
to the Board that a saving of expense would thereby be created, as the allowances would be made by
the officer of fisheries, on his inspection of the fish, with all the checks and guards used in granting
the present bounties, and without any additional expense.
But even in the instance, where a small fish-curer may be qualified (from greater intelligence of
mind) to go through the forms necessary for obtaining this drawback of duty, he is previously required
to enter into bond, imposing on him so heavy a penalty for an infraction of the conditions, as to pre
clude any hope of his procuring the sureties required by the officer of customs for the due execution
of such bond. Moreover, this bond must have attached to it a ten shilling stamp, which probably
amounts to as large a sum as the quantum of drawback he would be entitled to receive on the smal
portion of salt his limited means enabled him to purchase. For this charge of ten shillings he re-l
ceives no subsequent consideration ; and, therefore, he feels how nugatory it would be to use the salt
with a view to repayment of duty, when the process for obtaining the same would require the previous
operation of executing such a bond, and of course subject him to the cost of the stamp, to say nothing
of the difficulties of procuring sufficient securities. In consequence of those disadvantages, the petty
curer (admitting his ability to comprehend the existing forms) will prefer giving the full or duty-paid
price for the quantity of salt he requires, and use the same without view to drawback, as a measure not
attended with more expense, and not ultimately requiring any tedious forms, in order to prove the
expenditure of it.
In addition to the foregoing impediments towards obtaining a drawbackon exemption from salt-duty
in the fisheries, may be included one of no less magnitude; namely, the necessity imposed on the fishcurer, whose residence lies far off, of travelling a distance of from ten to thirty miles, (as the case may
be,) for the purpose of making an affidavit of expenditure at the custom-house of his district.
The number of vessels prosecuting the open-sea Herring Fishery this season, will be found to ex- Proposal to abate the
ceed the number of those similarly occupied last season. The fish produced in both instances, appears, Tonnage Bounty,
however, to bear much the same average proportion to the quantity of tonnage engaged; but as the
high bounty granted on the tonnage of vessels pursuing this species of fishery, would, in the opinion
of the Board, admit of reduction, they have, consequently, recommended an amendment, so modifying
the present act, as will, they conceive, cause a material diminution of expense to the public, and lead
to more active and successful exertions on the part of the crews thus occupied.
In viewing the Fisheries of Ireland as a source or nursery for supplying the naval strength of the Increase of Fishermen,
empire, the Commissioners have the satisfaction of submitting to the Government and Legislature
the most gratifying representation. By a reference to their last year’s Report, it will be found, that
the number of seamen ascertained to be engaged in the fisheries, and who chiefly, if not entirely, fol
lowed that occupation, amounted to upwards of 36,000. By a reference to the Appendix annexed to
this Report, the number will be found to amount to 44,892; being an increase in favour of the present
season of more than 8,700 men.
1 '
The Commissioners have now to state such further proceedings as they have taken during the pre- Progress of the Coast
sent season, for the purpose of carrying into effect the coast-survey of Ireland, of which their former Survey.
Reports have made mention. The motives that originally led to the adoption of this undertaking, as
well as the probable benefits likely to result from it, have been already set forth in the Reports of the
Commissioners alluded to. The principal expense connected with the execution of this measure, lay
in the necessity of having a surveying cutter in attendance on the engineer, his operations being chiefly,
if not entirely, required on the water. The uncertainty of procuring one for hire suitable to this
purpose, added to the probability of its being attended with some saving in point of expense, induced
the Board to treat for the purchase of a small cutter, which had been already employed in the execu
tion of the survey, and approved of by the Engineer, as being well adapted to that object. On taking
into consideration the average annual cost attendant on the services of this vessel, the Commissioners
were disposed to believe, that by treating for the purchase with the proprietor, and thus taking her
altogether into the service of this establishment, no additional cost would be incurred to the public,
and much uncertainty would be avoided whenever the approaching season would admit of the occa
sional prosecution of the survey.
They accordingly agreed with the proprietor for the sum of £1,203 7s. 4|<Z. in full payment of Purchase of a Cutter
original cost, a thorough repair, and of all expenses of what nature soever for the vessel and crew, for the SurvG.vwhich he considered himself entitled to in right of the services of said vessel, from the commence
ment of the survey in 1820, to the 1st of January, 1823.
The cutter having been refitted in the early part of the year, was proceeding with the examination Piers on the Const of
of the Eastern coast, and the fishing-grounds adjoining, when a strong and pressing appeal to the Clare.
Board, induced them to send their engineer to the Coast of Clare, in order to ascertain how far any
operations, conducive to the welfare of the fisheries, could be made, to contribute to the relief of the
distress then threatening that quarter. In consequence of his reports, and the co-operation of the
charitable associations already mentioned, the Board decided on the expediency of interrupting the
regular progress of the survey of the eastern coast, and to transfer the whole establishment to the
west of Ireland, so as at once to enable their engineer to prosecute the general survey, and facilitate
and superintend the construction of the various works they had agreed to execute for the improve
ment of the Coast Fisheries. The cutter was accordingly despatched with such tools as could be
promply procured, to the western coast, where she continued actively employed in conveying the ne
cessary implements from place to place, and distributing them at the several stations pointed out for
the erection of piers. The engineer states, that the whole of those piers are either entirely or nearly Benefits obtained from
finished ; that several cargoes of Herrings have been already cured and shipped at the pier.of Costello, Piers in Galway and
in the county of Galway ; and that the pier of Kilbaha, in the county of Clare, though still incom- Cl are.
plete, had been the means of saving a boat, value £200, and probably the lives of the crew.
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The Commissioners avail themselves of this opportunity of earnestly recommending to the consid
eration of Government, the expediency of directing the attention of their engineers, now employed
Roads required from in the execution of public works, to the advantages to be derived from connecting, by short lines of
the new Piers to lead communication, the piers or safety-harbours now in progress, with the main roads most contiguous
ing lines of communi thereto.
To facilitate the intercourse between the different fishery stations and the interior of the
cations.
country, through the mountainous districts, would, in the opinion of the Board, be a measure calcu
lated to produce very important results. It would open new markets to the industry of the fisherman,
reward his exertions by a quicker and probably more beneficial sale of his fish, and give a general im
pulse to the fisheries of the principal coasts, that could not fail to expedite and insure their ex
tension.
Attached to this Report are copies of the Engineer’s Reports of the Northern and Eastern Sur
veys, extending from the Bay of Sligo to Dublin, with the Plans appertaining thereto.

(Signed)

KINGSTON.
CARBERY.
MAURICE FITZGERALD.
JOHN BOURKE.
B. B. WOODWARD.

GEORGE WOODS.
HENRY R. PAINE.
THOS. M‘DONNELL.
GEO. HAMILTON.

Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 1st May, 1823.

Report for 1823.

The Bounty on Fish
an impulse to Employ
ment.

Employment created,
deemed more import
ant than a pecuniary
Return from the
Bounty.

Application of annual
Funds.

The Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries, pursuant to the statute of the 59th Geo. III., cap. 109.
present to the Honorable the Knights, Citizens and Burgesses, in Parliament assembled, this Fifth
Report of their proceedings for the year ending the 5th of April, 1824, being’the Fishery of 1823.
Before they enter into a detail of the prominent proceedings of the year, the Commissioners have
much satisfaction in stating generally, that the Fisheries of Ireland still continue to exhibit a steady
annual increase, not more observable in the quantity of fish cured, than in the additional number o‘f
men to whom they give employment, subsistence, and profit.
In prefacing their proceedings with this general statement, the Commissioners beg leave to add
their conviction, that were it not for the impulse given to a numerous and wretched coast population,
by the bounties granted under the present fishery enactments, the value of the Irish Fisheries might
have yet remained in obscurity, and the energies of many thousands of the coast population of Ireland
have still confined in the same state of inactivity in which the present, enactments found them, and from
which the bounty system has principally tended to rescue them.
The Commissioners conceive their can be no stronger proof of the truth of this assertion, than the
progressive increase of the number* of men annually engaged in the Fisheries of this country. The
first satisfactory return of this nature which the Commissioners could obtain, was for the year ending
the 5th of April, 1S22, when the number so occupied (as will appear by a reference to their Report
of that year) were 36,192. In the succeeding year this number was increased to. 44,892 ; and in the
present year, of which this Report treats, there will be found a still further increase, giving a total of
49,448. If we add to these the number of persons to whom the Fisheries in other respects <rive em
ployment in their respective trades of carpenters, ropemakers, salt manufacturers, coopers, importers
of pitch, tar, hemp, &c., we shall find them diffusing employment and subsistence in a most extensive
and beneficial degree. Such facts, then, coupled with the notorious poverty of the fishermen of Ire
land, are conclusive, in the minds of the Commissioners, as to the necessity of continuing those
bounties which, for the short time they have been in operation, have done so much towards advancing
the Fisheries of this country, and rendering them ultimately conducive to objects of obvious national
importance.. The question, therefore, in their opinion, is not as to whether an annual sum of money,
disposed, of in bounties, should make a productive pecuniary return, but whether money so bestowed
as to relieve poverty, promote industry, increase the general supply of food, and furnish a main sup
ply of naval strength, be not a most politic as well as benevolent application of a portion of the public
funds, producing moral and political results greatly paramount to any pecuniary consideration.
Or the great capabilities of the Irish Fisheries, the members who now compose this Board have
been long convinced; but the principal impediments which formerly paralized those capabilities,
were, first, the extreme poverty of its coast population; and, secondly, the want of some legis
lative encouragement in aid of the feeble efforts of pauperism. To remedy these, the statute of
the 59th of Geo. III. was accordingly enacted, granting bounties on the cure of certain fish, and vesting
m Commissioners powers to frame regulations for rendering those bounties effective. The bounties
so granted have already excited a spirit of industry fully tantamount to every reasonable expectation ;
salutary regulations have been framed, orderly conduct has been introduced where only lawless vio
lence before existed, and the Fisheries (as subsequent parts of this Report will prove) have expe
rienced a considerable extension, even on those parts of the coasts where the bounties have not as yet
come into operation.
’
J
The Commissioners now beg leave to enter into the detail of their principal proceedings within the
present year, after which they mean to close their Report with a comparative statement of the Irish
Fisheries, as with reference to each year since their institution in July, 1819, to the year ending the
5th April, 1824.
47
°
By the 66th section of the 59th of George III., cap. 109, a sum of money, not exceeding £5000
per annum, was placed at the disposal of the Commissioners, for the encouragement of the coast Fish
eries of Ireland, under such rules and regulations as to them might appear best calculated for the fur
therance of that object.
Conceiving it, however, their duty to await the operation of the present Fishery Acts, before they
decided on the precise modes of applying those funds, the Commissioners could not, until after an
experience of two seasons, satisfactorily determine on such applications of it as may prove most con
ducive to the success of their objects.
Having accordingly solicited and obtained from the Lords of the Treasury the arrears of this fund
(with the exception of £568 9s. lie?., paid for repairs of poor fishermen ’s boats which were, for the
reasons before stated, suffered to lapse in the years 1819 and 1820,) the Commissioners appointed the
earliest convenient period for holding a special meeting, as well to decide finally on the particular
inodes of application, as to determine on what proportions of that fund should be allocated to each
object respectively. The meeting commenced their operations on the 8th of January last, and conti
nued (with very little intermission) to meet from day to day, until the whole of the fund restored to
them by the Lords of the Treasury (together with the fund of 1823) had been set apart to their
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The allocations were as follows, viz.:—
£
d.
For the completion of certain piers in the west and south of Ireland, already con
structed in part
...
...
.
...
...
...
... 2,040 0
For constructing such new safety harbours on the eastern, western, and northern
coasts of Ireland, as had been recommended by the engineer and principal fishery
officers
...
..
...
...
...
...
.. 7,787 10 0
For building an improved description of hookers, smacks, and yawls suitable to the
Fisheries, of the southern and south western coasts of Ireland, chiefly on the principal
of loan, repayable by instalments, and applicable to similar uses
...
...3,800 0 0
For repairing the boats of the eastern province belonging to poor fishermen, partly
by grant or gift, and partly by loan; such aid to be given, in either instance, in ma
terials at prime cost, and not in money
...
...
...
...
... 800. 0 0
For encouraging fishing companies on a small scale, in the hope of prosecuting the
Fisheries on the more remote and poorer parts of the coast, and gradually introducing
capital therein
..
...
...
...
...
...
... 800 0 0
Although it would be unreasonable to expect that every point of the coasts of Ireland could have
as yet received substantial and obvious advantages from the very short period the existing bounties
have been in force, yet the Commissioners have sincere satisfaction in knowing that advantages, not
only substantial, but strikingly manifest, have been experienced in many quarters, where but a short
period since poverty and lawless violence had existed. These improvements appear to have principally
taken place in the southern and western districts.
Previous to the year 1820, the fishing boats of Dungarvan, one of the principal stations in the Improvement of the
south of Ireland, had no inducement to catch fish beyond the limited quantity required for the con- Fisheries nt Dungarsumption of the town. If the fishing of one day supplied this quantity, the remainder of the week was van’ Co* "raterford*
spent in utter idleness at home, where there was neither encouragement or facilities for curing, or
purchasers for the surplus; but in the present state of the fisheries of Dungarvan, the aspect of things
is far different; salt importers and manufacturers are now settled there, and a certain market esta
blished for the purchase of any quantity of fish. On these points the Inspector General observes,
“ Instead, therefore, of spending the greater part of the week in listless indolence at home, they now
proceed to sea, conscious that the supply cannot exceed the demand; desirous of catching as large a
quantity as possible, they return from the fishing ground about the middle of the week, throw the
fish out on the quay to their wives and children, and frequently go to sea again without a moment’s
delay; then come the jolters (purchasers) from the inland towns, and when they are amply supplied at
a fair price, the curers come next and take the surplus, be it ever so large,” &c.
He further observes, “ That the consequences of this management are, first, a steady demand at all
times for the fish taken, when it was formerly notorious, that the fishermen were in the habit of de
stroying a part of what they had caught when the supply was, as they thought, too abundant; secondly,
tv\?Ver?>inaiu Yoman’ and child in the town, who is disposed to work, maybe at all times employed;
t rdly, that the inland poor participate in the advantages of the bounty, by having an abundance of
wholesome food, on very cheap terms, *and at all times.”
In reporting on the district of Kinbale, in the South of Ireland, he observes, “ the benefit of the Improvements at Kinnew laws are now admitted by the Kinsale fishermen, and they seem disposed to avail themselves of sale, County Cork.
i
tnein to the fullest extent. Three vessels went from thence this season to fish on the Galway Coast.
I
and brought back full cargoes.”
»
Such, then, are the promising appearances exhibited by two of the most important fishing stations Improvements in the
m the South or Ireland, where, but three or four years before, the fisheries had sunk into nearly Fisheries at Westport,
total decay. Had there been no legislative encouragement to re-animate the almost lifeless fisheries in May°of Ireland, the little portion of existence they then exhibitted in 1819 and 1820, would be, by this
period, have most probably become altogether extinct.
With respect to the general improvement of the Fisheries on the Western Coasts of Ireland,
where the distresses of 1822 made their principal ravages, the Commissioners have every reason to
feel satisfied. In the districts of Westport and Galway particularly, the fisheries have made the most
rapid advances, and promise to continue those improvements, if not checked by unexpected impe*
diments.
When the first returns were made to the Board, of the number of boats and men engaged in the
Fisheries of Ireland, for the season of 1821, those from the Westport district were 886 boats, and
3,607 men; but no satisfactory return of the fish cured in bulk. In the succeeding season of 1822,
the returns from the same district were, 1,001 boats, (being an increase of 115) 4,010 men, (being an
increase of 403 ;) and a quantity of herrings cured in bulk, nearly tantamount to 5,500 barrels. In
the present season, of which this Report treats, the returns from that district are, 1,242 boats, (being
an increase of 241 ;) 4,971 men, (being an increase of 961 ;) and a quantity of Herrings cured in
bulk, nearly equal to 10,500 barrels, (being an increase of 5,000 barrels.)
It would, indeed, be an ungrateful return towards that most charitable body, the London Tavern Loan Fund eatablishCommittee, if the Board of Irish Fisheries passed by an opportunity (but particularly one so imporfor Fishermen by
tant) of joining their portion of gratitude to the general feelirig of their countrymen, towards that Committee*1 RtlUl
munificent body. Through the medium1 of their exclusive liberality, a fund has been established in
that district for the repairs of poor fishermen’s boats, on the principle of loan, annually reproductive
and applicable to the same object. In order, however, to render this fund reproductive, security for
the repayment was quite essential. This at first created some impediment to any immediate benefit
from the fund, but the general integrity of the fishermen gradually induced their landlords and others
to step forward in their behalf, and the result is, that from the period' the fund came fairly into opera
tion, (about twelve or thirteen months since,) to the present day, there Were1 nearly 450 boats repaired,
at an average cost of about £2 125. each, probably because the aid solicited was^iot given in any in
stance in money, but in materials, at prime cost.
With respect to the district of Galway, (which, with the Westport district, nearly embraces the Improvement in the
whole of the western coast of Ireland) the Commissioners have the satisfaction to find that improve- Oalway l*isherir».
meets even beyond their expectations have been experienced in that important station since the last
season. Galway is the only district, as yet, on the western-coast of Ireland, into which the bounties
have found their way, and the results may be estimated by the following comparative statement of its
Fisheries, since the present enactments came into operation. In the first season of 1819, (the first
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In the second season of 1820, Galway made its first, though weak effort, having cured fifteen barrels
for the bounty. In the third season of 1821, the number cured for bounty were 165-^ barrels. In the
fourth season of 1822, the number amounted to 2,195 barrels. In the fifth or present season, the
number of barrels on which bounty was claimed and paid, amounted to 8202.
An annual increase equally gratifying, of the men and boats engaged in the fisheries of the Galway
district, will appear in the following statement. The first satisfactory return of this nature that the
Board of Fisheries were able to procure, was for the season of 1821, when the number of boats were
found to be 1,290, and the number of men 5,624. In the succeding season of 1822, the returns were,
1,442 boats, (being an increase of 132,) and 6,228 men, (being an increase of 604.) In the present
season of 1823, (of which this Report treats) the returns are 1,702 boats, (being an increase of 260,)
and 6,975 men, (being an increase of 747.)
The Inspector General, in his last report on the fisheries of this district, states, “ that the number of
boats which constitute the increase of this year, have been built within that period, and principally at
those places where piers have been erected.”
The Commissioners cannot close their statement of the Galway district without again adverting to
Loan Fund on the
Galway Coast.
that charitable body the London Committee, through whose munificence a similar fund with that al
ready in operation in the Westport district, has been established for the poor fishermen of the coast of
Galway. The benefits likely to be experienced from the operation of this fund may be tolerably well
appreciated, when it is stated, that in the course of little more than one year nearly 450 boats have been
repaired, at an average cost of about £2 18$. 6c?. per boat; the aid in every instance being given in
materials and not in money.
Additional Local In
. In pursuance of the recommendation made by the Board, and alluded to in their report of last year,
spectors appointed.
his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant has been pleased to appoint three additional officers, who have
been stationed in the new districts of Glandore, Clogher, and Sligo.
From the recency of those appointments, no important effects could fairly be as yet expected; the
results, however, have been sufficiently conspicuous in the new district of Sligo, to claim their share of
notice in this Report.
Previous to the formation of this place into a distinct district, no fish of any description were cured
in that port, or on the adjacent coasts for bounty; but since it became a distinct station (about a period
of four months) regular fish curers have established themselves there, and 935 barrels have been cured
and branded for bounty.
The number of vessels engaged this year in the open sea Herring Fishery exceeds that so occupied
Cod and Ling Fishe
ries deserted, to ac- in any former season. This, the Commissioners are of opinion, is attributable to the high rate of
quire the larger Boun bounty, which has gradully induced the adventurers hitherto engaged in the Cod and Ling fish
ty obtained in the
eries, to desert the less profitable avocation for that which holds out a higher inducement to specula
Herring Fishery.
tion. In the instance of the Cod and Ling, or (as it is otherwise denominated) the white fishery, the
rate of bounty is but £1 per ton on the vessel’s admeasurement, not, however, to be allowed on more
than sixty tons; whereas in the open sea Herring fishery, the rate of bounty allowed by the 1st of
Geo. IV., cap. 82, is £3 per ton, and on the same quantum of tonnage as in the white fishery. It is
true, the expense of outfit in the one case greatly exceeds that which is required in the other; and
consequently it may, perhaps, be but an equitable consideration, to proportion the bounty to the dif
ference of expenditure necessarily incurred in the prosecution of each species of fishery. Such, at
least, is the view which the Board of Fisheries have taken of the case ; and under this impression they
have prepared a bill of amendments which, .with other points of no less importance to the Fisheries,
contains a modification of the tonnage bounty, as now in force in the open sea Herring fishery, calcu
lated, in their opinion, to increase the exertions of the fisherman. The modification proposed con
Abatement of the
Tonnage Bounty for sisted both in a reduction of the rate of bounty now in force, and in a reduction of the quantum of
the Herring Fishery. tonnage on which that bounty is now claimable. Instead of £3 per ton, the Commissioners proposed
£2, with a discretionary power, however, of awarding the additional pound, or any part thereof, iu
cases of increased and successful exertion; and instead of leaving sixty tons as the maximum quantity
entitled to bounty, the Commissioners proposed forty-five, which they considered as abundantly remu
nerating the speculator.
J
With respect to the coast survey which was commenced in 1820, further progress has been made
during the last season.
The Commissioners have only further to remark, that in addition to the increase of bounty fish
cured this season, a still more considerable increase has taken place in the quantity of bulk fish cured
along the whole range of the Irish coasts.

(Signed)

DONEGAL.
JOHN O. VANDELEUR.
B. B. WOODWARD.
Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 19th April, 1824.

GEORGE HAMILTON.
HENRY R. PAINE.

In their Report of last season, the Commissioners gave a short sketch of the different'projects which
seemed to them best calculated to give effect to that section of the 59th of the late King, cap. 109, which
places at their disposal the annual sum of £5,000 for the promotion of the Coast Fisheries of Ireland.
Amongst the measures most likely to advance this object were the construction of small piers, quays,
and safety harbours, the building of hookers, smacks, and small boats, suitable to the Fisheries of the
different districts, the repairs of poor fishermen’s boats, and the promotion of small fishing companies,
so as to give an impulse to more important establishments of this nature.
Erection of Harbours
On the first head, (the erection of small piers, &c.,) the Commissioners beg to observe that some
Retarded by the dif- of those works have been since completed, and others in progress, but the difficulty of procuring the
WeX contributions. necessary contributions from those whose private interests must be promoted by their erection, has
tended in some measure to retard the progress of similar works, which, if executed, must prove of
equal utility to the Coast Fisheries of Ireland.
The Building of FishOn the next head, (the building of hookers, smacks, &c.,) proceedings for carrying this measure into
ing Boats.
effect; have been taken, and the project seems to promise very satisfactory results. As there is, how
ever, a material difference in the principles laid down for the application of the funds allocated to the
hooker and smack building, the Commissioners beg leave to enter somewhat into the detail of the arrange
ments decided on for their construction, and ultimate application.
Grants of one-fourth
The arrangement laid down for the building of hookers, (a species of boat peculiarly adapted to the
of costa for Hookers. Southern Fisheries) was a grant of one-fourth their estimated cost to such adventurers as were dis-
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posed to build the same, conformable to an approved plan, and to supply the remaining three-fourths Reports of the late
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from their own private means.
Irish Fisheries.
1 he arrangement for the smack and small boat building was formed exclusively on the principle of
loan, repayable by instalments, at stated times, so as that the whole may be liquidated at the expira Loans for Smacks and
tion of a certain period, when the boat will become the property of the fisherman. In the meantime, Small Boats.
the proceeds of each instalment are to be applied to .similar uses, thereby adding annually to the num
ber of boats, and consequently multiplying the means of employment and food.
On the third head (the repairs of poor fishermen’s boats) the Commissioners beg to observe, that Loans for repairing
loan funds for this desirable object have been established in many of the maratime counties, and es Bouts.
sential benefits experienced from them in those quarters where local difficulties have not tended to
impede their prompt operation. Those difficulties are, however, every day diminishing, and as the
principle on which this species of aid is given renders repayment, by easy instalments, absolutely ne
cessary, the benefits arising from such loan funds become thereby perpetuated.
With respect to the fourth head, (the encouragement of small fishing companies,) the Commissioners Fishing Companies de
entertain sanguine hopes that the speculative spirit of the times will tend to the establishment of fishing sirable.
companies on a more extended scale than was originally contemplated by them. By such associations,
the productive fishing banks which surround the coasts of Ireland, may be fairly tried; but which, from
want of capital and suitable craft, have hitherto been but imperfectly ascertained, and only casually
visited.
The Commissioners have to state, with much regret, the diminution which has taken place in the Diminished supply of
white fishery of the last year, (particularly on the southern coast,) and without any apparent cause, Cod, Ling. drc.
save the uncertainty which must ever attend the return of such fish as periodically visit the coasts of
this country. The success, however, of the preceding years, justifies the hope of a more abundant Expected improve
fishery next season ; and the Commissioners expect that the measures they have adopted for the en ment in the Hake
couragement of the hooker and smack building, will tend materially to render the Hake Fishery (the Fishery.
chief Fishery of the South) a more productive source of industry than heretofore. It is, however, Increased supply of
with unfeigned satisfaction the Commissioners have to state the gradual increase in the Herring Fish Herrings.
ery of this season; the excess over last season amounts to 13,776 barrels.
With respect to the coast survey adverted to in former Reports, much additional progress has been Coast Survey.
made, and a good deal of interesting information obtained, as to the fishing banks along the Western
Coast. The Board, have, however, directed a suspension of its further prosecution for the present,
until they shall have given a due portion of attention to the information it contains, and the sugges
tions held out in it.
Although the regulations adopted by the Board, for the peaceable and legal prosecution of the fish Disturbances among
eries, have tended much to the attainment of that object, yet, a spirit of outrage will at times break the Dungarvan Fish
out, and call for the interference of the powers vested in the Commissioners, under the Act of the ermen*
59th of the late King, cap. 109. Were it not for the occasional exercise of those powers, that vast
and productive Fishery, which periodically occurs on the Western Coast of Ireland, would be rendered
of little moment, by the turbulent spirit, which, prior to the formation of this establishment, had
nearly destroyed the once flourishing Fisheries of the Bay of Galway. A similar spirit lately evinced
itself in the south, at Dungarvan, and would have probably produced the most serious consequences,
were it not for the timely interference of the Board, aided by the local magistracy of the place, and
the very judicious conduct of Mr. Barry, the Inspector-General of Fisheries for the Southern Pro
vince, whom the Board found it necessary to send therefor that especial purpose. In order to enforce
their regulations for the protection of the Southern Fisheries, the Commissioners were compelled to
hire the services of a small-decked boat, for the better portion of the summer, and found the
measure of great benefit in maintaining order, and preventing illegal and destructive modes of fishing.
'i'he Commissioners have much satisfaction in perceiving the improvement which has taken place Improvement in the
in the fisheries of some part of the coast, where the districts (originally too extensive) have been divi- Fisheries at Killalla.
ded, and the duties of the officer confined to a reasonable extent of shore, more immediately within Co*^Iayo<
the scope of his powers to manage. The following extract of a letter from the Lord Bishop of Kil
lalla will prove satisfactory on this head: “ When in Dublin, you were pleased to furnish me with all
the papers necessary to explain to the people here (Killalla) the encouragements given to the fish
eries, and the regulations to be observed. On my return to Killalla, I made the undertaking a sub
ject of conversation with the gentlemen of my neighbourhood—had the papers sent from house to
house, >that all might read them, and then to the merchants of this town. The people also, who go
out in the boats, had full information. The efficient officer of the Board has duly attended, and the
consequence has been such as must prove satisfactory to them—to me it is very gratifying. lam also
assured by many, that more Herrings have been taken this year than in the twenty years preceding;
that besides the local supply, abundance was sent into the interior of the country, many miles distant;
and by the return of your officer, it will be seen, that a large quantity of well-saved fish is in casks,
ready for exportation. Such ea thought never occurred to the people here, before, and this is their
first attempt. I contemplate, with pleasure, the probability of its leading to a far more extended
fishery, when the proper vessels for the deep sea, and tackle shall be acquired. Certainly, a multitude
of people has been greatly benefited by what has been done, &c. &c.”
The Commissioners observe, with much pleasure, a further increase in the number of men engaged jncrease jn
uum.
in the Irish Fisheries, as taken from the local officers’ customary returns to the 5th April last. The her of Fishermen,
gross number stated in the Report of their last year’s proceedings (season 1823,) was 49,448. The
number given in the present Report, is 52,482, being an increase of 3,034 men.
J. o. VANDELEUR.
HENRY R. PAINE.
VAL. O’CONNOR.
b b WOODWARD.
GEORGE HAMILTON.
Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 12th May, 1825.

(Signed)
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The erection of fishery piersand the formation of small safety harbours, where natural shelter is not
to be found, have occupied much of the Commissioners’ consideration, but however useful (and their
utility cannot be questioned) those works may prove in advancing the Fisheries, they have been much
impeded in their progress by local difficulties, chiefly arising from the impossibility of procuring the
necessary contributions in aid of their formation or their future repairs, as prescribed by the Act of the
5th Geo. IV. cap. G4. These impediments, it is much to be lamented, too often occur, not only on
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those parts of the coast where poverty predominates, but where capability is manifest. And yet the
Commissioners aie not without hope that every season will tend to their gradual removal, and conse
quently to an extension of the Fisheries, as well as a corresponding amelioration in the condition of the
coast population.
The Commissioners have not as yet judged it expedient to resume the prosecution of the Coast
Survey, adverted to in all the former Reports, and which was instituted at the commencement of this
establishment, for the furtherance of fishery objects. It has, however, been so far effected as to com
prehend nearly two-thirds of the whole of the Irish coast, and the details of a principal portion of it
have already appeared in the shape of an Appendix, to the fourth and sixth Reports of the Commis
sioners of Irish Fisheries to the Honourable the House of Commons. Some charts appertaining to
this survey have been published for the use of the Fisheries, and sought after with much earnestness.
A few more arc in the hands of the engraver, comprehending some of the most interesting bays on the
western and north-western coasts ; namely, Galway, Clew, and Killalla Bays.
1 he funds set apart for the building an improved description of fishing boats, (as mentioned more
particularly in the Commissioners Report to Parliament for 1823,) are now on the eve of being carried
into active operation; the necessary preparations are nearly made, and a supply of materials about to
be purchased ; and were the Commissioners to rest their expectations on the representations of those
intrusted with the management of these funds, they have every right to calculate on important
benefits.
From the establishment of loan funds to assist poor fishermen in the repairs of their boats, the Com
missioners have to report the most, beneficial results. The aid in this case being furnished in mate
rials and not in money, precludes the possibility of any misapplication of the relief afforded. For the
means of carrying such institutions into effect, the Commissioners are exclusively indebted to the Lon
don Committee, who placed, in 1822, a sum of money under their management for the promotion of
this object.
I he details of those institutions are transmitted to the London Committee (now direc
tors of the Irish Loan 1' und) in periodical Reports from this Board, and it is with extreme satisfaction
the Commissioners have to state, that in the management of such portion of the money as they have
been enabled to superintend through the medium of their own officers, the benefits have even exceeded
their expectations, and have proved so far satisfactory to the donors of the funds as to induce them to
transmit to the Board a resolution expressive of their thanks.
I he disposition to outrage and destructive modes of fishing, although considerably subdued, will
sometimes evince itself in places where local interests are suffered to be affected by either its suffer
ance or suppression.
1 he evil is however rapidly abating, but every year’s experience more fully demonstrates the neces
sity of continuing a controlling body, legally vested with sufficient means of enforcing the observance
of salutary regulations, as well as with the power of making and varying those regulations so as to meet
local peculiarities. The Commissioners have often found it expedient to exercise such powers as arc
vested in them under the Act of the 59th Geo. III. cap. 109> for the attainment of this object, by oc
casionally hiring the services of a small decked boat and crew, whose exertions have tended much
to the restoration of order, and the prevention of illegal and injurious fishing on the southern coast of
Ireland.
The increase of men and craft as taken from the officers’ returns for the present season, is considera
ble, and sufficiently demonstrates the general improvement in the Fisheries of this country, as well as
their vast importance in promoting national industry, and in furnishing employment and wholesome
subsistence to many thousands.

(Signed)

HENRY R. PAINE.
GEO. HAMILTON.
DENIS BROWNE.

B. B. WOODWARD.
VAL. O’CONNOR.

Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 4th May, 1826.
Report for 1826.
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In order to promote a more active and profitable prosecution of the Fisheries throughout the whole
of the coast of Ireland, the Commissioners resolved to minutely revise the state of their funds, to dis
appropriate all unclaimed grants, to ascertain what portion of these funds had accumulated under the
66th section of the Act of the 59th of Geo. III., cap. 109> (which authorized them to apply the money
in any way they considered best calculated to encourage and promote the Coast Fisheries,) and what
portion of them had accrued since the passing of the Act of the 5th Geo. IV. cap. 64, which restricted
the application of all future grants to two specific objects, namely, the erection and repairs of piersand
quays, and the repairs of poor fishermen’s boats.
Having accordingly entered into the proposed revision, and having obtained the opinion of their
counsel as to the extent of their powers over the money which accumulated under the 66th section of
the first mentioned Act, the Commissioners found themselves enabled to appropriate the sum of
£10,000 to the formation of a General Fishery Loan Fund, by means of which the wants of the poor
fisherman on every part of the coast of Ireland maybe relieved, either by supplies of materials neces
sary for the repairs of his boat, or of hooks, lines, netting, and other fishing apparatus requisite for the
prosecution of his trade as a fisherman, or by being provided with a new boat, the cost of which is
defrayed in the first instance from the fund in question.
1 he repayment of the value of the materials, and of the fishing tackle thus supplied, is provided for
by a promissory note passed by the fisherman, with two sureties, payable at twelve months after date,
and subject to an inteiest. of five per cent, to cover losses and incidental expenses.
1 he repayment of the cost of a new boat is provided for in a similar way, with the exception of in
terest, to which the grantee is not made liable, from the consideration that during the progress of build
ing, the fisherman derives no advantage from the boat, and therefore should only be charged with the
actual cost which the shipwright by agreement is entitled to. Besides, the Commissioners do not ad
vance the whole cost in this case as in the former instance of materials and fishing tackle supplied, but
defray the amount by gradual payments, according as such portions of the work are certified by the
officers,and grantee to be satisfactorily executed, as would fairly entitle the shipwright to a propor
tionate payment.
brom the recency of these arrangements, the Commissioners are unable to lay anything material
before the public in the way of results; but from the anxiety evinced by the fishermen on most part
of the coast, the Commissioners feel justified in entertaining sanguine hopes of the ultimate success of
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this fund. A reference to Appendix No. 9,* will explain more fully its nature as well as the condi
tions under which it may be made available to the promotion of industry throughout the entire coast,
and the consequent extension of the Fisheries of this country.
As two loan funds upon different principles would be likely to cause confusion and inconvenience in
their operation, the Commissioners have directed their officers to call in the loans outstanding from
the fund committed to their management by the London Committee in 1822, and they hope to ob
tain the concurrence of that body to the engrafting the same upon the General Fishery Loan Fund
before mentioned, so as that the whole may be conducted upon the same common principles.
The Coast Survey, adverted to in the former Reports of the Commissioners, has not been resumed;
but the last report of Mr. Alexander Nimmo, the civil engineer employed in this service, will be found
annexed.
The fishery piers which have been already erected, as well as those which are now in progress on
various parts of the coast of Ireland, have also engrossed much of the Commissioners attention. Mr.
James Donnell, the engineer employed (as occasion may require) in this particular service, was directed
to make a tour of inspection round the coast, and furnish the Commissioners with a report on the pre
sent state of those works, as also with his suggestions on the measures he considered either necessary
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Committee.

Coast Survey.

• Extract from the Appendix referred to:—Fisheuy Loan Fund.—The Commissioners have, out of the savings
which have arisen from former appropriations of their funds, been able to allot the sum of £10,000, to be formed into a
loan fund, for the purpose of extending and improving the coast fisheries of Ireland; said sum to be expended, first, in
assisting poor and industrious fishermen to procure fishing tackle, and articles for the repair and outfit of their boats;
secondly, in advancing capital for building a limited number of model-boats, for such parts of the coast as shall be
capable of affording shelter and protection to a larger and better description of boat than that which is to be found there
at the present day.
.
Any poor and industrious fisherman who may wish to avail Iiimself of this loan, must apply in the first instance to
the local Inspector of this district, who will furnish him, gratis, with a printed form, which ne must carry to any neigh
bouring magistrate, or other gentleman to whom he may be known, or to the nearest clergyman of any religious persua
sion. some one of whom must certify upon the said printed form, in a place prepared for that purpose, that the fisher
man so applying is a poor and industrious man, deserving of assistance, and likely, from the produce of his labour, to be
able to repay any small sum that might be granted to him in the way of loan. The fisherman having obtained this
recommendation in his favour, must return the document to the local Inspector.
The local Inspector having thus got the recommendation in favour of the fisherman, and being satisfied of its suffi
ciency, will then proceed to inquire into the nature and extent of his wants. If the fisherman should appear to want
those articles only which are known by the name of fishing tackle, or should want the materials for repairing a small
boat, the local Inspector will be authorised to grant an order for such articles and materials as will amount in value to
any sum not exceeding £4 ; but should the fisherman so applying appear to want materials for the repairs of a larger
description of boat, the local Inspector will in that case be allowed to extend his order to any sum not exceeding £10.
Where boats and vessels shall require repairs, the expense of which will be likely to exceed this sum, a special applica
tion must be made to the Board. The order to be given to the fisherman will be addressed to any person residing in,
or contiguous to the district, who shall trade in any of the above articles required for his use.
The Commissioners, desirous of ascertaining the nearest place to every part of the coast from which these articles can
he supplied on the cheapest terms, have by public notice requested all persons dealing in any of them, to send into
their office, as soon as possible, a list of such of these articles as they can respectively supply, and the prices at which
they will sell them, in order that persons may be sent to view their quality.
A list of the persons dealing in those articles will be registered in the Fishery Office of every district, out of whom
the fisherman will be allowed to choose any individual shopkeeper or trader upon whom he would wish to have an order
for the articles he wants; and as the bills of all the traders and shopke.epers from whom any of these articles shall be
purchased, will be put into course of payment by the Commissioners on the first of every month, which is equal to
cash, they expect that a proportionate abatement will be made in the price of every article offered to be supplied.
The local Inspector, at the same time that he gives to any fisherman an order on a shopkeeper for articles to any
given amount, will require from him a note, with two securities joined therein, for the same amount, payable to the
Secretary of the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries, at the expiration of twelve months, with interest thereon at five
per cent.
The local Inspector has been instructed to select for., these loans such individuals only as shall appear from the
requisite certificate, combined with his own knowledge'of them, to be deserving of encouragement and assistance;
but if any unsuccessful applicant may be disposed to remonstrate against the rejection of his application by the local
Inspector, he must apply to the Inspector General of the district, who will inquire into the matter, and interfere, if it
be necessary.
.
,
...
• • Landed proprietors and others who feel an interest in the extension of the Fisheries in those places where the
articles above enumerated cannot be conveniently had, could not more effectually serve the fishermen about them, than
by establisliing, at their own expense, depots in such places for the storage and sale of such materials.
Any person wishing to obtain a loan for building a boat, must apply in the first instance to the local Inspector of his
district, who will furnish him gratis with a printed form, which he must carry to any neighbouring magistrate, or other
gentleman, to whom he may be known, cr to the nearest clergyman of any religious persuasion, some one of whom
must certify upon the said printed form, in a place prepared for that purpose, that the fisherman so applying is a poor
and industrious man, likely to repay a sum to be advanced for a boat, and therefore a fit and proper person to receive
from the Commissioners a boat of the description therein named.
The fisherman having obtained this recommendation in his favour, is to return it to the local Inspector, who must
make his report thereon, stating whether the applicant is or is not, in his opinion, a person to whom he would recom
mend a loan to be made towards enabling him to build a boat, and if he does, the description and tonnage of the boat
he would recommend to be built, and the amount per ton which such a boat, in his opinion, ought to cost.
The report of the local Inspector is then to be forwarded by him to the Inspector General, who must transmit it to
the Board in Dublin, with his observations thereon.
The Board, upon receiving and considering those reports, will determine on the persons to whom loans will be
granted, upon which the names of such persons will be transmitted to the local Inspectors, who will then notify in their
respective districts, the names of the different persons to whom grants have been made.
Upon this each grantee must himself look out for the most eligible person convenient to his own residence, with
whom, subject to the approval of the Board, he is to contract for the boat. The price of the boat haling been agreed
upon, and a contract basing been executed thereon between the builder and. the grantee, a note must be passed by the
latter to the Secretary of the Commissioners, with two sureties joined therein, for the whole expense of the boat about
to be built, payable at the expiration of twelve months from the date thereof. The grantee must, in his contract with
the builder, require the boat to be commenced and concluded within what shall be considered by all parties a reasonable
time; and as the building of the boat proceeds, the Board will make occasional advances of money to the contractor,
agreeably to whatever may be the terms of the contractor in respect thereto. Each advance of money will be issued
upon the joint certificate of the grantee, the Inspector General, and the local Inspector; every such certificate stating
that the progress made in the building of the boat would justify such advance to be made to the builder. The final
payment will not be made until the boat has been actually launched, and is so fully completed in point of outfit, as to
be ready for an immediate prosecution of the Fisheries. Security will be required from the grantee, that such boat
shall continue to be employed in the Fisheries for at least three years.
• o° Several benevolent proprietors of estates, on different parts, of the sea coast of Ireland, have announced to the
Commissioners their readiness to contribute, in any way that could be pointed out to them, towards the expense of pro
curing good and suitable boats for the poor and industrious fishermen who reside on their properties. . Such landed
proprietors, or other charitable persons equally well disposed to serve them, will be able, in strict conformity with these
arrangements, to carry into effect their benevolent intentions—first, by interesting themselves in favour of the applica
tion of any person or persons they may consider most deserving of their relief; next, by causing a vigilant attention to
be paid to the proper execution of tjie boat-building contracts; and lastly, in assisting the fisherman whose note is
about to become due, by contributing such sum towards the payment of it, os shall best accord with their opinions of
the fisherman’s own means of meeting the demand on him, or the views they shall take of the extent of his claim upon
their favour or support.
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Reports of the late for their repairs or calculated for their improvement. This report, which is hereto annexed, hasgreatly
Commissioners of the facilitated the arrangements formed by the Commissioners for the furtherance of these objects, and
Irish Fisheries.
measures were accordingly taken for their accomplishment through the medium of the public papers.
The naval vessel which was attached to this department under the provisions of the Act of the 59th
The Plumper gun brig
assigned to the Super of Geo. Ill, cap. 109, having been found too large for the purposes of protection where protection was
intendent of the Fish oftentimes most wanted, the Commissioners felt it expedient to discontinue her services, and notify the
eries, found to be too same to the Lords of the Admiralty.
large, (see Report for
In adopting, however, this proceeding, they beg to observe that they are not the less convinced of
1820.)
the
necessity of affording protection to the Fisheries, by the substitution of one or more smaller vessels,
A smaller vessel
whose size would enable them to visit every creek and small bay where the Fisheries are prosecuted,
would be useful.
and where the observance of order and legal fishing would oftentimes require to be enforced.
On the first formation of this establishment, when poverty paralyzed every effort to improve and
Second-hand or re
coopered barrels ad
extend the Fisheries of this country, the Commissioners felt it expedient to allow the use of re-coop
mitted for the Bounty ered or second hand barrels in the Herring bounty fishery, provided such barrels were found by the
on Herrings.
officer on inspection to be good and sufficient for all the purposes of cure for home use. Barrels of
this description were procured on cheaper terms than new ones, and the indulgence afforded much as
sistance to the small curer, in the early state of the Fisheries ; but the Commissioners having reason
to think that it latterly led to attempts at fraud, were induced to issue an order prohibiting the brand
The branding of such ing of secondhand barrels for bounty in future, and requiring others perfectly new. This order, added
Barrels stopped in
to the gradual reduction of bounty on Herrings under the 5th of his present Majesty, cap. 64, may
1826.
reasonably account for the diminution in the quantity of Herrings cure.d for bounty as with reference
Diminution in Her to the preceding year; but from the number of men and craft engaged in the Fisheries, there is more
rings Cured for the
reason to assert that an increase, rather than a relaxation of industry, has taken place in the prosecu
Bounty.
tion of the Fisheries of this country.
During the last year the attention of the Commissioners was also devoted to the formation of a
Revisionofthe Fishery
Department.
regular uniform system of conducting the business of this department in its several branches. The
abilities of a member lately appointed to this Board, (now unavoidably absent,) and of much experi
ence in the conduct of public business, have been applied with great and continued attention to the
arrangements necessary for carrying the whole system into effect. The results of his skill and sugges
tions have greatly tended to simplify the transactions of the Commissioners, to improve their regula
tions for checking and controlling the officers of the establishment, and to give increased satisfaction to
the fishermen and others connected with the department.
(Signed)

CARBERY.
MAU. FITZGERALD.
DONEGAL.
A. CHICHESTER.
DENIS BROWNE.
GEORGE HAMILTON.

B. B. WOODWARD.
KINGSTON.
JOHN O. VANDELEUR.
HENRY R. PAINE.
VAL. O’CONNOR.

Report for 1827.

In the Report of the Commissioners which preceded this, they commenced their statement of the
year’s proceedings with an account of the Irish Fishery Loan Fund, established by them out of the
money which accumulated under the 66th section of the 59th Geo. III., cap. 109.
The numerous and pressing demands of the fishermen for aid from this fund soon exhausted nearly
The Loan Fund all
the whole of the money set apart for it, and consequently obliged the Commissioners to prohibit their
distributed.
officers from issuing any more orders for supplies or repairs of boats, until the re-payments arising from
the fishermen’s notes (now falling due) should recruit the fund sufficiently to admit of its being re
opened, and re-applied to the same useful purposes.
Fishermen anxious for
From the great anxiety with which the fishermen are looking to the period when the fund may be
another distribution. resumed, the Commissioners feel warranted in entertaining the same lively expectations of its ultimate
success, as they ventured to express in their last year’s Report.
Loans Made.
In support of those expectations, they beg to present the following detailed statement of the nature
and extent of the relief afforded by it in each of the local districts, comprehending altogether the whole
of the coast of Ireland.
Sligo—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery materials in this
district was eighty-eight, at an average cost of £2 18s. 10c?. for each boat repaired
or supplied. The total cost is
..
...
...
... v
Twenty-two new boats
Killybegs, Co. Donegal—-The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery
materials in this district, was eighty-eight, at an average cost of £4 7s. 7c?. for each
boat repaired or supplied. The total cost is
Ratlimullen, Co. Donegal—.One new boat
...
...
...
...
Belfast—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery materials in this
district was 139, at an average cost of £4 each boat. The total cost is
...
Ardglass, Co. Down—-The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery
materials in this district, was 184, at an average cost of £5 6s. 6c?. each boat. Total
cost
Three new boats
Carlingford, Co. Louth-—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery
materials in this district, was 244, at an average cost of £4 3s. 5cZ. for each boat
repaired or supplied. The total cost is
One new boat cost £80; paid first instalment
Balbriggan, Co. Dublin—-The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery
materials in this district, was 126, at an average cost of £3 16$. for each boat re
paired or supplied.
The total cost is
Dublin—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery materials in this
district, was ninety-one, at an average cost of £3 8s. 4c?. for each boat repaired or
supplied. Total cost
Two new boats
...
•••
...
...
VFe^ford—-The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery materials in this
district, was 154, at an average cost of £2 14a’. 10c?. for each boat repaired or sup
plied. The total cost is
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Dungarvan, Co. B^aterford—-The total number of boats repaired or supplied with

fishery materials in this district, uas twenty, at an average cost of <£7 19$- 4c?. for
each boat repaired or supplied. 1 he total cost is
Kin sale, Co. Cork—1 he total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was eighty, at an average cost of £3 16s. 1 Qd. for each boat
repaired or supplied. The total cost is
Glandore, Co. Cork— 1 he total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was fifty-nine, at an average cost of £3 for each boat re
paired or supplied. The total cost is
Five new boats
Baltimore, Co. Cork—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was thirty-eight, at an average cost of £2 19s. 2/Z. for each
boat repaired or supplied. The total cost is
Bantry, Co. Cork—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was 169> at an average cost of £2 7s. 2d. for each boat re
paired or supplied. The total cost is
Dingle, Co. Kerry-—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was 166, at an average cost of £3 for each boat repaired or
supplied. The total cost is
Two new boats
I alentia, Co. Kerry—1 he total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was 101, at an average cost of £3 Is. 10c?. for each boat re
paired or supplied. The total cost is
JKilritsh, Co. Clare-—Ihe total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was twenty, at an average cost of £2 8s. 4tZ. for eacli boat
repaired or supplied. The total cost is
Galway— The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery materials in this
district was 11/, at an average cost of £4 Is. 9<?. for each boat repaired or sup
plied. The total cost is
One new boat
Clifden, Co. Galway—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was ninety-six, at an average cost of £3 7s. 8(7. for each boat
repaired or supplied. The total cost is
One new boat
Westport, Co. Mayo—The total number of boats repaired or supplied with fishery ma
terials in this district, was 140, at an average cost of £2 16s. 4(Z. for each boat re
paired or supplied. The total cost is ' ...
Total,

...
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The Commissioners are induced to believe that in submitting the foregoing statement to the Go
vernment, they exhibit an interesting and pretty accurate account of the wants of the poorest (but
most numerous) class of fishermen, of their disposition to avail themselves of any assistance, however
small, that would aid them in the prosecution of an industrious occupation, and of the obvious neces
sity of encouraging that disposition by occasional aid from other resources- than what their own slender
and inadequate means would afford. Besides, whatever be the institution that tends to promote indus
trious habits, it must necessarily produce moral advantages; and, in a country like Ireland, labouring
under the burthen of a dense and poor population, that institution which tends in any degree to pro
duce those advantages becomes a fair subject for national consideration and legislative encouragement.
A brief statement of the facts set forth in the foregoing account, will justify the Commissioners in
the hopes already expressed by them, of the ultimate success of the Irish Fishery Loan Fund. On an
examination of its details, there will appear no less than 2,120 cases of relief, either by repairs of boats
or supplies of suitable apparatus, at the small cost of £7,623 Is. 3c?., making an average of £3 11$. 1 leZ.
to each case; and that thirty-eight n?w boats were built at a cost of £501 9s. 4cZ., making an average
per boat of £13 3s. lltZ., and affording (at the rate of three men to each boat) employment and sub
sistence to the families of 114 additional fishermen.
i iie Commissioners in their last year’s Report adverted to the fund committed to their management Fishery Loan Fund of
by the London Committee in 1822, and expressed their hope of* obtaining the concurrence of that the London Committee
body to the engrafting it on the Irish Fishery Loan Fund before mentioned, so as that the whole might inactive, awaiting a
on the propo
be conducted on the same common principles. Heretofore the application of this fund was limited by decision
sal to add it to the
that body to the relief of fishermen residing in certain maritime districts, while other parts of the coast general fund, (see Re
of Ireland, where poverty was equally prevalent, were excluded from any little benefits this fund might port for 1826.)
occasionally extend to them. Subject to such restrictions, the Commissioners, with the view of closing
it, were necessarily compelled to demand all the outstanding debts, as two funds upon principles so dis
similar would be likely to cause much inconvenience in their operation ; the one having a general ap
plication, and the other a merely local one. They have accordingly called in the money, (with as little
loss as could reasonably be expected,) and are awaiting the reply of the body now representing the
London Committee, to the proposition made them for the incorporation of the two funds, so as to
render the joint amount of both generally available to the wants of the whole coast of Ireland.
The coast survey mentioned in all the former Reports of the Commissioners has not been resumed, Coast Survey for the
objections having been raised to the prosecution of local surveys, the value of which would be super Fisheries discontinued.
seded by the great and minute work now carrying on under the orders of his Royal Highness the
Lord High Admiral.
1 he Commissioners have directed much of their attention to the construction of fishery piers and Inadequacy of Funds
quays, the applications for which would require funds far exceeding any at their disposal; whenever for the Fishery Piers
these app ications come under their consideration, they can only select from that number a few of those required.
which maj appear most important to the Fisheries.
69,326 persons (including fishermen) are engaged in various trades and employments connected with
the Fisheries.
(Signed)
JOHN O. VANDELEUR.
V. O’CONNOR.
DENIS BROWNE
GEORGE WOODS.
HENRY R. PAINE.
GEO. HAMILTON.
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Reports of the late
The Commissioners, previously to giving an account of their last year’s proceedings, consider it
Commissioners of the
their
duty to direct the attention of the Government and the Legislature, to the approaching termi
Irish Fisheries.
nation of the present Fishery Laws, and the expediency of guarding against the injurious effects of a
too sudden discontinuance of established regulations, which have already produced considerable ad
Report for 1828.
vantages
the maritime districts of Ireland, and promise still more extensive prospective benefits.
The Act of the 7th of Geo. I V. cap. 4/, will expire on the 5th of April, 1830 ; but as the whole of
the Commissioners dealings with the public, will not, in all probability, be wound up by that period,
Expediency of provid a considerable.arrear of business must necessarily remain to be provided for, until finally disposed of.
ing for Fishery affairs This arrear will consist of the completion of some of the piers and quays now in progress, or for the
to be conducted after execution of which this Board has entered into engagement, and which will most probably not be
the discontinuance of
finished by that period ; and also the collection of the outstanding debts, and making up the accounts
Bounties, in 1830.
of the Irish Fishery Loan Fund.
Having now, as they conceive, discharged an indispensible duty, in soliciting the consideration of
Government and the Legislature to the expediency of providing, by a timely arrangement, for the
superintendence and final adjustment of the arrears just mentioned, the Commissioners next proceed
to present the account of their last year’s proceedings.
The Irish Fishery Loan Fund consists of cash and securities amounting to £17,362 14$. IcZ. Its
’Die Loan Fund.
objects have been fully set forth by the Commissioners, in their Report to Parliament for 1826 ; while
a statement in detail of the benefits conferred by it, may be found in their subsequent or Ninth Re
port, presented last session. When that Report was submitted to the Legislature, the Irish Fishery
Loan Fund was principally made up of the savings that accumulated under the 66th section of the
59th of Geo. III. cap. 109, which placed under the management of the Commissioners the annual
sum of £5,000, former currency of Ireland, “ to be applied by the Commissioners in the encourage
ment of the Coast Fisheries under such orders, rules, regulations and directions, as the said Com
missioners shall from time to time think fit to make for that purpose,” &c. &c.
The Fund of the Lon
Io these savings were added, the annual sum of £500, former currency of Ireland, pursuant to the 9th
don Committee added section of the 5th of Geo. IV. cap. 64, and subsequently, a further sum of £4,203 7s. British, being so
to the General Fishery much as has been collected of the sum of £5,000 British, committed to the management of the Commis
Loan Fund.
sioners, by the London Tavern Committee, in 1822, and now incorporated by authority of that body,
with the other monies which constitute the Irish Fishery Loan Fund.
From the foregoing sources, the Commissioners have been enabled to establish a Fund, which has
already conferred important benefits on the poorer maritime districts of Ireland ; but as it is formed
on the principle of reproduction, it necessarily follows, that a large portion of it must consist of secu
rities or promissory notes, which, will remain outstanding on the 5th of April, 1830, and which will
constitute a great portion of the arrears set forth in the commencement of this Report.
From the early part of the year 1827, when the fund first came into operation, up to the 5th of
April, 1829, (the day to which this Report is made up,) the gross amount of promissory notes passed
by poor fishermen, for repairs of their boats, and supplies of fishery apparatus, is £11,871 9$., and
the gross amount of notes passed for new boats, is £2,564 13$. 8c?., making altogether the sum of
£14,436 2$. 8c?., of which sum only £3,182 7$. is in arrear, and the remainder has not fallen due.
Effects produced by
Fishery Piers and Quays—The Commissioners, having referred to their engineer, the Reports
New Harbours.
which they had procured from their local officers, on the effects produced by the improvements which
had been executed on the coast, now annex that officer’s Report; and they have much satisfaction in
.particularly calling the attention of the Government to the following extracts from that document:__
“ Houses and villages of an improved class, with schools, public establishments, post-office communi
cations,. and other proofs of civilization, are progressively appearing in those uncivilized and seques
tered districts, heretofore only known as safe places for illicit distillation, smuggling, and other un
lawful practices.” He further states:—“ Notwithstanding the unusual heights of tides, concurrent
with storms, of unprecedented violence during last winter and spring, I have the satisfaction to state,
that not a single casualty worthy of notice has occurred, either to the finished works, or to those in
progress.”
Extension of
the Fish
- -------- 
he Commissioners, in presenting the usual annual returns, which form a part of the appendix to
abatements^il^th^^
Report, think it necessary to remark, that although the amount of bounties paid in the Irish Fish
abatements in the
eries
for the last season appears less than the sum paid in any former season, yet the diminution is
rates of the Bounties.
chiefly attributable to the reduction which has annually taken place in the barrel and tonnage boun
ties, under the Act of the 5th of Geo. IV. cap. 64. The gradual extension, however, of the Fish
eries of Ireland for the last seven years, will appear obvious, by the following statement, showing a
regular increase of fishermen engaged therein. Year ended 5th of April, 1822, 36,159; 1823,
44,892; 1824, 49,448; 1825,52,482; 1826, 57,805; 1827, 58,044; 1828,59,321 ; 1829, 63,421.
The increase of each year over the preceding one (according to the foregoing statement) will stand
thus ; viz.—Increase in the year ended the 5th of April, 1823, 8,733; 1824, 4,556; 1825, 3,034;
1®26, 5,323 ; 1827,.239 ; 1828, 1,277; 1829, 4,100. Total increase in the last seven years, 27,262.
That the progressive increase in the coast fishery establishment of Ireland, exhibited by these
returns, and which has been produced by the stimulus given to that important branch of industry
since 1820, has |aeen rather under than over-rated, the Commissioners have reason to believe ; as
well as that the general diffusion of comparative prosperity in the maritime towns is strikingly ob
servable.
Importance of the
The liberal bounties which were granted by the Acts of the 59th of Geo. III. cap. 109, and 1 Geo.
Loan Fund as a sub I V. cap. 82, having beer for a considerable time unavailable to a class of persons very generally des
stitute for the capital
supplied by the Boun titute of capital, the Commissioners were induced to direct their attention for the last three years to
the removal of that difficulty, by the institution of the loan fund before-mentioned ; and whatever
ties.
may be the variety of opinions on the expediency of a bounty system, there appears to have been a
very general concurrence in the approbation of this measure, and it has been acknowledged by some
of the Board’s officers, who originally doubted its utility, that the best effects, both moral and prac
tical, have followed its institution. The advantages of a good character, and of peacable and indus
trious habits, are practically taught by the regulation which requires, as a preliminary condition of
obtaining a loan, satisfactory testimonials of those qualifications. Almost the possibility of a direct
Safe administration of misapplication of the loan is guarded against, by giving boats or materials only, and not money.
the Fund.
There is no interference with private trade, the fisherman being permitted to select his own builder,,
or to take his supply of materials wherever he can procure them on the best terms; and the strongest
inducements to punctuality are produced by withholding from those who are defaulters, without good
cause, all the benefits of further aid.
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The advantages which have resulted from the erection of piers and quays, to the Agriculture, as Reports of the late
well as the Fisheries of Ireland, having been practically proved, the Commissioners rarely experience Commissioners of the
Irish Fisheries.
any difficulty at present in eliciting local contributions in aid of their grants for those purposes ; and
while, in the early stages of their proceedings, there was an unwillingness to contribute even the
minimum rate of aid required by the Act, the applications of proprietors, willing to co-operate in a Moiety contributions
for Fishing Harbours
much larger proportion, have, within the last year, far exceeded the funds at the disposal of the Board. now
willingly given.
The numerous advantages attainable by a more general application of the principle of local contribu
tion have been abundantly proved ; and if it should be hereafter determined to persevere in those
New Local Regula
plans of encouragement to the coast fisheries, the Commissioners are of opinion, that by some mo tions desirable.
dification of the present local regulations, with some additional powers which can only'be attained
by legislative interference, a very excellent system of permanent encouragement may be produced.
The generally peacable and industrious habits of the maritime peasantry, during a period of con Peacable demeanour
siderable disturbance in other parts of the country, furnish satisfactory proofs of the good effects of the Coast popula
that have resulted from the aid afforded ; and the Commissioners have been assured by some of their tion.
practical officers, that a grateful sense of the beneficence of the Government, has very generally suc
ceeded to distrust and apathy.
Neither are the benefits merely confined to the maritime districts. Several towns or districts in Increased consump
the interior are generally supplied in abundance with cured fish ; and although the still large import tion of cured Fish.
of Scotch fish may suggest an inference contradictory of the fact of increased domestic production,
there are strong reasons for believing, that it is caused by the growing taste and demand for fish
throughout the country, as well as its having become a substitute, in many places, for the offal of
provisions, of which the quantity is materially diminished since the decrease which has taken place
in the provision trade of Ireland
At a period when the expediency of continuing or relinquishing the principle of legislative encou Money (from all
ragement to the Fisheries of Ireland, must become a subject for the consideration of the Govern-- sources) appropriated
ment, it may be interesting to know, that from the commencement of the Board’s operations in 1819, for the Fisheries, from
creation of the
up to the period of this Report, the total payments made by, or on account of the Commissioners of the
Board, in 1819.
the Irish Fisheries, were as follow:—
£

s.

d.

Piersand Quays
...
...
...
...
...
New Boats, Repairs of Boats, and supplies of Fishing Gear
Fishery Bounties ...
...
...
...
...
Salaries and Incidents
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

22,978 11 4
16,530 6 10
150 637 2 8
55 Q64 13 q

Total

...

£245,210 13 10

With respect to the first item in the foregoing statement, of £22,978 Ils. Ad. on account of piers
and quays, the Commissioners beg to remark, that no less a sum than £11,313 3s. Gd. of this amount has
been defrayed by contributions from Charitable Committees, and from private sources; the remaining
portion of the expenditure having been granted from the money committed to the management of
the Commissioners, pursuant to the 66th section of the 59th Geof HL cap. 109.
And with regard to the second item in the foregoing statement, of £16,530 6s. 1 Od. for assistance
rendered poor fishermen in aid of building and repairing their boats, the Commissioners beg to ob
serve, that although actual payments have been made to the extent of the sum before stated, yet a
large proportion of it is repayable.
’ J
The Commissioners commenced their Report of last year by adverting to the period when the
fishery laws were to expire, and suggesting the expediency of guarding against the injurious effects of
a too sudden discontinuance of established regulations which had already produced considerable advantages to the maritime districts of Ireland. They also felt it necessary to express their opinion on
the prudence of adopting some timely measures for the management of a considerable and unavoid
able arrear of business, which could not, by any possibility, be wound up previous to the expiration
of those laws, when the functions of the Commissioners would likewise expire.
The Commissioners, about the same period, having had under consideration applications for the
construction of further fishery works, and having had also before them favourable proposals from
contractors, as well as offers of contribution from private sources in aid of their construction, found
that they laboured under considerable embarrassment in accepting those proposals, in consequence of
their embracing a period of time beyond the existence of the fishery laws, when the powers of the
Commissioners would have terminated. Under these circumstances, the Commissioners felt it their
duty to submit their situation to the Government of Ireland, accompanied with a request that the
Legislature and the Government would sanction their acceptance of such favourable proposals, as
also their execution of deeds of contract, made in accordance therewith. A short Bill was prepared
accordingly, and passed into an Act in the course of last Session, authorizing the Commissioners to
“ enter into contracts for the erection of piers, or for the advance or repayment of any loans, although
the term necessary for the completion of such works or repayment of such loans might extend to°a
period beyond the 5th of April, 1830,” the day on which the then existing fishery laws were to
expire. In consequence of this Act, (the 10th Geo. IV. cap, 33,) the Commissioners were enabled
to enter into further engagements for the construction and repairs of works of this nature, and they
have secured to the public the advantages which will result from several new works, for which they
have concluded agreements, under tho authority of that enactment. By the same authority, they
have continued the operations of the loan lund, from which the greater portion of the maritime dis
tricts of Ireland had already derived important benefits.
1 fi Commissioners have still the gratification to find, from the returns made by the local inspec
tors, that the number of fishermen continue to experience a yearly increase. The gross amount, as
1 a:'tPhRn- r returns of the preceding year, was 63,421 men. The gross amount, as taken from
t l(?AT'
f t°l
Presen^ year» is 64,771 men, being an increase over the past year, of 1,350.
°f
fishery piers, which were only in progress of building when the Report of the Com
missioner?, or the last year was presented to Parliament, have been since completed, namely, Port-..
muck, in re County of Antrim ; Balbriggan, in the County of Dublin ; Clogher Head,* in the
County or Couth ; baleen, Belmullet, Tarmon and Old Head, in the County of Mayo; Kilbaha, in
the County of Clare; Brandon, in the County of Kerry; Coolagh, Baltimore, and Glandore, in
le oun y of Cofk. The Commissioners beg to annex hereto the Report of the harbour engineer,

pfo"i829^Pendin-<5Ith
* *■’’1830.
---- °
of" April,

Power given by an Act
of 1829, to make con
tracts for Piers and
Loans, continuing
after the 5th of April
1830.

Increaseof Fishermen.

Pi‘iers completed since

April, 1829.
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lieports of the lute Mr. James Donnell, after a recent inspection of the fishery piers, lately finished, as well as of some
Commissioners of the others in progress of completion, proving so satisfactorily the importance of such works, not only to
Irish Fisheries.
the fisheries of the coast on which they are situated, but to the agricultural interests of wild and ex

tensive maritime tracts, which are in a very great degree indebted for the improvements in cultivation
and in general trade, both import and export, which have taken place, and are in a state of progres
sive advancement, to the works of this nature which have been executed, than which, taken in con
junction with the improved intercourse by means of the public roads which have been opened, nothing
can be better calculated to bring into active operation the incipient resources of the country.
I mportance'of increas
On the importance of continuing the pier system of this department, the Commissioners have, in a
ing the number of
recent communication with the Government, freely expressed their opinion. Satisfied of the great
Piers.
advantages that had already resulted from the construction of such works, they felt it their duty to
submit to the Government their declaraction of that fact, and at the same time to state, that sundry
applications, accompanied by offers of contribution, had been made for aid to erect piers in places most
desirable for that purpose, but for the construction of which the Commissioners would enter into no
engagement, without some annual renewal or other augmentation of the fund applicable to these
works.
The whole of the fishery laws having, in pursuance of the Act of the 7th Geo. IV., cap. -17,
The Affairs of the
Fisheries, from the
expired on the 5th April, 1830, the bounties payable under those laws have expired also. Previous
5th April, 1830.
however, thereto, the Commissioners considered it expedient to apprize the Government of their ap
proaching termination, and to acquaint them that many and important objects connected with the Irish
Fisheries would remain to be performed after that day, for the execution of which, if a suitable provi
sion was not made by the Legislature or the Government, great inconvenience, if not actual injury,
would accrue to that most interesting branch of public industry.
The subjects of prominent interest to the Fisheries are the construction of piers and quays, the ope
ration of the loan fund, bounties, and regulations for the prevention of injurious fishing, and for
affording suitable protection to those engaged in the legal and peacable prosecution of the fisheries.
Upon some of these points differences of opinion exist amongst the Commissioners themselves; but
as they are aware that the whole subject at present engages the attention of the Government, which is
in possession of the fullest information which this department, could supply, the Commissioners refrain
from entering into particulars on which unanimity could not be attained, confidently relying that this
branch of national industry, which has already produced so much benefit to the country, will continue
to experience the fostering protection of the Government and the Legislature.
The Commissioners having been sanctioned in continuing the exercise of their functions beyond the
5th of April, upon the responsibility of Government, have the opportunity afforded them of submit
ting to the Parliament another annual Report; and in availing themselves thereof, beg to express
their earnest hope, that the Irish Fisheries will still continue to receive that just and reasonable share
of legislative encouragement, which had already established the character and prosperity of the British
Fisheries, long before a corresponding encouragement was introduced into Ireland ; and they feel
warranted in taking this opportunity of expressing that hope, from the fullest conviction of the import
ance of the Fisheries to this country in all their various bearings, whether as a nursery for seamen, as a
means of affording subsistence to a poor and dense population, as a constant source of employment for
maritime industry, or even as a subject for future commercial speculation.
(Signed)

HENRY R. PAINE.
B. B. WOODWARD.
GEO. WOODS.

JOHN BURKE.
A. R. BLAKE.

APPENDIX, No. III.
REPORTS of the Commissioners for the British Fisheries (Scotland) and the Commissioners
of the Irish Fisheries, respecting the discontinuance of Bounties, proposed in 1824.

1.
Report of the Commissioners for British Fisheries (Scotland,) to the Right Honorable the Lords of
the Committee of Council for Trade and Foreign Plantations.
Reports respecting tie
May it please your Lordships—Our Secretary having laid before us Mr. Lack’s letter of the 19th
discontinuance of
instant, communicating the intention of your Lordships to bring a bill into Parliament, during the pre
Bounties, proposed in
1824.

sent session, for gradually reducing, and finally abolishing the bounties on Herrings, Cod and Ling, &c.
and requesting our opinion on these points, and also on the expediency of continuing the regulations
for examining and branding the fish, after the bounties shall have been wholly withdrawn.
We pray leave to acquaint your Lordships, that although the Herring bounty of 4s. per barrel has
been the means of extending the fishery, of providing employment and support for a numerous class of
the lower orders, and of improving the cure of Herrings, to a degree that could scarcely have been con
templated, we agree entirely with your Lordships, in thinking that it may now be diminished, without
detriment to this important branch of national industry; and had it not been for circumstances over
which we had no control, wo would have recommended that the diminution should have commenced
before this time. We agree also with your Lordships in opinion, that the reduction of this bounty ought
to be gradual; and we submit, as the surest way of preventing any injurious consequences from the
change, that the reduction at first should not exceed l.$. per barrel, and that in a few years afterwards
anodier shilling should be taken off; but we cannot conscientiously recommend that the bounty should
be less than 2.v. per barrel for a considerable time to come, in order that an opportunity may be
afforded of ascertaining fully the effect which the alteration may have produced. Should it be found
that the reduction of the bounty to 2s. per barrel has been productive of no bad consequences, and that
it has neither diminished the extent of the fishery, nor deteriorated the cure of the Herrings, it "’ll
then remain for your Lordships to consider whether a further diminution may not with safety be
attempted ; but we are decidedly of opinion, that it would be extremely injurious to withdraw the
barrel bounty altogether.
We further consider, that the bounty of 4s. per cwt. on dried Cod and Ling should be diminished
in the same proportion, and at the same time with the barrel bounty on Herrings, and that thebountj
on both should ultimately be of the same amount; but we are of opinion, that the bounty of 2$. <>d
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per barrel on pickled Cod should continue as it now is, so long as the bounty on dried fish is not less than
2s. per cwt., because a barrel of pickled Cod contains
cwt of fish, and the expense and difficulty of
cure is much greater in the one case than the other. The bounty on oil we consider may also be di
minished in the same proportion as the bounties on fish, and we see no objections to its being ulti
mately extinguished.
With respect to the tonnage bounties, we are of opinion that the same arguments do not apply as in
the case of the bounties on the cure of fish, because we consider that they are not necessary for the
successful prosecution either of the Herring or Cod and Ling fisheries; that they are a fruitful source
of fraud and perjury, and create an expenditure of the public money, which may with great propriety be
saved ; and we therefore recommend to your Lordships, that at the expiration of the Irish Fishery
Acts, and of the Act for encouraging the British Cod and Ling fishery, the tonnage bounties should
be wholly withdrawn.
In regard to the continuation of the regulations for examining and branding fish, wo are of opinion,
that if there is no bounty, there can with propriety be no regulations ; but we consider that without
regulations, supported by a moderate bounty, and a conscientious and skilful superintendence, the
improvements that have already been effected in the cure of British fish will quickly disappear; that the
former system of trick and fraud will be renewed ; and the Fishery itself be rapidly diminished. In this
opinion we consider we are fully justified by the wretched mode of cure that prevailed, when the
Fishery was first put under the management of this Board, and by the high character which, in conse
quence of the regulations, the official brand has now attained, when unlimited confidence is placed
in it by the public, both in regard to the quantity and quality of the fish, and complaints on the part of
the purchasers are almost wholly unknown. We are further supported in these sentiments by the
practice that has long prevailed in Holland, where we understand the superintendence is much
more minute than if is in this country, and where the cure of fish has been brought, by means of such
superintendence, to its present perfection ; and we therefore consider it our duty, unanimously and
decidedly to recommend to your Lordships, that the regulations for examining and branding be conti
nued, and that the bounty on the production of well cured fish be not altogether withdrawn.

JOHN HAY.
WILLIAM FORBES.
Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 28th February, 1824.
(Signed)

Reports respecting the
discontinuance of
Bounties, proposed in
1824.

Regulations, and a
moderate production
Bounty, with superin
tendence, considered
necessary.

GILBERT INNES.
AL. OSBORN.

2.
REPORT from the Irish Fishery Board to Thomas Lack, Esq.

Irish Fishery Office, Dublin, 6th March, 1824.
Sir,—I had the honor of presenting to the Board of Fisheries, your letter of the 23d ultimo, con
veying the intention of the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade, to introduce a Bill
into Parliament, this present Session, for the gradual reduction and final extinction of the present
fishery bounties—and requesting the opinion of the Commissioners, not only on the foregoing point,
but also on the expediency of continuing the existing regulations after such bounties shall have termi
nated.
The Irish Fishery Board having agreeably to their Lordships’ desire, taken into their serious con
sideration the two propositions which formed the subject of your letter, beg leave to offer the follow
ing observations, as the grounds of the opinion which they subjoin for their Lordships’ information.
Ata period when the distresses of Ireland became the subject of the anxious consideration of Object of the JrMi
Government and of the Legislature, its Fisheries naturally presented themselves, as furnishing a main Bounties and Regulasource of employment, of food, and of naval strength.
tions.
These were the principles distinctly recognised in the first section of the Act under which the exist
ing establishment is constituted ; and the Commissioners beg leave to add their conviction, that the
circumstances which directed the attention of Government to the necessity of such an enactment, press
at this time with equal force on their most serious attention.
In this conviction they feel fortified, when they view on the one hand the wretched general state
of the labouring poor, without any visible means of support, and the peace of the country scarcely
maintained by an insurrection act and a large military force; and on the other hand, have demonstra
tive proof, from the tranquil state of the coast population, that the persons employed in the Fisheries Tranquil state of the
have escaped the present contagion, and are not in any instance added to the catalogue of the disaf- Coast Population,
fected.
Under these impressions the Board proceed to offer their opinion on the two points conveyed in
your letter. The first of which is,—“ That their Lordships are of opinion, that the bounties granted
in favour of the Fisheries may, with great propriety, be gradually reduced, and finally extinguished;
and that it is their Lordships’ intention to propose to Parliament, during the present session, a bill to
that effect.”
In considering this part of the subject, the Board fully concur in the principles which it contains.
They never could expect that the bounty system now established should be permanent; on the con
trary, they subscribe to the opinion, that the bounties should be in due course gradually reduced, and
finally extinguished. The Commissioners have already recognized the former principle, by recom
mending certain reductions in the Herring tonnage bounty, which they distinctly proposed to Gov- Reduction of the
eminent in the shape of amendments to the Act, during the last session, but which were not submitted Herring tonnage
to Parliament. The questions, therefore, for their consideration are, how far the time has arrived Bounty proposed,
when any further reduction of the tonnage bounty would be advisable than that already proposed by
them in the amended bill alluded to, and whether any reduction whatever in the production bounties
could be attempted without serious injury to the Fisheries; and on these points they would (as the
guardians of the Fisheries of Ireland) decidedly state to their Lordships, in the most unqualified
manner, that any proposition submitted to Parliament in the present session, for a further reduction Any other change
than that already recommended, would be a measure ruinous to that now promising source of wealth would be injurious- to
and industry in this over-peopled and poor country.
tlie
Ihe object of Bounties, the Commisssoners respectfully state, is to give support to incipient exer
tions in any new branch of industry ; but those bounties are rendered worse than useless if withdrawn be
fore that period, when such capital shall be realized, and such skill acquired, as should enable the spe
culators in the trade to support themselves.
'1 he Commissioners, however, do not hesitate to state, that neither of those objects, capital-or
£
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Reports respecting the skill, have-as yet been attained in Ireland. The fisheries are in their infancy, and require the still fos
discontinuance of
tering care of the Legislature ; nor is this state of things to be imputed to the Irish nation as a proof
Bounties, proposed in of that want of energy and exertion which the encouragement of bounties demand; the present pro
1824.
mising aspect of the fisheries, compared with their almost non-existence in 1819, fully justify a dif
ferent conclusion.
The comparative state of the Fisheries of Ireland with those of Scotland, is creditable to this
Period for which the
Irish Bounties ought country, and the Fisheries of Ireland only claim a trial under encouragement of their bounties for the
same number of years that the Fisheries of Scotland have been supported by them. At the termi
to be continued.
nation of-that period, the Commissioners pledge themselves, that such a communication as they have
now received from the Lords Commissioners of the Privy Council for Trade, will be not only
promptly acceded to, but-cheerfully hailed.
The Commissioners of Fisheries beg to state one important point in addition ; namely, that the ex
pectation of a speedy termination of the bounty-system, must effectually paralyze their present arrange
ments for the encouragement of the Fisheries. To produce active and useful speculation, the plans
of the Board must be prospective, and will require time to bring about their effect. This observation
the Commissioners are induced to make, not in a speculative way, but under the fear that most serious
practical mischiefswill ensuewith respect to«their proceedings within the present year, if the measures
suggested by their'Lordships are insisted on.
In illustration of the foregoing fact, the Commissioners beg leave to state, that a large sum of money,. no less.than £15,000, exclusive of bounties and current expenses, has been allocated by them
within the present year, chiefly on the principle of adding a stimulus to the encouragements already
held oux by the Legislature. A considerable portion of this sum was to be applied to the building of
an-improved description of boats, on a reproductive plan, calculated to multiply annually these means
of food and employment, without any diminution of the funds so allocated, except such as may‘be
altogether unavoidable.
Such an arrangement must necessarily have a prospective reference far beyond the period of the pre
sent enactment, and the Board are under the most serious apprehensions, that the panic which would
be occasioned by the prospect of a speedy reduction of bounty, among a class of people so devoid of
capital, would render the inducements held out by them wholly nugatory, and would oblige them to
retrace their steps, and to recal those encouragements from which they had anticipated the most bene
ficial results.
On the whole, the Commissioners do not hesitate to declare their most decided opinion against any
further reduction of the bounties for the present, than that already recommended by themselves; and,
in professing this opinion, they are solely actuated by a sense of that justice, which they consider, by
comparison, as due to the fisheries of that part of the empire, the most indigent and most in want of
Parliamentary aid.
With'respect to the second point on which-their Lordships requested the opinion Of this Board ;
Regulations and
Bounties to cease
namely, “ The expediency of continuing the existing regulations when the bounties shall have wholly
together.
terminated;” theanswer necessarily depends upon the decision that may be ^ultimately made, with
respect to the "bounty system. Should the bounties be continued, the existing regulations must con
tinue as a matter of course ; should, on the other hand, their extinction be carried into effect, those
regulations will necessarily cease with the bounties which gave rise to their adoption.

(Signed)
'

H. TOWNSEND.

APPENDIX, No. IV.

Memorial addressed to the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty’s Treasury, by the Magistrates, Town
Council, Principal Inhabitants, and Fish Curers, of Fraserburgh, in Scotland,—Praying, “ That the

Government of the Country will place the subjects of the United Kingdom on an equal footing as
to Bounties and Privileges, or grant them such other Relief as their case calls for.”
The Memorialists were highly gratified to observe the very flourishing state of the Herring Fishery
in the North of Scotland, the .prosecution of which has been carried on for several years, in many
parts (particularly at this station) with a degree of perseverance and success which could not have
been contemplated ; and was the means of giving employment to thousands of poor labourers, who
without it would have been in a state of extreme poverty.
Your Memorialists however understand, with much concern, that by an Act passed at the close of the
last Session of Parliament, cap. 109, of the 59th year of the reign of his late Majesty George the
Third, intituled, “ An Act for the further encouragement and improvement of the Irish Fisheries,”
the British Fisheries are likely to be much affected; and those who have their capitals embarked in
that trade, ultimately ruined.
The present Act for the encouragement of British Fisheries, allows bounties for cured Herrings
gutted, at the rate of four shillings per barrel; and three shillings per barrel for ungutted Herrings ;
but, a bounty of fifty shillings is placed (by the Act first above mentioned) at the disposal of the ComHigher Bounties in
missioners of the Customs and Port Duties in Ireland; twenty shillings a ton to be paid to the owners of
Ireland than in Scot- fishing vessels of the burden of from fifteen to sixty tons; six shillings per barrel for cured Herrings
L,nd'
gutted with a knife; four shillings for each barrel not so gutted ; and four shillings for each barrel of
nngutted fish, with four shillings per cwt. for other fish for which the British curers have no bounty ;
being a bounty to the Irish curer, for gutted Herrings, of ten shillings per barrel, a preference of six
shillings per barrel.* And the Irish curers are allowed other privileges and advantages by the said Act,
which, together with the above .preference, cannot fail to injure the British Fisheries, and ruin the curers.
Impressed with the importance of the Fisheries in a national point of view, your memorialists hum
bly beg leave to pray, that your Lordships will take into your most serious consideration the case of the
Scotch fish curers; and that the Government of the country will place the subjects of the United King
dom on an equal footing as to bounties and privileges, or grant them such other reliefastheir case calls
for; otherwise, the prospects which they had of carrying on the Fisheries with advantage, will be en
tirely blast ed, and thousands of the labouring class dependent on their enterprise and perseverance,
rendered miserable.
Fraserburgh, 8th April, 1820.

Memorial from
? aser urb i

• The Act did not allow the Bounty of 6^., and the general .production Bounty of 4$,. to be paid for the same fish.
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APPENDIX, No. V.

Letter, dated 14th January 1830, from the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries, to Lord Francis
Leveson. Gower, Chief Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.
We, the undersigned Members of the Board of Irish Fisheries, being the only Members in or near Letter from the Com
Dublin at present, think it necessary, at the eve of the Meeting of Parliament, to lay before your missioners of Irish
Fisheries to Lord F.
Lordship, a few facts with regard to our establishment.
L. Gower.
Your Lordship is aware, that all the bounties now payable for the encouragement of the Irish Fish
eries, as well as the expenses of this establishment, through whose agency the examination and payment
of those bounties have been checked and controlled, will, under the existing laws, expire on the 5th
of April, in the present year; but it becomes our duty to apprize you, that many and important Acts, Provision for the fu
connected with the Irish Fisheries, will remain to be performed after that day, for the execution of ture management of
which, if a suitable provision be not made by the Legislature or the Government,“great inconvenience, the Fishery affairs.
if not actual injury, will accrue to that most interesting branch of the public industry, over which we
have hitherto presided.
,
The first of these objects, which cannot, in our humble opinion, be permitted to fall to the Fishery Piers to be
ground, is the necessary completion of those fishery piers which are now in the progress of being completed.
built on different parts of the coast. Towards their erection, large sums have been contributed by
individuals, personally interested in these works, according to the provisions of 5 Geo. IV. cap. G4,
sec. 9, but they cannot, in many instances be finished until after the 5th of April, 1830. The Le
gislature appears, already, to have contemplated the necessity of continuing and completing these
piers, because, in the last session of Parliament, they passed an Act, viz.; 10 Geo. IV. cap. 33, by
which it is enacted, “ That it shall and may be lawful for the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries,
so far as the extent of the funds vested in them for the encouragement of the said Fisheries will admit
thereof, to enter into any contracts for the erection of any piers, or for the advance or repayment of
any loans, under the said recited Acts; although the time necessary for the completion of such works,
or for the repayment of such loans, may extend to a period beyond the 5th day of April, 1830.”
Annexed to this letter will be found an account of the sums which remained to be paid on the 1st
January, 1830, and the fund appropriated thereto, which has been hitherto annually held up, by a
grant of £4500, Irish currency, under the 59 Geo. III. cap. 64,—that is, £4153 16x. 1 \d. in British
currency. By the annexed account it will be seen, that we have sufficient means for the completion
of the piers that remain to be completed ; but we can assure your Lordship, that sundry applications
have been made to us for aid to erect other piers, in other places, where it would be most desirable
to have them, but upon the erection of which we cannot enter, without some annual renewal, or other
augmentation, of the fund applicable to these purposes.
The secund object to which we beg.leave to call your attention, is the wisdom of continuing the The Fishery Loan
fishery loan fund. We can assure your Lordship, that the operations of this fund have been produc Fund.
tive of the greatest advantages among the poorer classes of fishermen. Through its means they have
been supplied, not in any instance with money, but with all the materials necessary for the repairs of
their boats, and with every thing requisite for enabling them to follow the trade of fishing, viz.:—
hooks, lines, nets, yarn, ropes, hemp, oars, paint, pitch, tar, rosin, oakum, nails, cork, timbers, plank,
spars, sail-cloth, salt and barrels. I'hrough the same fund, aid has been given for the building of new
boats, so that every description of fisherman, great or small, is now receiving from it every assistance
they require. The account annexed to this letter, will shew the total amount of the promissory notes
which have been passed by the fishermen, in exchange for the materials supplied to them—the repay
ments made in discharge of those notes—the notes due, and not yei due, and the amount of money
now lying in the Bank of Ireland, applicable to the working of this fund, to which an annual augmen
tation has been hitherto made, under the last mentioned Act, of £500, Irish currency, which is equal
to £461 10s. [)d. in British money. The Legislature appears, by the Act of the last Session, as before
recited, to contemplate the continuance of this fund, after the 5th April, 1830; and we are sanguine
enough to hope, that the advantages which it has distributed, have greatly contributed to promote in
dustrious and peacable habits, among the maritime population of our country.
The third object to which we beg to call your Lordship’s attention, is the question of how far it Restrictions on the
may be necessary to continue the present regulations, for the prevention of those modes of fishing, use of Trawl, Tram
which are deemed, in many places, to be injurious to the general interests of the fisheries, such as the mel, and Sean Nets;
use of a trawling-net with a mesh of a particular description, or fishing with a sean-net, or with a tram and on shooting Nets
for Herrings in themel-net, unless where it is specially permitted, or requiring the mesh of nets, of every kind, to be of day time.
a given size, or in respect of the Herring fishery, the prohibiting the shooting of a net in the day
time, nor until notice of permission to commence the fishery shall be given by the local inspector.
On all these subjects we are disposed to think that no regulations, however wisely framed, should be
formed into a legislative code to govern all parts of the coast; because, different modes of fishing are
pursued, and different kinds of nets are used and required in different places, according to the fixed
habits of the people, the localities of the coast, and the particular species of fish resorting to it. It Authority to make
were better, we think, to have no regulations laid down bylaw ; but rather to vest in some authority, local Regulations.
to be named by the Legislature, the power of appointing such regulations, of a local nature, as shall
appear to be wanted in the particular places to which they arc meant to be applied.
The fourth and last head upon which we wish to engage your attention, relates to the Fishery Policy of continuing
Bounties. We are aware of the great difference of opinion that prevails, in respect to the policy of for four years, a Boun
bounties generally ; the same difference of opinion will be found to exist amoip the members of our ty on Cod, Ling, and
own Board, so that we cannot collectively offer you any opinion on this subject; but however, we may Conger, while the
differ from each other on a topic so fruitful of discussion, we concur in the justice and propriety of other Bounties may
be discontinued.
stating to you, that some of the most intelligent of our fishery officers are of opinion, that although the
tonnage bounties, as well as those on Hake, Haddock, and Glassen, and those also on Herrings, may
be safely discontinued, yet, that the preservation of the bounties on Cod, Ling, and Conger-'ecl, for
four years to come, upon an annually sinking scale of 1$. in the cwt., would be productive of o-reat ad
vantage, inasmuch as to take those descriptions of fish, boats of a large size that can go to a great dis
tance from the coast will be required, a kind of boat not likely to be hereafter employed, unless some
assistance be given to the fishermen towards enabling them to repair those they have, or enabling them
to procure others.
E 2
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In order to carry into effect the two first objects proposed to be kept in view, after the 5th of April
Leltwfrom the Com
missioners of Irish 1830, namely, the completion of the piers, and the continuance of the loan fund, objects of which it
Fisheries to Lord F. would seem the Legislature itself has not been unmindful, it will be necessary to retain some portion of
L. Gower.
our establishment, but to what extent we are not at present prepared to say. Should any bounties
however, be retained, although confined to the three kinds of fish already named, perhaps some little
addition will be necessary to the number of our officers required for the two first objects.
This leads us to consider the subject of expense. We are aware of the anxiety that prevails to
effect every possible saving in the public expenditure, consistent with a strict regard to the public in
terest, and we can sincerely assure you, that we participate in those feelings ourselves.
The annual charges of the Fisheries of Ireland are made up to every 5th April, and reported to
Expenditure in
1828-9.
Parliament.—The last year therefore to which we can refer, is the year ended the 5th of April
1829* These charges stood on that day as follow :—The Fishery Bounties amounted to £10,279
14$. 6rZ.; The Establishment, £3,230 15$. lOrZ.; The Incidents, £4,976 11$. 2rZ. To these add the
Annual Parliamentary Fund of £5000, Irish Currency, or in British Money, for Piers, £4,153 16$.
I LZ., for Boats, £461 10$. 9<Z.; Total, £23,111 9$. 2cZ.
A considerable saving cannot fail to be effected for the public in regard to this sum, although the
piersand the loan fund, and even the bounties specified were to be provided for; and all we can say at
present is this—that when it shall be your pleasure to notify to us the objects to which you wish us to
confine our attention, after the 5th April 1830, we shall consider and report to you the number of
officers, which in our opinion, will be wanted to carry them into effect, and the expense to which our
establishment, reduced to its lowest, but necessary limits, will be likely to subject the public.
The fishery bounties of Scotland will expire on the same day with our own—the 5th April 1830 ;
Establishment for
superintending the
but not so the establishment of Commissioners for the regulation and management of the Fisheries.
Scotch Fisheries to
In the year 1808, an act was passed, to wit, the 48 Geo. III., cap. 110, whereby his Majesty was
be continued.
enabled to appoint seven Commissioners, specially to superintend the Herring Fishery of Scotland, in
addition to the Board of Fisheries and Manufactures which had previously existed in that country,
under the 13th Geo. I., chapters 26 and 30. The above Act of the 48th Geo. III., was made perpe
tual by a subsequent Act, to wit, the 55th Geo. III., cap. 94, and we learn from the secretary of the
Board in Scotland, to whose letter we beg to refer.*—“ That they arc not affected by the cessation of
bounty, and that until an Act shall be passed for the special purpose of doing them away, it becomes
the duty of the Commissioners to enforce the regulations, and to continue the superintendence of that
fishery after the bounties are withdrawn, in the same manner, in every respect as at present, except that
no debenture can be granted for bounty on Herrings that may then receive the official brand.”—Thus,
therefore, it appears that the inspection and branding of fish is to continue after the bounties shall have
ceased, and so of course the officers who have been hitherto employed in that duty.
We feel a sincere and cordial satisfaction in hearing of any thing that is calculated to advance the
prosperity of any other part of our common empire, and we trust, that it will not be deemed inconsis
tent with that feeling, for us to express a hope, that the same means of assistance and protection that
have been or may be afforded to the British Fisheries, will be extended to those of our own country,
where industry requires not less encouragement to exertion, and where the mischiefs which have too
often arisen from the poverty of the people, will find their best remedy in employing them.
Before we conclude our letter, allow us to state to you the comparative results of the annual returns
1 ncrease of Boats
and Fishermen.
furnished to us by our local inspectors, of the boats and men employed in the Irish Fisheries, as they
stood in the year ended the 5th of April 1822—being the first year in which such returns were re
quired, and the year ended the 5th April 1829, the last year to which they have been made up:—
5th April 1822, 7655 boats, 36,159 men ; 5th April 1829, 12,611 boats, 63,421 men.
1 our Lordship will see the great increase which has taken place in the number of boats and men
employed in the Irish Fisheries within the last seven years, and you will please to observe, that the
number of men above stated, is independent of various description of tradesmen, namely, coopers,
curers, sail-makers, net-makers, and others, to whom these fisheries afford employment.
(Signed)

HENRY R. PAINE.

JAMES CORRY.

B. B. WOODWARD.

A. R. BLAKE.

Fishery Office, Dublin, January 14th, 1830.
• Letter from the Commissioners of the Herring Fishery in Scotland, to II. Townsend, Esq., Secretary to the
Commissioners of Irish Fisheries.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 19th October, 1829.
Sin. — Having laid before the Commissioners for the Herring Fishery, your letter of the 24th ultimo, requesting to
know the sentiments of this Board as to the propriety of recommending to Government the continuance of a system of
regulations for the protection and advancement of the Fisheries.
I am commanded to acquaint you, for the information of your Board, that although by the section of the Act 7th
Geo. IV., cap. 34, it may be inferred that the provisions of the Irish Fishery Acts, and of the British Cod and Lin"
Fishery Act, fall to the ground along with the Bounties, at the 5th of April next, the Commissioners consider that the
Provisions of the British Herring Fishery Acts, (which by the Act of the 55th of his late Majesty, cap. 94, were de
clared to be peqietual.) are not affected by the cessation of Bounty, and that until an Act shall be passed for the spe
cial purpose of doing them away, it becomes the duty of the Commissioners to enforce the regulations and to continue
the superintendence of that Fishery after the Bounties are withdrawn, in the same manner in every respect as at pre
sent. except that no debenture can be granted for Bounty on the Herrings that may then receive the official Brand.
This opinion the Commissioners had lately an opportunity of stating to the Treasury, in reporting on a Memorial
from the Heritors of the County of Ross, referred to them, praying for the continuance of the superintendence of the
Board, after the Bounties shall cease; and a letter having since been received from the Treasury, stating, in reference
to that Report, that their Lordships concur with the Commissioners in the view they have taken of the law on the sub
ject. the Commissioners consider it unnecessary for them to make any further representations to Government, as to the
propriety of continuing the regulations and superintendence, in so far as the Herring Fishery of this country is con
cerned.
z
J
p ith regard to Bounties, the Commissioners conceive that the Regulations would be more efficiently enforced by the
inducement of a moderate Bounty, than they can possibly be without it; but they are at the same time extremely
doubtful of the propriety of offering their sentiments to Government on this subject as a Public Board, until they shall
Ue required to do so,— and they are of opinion that an application for the continuance of Bounty would come more
properly, m the first instance, from the curers, as being the persons more immediately interested, and best able to judge
m the necessity of such a measure for the successful prosecution of the Fisheries.

(Signed)

James Dl’XS.mvre.
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APPENDIX No. VI.
Cured Herrings imported into, and exported from Ireland, between the years 1770 and 1817, according
to the Annual Public Accounts of Finance and Trade.
(These Accounts do not show the Imports and Exports of Cod, Ling, &c.)

EXPORTS.

IMPORTS.

> Barrels.

Year.
1771
1772
1773
1774
1775
1776
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

44.689
54,010
62,134$

46,7 92j
43.821
76.378j
30,919$
23,523$
20.049$
21,116
3,618
4,324
13.261
22,512
2,385
6,235
17,474
12,088
4,402
52,121
52,028
50,628
53,671

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Irish Fish.
Barrels.
3,770$
3,295$
5,062
7,600
15,192$
17,566
13,512
11,450
16,229
15,718$
26,664
48.481
23,398
35,514
17.188
11,366
16,855
11,177
7,980
1,321
4,072
364
1.390

Foreign.
Barrels.
17.794
27,867
24,567
25,993
15,176$
41,693
34,357
20,512
3,452
334
17
50
73
..
121
242
..
2,452
50
38,841
14.597$
1,376$
..

EXPORTS.

IMPORTS.

Total
Barrels.
21,5643
31,162$
29,629
33,593
30,369
59,259
47,869
31,962
19,681
16,052$
26,681
48.531
23,471
35,514
17.309
11,608
16,855
13,629
8.030
40,162
18,669$
1,740$
1,390

Year.

1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816

Barrels.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

51,793
93,085
93,989
96,431
106,172
122,430
44,180
70,492
79,610
43,581
21,035
12.656
22,348
42,097
33,531
37,733
56,596
69,612
91,199
71,179
63,563
67,667
60,161

Irish Fish.
Barrels.
2,170
1,261
3,793
5,555
4.215
5,589
1,040
2,789
3,797
1,471
2,729
2,680
4,248
743
2
24
1,088
875
704
1,541
2,129
1,610
915

Foreign.
Barrels.

Total
Barrels.
2,170
1,261
3,793
5,555
4.215
13.220$
9,734.|
22.233
26,823
16,349
10,771
5,368
11,179
13,963
4,843
1,085
4,078
3,892
3,127
2,666
7,964
5,835
2.076

_
_
7,631$
8,694^
19,444
23,026
14,878
8,042
2,688
6,931
13,220
4,841
1,061
2.990
3,017
2.423
1,125
5,835
4,225
1,161

APPENDIX No. VIL
An Account of Fish imported into Ireland, between 1801 and 1809, presented to the House of Com
mons on the 13th of June, 1809*
Anchovies.
Barrels.

Cod.
Cwts.

Cod.
B a_rels.
r

Great Britain
Other Countries
Great Britain

8
91|
35
155
...
47i
30|
,88|
4
133
17

220#
6768
674
4609
11584
908
169
1283
502
10320
721

76
4104
70
30
549
36
414
1433
12
21
195

Other Countries
Great Britain
Other Countries

81
1
31

2953
1668
6781|

•••
221
8

IMPORTED
from

J Great Britain
| Other Countries
jono J Great Britain
| Other Countries
1S04 J Great Britain
( Other Countries
iqn-J Great Britain
( Other Countries
iftnd
(
f
1807<
{
/
|

Ling.
Cwts.

Herrings. Salmon. Sturgeon.
Barrels. Tons.
Kegs.

937
•••
13654
•••
581
•. •
1463

1600
• •.
2312

56947
22663
35485
8096
16213
4822
12580
76
15637
6711
23496

•••
1138
...

18601 1
26764 2
6767 10

...
•••

nj
17
...
.•.

1
4
3
Ton. Trs.

1
1
2

...

APPENDIX No. VIII.
BOUNTIES paid in Ireland on Fishing Boats, Cured Fish, and Fish Oil, according to the Annual
Finance Accounts—between 1800 and the close of 1819, in which year the operations of the late
Fishery Board commenced.
Year.

Bounties on
Fishing Boats.

On Irish
Cured Fish
Exported.

£

s.

d.

4268
4350
5935
5333
5381
5994
7077
5176
4456
4360
4129
3525
4503
4535
4240
4876

19
5
8
13
8
7
4
0
9
14
0
19
11
14
9
1

8
10
1
5
8
11 $
5
1
8
8
2
«
5$
0
0
3

104 1
221 18
303 19
338 1
298 15
316 5
146 1
63 19
20 3
VW.

Irish currency

78,145

8

0

2264 15

British curcy.
1817
..
1818
1819

72,134 4 3$
3798 16 8$
5956 6 10=}
6100 6 6$

87,989 14

1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
181-2
1813
1814
1815
1816

- -

4$

£

s.

On Irish Fish
Oil Exported.

(1.
1$
11$
1
2
2
5
5$
7
3

149 12 5
59 1 3
100 6 7
8 2 4
134 7 11

£

s.

d.

On Cured Fish
Imported.

£

d.

s.

104 9 11
519 16 9
571 5 4$
46 18 0
61 16 0

1078 2
■vwv
864 18

56 19
38 1
13 15
277 6
61 3

1196
4812
4061
7725
3288

2
2
0
9
4

6

0

6 6
16 9$
19 5
14 10
10 3

76 11 8
114 18 10

Total.

£
4477
6170
6810
6583
5741
6310
8476
10,090
8552
12,363
7478
<3675
4639
4750
4248
5241

s. d.
10
4
12
10
19
13
11
17
7
16
13
12
4
19
11
12

8$
0$
6$
7
10
4$
6$
7$
4
3
9
1
4$
5
4
9

105,612 17

6$

231

3

7

8$

2174

5

6$

23,028

2090 11
13 12
6 1
10 8

5;}
8$
4$
9

2007 0
250 9
273 17
—

6
0$
74

21,256 19 115

2120 14

3

2531

7

13

21,256 19 115 .■£113,898 15

—

—

8

3$

97,488
4062
6236
6110

16 2$
18 5
5 10
15 3$
9
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apppendix
AN ABSTRACT OF THE ACCOUNTS Annexed to the Several
1824.

1823.

1822.

1821.

1820.

1819.

First Report. Second Report. Third Report. Fourth Report. Fifth Report.
1. Fishing Boals and Men employed in the Irish Fisheries.
Decked Boats
Half Decked Boats
Open Sail Boats
..
• ••
Row Boats ••
••
••
••
••
Fishermen
2. Fish CuredJor the Bounties.
Herrings gutted with knives . •♦
barrels
Herrings otherwise gutted
..
..
••
w
Pilchards
..
-.
..
-•
••
»
Mackerel
-..
.•
*
••
»
Cod, dried ..
..
-.
..
•cwts.
Ling
...
..
..
•••
»
Hake
-•
..
..
••
••
>>
Haddock
•.
..
..
••
••
t,
Glassen
..
.. ■
.«
'• •
••
„
Conger
..
..
..
..
••
„
Glassen, pickled
..
..
..
barrels
Ling
„
..
.•
•.
„
Hake
„
..
••
■•
»»
Cod
„
..
••
••
3. Fish Oil Producedfor Bounty.
..
..
4. Whalebone Produced for Bounty.
..
..
cwts.
5. Fish Exported.
Herrings to Great Britain
..
..
. • barrels
Do. to West Indies
..
..
..
„
Dried Fish to Great Britain
..
..
..
cwts.
Do. to West Indies
..
..
..
„
Pickled Fish to Great Britain
..
.. barrels
6. Bounties.
Tonnage Bounty for the Open Sea Herring Fishery
Production Bounty on Herrings
Tonnage Bounty for the White Fisheries
Production Bounty on White Fish
Bounty on Pilchards and Mackerel
Do. on pickled Glassen, Hake, Cod, and Ling
Do. on Fish Oil
Do. on Whalebone

7. Charges of Establishment*
Salaries.
Travelling Expenses; Stationery and Printing; Law Ex- ?
penses; Postage; Rent and Taxes; with General Incidents. $

294
421
2051
4889
36,159

—•

9464
2621

70181
735

217
976

~~ 13
3110
6406
9393
93
1628
2059
29

~~

13
1650
4510
6312f
25
4082
1117

1
37
768

306
286
2516
6196
44,892

354
406
2489
7150
49,448

377
446
2562
7497
52,482

12,112
146
401
1
3810
8572
8357
126
5583
1866
16

27,551
306

41.570
63

193
4564.|
82874
14,423
358 ?
1434
23561

"" 14
3682?
5231?
10,599?
325
1347
3700
11
48
116
178

18

585

Tuns. .Bals.
61 38

Tuns. Bals.
161
0

JJ'uus. Gals.
23.?
11

~ 400
434
MM *

1389
200
29
43

|

—

Tuns. Bals.
271 50

——

***%
£ $. d. , £ s.
139 16 43 2113 13
240 5 6| 1418 16
2901 17
14p~14 53 3182 13
1 19

d.
5$
111
1
61
0

79~16 6

529 16 5

£
4584
1898
1960
4428
1
3
184

s.
12
5
12.
4
19
12
13

d.
3
91
0
01
0
5?
4

Sixth Report.

£ $.
7896 2
2368 11
2105 7
5534 13
6 4
4.5
49 7

9698 16. 61 13061 19 31 1796412

d.
71
5|
1
61
6
0
93

Tuns. Gals.
41 14
1368
325
269

37711
740
197.1

£
11693
5441
2033
6155
28
73
71

s.
8
1
11
2
19
2
10

Of 26496 15

d.
3
0
3
71
0
6
81

.£
14599
7569
1043
4921
2
42
13

8

4615 7

4615

8

8

7

4615

7 8

4615

7

d.
10.1
7^
4?
0
6
8J

4 28193 3 21

421 18 3f 2641 2 81 2887 15 41 2993 18 104 2974 8 4 3296
683 4 2j 1932 19 41 1681 5 101 1692 17 01 4037 19 94 2074

8. § Annual Grant for the Encouragement of the Irish Fisheries ? 4615 7
under an Act of 1819, cap. 109, sec. 66.
..
.. 5
9. Grant for Making or Repairing Piers or Quays on the Coast, ?
under an Act of 1824, cap. 64, sec. 9.
..
.. $
10. Grant under the Law of 1824, cap. 64, to provide Materials
for Repairing poor Fishermen’s Boats, at Ppr^ta or Places >
where Piers or Quays might be built.t ..
.. j
11. Payments out of the Annual Grants.
For Improvement or Construction of Piers and Quays
To poor Fishermen for Repairing Boats and fur Tackling
MM
Do. for New Boats

$.
19
5
11
14
2
17
12

7 8|
1 6j

8

4615

0
21

1469 0 J
43 n 3?
271 15 1

7 8

MA'
a

524 15 3i

• Charges of Establishment.
The establishment of the late Fishery Board, in 1829, stood thus:—
A Secretary
One Clerk
Two Clerks, at £92 16 2
A Messenger
..
..
Four Inspectors General, at £184 12$. 4d.
One Local Inspector
..
N ineteen Local Ins pectors, at £!92 6s. 2d.

••
..
» ’
.•

30 6 0{ 4770 4 81 1163 7
621 14
9Q5 0 5
219 2 0

£276
110
184
46
738
138
1753

18
15
12
3
9
9
17

8
5
4
1
4
3
2

£3249 5 3
The Inspectors General, and Local Inspectors, also received allowances for travelling.

+ A Loan Fund of £5000 was established for Irish Fishermen in 1822, by the London Tavern Relief Committee ; and in 1823, (see Report for t/iat year,)
the Irish Fishery Commissioners commenced the Loan system, which ultimately superseded relief by Grants. (See Reports for 1826 anti 182?.) Qn
5th of
April, 1830, when the Fishery Board was dissolved, the loans made from the beginning of 1827, had amounted to ^£21,001 2$. 5tZ,, fOr
repair
and outfit of boats, and £4203 15$. lid. for new Boats—in all, £25.204 18$. 4d.—of which £9,923 9$. Id. had been repaid, and £4338 11$. was out
standing on securities overdue, with £10942 18$. 3d. on securities not due.
t
§ 77ie Annual Grants. The Annual Grants for the encouragement of the Irish Fisheries, made under the Acts 59 Geo. III., cap. 109, and Sth Geo. IX
cap. 64, ceased on the 5th of April, 1830 ; and the Act of that year, 1 Wm. IV., cap, 54, directed decreasing grants to be made for five years, from the 5th
of April, 1830—of £4500 in the first year ; .£3500 in the second year ; £2500 in the third year ; £1500 in the fourth year ; and £1000 in the fifth year ;
to be applied in completing piers begun before the said Sth of April, 1830, and in paying any officers or persons employed in consequence of such works,
or employed in recovering loans, or in any matters relating to the Fisheries. These additional grants amount to £13,000, and added to the Bounties, Charges
of Establishment and previous grants, as above, make a total of £295,288 4$. 7^., of which only £12(979 0$. lOd. was unexpended at the close of 1835. ac
cording to the annexed statement.
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No. IX.
Published REPORTS of the Late Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries.
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32,159|
573^
8046’/
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16855
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36
4701}
94611
10,5023
5024
422o|
4427
140
167

345
769
2483
9522
64,771

C
O
Cl
co co co

~ 266}
3638}
74624
15,31 U
282'
2456}
56824
68
12

353
711
2373
9174
63,421

IQ C
O

26,186
512j

337
669
1822
9298
59,321

C
O

36.957
4419}

Tenth Report. Eleventh Report

"III

305
694
1879
9147
58,044

Ninth Report.

1829.

IQ

378
485
2334
7626
57,809

13

1828.

1827.

Seventh Report. Eighth Report.

TOTALS.
1 1 1 1 1

1826.

>
*
-

1825.

207,181}
7,467}
40}
536}
43,6094
68,683}
147.7464
2,907}
40,405}
32,0594
264
227
719
197
Tuns.

II
£

s.

d.

■£

921
8015
2624
7106
39
12

0
6
10
3
19
6

0
8
10
7
6
8

4163
2611
6774
5
39

18719 7 3

s.

,3320 12 IO.? 3349 5
2809 14 11} 4595 15

4163 16 11

461 10

9

185

9

£

.v.

d.

1867
2134
8161

8
0
7

6
0
0

728 4
1601 10
7874 0

12162 15

6

10203 14

1 3232 9 5
24 5229 13 2

4153 16 H

9

461 10

53 I 1984 0 11
55 11 2
101 13 3
75 18 9^

955 7

4153 16 11

£

s.

d.

£

6-.

0
0
0

6 13751 12

0

3239 15 10
4976 11 2

4153 16 11

3434 3
6636 12

barrels—Herrings exported to Great Britain
„
Do.
to West Indies.
cwts.—Dried Fish to Great Britain
„
Do.
to West Indies
barrels—Pickled Fish to Great Britain
Tonnage Bounty for the Open Sea Herring Fishery
Production Bounty on Herrings
Tonnage Bounty for the White Fisheries
Production Bounty on White Fish
Bounty on Pilchards and Mackerel
Do. on pickled Glassen, Hake, Cod, and Ling
Do. on Fish Oil
Do. on Whalebone

£

s.

d.

163,376 7 10

Total Bounties.

68,142 12

Salaries
Travelling Expenses; Stationery and Printing; Law Ex
penses ; Postage ; Rent and Taxes; with General Incidents
Total Charges of Establishment.

7*
1

4153 16 11

461 10

9

461 10

9

461 10

9f

6

5

666 19 10

6593 12

6

71“~1

1

1191

Fish Oil produced for Bounty.
Whalebone produced for Bounty.

d.

842 15
829 10
12079 7

6
0
0

50

6,927}
2,176
1,8044
43
106

102
d.

19 3
0 0
6 0
8 0
2 6

13593 15

• 18

172,
511
690

barrels—Herrings, gntted with knives
„
Herrings otherwise gutted
„
Pilchards
„
Mackerel
cwts.—Cod, dried
,,
Ling
,
„
H ake
„
Haddock
„
Glassen
„
Conger
barrels—Glassen, pickled
Ling
„
„
Hake
„
,,
Cod
„

Gals.

1334

H ill

209

Decked Boats
Half Decked Boats
Open Sail Boats
Row Boats
Fishermen

5

SO,769 4 '1

18,824
2,369
520
21,714

5 2
14 5
8 2
7 9

Total Grants to 5th April, 183O.§

Payments out of the Annual Grants.
For Improvement or Construction of Piers anil Quays
To poor Fishermen for Repairing Boats and for Tackling
Do. for New Boats.
See Note.—Pier and Loan Fund. |

+ Pier Fund and Loan Fund.
There remained to the credit of the Pier Fund, from all sources, on the 5th April, 1830,
..
£16 421 11 3
And to the credit of the Loan Fund
•.
..
..
..
..
5634 6 4
The following particulars, relating to each Fund, are given in a Return presented to the House of Commons on the 31st of May, 1836 :—
Pier Fund.
Loan Fund.
4th September, 1830, Amount transferred to the Directors General of Inland Navigation £14,500 17 2
£2836 11 9
to Sth October, 1831 —Sums received by them
3428 0 1
4,817 3 11
n

Deduct appropriations for Buildings and Repairs
Deduct expenses incurred in collecting Loans

Transferred to the Commissioners of Public Works
To 31st December, 1835.—Sums received by the Board of Works

n

Deduct appropriations for Piers by the Board of Works
Deduct expenses incurred in collecting Loans
Also the portion of the Loan Fund contributed by the London ?
Tavern Committee, (Appendix.. p. 22.) refunded ..
S

These Balances, making a total of £12,979
trifling expenditure for repairing Piers.

0j.

1
8

19,318
7,923

1
6

6264 11 10
1024 11

3

11,394 12 7
8527 7 0

5240
2199

0
3

7
8

19,921 19 7
9680 3 11

7439

4

3

n

2

••

.-

465

Balances remaining
..
£10,241 15 8
£2737 5 2
10<L, have been since unaffected, save by a temporary charge for expenses ot the Fishery Iiujuiiy. and a

j
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APPENDIX, No. X.
BOATS and FISHERMEN employed in the Irish Fisheries, in the Year ended 5th April, 1830, as set forth in the
11th Report of the late Commissioners of Irish Fisheries.
Districts and
Stations.

Counties.

Dublin

Decked Vessels.

No. Tonnage

Half-decked Vessels.

Men.

Tonnage

No.

Open Sail Boats.

Men.

No.

Men.

Row Boats.

No.

Men.

Balbriggan ... 85

3073

576

4

60

22

1

5

59

331

59

2066

366

10

268

57

250

1,500

30

145

79
64
5
27
20
162
28
5
163
15
9
21
8

725
960
68
445
309
2,133
226
48
1467
306
150
179
57

392
320
24
143
146
855
141
24
652
48
45
84
40

•••
•••

•••
.••

•••
•••

•••
•••

413
40
59
50
16
46
215
115
12
170
499
117
43
21

2,222
200
294
226
123
236
1,448
805
48
522
2,495
397
256
92

1,229
412
50

•••
270
641
336
577
662
24
190
443
1,295
1,219
1,085
556
502
757
116
300
440

2,483 1 12,560

9,522

Total No.
of
Fishermen.

j 3,002

Do.
and
Wicklow

|
J

Wexford
Waterford
Cork

Kerry
Clare
Galway

Mayo
Sligo
Donegal

Antrim
Down
Louth
!___________________

Dublin
Wexford
Dungarvan ...
Bantry
Baltimore
Glandore
Kinsale
Dingle
Valentia
Kilrush
Clifdcn
Galway
Westport
Sligo
Rathmullen ...
Killibegs
Belfast
Ardglass
Carlingford ...
Total

...

•..

69
8
4
10
5
1

1239
170
107
317
110
16

383
46
25
100
30
3

•••

•••

•••

2

• •.

12

64

•••

•••

12
10
4

281
170
71

•..
...

•••
•••

15
39
22

275
1 28
123

67
245
161

27
100
22

345

9,810

2,147

769

'

•••

59
49
25

294
1231
531

•••

121
584
154

9,457 I 3,852

337
69
10

•••

2,614
1,080
1,983
3,341
1,973 p 4,621
3,551
3,508 J
81 j 3,562
1,060
1,749
2,461
5,714
j-13,759
4,876
5,321
4,791
3,356
3,677
2,567 I 6,633
3,974
709
2,126
1,200
2,441
2,206
2,571

46,212

64,771

APPENDIX, No. XI.

BOATS and MEN engaged in the Coast Fisheries of Ireland, in 1836, enumerated by the Officers of the Coast Guard.

Counties, in Geographical Order.

Dublin, North of the Bay
_______ South of the Bay
Wicklow
W exford
Waterford
Cork
Kerry
Clare
Galway
Mayo
Sligo
Donegal
Antrim, (including also the Coast |
to Lough Foyle)
J
Down
Louth
Total

Open Sail Boats.

Half-decked Vessels.

Decked Vessels.

No.

Total
Men.
T onnage

85
36
39
1

645
144
156
6

13
1

3,321
1,330
1,174
20
•■•
302
22

...

•••

.••

No.

Total
Tonnage

Men.

232
33
1,425
683
1,668
3,315
498
88
1,125
42

128
22
858
493
595
1,316
234
35
525
12

No.

Row Boats.
Number of
Fishermen.

Men.

No.

261
36
246
1129
301
1,698
2,612
141
2,260
42
29
289

41
24
14
229
266
2,039
610
334
1,376
677
172
1169

153
96
38
1,228
1,260
10,353
3,458
1,236
5,750
3,548
995
6,254

1,207
298
1,378
2,856
2,156
13,738
6,311

Men.

8

130

28

11

61

42

60
6
57
209
52
346
421
39
479
12
10
84

5

60

15

3

25

9

13

38

242

7 46

816

13
13

288
434

67
80

83
11

872
225

363
52

23
1

92
5

358
313

1,608
1,106

2,305
1,378

10,292 4,684

1,812

9,179

7,864

37,829

...

1
...
•. .

215

A••

82
7

4

18
•••
•••

•••
•••

|
7,099 I 1,234

23
4
153
77
101
233
44
7
116
4
•••

870

1,462
8,539
3,768
1,294
6,613

54,119.

EXPLANATORY NOTES appended to the Returns by the Coast Guard Officers.
Co. Dublin.

Co. Wicklow.

Co. Wexford,
Co. Cork.

At Malahide, there are only twenty regular fishermen for all the boats—(Lieut. Jones.)
At Rush, there are several fishing boats laying up for want of repair, and some men are thrown out
of employment.—(Lieut. Lawrence.)
1he Officer at Bray reports, “ Eighty fishermen work the whole of the boats by turn : the other
thirty are only employed during the Herring Fishery.”—(Lieut. Dabine.)
The Officer for the Bar of Lough station reports—“ These persons, being holders of small farms,
go out only a few times, to procure a supply for home consumption.”—(Mr. Read.)
The Officer at Youghal reports, “ None are regular fishermen, but the eighty-two men belonging
to the hookers. The others have different employments, and fish occasionally when the fish come to
the coast.”—(Mr. O’Connell)
The Officer at Barryscove reports, “ There are no regular fishermen, being all engaged in agricul
ture.”— (Lieut. Tracey)
The Officer at Oyster Haven reports, “ There are eight row or scan boats within my guard, but
manned entirely by small farmers, their servants or labourers. There are sixteen hookers, with from
eight to nine fishermen in each, but miserably off from want of some encouragement or loan fund;
being scarcely able to provide themselves with any other fishing gear but hand lines. In fact, at times
they can scarcely afford to buy bait.”—(Lieut. Kempe)
At Kinsale, of the persons who fish, “270 are partly employed as small farmers.”—(Lieut. Daish)
The Officer at Castletownsend reports, “ The above list includes boats used for fishing before and
after the harvest; but not by regularly established fishermen—persons who go out when they can be
spared from agricultural pursuits.”—(Lieut. Taylor)
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The Officer of Ballycroneen station reports, “ The six boats belong to farmers, that occasionally go Co. Corkfishing in very fine weather and summer time. There are no fishermen.”—(_/lZr. Jenkins.')
The Officer of Whitehouse district, (including Bantry,) reports, “ Most of these persons have other
occupations, such as farming, labouring, &c.”—(Lieut. Senior.)
The Officer of Garinish station reports, “ The fishermen here cultivate land, and work at the mines.”
—(JZr. Wade.)
The Officer of Castletown station reports, “ None of these persons or their boats are solely em
ployed in the Fisheries.”—(JZr. Kinner.)
At Valentia, there are not any regular fishermen—(JZr. Wordsworth.)
Co. Kerry.
The Officer for Brandon district reports, “ Those who fish in row-boats are widely settled in different
directions from the coves in which their boats are kept, and are only employed in the Mackerel and
Herring seasons; so that none but those who fish in canoes can be termed regular fishermen.”—(JZr.
Dwyer.)

The Officer for Castle-Gregory district reports, “ Those men are employedin different occupations
besides fishing, such as going with freights, and in farming, &c.”—(Lieut. Simmonds.)
The Officer for Killeradine district, at the mouth of the Shannon, states, “ It is only at particular Co. Clare.
periods, viz., the Herring season in the fall, and long line fishing in the spring, that these people ven
ture in their frail little canvass canoes, with four men in each, for the purpose of procuring a sufficient
stock for themselves and families. There are from 70 to 100 of these canoes, and about twenty or
thirty half- decked boats, of thirty tons each, employed in carrying turf and grain to Limerick market.”
—(Lieut. Bissett.)

The Officer of Ballyvoughan district, west of Blackhead, (Galway Bay,) reports, “ None but forty- Co. Galway.
five poor persons at Glanina, and they have not boats”—(they fish in curraghs or canoes,)—“ depend
entirely on fishing for subsistence.”—(Lieut. Hunter.)
The Officer for Kilkerran Bay, Greatman’s Bay, &c. reports, “ There are not here any regular
fishermen.”—(JZr. Hooper?)
The Officer for Roundstone, Birterbui Bay, &c. reports, “ There are not any regular fishermen
here.”—(Lieut. Hunter.)
The Officer for Mannin Bay district reports, “ The people of this county are generally employed
about their land, unless when fish appear. Then, those who can afford time, go in a boat; therefore,
the men on the whole line of coast are employed occasionally.”—(Mr. Burchael.)
The Officer of Claggan district, (from Dog Island to Renvyl Point,) reports—“ I know of none, ex
clusively fishermen. The entire male population of the country is employed in the fisheries.”—(Lieut.
Warren.)

The Officer of Doonkeehan district, westward of Ballycastle, reports, “ There are no regular fish
ermen on this part of the coast. When Herrings make their appearance, each person who has a share
of a boat, curragh, or net, endeavours to take as many as he can. At other times, he is (in summer)
an agriculturist, and (in winter) generally an idler.”—(Lieut. Henri.)
The Officer at Ballycastle reports, “ The difference between the number of men in the boats, and
the eo’umn for the number of fishermen, is owing to the number of men who have been brought upto
the fishery, but who have no boats to go to sea in; as, when the boats become old and unserviceable,
they have not been latterly replaced by new ones, which I believe to be principally owing to the
poverty of the people. Four boats became unserviceable on this station last winter, and no new ones
have been gotten in their stead.”—(Mr. Harding.)
The Officer of Kilcummin district, extending from Clogher to Killalla, reports, “ There are fre
quently eight or nine men in each boat: more than half as many more men leave the shore for want
of berths.”—(Mr. Moore.)
In the Coast Guard district of Pulocheny, at the river Esky, there are about three hundred fisher
men, having neither nets, lines, nor boats—(Lieut. Higgon?)
From the coast of the Rosses', including Rutland and the other adjoining islands, the Officer of the
Guard reports, “ All these boats are chiefly used for carrying sea-weed; but all would be engaged in
the Fisheries, if there were materials. With the small means the fishermen have, it is estimated that
over two hundred thousand Herrings were killed this winter. They were all carried to the interior;
and had there been nets, it is impossible to estimate the quantity that might have been taken, they
were so numerous.”—(Lieut. Carey.)
In the Coast Guard district from Sheephaven, including Tory and Innisbofin Islands, there are fortytwo curraghs, and only ten boats. The Officer of the Guard states, “ Though I have returned the
boats, I know they are not fitted for fishing in any sort of rough weather, they not having oars or
sails, neither have they nets or proper fishing lines; yet, the people persevere, and succeed in getting
fish whenever the weather permits. I speak chiefly of the Tory people.”—(Lieut. Ml Gladdery.)
In Sheephaven Bay, there are only twelve men who live by fishing. They belong to Dunfanaghy;
and fish in curraghs. The other persons on the coast who fish, are only engaged in the Herring Fish
ery.—(Lieut. Stephens?)
In Downing’s Bay and Mulroy river, the boats used are curraghs, formed of light timber frames,
covered with horse-skins or canvass—(Lieut. Harris.)
From Culmore to Moville, and thence to Struvehead, Innishowen, the fishermen are dispersed along
the coast, and draw up their boats at places nearest to their houses—(Lieut. Lyons.)
The eight row-boats at Portrush arc used only in summer, by fishermen employed in the sail-boats
during other parts of the year; and then, the other hands of the sail-boats are at sea in various pur
suits—(Lieut. Davidson.)
There are not any persons on the coast of Antrim, between the Causeway and Carrickfergus, who
are more employed in fishing than in other avocations. Fishing is an occasional occupation re
sorted to by the majority only in summer.—(Coast Guard Returns from Blackhead, Bortmuck,
Larne, Ballygelly, Gerron, Cushendal, Cushendon, Raghlin Island, Ballycastle, and Ballintoy.)
In Melisle Coast Guard district, there are not any regular fishermen__ (Mr. Heard.)

Co. Mayo.

Co. Sligo.
Co. Donegal.

Co. Antrim.

Co. Down.
At Johnsport and Ballyhalbert, the greater part of the men in the fishing boats follow other avoca
tions.—(Mr. Well.)
In Strangford Coast Guard district, there are no regular fishermen. Fishing is carried on during
the season by labourers of the soil, and other persons__ (Lieut. Miller.)
At O’Meath, (near Carlingford,) when Herrings enter the Loch, about forty boats are employed Co. Louth.
in taking them, each boat having five men; and as the actual fishermen are not then sufficient, persons
are brought from the adjoining farms, who receive shares. In all, about two hundred persons have
been employed in this Herring fishery, for two or three months in the last two years__ (Lieut. Gilbert.)
e
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FISHERIES OF
ABSTRACT of the ACCOUNTS Appended to the Reports made by the

..
..

..
..

barrels
„

3. Fish found entitled to the Crown
Herrings ..
..
Dried Cod, Ling, Hake, <&c.
Pickled
ditto

Brand.
..
barrels
..
cwts.
..
barrels

4. Fish Exported.
To Ireland.—Herrings, gutted
.. barrels
,,
ungutted ..
do.
To other places in Europe. Herrings, gutted do.
„ un gutted
do.
To places out of Europe.—Herrings, gutted, do.
„
ungutted, do.

HI

Hl

1

—

——

—

42,548
47,637}

65,430
26,3971

72,5151
39,004

89,9001
63,5871

52,9311
57,611

105,3721
54,767

135,981
26,670}

90,1851

91,8271

111,5191

153,4881

110,5421

160,139.1

162,651}

*****

—

55,6621

58,430

70,0271

38,1841

83,376

"*52911
22,7221
5772
2062

~9927
18,285
8953
968

9586
20,8311
394
4336
17,584
10,0881

16,255
41,725
54121
5634
18,433
22,266

91171
33,944
14,026
9917
11,7851
39,613}

22,041
27,594
24,215
11,676
22,682
33,09G}

35,848

38,133

62,820

109,7251

118,4031

141,3054

—

—

34,701

23,450
60061
13,576}
1986}
44,518
18,150}

107,688

—

—

—

—-

116,436

I

cwts.
do.
do.

..
..
..

—-

1 1

Dried Cod, Ling, Hake, <fec.
To Ireland
..
To other places in Europe
To places out of Europe

—

1815.

1814.

1813.

M H

Cod, Ling, and Hake, including Pollock.
Number caught or purchased
Dried ..
..
-cwts.
Pickled
..
..
• • barrels
Ditto
..
..
..
cwts.

1812.

II II

}. Fish Cured.
Herrings gutted
„
ungutted

1811.

1

. Boats and Men employed within cognizance oj
the British Fishery Officers.
Boats, decked and undecked
••
Fishermen and hoys
Coopers
..
.•
••
Persons gutting, packing, repacking, cleaning, P
or drying fish
..
••
j
Labourers
-•
••
Total number of persons
Fish curers

1810.

..........................

1809.

1

i
Pickled Cod, Ling, <fcc.
5. Fish Oil.
Produced for Bounty
Quantity entitled to Bounty

——

—
barrels

..

tuns
do.

6. Bounties.
£ s. d.
Tonnage Bounty for the Deep Sea Herring Fishery, out of the annual Grant of £3000 by > 524 0 0
Act of 1808, cap. 110
..
y
Bounty on Herrings
3470 2 0
Tonnage Bounty for the Cod, Ling, and Hake}
Fisheries, by Act of 1820, 1st Geo. IV., cap. >
103
..
..
..
\
Bounty for dried Cod, Ling, Hake, <fec.—4s. per j
cwt. by Act of 1820, cap. 103 ..
$
Bounty for Pickled Cod, &c.—2s. 6d. per bar- )
rel, granted by the same Act
..
$
Bounty on Fish Oil—£3 per tun of eight barrels, )
granted by the same Act
..
£
3994 2 0

7. Grants.
For Fishery Piers and Quays, under the act of->
1824, 5 Geo. IV., cap. 64, being part of the J
annual grant of £3000, by act of 1808, cap.C
110, applied until 1825 in premiums for en-£
couraging the outfit of boats for the deep sea*
Herring Fishery
..
..
For repairing the boats of poor fishermen; also .
by the act 5 Geo. IV., cap. 64, being the re- f
sidueof the grant of £3000 a-year, made?
under the law of 1808
..

8. Expenses of. Establishment.—(See note.)
Salaries and incidental charges

-U.

—

d.

£

£

s. d.

£'

s. d.

0 0

1600 0

0

1742 0

0

2188

5566 5

0

5843 0

0

7002 15

0

7585 0 0

9190 15

0

7166 5 0

——

—

£

s. d.

—

s.

d.

£

s. d.

£

871

0

960 0 0

3369 0

0

3818

9

0

8337 12

0 23081

0 0

7187

9

0

9208 12

0 24,041

0 0

0

*

—

—

■ww

£ s. d.
£
s. d.
6000 0 0 4000 0 0

£ 8. d.
6000 0 0

£ x. d.
4000 0 0

£
j. d.
6000 0 0

Notes to the foregoing Abstract.
Boals and Fishermen.—It will be observed that the number of Boats and Fishermen employed in Scotland in 1835, exceeds the greatest number employed
during the period of Bounties.—The enumeration of Irish boats and fishermen exhibits a decrease :—See Appendix, Nos. 10 and 11.
Fish Cured.—The number of barrels of Herrings cured annually since the abolition of Bounties, has increased, except in 1834, when there was a failure in
the Fishery; but the quantity of Cod, Ling, Hake, &c. has decreased. The British Fishery Commissioners ascribe the decrease in the quantity of Cod, Ling,
&c., exhibited for inspection,—“ To the loss of the Bounty, without which the curers allege that the business cannot be carried on with advantage ; the witiidra-wing of the Gravesend well-smacks, from the superintendence of the Fishery Officers, since the Bounty was repealed ; the emigration of a great number <>t
fishermen from the Highlands and Islands of Scotland ; and a succession of bad fishing seasons, from a scarcity of fish on the coast.” (Letter to the Irish Com
missioners of Inquiry. 21$Z Sept. 1836.7
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No. XII.

SCOTLAND.

Hi
1

I

Boats, decked and undecked
Fishermen and boys
Coopers
5 Persons gutting, packing, repacking, cleaning,
or drying fish
Labourers
Total number of persons
।
Fish curers

HI

1

III

III

H

HI

Ill

1822.

1821.

1

I ll III

HI
1

ih
\

1820.

HI

h i

1819.

1818.

1817.

1

1816.

British Fisheries, from the Period of their Appointment.

1

of the

1 11

Commissioners

barrels—Herrings gutted
„
„
ungutted

155,776
36,567$

204,270$
23,420$

303,777$
37,1161

347,1901
35,301

413,308
28,887$

291,6261
24,897$

225,037
23,832

192,3431

227,691

340,894

382,4911

442,195$

316,5241

248,869
1,998,752
54,5731
3691

363,872

263,2051
50,235$
49191

203,110
54,5731
3691

120,289
5156
89,444
80
79,7121
124

100,9671
1751$
34,670
82
77,253
232

55,6821
845 J
37,862$
140
75,914$

294,8051

214,956

Illi

H H

1,858,369
50,235$
49191

—

—

140,018$

183,0891

270,0221

309,7001

23,997
12,344
43,598$
834
47,885
9970

44,304$
9082
43,368
528
60,475
4582

77,1951
12,508$
52,333

92.6561
8453
64,2421
60
87,197
907

138,628$

162,339$

82,773
2352

253,516

227,162

—
MM

AMM

—

—

5907
11,248$
2243

19,578$

19,398$

£

s.

d.

2550 0

0

1795 0

0

27930

7

3 36590 12

£

s. d.

2529 0

6 53973 11

0

8. d.

£
2614

0

6 61923 10

0

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

4379

0

2978

0

0

3 72578

9

9 52630 11

10047

3 38385 12

6 56502 11

6 64537 10

3 75556 9

1

s. d.

£

C Tonnage Bounty for the deep sea Herring Fish0 < ery, out of the annual grant of <£3000 by Act
£ of 1808,cap. 110
Bounty on Herrings
0 40619 13 3
C Tonnage Bounty for the Cod, Ling, and Hake
Fisheries, by Act of 1820, 1st Geo. IV. cap.
0 3752 5 0

0

3000

0

0 10914 14

0

614 18

9

461

7

6

339 18

9

483 18

9

6 59231 18

6

9 70237

6

tuns.—Oil produced for Bounty
do. Quantity entitled to Bounty

165$
161$

115$
113$

2225 17

30480 7

Dried Cod, Ling, Hake, <fcc.
cwts.—To Ireland
do. To other places in Europe
do. To places out of Europe

barrels.—Pickled Cod, Ling, &c.

MM

d.

barrels—Herrings gutted—To Ireland
“
ungutted
do. Herrings gutted—To other places in Europe
ungutted
do. Herrings gutted—To places .out of Europe
,,
ungutted

170,445

6190$
10,614$
2774

—

«MW
s.

barrels— Herrings
cwts.—Dried Cod, Ling, Hake, <fcc.
barrels—Pickled
ditto

MM

MM

£

Cod, Ling, and Hake, including Pollock.
Number caught or purchased
cwts. Dried
barrels Pickled
cwts. Ditto

CS Bounty
103 for dried Cod,

Ling, Hake, <fec.—4s. per
) cwt. by act of 1820, cap. 103
S Bounty for pickled Cod, etc.—2s. 6d. per barrel,
granted by the same Act
5 Bounty on Fish Oil —£3 per tun of eight barrels.
? granted by the same Act.

s For Fishery Piers and Quays, under the Act of

1

—

£

s. d.

7000 0

0

£

8000

s. d.
0

0

£

7000

s. d.
0

£

0 10000

MM

—

—

8. d.

£

0 0

9000

s. d.
0

£

s. d.

0 11703 17

1824, 5th Geo. IV., cap. 64, being part of the
j annual grant of £3000, by Act of 1808, cap.
j 110. applied until 1825 in premiums for en/ couraging the outfit of boats for the deep sea
C Herring Fishery.
f For repairing the boats of poor fishermen; also
j by the act of 5th Geo. IV., cap. 64, being the
j residue of the grant of £3000 a-year made un£ der the law of 1808.

2

£

8.

d.

Salaries and incidental charges. — (See note.)

The white fish Bounties were allowed in Scotland only for Cod, Ling, and Hake. In Ireland they were also given for Haddock, Glassen, and Conger ; hut
under the name of Hake, other fish were admitted for the Scotch Bounties, as appears by the following extract from the British Commissioners’ Report for
1821 :—“A question having been stated, whether Tusk fish were to be considered as coming under the denomination of Hake, the Commissioners ascertained
that not only Tusk, but also Saith, Cole fish or Pollock, were comprehended under that generic term ; and directed the Officers to certify such fish for Bounty
accordingly, if cured conformably to the regulations.”
Fish Entitled to the Croton Brand.—The quantity of fish exhibited for inspection and found entitled to the brand, has decreased since the abolition of Bounties,
and the quantity of fish branded has become considerably less than the quantity exported.
Fish Exported.—Before 1816, there was a Bounty of 2j. 8<Z. a barreion white Herrings exported ; this Bounty was abolished in 1815 ; but the exportation
afterwards increased annually : and has also been augmenting since the abolition of the production Bounties in 1829. The quality of the Herrings exported

F 2
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FISHERIES OF

ABSTRACT of the ACCOUNTS Appended to the Reports made by the

T

1823.

1824.

1

1829.

1828.

1825.

1826.

1827.

10,365
44,598
2106
21,390
7947
76,041
1624

10,958
47,371
2160
21,503
8770
79,794
1756

11,074
47,733
2100
23,044
8144
81,021
2000

11,166
47,953
1982
21,719
7178
78,832
1995

11,199
48,699
2011
22,301
7289
80,300
1995

1. Boats and Men employed.

Boats, decked and undecked
Fishermen and boys
Coopers
..
-*
. •• .
. *•
Persons gutting, packing, repacking, cleaning, /
or drying fish
.•
••
3
Labourers
Total number of persons
Fish curers

2. Fish Cured.
Herrings gutted
„
ungutted

***»

MM*
—

barrels

—

335,450
66,7405

303,397
44,268*

340,118
39,115^

259,171*
29,324

339,360
60,418

300,242*
55,737

280,933*
48,623*

392,190<

347,665*

379.2335

288,495*

399,778

355,979*

329,657

2,336,115
69,136*
5621
36345

3,730,962
95,161*
9025
9273

3,185,736
82,615*
6142*
6726

3,125,380
81.321*
6819
5786

3,882,248
101,914
8836*
5652*

270,844*
52,135
3531

294,422*
66,3165
5337

223,606
82,1855
8008*

279,317*
74,1035
5609*

234,827
73,600*
6204

218,418*
92,314*
8464

121,366*
20
28,1675
67^519
—

78,254
481
16,701

108,287*
821
24,489*

105,931*
1719*
28,280*

87,248
2432*
24,302

70^786
184

77^989
72

68^601*
1842*

66*,226
1446

166,406

211,659

205,875*

181,654*

. Cod, Ling, and Hake, including Pollock.
Number caught or purchased
cwts.
Dried
barrels
Pickled
cwts.
Ditto

2,226,509
63,590
5437
—

3. Fish found entitled to the Crown Brand.
Herrings
barrels
Dried Cod, Ling, Hake, &c.
cwts.
Pickled
ditto
barrels

299,631
63,590
5437

4. Fish exported.
To Ireland. Herrings gutted
barrels
,,
ungutted
do.
To other places in Europe.—Herrings gutted, do.
„ ungutted, do.
To places out of Europe.—Herrings, gutted, do.
„ ungutted, do.

115,649*
1098
40,204
27
82,652
—

96,275*
134
35,029*

239,630*

202,016*

217,073*

4895|
13,433*
4769

4776*
6436
2876*

56535
692
935*

9184
3391*
1476*

8005
4086*
1117

14,400
45845
1603

80465
6404*
1918*

23,098

14,087*

7281*

14,0515

13,208*

20,587 3

16,3695

• Dried Cod, Ling, Hake, &c.
To Ireland
To other places in Europe
To places out of Europe

Pickled Cod, Ling, <fcc.

cwts.
do.
do.

1,722,489
52,135
3531
-w .

7^577*

barrels

5. Fish Oil.
Produced for Bounty
Quantity entitled to Bounty

209*
2065

tuns
do.

6. Bounties.
S.
£
Tonnage Bounty for the Deep Sea Herring Fish- /
cry, out of the Annual Grant of £3000 by > 3000 0
Act of 1808, cap. 110
..
$
Bounty on Herrings
..
7 59919 15
Tonnage Bounty for the Cod, Ling, and Hake'
Fisheries, by Act of 1820, 1st Geo. IV. cap. J 4020 4
103 ..
..
’
Bounty for dried Cod, Ling, Hake, &c.—4s. per 12718 0
cwt. by Act of 1820, cap. 103. ,.
Bounty for pickled Cod, <fec.—2s. Gt/. per bar
679 12
rel, granted by the same Act
Bounty on Fish Oil—£3per tun of eight barrels,
620 5
granted by the same Act

d.

£

0

3000

s. d.
0

£

d.

3.

£

S.

0

3832

£

s. d.

£

s.

£

d.

S.

0

0 54167 16 0 58884 10 0 33652 17
2 0

8611

9 0

0 10427

0

0 132G3 3

6

441

7

6

0

776 16 3

80957 16 6 72645

7. Grants.
For Fishery Piers and Quays, under the Act of
1824, Sth Geo. IV. cap. 64, being part of the JI
annual grant of £3000, by Act of 1808, cap. fl
110, applied until 1825 in premiums for en-|
couraging the outfit of boats for the deep sea
Herring Fishery
For repairing the boats of poor fishermen, also
by the act 5th Geo. IV., cap. 64,being the
residue of the grant of £3000 a-year, made
under the law of 1808
..

.23*
23*

262%
258%

6960 13

0 28001

9 6 11774

0

7 0

4572

0 16437

3

0 14820 15

2

6

1

3

69 15

0

667

1001

1 9 81495 19 6 67961 14

701

9

3 48095 15

2500 0 0

2500

0 0

500 0 0

500

0 0

3000 0 0

3000

0 0

2500

3000

2256

1058

0

775 10

500

0 0

3000

0 0

0 32066 18 6

2500 0 0

0

2 0

0 18462 18 0

2

3 29320 2

0 0

500 0

0

2070 5

0 14700

3

0 10290 18 6

5

2500

0 0

0

500 0 0

0 0

3000 0 0

0

8. Expenses of Establishment.note.)
Salaries and incidental charges
has improved at the same time, the exportation of ungutted fish having annually decreased, and the exports to the Continent of Europe since 1823, con
sisting entirely of gutted fish, and since 1827, consisting principally of Herrings cured and assorted according to the Dutch mode. These improvements,
as they have extended since the abolition of all Bounties, can only be ascribed to competition for preference in the markets.
An account presented to the House of Commons on the 29th of April 1823, shows, that in the nine years commencing with 1814, and ending with 1822,
there were exported from Great Britain to the British West Indies, 686,712 '■% barrels of white Herrings, 2176% barrels of red Herrings, and 21,611 barrels
of Pilchards, (viz., 13,717 in 1814, 6688 in 1815, 1119 ia 1816, and 87 in 1817, after which no more Pilchards were exported to those colonies, during the
period of the account,)— also, 41,765 cwts. of Cod, Ling, and Hake, 517% barrels of Salmon, with pickled Oysters, Mackerel, Eels, &c., entered as of the
value of £2380 2s. The Bounties paid on these exports in 1814 and 1815, amounted to £22,114 6s. 6%d ; aud in the six succeeding years, ending with
1821, the total amount paid was only £1142 8s.; while in 1822, no Bounties whatever were paid on the exports ; yet the quantity of each kind of fish exported-
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Commissioners of the British Fisheries from the Period of their Appointment.
1830.

1831.

1832.

1833.

1834.

1835.

10,980
48,373
2027
23,067
7552
81,019
1876

11,059
49,164
1888
22,724
6790
80,566
1762

11,008
41,181
1869
24,418
6987
81,455
1808

11,284
49,212
1925
23,972
7157
82,266
1831

11,359
49,462
1905
23,885
7071
82,323
1787

11,427
49,720
1989
26,038
7235
84,982
1916

371,096
68,2744

313,113$
49,547

353,684!
63,279$

382,677!
68,853$

217,242!
60,074!

399,334
98,280$

439,3704

362,6604

416,9644

451,6314

277,317

497,614$

1,343,998
37,674
29504

1,781,800
50,293
3779!

2,168,120
58,461!
6467!

1,942,533
52,7104
55224

1,605,554
44,152$
37671

237,085
34,3374
24594

157,839!
13,879$
3230

168,2594
13,5814
43934

178,000!
14,2554
3829

85,079!
94924
2235

192,317
6766
3018

127,4884
2812
61,6564

126,5914
1866|
31,1004

113,380
757
47,5564

146,771
2483
55,852

72,682
1278
34,050

167,252
1708
48,451!

71,832
1115

57^128!
813

57393
1498

66^510!
477

49^493!
1302

55J43
839

264,903

217,4994

220,684!

272,0934

158,805!

273,3934

48064
4980$
21334

12,397!
4872
28994

73214
2904
4,529

70604
60144
32244

47884
4482
1362

44754
4338
21794

11,9204

20,168$

14,7544

16,298$

10,632!

10,992$

24

67

47

*aaa

barrels—Herrings gutted
„
„
ungutted

Cod, Ling, and Hake, including Pollock.
Number caught or purchased
cwts.—Dried
barrels—Pickled
cwts.—Ditto

1,500,304
38,040!
6276

barrels —Herrings
cwts.—Dried Cod, Ling, Huke. &c.
barrels—Pickled
ditto
barrels—Herrings gutted—To Ireland
do.
,, ungutted
do. Herrings gutted —To other places in Europe.
do.
,, ungutted
do. Herrings gutted—To places out of Europe
do.
„ ungutted
•

Dried Cod, Ling, Hake, <fcc.
cwts.—To Ireland
do. To other places in Europe
do.
To places out of Europe

VW

AAA*

barrels—Pickled Cod, Ling, <fcc.

—

—

—

Boats, decked and undecked
Fishermen and boys
Coopers
Persons gutting, packing, repacking, cleaning, or drying fish
Labourers
Total number of persona
Fish curers

tuns—Oil produced for Bounty
do. Quantity entitled to Bounty

AAA*

£

s. d.

'***'

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

Tonnage Bounty for the Deep Sea Herring Fishery, out
of the annual grant of £3000 by Act of 1808, cap.
1
110
Bounty on Herrings
I’ Tonnage Bounty for the Cod, Ling, and Hake Fisheries,
J
by Act of 1820,1st Geo. IV., cap. 103

C
J

—

S

2

AAAA

VW
AAA*

*****

***»

*****

—

2500 0 0

2500 0 0

2500 0 0

2500 0 0

2600 0 0

600 0 0

500 0 0

500 0 0

500 0 0

500 0 0

3000 0 0

3000 0 0

3000 0 0

3000 0 0

3000 0 0

—

—

5
£
S
£

Bounty for dried Cod, Ling. Hake, <fcc.—4s. per cwt. by Act
of 1820,cap. 103
Bounty for Pickied Cod, <fcc.—2s. 6rf. per barrel, granted by
the same Act
Bounty on Fish Oil—£3 per tun of eight barrels granted by
the same Act

w.

k For Fishery Piers and Quays, under the act of 1824, 5th
J
Geo. IV., cap. 64, being part of the annual grant of
£3000, by act of 1808, ca.p. 110, applied until 1825
2600 0 0 J
r
in premiums for encouraging the outfit of boats for
the deep sea Herring Fishery
C
500 0 0 J

j

For repairing the boats of poor fishermen; also by the act
of Sth Geo. IV., cap. 64, being the residue of the grant
of £3000 a-year, made under the law of 1808

3000 0 0

Salaries and incidental charges—(See note.)

except Pilchards, was greater in every year after 1815, down to 1821 inclusive, than in either 1814 or 1815 ; and in 1822 when there were not any export
Bounties paid, the exportation of Herrings exceeded that of 1814 by 14,394% barrels, and that of 1815 by 11,003% barrels, and the exportation of Cod, Ling,
&c., was 4406% cwts. greater than the exports for both 1814 and 1816 united.
Bounties.—The total amount paid, according to the foregoing abstract, is, £865,838, 7««
>—and
appears, by a return to Parliament, (21st Fe
bruary 1811,) that in Scotland, before the establishment of the present Fishery Board, there were Bounties paid out of the Revenues of Customs and Excise, for
the encouragement of the white Herring fishery, which in five years ended on the 6th July, 1809, amounted to £56,147 3s. 3%rf.
The Bounties paid on the exportation of white and red Herrings, from Great Britain to all countries, in eleven years ending with 1821, amounted to
£61,685 8s. 8d., of which £39,072, Ils. was paid in England, and £22,612 17^. 8d. in Scotland. (Accounts presented to Parliament in April, 1821 and 1822J
Grants.—The papers relating to the Scottish Fisheries presented to the House of Commons in April 1821, contain,—“ A Return of all Grants for forming
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and improving Harbours, Ports, or places in Scotland, where Fisheries are or have been carried on, for the last fourteen years,”—of which the following is an
abstract: “ From the period to which the order extends, I am led to suppose that it refers to Acts passed in the year 1806, for application of the balances accruing
from estates forfeited in consequence of the events of the year 1745, and restored to the heirs of the former proprietors in 1784, on conditions which left a
considerable sum of money applicable to public purposes in Scotland. This fund long remained under the care of the Court of Exchequer in Scotland, and had
been largely applied to such purposes; when by one of the Acts passed in 1806, on the recommendation of a Select Committee of the House of Commons, the
sum of £7,500 was assigned to the improvement of the harbour of Wick, in Caithness, (46 Geo. III., cap. 156,) and I understand, that in consequence of the
judicious application thereof, under the care of the British Fishery Society, the Herring fishing at that place has been vastly increased, and that a new town
called Pulteney Town, has arisen on the south side of the new harbour. By another Act passed at the same time, (46th Geo. HI., cap. 155,) the residue of
the said balances was placed under the care of the Commissioners, who had been appointed three years before (by 43d Geo. III., cap. 80,) to superintend the
application of sums granted towards making roads and building bridges in the Highlands of Scotland: and as fast as the said residue has been realized, it has
been applied to the improvement of harbours, several of which received aid on the plea of improvement of the Herring fishery; viz. to Fortrose, (the entrance
of the Beauley Firth) has been assigned £2000 ; to Avoch, (on the same shore) £528 ; to Tobermory, (on the north side of the Isle of Mull) £1,555; to
Cullen, (on the Moray coast) £2,070; to Nairn, (at no great distance from Cullen) £2000 ; in all which cases a sum, equal to the sum assigned, has been
contributed by the parties more immediately concerned in the intended benefit, according to the rules and regulations established by and under the Highland
Road and Bridge Act. Total assigned to various harbours, £15,653.”
“ If some of these harbours are not wholly appropriated to the uses of the Fisheries, on the other hand, aid has been assigned for the improvement of other
harbours, which afford occasional shelter and even employment to fishing smacks; so that no material error will result from considering the sums above stated,
as having been assigned to the improvement of harbours or places on the coast of Scotland, where Fisheries are now established.”
(Signed)
4< JOHN RICKMAN, Secretary to the Commissioners of Highland Roads and Bridges.”

The annual grant of £2500 for Piers and Quays, made under the Act of 5th Geo. IV., cap. 64, in lieu of so much of the grant for tonnage Bounties made
under the Act of 1808, has been applied according to the following regulations submitted to the Lords of the Treasury, by the British Fisheries Commissioners,
approved of, and promulgated in 1827.
Regulation 1st.—That the money to be granted by the Commissioners shall be applied to the building of Piers or Quays for theaccommodation offishing
boats and other fishing craft, only ; and not to piers or quays intended for the accommodation of general trade.
2d.—That where money has been allowed by the Commissioners for the building of such piers or quays, all fishing boats, andother fislring craft, shall have
free access to the same, and liberty to depart therefrom, without being subjected to the payment of harbour or port dues.
3d.—That persons requiring assistance for the building of piers or quays shall lodge an application with the Commissioners, specifying the place where the
pier is to be built, and the sum necessary for completing the same, together with a plan and specification of the work, and an estimate of the expense, by an
engineer or other professional person ; and specifying also what part of the said expense they are willing to bear.
4th.—That an engineer shall be appointed by the Commissioners, whose duty it shall be to examine and report upon the situation of the intended pier,
specifications of work, and estimates of expense: that the officer of the fishery for the district shall also report as to the utility of such intended pier for the
purposes of the fishery: that these reports shall be considered and approved of by the Commissioners before any promise of assistance be given; and that before
any assignment of money be granted, a report under the hand of the said engineer, shall be laid before the Commissioners, certifying that the part of the ex
pense agreed to be borne by the applicants has been actually paid and expended by them.

The following is an Abstract of the Pier and Quay Accounts, appended to the annual Reports of the
Commissioners.
Sites of Piers and Quays.

Proportion of G rant to
Total Expense.

Period
Amount of Grant.
af Grant.

Rockfield, Murray Firth, County of Ross ..
Hilton,
do.
„
do.
Sarclet,
„
Caithness
Cove of Dunglass,
,,
Berwick
Cellardyke,
,,
Fife
Burnmouth,
„
Berwick
Cove of Dunglass,
„
do.
Sarclet,
„
Caithness
Coldingham,
,,
Berwick
Salen and Kintra,
„
Argyle
Port-Ellen
„
do.
Coldingham Breakwater,
,,
Berwick
Fort-William,
„
Inverness
Keiss, •
,,
Caithness
Sarclet,
„
do.
Do. (for repairs)
,,
do.
Callicot, in the Lewis,
,,
Ross .
Carnish,
,, '
do.
Keiss,
„
Caithness
Fort-William, (for extra work) „
Inverness

£ $.
322 10
97 10
1106 13
1260 0
1219 7
1459 14
550 0
289 0
907 10
783 6
508 19
236 14
976 6
1066 13
1950 0
36 17
1096 13
1206 13
36 7
151 18

1828

1829

18’30
u

1831
»

1832
,,
1833
>,
1834

Total,

it

»

d.
0
0
4
0
0
6
0
8
0
8
4
0
8
4
0
7
4
4
0
1

Three-fourths.
Do.
Two-thirds.
Three-fourths.
Do.
Less than Three-fourths.
Do.
Two-thirds.
Three-fourths.
Two-thirds.
Do.
Three-fourths.
Two-thirds.
Do.
Three-fourths.
Two-thirds.
Do.
Do.
Do.
The whole.

£15,262 14 10

The annual grant of £500 for poor fishermen, made in lieu of so much of the tonnage bounty, under the Act 5th Geo. IV., cap. 64, has been distributed
according to the following regulations, approved of by the Lords of the Treasury, and promulgated in 1827.
“ Assistance for the repair of boats shall only be given to fishermen having families. The poverty of such fishermen, and the number and age of their children,
shall be certified to the Commissioners by the clergyman of the parish, or two or more persons of respectability residing there, who shall also transmit a certi
fied statement of the sum required for the repair of the boats ; and in all applications for assistance it shall be specially set forth in what way the Commis
sioners are to be assured that the money to be granted shall be applied to the purpose for which it is intended.” ■
“ Such assistance shall be confined to the repair of boats, and shall mot extend to the supply of nets or lines ; and may be given to poor fishermen residingin
any part of Scotland where there is a harbour.”

The following is an Abstract of the Annual Accounts of the Distribution.

Year.

Highest
Number of Boats for which aid
amount paid
was given.
for one Boat.

£ s. d.
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834

Twenty-six
One hundred and thirty-nine
One hundred
Ninety-six
One hundred and forty-four
One hundred and ninety-two
One hundred and sixty-eight
One hundred and twenty

8
..
6
9
8
.. 1 10
.. 10
.
5
8

0
0
5
0
0
0
0
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Lowest
amount
given.

£ s.

4.
15 0
0 10 0
0 15 0
10 0
0 12 0
0 10 0
0 15 0
100

Total.

£

s. d.

Ill
239
306
294
379
500
454
500

10
5
15
2
17
0
0
0

£2785

9

0
0
0
0
0 |
0
0
0 1
0

Esfablislmeni.—The amounts of salaries and incidental expenses given in the general abstract, Appendix No. XII, are taken from a Return of payments
out of the revenue of Scotland for those purposes, in ten years preceding 1821,—(which Return was presented to the House of Commons in April 1.821,)—and
from another Return, presented in April 1822. of the salaries and incidental expenses for 1821. The late Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries gave accounts of
their establishment, and expenses appended to their annual reports, but such accounts have not been published with the reports of the British Commissioners.
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APPENDIX No. XIII.

EXTRACTS from the Published Reports of the Commissioners of the British Fisheries,
Scotland.
On the Meshes of Nets.

When the Act of the 48th Geo. III., cap. 110, was passed, the greatest part of the nets in the Report for 1810.
possession of the fishermen were formed with meshes under the regulated standard of one inch from
1*
knot to knot. To afford time therefore to the adventurers to provide themselves with nets of the
legal standard, and to prevent the fishery from being obstructed, the Commissioners allowed a modifi
cation of the size for a limited period, which is now elapsed. The fishermen in some parts of the
country, but principally it is believed in the Firth of Forth, not satisfied with the indulgence granted,
continued to make use of nets of a small and most ruinous size of mesh, upon the alleged mistaken
idea, that with nets of larger mesh no Herrings could be caught in the seas where they were accus
tomed to fish.
The Commissioners having every reason to believe that the allegation was unfounded, directed their
officers to make frequent inspections of the nets, and to seize such as were under the modified standard
of seven-eighths of an inch from knot to knot. The services of the superintendent of the deep sea
Fishery, upon his return from the summer fishing, were directed to the same object. His vessel, by
the permission of the Admiral commanding at Leith, was stationed both last winter and the winter
preceding, upon the fishing ground in the Firth of Forth, and his boats were almost constantly em
ployed from morning to night while the fishing there lasted, in examining the nets used at the
fishery.
Many nets were in consequence seized, condemned and publicly burnt. The result turned out most
favourably. The small Herrings in a great measure disappeared, and the market in the neighbour
hood was abundantly supplied thereafter, to the end of both seasons, with Herrings of excellent quality
ajid improved size. The change was so apparent, that the Commissioners, more convinced than ever
of the advantage to be derived from enforcing to its full extent the regulations regarding the one inch
mesh, have renewed their application to the Lords of the Committee of Council for Trade, for an
armed vessel to attend during the fishing upon the west coast, for the purpose of assisting the officers
there in enforcing the said regulation and other parts of the law, which, without such assistance, can
not well be completely carried into effect.
Soon after the appointment of the Commissioners, it was considered expedient to allow the Herring Report for 1811.
fishers a period of two years to wear out their stock of nets, which were represented as being in gene
ral one inch in the mesh ; and to provide themselves with others of the proper dimensions. The nets
allowed to be used during this period were not to be less than seven-eigths of an inch in the mesh, and
public notice was given of this modification and indulgence, which was meant to apply to England as
well as Scotland, and which was to cease upon the 5th of April, 1811. It appeared, however, from
a memorial presented to the Lords of the Committee of Council for Trade by the Yorkshire fisher
men, and other fishermen in England, that they had till lately been ignorant of the existence of any
law affecting the size of the herring mesh, and that their nets being under one inch in the mesh, were
of course liable to be seized. In these circumstsnces the Commissioners considered it proper to allow
two years for the Herring fishers in England, to provide themselves with nets of the standard size of
mesh, and directed notice thereof to be given by the fishery officers in England, with intimation that
the indulgence was to cease upon the 5th of April, 1813, after which the law would be enforced.
r,
The period included in this Report being the first season after the expiration of the said indulgence
in Scotland, when herring-nets of one inch in mesh were required to be used, the Commissioners had
their attention turned with much anxiety to the effects thereof on the fishery. The season is now
past, and the Commissioners are happy to say, that the Fishery, instead of falling off, as was at first pre
dieted by many, has been more abundant than in any season since their appointment. No complaints
have been made to them from any part of Scotland, except from the Firth of Forth, where it has long
been maintained by certain persons, that large sized Herrings were not to be found. The experiment
has now been made there as well as elsewhere; and considering all the circumstances of the case, with
more success than could have been expected. The Forth fishermen seemed to expect that, notwith
standing all that had been said, the law would be relaxed, and therefore were much later in proceeding
to the fishery than usual; and when they did proceed, upon finding their expectations disappointed3,
the boats were neither half so numerous as usual, nor supplied with a proper stock of nets. Yet not
withstanding these impediments, upwards of 2000 barrels were cured of Herrings such as had never
been seen in this neighbourhood in point of size and excellence; and it is not perhaps too much to say,
that upwards of ten times that quantity of the same kind of Herrings were consumed fresh. Had the
same exertions been used as formerly, the Commissioners have little doubt that corresponding success
would have been experienced; and they are persuaded that by a firm adherence to the salutary regula
tion of the size of the mesh, the Herring fishery in the Firth of Forth, which has for many years been
dwindling away, from the improvident use of small meshed nets, and other ruinous modes of destroy
ing the fry, will, in the course of a short time, be restored to its former prosperity.
From other quarters of the country the Commissioners have received the most encouraging testi
monies of the utility of the regulation, and of the success which has attended its introduction. Peti
tions have been presented to them, praying that the regulation may not be relaxed ; the fishermen in
some parts of the west coast, who were formerly inimical to a standard mesh, are now represented as
being satisfied of its propriety ; and from the circumstance of another season having commenced with
out a single remonstrance, the Commissioners think it may be inferred that the advantage of a fixed
standaid of mesh is now acknowledged in most parts of Scotland.

1 he exertions of the Commissioners have, as usual, been directed to prevent the use of small meshed Report for 1812.
nets in the fishery; and although it has hitherto been impossible to prevent the partial use of such
nets by people in some remote districts, the Commissioners are happy to report, that at the principal
ports in Scotland from which vessels are fitted out for the Herring fishery, there has been no instance
within the period of this report, of a single net having been seized for being under the regulated stand-
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ard of one inch from knot to knot; nor has any remonstrance been presented from those most exten
sively concerned in the prosecution of the Herring fishery in Scotland against the regulation. It ap
pears to the Commissioners that the utility of the regulation may now be traced in the increased quan
tity of Herrings caught in each year since it was enforced, and they confidently hope, that by a steady
adherence to this salutary measure, the corresponding success of the fishery will be such, as must in a
few years convince even the most prejudiced, of the advantage of having a fixed standard of mesh.

Report for 1813.

The naval officer who acts as superintendent of the deep sea Fishery was also sent after the expira
tion of*that Fishery, with the concurrence of the Admiral at Leith, to superintend the West Highland
Fishery, and at the close thereof he was called to the Firth of Forth, to assist the officers in prevent
ing the use of small meshed nets in that quarter, where they still continue to be partially used.
With a view of putting an effectual stop to this practice, the Commissioners nave of late directed
application to be made to the Justices of the Peace in the counties bordering on the Firth, before
whom the prosecution for using the small meshed nets seized was carried on, to award the pe
nalty attached to the use thereof, or such part of it as they should think fit; and from the success
which has attended these applications, the Commissioners expect the happiest result in future. It has
been the object of the Commissioners to prevent any heavy penalty from being levied at present; and
they have accordingly, upon every application to them for a mitigation of the penalty awarded, where
the amount of the fine seemed to require it, made such a reduction as they trust will convince the
fishermen, that the only object in view is their own welfare and the general good of the fishery.

Report for 1814.

For the purpose of securing a more efficient inspection of the nets in the Firth of Forth, the Lords
of the Treasury have been pleased, upon the application of the Commissioners, to transfer to this ser
vice a small cutter formerly belonging to the customs, and which was no longer required in that depart
ment.

Report for 1816.

With the view of discouraging the use of small meshed nets by every means in their power, and of
upholding the character of the official brand, the Commissioners have ordered bounty to be refused
for Herrings taken in nets having meshes under the legal standard, and for Herrings mixed with
others so taken; and they have also, after obtaining every possible information on the subject, directed
that bounty shall not be allowed for any barrel bung-packed, that shall contain above twelve and a half
hundred Herrings; or for any barrel re-packed, that shall contain above 1,100 Herrings, at the rate
of six score to the hundred. These numbers the Commissioners have every reason to believe, are
abundantly liberal; and they expect that they effect of this regulation will have a powerful influence in
preventing the destruction of the small fish.

Report for 1826.

Although the use of small meshed nets for the taking of Herrings, has long been very generally dis
continued, to the great advantage of the Fishery, the Commissioners had reason to suspect that they
were again beginning to be used in the Firth of Forth; and therefore directed the officer of the dis
trict to examine them, and seize such as should be found contrary to law. In the execution of this
duty, two nets were discovered of an illegal construction *, but on attempting to seize them, the officer
was deforced by the fishermen, and the nets taken from him. The Commissioners being determined
to the utmost of their power to protect their officers in the lawful execution of their duty, caused a
statement of the case to be laid before His Majesty’s Advocate for Scotland ; and in pursuance of his
Lordship’s advice, directed a prosecution in the Court of Exchequer to be instituted against the offend
ers, for recovery of the penalties prescribed by the Fishery Statutes, in cases of such a nature.

Report for 1827.

Information having been received that Herrings in considerable quantities were taken in Loch Broom
so small in size as to induce the belief that the meshes of the nets in which they were caught could not
be of the dimensions required by law, the Commissioners gave immediate orders to the officer of the
district to seize such illegal netting as he should find used for the taking of Herrings, and directed the
naval superintendent to proceed to Loch Broom, to co-operate with him, and to protect him in the ex
ecution of that part of his duty. Several nets were in consequence seized, condemned and burnt,* and
orders were given to the officers at the ports to which such small Herrings were brought, to refuse
bounty for them, as being unworthy of the official brand, even although the nets used in taking them
had been of the legal construction. These orders were strictly obeyed, and as the Commissioners
fondly hope, that the shoal of Herrings which has appeared this year in Loch Broom, will lead the way
to the revival of the fishery in that part of the country, where it used formerly to be so abundant, they
trust that the refusal of bounty for the small fish, and the measures they have taken to prevent the
use of illegal nets, will have a beneficial effect on its future success; but they cannot conceal from
themselves that their exertions may be rendered in a great degree unavailing, in consequence of yairs
(in which fish of every size, small as well as large are taken) having been erected on the best fishing
ground of the loch ; and as these contrivances do not appear to come under the operation of the law
regulating the size of the mesh of herring-nets, the Commissioners consider it would be expedient
that some legislative enactment should be made on the subject of yairs when the Fishery Statutes fall
to be amended.

Report for 1833.

jn consequence ot a representation from the agent of the proprietors of Salmon Fisheries in the
neighbourhood of Aberdeen, complaining of the destruction of Salmon fry at the mouth of the rivers
Dee and Don by the fishermen using small meshed nets for the taking of Herrings, the Commissioners
directed a search to be made by the Officer of the district; but although he was assisted by the Offi
cers of Customs and the Coast Guard, and continued his inquiries for a considerable time, no illegal
netting could be discovered. It is however hoped that the proceedings which have taken place in this
matter will have a good effect both in regard to the Salmon and Herring Fisheries in that quarter.

Report for 1834,

The Commissioners have likewise had their attention called to the injury done to the fishery by the
use of trawl-nets, by which Herring fry, and young of other fish, are frequently destroyed to a great
extent, without any immediate benefit to the parties concerned, and to the manifest detriment of the
fishing in future years; but as the use of trawl-nets for the taking of Herrings is not prohibited by the
Fishery Statutes, unless the meshes are less than an inch from knot to knot, and it was found on exr
amination that the meshes of the nets in question were of the legal size, the Commissioners had it not

in their power to prevent them from being used.
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The official brand of an officer of the Fishery upon a barrel of herrings may be considered as a
Scotland. —
pledge by Government that such barrel contains not only the full measure of 32 gallons,
*
but that
it also contains 32 gallons of herrings of good quality, and properly cured. Upon the practice there
Report for 1810.
fore, of curing Herrings gutted, and of submitting such Herrings to the inspection of the Fishery Of
ficers, becoming general, the Commissioners think it may fairly be inferred, that the character of the
British white Herring fishery will thereby be greatly improved, and the wealth of the nation be also
materially increased, from the additional demand which may reasonably be expected for Herrings of
so superior a quality.

Superintendence

of

Fish-Curing

by

Government Officers.

In consequence of information having been received that barrels which had been branded for the Report for 1811.
bounty granted by the Act of the 48th Geo. III., cap. 110, were frequently carried a second time to
the fishery, where they were again filled with Herrings, and clandestinely disposed of with the former
bounty brand on them, to the injury of the purchaser, (who supposed that the Herrings contained
therein had undergone the inspection of the Fishery officers, and been found entitled to bounty,) and
to the prejudice of the officers, who were thereby exposed to the imputation of improper conduct in
the discharge of their duty, the Commissioners gave general orders that no barrels shall be cleared
out for the Herring fishery which had formerly been branded for bounty, until the brands had been
carefully and completely obliterated, in the hope that such orders would have the effect of putting a
stop to a practice so subversive of the purpose for which the Act of the 48th was passed.

The practice of gutting Herrings is rapidly gaining ground; the demand for Herrings branded by Report for 3814.
the officers of the fishery is daily increasing; Herrings not so branded are getting much into disrepute,
and sell at an inferior price ; and at various ports the exporters have become so satisfied of the supe
riority of Herrings branded with the Crown or official stamp, that they refuse to purchase any others
even at a reduced price. This conviction, it is to be hoped, will soon be extended to those ports where
the purport of this establishment is not yet sufficiently known: And the Commissioners have every
reason to believe that the time is fast approaching when the practice of curing Herrings ungutted will
be completely exploded, except in cases of absolute necessity.
____
/

It has long appeared to the Commissioners to be an object of importance, to introduce into this Report for 1816.
country the practice of sorting the Herrings intended for the continent of Europe, or for home con
sumption, by having them packed in separate barrels, according to their respective qualities, as is done
by foreign nations, and as has been strongly recommended to the consideration of the Commissioners
by the dealers in British Herrings at Hamburgh. The advantage of the measure has been pointed
out to the curers ; and intimation having been given by some spirited individuals among them, that
thev were desirous of making the experiment, the Commissioners, in virtue of the authority vested in
them, have issued regulations on the subject, and have furnished their officers with appropriate brand
ing irons, for marking barrels packed with maties, and full Herrings, i. e., with Herrings of prime qua
lity» and Herrings full of roe, or milt. These are all the distinguishing brands which the Commis
sioners think necessary at present; and although from the novelty of the system, and the inexperience
of the packers, it may be some time before the practice becomes prevalent, the Commissioners have
every expectation that it will gradually gain ground, and come at last to be general in so far as the con
tinental market is concerned, in the same manner as has happened with other improvements which were
equally novel, and equally difficult at the beginning.
The Commissioners have much pleasure in reporting the general attention of the curers to the
measures adopted last year for improving the cure of Herrings. The utility of the regulations, al
though at first in some places objected to, has now been fully acknowledged ; and the Commissioners
have subsequently had the satisfaction of receiving the grateful acknowledgments of the very persons
by whom the objections were originally raised. The effect of the increased attention now given, has
been felt in the unprecedentedly rapid sale of the Herrings of this year, which were purchased as soon
as they were brought to market; and in the increased reputation of the official brand, without which
it has become impossible to dispose of Herrings, whatever be their appearance or quality, except at an
inferior price.
In a preceding Report, the Commissioners adverted to the measures they had taken for increasing Report for I sir
the exportation of British Herrings to the continent of Europe, by circulating among the curers copies
*
of a communication made to them by a mercantile house of respectability, accompanied by such ob
servations as the subject seems to require ; and in the last Report which they had the honour of pre
senting, they pointed out the great increase that had taken place in this branch of the export trade.
The Commissioners have now to state, that they have received a memorial on the subject from Ham-

• The Chan Measure.—Extract from the Report for 1815.—A provision having also been made in the Act, (55th
Geo. III., cap. 94) for fixing the contents of the cran or measure by which fresh Herrings may be bought or sold, the
Commissioners, after consulting with the principal curers, and taking the opinion of their own officers on the subject,
have fixed the contents of the cran at forty-two gallons, and of the half cran at twenty-one gallons, English wine measure,
and have issued regulations for the; making, adjusting, and branding of the same.
Extract from the Report for 1831.—Authority having been given to the Commissioners by the Act of the 55th Geo.
III., cap. $4, to fix the capacity of the measure called a cran, by which fresh Herrings are usually bought and sold in
the British Fishery, and to make regulations for the construction thereof; the Commissioners, in virtue of the power so
vested in there, fixed the capacity of the cran at 42 gallons English wine measure, and issued such regulations for the
construction of it, as appeared to be most expedient; but it having been found from experience, that the cran so con
stituted was not sufficient to make a barrel of cured Herrings, when properly packed for exportation to the continent
of Europe, or for home consumption, the Commissioners, upon the representntions of the trade at different parts, and
on the reports of the principal officers of the fishery, and with a view to prevent the frauds which had frequently taken
place by the clandestine enlargement of the cran, to the prejudice of the fishermen and the fair trader, resolved within
the period of this report to increase the capacity of the cran from 42 to 45 gallons, and caused such regulations for the
construction thereof to be prepared and circulated among the curers, as they trust will have the desired effect of pre
venting imposition, and of making the number of barrels cured by any individual correspond with the number of crane
purchased by him or his agents. Pattern crans and half crans were prepared by order of the Commissioners according
to the new regulations, and sent to the different stations for the guidance of the officers, and the inspection of the
curers ; and it was ordered that the new cran should come into use from and after the 1st of June, 1832. when the
fishing for the season is presumed to commence.
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burgh, signed by a number <>f Herring merchants at thakport, bearing testimony to the improvement
that has taken place in the quality of British Herrings, and pointing out the means of raising their
character still higher.
Ibis memorial the Commissioners have likewise caused to bo printed and dis
tributed among the curers, with such additional observations thereon as they conceived to be necessary :
and with the view of suiting still more the taste of the.continental consumers, the Commissioners have
authorized the curers, if they shall think proper, in the operation of gutting, to leave the crown gut
hanging from the breast of the fish, as is practised by the Dutch, and have directed their officers to
allow bounty for Herrings so gutted, if in other respects entitled thereto.
The Commissioners, with the view also of maintaining the character of the official brand, have found
it expedient to prevent barrels that have been once branded from being used a second time for bounty
or for exportation to a place out of Europe, after being repaired, by having the branded staves re
moved ; and for the purpose of preventing, as far as in their power, the destruction of the small fish,
they have directed the officers to refuse bounty for Herrings that shall be ascertained to have been
taken in yairs or cruives, or other such pernicious contrivances for catching Herrings.

Report for 18*21,

An attempt having been made by the masters of two small fishing vessels to defraud the Revenue
by removing from their barrels the bounty brands placed on them by the officers of the fishcry, and by
making oath to the truth of fictitious accounts of the cure of the Herrings contained in them, with the
view of obtaining double bounty, and double credit for the salt with which the fish were cured ; the
Commissioners being determined to do every thing in their power to put a stop to such nefarious
practices, directed the case to be laid before His Majesty’s Counsel for Scotland; and in pursuance of
their advice, caused the parties to be indicted for fraud ami perjury, before the Circuit Court of Jus
ticiary, held at Glasgow ; where they were outlawed for non-appearance.
With a view to insure a due attention to the taste of the consumer, in the preparation of Herrings
intended for exportation to the continent of Europe, the Commissioners prepared a regulation for pre
venting the exportation of Crown branded Herrings to the continent, unless they are assorted after
the Dutch plan, the spawned fish altogether removed, and the barrels branded with a word to denote
the particular kind of Herrings they contain ; but there are so many objections to a rigid execution of
such a regulation in the British fishery, that the Commissioners have judged it expedient not to en
force it at present, and have contented themselves with strongly recommending anew to the
curers the propriety of assorting their continental Herrings in this manner; and they have the satis
faction of reporting, that in many instances the recommendation has been zealously attended to.
While the British fish-curers are prevented by law from receiving bounty for Herrings contained in
barrels formerly branded for bounty, or on which any mark or character formerly impressed, shall be
found to have been altered or defaced, a provision which the Commissioners consider of the greatest
importance, not only for the security of the Revenue, but also for the proper preservation of the fish,
the Irish curers are allowed to receive bounty for Herrings contained in barrels that have been for
merly branded, and are thus enabled to undersell the British curer in the Irish market, by the differ
ence between the expense of repairing an old barrel, and the price of a now one. This grievance the
Commissioners had it not in their power to redress; but they caused the matter to be submitted to
the Board of Irish Fisheries, and although their application has not hitherto been attended with suc
cess, they consider that the subject of complaint ought to be removed, and that the curers in both
eountrms^should be put on the same footing, in this, and other matters relating to the encouragement
V

Report for 1825.

1 he condition of the Herrings and casks under the bounty brand was unexceptionable; and
the Commissioners have the pleasure of reporting, that such of them as were exported reached
their destination in good order, and gave satisfaction to the purchasers; and it may be mentioned here,
as a Pr°of of the enterprise of the dealers in Herrings, that a small parcel sent from Leith to Ham
burgh (by the way of Hull,) reached that port before the arrival of the early Dutch Herrings, and ob
tained the high prices usually given on the Continent for well cured Herrings brought first to
market.
°

Report for 1827.

Such has been the demand for assorted Herrings in the year now under consideration, that tho
Commissioners, for the purpose of enabling the curers to execute the orders they had r*»'*eived, al
lowed them on different occasions to select the spawned fish from various parcels of cured Herrings,
and authorized the officers to brand the remainder as full fish, after the barrels had been properly filled
up. The Commissioners however were at the same time aware that the selection could not be made
with such accuracy as to secure the purity of the official brand ; and they therefore gave intimation
that the indulgence would not be renewed, and that no Herrings would in future be permitted to bo
branded with the word “ Full, unless they were prepared as such from the beginning, and regular
notice of the intention to cure in this manner given to the officer of the district.
I he Commissioners have every, reason to believe that the practice of assorting the Herrings in
tended for the continent, and of sending none but full fish to that market, will become more general
every year; and as the more it increases the greater will be the quantity of spawned or shotten fish
to be disposed of, the Commissioners conceive it will be necessary for the security of the public, and
for maintaining the character of the official brand, that such spawned Herrings should have a distin
guishing mark placed on the barrels ; and in the event of the Fishery Statutes being amended, they
deem it a subject worthy of serious consideration, whether all Herrings for which the official brand
is claimed should not be required to be assorted, and the barrels branded according to the description
of fish they contain.
Representations have been made to the Commissioners by some of tho officers on the West roast
that the effect of the reduction of the bounty un Herrings is becoming daily more visible, in the great
demand for old barrels, and in the attempts made to evade a compliance with the regulations. To the
same cause, perhaps, may be ascribed, in some measure, the increase of the quantity of Herrings cured
ungutted, and the Commissioners consider there is but too much reason to apprehend that if the
bounty and superintendence be altogether withdrawn, the improvements in the cure of the fish, and in
the construction of the barrels, which it has cost so much time, and trouble, and management, to intro
duce, will soon be neglected, and ere long disappear.
Bounty has been withheld whenever the fish w'ere not cured in such a manner as to deserve it ; and
the exportation has been prevented of all fish bearing the bounty brand, or the official stamp, unless
thev were found in such a slate jt the tine' of diipment as would have entitled them to bounty, had
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they been then for the first time produced for inspection. The Commissioners have every reason to Extractsfrom the Pub
believe that their endeavours to preserve the character of the official brand have been attended with lished Heports of the
success ; and it may be mentioned, as a proof of the value in which it is held, that on two different occa Commissioners of the
British Fisheries,
sions, within the period of this Report, when application was made to them for permission to bring back
Scotland.
re-packed Herrings to a bung-packed state, in consequence of there being a great demand at the time
for the one and not for the other, and permission was given to do so, on condition that the official
brands should be removed from the barrels,—the curers declined to take advantage of the indulgence,
declaring it was of no avail to them, unless the brands were allowed to remain, or to be placed anew
on the barrels ; but with this latter request the Commissioners did not think it expedient to comply.
Although the Commissioners have still to complain of the increased use of old barrels, they have the Report for 1829.
pleasure of reporting that the Herrings produced to be branded for bounty, were found to be in ex
cellent condition, both in regard to the cure of the fish, and the state of the casks; and that in regard
to the Cod and Ling fishery, there has not only been a considerable increase in the quantity caught,
but a continued improvement in the cure of the fish.

The Commissioners have much pleasure in reporting, that the practice of assorting after the Dutch Report for 1830.
plan, the Herrings intended for exportation to the Continent of Europe, has greatly increased within
the period now under consideration; and although it was long before the curers could be convinced of
the propriety of adopting the recommendation addressed to them on this subject, they have at last be
come so sensible of its advantages, and the practice is now so general, that almost the whole of the
Herrings exported to that quarter, within the period of this Report, have been assorted, and the barrels
branded by the officers, with a corresponding official mark.
On the west coast where the fishing has unfortunately been on the decline for some years past, the
Commissioners have still to complain of the use of old barrels; and they regret to say, that although
the brand is in general in as great request as formerly, for Herrings intended for exportation to the
West Indies, it has not been so much required as usual for Herrings intended for home sale; but
while it is to be apprehended that the want of the official inspection may eventually lead to a deterio
ration in the cure of Herrings prepared for home consumption, the Commissioners consider that the
great object of their appointment-—the raising of the character of the British Fishery in our colonies
and in foreign parts—will be fully attained, so long as the official brand continues to be required for
Herrings prepared for exportation to these places.

The official brand for Herrings intended for exportation to foreign places, continues in as great re- Report for 1831.
quest as formerly ; although for Herrings intended for home sale, or the Irish market, where the fish
are principally sold by retail, the brand is not considered so necessary as it was when the bounty ex
isted. The Commissioners have likewise the pleasure of reporting, that the demand for Herrings
assorted after the Dutch plan, and branded accordingly, still continues ; and they understand that the
cure has given great satisfaction in the Continental market.
The official brand continues in as great request as ever for Herrings intended for exportation to Report for 1832.
foreign places; and the London exporters of Cod and Ling to the Spanish market, consider the offi
cial stamp of such consequence, that they will purchase no fish without it.
While the officers at the curing stations were again strictly enjoined to apply the official brand to Report for 1833.
no Herrings but what were in every respect such as the law required, the officers at the ports of ex
portation were directed to prevent the shipment of such branded Herrings as might have been injured
on their passage from the place of cure until the official brand had been removed from the barrels;
and that the reputation of the brand in foreign parts might continue uninjured, private brands in imi
tation thereof were prohibited, and notice given that if such spurious brands were used, the law in re
gard to them would be enforced.
Although on the west coast the use of old barrels is much complained of, the Commissioners have
great pleasure in reporting that on the east coast, the principal seat of the fishing, the cure of the Her
rings, and the state of the barrels, never were excelled in any former year, and the official brand con
tinues in as great repute as ever; that the Herrings were prepared so as to suit the different markets
for which they were intended; and that the assorting after the Dutch plan is still gaining ground, the
increase in the present year being 13,768 barrels in the quantity of assorted Herrings branded, and
7,705 in the quantity thereof exported to the Continent.
The Cod and Ling presented for the official stamp and brand were also well cured ; and so high is
the character of the stamp in the London market, that no dried fish are considered fit for exportation
to Spain, but such as have been inspected and passed by the officers of this department.*

The reputation of the official brand never stood higher than at present—Herrings intended for ex- Report for 1834.
portation to places out of Europe, and to the Continent, after the early part of the season is over, are
in a great measure unsaleable without it, except at a great reduction of price—and the spurious brands
referred to in the Report of the preceding year, have been discontinued, and the official brands applied
for in their room.

Barrels made of Fir,
It having been frequently represented to the Commissioners, that barrels made of larch wood staves Report for 1826.
would answer equally well for the cure of fish as barrels made of any other kind of home wood, and
that they therefore ought not to be prohibited; the Commissioners, with a view to ascertain effec
tually whether these assertions were well founded, directed an experiment to be made by an expe
rienced fish-curer, whom they furnished with a quantity of excellent well-seasoned larch wood staves,
sufficient for the construction of twelve barrels ; and requested him to fill them with Herrings at the
proper season, and to keep them on hand for twelve months thereafter. This was accordingly done;
and the Herrings having been then carefully examined in the presence of the curers and several offi’ The best cured fish being presented for sale, distinguished by the official brands, it must necessarily be preferred for
exportation. The inspection and character of Cod, Ling, and Hake, are denoted by punching a hole in the tail of each
fish, which is a distinction so easily imitated, that the preference given to marked fish, must be from its obvious excel
lence.—(See Evidence of Mr. Stokes, Dublin.)
g2
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Extractsfrom the Pul- cers of this department, and a report of the inspection made to the Commissioners, it was found that
lished lieports of the although the barrels proved perfectly tight, the taste and colour of the fish were materially affected ;
BrUish^S/ieftes
and the Commissioners were therefore satisfied that it would be improper to permit the curing of
Scotland. ’
Herrings or other fish in barrels made of that description of wood, and that the law on this subject
—y—
ought not be altered.
Report for 1832.

The Commissioners, on the representations of the curers at different stations, who are employed in
the manufacture of Red Herrings as well asm the cure of White, and on the Report and recommen
dation of the General Inspectors of the Fishery, have allowed the use of fir barrels, for the carriage
from the fishing stations, of ungutted Herrings intended to be made into Red—provided such barrels
be not less than 34 gallons in size, and that a declaration be made by the curer to the proper officer,
that they are intended solely for that purpose. By this indulgence the manufacturers of Red Her
rings have been greatly benefited ; while from the increased size of the barrels, security is obtained
that they never will be used for the package of Herrings cured as White.

Preservation op Order in Fishing.
Report for 1812.

Report for 1815.

The naval officer who acts as superintendent of the deep sea fishery, was sent, after the close of
that fishing, to the North West Highlands, with directions to use his utmost endeavours to put a stop
to the use of small meshed nets, and to prevent the persons engaged in the coast fishery from com
mitting depredations on the fishing materials of their neighbours. These depredationshave long been
a subject of complaint, and the cause of serious detriment to the fishery ; and the Commissioners were
of opinion they could devise no plan so likely to put an effectual stop to them, as by stationing a ship
of war during the season at the place where the fishery was carried on to the greatest extent. Some
of those most deeply interested in the fishery were afraid that the presence of the superintendent
would have the effect of deterring the country people from prosecuting the fishery altogether, for fear
of their being impressed into the navy ; but these apprehensions have proved groundless, and the Com
missioners have the satisfaction to say, that the measure has been reported to them to have been at
tended with the most beneficial effects. The depredations which, before the arrival of the superin
tendent, were carried on to an extent calculated to ruin the fishery, were in a few days thereafter, in
consequence of his prudence and unremitting exertions, completely put a stop to, confidence was re
stored among the Buss masters, and measures taken to have the articles which had been abstracted
restored to their respective owners. The produce of the fishery also, so far from falling off, was more
abundant than it had been for many years; and among other testimonies of the utility of the mea
sure, the Commissioners have received a letter of thanks from the adventurers at one of the principal
fishing ports in the kingdom, in which they earnestly request that the same measure for the protection
of their property may be adopted this year as was done last season.
The superintendent has again received orders to repair to the West coast, after the expiration of
the present deep sea fishery, and the Commissioners look forward with confidence to the same bene
ficial result from his exertions. The season, however, must necessarily be far advanced before the
superintendent can get to the fishing ground, and the Commissioners are afraid it will not be possible
to prevent depredations in the North West Highlands so effectually as the welfare of the fishery re
quires, without the appointment of another vessel to accompany the coast fleet from the beginning to
the end of the season. Were such a plan adopted, and the superintendent invested by law with the
same powers for preserving order at the coast fishery as he already possesses at the deep sea, the Com
missioners are confident the system of depredations would speedily be annihilated, and an incalculable
benefit thereby conferred on the fishery.

.The presence at the Lochfine fishery of the small cutter, alluded to in the Report of last year, has
been attended with good effects, although it has not produced all the advantage which was expected.
In the early part of the season, the irregularities so long complained of were materially checked ; but
as the winter advanced, and the difficulty of detection increased, depredations became more numerous.
The Commissioners are, however, satisfied, that much good may still be effected there by the pre
sence of the cutter during the fishing months, and it is therefore their intention to repeat the experiment
next season. They have in the meantime authorized rewards to be offered for the discovery of the
depredators, and have given such instructions to the commander of the vessel and the officers of the
fishery in the neighbourhood, as they think will contribute to the object in view. At the close of the
Lochfine fishing, the cutter was ordered to the Firth of Forth, where she was employed in assisting the
officers to inspect the nets, and in other useful matters.

Report for IH16.

The Commissioners have had the satisfaction of receiving memorials from the masters of the ves
sels engaged in the North West Highland fishery, and from the curers at Rothesay and Greenock,
expressing their gratitude for the benefit they have experienced from the services of the naval officer,
referred to in the preceding Report, as having been appointed superintendent of the loch and coast
fishery, and bearing testimony to his impartiality and unwearied exertions in preserving order among
the fishermen, and preventing depredations.

Report f<»r Hl7.

The Lady Frances cutter was employed for the greater part of the year in keeping order at the
fishing in the Firth of Clyde and lochs adjacent, where the exertions of the commander to prevent
depredations among the fishermen have been reported by the curers to have been of great utility.
Upon the return of the cutter, however, to the Firth of Forth, it was represented to the Commis
sioners by the commander, and by the principal curers in Lochfine, &c., that although much good had
been effected by her presence at the fishery, she was not of sufficient strength to afford due protection
to the well-disposed fishermen, or to keep the sea in stormy weather, being only of seventeen tons
burthen, with a crew of four men and two boys; and that for these purposes a larger vessel would be
indispensably necessary.

R.'port for 1 Hl«.

The cutter, stated in the last annual Report of the Commissioners to have been transferred to this
service by the Lords of the Admiralty, was equipped during the early part of the season, and sent to
the W est coast, for the purpose of preventing depredations, and preserving order among the persons
engaged in the fishing in the Firth of Clyde and lochs adjacent; and the Commissioners have every
reason to believe, that the measure has l.eeii at: ended with most beneficial consequences both to the
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curers and fishermen. A system of regularity has been introduced; stolen property has been re- ExtractsfromthePubstored to the rightful owners, and the offenders fined in small sums of money, which have been paid
over to the clergymen in the neighbourhood, for behoof of the poor in their respective parishes.
0B^tish°Fish^es,e
Every endeavour has also been used to prevail on the fishermen to shake their nets at sea, to .wash out
Scotland.
their boats daily during, the fishing season, and to have them furnished with pumps and floors; but al- <
'
though these recommendations have been in different instances complied with, in many others they
have been disregarded ; and as the Commissioners have no means of enforcing compliance, they are
of opinion, that it will be impossible to get these important improvements universally adopted, without
a special legislative enactment on the subjects.
The Commissioners have received various representations, setting forth the injury done to the Bri
tish Fishery by foreign deep sea vessels shooting their nets too near the coast, and urging the pro
priety of their being prevented from fishing within a certain distance of the shore. Complaints have
also been made of depredations committed on the lines and nets of the British fishermen by the crews
of such foreign vessels; but the Commissioners considered that these were matters with which they
were not authorised to interfere; and they have therefore contented themselves with transmitting
copies of the representations and complaints to the Lords of his Majesty’s Treasury for their conside
ration, and with desiring the Naval Superintendent of the Deep Sea Fishery to use his endeavours to
recover the property alleged to have been abstracted, and to restore it to the owners.
The Commissioners have again had their attention turned to the injuries sustained by the fishermen Report for 1821.
and curers on the east coast, from the encroachments and improper practices of the Dutch and other
foreign fishing vessels; and they have thought it their duty to recommend in the strongest manner to
the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, the propriety of measures being adopted for preventing
the recurrence of the evils complained of; the effect of which recommendation will fall to be stated in
the next annual Report. The Commissioners have likewise had representations made to them, of the
injury supposed to arise during the time of the fishing, from the London steam yachts keeping too
near the land in their passage along the Dunbar coast, and from the practice which some of the fish
ermen at the mouth of the Firth of Forth have adopted, of leaving their nets set at anchor in the
water; and although it is not easy to determine whether the evils presumed to arise from these
causes are so great as have been stated, the Commissioners have done what was in their power to get
the practices discontinued.

In the report of their proceedings for the year ended 5th April, 1822, the Commissioners adverted Report for 1822.
to the complaints they had received of the encroachments of the Dutch Busses on' the British fishing
ground, and to the representations they had considered it their duty to make to the Lords of the
Treasury on the subject. Further complaints have been received by the Commissioners in the pre
sent year; but they have now the pleasure of reporting, that their Lordships have caused the matter
to be represented to the Government of the Netherlands, and from the measures in progress on this
important question, the Commissioners anticipate the happiest result to the interest of the British
Fishery.
The stealing of buoys at the fishing ground, a practice so much complained of before the appoint- Report for 1826.
meat of this Board, and so prejudicial as well to the general interest of the Fishery, as the private
interest of individuals, has been almost entirely suppressed, and a system of police introduced among
the fishermen, which has been attended with the happiest consequences.
The Naval Superintendents were employed as usual in preventing depredations at the fishing ground Report for 1832.
on the east and west coast—in the Shetland and Orkney Isles, and at the Isle of Man ; and they
fortunately had it in their power to be instrumental in saving the lives and boats of the fishermen dur
ing some of the heavy gales that occurred throughout the season.
A representation having been made to the Commissioners that boats were employed in the fisheries Report for 1833.
on different parts of the west coast, without having their names painted on the stern, so that in
case of their being concerned in illegal practices, it would be difficult to ascertain the owners—the Com
missioners, to prevent such a violation of the Fishery Acts, caused notice to be given, that no allow
ance would be made in future for repairing the boat of any fisherman on which the name was not
painted in the manner required by law, and that after a specified time, every boat engaged in the
Fishery on which the name was not so painted would be seized ; and they have reason to believe that
such notice will be attended with the desired effect. For the purpose also of preventing nets from
being left in the water, or hauled on Sunday, the Commissioners caused intimation to be given that
all such nets would be seized, and, with the concurrence of the Clergymen, a notice to that effect was
posted on the doors of the Churches of the districts where the practice was detected.
For the preservation of order, and the protection of property at the fishing ground, the fleets of
boats and vessels on the east and west coasts, in Shetland and Orkney, and at the Isle of Man, have
been attended throughout the season by the Naval Superintendent of the Loch and Coast Fishery, and
the Commander of the Swift cutter: and it is gratifying to the Commissioners to state, that of such
importance to the welfare of the Fishery are the services of these Officers considered, that their pre
sence was eagerly solicited by the masters of the vessels and the well-disposed part of the fishermen,
and that on their arrival depredations ceased, and order and regularity were restored.
In the course of the year, numerous complaints from different quarters have been made to the Com Report for 1834.
missioners, of the injury done to the British Fishery by foreign vessels, of a large size, fishing so near
the shore, as to occupy the best ground, and to compel the native fishermen to shoot their nets on the
outside of these vessels, to their great danger and annoyance. Complaints were also made of the in
jury done to the revenue by these foreigners, from the sale of smuggled spirits and other contraband
articles; with which, while pretending to be employed in fishing, they purchased the Herrings from
the British fishermen, and thus made up their cargoes, to the loss of the curers, by whom the fisher
men were employed, and to the injury of the morals of the people. The Commissioners had every
reason to believe that these statements were well founded; but although they were earnestly requested
to put a stop to the evils complained of, they considered it would be improper in them to interfere
further, than by again bringing the matter under the notice of the Lords of the Committee of Privy
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lished lieports ofthe naval superintendent for his government on the occasion.
Commissioners of the
The naval superintendents have been employed in attending the fishing on the cast and west coasts,
British Fisheries.,
in the Shetland and Orkney Isles, and at the Isle of Man ; and their services have been eminently use
Scotland.
ful in preserving order, and preventing depredations, and in giving assistance to the fishermen when
overtaken by stormy weather at a distance froth land.

The Irish Fisheries.
Report for 1819.

An Act having been passed, within the period of this Report, for the encouragement of the Irish
Fisheries, the Commissioners, upon application being made to them, thought it their duty to furnish
the Board appointed for carrying it into execution, with copies of the instructions, regulations, and
general orders established in this service; and for the purpose of contributing still farther to the pro
motion of the Fisheries in Ireland, they also desired the general inspector of the west coast to proceed
to Dublin, for the purpose of examining the qualifications of the candidates for admission into that
sendee, and of giving every other assistance in his power.

Supply

of

Fish Exceeding

the

Demand.

Report for 1820.

The Commissioners think it right at the same time to mention, that in consequence of the long con
tinued and extraordinary increase of the quantity of Herrings caught, and of an extensive fishing this
year in Ireland, and in other places, a considerable degree of difficulty has been experienced in obtain
ing markets for the superabundant produce of the British Fishery; and that the prices of cured Her
rings have fallen much lower than has been known for many years past; and as the contracts entered
into with the fishermen, at the beginning of the season, for the supply of the fresh fish, wore formed
upon the supposition that the same prices as formerly would be obtained for cured Herrings, it has so
happened that while the fishermen nave obtained the full benefit of a successful fishing, the curers have,
in many cases, been subjected to a very serious loss. It is believed, however, that such an anomaly
will not again occur, and that the contracts with the fishermen will be formed in future upon more
equitable terms.

Report for 1821.

Notwithstanding the deficiency in the present year’s fishing, which’is perhaps not much to be won
dered at, considering the very extraordinary increase which had annually taken place for many pre
ceding years, the Commissioners are sorry to report, that they understand the quantity caught has
been fully equal to the demand ; that owing to the low price of butcher’s-meat both in this country,
and on the continent, and to the very abundant produce of the winter fishing in Ireland, a great fall
has taken place in the price of cured Herrings ; and that very severe losses have, in consequence there
of, been sustained by the curcrs, the effects of which, it is to be feared, will be felt in the prosecution
of the fishery for some time to come, not only by circumscribing the means, but also by damping the
ardour of the adventurers.

Report for 1825.

Till towards the end of the year the price of cured Herrings was encouraging, and the demand brisk;
but about that time, in consequence of the distress among the manufacturing and labouring classes, the
price began to decline, and the demand to subside ; and perhaps in no year since the appointment of
the Commissioners, has there been such a variation in the price at the beginning and end of the sea
son, as took place within the period of this Report. From the cause above mentioned, the Commis
sioners understand that a considerable quantity of Herrings remained unsold at the 5lh of April 1826.

Failures in the Fisheries.
Report for 1813.

Report for 1822,

Report for 1826.

Although the outfit for the coast fishery has been as great as last year, the total quantity of Her
rings caught is less, owing to a very considerable failure having taken place in the West Highland or
Loch Fishery. The real cause of this failure it is impossible to ascertain ; but the general opinion
seems to be, that it arose from the fish having appeared on the coast at an earlier period than they
were expected, and from the circumstance of the weather being so fine in the beginning of the season,
that instead of taking shelter in the Lochs, where the adventurers are accustomed to fish, the Herrings
pursued their course at once to the open sea, where it is not customary to seek for them. On the
east coast, the produce of the coast fishery has been more abundant than last year, and more Herrings
have been cured gutted, there than usual.
In consequence of the failure of the West Highland Fishery, where the Herrings are chiefly cured
gutted, the quantity of Herrings branded for bounty is less than usual; but although the general pro
duce of the fishery has been less, it is satisfactory to observe, that the quantity of Herrings exported
is considerably greater than last year; owing, it is believed, to the increased demand for the West
Indies, in consequence of the war with America, and to the Continental market having been thrown
open.
From a comparison of these accounts with the accounts of the preceding year, it will be seen that
there is a considerable diminution in the produce of the Herring Fishery. This diminution has arisen
from no deficiency in the outfits, and preparations for the Fishery, which were to the same extent as
usual, but entirely from accident, the fishing on the cast coast having been materially interrupted by
violent storms, in which many of the vessels and boats were lost; while on the west coast, the fish
appear for a season to have forsaken their usual haunts, more especially in the NorthWest Highlands,
where the fishing is represented to have been more unsuccessful than it has been for these thirty years
past. The consequences have been severely felt by the curers who adventured m the loch fishing, and
by the poorer classes in the Highlands, whose subsistence in a great measure depends on the success
of the Herring fishery.
The Herring fishing, though remarkably unsuccessful at the Isle of Man, in the North West
lands, and in various districts on the east coast, was yet very abundant in the Firth of Clyde and lochs
adjacent; and the fishermen in that part of the country have thus been enabled to get their boats and
fishing materials put in proper repair, and to get rid of many long outstanding debts. In the Shetland
Isles, also, the Herring Fishery has been prosecuted with considerable success, it may be said for the
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first time , and the Commissioners trust, that this valuable branch of the fishery has now been fairly Fvtracts from thePubintroduced into that distant part of the kingdom.
‘
* i^d f^sof.the
____

Commissioners of thx

The deficiency in the produce of the Herring Fishery has been severely felt by the fishermen,
British Fisheries,
whose mam support it is for the maintenance of their families, although it is satisfactory to know that
it has proceeded from no want of preparation ou the part of the curers, but solely from the state of i^rtfbr 182‘k'^
the weather, which in the early part of the season was such as to prevent the boats from putting to sea.

While the Herring Fishery has been so abundant, the Commissioners regret to say that the Cod Report for 1830.
and Ling Fishery has been very unsuccessful; and that the quantity brought under the inspection of
the officers of this department is much less than in the preceding year.
The Commissioners regret to say, that in consequence of the repeal of the bounty, and the emigra- Report for 1831.
tion of the fishermen to America, from different places on the west coast of Scotland, the Cod and
Ling fishing is not prosecuted in that part of the country to the same extent as it was some years ago ;
but it is satisfactory to state, that such of the fish as were produced for inspection, and found entitled
to the official mark or brand, were well cured, and met with a ready sale at high prices; while those
not so marked, were sold at inferior prices, and were considered by the London merchants, as being
altogether unfit for the Spanish market.

In the year now under consideration, the quantity of Herrings cured was only 277,317 barrels, the Report for 1831.
quantity branded 85,0/9} barrels, and the quantity exported 158,805} barrels; being a decrease of
]74,214| barrels in the quantity cured, of 92,921 in the quantity branded, and of 113,288 in the
quantity exported.
It will likewise be seen, that while in the preceding year, 52,710| cwts. of Cod and Ling were
cured dried, ami 5,552} barrels curedin pickle, that 14,255} cwts. and~3,829 barrels were punched or
branded, and 16,298} cwts. exported ; the quantity cured in the present year was 44,152} cwts., and
3,767} barrels; that the quantity punched or branded was 9,492;} cwts. and 2,235 barrels ; and that
the quantity exported was 10,6.32} cwts.; being a decrease from the preceding year of 8,557} cwts., and
l,/55 barrels in the quantity cured, of 4,763} cwts., and of 1,591 barrels in the quantity punched or
branded, and of 5,666 cwts., in the quantity exported.
Notwithstanding these distressing results, the Commissioners have to observe, that the diminution
in the produce of the fishery proceeded from no deficiency in the means employed.
I he Commissioners have only to add, that although the Herrings in general were of inferior qua
lify, the cure of the fish, and the state of the barrels, produced to the officers for inspection, were un
exceptionable.
Encouragement by Premiums or Tonnage Bounties.

In tirtue of the powers vested in the Commissioners, by the 55th section of the Act of the 48th of Report for 1822.
his late Majesty, c. 110, they have regularly in each year since their appointment offered premiums
for the encouragement of the open sea Herring fishery, under such conditions and regulations as they
considered best adapted to introduce that mode of fishing, and to improve the cure of the Herrings
caught, care icing hat at the same time to limit the Premiums so as to prevent their ever exceedin'*
.£3060 in one year, being the sum placed at the disposal of the Commissioners for that purpose. In
the execution of this plan, the Commissioners have, since the 5th of April, 1817, offered premiums
for 38 vessels, arranged in three different classes, according to their burthen, at the rate of £3 per
ton, not exceeding thirty tons of their admeasurement, the crews of which shall have caught and
cured, during a period of sixty days actual fishing in the open sea, exclusive of Saturdays and Sundays,
the greatest quantity of Herrings in proportion to their tonnage, found entitled to the bounty of 4s.
per barrel; and they have also promised to the unsuccessful candidates who shall have duly complied
with the regulations, such other premiums out of the residue of the £3,000 as their exertions might
appear to deserve, and as such residue would afford. The encouragement thus held out has had the
effect of increasing the number of adventurers in each year. Although it has always been in the power
of the Commissioners, till now, to allow a full premium to each of them who complied with the regu
lations without exhausting the prescribed sum, but sixty-seven vessels having been fitted out within the
period of this Report, of which number one was lost at sea, and another deprived of all participation
in the premiums, on account of improper conduct during the voyage, the Commissioners, after award
ing thirty-five full premiums, have only been enabled to allot to the thirty remaining candidates, to
whose claims no objections could be urged, the sum of £13 10.9. each, being all that the residue would
admit of, so as not to exceed the £3,000 allowed for the encouragement of this branch of the fishery.
The loss of the full premium was a serious disappointment to the adventurers ; and they felt it the
more severely, as there is an unlimited bounty of £3 per ton in Ireland, to persons adventuring to fish
Herrings in the open sea, payable without regard to the quantity of Herrings caught ; but the Com
missioners, however much they regretted the loss sustained by the unsuccessful candidates, had it not
in their power to afford them relief.
Grants to Fishermen for Repairing Boats.

Since the passing of the Act 5th Geo. IV., cap. 61, allowing the sum of £3000 annually for build- Report f„r jyog
ing piers or quays in Scotland, and repairing the boats of poor fishermen, the Commissioners have re
ceived numerous applications from persons desirous of assistance under the provisions thereof; and in
particular, within the period comprehended in this Report, petitions have been received on behalf of
fishermen in different districts, whose boats had been wrecked, or greatly damaged by storms ; but
although the Commissioners would have been happy to have afforded them relief, they had it not in
their powmi , the rules and regulations mentioned in a former report, as having been transmitted to the
Lords of Uis Majesty’s Treasury for their consideration, not having yet received their Lordships’ ap
probation, and the Commissioners being therefore unable to proceed.
I he Commissioners are happy to report, that a spirit of emulation exists among the fishermen, of
excelling in the construction and equipment of their boats; and while a very considerable number of
new boats has b >en built in the year now under consideration, much superior in every respect to the
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lished Reports of the of the produce of their industry, and entirely at their own expense.
Commissioners of the
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The Lords of his Majesty’s Treasury have, within the period of this Report, signified their appro
Scotland.
val of the regulations proposed by the Commissioners, for the application of the money granted by the
Act 5th George IV., cap. 64, for building piers or quays, and repairing the boats of poor fishermen
Report for 1827in Scotland.
With respect to the applications from poor fishermen, requesting assistance for the repair of their
boats, the Commissioners have in many cases granted such relief as appeared to them expedient; but
in no instance have they made any allowance until they were satisfied by the reports of the Officers of
the Fishery for the district that the repairs were necessary; that the applicants were married men.
with families, and in indigent circumstances, and that, as required by the statute, they resided at a
port or place where a pier was built; and they have on no occasion allowed more than half the sum
requested. A great deal of trouble has been caused by the investigation of the claims made. Every
attempt at imposition or fraud that could be detected has been uniformly resisted; and for security,
that the money should be faithfully applied to the repair of the boats, it has been paid over to the
Officer of the district for behoof of the parties, and the tradesmen’s discharged bills for the work done,
ordered to be transmitted to the Commissioners.
Report for 1831.

Report for 1832.

The Commissioners have every reason to believe that the sums thus given, though individually of
no great amount, have been productive of great benefit to the fishermen, by enabling them to get their
boats prepared for sea, .and to provide for their families—which, without such assistance, they could
not have done.
------The Commissioners have received numerous applications within the period of this report from
poor fishermen, requesting assistance for the repair of their boats; and they have taken every
method in their power to prevent imposition—to render the fund placed at their disposal for this pur
pose as extensively useful as possible—and to withhold relief from all but such as appeared from the
reports of the officers of the districts to stand actually in need of it. Notwithstanding all their care,
however, the claims made were so numerous that the whole of the Parliamentary allowance for the
year has been disposed of; and the Commissioners have the pleasure of reporting, that the assistance
given, though in small sums, has been of great benefit to many an industrious, but poor family.

Report for 1833.

Of the benefit arising from the assistance that has been given, the Commissioners have received
many gratifying proofs.

Report for 1834.

The applications from poor fishermen for assistance to repair their boats have been more numerous
this year than usual, in consequence of tlie unprecedented failure of the fishery in almost every dis
trict ; and although the Commissioners did every thing in their power to render the fund placed at
their disposal for this purpose as extensively useful as possible, by reducing the allowances usually
given, and distributing the whole of the fund, they were under the necessity of refusing assistance in
many cases where it otherwise would have been granted.

Effects
Report for 1829.

<

ascribed to the

Bounties.

At the commencement of this establishment, there was scarcely a barrel to be found of thirty-two
gallons, (the average being from twenty-eight to thirty,) little attention was paid to the strength,
breadth, or thickness of the staves, to the number of the hoops, or the manner in which they were
placed on the barrels, or to the tightness of the cask at head and bottom, so that the pickle, without
which Herrings cannot be properly cured, could not be retained ; the Herrings were generally cured
ungutted, and often in bulk, without any attempt being made to extract the blood or entrails, and when
the operation of gutting was performed, it was often so long delayed, and from being done w ith the
finger and thumb so imperfectly executed, as to be of little use ; the Herrings were often left exposed
to the weather on the bare ground, until it was found convenient to put them into casks ; no fixed
quantity of fish was required to be in the barrels which were often in a great measure filled with salt
instead of Herrings ; the fish were in many cases thrown promiscuously into the barrels, w ithout atten
tion being paid to the regular packing of them; there was no regulation as to the size of the meshes
of the nets, and indeed the use of small meshed nets may be said to have been general, so that while
the small fish were taken, the large ones escaped; the nets were never shaken at sea, by which the
quality of the fish was much injured; and the boats, with few exceptions, were small in size, ill-pro
vided with fishing materials, seldom cleaned or furnished with flooring boards or pumps, and the fisher
men rarely ventured in them above two or three miles from the shore.
At the present moment, however, it may be confidently asserted, that the barrels are uniformly of
the full legal size, and made in a most substantial and workmanlike manner, the staves half an inch
thick throughout, of made work, the number of the hoops, and the mode of fastening them fixed by
regulations, and the tightness of the cask secured by the insertion of flags at the seams of the head
and bottom ends ; that the Herrings as soon as they are brought on shore arc deposited in gutting
boxes, covered with shades, to protect them from the sun, and the injuries of the weather, are seldom
cured ungutted or in bulk, except when intended to be made into red-herrings, and such of them as
are intended for bounty are gutted with a knife, and regularly packed into barrels with a small portion
of salt strewed between each layer, within twenty-four hours after they are caught, and those intended
for exportation, cured in such a manner as to suit the market for which they are destined ; that the
minimum weight of fish in each barrel is fixed by law, the barrels filled with pickle and every means
taken to retain it, and as a security to the public, and a check upon fraud and negligence, there is
marked on each barrel the day on which the fish were cured, the curer’s name and place of residence,
and the name of the officer of the fishery by whom they were branded for bounty ; that the nets in
general use measure an inch in the mesh, so that the fry is preserved, while full sized fish only are
taken; that the fishermen shake their nets at sea whenever the weather will admit of it; that the
small boats have been replaced by others of a superior description, averaging from fifteen to twenty
tons, each well furnished with oars, sails, anchors, nets, buoys, pumps, and flooring boards, are washed
out from time to time to keep them sweet and clean, and the men boldly proceed in them to sea till
out of sight of land; and that while sixty or eighty crans of fish in the season wore formerly reckoned
a fair fishing per boat, the boats on the east coast where the fishing is principally carried on, frequently
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catch from three hundred to four hundred crans, and the fishermen arc not satisfied unless the average
is two hundred crans per boat.
It may also be mentioned as a further benefit arising from the bounties hitherto granted, that by the
extension of the fishery consequent thereon, increased means of employment, and an ample supply of
wholesome food have been furnished to the labouring classes ; that fishing villages have been erected,
harbours built, and extensive curing premises raised in the most complete style; and that agriculture
has been benefited, and waste land reclaimed, by the use of the offal of the fish as manure, arising
from the practice of gutting having become general, in consequence of the bounty being confined to
gutted fish alone.

APPENDIX, No. XIV.
General Orders to the Officers of the British Fisheries, issued by the Fishery Board, from the
5th of April 1830, when the Bounties ceased, to 183G.
Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 17th June, 1830.
The bounties for the encouragement of the Fishery having ceased at the 5th of April last; and
Government having signified their determination not to renew them in any respect, but to continue
the superintendence without bounty, fora limited period ; I am to acquaint you, that during my recent
attendance on the Board of Trade, I was desired, among other things, to prepare a bill to the above
effect; and I was in hopes that I would have had it in my power, before now, to have sent you a copy
of a new fishery act, with instructions for your government under it, as the bill was approved of, and
ready to be brought into Parliament before I left London It appears, however, by information I
have lately received, that while the intention of Government cont inues unchanged, the pressure of busi
ness has been so great, that the bill has not yet been introduced; and from the present unfortunate
state of public affairs, it is scarcely to be expected that it can be passed before the ensuing fishing
commences.
In these circumstances, and considering that the act of the 48th Geo. HL, cap. 110, was rendered
perpetual by the Act of the 55th Geo. HL, cap. 94; and that although the bounties are repealed,
there is nothing in the acts by which that measure was accomplished, (5th Geo. IV. cap. 64, and 7th
Geo. IV. cap. 34,) affecting the Herring Fishery regulations, many of which are of a general nature,
and have no reference to bounty; I have it in command to desire you will continue, till further orders,
to act in regard to the Herring Fishery, in the same manner, in every respect as formerly, except that
no bounty is to be granted, or debenture issued, for such Herrings as you may find entitled to the
official brand.
The principal object of the new bill, is to remove any doubts that may arise as to the legal autho
rity of the Commissioners, to cause the official brand to be applied, now that bounty is abolished ; but
as no person will be required to take the brand against his will, it is not at all likely that the right to
apply it will ever be called in question ; and you are therefore hereby authorized to apply the official
Brand, at the request of the curers to such Herrings as would have been entitled thereto, had bounty
still existed—taking care that the regulations have, in every respect, been complied with, and recording
the transaction in the same manner as formerly, in the barrel bounty book, which will in future be
called the branding book.
In the event of Herrings being produced to you to be branded, in barrels deficient in size, you will
recollect that they are not at present liable to be seized under the 38th section of the Act of the 48th
of His late Majesty, but you have authority to do so under the 12th section of the Act of the 55th ;
and although I do not consider that Herrings produced for the official brand can at present be seized
under the said 38th section, for being deficient in the prescribed weight of fish,—barrels, in such cir
cumstances, if presented for exportation, may be seized under the 35th section of the Act of the 55th ;
but I sincerely trust you will have little occasion to make seizures of any kind, and that by unremitted
care, the purity of the official brand will be preserved, as has hitherto been done in the Cod and Ling
fishery, without having recourse to such measures.
The regulations as to the out fit and discharge of vessels—the shore-curing regulations—the accounts
to be kept__ the size and construction of barrels and crans—the regulations as to nets—the export re
gulations, &c. &c., continue the same as formerly, and must be complied with as usual. I beg, there
fore, you will give particular notice of this to the curers, and other persons in your district engaged in
the fishery, that they may avoid the consequences which must otherwise fall upon them; and as the
continuation of this service will in all probability depend on the character of the official brand being
maintained unimpaired, I have only to add, that the Commissioners desire, and confidently expect you
will, in so far as you are concerned, do every thing in your power to secure and enhance its value.
The authority given to the Commissioners by the Act of the 1st Geo. IV. cap. 103, to make regu
lations for the management of the Cod and Ling fishery, expired along with the bounties at the 5th of
April last ; and although, in the new bill, I inserted a clause, to continue such authority, and to em
power the Board to give the benefit of the official stamp or brand to such curers as might be desirous
of obtaining it, yet it is evident that until the clause receive the sanction of Parliament, we have no
authority to interfere with that branch of the fishery.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.
Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 31st July, 1830.
I have the pleasure herewith to transmit to you a copy of the Act 1st Wm. IV. cap. 54, for reviving, continuing, and amending, several acts relating to the Fisheries.
1 he Act embraces both the British and Irish Fisheries; but as every thing relating to this depart
ment is contained in tbe first five sections, I deem it unnecessary to call your attention to the remain
ing sections, which apply solely to tbe Irish bisheries, and of course do not fall under the cognizance
of this Board.
. By the first section, you will observe, that although the herring bounties are discontinued, the provisions of the acts under which such bounties were granted, are continued in full force and effect, in
every respect as before, save and except as to the granting and paying of bounties; and that if any
doubts existed as to the right of applying the official brand after’the bounties had been withdrawn, they
n
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are now completely removed, by the authority given to the Commissioners, to apply the official brand
to all barrels and half barrels, containing white Herrings properly cured. From this enactment it fol
lows that every thing remains in the same state as formerly, except in regard to bounties; and it is
therefore only necessary to desire you will conduct yourself in the same manner as usual, taking care
that the regulations be complied with ; and applying the official brand, upon the application of the
curers, on your being satisfied that the Herrings and casks are in every respect such as would have
entitled them to have been branded for bounty, had the bounty still been in existence.
By the second section, you will observe that no old branded barrels are allowed to be shipped for
Fish in old branded
barrels to be seized. the Fishery, or to have Herrings or any other fish packed in them, under the pain of forfeiture, while
the former brand continues on the barrels. This clause I consider of great importance, as, if properly
attended to, it will remove the risk of Herrings being disposed of as having obtained the official brand,
when they are in no respect entitled thereto; and it will therefore be proper that you examine par
ticularly all barrels at the time of shipment, as well as all barrels used in the shore curing, to see that
there is no official brand remaining on them; and on your finding any of them with such brands still
remaining you will seize them, and report the matter to the Board, in the same manner as you are desired
to do in the case of any other seizure. As this, however, is a new enactment, and it is not wished that any
undue advantage should be taken of it, you will take particular care to give notice of it to the curers,
and to give them ample time for removing the old brands, that they may not have it in their power to
plead ignorance of the law, as an excuse for their contravening it.
By the third section, you will observe that the oaths which were formerly required for the protection
Declarations (with
of the Revenue, have been dispensed with, and that the truth of the matters to which the oaths for
pecuniary penalties
for false statements) merly applied, is now to be obtained by the declarations of the parties concerned, under a penalty of
substituted for oaths. not less than £10, nor more than £20, for wilfully and corruptly making a false declaration. This
provision will, I doubt not, be a great relief to the trade ; and in consequence of it, it will be neces
sary that the oaths on the printed forms should be altered, so as to suit the present law; but upon
this subject, as well as in regard to any other alterations that require to be made, I shall write to you
more particularly in the course of a few days, and shall take care to have a new set of forms prepared
and circulated before the ensuing Fishing commences.
Regulations for the
By the. fourth section, you will observe, that although the bounty has ceased, the power is continued
Ling and Cod Fishe- to the Commissioners of making regulations for the Cod and Ling fishery, save only so far as respects
1 hrnndinf
^Ie payment of bounty. These regulations, in so far as I at present see, will remain the same as forrels' &c.
°
’ merly, except that in regard to pickled Cod, it will not bo necessary, in order to their being entitled
to the official brand, to require the barrels to be full bound with an iron hoop at each end. There
has been no instance hitherto of their being exported ; and it will therefore be sufficient in future that
the barrels be the same as those containing bung-packed Herrings; although, at the same time, if the
curers wish to continue the former practice, they are not to be prohibited from doing so. In the case
of dried Cod and Ling, if you find that the former regulations have been complied with, and that the
fish are in every respect such as would have entitled them to have been punched for bounty, under
the former system, you will continue to punch them, upon the application of the curers, in the same
way as usual; and will in like manner apply the official brand to barrels containing pickled Cod, on
your finding them to be such, with the exception above mentioned, as would have entitled them to
have been branded for bounty, had bounty still existed. You will give particular notice to the curers
in your district, of the nature of this section ; and will do every thing in your power to induce them
to continue the former improved method of cure, and to get their fish punched or branded. No
penalties or forfeitures, other than the loss of bounty, were contained in the original Cod and Ling
Fishery Act, and, of course, there can be none now, other than the loss of the official mark or brand ;
and it remains to be seen whether the curers will consider it of such consequence as to induce them
to continue to comply with the regulations.
Recovery of penalties.
By the 5th section, you will observe that the penalties and forfeitures imposed by the new act are
to be sued for, recovered, and applied, in the same manner as under the former acts; and it is there
fore unnecessary to give you any further directions on this subject, than what you are already in pos
session of.
Having thus given a short view of the contents of the act, in so far as the British Fishery is con
cerned, I have only further to desire that you will exert yourself to the utmost to give due effect to
it; and that you will do every thing in your power to maintain unimpaired the character of the offi
cial brand, and, if possible, to raise it still higher than it now is. You will enter the act in your order
book, immediately after this letter ; and if the Commissioners authorize me, I shall probably address
the curers on the subject; but in the meantime, I again beg you will carefully explain to them the
provisions of the act, and endeavour to induce them to comply voluntarily with the regulations ; other
wise there will be a necessity, however disagreeable the proceeding may be, of having recourse to the
means of compelling attention to them, with which the Commissioners are furnished by law, in so far
at least as regards the Herring Fishery.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.

General Orders to the
Officers of the British.
Fisheries,issued by the
Fishery Board, from
the 5tk of April, 1830,
when the Bounties
ceased, to 183G.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 26th November, 1830.
Regulations as to
The Board having had under consideration, that part of the Cod and Ling regulations, which re
pickled Ling and Cod. quires in the case of pickled Cod cured in barrels, that the official brand shall not be applied “ unless
the fish shall have had about an inch cut off across the bottom of the tail before being laid in pickle
and being of opinion, that the practice thereby required is no longer necessary, now that the Fishery
bounties have been withdrawn; and that it not only occasions trouble that may be avoided, but also
in a certain measure disfigures the appearance of the fish; I am commanded to acquaint you, that the
Commissioners have rescinded that part of the regulations above mentioned, and desire that in future
the official brand may be applied to barrels containing Cod and Ling cured in pickle, although the fish
may not be cut across the tail; provided the regulations be in every other respect complied with.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 1st June, 1831.
As the intentions of the Lords of his Majesty’s Treasury, in regard to the continuance of this es
tablishment, have not yet been'communicated to the Board, I have thought it unnecessary to get the
instructions, rules and regulations, reprinted ; nor indeed is it requisite, as I am not aware of any mate
rial alteration that is required; and you will therefore please govern yourself in the same m nner as
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formerly, except that in the shipment of salt on board of vessels cleared out for the Fishery, I consider
there will be no occasion for weighing it in the manner prescribed by the original books of instructions,
and that it will be sufficient for you to take the quantity as stated by the curer, in the same way as
is done in the case of salt stored on shore ; and that in the weighing of Cod, Ling, or Hake, instead
of weighing every hundred weight, as was necessary when the bounty existed, it will be sufficient, after
you have inspected the fish, and found how many of them are fit to be punched, to weigh a few hundred
weights, so as to ascertain the average number of fish in each ; and then to calculate the number of
hundred weights in the remainder of the parcel, by allowing the same average number of fish to each
of them ; and the same plan may be followed in regard to the fish not produced for inspection, or that
may be found not fit to be punched ; and also in regard to the fish presented to you for exportation.
I rely with the most implicit confidence on your doing every thing in your power to maintain the
character of the official brand and stamp, by withholding them from all Herrings and Cod and Ling,
that are not in every respect fully entitled thereto.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.

General Orders to the
Officers of the British
Fisheries, issued by the
Fishery Board, front
the Sth of April, 1830,
when the Bounties
ceased, till 1836.
Inspection of Salt,
and weighing of Fish.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 1st February, 1832.
I have this day forwarded to you, notices of the Rules and Regulations made by the Commissioners The Cran and Half
in regard to the Cran and half Cran, to be used from and after the 1st day of .June, 1832, for the Cran measures for
purchase and sale of fresh Herrings taken in the British Herring Fishery—a copy of which you will Herrings.
please deliver, with as little delay as possible, to each Herring curer in your district, for his informa
tion and government—retaining the remainder in your possession ; and I am to desire you will take
particular care, that no Cran or Half Cran shall be used in your district, after the time specified in
the regulations, but such as shall be in every respect conformable thereto. A limited number of cor
rect Crans and Half Crans has been ordered by the Commissioners to be prepared at Leith, under the
superintendence of tho General Inspector of the East Coast, and transmitted to the officers at the
principal Herring curing stations, as patterns for the guidance of the curers; and so soon as they can
begot ready, I shall lose no time in forwarding one of them to you, for the inspection and informa
tion of the curers in your district. I subjoin for your information a copy of the calculations for as
certaining the contents of the Cran and Half Cran under the new regulations; and I beg you will be
very particular in giving notice to the fishermen in your district, of the alteration that is to take place
after the 1st of June, 1832, that they may not be taken unawares in making their contracts with the
fish curers.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.
Examples of the Calculation of the contents of the Cran and Half Cran Measures.
CRAN.
Ends
Diameter.

Bilge
Diameter.

Length.

30

HALF CR.A

:

21.9
18.9

: :

18.9

21

2.1
7

2.1
18.9

1.47
16.3

Mean Diameter

: :

Ends
Diameter.

16.3

17.77
17.77

21
42

12439
12439
12439
1777

441
30
291)

18.4
16.3

:

3
7

21
21

.

Bilge
Diameter .

Length.

Contents
(45 Gallons
E.W.M.

13230
1176

3157729
21

3157729
6315458

1470
1470

294)

6631.2309
588

Contents.
(22 -<’d Gallons
and a fraction
more E.W.M.

751
588

•

1632
1470

162
Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 1st February, 1832.
The Board having had under consideration a letter from the principal officer at London, reporting
the state of the business at that port, in which he states, among other things, that the Cod and Ling
brought from Yorkshire, were inspected by the officer of the district, and stamped with the official
mark, and were sold readily for the Spanish market, at a price varying from £19 to £21 per ton,
while those brought from Scotland, were not punched, and were sold for home consumption, or for
exportation to places out of Europe, at prices varying from £11 to £14 per ton, being found totally
unfit for the Spanish market; and the officer having further stated, that while there has thus been a dif
ference of £7 or £8 per ton, between punched and unpunched fish, he is satisfied that Cod and Ling
H 2

Preference given by
purchasers of fish for
the Spanish market,
to Yorkshire cured
Ling and Cod.
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General Orders to the from Scotland, if cured with the same attention as the Yorkshire fish, and inspected and punched n
Officers of the British the same manner as when the bounty existed, would bring equally good prices ; I am to acquaint you,
Fisheries, issued by the that the Commissioners consider this information may be of use to the curers in Scotland, as they arc
Fishery Board, from
ioou, probably not aware of the preference given by the London merchants to fish that have been inspected
thee uin
5th uj
of sipru,
April, 1830.
when the Bounties and punched by the officers of this department; and I have therefore been directed to give you noccased,to 1836.
tice of what is above stated, for the information of the curers of Cod and Ling in your district, and
Y
7 to desire you will communicate the same to them, as extensively as you possibly can.
The Board having likewise had under consideration, a letter from one of the officers of the fishery,
on the subject of repairing the boats of poor fishermen; from which it appears, that the repairs, for
which allowances had been made by the board, had in some instances, not been executed, and that the
carpenter, whose name was attached to the account of the repairs necessary, had never seen the boat
and knew nothing whatever of the transaction, but that the fishermen had notwithstanding eudeaFrauds committed in vourc^ t0 get payment of the allowances made to them, by daubing the boat over with tar, and pre
obtaining the money tending that the repairs had been executed; I am further to acquaint you, that as it is possible similar
granted for repairing attempts at imposition may be made by the fishermen in other districts, the Commissioners desire you
the boats of poor fish- will take special care in reporting on the petitions referred to you, to ascertain that repairs are really
ermen.
required to the extent specified, or to what extent they arc necessary, and that there is no imposition
in the document given in as the carpenter’s statement, and that you will also be careful, upon no ac
count to pay the sums allowed, until the boats have been produced to you for inspection, and you are
satisfied that they have actually received repairs to the value, at the least, of the sums allowed by the
Commissioners.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 14th June, 1832.

Neglect of the local
Upon entering the totals of the accounts of last year, for the purpose of forwarding to the TreaOfficers, in making sury a general view of the fishery under the superintendence of the Commissioners, I have been much
surPr*set^ to observe, that at several of the stations the business done appears to have been very in
considerable, while at others the accounts are returned nil, although at the same time the officers, in
their reports to the board, have stated that the fishing was carried on to a greater extent than for
merly ; and having every reason to believe that such an anomaly has proceeded on the one hand from
ignorance on the part of the curers, that by the Act 1st William, IV. cap. 54, the regulations, with
the exception of the bounty being withdrawn, are continued in full force, and must be complied with
in the same manner as when the bounty existed ; and on the other, from gross negligence and indiff
erence on the part of some of the officers, who have taken no trouble either to explain the law to the
curers, or to ascertain by frequent inspections and journies throughout their districts, what is going
forward at their several stations; I think it my duty to reprobate in the strongest manner the conduct
of the officers to whom these observations more particularly apply, and to inculcate upon every officer
in the service, both for his own sake, and the sake of the establishment, the necessity of ascertaining,
by every means in his power, the quantity of Herrings and Cod and Ling cured in his district; so
that the Commissioners may have it in their power to accomplish at least one of the purposes of the
establishment, namely, that of furnishing Government and the Legislature with as correct information
as may be, of the extent to which the British Fishery is carried on—which information, if it is not
given by this board, cannot < asily be obtained from any other quarter;—and, with a view, therefore,
to put a stop to such anomalous proceedings in future, I now beg your attention to the following ob
servations, in so far as they arc applicable to you.
Aou must be well aware, that for the purpose of enabling the Commissioners to furnish such infor
mation, it is enacted by the Fishery statutes, that vessels proceeding to the Herring Fishery shall be
cleared out by the officers in the respective districts—that an account shall be kept of the quantity of
Herrings cured on board of such vessels—and that the Herrings shall not be landed without delivery
of the account, and without the presence of the officer, under pain of forfeiture. Yet, notwithstand
ing such positive enactments, (see sections 31, 32, 33, and 34 of the act 48, Geo. III., cap. 110,) ves
sels of late have proceeded to the Fishery from ports where officers are stationed, and have landed
their cargoes without such account being kept or delivered, and without the barrels being marked as
the law requires—and all this without the officer of the district knowing any thing of the matter
until it was brought under his notice by a letter from this office, in consequence of information received
from the officers of other ports to which the Herrings were brought for sale ; and upon the matter
being brought home to the curers, their answer was, that they were not aware that such things were at
all necessary, now that the bounty was repealed, or that it was at all incumbent upon them to keep or
deliver the account in question, or to have their barrels marked, unless they meant to apply for the
official brand. In such cases it is but too evident that the officers at the ports in question have not
done their duty—that had they not been idle and negligent, such things could not have happened as
the sailing of vessels for the Fishery, and the landing and transhipment oi Herrings without their
knowledge; and it is but reasonable to believe, that had they explained the aw on this subject to the
curers, and shewn them the risk they ran in not complying with it, there is not one of them but what
would have complied with the regulations, in the same manner as he did when the bounty existed, ra
ther than run the risk of having his goods laid under seizure, and perhaps ordered .for prosecution.
In order to prevent such things from happening again, I am therefore to desire, that at all ports where
such occurrences have lately taken place, and at all others a here there is reason to suspect that the
curers are ignorant of the nature of the regulations, the officers do explain to them what the law re
quires, and point out to them in the most earnest, but at the same time in a civil and courteous man
ner, the propriety of their complying with the regulations for the outfit and discharge ot vessels, for
their own sakes, and to save the officers from the painful necessity they will be under, of putting the
law in force, if a contrary conduct be followed.
For the purpose also of enabling the Commissioners to ascertain the quantity of Herrings cured on
shore, you are aware that the curers are required (see 35th section of the Act 18th Geo. HL, caP'
110,) to give notice to the officer of the district, of their intention to cure,—-and to keep and deliver
to him an account thereof before (he Herrings are removed, (see 20th section of the Act 55th Geo.
HL, cap. <J4,) and although the Herrings are not declared to be forfeited if this be not done, the
curers lose the benefit of the act, if the regulation is not complied with, and incur besides a penalty of
£5. This enactment, however, has in many cases not been complied with by the curers ; and as it is
not improbable that they are in a great measure ignorant of the penalties to which they are liable by
Q See also, Letter of the 20th March, 1833, page 54.
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non-compliance ; I am further to desire, that the officers will explain to them the law on this subject General Orders to the
Officers of the British
and endeavour to induce them to comply with it in the manner, and for the reason above pointed out, Fisheries,
issued by the
and as I do not think it is sufficient for an officer merely to take in a notice, or an account, when a Fishery Board, from
curer chooses to deliver it to him, without caring whether he docs so or not, I recommend when the the iifh of April, 1830,
curer has neglected to do so, that the officer should wait upon him, and obtain from him the docu ivhen the Bounties
ceased, to 1836.
ments in question, that they may be entered in the books; and I am sure, if the application is made
in a proper manner, that there arc very few indeed of the curers who will refuse doing what is re
quired of them in this matter by law, at the risk of compelling the Board to have recourse to legal
prosecutions That such is the case appears evident from the fact, that at many of the stations the Carers in some'places
officers find no difficulty in obtaining correct accounts of the quantity of Herrings cured in their dis set the Local Officers’
tricts ; while at others, from crossness perhaps, irritability of temper, or unguarded language, on the authority at defiance.
part of the officer, the curers are inclined to set his authority at defiance, and object to do by com
pulsion, what they would have cheerfully and voluntarily done, had they been treated with proper at
tention and civility.
I think it right likewise to mention, that much trouble has been occasioned to the Commissioners, Neglect of Officers as
and much inconvenience to the curers, from the non-observance of the enactment which requires, that to certificates to ac
repacked Herrings sent coastwise for exportation to a place out of Europe, shall be accompanied with company Herrings re
for exporta
a certificate by the officer of the district, that they were fifteen days in salt before the repacking took packed
tion.
place, otherwise the exportation cannot be allowed, (see 3.;th section of the Act 48th Geo. III. cap.
110, and 34th section of the Act 55th Geo. III. cap. 94.) While the bounty existed, and especially
after the passing of the Act of the 55th, there was little occasion for attention to this regulation, as
the Herrings were almost all branded, and the brand itself is a certificate that the law has been com
plied with ; but since the repeal of the bounty, the case has become very different, and many parcels
of unbranded re-packed Herrings have been stopped at the ports of exportation, for not being accom
panied with the certificate above mentioned, from the officer of the curing district; and upon the matter
being investigated, it has been invariably found that the curer was ignorant of this part of the law;
and that the officer of the district, who should have kept him right, and known what was going for
ward, had he been active in inspecting his district, never had mentioned a word of the matter to him.
Had the officer acted as he should have done, no curer would have been so foolish as to have sent his
Herrings to be exported from another place, without their being accompanied with the proper certi
ficate, when he was certain that the exportation would be prevented; and I am therefore further to
desire, that the officers will explicitly point out to the curers, the law on this subject, that they may
be aware of the necessity of keeping and delivering an account of the cure of their Herrings, and of
getting the certificate above mentioned, for such of their unbranded Herrings as arc to be sent coast
wise for exportation to a place out of Europe.
Many of the curers have also been brought into trouble, from not being aware that the enactment Neglect of Officers in
regarding the size, thickness of stave, and quality of the wood of which herring barrels are to be made, not giving informa
continues in force now in the same manner as when the bounty existed ; aud from a mistaken belief tion to Curers, as to
the materials and
that if the official brand is not required, barrels may be made without offence, in whole, or in part, of construction of Her
fir wood, and without any particular attention being paid to the thickness of the stave, or size of the ring barrels.
cask. Seizures have been made for such deviations from the law, and prosecuted to condemnation ;
but this is a mode of proceeding which it is unpleasant to have recourse to, if it can be avoided ; and
as it has a much better effect to prevent such deviations by previous notice of the consequences to
which they lead, than to allow the offence to be committed, and then to inflict the penalty ; I am
further to desire, that the officers will point out the law on this subject to the curers, that they may
not have ignorance to plead for an excuse ;>and should they, notwithstanding such notice, persist in
using barrels contrary to what the law allows, the officers will then put the law in force, and report the
result to the Board.
With regard to the exportation of Herrings, there is little fear of their being sent out of the king Importance of having
dom to foreign places, without the knowledge of the officer, so long as the concurrence of the officers information of the
of the customs must be obtained before the shipment takes place ; but the case is different in regard quantity of cured fish
to Herrings sent to Ireland, which, by the customhouse law, is now considered only as going coast exported to Ireland.
wise ; ami there is too much reason to fear that Herrings arc frequently exported to Ireland, under
the pretence of their being sent to a port in Great Britain—in which event the officers of the Fishery
have no authority to interfere. I know of no remedy for this, other than by application to the curers
to inform the officer candidly of the Herrings they send to Ireland ; and I would fain think that a
request which can be attended with little inconvenience to them to comply with, will not be generally
refused. It is of importance to know the extent of the fishery business done in Ireland; and I must
therefore beg of you to do every thing in your power, consistent with propriety, to get correct accounts
thereof, that they may be entered in your books.
With respect to the branding of Herrings, I consider it unnecessary to say more, than to desire that The continuance of
you will be particularly careful, as heretofore, to apply the official brand to no Herrings but what arc the Fishery Establish
dependent on
in every respect worthy of it, and entitled thereto, as you must be well aware, that the continuance of ment,
the accuracy of the
the establishment will depend not only on the power of the Commissioners to give a full account of Public Accounts of
the extent to which the fishery is carried on, but even in a greater degree to the character of the offi the Fisheries, and the
cial brand, and to the general superiority of branded, over unbranded Herrings, in point of quality, superiority of branded
I ferrings—“ in point
quantity, and sufficiency of cask.
of quality, quantity,
In the Cod and Ling fishery acts, there is unfortunately no penalty, either in regard to the clearing and sufficiency of
out of vessels, the giving notice of intention to cure on shore, or the keeping ami delivering an ac cask.”
count of the quantity cured, other than the being deprived of the official brand and stamp, in the event
of non-compliance, a id it therefore becomes more difficult to provide a remedy for the non-observance
of these regulations than in the case of the Herring fishery. It is, however, satisfactory to think, that
at several stations the vessels are cleared out, the notices given, the accounts kept and delivered, and
the fish punched, in the same manner as under the bounty system, and this I impute not only to a
consciousness on the part of the curers, of the efficacy of the brand and stamp, but also to the activity,
zeal, and discretion, on the part of the officers of these districts in getting the curers to comply volun
tarily with what is required of them ; end it is but reasonable to suppose, that hail the officers in other
Neglect of Officers in
districts acted in the same manner, and been equally active in going about among the curers, and in not
visiting the curers
ascertaining what is going forward, they would have been equally successful in getting the curers to of Ling aud Cod, ti»
enter with them, ami to furnish them with correct accounts, at least of the quantity cured, whether get Accounts, if uot al
lowed to inspect the
they succeeded in inducing them to produce their fish for inspection or not.
In some districts, and even in some islands of the same district, where the Cod fishing is carried on Fish.
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to the greatest extent, the books and accounts have been returned nil, while in other districts in the
same part of the country, the accounts have been rendered with the like facility as when the bounty
existed ; and as such a marked difference can only be imputed to superior activity, zeal, and perhaps
civility, on the part of the latter officers;—I must again desire the officers alluded to, as well as every
other officer in the service in similar circumstances, to wait upon the curers, and to request of them to
furnish them with correct accounts of the fish caught, cured, and exported by them, that the Commis
sioners may have it in their power to furnish Government with the necessary information; and I shall
be very much mistaken, indeed, if any curer refuse to comply with such a request, if made to him in
a proper manner. If the curers choose to produce their fish for inspection so much the better—but
at all events, let the quantity caught and cured be ascertained, and entered in the books and accounts
accordingly.
I cannot conclude without again calling your serious attention to the contents of this letter, and im
pressing on every individual in the service, the necessity of activity, vigilance, zeal, and discretion ; and
I sincerely trust, and indeed am perfectly certain, that if due regard be paid to the line of conduct now
inculcated, there will be no such strange occurrence found in the future accounts of the fishery as nil or
deficient returns from a successful fishing—or Herrings sent to market without the dates of cure, &c.,
being marked on the barrels, and a proper account of them being delivered to the officers—or the
exportation of Herrings being prevented by the want of the necessary certificate—or barrels being
used contrary to what the law requires.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 20th March, 1833.
Practice of purchas
ing old Boats to ac
quire a claim on the
Fund for repairing
poor Fishermen’s
Boats.

The Board having reason to know, that some fishermen are in the practice of purchasing old boats
for the purpose of giving them a claim on the fund granted for repairs, and it being desirable to guard
against imposition in this, as well as other matters; I am to acquaint you, that an addition to the
other information required in your reports, on the petitions of such poor fishermen, requesting assist
ance for the repair of their bouts, as may be referred to you, the Commissioners desire you will men
tion how long the boats have been in the possession of the petitioners; and as some of the officers are
apt to omit in their reports information on certain points which it< is necessary for the Board to be in
possession of before coming to a decision, I am to desire that in future you will state particularly in
such reports,—whether the petitioners are married or unmarried—whether the repairs are necessary,
and will cost the sum asked—and if not, how much they will cost—whether the petitioners are in
indigent circumstances, and unable to bear the expanse of the repairs themselves—whether the peti
tioners have received any former allowances—and if so, the date and amount of each such allowance;
—whether the petitioners reside at a place where a pier or quay is built—and if not, how far from
such place—and how long the boat has been in the possession of the petitioners.
I am at the same time commanded to acquaint you, that by an act passed in the last session of Par
All Boats in the
Fisheries of the Unit liament, all vessels and boats engaged in the Fishery are required, under pain of forfeiture, to be
ed Kingdom to be
painted or tarred entirely black; and as this enactment may not be generally known,-I subjoin a copy
painted black.
of the clause for your information, and beg you will communicate it as extensively as possible among
the fish curers and fishermen in your district.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.
The Act 2nd and 3rd Wm. IV., cap, 84, sec. 20, enacts—“ That the owner or owners of every vessel
“ or boat employed on the coasts of the United Kingdom in piloting or fishing, shall, within six months
° from the time of passing this act, paint every such vessel or boat, or cause the same to be painted or
“ tarred, entirely black, except the name or other description now required by law to be painted on
“ such vessel or boat, on pain of forfeiture of such vessel or boat not so painted; provided always that
“ nothing herein contained shall extend to prevent any distinguishing mark from being placed on the
“ bows of any such vessel or boat.”
N.B—The act received the Royal assent on the 3d of August 1832, so that the time limited for
painting the vessels and boats black expired on the 3d of February 1833.
(Signed)

JAMES DUNSMURE.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 10th June, 1833.
It having lately come to my knowledge that the masters of vessels regularly cleared out for the
Herrings cured and
conveyed to Ireland
Fishery by the officers of their respective stations, under the provisions of the Fishery acts, are fre
without being sub
quently in the practice, when they do not^ intend to apply for the official brand, of proceeding with
mitted for inspection.
their cargoes to Ireland direct from the Fishing ground, without previously returning to the port of
outfit, or delivering any account of the Herrings cured by them—by which means the accounts ren
dered to Parliament from this establishment do not exhibit so correct a view as could be wished either
of the quantity of Herrings cured, or of the quantity exported ; I am to desire that for the purpose
of supplying this deficiency, and of giving a more correct statement of the produce of the British
Fishery, you will in future, in the event of any such vessels having been cleared out by you, procure
from the masters or curers, on the return of the vessels to port, or at any rate before the 5th of April
in each year, an account of the cargo of each such vessel cured by them, and carried direct to Ireland,
without having been previously notified to one of the officers of this department, and these accounts you
will enter in your books—the first of them on the discharge side of the entry of outfit, appertaining
to each vessel—and the latter in the export book—mentioning at the bottom of the entry in both
books, that these Herrings were not seen or inspected by you, but that the statement is taken from
an account delivered to you by the master of the vessel, or curer, as the case may happen to be. It
the accounts in question can be procured, made out in the regular manner, it will be so much the bet
ter—but if they are not so made out, you will not upon that ground reject them, but enter them in
your books exactly as they are delivered to you, and preserve them in the office. They should be
signed by the master or curer; and I am sure none of them will refuse to furnish you with such ac
counts on your applying for them in a proper manner, and explaining to them the object in view.
I believe also it sometimes happens that Herrings cured on shore, after a regular account of them
has been given in to the officer of the district, are entered at the Customhouse as going coastwise, (in
which case the officers of this department have no right to interfere,) but are in reality carried direct
to Ireland, so that we lose the account of them under the head of exportation. Should you therefore
have reason to believe that any thing of the kind takes place in your district, I beg you will, if possi
ble, procure from the curer or his agent an account thereof, shewing the date of shipment, and enter
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it accordingly in your export book in the manner before-mentioned ;—and yon will also be particu
larly careful that no Herrings cured onshore in your district escape your notice.
I observe likewise from the Cod and Ling accounts transmitted to this oilice, that in some districts
where the quantity cured and exported, while the bounties were in existence, was very considerable,
the quantity now exhibited is exceedingly trilling, and in some instances rendered nil—merely because
the curers do not choose to apply for the official punch or brand, and the officers are not in the practice
of obtaining from them any account of the quantity cured or exported. I beg therefore you will pro
cure from the curers of Cod and Ling in your district, who have not given in the regular accounts, an
account of the number of hsh taker, or cured by them—from which you can easily calculate the num
ber of hundred weights and barrels, if not distinguished in the accounts—and likewise an account of
the quantity thereof exported—and these accounts or statements, although they should not be made
out in the prescribed form, yon will not reject, but enter in the proper books, with a note subjoined to
them to the same effect, as is before required in regard to Herrings. The accounts should in like
manner be signed by the curers or their agents ; and I have no doubt that they will readily furnish
them, when made aware of the purpose for which they are wanted.
I have only to add, that I beg your particular attention in carrying these directions into execution,
as they may be attended with very beneficial results to this establishment; and will, at any rate, ena
ble me to furnish Government with a more correct view of the importance and extent of the fishery
under the superintendence of the Commissioners, than I am at present enabled to do.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE.
Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 1st October, 1833.
It having been represented to the Board, that many of the boats engaged in the Herring Fishery
have not the names painted on them ; so that in the event of the owners being guilty of any illegal
practices, it becomes difficult, if not impossible, to detect them,— I am to acquaint you, that with a
view to remedy this evil, the Commissioners have resolved, that from and after (his date, no allowance
shall be given for the repair of any boat on which the names are nor painted in the manner required
by the 46th section of the Act 48, Geo. III., cap. 110; and that from and after the 5th of April,
1834, all boats engaged in the Herring Fishery which have not the names painted on them in the man
ner prescribed by the above section, shall be seized, and the case reported to the Commissioners for
their consideration.
You will therefore govern yourself accordingly—taking care, however, to give due notice of this
resolution to the fishermen in your district, that they may not be taken unawares, or have it in their
power to plead ignorance of the law ; and, in your reports on the application of any fisherman for as
sistance to repair his boat, that maybe referred to you in future, you will state, in addition to the other
particulars required, whether the boat has the name painted on it in terms of the Act above quoted.
(Signed)
JAMES DUNSMURE
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APPENDIX, No. XV.

The Scottish Fisheries.
Copies of Letters addressed to James Loen, Esq., M.P., by Scottish Fish Curers/ on the effects of
the measures adopted by the British Fishery Society, and the state of the Fish Curing Trade in
Scotland.
Wick, 12th February, 1836.
I have your very much esteemed favour of the 6th current, with a copy of a letter from Sir Charles
Morgan, requesting additional information as to the working of the British Fishery Society in this
place, its effects, &c.
The success of that establishment, the improvement, of the trade, and the prosperity of the neigh The Herring Fishing
bouring part of the county more immediately connected with ths fishing, as well, though in a less de is the principal sup
gree, of the -whole county together, must always depend upon the success of the Herring fishing, being port of the Fish trade.
the staple commodity in trade, and that upon which almost all others chiefly depend. Now, as to the
success of the trade—during a period of upwards of twenty years, I have been a fish-curer, one of the Profits of the trade.
most extensive in Scotland, and during all the time I was engaged in the trade, I found it like other
trades, occasionally productive of profit, and not unfrequently the reverse; upon the whole, it certainly
never yielded more than an ordinary remunerating profit. When I first embarked in the trade there
The original bounty
was only an allowance of 2s. bounty per barrel, and during the continuance of that bounty the trade of
-2s. per barrel for
prospered, it was no more than a wholesome stimulant, which gave sufficient effect to the authority of cured Herrings was a
the inspecting and branding officer under the rules and regulations of the Fishery Board, which at all wholesome stimulant.
times have been found productive of the most beneficial effects—the very salvation of the trade—for Without surveillance
had the curers been left to their own discretion with only a few exceptions, they would have sent the and branding, the
article to market in such a state that, the trade must have suffered, yea, it would have been destroyed curing trade of Scot
land would have failed.
long ago but for the surveillance of the Fishery Board.
It would have been well for the trade, in my opinion, that no higher bounty had ever been given, Tin* bounty of 4s. a
and that it had been continued to this day, along with the full authority of the Fishery Board.
barrel for cured Her
Upon the introduction of the 4s. bounty, the effect was almost magical—for mark—that in the year rings caused over
1809-10, the total amount of cured Herrings all over Scotland, gutted and ungutted, branded and un trading.
branded, amounted only to 90,185-^ barrels under the 2s. bounty, but after the introduction of the 4.$.
bounty the number of barrels of Herrings cured in the year ending 5th April 1821, was no less than
442,195^ barrels, being nearly five times the cure of 1810, without any new opening for the sale of
this vast additional quantity. Ever since the introduction of the 4s. bounty the trade has been carried
on to an extent wholly unwarrantable, in proof of which statement, I need only remark that a few years
ago, when the curer purchased the cran of fresh-caught fish, which usually produced a barrel of Her
rings, at i s., and deducting the bounty of 4s., it cost him only 3s. a barrel, yet, that even in that year,
not the most abundant, the curers in general, and but with very few exceptions, sustained some loss*
Hence it must appear perfectly evident to the most common observer that the trade received an unna
tural impulse from the 4s. bounty, which carried it to an extent altogether uncalled for, and building
it upon a false foundation, and that foundation being now withdrawn, has precipitated its ruin never to
rise to the same extent again.
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Copies of Letters to J.
It induced adventurers to build houses for themselves and families, storehouses for salt and barrels,
Loch, Esq., ALP., on and curing sheds, all at a very great expense, in hopes that the trade was to go on in the same way it
the state of the Scohad progressed for years urder the 4.v. bounty. The fishers were in a like manner stimulated, and they
iish Fish trade.
built boats and furnished drifts of nets, not be surpassed and seldom equalled in the United Kingdom ;
they, moreover, married and set up family establishments, altogether delightful to contemplate, but alas I
the day of adversity was nigh, for although the 4.*?. bounty was withdrawn gradually, and therefore
wisely, yet the effects of this measure operated more rapidly in precipitating its fall, than the 4s.
bounty had done in raising it up to an unsound extent. But what could the curer do who had em
barked his all in the trade, or the fisherman who had done the same—proceed they must—having
no other alternative, and surely their progress has of late years been a progress to ruin. In evidence
of my conviction, on this point, I need only state the fact of my own experience, which every one
in this place is aware of, that in 1832, while I had upwards of 10,000 empty barrels on hand, seve
ral hundred tons of salt, all my coopers and utensils to dispose of, as also about fifty crews of fishers in
my debt, to a considerable amount, I determined notwithstanding to abandon the trade, for I saw
nothing but ultimate ruin on the face of it : I have by that step saved thousands : I do not mean
to take credit to myself for this, for I had several other resources, but I mean to place in a clear
point of view, the case of many thousands who have nothing else to turn to. The trade is now un
dergoing an entire revolution, which in its course must first ruin curers and fishers, at least a great pro
portion of them all must be driven out of the business, and afterwards by degrees, the trade, like
others, will reform itself, and upon a smaller scale proceed at a pretty safe and fair-going pace.
The British Fishery
As to the statistics of the British Fishery Society, their agent here is better able to furnish you with
Society.
particulars. I understand this is the only place where the highly laudable and public spirited enterprises
of that society have at all prospered, and I fear that the prediction is too true, that Wick anti PnltneyGovernment encou
town have, at least for a while, seen their best days. I am distinctly of opinion, that anv encourage
ragement in Ireland ment which Government may hold out to similar adventurers in Ireland, must ultimately prove the
would be ultimately
bane and ruin of those adventurers, at least till the trade can be brought into its legitimate and sub
injurious.
dued
channel,’ "and then 'V
it will thrive again—for *v
it is
a trade which cannot be annihilated, it must in a
.....................
IO u. LXUVIV OIIXVIJ LUHUUL MV amilHlliU VU) It 11111.31 ill u
Bounty allowed in Ire- greater or less degree proceed for ever, and in justice, no encouragement ought to be held out in one
land, on Fish in
i—
* -of
p *the
’ TT
’ prejudice
• ••
•
- •
- this
* - was done under the recent
part
United Kingdom to the
of- any other
part; although
second-hand barrels. bounty system, for the Irish curers got the bounty on second-hand barrels, while the Scotch curers
were allowed it only for the new, which was in favor of the Irish curers 2s*. 6cZ. or 36*. a barrel, a most
unjust distinction.
Present state of the
In conclusion, were I to enter more minutely into detail of the sufferings of the curers, fishermen
Carers, Fishermen,
and coopers in this place, notwithstanding the plentiful fishing of last season, you would almost re
<&c.
gret that the British Fishery Society had ever afforded the moans of settlement for so many unfor
tunate, yet honest, sober, and industrious individuals as at present inhabit this settlement, many of
whom, from their extreme poverty are unable to go elsewhere ; all those who by any honest means can,
are leaving this place for America and various other quarters as their circumstances can permit. This
picture is a true one so far as it goes, but far short of the reality.
On last season’s fishing, the curer has sustained an average loss of at least 5s. to 6s. per barrel on all
past sales; of late, however, prices have advanced a little, but now only a small proportion of the catch
remains on hand, and many of the curers are now in a state of bankruptcy.

Wick, 27th February, 1836.
Improvements effected
I think Sir Charles’s enquiry is chiefly as to the effects which have resulted from the British Socie
by the British Fishery ty’s Establishment here, and 1st, as to “the Prosperity of the Country,” it is clear the locality in the
Society.
neighbourhood of Wick, and even the whole county of Caithness generally, has been permanently im
proved to a very considerable extent, through the extension of the Fisheries at Wick, effected through
the means of the establishment there of a harbour and fishing town: 2nd, as to “ the Improvement of
Trade,” it is equally clear, that as results of the first effect, and a consequence of the accommodation
for shipping in general, as well as the demands of an increased population—trade has been created, as
well as improved thereby, I mean of course general trade, and do not limit the term to fish-curing
operations and accompaniments. The Custom House registers of the nature of cargoes brought in and
shipped off prove this.
Sir Charles asks you what might be the advantage or disadvantage of attempting a “similar
association” for Ireland, and on remarking on this, it ought to be considered, whether private ex
ertion might not have accomplished all that has been done here, and the results have well remunerated the advance of capital. Had not as much been done by yourselves at Helmsdale as at any
of the British Society’s settlements', with the exception of Pultency-town? and if it had been the
good fortune of Caithness to have had Lord Stafford instead of Lord Duffers, for a Wick heritor,
I doubt much if “T.he British Society” would have been the mid-superior of Pulteney-town. I have
in view in this remark, that the Government grant of <£9000 out of the forfeited estates for the har
bour, laid the foundation of the improvements here, and that grant would have been given as in other
instances, to any individual or body, who would comply with the condition of investing a similar
amount in the work. Beyond this the Society have sunk no money here, and their feu from Lord
Probable result of the Duffers will ultimately, and is now a profitable bargain, their sub-feuars and tenants having improved
operations of a simi and ameliorated the estate. If in Ireland there is a good and ascertained fishing station, but where
lar Society in Ireland. from want of harbour and other necessary accommodations, the fishery cannot be carried on to a tenth
of the extent it would otherwise be, and that the lord of the manor is unable or unwilling to make
these improvements, then it would undoubtedly be advantageous to raise money by subscription, and
constitute the subscribers into a “ Society for extending the Fisheries, and improving the sea coast of
Ireland.” But we have seen that if the fishing station is not an assured one as a place of rendezvous
for the Herrings, harbour and stores being erected fail in their object of extending the Fisheries,
though I dare say as at Oban and Tobermory the expenditure has “improved the coast.”
There is no doubt that over production is the cause of the present stagnation in the Fish-curing
Causes of the depress
ed state of the Fish business chiefly, when you advert to the fact of the cure at Wick having been only forty years ago
trade.
10,000 barrels, and other stations correspondingly low. Other causes also operate at present toward
that depression ; the cheaper price of butcher’s meat; the state of the West India colonies ; Norway
and other nations finding their way into markets formerly exclusively supplied by the Dutch and Bri
tish ; the increase of duty on the import of Herrings into Russia.
I do not go the full length of saying that the bounty system (for that was the sole encouragement)
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has been the means of leading to the over production, entirely,—for it is a fact that the number of
speculators in the curing trade have not decreased since the withdrawal of the bounties. What has led
to it greatly is the facility of “setting up” as a fish curer, scarcely any capital being required, owing
to the practice of crediting the price of all the materials, as well as the fish, until after they are cured
and in a state to be marketed. This has induced many empty-headed speculators to become gentle
men fishcurers, and led to the great evil of recklessly bargaining, to give too high a price for the fresh
fish, and causing disadvantageous contracts to be made for the Herrings, both in their purchase from
the fishermen, and in their sale in a cured state. The solvent curer with a stock on hand being
compelled to keep his business going, and to pay too much through competition to his fishermen, while
on the other hand his insolvent rival, or the curer without capital, is compelled to bring his fish to mar
ket to avoid bankruptcy, and to take any price he can get, thus depreciating the sale of the commodity
throughout.
I do not believe that the prediction mentioned by Sir Charles, “that Wick has seen its best day,”
is correct, although I do not apprehend that in your day it is to progress with the same rapidity that
it did in the last twenty years of Mr. Smith’s occupancy of the Deputy Governor’s chair.
Ihis confidence arises from the recorded experience that Herrings arc to be got here in abundance
every year, and while other places have failed. The year 1834 was an exception, but 120 years and
only one of a total failure is a fair proof of the certainty of the station being superior to any other yet
discovered. There will always be some Herrings wanted, and I doubt not that those going in search
of them will resort to the spot likely to be most sure of getting them at.
As to the branding system, I think the character of the British cure in foreigh markets would be
lowered if it (branding) was prohibited, for it is not more than permissive at present. There arc a
class of adventurers in the trade who would try to pawn on the foreigner any kind of fish they could get
off their hands, and the door is open to the curers at present to compete as to superiority of cure.
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Wick, 19th February, 183G.
Rcsults of the opera
The permanent effect on the prosperity of this county, resulting from the facilities afforded to trade tions
carried on by the
oy the harbour at Pultency-town, built by the British Fishery Society, for the accommodation of those British Fishery So
engaged in the prosecution of the Herring Fishery, is of the most unequivocal description. Agricul ciety.
tural improvements have thereby received an immense impetus, extensive wastes have been reclaimed
by the application of the fish offal as a manure, while the large population, permanent as well as occa
sional, drawn to the neighbourhood by the ready employment afforded by the prosecution of the fish
ery, has offered such facilities for the sale of agricultural produce of every description as necessarily
led to spirited improvements both on the part of landlords and tenants, which otherwise in all proba
bility would never have taken place.
I consider the improvement oi the general trade of the place to be wholly attributable to the suc
cess of the Herring Fishery, in connexion with the facilities afforded by the harbour, and the feuing
of the ground in its proximity on moderate terms by the Fishery Society, to those engaged in busi
ness pursuits.
An Association similar'to the British Fishery Society I conceive might be of essential service to An Association for
the Fish
Ireland, provided it confined its encouragement as in the instance of the British Fishery Society, improving
trade in I reland should
strictly to harbour accommodation and the feuing of ground in favorable situations ; leaving every merely provide Har
other detail connected with the prosecution of the Fisheries to private enterprize.
bour accommodation.
There can be no dubiety as to the fact, that the bounty of 4s. per barrel on Herrings granted by
Government, unduly stimulated the trade, and contributed largely to bring about that over-production
from which it at present suffers so severely. Still the withdrawing of the bounty was little felt by the
trade at the time, partly from the gradual manner in which this was effected, but chiefly from (he re Abolition of the boun
duction that took place about the same period in the rate of freights, and the price of timber and ties counteracted in
salt; the saving thus effected being nearly equivalent to the loss of the bounty. If the price paid by effect by reductions in
the curer to the fishermen during the last few years when the bounty was in full operation be com freights, and in the
of timber and
pared with the price paid during the years of its diminution and the first few years of its total extinc prices
salt.
tion, it will be evident that on the average the price of fresh Herrings has rather advanced than de
clined, and at the present moment the curer continues to pay the fishermen considerably higher for
the fresh Herrings than during the last few years in which he enjoyed the bonus of 4,v. per barrel from
Government, and when he suffered far less by the competition of the low price of similar provisions.
The gloom that has lately overcast the commercial prospects of this settlement, arises in myopinion The distress of Fish
in a great measure from the successful fishing now prosecuted in the Orkney and Shetland Isles : the traders in Wick in
produce of these united stations being nearly in amount to that of this place, while no corresponding fluenced by competi
reduction in the price paid to the fishermen here has taken place, to compensate for the low prices in tion of curers in Ork
the different markets which such powerful rivalry has necessarily led to. Surprising as it may appear, ney and Shetland.
the fishing business at this station has of late been extending, notwithstanding the severe losses which The traders iu Wick,
those engaged in it have been subjected to ; this can only be accounted for by the circumstance that ha ving only the Fish
there is no other channel into which captal to any amount can be directed, and those who relinquish trade, must persevere
in it, or leave Wick.
the business must of necessity leave the place.
With an annually declining consumption in the West Indies, and a prohibitory duty of 9$. per bar Decline of exportati
rel in Russia, it is wholly impossible that the usual markets can now take olf the produce of a generally suc on to the West Indies
and prohibitory duty
cessful fishing along the whole coast, at prices anything like remunerating to those engaged in the process of of
9s. a barrel in Runcuring. Still, of the ultimate prospects of Pultency-town, I by no means despair ; its valuable fishery, sia.
and the peculiar advantages it possesses for its prosecution, must, properly directed, prove a source of
local wealth and individual gain, although from temporary circumstances and the peculiar nature of
the trade, these may be more irregular than could be wished.
While all engaged in the fishery will readily admit that the Officers appointed by the Fishery Board Surveillance & brandas local Inspectors, have done much towards improving the cure, and that their official brand gives
purchasers a confidence in the quality which is highly favourable,—Yet I conceive the the trade would
go on perfectly well without this machinery, and more especially where exportation to a foreign mar
ket was not particularly in view.
The official brand,
In my opinion the official brand has led to a mediocrity of quality which few engaged jn f]lc trade causes
a mediocri
attempt surpassing, for the obvious reason that all crown brand Herrings sell for an equality of price ; ty quality of cured
the curer on this account bestows just as much care and attention on the cure as entitles him to the fish.
official brand, but nothing farther, not being remunerated for it. In corroboration of this opinion I The curing of red her
may adduce the fact that the Dutch cure is still far more highly prized than the British, and farther rings, never under sur
that the curing of red herrings which has never been under the surveillance of the officers of the fish- veillance.
I
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on nicer operation and requiring far more minute care and attention.
the state of the Scot
In conclusion, I sincerely trust the Irish Commissioners will do every thing in their power to dis—
tish Fish Trade.

abuse the minds of the fishermen of the erroneous and pernicious belief, that ardent spirits constitutes
Pernicious use of ar a necessary part of their equipment. At not a few fishing stations I have witnessed such habits of dis
sipation thereby generated amongst both sexes, as made this branch of industry more a curse than a
dent spirits.
blessing to the place.
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Wick, 15th February, 1836.
Not being myself a fish-curcr, myopinion on such a subject is not entitled to the same weight as
that of gentlemen who can bring their practical knowledge to bear on it; but as you have requested
it, I will make such general observations as occur to me, after a residence here of about seventeen
years, and some previous knowledge of fishery matters.
1 here cannot be a doubt that the settlement of Pulteney-town, under the British Society forExtending the Fisheries, &c. and the erection of their harbour, did give a very powerful impulse to the
extension of the Herring fishery at Wick, which never could have been carried to any great extent
without such accommodation. And by the increase of population which it has occasioned, and the
capital expended in buildings, &c. it has certainly tended to the improvement of trade in general, in
this county, as well to the permanent improvement of the district around it. But the establishment,
at nearly the same period, of the Board of Commissioners for the Herring Fishery at Edinburgh, and
the large sums which they annually gave away as bounties, for a long period, were the principal causes,
in my opinion, by which the Scotch Fisheries were forced up to the state of over production at which
they arrived, and which is now becoming so ruinous in its consequences to those in the trade.
Previous to the settlement of Pulteney-town and to the establishment of the fishery board, the
quantity of Herrings caught on the coasts of the County of Caithness seldom exceeded ten thousand
barrels in a year; but after that period the quantity increased rapidly until it approached, if it did not
reach, two hundred thousand barrels.
During the existence of these high bounties, I have often heard it predicted by experienced fishcurers, that the stimulus then given would eventually force the trade to an extent that would occasion
such a dimunition of prices, that would prove highly injurious both to the fishermen, and to those who
had embarked their capital in it as curers,—and now the event seems fully to justify those predictions.
In short my own opinion is, that, as regards the Herring Fishing, the supply has already outrun the
demand, to a considerable extent, that is, that the quantity caught is more than can be disposed of
at remunerating prices. There is no doubt that low priceswill occasion an increased consumption, and
if Herrings coidd be sold sufficiently low for that purpose, that the demand might be brought to ex
ceed the present supply,—but there is a rate below which they cannot be caught and cured on this
coast ; and it appears to me, from the serious losses sustained, for some years past, that matters have
arrived at that stage, and that unless some new outlet for fish is discovered, any measures for increas
ing that supply must tend still further to lower prices, and consequently to drive out of the trade as
many as can apply themselves to other pursuits. I think it a subject deserving the attention of govern
ment, to consider whether by arrangements with Foreign Powers facilities might be created for the ad
mission of Herrings,—particularly in Russia, where the duty of £k. per barrel exacted at present ope
rates as a prohibition.
I believe the general opinion to be, that the inspecting and branding system still carried on under
the British Fishery Board, is attended with great benefits to the trade,—and that the officers’ brand is
considered a sufficient guarantee that the cask is of the prescribed size and the fish properly cured.
I may add my opinion that the present depressed state of the Herring trade, has in some measure
been hastened by the great falling off in too demand which formerly existed in the West India Islands.
I understand that usually the West Indies took off from 50,000 to 80,000 barrels yearly,—butthat
lately the quantity has decreased more than one half.
Wick, 12th February, 1836.
I have been favoured with a copy of your letter of the 6ih Inst, and also with a copy of Sir Charles
Morgan’s letter to you, of date 2nd Inst., and in reply to the information that Sir Charles Morgan’s let
ter seems to require, I shall as one that has been in the trade for thirty-three years, give my
candid and honest opinion of it, as far as my information and judgment go in the trade offish-curing,
and in the first place would remark, when I first began the trade, there was then 2,s-. per barrel allowed
of bounty on all Herrings cured, either gutted or ungutted, and during the period that this bounty was
allowed, no one would deny that the trade was then a safe and remunerating one, but so soon as our
Government thought proper to allow 4.v. per barrel of bounty, I must say that the trade became a
very dangerous speculation, and in my opinion the grant of 4.w per barrel of bounty has been the sole
occasion of it, as it was (he means of encouraging a great many wealthy farmers ami others on the east
coast of Scotland to embark in the trade, who thought that they were to do well by it, and at the same
time gave large advances to fishermen to purchase boats and nets, and to enlarge their stock of boats
and nets, which the fishermen very readily agreed to, and then the fishermen entered into a new plan
of hiring from two to three, and in some cases four men to go into the boat with one bred fisherman
and a boy, and of course this enlarged the quantity of boats and nets to an alarming extent, but I am
sorry to say that such speculators soon came to see their mistake, both with respect to the curers and
fishermen, as many of the curers that commenced then have completely ruined themselves, and in
jured those who understood the trade. You will please observe, that during the 2.s\ bounty, the
Fishery was not extended to one-third, or, I may say, to one-fourth that it is now, as the principal
part of all the fish that was got in Scotland was caught off this county, and now it is prosecuted from Cape
Wrath to the Firth of forth, and farther south, as also in almost all the Orkney and Shetland Islands, and
you will see by the Board of Fishery’s Reports, how the quantity has every year increased. But the
truth is, that the Fishery is completely overdone, as it will not pay the fishermen their outlays for
boatsand nets, &c., and as at this moment there is not one fisherman out of forty on the east coast of
Scotland but what’is deeply >’>' (,cbt*
is a fact well known to all fish-curers; and along with this,
it is well known to the fish-curers, that the fishermen’s boats and nets are by no means what they
were, or what they ought to be, as the prices that can be afforded to them for their fresh fish will
not keep up their materials, independent of supporting their families. To say that the Fishery has not
done good to this place, would be wrong and false; but I am much afraid it will be the means, m the
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encl or ultimately of bringing it to ruin. I am sorry to say that my remarks to the British Fishery So
ciety last year (through you) appear to come too true this year, as an abundant fishing is as bad, if
not worse, than a scanty one, as has been felt here, and throughout all Scotland.t The curers have
lost a great deal of money, and many of them their all, and a good many failures have taken place in
this neighbourhood accordingly. The fact is, to say the least of it, I do seriously think that the fish
curing trade is the worst in the kingdom ; and I am sorry to say, that I am, like many more in this
quarter, sorry that I have sunk too much in building and other preparations on account of it, that I
cannot get clear of. It is a well known fact that the fishery of 1834 was a very scanty one, and even
then the curers did not obtain any thing like a price for the few they cured; and this last year’s fishing
was pretty abundant, and what has been the consequence ?—a very serious loss to the curers, as
there have been a good many thousand barrels sold here from 1 Is. to 12s. and 13s. per barrel, which is
at least from 6s. to 7s. per barrel of a dead loss to the curers, and a great many that have been sent to
market have done no better.
It is my opinion, that unless our Government can get some other markets opened with foreign na
tions to consume the fish caught on the coast of Britain, it is almost impossible that the trade can pay
either the fishermen or curers.
M ith respect to the appointment of Fishery Officers, I am of opinion that they have been the means
of enhancing the character of the British fish, by their attention to the cure and official brand ; as,
before their appointment, the cure of the fish was not generally attended to; but I am at the same
time satisfied, that the 4s. bounty should never have been allowed, as it has been the means of encou
raging too many into the trade, and now it is completely overdone, as there are a great many more fish
taken ashore and cured, than can be consumed to any advantage of curer or fisherman.
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Wick, 15 th February, 1836.
It is evident that tho British Fishery Society’s establishment, at Pult encyst own, has greatly increased
the curing of Herrings, the general trade of the place, and the prosperity of the county, by building
and afterwards extending a harbour sufficiently commodious for the accommodation and protection of
shipping, by granting building feus on easy terms, by levying only moderate tonnage and other dues,
and generally by adopting liberal measures in the management of the station.
I am of opinion that the system of granting Government bounties on Herrings, which at one time
were excessive, has done much mischief, by inducing and enabling a great number of individuals, with
out capital, or knowledge of the trade, to get into it; and consequently, by increasing the number of fishing
boats to an unnecessary degree, and in doing so by improper means—1 mean by encouraging the prac
tice among the fishermen of their hiring two or three hands each crew, say tradesmen or labourers,
for the season of the Herring fishing only, and thereby rendering the crews less efficient than they
should be, for the management either of their boats or nets.
I think there cannot be a doubt, but that the impulse thus given to the trade has tended to an over
production, and consequently to such a diminution of prices, as must soon ruin the individual engaged in it,
(unless a favourable change takes place,) of which we have abundant proof in our experience of the
result of last year’s fishing, and the prices obtained for Herrings generally leaving a loss to the curer of
4.y. or 5s. per barrel. A vast deal of money has thus been lost, and those engaged in the trade are at
this moment in circumstances of great difficulty and distress. I would not say that this distress is en
tirely owing to the causes I have mentioned ; I would except such a calamitous occurrence as the almost
total failure of our fishery in 1834, which has left a fearfid arrear of obligations that could not be met; and
I am also aware, that it may be said the curers have in some measure brought this distress upon themselves, by giving higher prices to the fishermen than could be realised. This, to a certain extent, may
be true ; but it is my opinion, that fishermen cannot catch and deliver Herrings at materially lower
prices than they now do, and that any system of encouragement, in the shape or nature of bounties,
’’•would only prop the trade, by continuing the evils which I have stated, and thereby render the final
result more disastrous.
I am fully convinced of the utility of the inspecting and branding system. I should say it must continue to be indispensable as regards the cure and character of Herrings, the size of barrels, &c.; and it
may be safely asserted, that it is in a great measure attributable to its introduction that Scotch Her
rings, when otherwise of fair quality, have arrived at, and maintained their superiority.
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APPENDIX, No. XVI.
Extracts from “ An Account of Improvements on the Estates of the Marquess of Stafford,” by
James Loch, Esq., M.P.

The progress of the Fisheries has even exceeded the improvements which have now been under con
sideration. The encouragement of the Herring fishery, has, for several years back, been a favourite
national object. The employment which it gives to a vast body ot hardy fishermen, and the quantity
of food it produces, render few objects more worthy the attention and encouragement of the public.
This fishing has been long prosecuted with great success on the west coast of Scotland. 1 he Her
rings are there of a superior quality. They make their appearance generally on the west, coast of
Sutherland about the middle of August, and the fishing continues, with occasional intermissions, until
the end of January. On this coast they are chiefly disposed of to vessels from the Clyde, which come
in numbers for the purpose.
Upon the east coast this fishing was less attended to, until the establishment made at Pulteny-town,
near Wick, in Caithness, by the Society for the Encouragement of British Fisheries, about twelve years
ago. Since that period the progress made in that fishing all along this coast has been rapid beyond
example. fn the year 1814, two enterprising individuals, Messrs. A. & D- Simpson, from Moray
shire, proposed attempting it upon the coast of Sutherland, and as this came directly within the im
mediate scope of the plans laid down for the improvement of the estate of Sutherland, and for the
employment of the people who were moved from the hills, it was agreed to afford them every encou
ragement, and the most liberal assistance. The situation fixed upon was at the north-east side of the
river Helmsdale, one of the most considerable rivers in the county. Previous to the above date there
was not a boat belonging to the place except those employed in the Salmon fishery. It was agreed to
build for them a complete curing yard, with sheds, which has < ost about twelve hundred pounds, for
i 2
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which they pay six and a half per cent.
Owing to particular circumstances, a similar arrange
ment was entered into with Messrs. Landles & Calder, of Berwick:—This yard is rather upon a more
extended plan, to which a Red Herring-house has been added;—It cost in all about two thousand one
hundred pounds. Since that period extensive curing yards upon similar plans have been built by
Messrs. Bell of Leven, Redpath of Berwick, Miller, Robertson, and Nelson of Leith, and Ross of
Individual enterprise
Golspie. Besides which, a large lot has been taken by D Horne, Esq., for the purpose of erecting
thus promoted.
warehouses for the convenience of storing and exporting his wool. Another extensive curing yard,
with a Red Herring-house, and which they call the Strathnavcr yard, has been built by Messrs. Simp
sons, who have also built a house for their own residence. A good inn has been erected by Mr.
George Alexander, of Golspie, to whose exertions both here and at every other place where buildings
have been erected on the estate, much credit is due. All the works he has executed are of the most
substantial sort. Nine houses constructed of stone and lime have been already erected in the village,
and it is expected that twelve more will be undertaken during the course of the ensuing summer.
The amount of the outlay on these buildings, including Simpson and Landles’ yard, exceed twelve
thousand pounds. In consequence of the rapid growth and importance of this place, it became neces
sary to improve the harbour, and to render it fit to receive such trade as might resort to it. In 1818
Subsequent improve
ment of the Harbour a pier with breast-work was erected at an expense of sixteen hundred pounds, which had the effect of
at Helmsdale.
deepening the water in the river considerably, and the plan for its improvement is adopted from a re
port made upon the subject by John Rennie, Esq.
Increaseofthellerrin"
The Herrings appear upon this coast about the middle of July, and the fishing ceases about the
Fishery on the East ° middle of September. It has increased in a manner wholly unprecedented ; but the following table
Coast.
will point out this more satisfactorily than any description can do:—
Women.
Men.
Years.
Coopers.
Boats.
Barrels.
60
1814
80
20
8
2,400
1815
200
50
130
4,000
17
1816
240
400
80
7,300
550
110
9,350
44
330
1817
140
1818
14,390*
520
700
70
204
20,000
C45
1020 •
70
1819

Measures adopted by
the Duke of Suther
landfor encouraging
the Fisheries.

The value of such a trade in such a country cannot be too highly estimated under any circumstan
ces ; but when considered as part of a plan for the general improvement and amelioration of the
estate, more particularly in as far as the employment of the removed tenantry was an object, it is a
matter of the highest importance. To have been able to communicate in so short a time so much in
dustry and steady exertion, to a population so recently abandoned to the most irregular and inactive
habits, is a matter of no light moment. Already a large proportion of the coopers are natives of the
country, boat-building also has become a trade, which is followed with much success, and many of
them are built by Sutherland men among the neighbouring settlements, and launched from the side
of the mountain into the sea, by the united exertion of the people.
Increase of "eneral
The trade of this port, and the industry occasioned by it, has for the last two years circulated near
trade at Helmsdale, thirty thousand pounds a-year in this neighbourhood ; about one half of which sum went to the men
occasioned by the
engaged, (and out of which they had only to pay for their boats and nets,) arising from an article which
I [erring fishery.
heretofore was entirely lost. In what other way could these men have made any sum of money equal
to this, and how long would they have been under the old system, in realizing as much profit to the
country at large ?
It has already been mentioned, that previous to the year 1814, there was not a boat belonging to
this creek ; in 1818, there were cleared out, two thousand nine hundred and seventy-three registered
tons of shipping; and in 1819, there entered five thousand two hundred and forty-six tons of register
ed shipping.
The intercourse with Leith has become an object of such importance, that a regular trader between
the two ports is about to be established. This undertaking has been promoted by those persons con
nected with the port, and some of the neighbouring gentlemen, including James Horne, Esq., of Lang
well, in the county of Caithness. The adventure is divided into shares of £20 each; Lord Stafford
has taken two shares.
Fishery establishment
The Herring fishing was tried for the first time at Brora, a harbour farther up the coast, in 1819,
formed at Brora.
which gave employment to three coopers, thirty women, and sixty-five men, who caught a thousand
and fifty-two barrels of Herrings; a fair beginning for so small a place.
The Herrings appear upon the Strathnaver coast, about the beginning of July, but hitherto the
boatmen of that district have found it more advantageous to hire themselves to the curers of Helms
dale, than to attempt the fishery at home; though an attempt was made last year to catch them from
Port Skerra, the port in that quarter best suited for the attempt, which was attended with fair suc
cess.
Advantages of HelmsHelmsdale, however, is peculiarly well suited for a Herring fishing station ; it never has the extraor
dale as a curing sta- dinary success which occasionally attends other parts of the Moray Firth, but there is a constant and
d°uregular take, by which means the curers are never overloaded, enabling them to do up the fish in the
best style. This has secured them a good character in the market.
Improvement of the
3'he Herring fishing being carried on near the shore, in fine weather most of the young men from
1Tfthe hills come down to one or other of the neighbouring ports, from whence it was carried on, to par10 i; iene».
cipate in its profits. This circumstance has been of great use, as there are none of those who have
been latterly moved to the coast, but such as had been in some degree accustomed to this mode of life,
and many of them even had shares in boats. The money accumulated from the three last year’s fish
ings, has in part been most judiciously expended, in the purchase of larger boats, approaching in seve
ral instances to the size of those navigated by the South Firth men. In a few years the character of
the whole of this population will be completely changed, as has happened in the instance of Amadale,
and Port Skerra, who arc now the most enterprising boat-men possible. The children of those who
are removed from the hills will lose all recollection of the habits and customs of their lathers, and it is
to be hoped that they will never experience that want, to which their parents have been so frequently,
and so severely exposed.
Notwithstanding this great success, much anxiety was felt, that the people should not depend on the
8 Beside.: 5000 repacked and exported from this port, which were caught by Messrs. Simpson’s boat off Tarbetness.
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Herring fishing alone, as the only source of their livelihood. It was objectionable, on the score of its Measures adopted l>y
lasting only for a very short period of the year, and because the migratory habits, and hitherto un the Duke of Suther
fur encouraging
certain course held by those immense shoals of Herrings, which annually visit our coasts, rendered it landthe
Fisheries.
doubtful how long it might continue in its present nourishing state. It became most desirable on this
account, that as fishermen, they should possess some more constant and certain employment.
It has been already remarked, that it was always known that the seas of Sutherland abounded in Encouragement to en
white fish, and the Moray fishermen have been in the habit, for ages, of stretching across from their gage in the Cod and
own shores, close under the coast of Sutherland, deriving an excellent livelihood from their exertions, Ling Fisheries.
while the people of the latter county never thought of putting out a boat, to avail themselves of the
gifts which nature had so bountifully placed immediately within their reach. To encourage the Cod Houses built atBrora
and Ling fisheries, there was built in 1811, an excellent range of houses at Brora, at an expense of and Port-Gower, for
five hundred and sixty pounds, and a still more extensive set of premises at Port Gower, at an expense the fishermen to be
of about eleven hundred pounds The former are now inhabited by a set of natives, as enterprising employed in taking
and successful fishermen as any in the Firth. The latter arc inhabited by fishermen from the Aber Cod and Ling.
deenshire, Kincardineshire, and Fifeshire coasts, who have been induced to settle at this place. Among Experienced fisher
induced to settle
them, there is also a Dutchman, who, having been taken prisoner during the late war, was sent to men
at the new stations.
Caithness, for the purpose of teaching the people to cure Herrings, after the Dutch fashion. Having
married a native of the country, he preferred settling at Port Gower, in place of returning to his
native country, advantageous offers having been made to him for that purpose. He is a native of
Friesland, and being a very daring boatman, he has been of infinite use in teaching the people to go to
sea in all weathers.
The best boat station upon the coast for a fishing village, is in the Bay of Naviedale, beyond Helms
dale. It is better protected, and has deeper water than any other creek on the same side of the Firth,
besides as it is a rocky coast, it is well suited for the curing of hard fish. In consequence, however,
of its being tied up by a long lease, it was not possible to take advantage of this place until the year
1819, when an arrangement was made with the sub-tenant, by which possession was obtained of the
shore, and a cottage has been built, with sufficient accommodation for a boat’s crew. At this place
Mr. Sather has been enabled to establish James Ritchie, and a crew of Frazerburgh fishermen, a matter Important influence
of great importance to the future success of these establishments, as he is admitted to be the most of the experienced
skilful fisherman in the North of Scotland; it being through his exertions, and by following his fishermen induced to
example, that the men of Assynt became so bold and intrepid seamen. It is hoped that a similar settle at the new sta
benefit will be derived to the people on the Moray Firth coast, from having so excellent an ex tions.
ample before their eyes.
The district of Assynt is possessed of the finest harbours on the estate, while the coast of Strath
naver possesses only a few wretched creeks, into which the boats can be drawn. The Assynt peo
ple have for some time been both skilful and daring boatmen, yet, they are now equalled in both
these requisites by the coast-side men of Strathnaver, who have, with a rapidity beyond belief, be
come the most intrepid and dauntless seamen. The alacrity with which the young men from the
hills have taken to this mode of life is such, as no person could have anticipated.
The number of boats belonging to Assynt engaged in the Cod fishing, amounts to seventy-eight, Success of the pea
santry in their first
manned with six men each ; the number belonging to the Strathnaver coast amounts to twenty-two, year
of fishing.
each, manned with seven men, every one of whom took to Cod and Ling fishing, for the first time in
1818 ; and in that year fifteen boats killed twenty-one thousand and eleven Cod and Ling. On the
Moray Firth coast, the number of boats yet employed in this fishery is very trifling.
The Cod and Ling fishery commences in Assynt in the month of March, and finishes in July. Dur- Seasons, <fcc.
in" the winter months they fish from three to four miles off the coast, in about thirty fathoms water.
In summer they stand out about fifteen miles, to the edge of the well known Great Bank, which
stretches from Hoy head, in Orkney, to the Isle of Skye. They sell them to the curers for about Price paid for the fish
by curers.
twopence a fish.
In the Strathnaver district, the fishing commences about the beginning of October, and ends in
July, in time to permit the boats getting to the Herring fishing. In winter they fish off the Heads,
in from thirty to thirty-five fathoms waler, but in summer they stand out from four to five miles off
the coast, where the fish arc caught in from about forty to forty-five fathoms. They get from about
twopence to twopence-halfpenny a fish.
The Cod fishing in the Moray Firth commences soon after the termination of the Herring season,
and lasts till it comes round again. The best fishing ground is on a Bank, which has been ascertained
to stretch from Tarbetness, in Ross-shire, to Clytheness, in the county of Caithness. In winter
the fish lie generally on the north side of this Bank, about two miles ofl Helmsdale. In summer they
shift their ground about six miles more to sea. In both cases they arc taken in about fifteen fathoms
water. The prices on this coast are somewhat lower, in consequence of there being no Ling caught
in the Moray Firth.
In order to do every thing possible for the encouragement of this branch of fishery, and to induce Hooks and Lines dis
the natives to go to sea, there have been distributed many thousand hooks and lines, and for the last tributed.
two years premiums have been bestowed to a very considerable amount, tor each of the three dis Premiums.
tricts of Strathnaver, Assynt, and the Moray Firth. Lord Stafford has given three prizes of twenty
pounds, ten pounds, and five pounds, respectively, to the three most successful boats in each of these
three districts ; he has also bestowed a premium of twenty pounds upon each of these three districts,
to be awarded to the person who shall have, during the preceding twelve months, furnished a boat at
his own expense, and manned her entirely with a crew of natives of the district, who had never been
before at sea. A farther premium of five pounds, which is common to all the districts, is bestowed Effects of the Pre
for any act of particular perseverance, or praiseworthy intrepidity. The distribution of these prizes, miums.
in stimulating the exertions of the fishermen, has been very great. They are awarded at Helmsdale,
during the Ilerring season, where the principal boatmen of the three districts are generally assembled, Quantity offish taken.
which has produced much emulation among them. In the year 1818, the number of measurable fish
caught amounted to ninety-three thousand one hundred and sixteen. In 1819? they amounted to
one hundred and twenty-three thousand eight hundred and thirty ; but the total number of fish caught
that year and delivered for curing, consumed by the fishermen, or sold to the country, amounted to
one hundred and forty-five thousand, eight hundred and sixty.
Such being the facts in regard to this part of (he arrangements adopted in Sutherland for the im Review of the mea
adopted, and
provement and melioration of the people, they may be confidently stated as having com letely suc sures
their results.
ceeded, and as being in every way established. Their future success and increase must now depend
upon t he steady and patient industry of the people themselves. Every thing that it was in the landlord’s
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com^irhed^it11'^ aC" Power
f^° ^ias been completely performed. Houses, roads,
*
harbours, curing houses, and the setpemse of th^band-^' ^ement °f fish curers, through whom the home and foreign markets have been opened to the industry
lords, or through their
the people, have all been accomplished at the expense, or through the exertions of the landlords,
exertions,
As yet these exertions have been rewarded by the industry of the people, and there seems to be no
reason to doubt but that they will continue in the course they have begun, and will soon give to this
distant and hitherto unimportant district of the Island, a consequence and an importance which few
could conceive it ever capable of attaining.
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Sligo Bay is situated between the point of Kuocklave, improperly named Gessigo on the charts, on
the north side, and Aughris Head on the south.
The exterior bay is nearly a square of four Irish miles, and there are three arms, each extending
about three miles farther inland, but which are barred across the mouth, and mostly dry at low water.
These arc the harbours of Lissadill or Drumclift’, Sligo, and Ballysaderc.
Across the mouth of Sligo Bay, from Aughris to Raghly and Kuocklave, runs a reef of rocks below
water, called the ledge, on which there is a heavy breaking sea, with westerly winds ; but it forms no
obstruction to the navigation, as there are seven fathoms water across it. Outside there are twenty to
fifty fathoms, and within not more than ten.
The north end of this ledge appears above water in the islets called Haulbowlinc and Little Island,
in the peninsula of Raghly and point of Kuocklave, and also on the Seal Rock, one mile south-west of
that point. The south extremity of the ledge appears in the middle of the strand east of Aughris
Point, forming the broad reef called Carrickfadda, or the Long Hock. This rock is sandstone, that
of Aughris Head is limestone, but beyond it is slate, and those within it along the coast to Ballysadere
are limestone.
As this is the usual position of the sandstone rock, viz., between the limestone which lies over it,
and the slate or other primary rock which is under it, as may be seen about the lower part ot the
mountain of Benbulleen, we may, probably, in the breaking up of this sandstone, account in someway
for the great mass of sand that has filled so much of these inlets, and occupied most of the eastern
shores of the bays of Sligo and Donegal.
On the north side, Brown’s Bay, between Raghly Head and the isle of Ilawlboulin, though quite
open to westerly winds, has a bottom of clean firm sand, and in easterly winds is used by vessels to stop
in for a favourable tide to go over Sligo bar. The usual anchorage is abreast of Raghly Rock, in ten
fathoms.
The Seal Rock is always above water; within this is the small peninsula of Raghly, where there is
a fishing village, in which pilots for Sligo bar reside. Between it and the bar is a good roadstead
where a vessel may stop on three fathoms clean fine sand; in making for which, observe the following
dangers:—South west of Raghly Head, one cable length is a ledge called the Wheaten Rock, only
seen at low spring ebbs; and south of the point the Bird Rock, or Carrigneau, the north-west end of
which dries at half high tide ; but a sunk ledge runs off to S. E. near a quarter of a mile.
These rocks are laid down on the fishery chart in their proper places, with the necessary directions
for avoiding tliem. They have been incorrectly named by Mackenzie in his Survey, and arc so in the
common charts.
In rounding Raghly Head you avoid the W heaten Rock by keeping the tower of the Black Rock
S. E. by S. on the high house in Sligo (Mr. King’s), or to the eastward until you open the old castle
of Ardtarmon N. E. well out of the point of Raghly ; and to avoid the tail of Carriganean, keep the
Seal Rock in view outside of Raghly, until you bring the same castle N. E. by N.; you may then
stand to the eastward and anchor in three fathoms, half a mile S. E. ot Raghly Point.
From the’Wheaton Rock to Raghly is all foul ; there is a boat sound between Carriganean and the
land, about six feet at low water.
This anchorage will now be of much greater importance to the port of Sligo since the pier has been
built on the shore of Raghly near the point, as this pier will not only shelter and afford a safe landing
place for the pilot and fishing boats, but small vessels may run in and take the ground within it when
the bar appears too much broken to go on to Oyster Island.
South by cast from Raghly Point, and half way to the Coney Island, lies the Black Rock, on which
there is a round tower of Stone.
This rock dries for a cable length east and west of the tower, and is in fact the extremity of a rocky
shoal called Bank Gar, which runs from hence all the way to the north end of Coney Island, on which
at low spring ebbs there are also three or four feet water.
On the north side of this shoal is the bar of Sligo, a broat Hat sand, with ten feet at low water ; when
over it, we have deep water up to Oyster Island.
The only other rock in the bay is that called the Blind Rock, oil the south end of Coney Island; it
has two fathoms water, but must be avoided by a vessel waiting for tide on the south of Black Rock.
The marks for this rock are also shown on the chart.
Within the mouth of Sligo river, at Oyster Island, are the remains of a small pier, built by Parlia
ment about 1750- it fia<i
feet at the end at low water ; 160 feet long ; but being injured by a storm,
is now in total ruin for want of care ; many of the stones were carried away for ballast. It was useful
for vessels wintering, and for the fishery, but would be better at the main land side, under Mr. Black’s.
'1 he old one cost <£1600.
. .
, tv i n i • i
„ .
Inside of the led<rc of Sligo Bay, in nine fathoms water, S. W. of the Bird Kock, is the Raghly Cod
bank. Turbot Whiting, &c. are also found here in harvest.
The Raghly men fish”also often in Brown’s Bay, about the small isles, running their yawls across the
isthmus, according to the weather.
• To promote the general nro-merity of the district, ami to render the navigation of the Moray Firth as safe as pos
sible, Lord Stafford subscribed three hundred pounds towards the construction of a harbour at Portmahoamac, to the
eastward of l ain, in the county of Ross, one moiety ot the expense ot constructing the works at this p ace
a
frayed by the Parliamentary Commissioners.
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Off Ballysadere bar, in five to ten fathoms, is the south Turbot bank, outside of Coney Island : it
appears to be merely the prolongation of the blowing sand which occupies that shore. A little lower,
off Dirk, in eight fathoms, is the Ruary Bradogh Bank, producing Whiting, Cod, and Glassen. Lower
down off Dunoran, on the south side of the bay, is the Whiting bank.
Farther to the eastward, near Esky river, about three miles off shore, is the Killenduff Cod bank,
in about thirty-five fathoms, clean ground; it runs along shore to Kennisharrock Head. Io the north
ward, off Telan, is the Church Bank, in nearly the same water. The mark for it is the minister’s
house, called the Church of Telan, on the east point of Gian Mountain. This is a productive Cod
bank; but as this fish abounds near the steep shores of Telan and the Mayo side, the fishermen seldom
resort to the offing.
With large vessels the White fishery is pursued on Bank Ouil, between the stags of Broadhaven and
Arranmore. This, as well as Telan, is a valuable ground for Ling, for which the best bait is sea eels
found in Muckris, behind Telan, and caught by hooks of softened wire.
This fishery in the offing is, however not much pursued of late. A Mr. Gcrardcan, of Rutland, for
merly fished this bank with good success, by long lines, bringing people from Youghal and Waterford
for that purpose, accustomed to the Newfoundland fishery.
The Turbot banks being near the land, are seldom visited by the Cod, but frequently by Skate and
Dogfish, which destroy and drive off the fiat fish.
The Turbot come on these grounds in August, and seem to follow the sand-eel, which arc there
found in great abundance in the strands and loose sand of the bars.
Mackerel are found in great quantities at Telan, in the months of June and July; they come first
in shoals, and do not take any bait, but are caught by seans of 100 to 200 fathoms. In August they
separate and betake themselves to the shores, when they are caught by spillard and hand-lines, with
sand-eel bait, &c.
Pollock are also pretty regular in all years, and are caught in July, August, and September, if wea
ther admits.
Sole and Plaice are principally got by spillard lines about Mullaghmorc, Ballysadere, and Killalla;
draught nets are also used about the mouths of rivers, where not protected.
The sailing boats mostly go to the white fishery, about Telan and Killenduff, in June. It would be
better pursued in April and May; but in the early part of the season there is a scarcity of small fish
bait. Whelks arc not known. Mussels are found in some of the inlets, as Milkhaven, Sligo, and
Ballysadere.
In May small Sprats arc got, sand-eels in June and to August; at which time is the best Turbot
fishery, as above mentioned.
The white fishery continues to the Summer Herrings, and throughout that season to the winter
fishery.
The Herring fishery in Sligo Bay begins in August, at Martinmas, first appearing on the south
shore about Pullendiva; it is thought, therefore, they breed in the bed outside the ledge, among the
sea-weed. Further out, about Telan and Trakel, they are found at all times of the year, and heavier
fish than come up the bays.
They fall into the shoal water after N.W. gales.
This early fishery continues until October, and the fish are then full of roe. It is probable that
the time of spawning is not uniform. In September they arc often so sick as not to mesh, but merely
to lie on the nets, on which also the spawn is often found in handfuls.
In October this fishery ceases, on account of the equinoctial gales, there being no harbours on that
coast fit to shelter sailing boats.
At Holeentide (1st November,) the winter fishery commences about Raghly, and is then fol
lowed up the harbours; there arc as yet no craft on the coast fit to pursue the deep-sea fishery, but
the yawls arc very numerous, several hundred are kept between Connaught and Donegal; this fishery
continues to Christmas.
In spring the Herrings fall down again towards Telan, where they arc found until March.
The same fish in the same seasons arc found about Killalla Bay, the fish being apparently driven
according to the wind.
In heavy gales they fall to the bottom, and nestle in the tangle.
In spring the shore fishermen betake themselves to the cultivation of the land; sea manure is busily
collected about May, much of it carried by boat up the inlets to Sligo, Ballysadere, and the Moy,
■where it is sold and carried thence up the country. It fetches, wet, about 4s. or 5s. per ton. 1 his
trade continues until the latter end of May.
Kelp is made in summer from Pullendiva to the Moy. Beyond Downpatrick, until we come to
Erris there is little, the coast being chiefly a barren cliff. Northward a good deal is made about
Rathnoran, Innismurry, and Derrinish; also about Bundoran, St. John’s Point, and along the Done
gal shore.
Slitio is poorly supplied with fish, and a small quantity gluts the market. Within the Bay, there
are few or no professed fishermen. The boats are often employed in gathering sea-weed for manure.
In summer or fine weather, they arc engaged in fishing, and in bad weather are hauled up. There
are not any decked boats or wherries, and not above twenty sail boats in the whole district.
For the accommodation of the fish trade the Commissioners for the improvement of the town haw
constructed a new quay and dock in the upper part of the tide-way, near the bridge.
The funds were derived from the grants and donations for the employment of the poor in 1822;
and it is neatly executed ; but owing to some misunderstanding with the proprietor of the mill, the
tail-water from that concern has not been permitted to be carried through the dock as at first intended,
and which would certainly have added to its salubrity and cleanliness.
The Broad Strand of Sligo affords an extensive supply of Mussels, Cockles, and other shell-fish.
Ballysadere Bay is about six miles long, and a mile or more in breadth, being more than half covered
at the mouth by the sand hills from the north side, and the remainder a sand bar, exposed to the
■whole run of the Atlantic, is ill adapted to the purpose of the Fishery; within the bar it forms
an extensive and safe harbour, six miles deep, but mostly dry at low water, and little used for navi
gation.
The channel up to the falls near the village is intricate, and wants perches. Mr. Cooper, the pro
prietor of Ballysadere, is taking measures to form a Salmon fishery on this river, and will probably
do something to benefit the navigation.
This district is of a triangular form between the sea, the Ox Mountains, and the River Moy;
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about eighteen miles base by ten perpendicular. The lower part of it is limestone country, on which
for about two miles broad there is a belt of arable land along the shore and the Moy River. Bebind this an extensive tract, chiefly bog and moor, gradually rising to the Ox Mountains. These
hills arc composed of gneiss, or granite rock ; seldom above 500 feet elevation, and range from Ballysadcre to Foxford, at the first of which places the Arrow, and at the second the Moy River cross
through from the interior.
To the westward the primitive rock of this range is traceable towards the mountains of Erris, and
to the eastward, by the Sleish and Benbo to Manor Hamilton, where it is lost ; but probably com
municates subterrancously with the granite of Donegal.
South of the Ox Mountains is a valley which may be said to run from Manor Hamilton to Castle
bar, or Clew Bay, the extreme parts of which are chiefly a rich limestone country ; but the centre
sand, or sandstone rocks, with extensive bogs and little cultivation, rising to the sandstone hills, which
range from the Curlews to Sleeve Carne in Mayo.
The land communication through Tyreragh has been by one principal road running within half a
mile of the coast ; lately another has been formed from Ballina to Dromore, cutting oil a portion of
the vertex of the triangle, and then proceeding nearly parallel to the first, to the cast end of the
barony; but the great tract of moorland above mentioned is hitherto unopened, and there is properly
only one road across the Ox Mountains, viz. from Ballina towards Boyle, and through the hollow' by
Loch Tali. This is too hilly for heavy carriages.
An important branch from this pass to the sea has been lately effected by Government.
The shores of Tyreragh being level and fertile, are well peopled, several good fishing grounds lie
near it, especially the bank of Killeenduff or Esky before mentioned, but as there are no harbours fit
for receiving a sailing-boat, this source of industry cannot be prosecuted to any extent. A great many
yawls are, however, kept along the shore ; in fine weather, in summer they go off to the bank for
Haddock, Cod, and Whiting.
During the Herring season they collect to the seat of the fishery, and are at times during the
spring employed in cutting and carrying weed to the rivers Ballysaderc and Moy, or in the kelp trade,
which is pursued to a considerable extent along the west of Tyreragh.
Many of these boats appear to have been built for the purposes of smuggling ; this part of the
coast, until the institution of the waterguard, having been extensively concerned in that illicit trade.
The coast of Tyreragh is all a limestone rock, the debris of which has been washed by the western
ocean within the bar, and forms a spit that runs along the south shore of Ballysaderc harbour, of
about half a mile in length ; behind it is the fine natural creek of Portevad, the principal boat harbour
within Ballysaderc, and here arc kept most of the yawls and several sailing boats. The whole number
in Ballysaderc is about fifty.
It would be possible to make a cut across the root of this beach or spit, so as to give it a more im
mediate access to the bar at the bight near Seafort, which bight could be covered by a pier; but on
the whole, as the harbour would still lie within the breaker, in such weather as makes it dangerous, I
do not consider this an improvement worthy of the expense. Should it ever be resolved on, abundance
of materials for the pier may be obtained on the spot. I be most necessary improvement at Ballysadere Bay, is to have perches on the two cargin shoals, near the mouth of the channel.
Beyond this, the shore is a flag of limestone as above mentioned, of 100 to 200 feet broad from the
low cliff to the abrupt edge at low water mark; the deep water being near. In this flag there arc some
coves, but too small to afford any kind of shelter, or even to permit landing, except in quiet weather
with off-shore winds, at which time some fine hewn limestone blocks are shipped in small craft for the
use of the neighbourhood. Of these, Dirk and Tubberpatrick quarry coves, have rings fixed in the
rocks for fastening boats. One of the most remarkable coves has an ancient rath or entrenchment of
great strength over it, but there is nothing to make it eligible as a boat harbour of the smallest description.
Off this in eight fathoms, is the Ruary Braddogh Bank, affording good Whiting, Cod, and
Glasson.
Beyond Tubberpatrick the limestone ceases, and is succeeded by a flat sandy shore backed with
sand bills half a mile. Here falls in a small stream, running from the Ox Mountains by the Church of
Screen, it is barred at the mouth, and some boats are kept there although it forms no harbour; but
on the N.W. a reef of sandstone rock, named Carrickfadda, runs off for near half a mile, giving shelter
in N.W. winds to a roadstead within, where small vessels may ride pretty safely in three fathoms or
more, out of the tide.
This would be a favourable situation for a pier from the rock in a S.E. direction, previously fillinnup the space between it and the main over the level of high water; but as the expense would mate
rially exceed the funds of the Board of Fisheries, I have not entered into the necessary details for an
estimate, but I have made a plan of what appears the most advisable and economical way of obtaining
this object.
Beyond Carrickfadda, and cast of the point of Aughris, the sandy beach continues across
bight
called Aughris or Puloghurry Harbour, about half a mile square, alluded to in my first report on the
coast; the western side runs out in a limestone cliff forty or fifty feet high ; here, in all southerly
winds, is a good roadstead in five fathoms, frequented much during the Herring fishery; but with
N.W. winds the ground-swell is such as to prevent any vessel from bolding on, and the upper part of
the bi<dit being a shallow strand, the construction of a harbour is a matter of some difficulty ; I there
fore refrained in my former report from proposing any improvement at Aughris, nevertheless, as it is
the most favourable place on the south side of Sligo Bay for a thing of the kind, which is much wanted
on some part of the shore of Tyreragh, I have again considered what might be the most advisable
mode of proceeding to obtain this object.
Immediately on the outside of tho little gap or ravine of the rock, where some yawls are now
hauled up, I would propose to run a rough breakwater or roadstead for 200 feet at least.
The materials for this breakwater to be obtained along the cliff within it, by quarrying »he same
down, so as to form a passage for vessels, defended from the sea by a rough embankment, until we ar
rive at the bog meadow, at the head of the bay, in which meadow a dock may be excavated to any
extent that may be thought necessary; and the streams that now fall in near that place beiim led into
this dock, will preserve the channel from thence to the breakwater from being obstructed with sand.
This harbour will cost on the whole about £10,000, but its benefit to this part of the country would,
in my opinion, amply justify such an expense; and the breakwater pier aforesaid, if ever carried for
ward into deeper water, would afford shelter at all times to vessels forced in upon this dangerous coast.
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If this work be thought too expensive, a tide harbour, sufficient for the coasting trade, maybe made J/r. Nimmo's Coast
in this manner:—from the beach between the two streams east of the road, run a pier across to low
Survey.
water, with a kant directed to the middle of the cliff of Aughris ; let the quay-wall be founded at a
CO. SLIGO.
considerable depth under the strand, the stream from the west side led within it, and a small break
water built from the point within Pulogburry cove ; the backwater might be still further increased by a
cut or main drain through the marsh of Dunmoran, to lead in the stream which falls in beyond Carrickfadda. Estimate for this harbour, £2,760.
At the head of the point of Aughris are two narrow caves, the shore of which is a precipitous cliff*,
capped with the remains of a triple entrenchment called Toole’s Castle; but although it appears in
former times to have attracted this degree of attention, it is too much exposed to the ground-swell of
the ocean to admit of being converted into any kind of harbour.
The limestone cliff, continuing nearly two miles, returns back to the general direction of the shore
of 1 yreragh, and is succeeded for one mile by a shallow strand named Trabaan, in which there is no
place of shelter. Beyond this the limestone cliff* and alow shore again form the coast.
In this skare we find one remarkable bight or opening, named Pullendiva, which, being covered in Pullendiva.
some degree by the flat rock Lackbin, affords a tolerable quiet landing-place for yawls in off-shore
winds ; but without great expense it wotdd be impracticable to complete the shelter by means of piers.
A chain and mooring buoy to haul off shore would be the most useful improvement.
Rounding a low projecting point of Skerry Rock, we enter a bight called Donaghantra, or Slate Slate Quarry.
Quarry Harbour, from the thin beds of limestone which are quarried here for roofing.
A small stream falls in here, with rocky banks, the mouth of which seems not ill calculated for the
purposes of a harbour, were the stony beach in front of it cut through, and the passage protected by
groins. A considerable straggling village, named Ballykilcash, lies along this stream, as far as the
bridge upon the coast road.
Ballyminney, a yawl creek west of this, admits of no improvement.
I he coast now rises in the hill of Rathlee, and continues with a bold precipitous cliff for nearly three
miles ; one stream falls in, but makes no creek ; but beyond this cliff to Killalla Bay, the coast is all
low, with projecting edges of limestone, and intervening coves that would appear to afford some situa
tions for a boat harbour: the first is Killeenduff.
This place has been pointed out to the Board in a memorial from Colonel Irwin, but as the lime- Killendufi*.
stone ledge forms a bar across the mouth of it, it becomes quite impracticable in bad weather from the
north, and the bay within the beach being above the level of the sea, does not admit the excavation of
a dock as he expected ; nevertheless, a pier along the ledge would certainly be a useful work in this
neighbourhood ; it might be executed for about £700 to £800.
Several othei cove.-> of this kind occur along the remaining shore of Tyreragh, and as there is no
want of limestone rock for building materials, it seems very practicable at some of them to forma har
bour for sailing craft.
T hey are, however, all liable to the same objection, viz., that the exterior edge of the limestone shore
in which they are situated being precipitous below water, whenever the wind sets in from the Atlantic,
or when there is bad weather at sea, the ground-swell brought up against this cliff makes a complete
breaker along the whole coast, across which no kind of vessel dare pass. The shallow cove east of
Esky River has too little water for any kind of harbour.
One, however, might be formed in front of the old castle of Esky, by an extensive breakwater on Esky.
the low point of Leach, west of that river, so as to cover the bay, and the river might then be applied
to preserve the entrance to an inner harbour; but this must be considered as too expensive an under
taking for the present circumstances of the country
Th’S castle seems at one time to have been provided with a landing-place, or natural quay, on the
ledge of rock below it, which, if the breakwater aforesaid were built, might be again restored and ex
tended ; without this it would be too much exposed to the action of the ground-swell.
Half a mile west of Esky, Mr. Fenton of Castletown has attempted a breakwater on one of the ledges Castletown or
of limestone rock, covering a cove of the description aforesaid ; and on the whole it appears the most Trameen.
favourable situation on the north shore of Tyreragh.
Mr. Fenton began a breakwater along the western ledge, 430 feet in length, which would require to
be more effectually secured and raised, but so far will answer well enough for filling ; beyond this it
would be requisite to continue the same kind of structure to the end of the ledge, about 600 feet,
which might be averaged at about £4 per running yard ; and as it would be quite unnecessary to quay
all this length of breakwater, I would propose to have it firmly paved on each side in a sloping form, and
provided near low water with a jetty pier of, say 100 feet in length, where craft might lie to load and
discharge.
The original breakwater, which may be valued at about £200, would require nearly an equal sum
to complete it; and say for the jetty £300, would be in all £700; for which sum a substantial and
highly usefid work might be obtained.
One or two other yawl coves occur between this and Kennisharrock Point; none of them are so
favourable as Castletown, but the neighbourhood of the valuable cod bank makes the inhabitants of
this shore keep some yawls in most of these coves ; the mouth of Tennet River is the deepest and
best of them.
The limestone skerry of this shore affords abundance of kelp, which is mostly shipped at Pulocheny.
On rounding Kennisharrock Point into Killalla Bay, we find two coves backed by a high beach Pulocheny.
of limestone shingle, and separated from each other by a small islet of limestone rock, about 300 fa
thoms from the shore. 1 his islet is bluff towards the sea, which end is rarely covered; and declining
towards the land, is connected with the main at low water by a spit or beach, covered five or six feet
at high water.
I he cove on the north side of this spit is exposed, shallow and rocky; but on the south side
there is deep water, making a kind of anchorage tolerably sheltered, except at high water, where ves
sels come in summer to load kelp.
j he enhance to this anchorage has four fathoms at low water, and within these are two fathoms,
so that, if pioperiy covered, this would be a deep harbour, fit for any craft, and being outside the bars
of Killalla oi I re Moy, would form a place of shelter to the trade of these places in all weather. There
is however, a mo ent breaker in the entrance to Pulocheny in N.W. winds.
A great number of fishing yawls are kept in the place, but must all be hauled up on the beach.
Within the beach is a marsh of several acres, over which spring tides frequently flow, and the
stream passing through, it has five or six feet water, but barred to high water by the beach at its mouth.
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The harbour itself is about 200 fathoms square, about half of it dry at low water, the south side a
skerry of limestone flag.
The Board, in 1822, appropriated £300 to be laid out in improving this place, which was, however,
very far from what would be required to make it complete. I employed Mr. Ham, of Ballina, who
had built the Black-rock beacon of Sligo, to superintend this work, confining the operation at first to
raising the spit, or beach, which connects the rock with the land.
• The persons employed here were not accustomed to works of this kind, and ere I could visit their
operations, they had built a face-wall in the usual way, backed with stuff from the spit itself, and the
heavy gales of the latter end of the season had demolished the upper courses, and washed part of the
filling over the wall, so as to cover it. The spit, however, had been raised a little, and gave better
access to the isle ; but I found it necessary to suspend this work for the winter, and until 1 could send
one or two workmen of more experience.
In 1823 I accordingly began a breakwater across the inside of the rock, made of the blocks on the
spot, packed on edge, which was prosecuted vigorously, as far as the funds would permit, and has with
stood the heavy gales of the winter and last summer with little comparative damage. Something fur
ther was also done on the spit, as I had obtained the authority of Government to make a road from
Lochalt to Pulocheny, comprehending some aid to this work. Some little expense was also incurred
last season in securing the ends of the breakwater, which having, from the deficiency of funds, been
left imperfect, had begun to be loosened by the action of the sea.
The breakwater is now 400 feet long, forty-five feet wide, and as high as ordinary tides ; high spring
tides in westerly gales still come over it, but the shelter within is greatly improved, and were it con
tinued a little further, especially at the angle, a vessel might lie behind it with confidence in any wea
ther. The additional works for completing this harbour might cost about £1600.
Inside of Pulocheny the shore continues a flat limestone rock to the extensive strand at the bottom
of the bay. Here there is a fishing village named Inniscrone, with a good many yawls, much employed
in the Herring season, as there is a kind of landing-place where the boats may be hauled up without
much danger from the breaker.
I examined this place, in consequence of a memorial from the fishermen, and found that it would
be quite impracticable to found any pier, at a reasonable expense, on the naked limestone flag; but
that by means of some excavation, the landing-place could be materially improved.
This work was afterwards effected out of the funds for the employment of the poor, at the moderate
expense of about £30 ; and the fishermen have since expressed great thankfulness, considering it to
have been the means of preserving many lives.
Inniscrone is the best fishing place on this coast
Within the bar of the Moy there are a good many small boats employed during the Herring fishery,
and there are saltworks near Colonel Wingfield’s on the Sligo side, and also at Belleck near Ballina,
and at Killalla.
There is nothing however within the Moy particularly to interest the Commissioners of Fisheries
in the way of improvement.
Raghly Head on the North side, affords the most advantageous site for a fishing station in the
bay of Sligo. It may be approached on one side or the other in all winds, and is in the immediate
vicinity of the fishing ground outside of Carriganean. At a quarter of a mile from the head, is the
winter Turbot ground. At half a mile, all round the Wheaton Rock, the Seal Rocks, and at the west
end of the Black Rock, there is abundance of rock Cod, &c. Two miles off, along the south shore
of the bay, are the Turbot bank of Portevad, Ruarybraddoghbank for Haddock and Cod, and the Whit
ing bank of Tubberpatrick. The outside of Sligo ledge abounds still more in Cod, Ling,&c., but there are
no boats fit for proceeding thither except in fine weather, as the shore has no place for protecting
large craft.
The village is built at the isthmus, which is only fifty fathoms across, and the yawls are launched
on either side according to the wind. The inside is a broad shallow strand, and only accessible at high
water ; the outside is a small cove, opening to the north-west, and in winds from that quarter, which
are the most severe on this coast, a tremendous sea sets into it, so as to wash over the isthmus and
wreck all boats which are not removed high up on the land.
The head of the peninsula affords an excellent situation for a small pier, and I have annexed a de
sign for one, which at no great expense, would answer all the purposes of the fishery. This pier is
proposed to be laid at a natural bight in the stony beach, between two ledges of rock, where we can
get to low water, with an extent of about 200 feet of pier. The beach and gravel bank to be cut
across into a shallow pond of seven acres extent, which lies between the rocky ledges aforesaid, and
which pond, by a little excavation, will become an admirable inner harbour for the protection of small
craft in winter, or westerly gales, when a heavy swell sets round the head ; and it may (or a portion of
it,) be made very useful as a breakwater for scouring the pier; and lastly, the small boats may from
this pond be launched across the beach on the west side, when an adverse wind would make it trou
blesome to row round the point.
Independent of fishery purposes, a pier at Raghly would be found highly beneficial to the trade of
Sligo, in facilitating the access for pilots, &c., to the vessels in the road of Raghly, which is only
half a mile distant, or in Brown’s bay ; estimated expense £1152, Irish currency.
This work, like the other fishery piers lately constructed on the west coast, was begun by the funds
of the Commissioners of Fisheries, aided to an equal extent by the contribution from the charitable
associations in England and Ireland in 1822; but as the estimated expense, viz. £1,160, was consider
ably greater than what had been assumed in the other cases as the limits to such grants, viz. £500, it
could not be completed from that fund.
In 1823, I was authorized by the government to finish the work by means of the funds placed at the
disposal of his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, for the employment of the poor, in addition to the
sum granted by the Board of Fisheries. I have had the pier executed in an economical and substan
tial way, to the full extent proposed in my original report and estimate for this place, with the addition
of a dock excavated in the land of nearly an acre in extent, and having a depth at high water sufficient
for the largest class of boats, while the pier will admit any trading vessel that goes to Sligo quay
In the month of August 1822, I received instructions from the Board of Fisheries, to commence
the construction of this harbour without delay, in order to afford employment to the poor of the vi
cinity, and that they had granted £800 for the purpose, being only two-thirds of the estimate. I
accordingly, when in Sligo, waited on Mr. Jones, the lessee of Kaghly, marked out the situation tor
the harbour, and obtained his consent to give up so much of the bog meadow or salt marsh as wou a
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be required for the harbour, without any charge ; Mr. Jones, however, stipulated that the damages
jy.
c
should be paid to him for so much land as would form the road along the shore from the village of
Survey. OaaC
Raghly to the intended haibour.
t<—
As this was all arable land, and partly a lawn, I could not deem the demand unreasonable, but rather
SLIGO,
propos-'d (as engineer for the western district) to pay Mr. Jones the sum of £100, the proceeds to be
forthwith expended by him in building a fence wall along the intended road. This offer appeared to
him to be too little, and I did not feel myself authorized to go further without having the authority
of the Government.
I' Mr. Jones’s conduct throughout the whole progress of this work has been so very liberal, that I
think him fully entitled to receive the remuneration above mentioned for the loss of his land ; but as
yet, I have not obtained the necessary authority for proceeding with the road. In the meantime no
interruption has been given by Mr. Jones to the labourers crossing his ground.
The work pending this negociation having been suspended for some time, I again received pressing
orders from the Board of Fisheries to commence operations at this pier, and, accordingly, as the sim
plest proceeding, and the best calculated to give extensive employment, I sent down an overseer to
begin the excavation of the dock and quarrying stone, having provided implements for the purpose
in Sligo.
The various public works carried on near the town at that time occupied all the masons and
stone cutters of any skill; I had therefore to send across the kingdom for persons accustomed to har
bour work, to whom I could entrust the management of the several piers, of which no less than forty
were ordered to be carried on at one time along the western coast.
c These persons were of necessity, of very various character and qualifications, so that it is not sur
prising if a considerable expenditure was incurred over and above the usual rate of such works.
The works generally of that neighbourhood were conducted by one of my assistants, in whose pro
bity I had the utmost reliance; and the weekly payments at Raghly were made at first by Mr. Alex
ander Cochrane of Sligo, who had been recommended to me by the commissioners of Sligo harbour,
to oversee the various proceedings connected with the improvement of the port. Mr. Cochrane’s
claims for remuneration so far exceeded the rates at which other operations of the same kind were ma
naged, that I am still unable to come to a satisfactory agreement with him on the subject.
Early in November this work was stopped, after 4,000 to 5,000 yards of the dock had been exca
vated.
In March it became necessary to employ a few men to prevent the sea from breaking over the dam
into the excavation. And in June I obtained permission from his Excellency to add a sum in aid of
the grant of the Board of Fisheries, for the completion of this harbour ; and on receiving the orders
of the Board for recommencing in June, this harbour was prosecuted as one of the public works of the
western district.
At this time, besides the progress aforesaid of the excavation within the drained lake or marsh, a
quantity of stone had been raised at a quarry on the west side of the point, a narrow road made from
thence to the proposed pier, and some of the stone drawn there.
Finding, from the progress made in 1822, that it would be necessary to have a person of experience
in such work, to complete the excavation in an economical manner, I made an agreement with Thomas
Rourke, a canal excavator, of respectable character, to take out the remainder at 5f/. per cubic yard
(what was previously done by day labour had cost 7 cl. per yard,) and subsequently also for quarryin°r
the stone by the measured perch.
°
On receiving the Board’s orders to proceed, I sent Mr. Alexander Macgill to commence the build
ing of the pier, and with his assistance contracts were entered into with sundry masons to build the
quay wall and pavement, &c. by the perch ; with Mr. Jones for drawing the stones from the quarry,
and for keeping the road in repair for that purpose. The other matters, such as loading and unload
ing carts, filling the pier, digging foundations, clearing the beach, &c., have been done by day labour,
under the management of William England, a respectable mason from Dunmore harbour, who had
also conducted the pierat Clonakilty.
The payments were made, and accounts transmitted to my office, by Mr. J. Macleod, paymaster
for that part of the western district, and he has performed the duty without any separate remunera
tion.
Although by these measures I considered the work to have been conducted in the most economical,
though at the same time in a very substantial maimer, yet the total expenditure has considerably ex
ceeded the original estimate (24th May, 1822), which may be thus accounted for, the following addi
tional works having been executed :
First, instead of confining the excavation to the depth of six feet along the inner boat quay, as ori
ginally proposed, from an idea that the bottom would be hard, I have found it practicable to deepen
the whole to the level of low water, having only found rock in one place at the S.W. corner where the
scouring sluice is placed.
Secondly—This has increased the height and expense of the inner boat quay, which, instead of ave
raging six feet high as proposed, is now about twelve to fourteen feet high; a part of this quay also
having subsided from the softness of the foundation, had to be taken down and rebuilt at an additional
expense.
Thirdly—The same circumstance has increased the expense of the outer quays, which, instead of
running across the beach at a sloping direction, are now all founded at the level of the low water.
Fourthly__The excavation was extended to the northward, and to secure the other sides of the dock
thus formed, from being worn down by the tide, it has been thought advisable to line the whole of it
round with a pavement, (though I should have preferred a sloping beach of gravel,) and to quay regu
larly along the north side of the entrance from the groin into the dock.
fifthly—At the upper end of the dock, a double wall of masonry, with puddle between, cuts oil a
small reservoir for back-water, which is provided with a stout wooden sluice, raised by a rack and
pinion.
This reservoir is yet rather small; but Mr. Jones, the lessee of Raghly, has expressed his willing
ness to give up more of the bog for its extension, if necessary. It has not been lined.
The excavation from the dock has formed an embankment around the original salt marsh, which is
now, by the sluice above mentioned, kept in an effectual state of drainage.
Some saving has been effected by restricting the kant of the head of the pier to forty feet instead of
sixty feet long, the former being found quite sufficient; but this was more than compensated by the tilling
the whole quay with quarried stone, instead of the rolled stone of the beach, and by the additional
expense of carriage from the distant quarry.
k
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And there has also been some loss from the delays of materials and other matter, causing the detention of the workmen.
The work now consists of a very neat stone pier, extending from the top of the beach to low water,
nearly 200 feet with a kant or return at the head of forty feet, all substantially built in hammered lime
stone, paved on the sea side, and end with a cordon course and parapet of sound masonry. And an
inner harbour or dock, excavated within the land, of an English acre in extent, lined with stone, and
with a small groin pier on the side of the entrance, opposite the main pier, of seventy-five feet in
length ; and there is also a small reservoir, provided with a stone dam and sluice, to retain back water
for scouring the harbour. The quay wall is in hammered limestone, of good scantling, fourteen feet
high, and forty feet long along the head or kant; thence 300 feet along the pier and dock, with two
stairs, the exterior one accessible by small boats at low water neap tides: this quay proceeds 200 feet
further in a more sloping form to the dam of the reservoir, making the whole extent of quay 540 feet.
The opposite side of the entrance is also quay cd for seventy-five feet along the groin, and 160 feet more
along the entrance
The dock is of a triangular form, 142 feet on either side, lined with a sloping
stone pavement, and with a slip for hauling up boats on the land at the northern vcrticle angle. The
beach on the north side of the groin has also been cleared and levelled for the purpose of hauling up
boats. The whole of the piers and quays are substantially and neatly executed, and provided with
stone mooring posts.
The whole expenditure at Raghly has been £1606 8$.
Within the point of Raghly the bay of Lissadil first occurs : it is nearly blocked with sand, and
Lissadil, or Drumcliff
though
the extensive back-water preserves in the upper part near Lissadil a deep channel, in which
hay.
vessels may ride at low water, below that it divides into two, each of them barred across, and nearly
dry at low water at the mouth. From this cause, the inlet of Lissadil can be of little value in the sea
fishery, though frequently visited by the Herrings in winter.
At Ballygilan and Johnsport, a few yawls are kept: above that are salt works on the north shore.
There is a productive Oyster-bed in the channel of Lissadil; the usual sand fish ; and a good salmon
fishery at Drumcliff.
Milkhaven has had its bar shifted, and become shallower, since the time of Mackenzie. Though
Nilkhaven.
this place has a considerable backwater, it seems incapable of improvement, except by beaconing, be
ing a lee shore.
In the mouth of the haven or bar, is a stony shoal of considerable extent, and to judge from Mac
kenzie’s description, the entrance to the haven was, in his time, on the north of that shoal. The ac
cumulating sand has now, however, sent it to the south side, which is not so clean as the other has
formerly been. This haven may therefore be considered as having deteriorated in the last half cen
tury ; and as any attempt to recover the northern entrance would be out of the question, the best
thing to be done, in my opinion, would be to plant a beacon on the south end of the shoal, which would
point out the best entrance in blowing weather, when the breakers run all across.
In other respects this channel is also preferable, as it avoids the outer breakers, and is better shelter
ed by the rock of Carricknespanagh.
The exterior side of the Milkhaven is an exposed sandy beach; nor is there any kind of harbour
between it and the point of Knocklane.
The village of Cloone has twenty to thirty yawls, which are employed in fishing in fine weather ;
but in bad weather must be hauled up. The same is the case at Rathnoran, where there are thirty
to forty yawls employed during the Herring fishery.
Mullaghmore is a peninsula, connected with the main land by abroad isthmus of sand ; about twenty
or thirty boats belong to it, and send a good deal of Turbot and other fish to Sligo.
Mullaghmore,
The Bay of Mullaghmore, being covered by the peninsula from W.N.W. winds, and having good
anchorage in four to six fathoms on clean sandy ground, is the best place of shelter on the south side
of the Bay of Donegal. There is a productive Turbot bank from Mullaghmore to Bunduff, and clean
trawling ground from thence to the Donegal side.
Ballyshannon, as well as Milkhaven, being bar-harbours, Mullaghmore is the only place between
Sligo and Donegal where fishing boats can come in westerly winds ; even in its present state, it is the
chief place for supplying the counties of Fermanagh and Leitrim, and the neighbouring parts of Sligo
and Donegal, with white fish; and were there shelter* for decked boats, the fishing would be prosecuted
to a much greater extent.
At the rock called Elanna Clashybaan, a little to the right of the village, is a landing place for boats
at low water ; and here a pier might be constructed in deep water, capable of protecting vessels of any
size at all times of tides; but as such a work would probably be too expensive an undertaking for any
funds that could be expected, I have considered it only advisable to look to the improvement of the
little cove or landing place used by the fishermen.
This landing place is covered by a ledge of sandstone rock, running obliquely from the shore, and
presenting a sloping side to the sea, which runs into the bay round the head of the peninsula.
It is very confined, and in heavy gales of wind affords so little shelter, that the boats have to be
hauled upon a steep bank, which is rendered still more inconvenient from a house or twro having been
built just in the way. In the high tides of the winter of 1820, eleven out of the fourteen boats belong
ing to the village were washed off this bank, and totally wrecked. I should propose to build up this
ledge to three feet over high water springs, with a stout parapet and sloping pavement on the sea side,
and then to run a rough breakwater across the beach, opposite the pier head, having an opening of
about seventy feet. This beach affords abundance of loose stones for building and filling the pier ;
and these, and especially what will be obtained from the low ledges that must be quarried out of the
centre of the harbour, are in their natural state, the finest building ashlers I have ever seen, requiring
no dressing of any kind.
The quay wall may be built ,dry with these stones; the pier head and parapet, ought, however, to
be laid in mortar; lime for which may be procured at St. John’s Point. The stone required f°r
building and filling the pier, and breakwater, will be about nine thousand cubic yards, and being all
obtained within the site, will clear four and a half feet in depth over all the present rough bottom- The
harbour will then be an English acre in extent, and capable, at high water, of admitting any coasting
vessel; an object of the greatest importance on this part of the coast. Estimated expense £1,182,
Irish currency.
The mainland side of Mullaghmore Bay has no creek of any kind: the Bunduff River falls into the
sea over conglomerate rocks, and is inaccessible even to a boat.
The upper end of the bay is a flat sand, with a considerable extent of salt marsh; south of it is an
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On the MullaMimore side, Lord Palmerston has contracted with the Board of Fisheries to execute
Nuanio’s Coast
the pier and harbour proposed by me; and this harbour is now in considerable forwardness. The
__
stone is particularly well adapted to this purpose, and the work will go far towards clearing the beach
SLIGO~
up to the sand.
I have, at his Lordship’s request, examined the possibility of continuing this pier into deeper water,
and find that at a distance of about 150 feet, from four to six feet may be obtained at low water
springs, which would render this place accessible to ordinary fishing craft at all times, and at high water,
would admit any vessel that could take the ground.
The expense of prolonging the quay, I find to be about £3 per foot; filling and pavement behind
about £22 per yard ; running the end wall would cost about £150; so that an addition of about 150
feet may probably be obtained for little more than £1500.
At the upper end of the bay a small river falls in, but spreading over the sand, is hardly able to pre
serve any channel. By a causeway road, near high water, over to Mullaghmore, this river may be
sent towards the harbour, and by some management, may even be made navigable for boats: this
would be an excellent supply of back-water for Mullaghmore harbour in the event of its threatening to
choak up with sand; and the navigation may be useful for other purposes in promoting the reclaim of
the land above.
If, however, an extensive work below low water at Mullaghmore be not contemplated, the drains
collected along the hill itself, (in the manner I have explained) on the spot, and brought to discharge in
to the head of the harbour, will go far to answer every purpose required as to scouring the harbour.
It is of the utmost importance for this harbour, and generally for the prosperity of this tract of coun
try, (the improvement of which must very much depend on it,) to prevent the cutting, pulling, or
otherwise destroying the bent grass, which is so valuable a means of preventing the blowing of the sand.
Several hundred acres of productive land are already covered by this destructive practice, and it goes
far entirely to obliterate the existing havens of that coast.
Lord Palmerston has entered zealously into the improvement of this part of his property, intending
to reclaim by his own means the larger tracts of bog, and embank the salt marsh; he also contemplates
the transport of turf from Mullaghmore, to supply Tyreragh and the Sligo market, which would be a
valuable occupation for the people in the slack time of the fishery.
The road in progress through the county of Leitrim, will also be of great service to the prosperity
of Mullaghmore, which affording the only roadstead between Sligo and Donegal, is certain to become at
place of consequence in the coasting trade.
The coast of the county of Sligo from the Bunduff River to the south of Milkhavcn, is the property
of Viscount Palmerston.
The country as far as the inlet of Drumcliff, like the neighbouring part of Leitrim, is first a narrow Geological observaband of conglomerate sandstone rock, thickly peopled, and tolerably cultivated; behind that a zone of tions on the coast of
bog, nearly a mile broad, to the foot of the hills of Truskmore, Beenwecsken, and Bilbulben, which rise
nor 0 e
rapidly with a bluff and precipitous front to about 900 or 1000 feet.
The summit of these hills is flat limestone rock, mostly covered with bog, but there are three inter
vening and pretty fertile valleys.
The peninsula of Raghly is limestone ; the hills pf Mullaghmore, Stridagh, and the Isle of Derrineh, connected with the last by a stony beach, form a kind of outwork or exterior band of sandstone
along the coast, separated by a shallow valley; the extremities of which at Stridagh and Mullaghmore
have been filled up by blowing sand, and which has covered a great extent of country near this. The
intermediate portion of the valley is a lagoon, called Milkhaven ; which preserves an opening along the
north side of Derrineh by its great extent of back-water ; and forms a safe harbour within, although
the entrance channel is uncertain and barred all across in westerly winds.
The bights about Stridagh are too much exposed to the ocean to afford any shelter for craft; but
within Mullaghmore the north end of the valley forms a good roadstead for small vessels in two and
a half to three fathoms water, the upper part being a long shallow beach of flat-sand.
The fishing ground is between Mullaghmore and Ballyshannon Bar: outside this the bottom is foul. Fishing Grounds.
This is good ground for Haddock and Spillards, also for flat-fish, viz., Plaise, Turbot and Sole.
On the Bullocks Rocks, between Mullaghmore and Milkhaven, there is good Lobster fishing,—
also at Innismurry. Milkhaven affords slugs, mussels and flat-fish for bait. Whelks are unknown here.
The Cod fishing is chiefly from hence to Innismurry Island, with foul ground called Bankrea, but
inside is an excellent Turbot bank at Stridagh, in two or three fathoms water: the best is on the east
side of Stridagh.
Innismurry is surrounded by rough ground, but which affords plenty of Lobsters, Pollock, Bream, innismurry.
and other rock fish. It possesses a small natural boat-harbour on the side next the main, for which the
only improvement would be to set some iron rings in the rock. Like all small coves of the kind the
run becomes too great for boats in bad weather ; they are then hauled over a bank of rock into an
inner pond: it would not be worth the expense to make any cut into this pond.
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The county of Leitrim includes a small portion of coast, about two miles in extent, along the east
ern shore of the Bay of Donegal; it has no seaport town or fishing village. The shore is for the most
part a bluff of conglomerate sandstone rock, with a rough skare along the foot of it; totally inaccessi
ble to any kind of craft, and exposed to the whole swell of the Atlantic; it is, however, much frequent
ed for the purpose of sea bathing, and the villages of Bundoran and Donegal, and Bundroes in Lei
trim, are principally supported in this way; being in summer occupied by persons of a respectable class,
from Fermanagh and Leitrim, whose consumption of fish would be considerable.
A few yawls are kept at these places, and there is a Salmon fishery at the mouth of each of the
rivers, Bundoran, Bundroes, and Bunduff.
At Bundroes, just on the northern edge of Leitrim, and about a mile from Bundoran, (County Do- Bundroes,
jiegal,) a rocky point runs out from Colonel Caulfield’s lodge to the northward, covering a shallow bay
into which the river of Bundroes empties itself. Materials are abundant on the spot, and if a pier
was constructed on this point, a tolerable dry harbour could be formed within it, sufficiently extensive
to permit the surf to expend itself quietly. This would answer all the purposes of a harbour at Bun
doran, and, if effected, would have the advantage of the new road, which is at present in progress
through the county of Leitrim, from the sea at this place to Manorhamilton, and by Lough Allen to
Carrick and Drumsna.
This line lays open the whole extent of that county to wheel carriages, which can hardly pass along
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the present roads. It also opens the highly improvable valley of Glenmead, abounding in freestone
and limestone of an excellent description, and beyond it, is the coal district near the banks of Lough.
Allen.
CO. LEITRIM.
This harbour may also derive some importance from the neighbourhood of Lough Melvin, which.
Communication thro’ discharges into it, and is navigable for seven miles into the county of Fermanagh; and the level of
Lough Melvin, with which might, I doubt not, be continued, by a canal of about three miles, as far as the sea at Bundroes.
Lough Erne.
I am also inclined to think that a canal could be easily carried into that lake from Lough Erne. But
the opinion I gave in a former repoit, of the p' ssibility of having a canal from this last lake to Mullinasoal and the harbour of Donegal, I am, on further consideration, inclined to retract, as upon re-ex
amination I find the difficulties are greater than I had anticipated; and I have no hesitation in saying,
that it. would be much easier to construct a harbour at this place of Bundroes, than to obviate the de
fects of the bar of Ballyshannon, which is the natural port of Lough Erne.
It is to be observed however, that even with a pier such as I propose, the harbour of Bundroes
would be shut in westerly winds ; the surf sent in by that wind on this coast is so heavy as to cause a
breaker to a great extent from the shore.
In this particular any harbour that could be made on the Leitrim side must be always greatly inferior
as a fishing station, and place of shelter, to that now in progress at Mullaghmorc; but as it would equal
ly have the benefit of the roadstead of Mullaghmorc, four miles to the westward, when the in-shore
winds, or ground-swell made access to it dangerous, and as vessels will use that roadstead with confi
dence when the pier of Mullaghmorc is completed, I am inclined to think the construction of the work
I speak of at Bundroes is not unworthy of serious attention from the proprietors.
As the exposure is great, and the space to be quayed is extensive, the pier of Bundroes could not
be executed under £3,000, (Irish currency.)

Jfi.. Nimmo's Coast
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CO. DONEGAL.
Bundoran.

Co. Donegal.
The construction of a harbour at Bundoran could only be effected by a pier of great strength and
extent, carried along the rocks opposite the village; and as the beach extends so far, and the surf in
W. winds is so violent, it is my opinion that nothing of any consequence could at a reasonable expense
be obtained.
Ballyshannon.
From Mullaghmore to Ballyshannon River and Donegal, the coast is chiefly a strand, with low
rocky cliffs, and quite exposed to the ocean. At Ballyshannon the Bar shifts, and is not easily practi
cable even for small craft.
.Thence, round Culdoney, to the inlet of Ballalt, is a cliff with foul ground outside. That inlet
Mullinasoal.
dries at low water; and from thence to the inlet of Mullinasoal, is chiefly a burrow of blowing sand,
without boats or shelter. In Mullinasoal are a few boats, and here a Herring fishery occurs at times.
This is one of the creeks of the harbour of Donegal; and of course, as it can only be entered over
the bar at Salthill, is too far inland to become a useful fishing station.
The southern part of Donegal is a limestone country, with many little hills and swellings. To the
westward and northward, we get upon a sand-stone tract, less cultivated, and gradually rising to a range
of lofty mountains of mica slate, running from Teilen-head towards Tyrone. The western part of
this tract is named the barony of Bannogh. It is a poor mountainous country, but the south coast
has a few good natural harbours; and the tenantry are provided with a good many row boats or yawls,
which they fit out with great activity upon the appearance of Herrings; but at other times they are
little employed, except in gathering manure. Much illicit whiskey is distilled here. The agriculture
is backward, and the people chiefly depend for supplies upon the opposite shores of Connaught.
Donegal and Mount
Donegal town has a good market quay, lately built, with nine feet of water; but it is too far up the
Charles.
river to be a fit rendezvous for the boats of the fishery: they chiefly collect at Salthill, just within the
bar, below Mount Charles.
A small vessel loaded with stones, which sunk in the channel near Salthill, has injured the navigation.
Salthill.
A pier or wharf near Salthill would be useful; there is no other place of shelter in the peninsula of
Durin, and the expense of a quay here would not exceed £1000 to £1200.
The small river of Inver, passing into Inver Bay, forms a bar practicable only for boats ; but of these
Inver Bay.
there are a good number which are laid up behind the sand hills, and there is a little village dependent
chiefly on fishing, at the bar.
Farther down the Bay, a mile and a half on the west side, is a village called the Port of Inver, where
Inver.
a pier was formerly built by public grant, at an expense of £1600, with a view to encourage the fishery
for whales, which then frequented this coast. This pier has been neglected, and is now a total ruin;
nevertheless, we saw twenty-five boats sheltered behind it, and if repaired it would be of great service.
There is a salt-house here, to which two or three vessels of sixty tons come yearly. The pier could
be repaired for about £1200.
i
Two miles farther down this shore, under Ballymadonnel, there is a good road-stead in north-west
j Ballymadonnell.
to south-east winds, with six or seven fathoms. There is no other place of shelter from this to St.
John’s Point.
From Inver, an indifferent hilly road proceeds by Dunkaneely village to the head of Brucklas har
।
Brucklas.
bour, which is land-locked, and well sheltered by rocks, all of which are dry, except at spring tides.
At the head of this harbour we found a small slip, behind which two dozen of boats were lying in per
fect still water, although there was a ground swell at the time in the bay.
The Herring Fishery:
Inver Bay and Brucklas, or M‘Swine’s Bay, as the outer part is named in the charts, are the chief
j
Winter of 1820.
seat of the Herring fishery when it sets into the coast. On the second or third night of the fishery
।
300 boats are commonly collected. A good deal of preparation was made here in 1820, by the
I
fishermen, but unfortunately they were disappointed, as what they call a rag of fish only appeared for a
l
few days. It was alleged, however, that the fish were in the offing; which appears to be confirmed
since that period, by a considerable fishery having taken place in November and December. They
have no boats fit for going out into deep water; nor, except at Brucklas, is there shelter for them.
;
In 1813, forty or fifty men were lost in one night in M‘Swine’s Bay, in consequence of a sudden storm.
A hilly road conducts us to Killybegs, through a poor mountainous country. This place seems in
great decay since the failure of the Herring fishery.
,
Killybegs was a royal borough, and has an extensive liberty. Its lough or harbour is the safest on
FailurS its Herring this coast; and several hundred sail of vessels have been known to be there at one time, purchasing or
Fishery.
curing Herrings. There do not now appear to be a dozen of boats in the whole lough, and none of
them employed in the fishery. This bay, however, is the best rendezvous for the fishing vessels on
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that coast, Brucklas being too small, and all the others unsheltered or shallow. The cause of the want Mr. Nimmo's
Survey. ’
of fishing boats in Killybegs seems to be the distance from the present fishing grounds ; as immediately
to the westward, and in a much more exposed situation, the boats are numerous. In west or south
CO. DONEGAL*
west winds, a vessel cannot put to sea from Killybegs.
From Killybegs to Teilen, eight miles, is a mountainous and rocky country ; the roads, injudiciously
laid out, are unfit for carriages, but might be greatly amended. A line from about three miles beyond
Portnacross.
Killybegs, leading by the cliffs on the coast, is scarcely practicable on horseback.
In Fintragh Bay there are about twenty boats; and near the head of it, on the east side, is a little
cove in the rocks called Portnacross. A small pier was built here by the sea fencibles, under Captain
JDobson, and is found of the greatest service to the fishermen. It would require to be attended to or
improved, as it is getting into decay: £200 would repair it.
Farther west, at Largymore, are nearly ten boats, which are only sheltered by being hauled up a
steep cliff: even then the heavy westerly swell has been known to sweep several of them off.
In Teilen and Towney are about seventy boats. These all rig a mainsail and foresail, with a short Largymore.
bowsprit or bumkin, and are much employed in carrying to and from the Connaught shore. They never Teilen.
put far to sea to fish, abundance of Cod and Ling being found immediately outside of Teilen.
Teilen road is insecure in winter, and too deep for any pier but a landing slip. One of considerable
use might, however, be made within the bar at the back of the point. A village there would be the
best fishing station on that coast.
Into Towney the western swell sets heavily, and the boats must be hauled up. The pier within Towney.
Teilen might cost £600.
From Killybegs a road fit for carriages passes to Ardra, near Woodhill, at the head of Lochrusmore Ardra.
Bay; which, with Lochrusbeg, are strands at low water, and unfit for boats.
The coast round to Teilen is a lofty cliff, little inhabited except at Mullin, where some boats are kept.
On the other side, is Daurus, a little fishing village; twelve boats. The boats in westerly gales must Daurus.
be hauled up. They are chiefly employed in Lobster fishing.
The Bay of Boylagh being quite exposed and full of rocks, on which the sea breaks violently, is un
fit for the fishery. The road at Church Pool, the only place of safety, has not encouraged the keep
ing of boats for any thing but gathering sea weed.
The shore by Guibarra, &c. is full of skerry rocks, blowing sands behind; and the inlets of Guibarra Guibarra.
and Traeena are barred and full of sand. The tide sets up the former river eight miles to Rutland
bridge, on the road from Fintown and Letterkenny to the Rosses; below that are ferries, but they
cannot pass carriages.
Boylagh is a great plain of granite country covered with bogs, having many lakes in the hollows, and Roads in Boylagh.
the rivers run in the rocky valleys. The roads across the steep banks, provincially termed “ Braes,”
are injudiciously constructed, rising over them by traverses frequently very dangerous for carriages ;
and no where is there any attempt to wall up the road by the side of the cliff, which, in such a country,
is the best way to ascend these rocky ledges.
A good deal of the bog land of Boylagh is reclaimed and cultivated, there being little other soil.
This does not appear to have been the effect of the fishery, most of it having taken place within these
twenty years, but rather of the natural increase of the population. New cabins are rising in many
places, and would still more rapidly if roads were opened. Of these the most important seems to be
one from Rosses or Dunglo, by the river Guidore, to the road through Gortahurk. The present bri
dle-road passes over rugged rocks, blowing sands, and strands passable only at low water ; indeed the
strand of Cruit is preferred to the road near it for some miles, though at the risk of deep fording.
From these causes, as well as the poverty of the country, there are no carriages, some slide-cars ex
cepted, in Boylagh, and few in Bannogh. The traffic of the country is entirely done by horses and
sacks or baskets. The women are much employed in stocking making.
Boylagh is bounded on the east by a range of mountains, which near Fintown join the range of
Bannogh. Along the lake of Fintown is the only passage yet opened across these hills, though it is
believed a better one for the Rosses might be made by the foot of Aragib ; near which also, there are
veins of primitive limestone and marble, and in all the centre range, some of it fit for statuary; and
which limestone, if made accessible by roads, would greatly facilitate the cultivation of the soil.
An increased population is of much importance to the fishery in this quarter, where they complain Supply of Salt,
of having no market for fresh fish; and salt for curing can only be procured at 1 Os. per cwt. It is
brought from Letterkenny, thirty miles distant.
Fishery salt has been proposed to be bonded here by one individual; but as it could only be done
in the King’s store, the plan has been given up.
Provisions are dear in the Rosses; 1$. 8rZ. is charged for ten pounds of oatmeal. It is chiefly bi ought Agriculture,
from Sligo (where it is had for 1 OtZ.) and laid in store, as the crop of the country does not supply the
inhabitants. The whole agriculture of Donegal is late; the crops in Boylagh and Bannogh are in
many places yet (29th September, 1820) uncut, the hay unsaved, and the late heavy rains have made
much of it unserviceable. The chief cause of this is, probably late sowing: the inhabitants are well
Satisfied if they hear of a good crop in Connaught.
Rutland Island is a place peculiarly interesting in this survey: much public as well as private money Rutland.
was expended here about 1786, by way of encouraging the Herring fishery, which was very abundant
at the time in the Rosses.
This expenditure was partly in making quays, yards, and other works connected with shipping ; but
mainly in building houses of a superior description to what then existed, by way of giving accommoda
tion to those interested in the fishery. Of these there still exists an excellent inn, now empty, and
partly dilapidated ; a custom-house; surveyor’s house; and six or seven others in one street, in good
order: two large stores, one occupied by the customs, both in order ; 16 houses in one street occupied
by revenue boatmen and various artificers; and a few others of various descriptions : all these are on
Rutland Island or Innismacadurn, great part of which is covered with blowing sand. The whole island
may be about a mile long by half a mile broad.
The nayow channel on the east side of this island, between it and Inniscoo and Eddernish forms the
harbour of Rutland. It has six and seven fathoms water, with abrupt rocky shores; some rocks under
water obstruct it. The quay on Rutland side is getting out of repair; it could be restored for about
£100.
.
r
On Inniscoo, which is about half a mile by a quarter, a building yard was constructed A boat- Inniscoo.
building shed and loft, with other works, are still in order.
On the small isle of Eddernish, a salt work was begun but never completed. There is a good quay Eddernish.
and safe creek on the south end. Mr. Sproule, a ship-broker, lives here at present.
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Nearly opposite, in Rutland, is the house and store of Mr. Rogers, who is chiefly employed in the
Survey.
kelp trade, and the patentee of a kelp-kiln, several of which are in action along these shores and in
i*1"—y'*'1 ii
* the isles.
CO. DONEGAL.
Half a mile east of Rutland on the main, is Burton-port, a creek in the rocky shore, quayed on one
Burton-port.
side, which is the ferrying place over to Rutland. The quay would require some repair, the creek
being very useful, independent of its connexion with Rutland. It has eight or nine feet water at high
water, and may be put in perfect order for about £50. Immediately outside there is a channel with
good and quiet anchorage for craft, but a strand, dry at low water, intervenes between that and Rut
land ; some rocks in this creek may be easily removed when the quay is repairing.
From the situation of Rutland, it is evident that its existence depended solely on the continuance of
the fishery. It is inaccessible by land, and therefore could never become a market for the country be
hind, poor as that is. The island itself is too small to give food to its present inhabitants, and much
of it is unproductive.
Had Rutland been on the main or even at Inniscoo, where it might have been made accessible by
a causeway, it might have continued to exist and even to increase in population, though the source of
its prosperity failed. The whole country behind it for thirty miles on each side is dependent on the
shopkeepers of Letterkenny.
Dunglo.
The little village of Dunglo had some connexion with the fishery, and is upon the main land, but too
far from the harbour. The bay in front of it is not navigable. This village has rather increased, and
has been the cause of the reclaiming a great deal of waste bog in its neighbourhood.
North Arran.
The Island of North Arran lies a mile west of Rutland; hilly, but very populous. The extent is
2000 acres, on which are 150 families paying rent, besides some labourers or cottiers under these. The
land is divided so low as a cow’s foot, or the quarter of a cow’s grass. There are many yawls and
curraghs, but the island is very badly off for a landing-place. When we landed, although the day was
fine, a heavy swell set in from the north-west, and obliged us to come to the side of a ledge of rough,
rocks. This place might be cut into a good landing at a small expense, and would be indestruc
tible.
The northern and western shores are steep inaccessible cliffs; the east side has only two places, be
sides the above mentioned, worthy of attention.
First, Skailtalung, a long ledge or reef towards the south, requires an opening at the land end to be
filled with stone, say cost £20; a little jetty would then be useful near it, say £50 ; total £70. This
place is shallow, but a good boat harbour in northerly swells.
The second, Leabargu, near the anchorage called Arran Road and to leeward. A small pier
should be built here along a ledge of slate rock, it would enable a small vessel to discharge, and w’ould
shelter the boats of the north end of the island. Expense about £450.
There is a little sandy bay called the Tent, between these, nearly inclosed by rocks; and, by shut
ting up two of the openings, it might be made quiet in all winds, and would be a good place for laying
up boats; but at the best there is only six feet at high water, so that it does not seem worthy of much'
expense being laid out on it.
The people of Arran pursue the fishery with more zeal than any persons on this coast, but they
have no boats fit for going outside of the sound.
From Burton Port a narrow road proceeds to Mulloghdearg and the Guidore; it is hilly, passes
strands, and through blowing sands; and would require a total alteration, being scarcely passable on
horseback.
Cruit.
# Cruit Island forms a safe anchorage within it for small vessels ; it is said to be getting shallower. A
little pier or landing-place should be built on the Mulloghdearg side, which would soon be the means
of collecting a village about it, this shore being populous, although the people seem in comparative
misery. The expense might he £500 to £600.
Guidore.
The Guidore has an extensive inlet, and though much sanded has a navigable channel; but the bar
has only three feet at low water, narrow and intricate. There is some shelter under Inchmaon ; but
this place is altogether useless for the fishery, except for procuring bait, (horse mussel for the wherry
fishery off Toryj nor is there any other place all along that shore, round Farland Point, to the bar
harbour of Ballynass, worthy of attention or capable of improvement.
Loch Swilly.
From the Guidore I had to return to Burton Port, and proceed again by Fintown to Letterkenny.
A carriage-road passes from Rachedogue on this line down to Sheephaven; the others in this quarter
are only bridle-roads.
Letterkenny is too far. up the Swilly to be of any importance to the fishery, except as a market.
The surrounding country it well cultivated.
Rathmullen.
Rathmullen, half way down the bay, is the first place where small craft are naturally sheltered from
the swell, which sometimes runs in the loch. There is no quay, but a natural ledge of rock, which is
used as such, may be improved into a good pier for about £700. The boats usually take the beach,
on which they lie safely.
Buncrana.
Buncrana, on the opposite side, is a neat village, and has eight boats employed only in trawling; it
is much frequented by the boats of ships of war that visit Loch Swilly. There are two creeks made
by small rivers: the Mill river is narrow and winding, the Castle river is more capacious; but each of
them has a bar on which the sea breaks in north-west gales. It would be impossible at any moderate
expense to cure these bars by piers, and when inside of them the boats are in a very good shelter by

Loch Foyle.
Greencastle.

nature.
There are no fishing stations farther down the loch.
Loch Foyle is very spacious at high water, and is then with south or south-east winds rather unsafe
for small craft, which have no shelter below Culmore.
One or two small piers would be of great service in the loch, where there is at times a considerable
Herring fishery. The most useful would be at Greencastle, where a ledge of rocks has already done
a good deal towards forming shelter. I have taken a sketch of this place, and find that by the con
struction of two short piers, a tide harbour of four acres may be obtained for about £4000.
This harbour is just at the revenue station; would be of the greatest importance for wherries, &c.,
to pursue the white fishery on the banks outside, and for small coasters in entering or leaving Loch
Foyle; hard by the piers there are five fathoms waler.
Nature has already done a good deal towards forming a small harbour at this place, but it is impos
sible to render it really useful with less assistance from art than what I now propose, viz. the construc
tion of the south pier as far as the Half-Tide Rock, which will afford a secure foundation for the pier
head and jetty thereon. The skirts of that rock and of the inside of the ledge must be cut away in
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the progress of the work, and we will then have seven hundred feet of quay fit for the reception of fish- Mr. Nimmos Coast
ing craft and coasting vessels, which will be an invaluable acquisition on this coast.
Survey.
It is to be observed, that from the total want of shelter, the invaluable fishery off this coast can only
be pursued by yawls of such a light construction as to admit of being drawn up on the land. The co« DONEGAL,
wherries from Balbriggan, Rush, &c., keep to the westward during their summer fishery, so as to be
within reach of Sheephaven, in case of bad weather; but the most valuable fishery between Innistrahull and Islay is during the winter, and the hardships then undergone by the natives of the north coast
are very severe.
I have no doubt but the construction of the pier now proposed, would be immediately followed by
the introduction of small decked and half-decked vessels, for the prosecution of this white fishery, and
the Herring fishery in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland.
The situation is otherwise extremely well adapted for the formation of a maritime village. It is the
revenue boarding station for the port of Derry. The pilots for that port reside in its neighbourhood,
and there is a well-frequented ferry over to Magilligan. The Ordnance establishments at Greencastle
will also be benefited. The pier will be of great service to the trade of Derry, as vessels outward
bound, which now lie at Culmore, will (especially those for the westward) drop down to Greencastle,
and either within the pier or immediately to the west of it, where there is a good depth of water, may be
ready to take advantage of the first fair wind ; for the ebb of tide will carry them clear of Ennishowen
Head, when they would have been wind-bound at Culmore.
Though the construction I have proposed will keep off the ocean swell, yet there will at times be a
wind billow within the proposed harbour, in gales blowing dotm the loch, which will render it uneasy
for small craft, except just within the return head of the south pier. It would be, therefore, desirable
that 'he harbour be somewhat more inclosed, as in the first design which I furnished, where by pro
longing the return head and projecting a pier from the shore in front of the revenue houses, the open
ing was reduced to 120 feet. It is evident that these improvements admit of being applied at any
future time, without prejudice from what is now proposed ; and indeed I am convinced that this har
bour will be found of such utility, that means will be taken hereafter to enlarge it, by prolonging the
south pier from the Rocky Isle in a westerly direction, so as to give deep water within. At present,
therefore, I should only wish, in addition to what I have here proposed, that the jetty or pier from the
shore, in front of the revenue houses, were also constructed. /Ind this is a work from which the re
venue station would find so much benefit, that I think there is a good reason to hope the Board of
Customs may assist its execution. I have accordingly drawn on the annexed plan the position of
the pier or jetty, 200 feet in length, which would give all the protection that need now be desired.
Other improvements may follow in due time. 1 he beach will be deepened considerably in getting
stuff to fill the piers. 1 he bay between the revenue houses and the bridge, maybe inclosed for a basin,
to scour the harbour; and if the stream which runs into the harbour be found to bring down much
rubbish, it may be turned off into the ferry cove. If otherwise, it. may be made to run along the
south quay. The angle near the ferry-house should also be filled up, and, being public property,
would be a good site for salt stores, &c., for the use of the fishery, which perhaps might be provided in
such cases as this, if the proprietor of the land would engage to accommodate the fishermen with build
ing lots upon moderate terms, as otherwise the beneficent intentions of the Commissioners might in a
great degree be frustrated.
I propose these works to be constructed in the cheapest possible form, consistent with strength and
durability; viz. of the hammer-dressed flag of the neighbourhood, laid in large scantlings, but without
any cut stone, except for the coping course, which should I think be of Arran sandstone. The sea fronts
ought to be laid in water mortar, as also the parapets. The pavement of the slope to be of heavy stone
on edge, closely set, pinned and pointed with Abort haw mortar. If these works are set by contract, I
will make out a specification for them, and find a trusty mason, experienced in harbour work, to over
see the execution. Estimated expense of the whole, £2730, Irish currency.

Co. Derry.
The eastern side of Loch Foyle is a flat strand unfit for any navigation, and a sandy beach continues
qq DERRY,
round Magilligan Point, and to Ban Water foot.
Ban Water is a bar harbour, accessible only in fine weather by small vessels.
Port Stewart is a little sea-bathing village with a few yawls, which are drawn up on the rocky shelf port stewart.
in bad weather; and, in general, the whole of this coast is unprovided with any harbour from Derry
Loch, to Larne, fit for the reception even of small vessels.

Co. Antrim.
Portrush may, perhaps, be excepted. It is formed by a point, or peninsula of basalt rock, jutting a
CO. ANTRIM,
mile into the sea, and forming on the west side a small bay with deep water. A little cove in the Port Rush,
rock has been provided with piers, and forms a dock capable of holding half a dozen little smacks; the
greatest water is nine feet, but with north or north-west winds the run in this bay is so great, that it
becomes necessary to shut up the mouth of the dock with beams, which after all have not completely
the effect, though they totally prevent the entry of any vessel in bad weather, and this renders the
place useless for the fishery. The rebound within this dock has lately been very much increased by
building a wall, which cuts off a considerable portion of it. I he port belongs to the Committee of
Merchants of Coleraine.
It has been proposed to improve this place by building a pier in deep water, running up the little
bay parallel to the rocks of Portrush. Such a pier in four fathoms water would cost at least £100
per yard forward, or for 200 yards £20,000. We would then have shelter for about twenty sail
of large vessels, and the excavation might also be turned to good purpose ; but a deep water pier
here must necessarily protect so small a space, and besides would be so difficult of access and
egress, that I have some doubts whether such a sum ought to be expended for all the benefit to be
attained.
There can be no question as to the vast benefit of a harbour of safety here, not only for the trade
of Coleraine, and the fishery (some of the best fishing banks on the coast being jl>st off here, and where
no boat can be used larger than a yawl,) but also for all the traders of the North Channel, which are at
present without shelter on this coast, from Lough Swilly to Belfast. But if a considerable sum of mo
ney were to be laid out for that purpose, the other side of the peninsula should, I think, be carefully
examined. On that side we have the road-stead of Skerries, and these rocks break off much of the
ocean swell, so that a pier which on the Portrush side would have to be laid parallel to the swell.
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might on the Skerries side be laid athwart it, and thereby protect a much greater space. But it the
object be chiefly to obtain a more commodious harbour for the trade of the neighbourhood, the pre
sent harbour of Portrush admits of being very effectually enlarged, so as to contain nearly two acres
space, which would accommodate twenty vessels of a larger class than can now use it.
For this purpose a pier or mole should be formed from Rumore Hill southwards, for forty fathoms
in length, with a jetty at the head ; a cross pier from the east side to advance within about ninety feet
of the jettv, and as much as possible of the present west head to be taken out. Expense about £6,000.
Port Ballintrae is a little hay near the mouth of the Bush river, and in the bottom ot the bay. be
tween Bengorc and the Skerries. It has about 14 feet water ; spring tide rises about eight or nine feet.
Mr. Spencer, tor the use of his salt works, has built a little pier ami dock on the east side, capable of
containing two or three small vessels. T his work is well executed, and admits vessels of seven teet.
Mr. S. has also begun a breakwater, of rough stone on the west of it, which he proposes extending forty
or fifty yards into 10 feet water. This place is likely to be of importance to the fishery, or embayed
vessels, &c., and is the only shelter or landing place hereabouts; the work seems deserving of aid. L he
expense of the breakwater may be £500 to £600.
Round the Giant’s Causeway and Bengorc Head is cliff, without any creek worthy of notice, until
we arrive at Ballycastle; great part of the interior is covered with bog.
Piers were formed at Ballycastle at considerable expense by Mr. Boyd, about 1/80, aided by the
Irish Parliament, with a view to facilitate the export of Irish coal to Dublin, and a bounty is still paid
for that object. The coal is found under the Basalt cliffs, two miles to the eastward.
The works of this harbour appear to have been very carefully executed, though the construction
was not suited to withstand the sea. The west pier or quay is of a blue whin, ami mostly in order,
200 yards long; the cast, pier partly of whin, partly cased with hewn sandstone, as Dublin lighthouse
wall, and fir ties feathered into the ashlers. Fifty yards of this head is down. There was a cross pier
at the mouth of the harbour to resist the direct stroke of the sea: this is entirely destroyed, and the
whole harbour nearly filled up with sand. T he boatmen have made an opening on the west end of this
cross pier’s ruins which is now the only entrance: it admits boats.
It appears to me, that the harbour of Ballycastle may be recovered and retained at no great ex
pense. The mouth or entrance was originally laid too near the sands, and the river being turned off,
the sand carried down thereby to the entrance was necessarily deposited by the sea in the still water
within the harbour.
To obviate this, wc should build a breakwater, with paved face, from (he head of the present cast
pier obliquely to the rock at tail of West Head, finish that Head, turn in the river and make a pent of
all above the Salmon-house, or even the Lime Kiln, and after some scouring, the sand will certainly
lower greatly. I do not promise more than a Bar harbour, though there is good reason to expect the
same or greater depth than at first. The ledge on the north west keeps oil the ocean swell, and under
its lee a safe entrance will be obtained. It will also aiiord a place lor warping rings. 1 he expense
might be about £5000 Irish..
•
From Ballycastle eastward the coast is chiefly cliff, a high table land extending from Fair Head into
the interior; much of this table land is covered with bog and uninhabited. On the eastern side, this
table land is intersected by deep glens, at the mouths ot which, on the coast, several villages have been
established.
Of these, the first and most important as to shipping is Cusliendon, a creek which possesses no less
than fifteen carrying vessels, though half as many houses are not to be seen on the shore. A curve in
the stream, near its outlet, forms a tolerably well-sheltered pool. 1 he bar has only two or three feet
water, but being close to the shore, may be greatly improved by a small pier on the north side. With
out, is a small bay or road, with two or three fathoms water. 1 he cost of the pier might be £2000 Irish.
As wc are now within the North Channel, these creeks arc not exposed to the surf of the Western
Ocean. A considerable carrying trade is carried on with Scotland; limestone for coals. Four vessels
from Cusliendon were this season on the Herring bounty.
Cusliendall Bay is the next, near which is the village of Newtown Glens. This creek affords no
shelter, nor does it appear very capable of improvement.
Red Bay, further inland, is more worthy of attention ; it has several wherries of the Larne or High
land make. A small pier from the rock below the castle would be a useful improvement, and would
be also built for £2000 Irish.
At Carnelough there is a village frequented by small vessels, and possessing itself some craft. Any
improvement here would be expensive, as double piers would be required, which would cost at least
£4000 to £5000 Irish.
1 he same thing would be necessary at Glenarm, which is the best village on this coast, at the mouth
of a considerable mountain river. It would probably be difficult to preserve a passage across the broad
beach of shingle that exists here ; though a pier on the north side might have a good effect in guiding
the channel. I here is a considerable salt-work here ; and some trade in salt, lime, and coals. No
fishery
1 he country improves towards Larne, where there is an excellent natural harbour for small vessels.
I here are five salt-works at Larne, each of which has a jetty of stone or timber sufficient to admit of
sloops discharging. The salt is mostly sent to Belfast for exportation. The extensive lime quarries
in the harbour or loch afford a return for the rock-salt and coals.
Carrickfergus has a good pier with nine to ten feet at high water, and a small pent or basin by
which it may be scouted. It admits brigs, but the chief shipping are six or eight stout wherries en
gaged in trawling in the Bay or Loch of Belfast.
Excepting some vessels on the Herring bounty, there is hardly any fishing craft that belong to this
town: for though the Baj ot Loch is of easy access, and tolerably safe, the upper end bein<r shallow,
and the channel far from shore, it is ill calculated for the accommodation of fishing boats. Few or
none of these, therefore, are to be seen until we are below Gray point or Carey port, where a little
sandy Bay affords accommodation to some open boats. Trawling is permitted below this and is much
complained of by people pursuing the line fishery.
Co. Down.
The county of Down is for the most part a hilly country. The prevalent rock, especially along the
coast, is slate ; the soil, a clay loam, but with much sand ; the coast, either skerries, or low rocks of slate
or shallow sandy bays. In the south, a group of lofty mountains of granite occupy about ninety square
miles, between Newry and Dundrum Bay. Slieve Croob is another granite group of about five miles,
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square, in the centre of tlio county. Scrabo is a considerable hill at the upper end of Loch Conn,
chiefly sand-stone; there is little or no limestone in the county, but it is imported from Carlingford
and the north shore of Belfast Loch.
M ith the exception of these mountain tracts this county is mostly under the plough. It is thickly
peopled by an industrious and intelligent race, a great proportion of whom are occupied in the linen
manufacture. On the shores, especially from St. .John’s Point to Bangor, are a number of villages ac
tively engaged in the fishery, chiefly of Herrings, which set in here in .July, and are pursued until late
in winter, in boats, for the most part half-decked, and from twenty to thirty tons burthen. In the early
part of summer, from April to July, these boats are engaged in trawling for Flat-fish, with trawls of
thirty-six feet beam ; also hooking for Cod and Haddock; but these last, also Whiting and Glassen,
(called here Blocken) are for the most part pursued on .the Rigg, which is a bank running along the
coast, at two or three miles distance, in row-boats and Norway yawls, heightened one streak, and rowed
by four men.
This fishing ground extends along the coast from two to ten miles distant, outside of which, the
ground being muddy and unfit for trawling, there is a fishery by long lines, in twenty to forty fathoms
water to within three leagues of the Isle of Man, for Cod, Ling, Conger, &c., followed by some of the
boats aforesaid, also by wherries from Skerries, Rush, &c.
Dundrum Bay, from St. John’s Point, across to Annalong, is a clean sand, and excellent ground for
trawling; but this is now prevented, being supposed to interfere with the Herring fishery. Yet it is
said, that thirty-eight years ago was the greatest Herring fishery ever known in Dundrum Bay, when
trawling was at the highest. Beyond Annalong there is no trawling to past Clogher Head. The Her
ring fishery along this coast, about fifty years ago, was at first only a shore-fishery, pursued by small
boats; it is now in deep water from twenty-eight to fifty fathoms, pursued in large smacks and wher
ries, with nets of four fathoms, five-sling (loop, having a strap of two - or three fathoms. The Eng
lish fishermen from St. Ives, &c. succeed better than the natives; their nets are seven or eight, fathoms,
meshes one inch, light ropes, well corked, and having no lacing.in depth; the Irish have four breadths
in depth. Nine years ago there was a shore fishery in seventeen or eighteen fathoms. Herrings are
often caught in Loch Conn, and formerly were had there in great quantities ; they are now pursued
as far as the Isle of Man, and beyond.
Besides the Herrings cured, there are vast quantities disposed of to the country, and to light vessels
which run with them fresh to Dublin, Liverpool, and other towns on both coasts. These buying-vessels
arc generally along with the fleet in good weather, and they rendezvous about Killough, Ardglass, and
Tara Bay, when the weather drives the fleet from the fishing-ground. Carlingford is the only other
place of shelter, and is used when the shoal sets to the southward; but at present the Carlingford Her
rings arc greatly inferior to those of the northern parts of Down.
Bangor is the first station of any importance on the south of Loch Belfast. It is situated on a small
Bay of S0() yards wide and 600 deep, facing Isle Magee. 'Die depth of water across most of the Bay
is two and a half to three fathoms, bottom firm sand, and vessels wind-bound in the Lough ride com
monly in front of the town. By a public grant from Parliament in 1757, a pier has been built here,
so as to form a small harbour on the S.E. angle of the Bay, about three hundred feet square. Fifteen
sail of carrying'vessels belong to the place, also three stout fishing wherries, besides yawls. .1 here are
two thriving cotton mills, anil about 3000 inhabitants.
T he harbour is much frequented in the communication across the channel from Portpatrick in Scot
land. Many live cattle are shipped here. '1 he whole space between the piers has been sometimes
filled with vessels engaged in that trade.
The harbour being small, and having only twelve feet at the pier-head in spring tides, and being
much wall-bound, so as to be very turbulent in N.E. gales, there have been various plans suggested
for its improvement, especially with a view to its being made the station for the Post-oilice packets.
The chief object of attention, for some years past, has been the formation of a harbour on the N.E. of
the present pier, which might be more removed from the surf and shifting sand of the bottom of the
Bay, and have a greater depth of water than the present harbour admits of; and in pursuance of this
idea a considerable quantity of rock has been excavated, so as to form a dock extending about 150
wards .along the shore, 120 feet wide, and to the depth of low-water spring (ides. A rocky creek on
the cast of this has been cleared out, deepened, anil enlarged, so as to form a kind of boat-harbour,
but which is still too small and rock-bound to be of any great service. At the suggestion of the writer
hereof the stone which was excavated from the site of the dock above mentioned is now applied by the
proprietor, Colonel Ward, in the formation of a mole, running from the S.E. shore obliquely across
the Bay so as to produce a shelter against the easterly and N.E. gales. Within this mole there will be
fifteen feet water at low water of spring tides over a considerable space, which will thereby be converted
into a valuable deep-water harbour. The entrance into the aforesaid dock will be securely situated
behind thi' mole, and, besides the extensive quay which the sides of the excavation form, the mole may
be ouaved along the inside so as to accommodate large vessels. One hundred feet in length of this
mole is already executed, .300 more are intended; the stone however of which it is formed is small,
and the work appears feeble, which is the more to be regretted, as, if properly executed, it would leave
little to be wished for in the construction of a good harbour at Bangor.
Ballyholm Bay lies half a mile east of Bangor, 1000 yards wide by 800 deep ; the bottom clean
sand, the sides low slate rock. Though this Bay has good anchorage, the shores are shallow, and af
ford no place of shelter, nor are there above two or three yawls. On the west side there is a small
landing-place for a boat near a spring, which maybe cleared, but could not afford any shelter. On the
opposite side, near Ballycormick Point, a boat-harbour may he formed, about sixty fathoms long, ten
wide, with six feet water, between two rocky ledges, by clearing the creek, and filling the gaps
the
ledge to seaward with stone, so as to form a rough breakwater about five feet high and twenty feet
wide, which for 200 feet long in various portions may cost £100.
There will be only seven feet water at high-water springs, and five feet at neaps in this creek. For
one mile farther round Ballycormick Head the shore is formed of low slate rocks.
Gregory’s port, the fishing village of Mr. Maxwell, of Finnebrogue, has about 100 houses, 1 I smacks
and wherries, 20 yawls. The harbour is 1,000 feet long, and 500 feet, broad, very safe, though shal
low, protected in front by a rocky shoal, partly above high water, called the Cockle Island. There is
an entrance on each side of this, with a depth of 10 or 12 feet into this harbour at high water. That
on the cast, lacing Copeland light, is most used, and on the main land has a little pier of about 100
feet long, forming a return head to a quay of about the same length, built along the point of the rock.
This is a very ancient work, and remarkable for the landing of the army of Duke Schomberg in ItifjO.
There are one or two other landing places for boats, and a water-guard has been established here.
I. 2
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This place would admit of considerable improvement. 1 he eastern part of the Cockle Island should
be built up as a breakwater, as far as the spear of Iron, which marks its extremity. 1 he inside of the
east head of this work should be faced up as a quay, to haul out to with northerly winds. Even a sim
ple tower built on the Spear Rock would be a great improvement. Second, the channel and along the
CO. DOWN.
quay should be deepened three or four feet, which may be easily effected, and the quay may be con
tinued along the rocks to the sea shore. The improvements might cost £1,370 Irish. This harbour
would then admit any coasting vessels, and maybe approached very near at low water, when good
shelter will be obtained against easterly winds from the reef of rocks called the Brigs, which run out
on the eastern side of this bay, and are now marked by a red buoy at the extremity.
Orloch.
Immediately east of the Brigs there is a cove called the sand-eel Bay of Orloch, which, though not
now used on account of the swell which sets into it with N. E. winds, is capable of being converted
into a pretty safe creek for small craft, or even, were it necessary, of being formed into a harbour of
considerable magnitude . For the first object it will be enough to run a small jetty-head from the in
ner part of the steep rock on the east side, to the distance of 100 feet, with a slight return-head which
will throw the sea into the sandy beach to tt'.e westward, clear out the small rock B, and place an iron
perch on the rock A, in the entrance. The expense will be about £350 and will shelter half an acre
nearly- If a larger harbour were wanted it would be necessary to run a pier from the reef on the west
ward to the rock A, which would be done for about three or four times the above sum, and would cover the whole cove, four acres. It. is to be however observed, that this harbour would be shut in N.
E. winds.
From hence, round the Point of Orloch, improperly named Nout Head in the charts, is steep
rocky cliffs. One narrow cove called Barleyholm, in the rock, may be cleared out so as to be run tor
with yawls, of which there are now two ; it is not worth a pier of any kind.
Portavo.
Portavo, a little sandy bay of five acres, between two projecting points of land, might be converted
into a harbour, by a pier from the north point. This place has the Copeland Isles in front, and would
have deep water, but the pier necessary to protect it from the swell setting from the north would for
that reason be expensive. The fishing boats used to shelter on the south side of the south point, where
there are still some cabins, but the proprietor Mr. Kerr, of Portavo, is unwilling to encourage the
residence of fishermen here.
Bally william.
At Ballywilliam, the property of Mr. Price, of the county Antrim, the fishermen have formed
some shelter between two ledges of rock, having the Copeland Isles in front. There are five smacks of
six or seven tons, cutter-rigged and four yawls. The place is capable of improvement, which may be
executed at the very moderate expense of £2C0 and will inclose about one third of an acre. 1 he
rock, acting as a kind of breakwater, need not be removed, but should be perched.
I his place will facilitate the communication to the Copeland, and shelter boats on the north side of
the Bush Rock, when the wind or tide prevents them getting down to Donagliadee.
Donagliadee.
T he pier of Donagliadee was built at the public expense.
This place is the station for the Post-office packets, communicating with Portpatrick, and both of
these harbours are now in a course of improvement upon a great scale, which, when finished, will ren
der them accessible at low water for vessels of 15 feet draft. The plan for Donagliadee is to enclose,
by means of two piers, a harbour of 100 fathoms square immediately outside of the present one. Of
these piers, the execution of that on the south side only is yet resolved on, but the harbour which will
be formed within it will be somewhat sheltered at low water by the little Dulce Rock on the north. It.
is unnecessary therefore, at present, to say more on this work than that if ever the north pier be ex
ecuted I think it would be advisable to avoid the funnel-shaped mouth which is proposed, for this, in
stead of diminishing the run into the harbour, would materially increase it, and of course make vessels
steer wildly when entering in a heavy swell.
The Copeland Isles.
1 he Copeland Isles are the property of Mr. Kerr, of Portavo. The larger, which is at the distance
of one mile from the main land, contains 230 arable and 40 rough acres, with 75 inhabitants. They
have five smacks engaged in the Herring fishery, also seven yawls, and two large lumber-boats. The
east side of the isle is a cliff, but in Chapel Bay on the west side, there is a good anchorage from all
but S. W. winds in two or three fathoms water. I'wo little coves in this bay are used as boat har
bours, in their natural state, and could, at no great expense, be materially improved and rendered
perfectly safe. I have given a design for each of these, covering nearly half an English acre. The
expense of the pier for the southern cove would be £300 ; of the northern, or Collin’s Port, which has
rather deeper water, but not quite so well sheltered, £273 12.9. Though either of these be sufficient,
for the use of the isle, I think both would be beneficial to the fishery, as this bay affords good shelter
when in northerly winds it might not be advisable to lie in Donagliadee.
A rapid tide sets through the sound between this and the smaller or Cross Isle, on which the
light-house is built, and here the Donagliadee fishermen ply with yawls to fish for rock Cod, and Blocken or Pollock. They shelter frequently in the narrow passage between Cross Island and the low
Skerry, east of it, Mew Island, often thirty of them together. 'This sound is only about ten perches
wide and thirty long, with a rapid current through it. The southern entrance is about two or three
perches wide; the north entrance has a sunk rock in the middle on which there is only one foot water,
but three fathoms on each side, with clean ground, and there ere the remains of a little pier or mole,
which admitted a brig with coals for the use of the old light-house. 1 be ground near it is rather foul.
By filling up one side to the sunk rock on the north entrance, raising the Skerry rocks, at the south
entrance, and placing a few rings on the rocks on either side, this place might be made, at a little ex
pense, a safe and deep harbour from which a vessel could proceed either northward or southward. The
isle has two families only, besides light-keepers. 1 hey have one herring-smack and two yawls.
To the southward of these isles, about four miles, is the Rigg Bank of Donagliadee, clean sand,
'I lie Rigg Fish Bank.
with nine or ten fathoms water, but about three times that on either side. The marks for this bank
are Black-head of I^e Magee, outside of Great Copeland, but not so far as the Cross Isle, and
Ballyvester I louse on the centre notch of Scrabo.
Thurot is said to have anchored on this bank, which is not above half a mile over, but affords a
clean and plentiful trawling-g’’oun(l for ilat fish, &c. I am inclined to think this bank extends to a
considerably greater distance along the coast, viz. as far as Ballyferis, if we may judge by the sound
ings of the old Map of Down, by Kennedy, in 1755, which lays it down about two^ Irish miles east
of Melisle. It seems to have been formed in the wake of the Copeland Isles.
< 'hart.
The ballast office have laid buoys on the Deputy Rock in the sound of Copeland, also the points
of the Bush Rock, and of the Brigs, which run out from the main. Another on the Pladdies in
Cross Island Sound would also be useful; for want of it this sound cannot be safely navigated by
strangers. There is a small beacon of stone on Kattykern Rock, west-end of Great Copeland.
Mr. Nimmo's Coast
Survey.
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I have already observed, that as I understood a very careful survey had been made of the CopeNimmo’s Coast
land Isles, and neighbouring harbours on tiie main, with a view to the improvement of the Donagh' Survey.
adee passage, and which is now in possession of the Treasury, and that the trigonometrical survey had v ----- v--- — £
also extended to this quarter, I did not deem it necessary to incur any expense for a correct descripCO. DOWN,
tion of the navigation of this part of the coast, and conceived, that by taking a few trigonometrical
observations I might be enabled to complete a chart from such authorities as were accessible. I have
accordingly made out a draft of the Lochs of Larne and Belfast, from the county maps, aided by
Mackenzie’s survey. But although the chart so made is certainly superior to this last mentioned, and
may be sufficient for the purposes of the fishery, yet I find these authorities differ so materially from
each other, and also from my own observations, that I cannot recommend it so confidently for publica
tion until an opportunity be obtained of examining the documents above mentioned.
The first station to the south of Donaghadee is Melisle, a village of about five hundred inhabitants,' Melisle.
belonging to Mr. Nugent. It possesses four smacks and eight yawls. Several low rocky patches are
scattered over the sandy beach there, which that called Craigenadan, not entirely covered at hi<di
water, protects from south-east winds. The boats lie along a small ledge, called Skelly’s Crafir, which
runs out from the shore for 200 yards, and may be easily converted into a tolerable pier ; for this
purpose it is only necessary to have the north side of the ledge trimmed into a straight face,—two little
gaps in it made up, and a jetty run out for 120 feet, in a northerly direction, near its extremity. Es
timated expense £-170, Irish. The ledges of Bavin and James Point afford good shelter from the
northward.
For two miles farther we have a broad firm strand, affording no shelter except behind a rocky patch
opposite Woburn, called Barkley’s Rock, where there arc one or two boats, but nothing to encourage
the formation of any pier.
The strand now ceases at a low point opposite the tower of Woburn ; and here a little cove in the Woburn.
Skerry Rocks has been cleaned out, and the sides formed into a sort of quay for boats ; the whole
space is only 100 feet long, sixty feet wide at high water mark, and twelve feet wide at the entry,
where is nine feet at high water. In this little place I found five smacks and four yawls, the largest
about twenty-five tons, which I understand are very well sheltered in this little cove, a strong proof of
the value of constructing harbours of the smallest description. I do not suppose the expense of making
this little harbour could exceed £50: it cannot well be made larger.
Low Skerries continue for one mile, then a shallow strand, with ledges of sunk rock, to the point
of Ballyferis, where an extensive reef commences, running nearly parallel to the shore, and about half
a mile distant. The northern part is termed Craig O’Brien, the southern, the Long Rock of Ballywaiter. There are at a certain time of tide various passages through this reef fit for boats only. The
southern part of the Long Rock is never entirely covered, and affords good protection to the north
east.
The inhabitants have made some progress in the construction of a small pier on the north of a Ballywalterledge of rocks in front of Ballywalter. The rocky shoals towards Ballyferis Point, and the Long
Rock in front, affording good shelter on the north and east sides; but as this place is of very diffi
cult access and small depth of water, while the cove, called Maxwell’s Bay, on the south of that
ledge, affords a far more inviting situation, I recommended that the works should be removed to
this side, and they have transmitted a memorial to the Board for aid to enable them to do so. By
clearing the inside and raising the southern ledge about four feet, running a jetty of about 100 feet
from the north-east part thereof, we will form an admirable tide-harbour of about fourteen acres,
with eighteen feet at high water springs, well sheltered from all winds, and capable of being greatly
improved and extended. By placing a beacon on Scullmartin, and a buoy on the end of Long Rock,
the roadstead in front of the village will be converted into one of the best on the east coast, instead
of being a place for shipwrecks, three or four of which occur almost regularly every winter.
The estimate for this improvement may be £2574. A beacon of iron on Scullmartin might cost
about £50.
I have seen few places capable of greater ultimate improvement than Ballywalter. The upper part
of the strand immediately opposite to the town may be converted with great ease into an inner har
bour or dock, where vessels could safely winter, by filling across the opening where the present pier
has been attempted, and making an entrance from the new harbour by cutting across the gravel spit
which leads to it, which would give good filling for the new pier; this would also increase the back
water of the harbour, and might be pent up so as to scour it. Besides the utility ot this harbour
for the fishery, and tbe accommodation of a populous district, there are valuable slate quarries in the
neighbourhood, which would be much benefited by a proper place of export.
A mile to the south of Ballywalter, Wallace Rock runs across the strand. It is '-overed at high
water, but affords some additional protection to the roadstead of Ballywalter. Beyond that the ground
is all clear as far as the point of Bur Isle, and forms a good roadstead in S. and S.W. winds. On the
shore of this bay is the village of Ballyhalbert.
This place is actively engaged in the Herring fishery, and possesses five carrying sloops and bounty Ballyhalbert.
vessels, fourteen smacks and wherries, and twelve yawls.
These vessels, during the summer, anchor in front of the town; in winter they must be hauled up,
but as the road is quite open to E. and S.E. winds, which set in a heavy sea, and there is no pier of
any kind, the loss and damage which they sustain is very great. 1 he inhabitants last year transmitted
a. memorial to the Board on this matter, and I have examined the site in consequence thereof, though
I regret to say, it affords few natural advantages.
Near the north end of the village are some rocks on the shore, at a place called Ballyhemlan. A
small boat-harbour was attempted here lately by the inhabitants, but is now in total ruin. It might be
replaced for about £250, or rather a better one, in my opinion, might be formed with the opening on
the south side of the rock, for about £300, and would tie a harbour to leeward for a fc'v boats, when
the road of Ballyhalbert was unsafe. Still, however, I cannot recommend the laying-out money on
either of these, which would be far from accommodating the vessels of Ballyhalbert. On the other side
of the town the point. of Bur Isle running out makes a little bay, called Sandylaml, which is rather
more inviting, and here a tolerable pier may be made; the cost, in rough stone, will be about £2000,
to cover an extent of one and a half acre.
Though a pier such as this will certainly be very useful, and might be even carried into deep
water at no great expense, yet after all it will only form a summer harbour; and for real shelter
for their vessels during winter, the people of this place must, in my opinion, look to the improve
ment of Ballywalter.
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Bur Isle is the easternmost point of Ireland; there is a navigable sound between the isle.and the main
with a little cove for yawls, incapable of improvement. A chain of rocks commences here, and runs
southward, with a few interruptions, to the South Rock or Kilwarlin Light; there is even a dangerous
shoal beyond that, which, for the first time, I have now marked on the chart. Among these rocks
CO. DOWN.
there are navigable sounds, frequently attempted by coasters, but with great danger; and several ship
Bur Isle.
wrecks occurred there during our survey. I am preparing a correct chart of this chain. Within the
rocks are several fishing creeks; but none of them appear very worthy of attention with a view to
further improvement. Of these creeks, the stable-hole is a shallow cove between ledges of slate-rock,
covered in front by the rock called the Plough, anil affords some natural shelter for boats.
John-Port is also behind the Plough, in a similar situation, but has been provided with a good boat
John-Port.
quay, and possesses three cutters, thirteen smacks, twenty wherries, and two yawls, besides several row
boats, which sufficiently evinces the value of a small harbour of this kind.
Green Isle is connected with the main by a strand, dry at low water, and possesses a few yawls and
Green Isle.
smacks on either side.
Cloghy Bay has a good bottom of clean sand; it is protected in front by the North Rock, never en
Cloghy.
tirely covered ; outside of which is another called the Boll of Meal In Cloghy Bay are fourteen
smacks and wherries, three yawls; but there is no place well suited for the construction of a har
bour.
From hence the shore is composed of skerries of slate-rock, as far as Quintin Bay; among these,
Newcastle in Quintin
in
a little cove at Newcastle has been provided a small quay for the use of the Kilwarlin Light-house,
Bay.
on the South Rock, which is about one and a half mile distant ; and what is another proof of the utility
of these structures, I found here sixteen smacks and wherries, being literally as many as the place could
hold, besides a small coaster from Carlingford with stone, which lay without the jetty. The outer
part of this pier is of an awkward shape, but the place is hardly worthy of any further improvement.
Doey, or Sheep-hole, is another shallow cove in the slate-skerries, and has a few yawls.
Doey.
Carney is another near the point of that name, and is more capable of improvement. A jetty should
Carney.
be made from the point on the south side, which is already a natural pier, and requires merely the
points of slate to be hammered off. This place would be much better suited than Newcastle for the
supply of the Light-house, and for a pilot-station for vessels attempting the sound. A very line brig
from Liverpool for Canada was wrecked on this point in September, during the survey. It is believed
she had first struck the Butterpladdy, a sunk rock to the south of the Light-house. T he expense of a
jetty at Carney Point would be about £400.
The slate-skerries continue along the north side of Quintin Bay ; the bottom is a clean sandy beach.
Quintin Bay.
At the south side of this bay the fishermen have built a small boat-pier, of eight perches long, among
the rocks. It has only seven to eight feet water, but accommodates a few boats, having two cutters,
ten smacks and wherries, besides yawls.
A better situation would be nearer the castle, so as to cover the fine sandy cove of two acres, as in
the annexed plan; the expense of which would be about £500. A second little pier from the castle side
would add still more to the quiet of this place.
After a short interruption of rocky shore we arrive at Tara Bay, the best situation for a harbour on
Tara Bay.
all this coast. It is already naturally sheltered from all winds but north-east ; and on that side a rock
called Craiganely may be built up in the way of a breakwater, which would make this, though only a
tide-harbour, one of the safest I have seen. It is already much frequented in bad weather by the
fishing vessels, though it possesses lew’ of its own, viz., five yawls and four smacks ; and when the tide
does not admit of entering Strangford, would be a good place of shelter for vessels in the coasting trade.
The inhabitants seem to think a small pier from the point next the Folly-house would answer the pur
pose ; but as the bottom and depth of water there are not favourable, 1 would rather recommend the
plan annexed, which, by covering the whole creek of about fifty English acres, would upon occasion
protect all the boats connected with this fishery. The inside of Craiganely being deepened will be a
good boat-quay; but a jetty may be run out in any other place where a wharf is required. Estimated
expense of a breakwater ;; icr in Tara Bay, £3806.
The coast from Tara Bay to Strangford Loch is rocky and dangerous, and incapable of affording any
Meaning of Pladdy,
shelter. The south extremity of the Peninsula of Ards runs out in low skares at Ballyquintin Point,
Skerry, and Skare.
and beyond that the bar Pladdy, is a sunk rock having eleven feet water at spring ebb, on which there
is frequently a heavy breaking sea. The term pladdy, plate, or pladdin, signifies on this coast a flat
sunk rock. I shall have frequent reason to make use of it. When the rock is always above water so
as to form a low rocky island, it is named a skerry, and when connected with the laud so as to form a
reef, running out across the beach, it is named a skare, or sker.
Between the bar Pladdy and the skares of Ballyquintin, there is a navigable passage called Nelson’s
Gut. It is rather dangerous for a stranger; but having been marked by Mackenzie as the fair way, it
has in all probability been the cause of many shipwrecks. The bar Pladdy is also very erroneously laid
down by Mackenzie; to the general accuracy, however, of his charts and soundings, 1 beg to add my
testimony.
The fair way into Strangford is on the west of the bar Pladdy, and is much more favourable than
Strangford Loch.
Mackenzie has represented. Nor is the violent tide which sets into and out of Strangford, and which
makes a heavy swell when running against the wind, attended with much danger to persons acquainted
with this harbour. Strangford is besides an important station, lor though not much frequented by
strangers, it own' including Portaferry, Killylea, and the other places in the Loch, a greater quantity
of shipping than any of the minor ports of Ireland, and is extensively engaged in the fishery, having
eighty smacks, wherries and cutters, and nearly ».00 yawls, and row-boats in the Loch. I have, there t
fore, been at great pains in making a correct chart of the entrance into this Loch, where every known
danger, and the marks for avoiding them, are carefully laid down ; and shall only now observe that the
most valuable improvements for Strangford are, first, to place a beacon or perch on Rock Patrick,
which as the rock is not long covered, will be attended with no great expense, and prevent many wrecks;
second, to have a harbour-light established on the outer part of Rockan Goose, in which vase this har
bour may be entered without much risk, even in the night-time.
In the upper part of this Loch there is at times a considerable Herring fishery ; there is no need of
building piers for the sake of shelter, and there are already small landing quays at Strangford, Portaferry, Killylea, the quay of Down, and Kircubbin ; the last is rather in disorder. Killylea was built
by a grant from Parliament in 1765 of £1,200, but is nearly ruined.
But farther down the narrow, it would be desirable to have some shelter made for the fishing boats
on the south side, as prayed for by the inhabitants of that neighbourhood ; and this would be tolerably
2tfr. M’nimo’s Coast
Survey.
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well effected by cutting out a small rock at the creek called the Old Port, near the castle of Killief on J/r. Nimmo’s Coast
Survey.
the south side, as in the annexed plan, which may cost about £50., though a better and more accessi
ble harbour could be executed by building a pier of about eight perches long to the Cathlins Rock, so
CO. DOWN.
as to cover the sandy cove in front of the castle, if the necessary funds could be obtained. The area
would be about two and a half English acres. The estimate for this last might be £420.
On the opposite side of tin? narrow there is a small boat-cove in the bottom of the bay of Barhal; a
useful boat-slip could be made here fur about £100. The neighbouring skerry-rocks make it inacces
sible by large vessels, though they give good security to small craft.
Leaving Strangford Loch, the point of Killard is all rocky, though a little boat-sound on the south Gun’s Island.
side, called Port Cornish, affords some shelter in certain winds. A landing-slip should be made here
on the rock, as this would be a valuable pilot-station for Strangford. We have then the sandy bay of
Benderg, where vessels sometimes stop at anchor under the shelter of Guns Island ; the sound be
tween this isle and the main only admits small vessels, as the north entrance dries at low water; the
south entrance, though accessible at low water, is too intricate for a stranger. On the main land side
is a small pier, just below the village of Ballyhornan, capable of receiving a sloop. This pier has not
been built in the best situation in this sound ; yet it would be useful to extend it somewhat farther, so
as to cover two small rocks near its mouth.
The whole coast, from Tara Bay to Guns Island, is accurately laid down in the chart above men
tioned.
From hence to Ardglass is a bold rocky shore, in which the only boat crock is Sheepland.
This little cove possesses two smacksand four yawls. It has very deep water close to the mouth ; the Sheepland.
bottom is foul, but the chief ledge of rock could be cleared out and built into a kind of quay for about
£100 which would add greatly to its utility.
Ardglass is a small rocky bay orcreek, about 150 fathoms wide, and extending, at high water, 500 Ardglass.
fathoms inland, with 3 or 4 sandy coves along its shores, divided from each other by rocky ledges.
Of these ledges, the outer one on the west side has been built up at the public expense into a kind of
pier, so as to cover the adjoining cove, of 70 fathoms by 130 at high water, which is properly the har
bour of Ardglass. It is provided with a light at the extremity ; and as this place has always three or four
fathoms at the entrance, it may be run for at night, and especially at low water, which is a great con
venience on this coast. There is a stone perch on the end of the adjoining ledge on the west side.
The remainder of the bay is yet in its original state; but in the innermost cove, called Kimmers Port,
which is dry at low water, small vessels may be safe from all windsand sea.
Ardglass is extensively engaged in the fishery, it possesses 19 herring smacks, of 20 to 25 tons ; 30
yawls, besides two packets.to the Isle of Man, and four sloops- It is the place of rendezvous for
the Herring fishery, and for Haddock, Cod, &c. for the supply of the country markets.
It is to be regretted, that after all the money which has been expended upon this harbour it is still
far from answering expectation When S. E. winds set in, which are the most violent on this coast,
the deep water being near, a heavy ground-swell runs into Ardglass, and being brought up in a short
space by the ledge of the perch-rock, is deflected into the cove forming the present harbour ; which
being so much bounded by wall and steep rock, become; excessively turbulent; the craft thump much
on the bottom, and can with difficulty hold on with all their tackle ; nor is there any means of escap
ing at such times into any of the other coves of the bay, so that vessels are frequently seriously da
maged.
This violent run might have been foreseen at the first construction of the harbour, and should have
been prevented if possible ; and it was, perhaps, with a view to this, that the pier was originally de
signed to be carried beyond the rock, and a considerable way into deep water, with a jetty near the
head. This work would have certainly been attended with a great expense. I havesome doubts whe
ther it would have the desired effect, and it would probably increase the difficulty of turning into or
out of the harbour. Unfortunately, however, instead of this termination, the head of the pieris now
formed with a hollow curve on the inside, which is of no use as a wharf for ships, and seems to in
crease the evil complained of.
My advice would be to cut a passage across the rocky ledge which separates the present from the
middle harbour, as far as the opening behind Maggy’s Rock, all of which is accessible at low water, and
build with this a breakwater on the outer and broader part of the ledge behind the perch. 1 he run
having then room to pass away into the middle harbour, and out at its present entrance, would be
vastly diminished near the present pier; and vessels which lie uneasy there might pass away into the
middle harbour when the tide made, lie behind the breakwater aforesaid, or even go on to Kimmers
Port. Again, vessels coming in with too much way to luff up clear of the Perch Rock, might go on,
enter by (he middle harbour, and bring up to the pier by the new passage.
I consider the present jetty to be c,f no use, as the run comes to it from the inside ; but a similar
jetty on the opposite side might be of some service, or rather the facing up of the rock forming the
side of the proposed passage, and by quaying the ledges of the middle harbour, safer and more con
venient wharfs would be got than any yet constructed.
It is evident that this is a work which may be done by degrees ; in all future operations at Ardglass
it should be kept in view. The excavations at Bangor harbour have already removed four times as
much rock as I now propose, and all this at the expense of a private individual.
From Ardglass a rocky shore continues for a mile round to the Bay of Killough.
The mouth of this Bay between Ringfad Point and the Castle Point is 700 fathoms across; and Killough.
nearly half way is a rock of 500 feet long, just covered at high water, which serves as a kind of break
water to a good anchorage behind, fit for large vessels ; and which, were the breakwater heightened and
extended, would be the best place of shelter along all this coast. The tide at high water flows a mile
and a half inland, forming two bays, of which that on the north side or Coney Island Bay is too open
for a harbour ; the western, between Coney Island and the village of Killough is spacious and well
sheltered, though dry at low water.
Ihis is properly the harbour of Killough, and extends over 100 Irish acres; it is furnished with a
small quay at the village, which is now in progress of being improved and extended under my direction,
and when finished will be 500 feet long on the Killough side, with another 100 feet long on Coney Is
land, having from ten to eighteen feet at high water. There are some rocks in the Bay, some of which
will be removed, others perched ; and an accurate hydrographic survey has been made of the whole for
the proprietor, a reduction of which I have drawn a chart, comprehending also Ardglass and some
other neighbouring creeks, for the use of the fisheries, which renders the entry of this harbour a matter
of facility.
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Killough and Coney Island are the property of Lord Bangor and his heirs, who are inclined to en
courage further improvements. It is a considerable port for the corn and coal trade, having I ftecn
carrying vessels ; it is engaged in the fishery, has eighteen smacks and wherries, and twenty-four \awls,
CO. DOWN.
and during the Herring fishery is much frequented by wherries from other places. It has also the only
salt-work in this neighbourhood.
There are twenty-two yawls which pursue the line-fishery for Haddock, Cod, Blocken, &c. on the
Rigg and East bank, about two miles from the harbour, and aflord the chief supply of white fish to the
county of Down; they use a small cove without the pier, where they can be readily launched into deep
water by a slip which has been lately improved for their convenience.
The shore along to St. .John’s Point is all slate-rock, but there are clefts or coves where one or two
Portavad, Port Aliberyawls are kept, at Portavad, Port Aliber, and Clark’s Port
1 hese places are not worthy of any im
and Clark’s Port.
provement, and when Killough is completed will be in a great measure abandoned. Nothing is so much
St John’s Point.
wanted for shipping on this coast as a lighthouse on St. John’s Point ; it would be the means of pre
venting vessels from getting embayed in the dangerous Bay of Dundrum, where frequent wrecks take
place every winter, and al the same time direct them to the harbours of Killough and Ardglass, where
alone upon this coast any shelter is to be found. For although the harbour-light ot Ardglass be useful
for turning into that pier, it is obscured by the high land, and cannot be seen to any distance along the
coast.
Bounding St John’s Point, the first place we find worthy of notice is Rossglass, a small boat-creek,
Rossglass.
where a rude pier has been made by the fishermen, but which is now in disorder. Some place of
shelter hereabouts is much wanted, especially in southerly and south-east winds, which make a heavy
swell and surf along all the Bay of Dundrum; for this purpose no plan seems better than to have a
small pier made from the rock in front of the old boat-pier at Rossglass: The coves without that place
are much more exposed ; and farther it would bring us too much among the surf. Rossglass has three
smacks and several yawls.
From Rossglass along the shore to Craigalee, near Tyrella, we have low skares of rock running across
Dundrum Bay.
the strand. Opposite Tyrella this kind of ground runs a good way out to the rocks called the Cow
and the Calf, which, though seldom covered, have proved fatal to several vessels. I have made these
rocks be exactly laid down in a careful survey of this Bay, with the depth of water, and marks for
avoiding them ; the remainder of the shore is a broad beach of clean sand, with down hillocks as far as
Newcastle.
The heavy surf all along this shore precludes the idea of forming any artificial harbour. A small
boat-pier might perhaps be made on the west side of Craigalea, as that rock being above high water
wotdd allord some shelter. I forbear making any estimate for it.
The Bar of Dundrum having a considerable backwater, viz. about 1.500 acres, is kept tolerably open,
Indruin
and though the swell thereon is very heavy, especially in the southerly winds, yet, as this also raises
the tide, a vessel of considerable burthen may enter the inner harbour. A quay has been built at the
village by the Marquess of Downshire, which seems to answer all the purposes that can be expected
for that place ; it possesses ten yawls, but can never be of much importance to the fishery. 1 he marks
for Dundrum Bar are shown in the chart above mentioned
Newcastle is situated at the west end of the sandy beach of Dundrum, immediately at the foot of the
Newcastle.
Mourne Mountains ; it is a beautiful and well-frequented bathing-place ; Earl Annesley, proprietor.
A pier was built here some years ago by public grant, with a view to shelter vessels that might be
embayed in Dundrum, and check the smuggling which is extensively carried on along the foot of the
Mourne Mountains. 'Phis work is strongly built, though rough ; rather inconveniently narrow and
high ; it runs out 476 feet from the shore, in a direction across the bay, and at the extremity has about
fourteen feet water at springs. It is all dry at low water, and being just within the surf, when the wind
comes round to the eastward, the run within it is excessive, so that vessels lie there at a great risk.
It would certainly be very desirable to have something done for the improvement of this pier. It
is the only one on the coast from Killough to Carlingford, a distance of twenty miles; and, were it a
little more secure, might be of great importance to the fishery. At present the few yawls it possesses,
about a dozen, are drawn up into a little inclosure at the upper end of the pier, where, after all, they
are in much danger. A low jetty has been also made by Lord Annesley, on the north side, and pa
rallel to the other pier. This docs not appear to me of great utility in its present state.
It is evident that with such a heavy swell as in Dundrum Bay, the principal object must be to dimi
nish the head of water which flows into the pier with every billow, and then to give it all the room that
can be had wherein to expend itself. I presume it is out of the question to look for funds sufficient to
carry this pier forward into deep water, and that we must be restricted to the simplest plan by which
the present structure can be rendered valuable.
I would therefore recommend that a kant should be built from the pier-head away to the N. E. for
175 feet, with a jetty, to assist in deflecting the swell from the pier-head off to leeward in the bay, and
that a new inner pier should be begun from the point within the salt-house running towards the new
pier-head, and terminating with a slight return when opposite Lord Annesley’s jetty. This pier, to
be of good breadth, as it will be the best wharf for Newcastle ; it will require no parapet, and will form
with Lord Annesley’s pier, a kind of inner harbour, in which vessels will lie tolerably quiet. The wall
which protects the yawls should be taken away, and the run allowed to spend itself on the sloping
beach between Lord Annesley’s quay and the present pier.
From Newcastle the coast for some miles exhibits a group of steep mountains sloping down to the
water’s edge. Gf these Slieve Donat'd is the highest, being 2(55 0 feet over the sea. These mountains
are chiefly composed of granite, covered sometimes with mica slate ; clay-slate-rocks, however, still
continue along all the shore, which affords no place of shelter except for two or three yawls at the
mouths of the various torrents, which have cut deep gullies in the gravelly banks near the water’s edge.
Nothing further can be effected in the way of artificial harbour in this district of Ardglass.
As we pass to the southward through this barony of Mourne, the mountains recede a little, and the
country improves m cultivation, but no kind of seaport or creek occurs woithy of notice, excepting
Annalong.
'I bis little village is situated at the mouth of a considerable mountain-stream, which, passing swiftly
Annalong.
through a gully in the slate-rock, serves to keep off the swell which otherwise would seem ready to
bury the small craft that find shelter within. The inhabitants have cut out a little dock in the rock
on the south side, which, when I saw it, was choke full of little smacks and wherries. Of these, there
arc belonging to the place three decked and five half-decked, containing 166 tons; also twelve row
boats.
Mr. Nimmo’s Coast
Survey.
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The entrance, though narrow, is straight and deep, so that by means of leading marks and lights, the Mr. Nimmo's Coasi
Survey.
boats can run in pretty safely.
The inhabitants of this place have stated in their memorial to the Board the practicability of making
CO. DOWN.
an extensive harbour of safety here; but this is quite out of the question. I think, however, it would
be highly advisable to extend this little harbour by excavating a largerspace in the skerry rucks outside.
Estimated expense £142S.
From Annalong to Greencastle the coast is a low cliff of clay with a sandy beach, on which there is
no place of shelter ; a good many yawls are however kept on the coast, and employed in line-fishing.
They arc hauled up in all seasons when not in use, and when the wind is at all on shore the ris < of
attempting the beach is very great. In this space the only place at all inviting is the small bight of
Derryogue.
This place is already frequented by the fishing yawls, and is somewhat sheltered by the sunk rock Derryogue.
called Kellyhunter, against the swell from the southward. The point of the Leestone gives also some
little protection on the north. A small pier may be built from the south stony point of the bight, in
the direction of the Leestone. Estimated expense £4476.
As this will be a valuable quay for the town of Kilkeel, and a well cultivated and populous district
round it, a larger work than the above would probably be found useful. A better winter harbour for
that district may, however, be made at Greencastle, as explained hereafter.
I have also examined whether the mouth of the stream of Kilkeel itself was not capable of improve- Kilkeel.
ment; at present it is obstructed by a bar of gravel which deflects the current of the river along shore
to the northward for nearly a mile, and renders it inaccessible even for boats. An attempt was made
to cut this bar, but not having been judiciously managed, it proved abortive.
To preserve any artificial cut of this kind it would be requisite to pen up a considerable backwater,
which might be occasionally applied in the way of scouring the channel, and for this the mouth of the
stream above mentioned is not ill adapted, as there is a space of four or five acres, which could be readily
laid under water. It would be necessary to lay strong groins along each side of the cut, and across
the beach, of which the western might have a kant off to the eastward, to cover the opening against
the swell with southerly winds, then by flood-gates on the dam a scour might be made at low water
whenever it was necessary to clear away any bar at the mouth. I have annexed a plan and estimate of
a work of this kind in the cheapest form. There is no other place on the outer coast of Mourne where
any kind of harbour can well be attempted; I therefore proceed to the Bay of Carlingford.
This Loch or Bay is about eight miles long, by one to one and a half mile wide, and has steep Carlingford Bay.
mountains on each side; at Narrow-waler it contracts to the breadth of a river, up which the tide
flows to Newry, a town of about 20,000 inhabitants, and whence there is a canal navigation to Loch
Nea«rh. The middle of the Loch is deep, the upper part shallow, and the bottom occupied by an
immense bed of oysters, of which vast quantities are taken to Dublin and other towns. The lower
part of the Bay has many rocks and dangers at the mouth; in the best channel there is a bar all
across, on which w-: find only eight feet at low water springs. 1 here is a lighthouse on the north side
of the entrance, which is about to be replaced by another now erecting on the rocky shoal on the
south side. I find the northern tower affords the best marks for navigation, and would therefore re
commend its preservation, otherwise it is likely that many accidents may occur from mistaking them.
I have caused a very exact survey of this harbour to be made, and a chart drawn, where the sound
ings and all known dangers are carefully expressed ; and I trust it will be an acceptable work to the
navigation, as this harbour, though it may be entered with facility by moans of this chart, is in fact a
more dangerous navigation than has been imagined. My cutter, although only drawing ten feet water,
struck twice on sunk rocks, in what has been marked as the fair way, and had to cut and run several
times from different anchorages on account of violent squalls from the mountains.
The fishermen of this Bay live chiefly on the southern or Louth side, and arc a different race from
those of the county of Down: their language chiefly Irish : their boats, those long half-decked smacks,
with falling masts, so commonly seen in Dublin, above Carlisle Bridge.
Though this Bay is one of the most important inlets of the east coast of Ireland, it is remarkable
that there is hardly any kind of pier or wharf in the whole of its extent. At Warrenpoint, near the
upper end, there is a tide-dock, having about 500 feet of quay on the eastern side, somewhat out of
order. It was built, by a Parliamentary grant in 1767, and is still capable of receiving a brig. At
Carlingford th°re is a small pier, and some quay-wall along shore. '1 here is also a small boat-pier at
Rosstrevor, belonging to Colonel Ross, and this forms all the accommodation on the shores of this
Loch, which is nine miles long.
A mile and a half below Rosstrevor we find the first fishermen at Ballynedden and Killowcn.
There are a few Herring boats here, for whose use a landing-quay would be desirable, as also for Ballynedden.
the service of the neighbourhood. The natural cove of Ballynedden, containing two and a half statute
acres, might be quayed along one side, with a small jetty, for about £250 as in the sketch annexed.
I believe, however, the pier wotdd be more useful somewhat higher up, at Killowen, where there is Killowcn.
pretty deep water within the gravelly point, and a jetty should be run out from the opposite side of
the cove, for about 200 feet to low water, which would admit a coasting vessel, at an expense of about
£500.
From hence we cross the broad shallow strand of Milbay, to the Hole at Greencastle Point.
Here there is an excellent situation for a quay, and the best in the barony of Mourne, sheltered by Greencastle Point,
a rock from the swell down the Lodi, and by the Green Isle to seaward.
I have only estimated the expense of a short jetty on the rocky point, but the quay may be pro
longed to any extent along the gravelly beach ; and the ebb from Milbay will always keep it clean, el
even, if necessary, be made to deepen the channel. Estimated expense, £453.
As this place will be the most convenient situation for a ferry across the mouth of the Bay, there,
ought to be a corresponding ferry-slip at Greenore Point, which would cost £150; the distance is
nearly a mile.
Below this there does not appear any situation capable of being converted into a boat-harbour,
though it would be desirable to have the inside of the ledge at Soldiers Point faced up so as to be a
landing-slip, as this is the pilot station, and the lowe.-t anchoring place in this bay is just in front of it.
The bight, inside of Cranfield, seems too shallow, and too much in the swell of the bar for a place of Cranfield.
shelter, but a little boat-pier might be made in that on the east side of the light, and being outside of
the bar, would at times be very useful for the fishery.
Co. Loltii.
The Carlingford sailing-boats lie off shore opposite the village, in a sandy bay, which could be pro- Carlingford.
M
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tected by piers, so as to be an excellent harbour. Half a mile to the northward is the anchorage for
small vessels on a mud bottom, and farther off in the deep water is the chief anchorage fur large
vessels.
colouthT
On the other parts of the Louth shore the yawls are hauled up into little cuts in the bank ; every
Bellaggan.
village has a few. But excepting Carlingford, there is no other place where an artificial haibour could
be made with propriety. At Bellaggan Point, about sixty years back, a pier was attempted at the ex
pense of Mr. Macneil of Bellaggan, for boats. It is now a total ruin, nor could it be turned to any
useful purpose. If any thing of the kind is wanted for that neighbourhood, it should be about a quar
ter of a mile farther up, where a boat-pier might be constructed, of great service to the lower part of
the district, for about £500.
To the southward of Carlingford an extensive district of coast, along the counties of Louth and
Dundalk Bay.
Meath, is at present almost entirely destitute of shelter. The Bay of Dundalk is about seven miles
across, and runs seven miles inland. The north side, from Cooley Point to the bar, is a bluff of clay
and gravel, with a beach of shingle and boulder, though there arc al-o portions of sand. At low water,
the west and south sides exhibit an extensive strand, about a mile broad, of clean firm sand. Across
the mouth of this bay, from the inoat of Cooley to Dummy Point, there is a ledge of rocky ground,
with seven fathoms water about the middle, but towards the ends rock appears at spring ebb, half a
mile from the shore. This rocky ground may be considered a continuation of that along the shore of
Mourne, and across the entrance of Carlingford; within this we have patches of gravel, with one or
two beds of oysters, which are so large and firm, that the usual dredges of Carlingford can with diffi
Fishing Grounds.
culty lift them. Some small portions admit of trawling, th ugh that can be seldom practised within
the ledge.
On the outside of the ledge, Maguire’s Bank runs in twelve ami thirteen fathoms, between Clogher
Head and Cranfield, firm muddy sand, and good trawling for Flat-fish and Haddock, from Clogher
Bay until you bring Mount Oriel on Barmeath Windmill. After that there is a piece of shatgle.
There is another piece of shingle in Clogher Bay, at the S.W. end of this bank, about half a mile
square, and one mile off shore ; nearer Clogher Head is clean good anchor-hold of yellow clay.
Outside of Dundalk Bay, in twenty fathoms, there is also a ledge of shingle, with the dimen ions of
which I am unacquainted, but with this exception you have clean sand all from the Kergy and Rockabill to St- John’s Point.
In cold weather, viz. from October to April, the fish retire to the muddy ground, either in the deep
water, or among the stony patches near the shore, and spawn. The only lime in which spawn is seen
on the trawl is in April and May, but it appears the opinion of fishermen, that much damage is done
along the sandy shore by the u>e of shoulder nets, which are a kind of bag net carried along the >hal
low water by one or two men, by which multitudes of small fry of Plaice, Haddock, &c. arc killed.
Great quantities of Razor-fish arc taken in the strand of Dundalk, by means of a barbed iron rod,
about the size of a ramrod for a musket, which is pushed down beside the fish and then drawn up.
Along the north shore of Dundalk Bay, as there is no harbour of any kind, the only boats in use
arc yawls, which may be drawn on the beach, but of these there are nearly a hundred employed in the
fishing for Herrings, catching Lobsters on the ledge, and fishing with hook and line in the bay. The
only place which seems to admit of improvement as a harbour, is at Giles’s Quay.
Here there is a sandy l'ay of 20 acres, prelected by a spit of boulders, with clean ground cutside in
Giles’s Quay.
two or three fathoms, where vessels for Dundalk might wait the tide for the bar. A small pier here
wotdd afford protection not only to all the boats of the shore, but even to vessels embayed here, and
would enable the inhabitants to procure fuel on reasonable terms. Their only supply now is turf
brought from the large bog near Newry, a distance of ten miles. There are 8 or 10,000 acres of ex
cellent arable land round this place, the property of the Marquess of Anglesey, Lord Clermont, and
Mr. 'l ipping.
A Mr. Giles, about fifty years ago, made a kind of small pier here, capable of receiving a sloop; it
is now a ruin. I have given a design for a new one at the same place, which is the best site to be had
in the whole bay. The expense in a rough form may be £3840. Such a pier- would admit any vessel
that goes to Dundalk, and would cover seven acres.
W ithin the bar this shore is low, and has no boats worthy of notice until wc come to the Point of
Bellurgan.
Bellurgan, where there is a fishing village, with several smacks.
As the inside of this Point makes naturally a well-sheltered harbour, it would bo useful to have a
small quay built there for the accommodation of these boats, and of the district east of Dundalk, which,
might be done at a trilling expense, say £21)0.
Three small rivers fall into this Bay of Dundalk, and preserve in some degree their channels across
River Harbours.
the strand. Of these, that passing Dundalk is the best, and admits large merchantmen at spring tide.
It is regularly perched.
Anuagassin, below Castlebellingham, admits sloops. It has no quay of any kind.
The Fane, below Lurgan Green, makes hardly any channel. It would be possible to produce one
by jetties ami sluices, but I conceive the discussion of improvements of this kind is foreign to the im
mediate object of this report, as .these places neither possess at present nor are they likely to procure
any boats for the purpose of the fishery.
I shall merely observe, therefore, that a small boat-pier would be desirable at the point of IlaggardsHaggard,stown.
town, for the use of the yawls about black Roc.' and Lurgan Green. Another should be made for
the same purpose at Salt erst own, between Anuagassin and Dunany.
As these piers would only be accessible at high water, it is unnecessary to prolong them to any
»reat extent across the strand, or to expend more on their construction than two or three hundred
pounds.
. .
,
.
A pier of this description was built at Dunany Point a good many years ago, by Mr. JoneS) for
Dun any.
the use of his boat ;
is tKlW
ruin, but would be useful if restored. 1 should recommend it to be
placed nearer the head than the former site, as it would give better shelter by being turned m re to
■westward The expense and dimensions of a good pier here would be much the same as that stated
for Giles’s Quay on the north ot the bay, and it would be even better adapted than that, as a station
for the' fishery, being more to seaward.
Rounding Dunany Point we have an open sandy beach for three miles, then skerries of slate com
Clogher.
mence, but without any shelter to Clogher Head.
Ou the north side of this head there is a natural little cove in the rocky cliff, about eleven perches
by four at high water. The entrance is <>»dy twenty feet wide, and all dry at low water, yet this place
possesses five stout wherries, four smacks, and one building, besides thirteen yawls. The village conMr, Nimmo’s Coast
Survey.
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tains about 600 inhabitants. They arc much distressed for want, of a larger harbour, and, in conse Mr. Nimmo's Coast;
Survey.
quence, it is now not uncommon for eight or nine men to go a fishing in each yawl, who would other
wise procure wherries, they say, were there a place to keep their vessels. The present little harbour is
CO. LOUTH.
on the property of the diocese of Armagh. It is incapable of any enlargement or improvement.
But about half a mile to the westward, at St. Denis’* Well, a better harbour could be constructed,
of an extent of six or eight acres. Hare are some ruins of a pier, which was attempted about a
century ago. The entrance seems to have been injudiciously designed, being full of sunk rocks, from
which cause it is said never to have been finished, but as it is almost the only place fora fishing harbour
along the whole coast of Louth and Meath, and possesses a good roadsted in southerly and westerly
winds, I have thought it desirable of particular attention.
I should recommend that the entrance be made on the north side, in a gap looking towards Dunany
Point, and where we have three fathoms water within a few yards ; a small expense will clear out this
gap to low water; and that a pier be then built upon the rock, on the east, side, and across the original
entrance, and the rock along the inside of this pier quarried out to the level of the beach in the south
entrance; with another short pier, on the north side, from the new entrance to the little Green Isle,
and the space filled up from that isle to (he point west of it, thereby inclosing nearly eight statute
acres at high water, or double the space originally projected. The bottom of this harbour will be ex
cavated considerably for the materials required in building and filling the piers, so that we will have at
least twelve feet depth at high water. Estimate for the harbour £2.316.
With such a pier as this to run to, any vessel might safely ride on the north of Clogher Head in
southerly winds. For if the wind should come round to the eastward there is no great doubt of her
being able to hold out until the tide made; and if ever this place should become of greater importance
than a mere fishing-station, of which I have little doubt, a very small addition to the eastern pier will
bring it into three fathoms at low water.
All the rest of (he shore of Louth and Meath is a broad shallow strand, having no natural advantages Drogheda.
for constructing piers. 1 he only channel across it is that of the Boyne, or harbour of Drogheda, the
means of improving which need not be here entered on.
Co. D l BLIX.

The northern part of Dublin county is occupied by gently-swelling hills of green stone, of no great
CO. DUBLIN,
elevation, but of considerable fertility; the coast, generally thirty to forty feet high of clay soil, over
skerries of green slate rock, interspersed with sandy beaches. Between Skerries and Lough Shinny
limo-tone begins and continues, with the exception of Portrane Point, where we have a hili of quartz
rock ; Lambay is greenstone, Ireland’s Eye quartz.
There are three considerable inlets, at Rogcrstown, Mnlahide, and Baldoyle, each covered by a
tongue of blowing sand ; but all of them are left dry at low water, ami therefore form only bar-har
bours.
In each of those are several fishing wherries, and in Malahide a considerable oyster-bed. the property
of Colonel Talbot. In the chart of this part of the coa.-t 1 have shown sailing marks lor these inlets;
as when entered they are safe and well sheltered.
Inside of Rockabill, Lambay and Ireland’s Eye, the bottom of the sea is interspersed with patches Fishing Grounds,
of gravel and rock, and therefore unfit for trawling. Rock-cod, Red Gurnet, and Blockens, are caught
here by hand-line; but this district called the Coof is chiefly frequented by the fishermen for bait;
they lav down baskets or (leaves with garbage, which arc soon filled with shell-fish. Outside of this
is the trawling ground, and beyond that the long-line fishery, as already stated in describing the county
of Down.
At Lowther Lodge, or Nev. haven, there is a small pier built for the private n<e of Mr. Filgate, Newhaven.
which might be enlarged into a useful boat-harbour; but this seems hardly to deserve further atten
tion. being so very near the more important station of Balbriggan.
The pier of Balbriggan was built by (he late Baron Hamilton, at an expense, as I understand, of Balbriggan.
£15.000. He was granted by the Iri.-h Parliament for this work, viz. £150.> in 1761, and £375’2 in
1765. The [resent proprietor, Mr. Hamilton, has also expended considerable sums in supporting
ami improving the structure. The Ballast-Board have built an excellent light house at the pier
head.
The quay is nearly six hundred feet in length, and is frequently completely occupied with craft.
Independent of sixteen stout wherries engaged in the fishery, ami several small boats, there are some
trigs ami sloops belonging to this port, where 80 to 100 cargoes of coal arc commonly delivered in
one year, besides rock-salt, bark, slates, &e., and extensive shipments are made of grain and cattle. The
population of Balbriggan is above .3000. There are two considerable cotton mills, and several flour
mills on a stream which rims into the harbour, and there is also a salt-work, which does a great deal
of business. The town has almost entirely originated, and the agriculture of the neighbouring coun
try has greatly extended, since the building of the pier.
This harbour is clean, with a bottom of soft sand, so that vessels may rim boldly for it when there
is sufficient water, which within the pier-head is about fourteen feet at high water springs; it is all dry
at low water. Many vessels have been saved here in easterly or south-east gales, yet it would still re
quire much improvement to make it safe in winter, and various designs have been proposed for this
purpose. Among others that of excavating a dock in the upper part of the harbour to the depth of
low water, with a quay on the north side thereof, which would be more convenient to the town, &c.
I do not think it would be practicable to preserve this depth among so much movable sand, without
a continual and enormous expense, and would therefore recommend that a pier or breakwater should
be formed on the north side of the harbour, from the point of the rock under the Martello Tower, to
within about ten perches of the present pier-head. This would cut off the current which now sweeps
along that shore and out under the lee of the pier with all inshore winds, and by which vessels are so
often carried adrift when entering this harbour, and would send the swell off to spend itself at the
Martello Rocks. The harbour would then enclose a space of eleven acres, quiet in all winds, and the
run or portion of the billow which would be admitted by the entrance would have ample room within
to expend and subside.
But as an addition to the wharf is also wanted, and it might be too expensive to make this break
water pier applicable to that purpose, I would further recommend that instead of a quay near the mills,
which would diminish in too great a degree the area sheltered thereby, there should be a wharf-wall
and bank behind it, run from opposite the end of Grace’s Lane, or freeman’s Row, to the middle of
the breakwater aforesaid, with tunnels and sluices across it, by which the tide-water might be retained
M 2
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to six or cio-ht feet deep in a space of three or four acres between that and the Martello Rocks, and lei
off at low water to scour the harbour. I have no doubt but the sand-bank, «hich now act emulates
under the lee of the pier, would not only be removed, but the channel into the harbour considerably
lowered, and the river being led as at present along the eastern pier will keep that quay clear ; the old
pier-head or jetty may then be removed with safety, and the present quay-walls, it thought necessary,
continued up by the salt works. Estimate for the improvement, £1635.
To the south of Prospect wo have a clay dill’, with gravel beaches for about a mile, one spit, called
Long Legs, runs out nearly half a mile.
At Prospect a clean study bay occurs, where a boat-pier is said to have been made about forty years
ago; there are now no traces of it. but it might be replaced for about £3i)t), and would be a useful
landing place, for boats embayed between Balbriggan and Skerries.
The coast now tends eastward, with low slate rocks, and then a sandy bay to the point of
Skerries.
This is the most considerable fishing villageon the east coast ; it has nearly eighty smacks and wher
ries; a population of about 3000. There is a good pier of 120 feet long, which was built in 1755,
partly at (he public expense, Parliament having granted at that time £2000, and in 1767, £1500 to
wards the work; and it was proposed Io extend this pier into ten feet wa*er at low water; since that
time, the pier having fallen into decay, the present proprietor Hans Hamilton. Esq., has had it effec
tually rep bred and somewhat extended ; it is now in good order, though rather small for the trade.
The round form of the head also is complained of, as permitting the sea to tumble in along the pier ;
this could be corrected by a jetty. at an expense of £-100 to £500.
The bay or road of Skerries is clean, of easy access, and affords good shelter in southerly or west
erly winds; it would be very possible to convert it into an excellent safety-harbour for this coast, by a
mole on the ledge called the Cross, and turning off to westward, or by prolonging the pier into deep
water. 1 presume it is mmeeessary to estimate the expense of either of these improvements. 1 have
laid down on the chart of Dublin coast the sailing marks for Skerries.
For a mile to the south of Skerries we have a low sandy shore, the beach extending at low water
off Io Shenick’s Island; the limestone country then commences near Hacketstown; the shore is a cliff
for one mile farther, to the little bay of Loch Shinny.
This inlet is about a quarter of a mile square, and affords perhaps the very best natural situation for a
harbour along the whole coast of Leinster.
Though it seems to have been known to the Danish invaders, as there are remains of an intrenchment across the Peninsula on the south, it lias been comparatively neglected in latter times; there is
no village of any consequence upon it, and only three or four yawls. In 1771, the then proprietor,
Mr. Dempsey, petitioned Parliament for aid to extend a pier he Ind begun here at his own expense, and
of which he had completed eleven perches with a return of live perches. Although a favourable re
port was made thereon, the work was not prosecuted, and it is now a total ruin.
To complete the shelter at Loch Shinny, it would be necessary Io form a breakwater on the ledge of
rock where the old pier was begun, so as to raise the same above high water to within twenty perches
of the point near the Martello Tower; there is plenty of materials of the best description on the spot.
Jetties nay then be run out in any convenient part of (he biy, either from the shore or the breakwater,
for landing or shipping places;, the harbour will have fifteen feet into it at low water, and a fine clean
bottom of sand over an area of about forty English acres. Such a breakwater might be made for about
£20 per running yard. Estimated expense of the works, £12,000.
But even if this should not be undertaken, I am still of opinion this bay would afford the best place
of protection for the Rush fishermen, by running out a pier from about the middle of the south side in
a direction north by compass for at least 15 perches, which would be done for about £1,200, to £2,000.
The water is considerably shallower at the site of the old pier, but in other respects that would be
also a useful work if restored. T he chief advantage of Loch Shinny is the excellent roadstead afford
ed by the bay in all but cast winds.
From Loch Shinny to Rusli is a sandy bay, interspersed with low ledges of rock, one of these af
fords some shelter to the little harbour of Rush against northerly winds; it has been heightened by a
slight breakwater, built by the fishermen, but not sufficiently to keep off the sea at high water of spring
tides. 1 he pier only admits small craft; it was built by Sir Robert Ecldin, a predecessor of the pre
sent proprietor, and has lately been repaired ; the harbour is very confined, but docs not seem capa
ble of any material Improvement, and is very turbulent in east winds. There are eighteen good wher
ries at this place, which pay annually three guineas towards supporting the harbour; coal-vessels pay 1<7.
per ton. When the Rush wherries are afraid of easterly gales they prefer running into the inlet of
Rogerstown, which affords good shelter when over the bar, and where there is also a small pier for
landing coals, and accessible by brigs. I have inserted on the chart new marks for the Bar of Ro
gerstown.
On the south side of the bar of Rogerstown a pier was formerly built at Portrane Point. It is now
a total ruin, nor docs the site afford any encouragement for its renewal. From hence, alter a mile of
rocky cliff, we hnve a burrow of blowing sand for two miles to the inlet of Malahide.
This place has three good wherries, and imports a good many cargoes of coal and salt. I here is a
considerable salt-work ; no pier or quay of ary kind ; nor does it appear much wanted, as the vessels
beach easily on the sandy shore, and may ride afloat in the channel in perfect safety it their draft docs
not exceed ten feet.
.
,
South of Mahhide a small pier was attempted at Tubbermacany ; it is of no use, being so much ex
posed
Ih yond that a sand-burrow continues for two miles to the inlet of Baldoyle, where there arc
a few cherries. The channel is long and intricate, nor is it worthy of attention since (he const ruction
of the large harbour of Hou th.
.
The island of Lambav is distant about (wo ami a half miles from the coast ot the county of Dublin,
in the vicinity of the fishing-villages, by which the markets of this city are supplied. It is about one
mile ami a half loner, one mile broad, and though billy has a fertile greenstone soil. There is good
anchorage all round the island in five to eight fathoms water, clean ground : but the best road in eas
terly v inds is to t|1(j westward of the island, between the Burrm rock on the south, and the reefs call
ed the i ailm-s, on the north. After examining all round the island 1 think this place is also the best
for I uil> mg a fshing-villa<>e and pier. I he ground is low and level ; boats and smacks may sail from
hence v.h'.m they would be wind bound in every cieek on the main; they would be at all times from
five to iime miles nearer the fishing-oround, and may run hither for shelter, when, except liowth, no
oilier place is accessible on the coast.
J have made out a design for a pier at this place capable of sheltering wherries and coasters. It will
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he sixty fathoms long, and, with some improvement of a reef of rock on the north side, will cover a
Nimmo’s Coast
space of one and a half acre at high water, so that from a dozen to twenty wherries may be admitted;
Survey.
and if ever it be found desirable, the. place admits of considerable enlargement, by making as much
use as possible of the rocky ledges. It appears that the work may be executed for about £j00, and it
CO. DUBLIN,
will certainly be of very great use in promoting the coast-fishery.
Howth Harbour has been singularly beneficial to the fisheiies, for although it has already cost the Howth.
public a very great sum of money, and is yet very far from being perfect, and indeed from the great
quantity of rock not only within the harbour but also in the access thereto, is, I fear, never likely to
answer the public expectation as a deep harbour for large vessels, yet as the depth of water is sufficient
to admit vessels of the class of wherries at all times of tide, and the situation is convenient to the fish
ing-grounds, it has become the rendezvous of all those engaged in the supply of Dublin market. The
fish are carried from hence by land-carriage to Dublin, and the boats are enabled to put to sea again
without delay. Though this be not the only cause of the late great reduction in the price of fish in
Dublin market, yet certainly it must have materially contributed thereto. And I think it would not
be going to > far to say, that this very reduction will in a few years compensate for the whole expense
of Howth harbour. It is however remarkable, that after all the money that has been expended, there
is not yet a boat-builder, carpenter, rope-maker, or blacksmith, in this place. All that appeared to
me requisite in this survey with respect to Howth was to make out for the fisheries a good chart of
the entrance, for although this harbour has now been in use for several years, no chart or sailing-di
rections fur it have been communicated to the public, and there are several dangers to be avoided in
entering which have not been sufficiently attended to in the manuscript charts or sailing-marks used by
the packets.
--------Survey resumed on the North Coast of Mayo__ (Seepage G6.J

Killalla Bay is nearly a square of five miles each way; the east side is a low water limestone shore, the
CO. MAYO,
west more varied and elevated, with cliffs of sandstone alternately with limestone, and has various in- Killalla Bay.
lets on that side of the bay ; there arc also several extensive rocky shoals; the Lottom is a broad shal
low strand, cut off by a range of sand hills from an interior lagoon, mostly dry at low water, between
Killalla and the Aloy river.
There are two openings across this range of sand-hills, viz. the bars of Killalla and of the Moy. I he
former has four feet at ordinary ebb, and on the whole is considered the safest, being protected in the
worst winds by the land to the westward, and the rock of Carrickpadrig, &c. J he bar of the Moy after
great Hoods has deep water, but being more liable to shift is not to be depended on ; and in droughts
of summer is often fordable.
It is only a few years since the bar of the Moy was attempted by vessels of any burthen. Sloops
now usually ascend to within a mile of Ballina, and measures arc in progress to bring them up to the
town, by cutting a passage across the limestone ledges that obstruct the channel of the Moy.
This work has been carried on by the funds for the employment of the poor, and promises to be of
much benefit by bringing the export market so far into the interior
Heretofore vessels for Ballina entered the Killalla bar, and passed by the channel behind Berha
Island, to the pool of Moyne, near the Abbey of that name, whence lighters conveyed the cargoes up
to the town of Ballina. Since the direct navigation was opened, that town has rapidly increased in
trade and population, and is now the best on this coast.
K'Halla is also a town of some consequence, and exports a good deal of corn from the barony of Tyrawlev. During the Herring season it is much frequented by the fishing boats, and the Herrings fre
quently set within the bar.
A material improvement was effected on the harbour of Killalla, by the construction of a dam to
increase the back-water, and a direct cut through the strand below, which has increased the depth of
water at the pier.
There are no other towns in this neighbourhood : and these were also of late confined almost en
tirely to the supply of the barony of Tyrawley in Mayo, and the adjoining part of Ty rerag h in bligo;
the roads to the interior, across the line of the Ox Mountains, being so excessively hilly and inconve
nient as to be nearly impassable for carriages of any burthen.
This defect is now in a fair way of removal, as a new and level line of road is nearly completed Inland Roads,
from Killalla to Ballina, Foxford and Swineford, by which the interior country may convey its pro
duce to these seaports; and the road is on a scale to admit a Mail-coach to communicate towards the
Royal Canal and Dublin.
Another line of road has been opened along the North shore of Mayo, as far as Beldcrig, and the
bounds of Erris, which it is intended to connect with Broadhaven.
A lim' of carriage road has also been executed on the east of the Moy, from the coast road at Inniscrone, on the east side of the bay, to the foot of the pass of Loch Tait. This line is of great impor
tance to the i sheries, as giving access to the country near these mountains, and the interior from the
fishing places of iTdocheny and Inniscrone.
A branch from the same road is also in progress towards boxlord, through the district of Coolcarnea, which is also opened by another line to Ballina. 1 he roads from the town of Ballina, to the
quays below it have also been levelled, and similar improvements made at Killalla.
4 hese works have been made at the expense of Government, from the funds for the employment of
Ihe poor; their importance in giving access to the seaports of Killalla bay is evident.
In a dition to these the Grand Jury of Mayo some years ago, opened a road from Castlebar to bal
lina, acres- the narrow part of Loch (. onn ; began another from Ballina towards b wineford, on the east
of the Moy; and also, by means of a loan from the Consolidated Fund, made considerable progress in
opening a carriage road from Castlebar through the upper gart of Tyrawley, into the extremity of
Erris. 1 his road is now nearly completed by means of the Government funds, and is of great conse
quence to the towns of Tyrawley; which from their vicinity, are the natural markets of Erris, and
are equally accessible by this road. Towns, however, are now rising in Erris itself, as will be seen
when we come to the description of the coast of that district.
3 he whole bay of Killalla has been carefully and minutely surveyed and sounded, and proper sailing
marks adopted lor the bars ami shoals; this chart is now ready for the engraver.
The merchants of Ballina having employed me professionaly to examine the river Moy, and suggest
the means ol improving the navio-ation, 1 am enabled to lay down the result on the chart of the bay of
Killalla, constructed for the use of the fisheries, though the survey of the river within the bar was
made without any expense to the Commissioners, 'ibis chart, from the active spirit of improvement
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afloat in this place, promises to be of great importance to navigators; and I trust the Board will loose
no time in having it made public.
The fish, and seasons for fishing, are the same in Killalla as already described in Sligo bay.
Most of the bay is a good turbot bank, especially between the bars ; also oil* Trakel about August,
following the sand eels, which abound in those strands. Rock fish are found at Carrirkpadr’ui, and the
shoals near Rathfran; Cod and Ling abound under Kilcummin and the deep dills to the westward.
Killalla town is situated on the edge of a broad strand, within the inner bay or lagoon, and is
not very accessible by shipping of great draught ; there is, however, an excellent pool in the channel
Moy, where vessels may lay afloat near the town, and a quay has been built about half way between
it and the town, at a place covered from the sea along the strand at high water by a small green island.
The pier or quay has been principally built by a small fund raised by the merchants, of In. lor each
sack of oats exported, and admits vessels of eight or ten leet draught.
A presentment was obtained Sprirg Assizes 1822, Mayo, for making a better road to this quay,
with a face-wall on the sea side, which in some degree answered as a boat quay, and the foundation
had been laid of an extension of the pier.
When the Board allowed £150 to the pier of this place, it did not appear that it could be better
applied than to the completion of the works above mentioned, which has since been accordingly done
in the most economical way the smallness of the grant required ; by day labour first, under the over
seer for the county work ; and, secondly, by contract with Mr Rutledge, but, in addition to this,
a material improvement has been effected by means of the charitable funds of 1822.
As it was necessary to provide a field for the labour of the. numerous poor of this place, I directed
the following experiment to be made, with a view to increase the depth of water at tin* present quays,
which, having a strand between them and the pool of half a mile in breadth, are evidently incapable of
obtaining such an additional depth by any moderate extension. I had therefore an embankment wall
run across the strand, from the green island over to the point of the salt work, thereby enclosing about
fifty acres at high water. This bank rises only two and a half feet over the strand, and consists of a
dry wall of stone, three feel thick on each side, with three feet of puddle between. It is covered five
feet at high water; but as it causes the whole of the early flood and latter ebb of the fifty acres topass
along the quay, the consequence has been, that it has lowered the channel there about a foot, and
though not very skilfully made, has stood well.
As the channel from the pier took a winding course through the strand, (which, although only two
feet higher, caused vessels often to ground in making or leaving the pier,) 1 directed a .straight channel
to be cut for about 15b yards, which was also to have had a bank of gravel, by way of weir, on the
west; and in order to have the flood to run fairly along the quay, [ directed a batik to be made in con
tinuation of the pier, to overshoot the Green Island, ami of same height, as the first mentioned em
bankment These directions have been rather imperfectly understood, and were incomplete when the
necessity for employment ceased, but have on the whole been of material benefit.
The stuff for filling the road to the quay was to have been taken from the front of its sea wall, so as
to make a boat channel all the way up to the town, which would be very useful to the fishermen.
This also is yet imperfect. The expenditure on these works was £350, chiefly managed by the Rev.
Archdeacon Verschoyle.
Beyond Killalla we have a peninsula called Ross, between the inlets of Killalla and Rathfran. It
is cuiiously inteisected by the >ea at high water, and the creeks behind it oiler a good object for em
bankment, as the soil of them is valuable. There is no harbour or fishery town on it, the inlet of
hathfian on that side being an extensive sand; but the back-water being extensive, there is a good
channel kept open across this sand along the western shore, which, though narrow, is rather safer and.
less broken on the bar than Killalla. A good many yawls belong to Rathfran, which has no quay or
pier, though an excellent situation f >r one is to be found at the old salt works on the west side. The
rock here is sandstone, which continues on a steep cliff, about half way to Kilcummin Head, where the
limestone returns.
Near Kilcummin Head, the cliff is precipitous, and appears to have been undermined by the sea;
the sand is washed in along the shore, and forms a bank of beach round a low alluvial flat at the village
of Clogher. The inner angle is a landing place for yawls, which are hauled over the beach, and are
rather of a larger construct! n than most others in the bay. It is remarkable as the place where the
French expedition landed under Humbert, in 171)8. The village is extensively engaged in the fishery,
and supplies most of the neighbourhood with white fish, found near the shore. A small harbour would
therefore be of great use. The neighbouring country is fertile, and a good deal of produce is export
ed to Killalla. I would propose to run out a small pier from the S.E. point, in the direction of Ross,
to make a cut across the beach within it, and to excavate a dock in the alluvial flat, which is composed
of sand and bog stuff. The work might cost about £1001), being pretty similar to Raghley, and being
like Pulocheny, situated without the bars, and much better sheltered against the dangerous winds,
would be of great, utility even to large vessels.
Rounding Kilcummin Head we find the sand has blown to a great extent over the western slope, and
forms a line of downs, and a brbad strand across the inlet between it, and Rathlackcn Point ; behind
the sands is an extensive but shallow lagoon, dry at low water. 1 he channel being in the middle of
the strand, is too precarious to be of much use in navigation, or to admit of improvement, although the
grounds in the neighbourhood are fertile. 'This bay is called Trakel, or the White Strand, and af
fords good supplies of flat fish ; several yawls are kept on the western shore below Castle Lacken, but
they must be hauled up a steep cliff into a paddock near Mr. Burke’s house ; nor does there seem any
method of forming a harbour at any reasonable expense.
We are now in a district of limestone, alternating with sandstone, of considerable fertility and <rreat
population. The roads terminate at Castle Lacken, which is also the last post-office on this side, and
from hence round to Dunfiny Bay, the coast is a precipitous cliff of horizontal beds of limestone, black
slate and sandstone.
On the eastern point of this little bay, is the remarkable insulated rock called Downpatrick Head.
The perpendicular cliff affords five distinct sections of the horizontal strata aforesaid, bavin" a remark
able resemblance to the general appearance of coal, though 1 am not aware of any of that mineral hav
ing been discovered.
The western side of Dunfiny is lower, with fine quarries of sandstone, fit for building, along shore.
The bottom of the bay is a broad strand, on which the swell beats heavily in northerly winds. No
natural shelter exists here for boats, though a good many yawls of the Norway make are kept, and the
valley is fertile and exceedingly populous.
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The Board proposed in 1822, to layout £300 for a boat-pier in this bay. The most favourable situa J/r. Nimmo’s Coast
Survey.
tion appeared to be at Bunatragher, on the S. \V. angle, near the mouth of the western stream; but
though an excellent description of building-stone for such a purpose exists on the spot, I could not take it
CO. MAYO.
upon me to commence this work, as it could not be made useful without a considerable increase of funds.
A country road exists to the Bay of Dunfiny from Palmerstown Bridge, on the river of Rathfran;
another from the village of Ballycashel, runs up the valley of Ballanglen, towards Killalla and Crossmolina ; but the country to the westward, as far as Broadhaven, had not even a footpath before the
year 1822 ; since that a good carriage line of road has been made by Government, ten miles westward,
to the bounds of Erris, and to the village of Belderig, and is intended to be continued to Broadhaven.
From Dunfiny Bay thn coast to the westward is a precipitous cliff, without any landing place even
fora boat, for several miles; the country behind it is for the most part an uncultivated bog, the pro
perty of John Knox, Esq. of Castlerca; it is, however, capable of easy reclaim, having in general a
subsoil of great fertility.
Some of the ravines exhibit sections of black mould, forty to sixty feet deep, mixed with limestone
gravel. The same kind of soil continues over all (he great moor forming the western part of Tyrawley,
until we ariive at the foot of the primitive mountains which divide it from Erris and Burrishoolc. If
once opened by roads, and provided with any kind of harbours, this country would soon rival the most
fertile parts of Mayo.
To the westward, the coast rises in lofty cliffs of quartz rock. There are two or three coves in which
yawls are kept; but being open to the north, and so near the deep, the ground swell breaks heavily
within them.
Flat fish are found in those coves, and they have the advantage of the neighbourhood of the Cod
ground of Bank Bwee, if craft fit for the offing could be kept in them.
At Belderig there appears a tolerable opportunity of having a small harbour, by running a short pier Belderig.
on the westside to cover a cut which might be made through the beach into the stream behind, which
is pretty level and deep for near half a mile up the valley, and would therefore be a tolerable harbour
if the entrance could be kept open.
The cove of Port Terlin has also a few yawls ; but lies too open to admit of any improvement unless Port Terlin,
by cutting a canal or passage through the beach. Six or seven boats only are kept here.
Port-a-clov cove is deep, and affords good shelter in most winds in summer, and even from the Port-a-cloy.
north it is somewhat protected by the lofty rocks called the Stags of Broadhaven, which are about a
mile offshore: there is a depth of twenty-four fathoms at its mouth, an four fathoms close in shore.
There arc about a score of row-boats in this creek, and the peninsula between it and Broadhaven is
thickly inhabited; though the south side near the village of Doonkeehan, is mostly blowing sand, and
the uplands moor.
N. E. of the Stags about sixty miles, in fifty fathoms water, is the Yellow Bank, or Bank Bwee, be Fishing grounds on
fore mentioned: it extends from Glynsk Hill, in Erris, about one fourth of the way across to Arran. the North Coast of
Mayo.
It abounds with Cod ami Skate or maiden Ray.
Phe whole north >hore of Mayo is excellent fishing ground in harvest; but it cannot be resorted to
in sailing boats, as there are no ports to save them.
Off Erris Head when you open Glanlaid E. N. E. about five miles, is an excellent Ling bank, in
thirty-five to thirty-six fathoms. Small Cod also abound in the entrance of Broadhaven.
The lofty coast continues to Benwce Head, and in the detached isle of Kid Island, between which Broadhaven.
and Erris Head we find a bay of six miles in breadth at the mouth, by four or five deep, being the en
trance into Broadhaven. The coast on either side is a lofty precipice, but lowers as we pass up the
bay, which has two principal arms.
That on the east side, named Saulfodacon, receives two considerable rivers; but is nearly filled with
sand and barred across the mouth.
A little on the outside of the bar is a point of land called Rimma, near the village of Doonkeehan, Doonkeehan.
where an opporl unity occurs for a small pier. It might be made similar to Tarmon, and would cost
about £500 to £fi00. The sand outside the bar, as usual, affords plenty of flat fish. Thirty or forty
row-boats are kept about Doonkeehan.
On the west side of the bay there is a small opening in the cliff, frequently mistaken for Broadha
ven. '1 he inlet, though land-locked, is dry at low water, and forms no harbour; it however possesses
a few yawls.
Between these two is the proper entrance of the Haven, lessthan half a mile in width, and four fa
thoms water: and within it the inlet continues in a curve form for near seven miles to the Isthmus of
Belmullet.
rI here are two creeks which dry at low water, as does the upper part of the Haven for several miles,
but the lower part is an excellent harbour, affording good shelter in three fathoms on soft sand, be
tween the points of Rintagel ami Inver. On either or both of these it would be desirable to have a
small landing pier.
Of these two places. Inver appears to be the most useful, as there is to boa branch road from that Inver-point,
point aloim- the side of the lake of Carramore to join the central Erris road near the outlet of that lake,
which will afford a ready communication to Castlebar and the interior. 1 he strands are also passable at
low water from hence to Belmullet, and serve as a road.
There is no other trade in Broadhaven but fishing, and that only pursued in row-boats for immedi
ate consumption. Heretofore there were some sailing-boats which carried fish to Sligo, at present
there are none. The country would appear, from the description by Sir William Monson in his Na
val Tracts, to have made very little progress in two hundred years. A better prospect is now opening
from the measures taken by Government to open up this country by roads, in explaining which it will
be necessary to give a brief description of Erris.
rl he western part of Mayo, between Achil Island and the north coast is named the Half Barony of Erris.
Erris, though in extent larger than the entire county of Dublin. It is for the most part a low plain
of bog, on a bottom of mica slate, backed by an amphitheatre of lofty quartz mountains, which from
Glynsk, OU the north coast, pass southward as far as the isthmus of Coraan Achil dividing this district
from 1 yrawlej and Burrishoolc. I he mountain range then turns westward through Coraan Peninsula
and the island of Achil. In the latter they are chiefly quartz, in the former conglomerate sandstone.
'Die two inlets of Broadhaven and Black Sod penetrate deeply’1110 the plains of Erris, approaching
from the north and south within 400 yards of each other at high water. The isthmus is called Bel
mullet. The peninsular district beyond, about nine miles in length, is low, and where not overblown
with sand exhibits considerable cultivation. I he population is about 8000, while the main of Erris
contains 10,000.
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Through the range of bills before-mentioned the river Owenmorc makes its way by a narrow valley
from the upper plain of Tyrawley to the sea at the lower end of Black Sod liavcii : its mouth is
called Tulloghaun Bay, and is a haven for small vessels; but dries three fourths over from the cast side
CO. MAYO.
at low water. Along the valley of this river is the only carriage road yet made into Erris.
Oue branch proceeds to it from Castlebar, another from Crossmolina: the former, lately begun by
the grand jury, has been completed by the funds for the employment of the poor; it is a level line, and
in general skilfully laid out; the other has all the defects of the ordinary country roads.
Through the valley above-mentioned the original line has been improved, and after passing the
mountains, a new line goes oil' to the isthmus of Belmullet, thence along the west side of Black
Sod Haven to Elly Harbour. Other branches are also in progress from the same point to the west
side of Broadhaven, and to the isthmus of Coraan Achil.
By the former of these branches a communication is opened to the north of Killalla, and the lat
ter unites with anew line, also in progress, from Newport to the extremity of Achil.
The change produced by the roads into Erris is already very perceptible. Previous to 171 <S no way
existed of entering that country but on foot or by sea ; at least when a horseman attempted the journey
it was necessary to have the assistance of six or eight guides on foot to cast the horse at every suauip,
fasten his legs, and haul him over by ropes; an operation which is to me sufficiently familiar, being
often resorted to from necessity in the course of our expeditious.
The journey could seldom be accomplished from Ballina in less than three days; ami il the rivers
happened to be in flood, the delay might be much greater. rl be expense, as might be readily con
ceived, in money, whiskey, ami civil entreaty, much more than it is now to go with carriage and
post-horses in one day from Castlebar to the extreme part of the Mullet.
Since the commencement of 1X24 carriages have appearer! within the Mullet; it is not uncommon
to proceed there from Castlebar in one day, about fifty English miles.
Saleen Bay.
Mr. Dennis Bingham, a land proprietor, resident within the Mullet, has built a considerable sillage
on the north sitle of Saleen Pay, within the Mullet; and here a small harbour has been beunm by
the Commissioners of the Fisheries. A corn store is also built at the harbour.
Belmullet.
Since March last Mr Carter, another proprietor, having come into possession of the farm of Bel
mullet, has begun another village on the isthmus, which, being accessible by waler on either side, seems
likely to become a place of consequence. Already a good store has been built there by a Mr. Ivers,
and filled with oats and barley; two cargoes have been shipped this season, several small shops have
been opened, and most of the building lots are taken.
Proposed Canal beThe most important improvement here would be to cut a channel across the isthmus so as to permit
tween Broadhaven & boats to pass at high water from one haven to the other. As each of the inlets dry to a con-mterablc
Blacksod Bay.
distance at low water, and Broadhaven in particular is shallow at the head, it would be necessary to
continue this cut for someway through the strand; but assuming the depth only of eleven feet, which
is obtainable very near the shore in the Black Sod Bay, I find the cut would have to be about 120 per
ches in length, and might probably be executed for about .£5,000. Ihe bottom, for part of the way,
is mica slate rock.
i his cut would permit the passage, in most tides, of such vessels as use the Forth and Clyde Canal,
and would certainly be a great convenience in the time of the fishery ; but 1 presume it is unnecessary
in this place to enter much further into the detail of probable expense.
As the tide in Black Sod rises earlier and somewhat higher than in Broadhaven, there v. ould con
sequently be a current through the cut which might enable it to be kept clean without lockage ; ami this
current, if not too strong so as to create bars, would probably improve the present channel through the
upper part of Broadhaven. At all events there can be little difficulty in cutting that channel straight,
and preserving it by jetties or gravel lining.
Acliil-sound.
The sound of Achil, though it ebbs so far as to be fordable at low water, permits vessels of the class
of coasters to passat high water, and with the proposed cut at Belmullet we would have a kind of in
land navigation from Westport to the bay of Donegal
Fisheries.
i
The sea off this coast abounds in fish, being by far the most productive on the Irish coast; and it is
1 regularly visited by decked wherries from Skerries, Rush, &c. on the cast coast, and by hookers from
Kinsale on the south. These vessels being able to stand the heavy sea of the Atlantic, can run to the
fishing banks in the offing, and of course succeed belter than the country boats. Ihe Skerries’ men
’
use long lines, also spillers in summer, and hand-lines in the winter fishery. One of the crow is left
at some station on the shore to attend to drying the fish, and the wherries come in with the iEh caught
until the cargo is made up, when they make off for Dublin.
The Kinsale hookers use spiller lines of about 300 fathoms only, being unfit for running the long
line, but succeed nearly as well as the Skerries’ men. They also bring mackerel nets, which they era|
ploy at night near the Bell Rocks with good success about Martinmas. There are no other mackerel
i
nets used about Clew Bay.
The superiority of the wherries and hookers over the country boats is equally conspicuous along all
the west coast of Ireland and Scotland, and as far as the Isles of Shetland ; and as these craft are equal
not only to stand the sea in the fishery, but also to be employed in the coasting trade, and to make
considerable voyages, they seem to be deserving of encouragement in this maritime nation.
Exclusive of want of capital there may be one cause for the adoption of small boats on this coast, viz.
that for the larger docked vessels it is necessary to have harbours with quays, to which they can be
brought for the purpose of loading or discharging. Thus, on the south coast from Dublin, where there
are no such harbours, the boats, as at Arklow, &c. are mostly open ; whereas at the pier harbours,
Rush, Skerries, and Balbriggan, decked wherries and cutters are chiefly used. The open boats are
also better adapted to the trade in turf and sea-weed, which is the principal occupalionfor them when
not employed in the fishery.
The white fishery commences on this coast with the season of Eent; spiller lines are used from Ashwednesday; bait is procuredin the strands, viz., Lug for Cod and Haddock; Mussels or Whelks are
unknown, as also Crabs and Scallops. A piece of Herring or other fish is commonly used, especially
for Turbot, which are found in I ^ew ^ay outside the bars, in Achil Sound, and on the other sandy bars,
also on the great banks of the offing, though seldom sought there for sale, such as arc got there by
the wherries being for the most part consumed by the crew, or given away to the gentlemen’s families
ou shore.
n .
The principal white fish bank is situated between Bofin and Achil, about two and a half leagues
e °
north of the former, and three from Achil Heid.
.

Mr. Nimmo's Coast
Survey.

You are on it with the Crow Patrick Rock north of Innisturk, and High Island west of Imushark,
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with about forty fathoms water ; the water on cither side, and towards the north-west end, deepens Mr. Nimmo's C&ut
quickly to sixty fathoms, and a bottom of rock outside.
Survey.
1 his great bank seems formed in the wake of Bofin Island, as there is a general northerly current
from Slyne Head to Erris Head, when three miles from the shore: it is abundantly supplied with all
^-O. MAAO.
kinds of white fish, Cod, Ling, Glassen, Mackerel and Gurnet, especially in spring, as also Herrings.
The Haddock and Whiting got there are only used as bait.
"Whiting, Pollock and other rock-fish, are found near the Bells and other rocks; the best bait for
them is fresh-water Eel; the line put lengthways through them, and the hook out at the navel.
On the 2nd of May 1823, we found a few boats on the white fishing of Bofin: one sloop from Gal
way, one from Cunemara, two or three wherries from Kinsale, and two from Westport, provided with
long lines and nets.
North of Bofin Bank, within the Bells, and along the shore of Achil, the ground is principally
rocky. North of Achil Head, we have a sand-track running up Black Sod Bay affording as usual
Turbot and flat fish.
At the Black Rock rough ground, but beyond that lies the Inniskea Ling bank, extending from five InuiskeaBank,
to eight leagues to the westward of these isles, abundantly stocked with fish, and much frequented by
the wherries in summer, with Spiller and long-lines; hand-lines during winter.
The mark for it is the Minister’s House on Annagh Head; in forty or sixty fathoms, red sand.
This bank is chiefly fished from May to August, and is too rough later in the season for the country
boats.
South of Bofin Island the ground in the offing is rough to Slyne Hoad, within which up to Galway
Bay, is clean ground, and an abundant white fishery.
Off this coast, about thirty miles, or just within sight of the high land of Achil island, is the ground The Sunfish Bank,
called the Sunfish Bank ; we are on it with Sleavemorc Achil, about E. N. E., per compass; seventy
to ninety fathoms.
This bank is remarkable from the break of the tide on it, with ebb and flood, and is supposed to
be a ridge of land extending from the Blaskcts to Erris Head, in about seventy fathoms. Half a
mile further off we have fifteen fathoms more water, and the increase of depth is also considerable
within it; the water outside deepens quickly to 100 fathoms and upwards ; and the probability is, that
this bank is near the edge of soundings.
This place is frequented in spring by the Sunfish or Basking Shark, the best season being the last
week in April or firsv in May ; they come hither from the north, and arc seen from Tory Island to
beyond the Blaskcts ; in fine weather tr.cy come to the surface in the morning and evening, when they
are pursued and struck with harpoons, for (he sake of their oil, of which one fish will yield to the ex
tent of seven to ten barrels.
1 he fish arc in considerable numbers together, and easily got at in a fine day ; but the weather at
this season is very uncertain, and the swell so great, that frequently there are hardly any fish caught:
in 1822, for example, there were only two killed.
Should a fine day or two occur, during the season, there may however, be thirty to forty killed,
but in such a case the fish make of! speedily to the south, as the fishermen say, whenever they smell
the blood.
Should any stragglers remain, they get so lean as to be hardly worth killing.
The spear used for striking the fish in this business, is an iron rod of half-inch bolt, about four and
a-half feet long, having a movable barb at one end, and a socket at the other which receives a
wooden handle about six feet long ; between the socket and barb slides a thimble or ring, to which is
spliced the end of a coil of two-inch line, and which passes through two grummets or loops tied to the
wooden handle. When prepared for striking, the barb is turned into the line of the shank, and kept
so by a turn of yarn round the tail, which, when the fish is struck, slips off, permitting the barb to
turn at right angles, and thus keep the spear in hold ; the handle being then pulled, slips out of the
socket, and slides along the line when the fish runs it out.
1 he animal lies quietly on the surface, and allows the boat to come along side, nor docs it make oft'
until pierced to the quick ; the wooden handle serves as a buoy when all the line is let out ; many fish
however are struck without effect, and the spears lost.
Indeed the whole business appears to be an unprofitable one, the outfit of so many boats as engage
in this fishery cannot be estimated at much less than £2000 in a season, and besides the loss of time
of so many people at an important period of the year, the fish caught, even in a favorable year, has
never, I believe, been above £1200 or £1500, and latterly not a tenth of that sum, and this chiefly
got by the few decked vessels that can stand out waiting for good weather.
SKETCH OF THE SPEAR.

Spear from socket to point 4^ feet long ; shank of 1^-inch iron; outer part on a pivot, so that
when in the fish, it opens as at A : part B rounded so as not to cut the fish when it pulls. 1 he wood in
handle comes out when the fish goes down, and slides on the rope. C bicket, which keeps the spear
straight until the fish is struck.
The northern end of the peninsula of the Mullet is a precipitous and rugged cliff round by Erris- Port.ifranka.
head and Eagle Island, on which the N. W. Atlantic beats heavily into the rocky coves ; the first inlet
noticeable is Portafranka. This is narrow and rocky at the entrance, and generally with a heavy
breaker: it is only accessible with southerly and easterly winds; within, the creek extends nearly three
miles, but mostly dry at low water,. and I do not perceive any situation at which a pier could be made
of any great sei vice; though once in, a small vessel is in good shelter.
The south side of this inlet is formed by the peninsula of Annagh, about three hundred acres, con
nected with the main by a very narrow isthmus of sand. This place appears to me capable of some
improvement, and not ill adapted for prosecuting the fishery :—At any rate it is the only position on
the west side of the Mullet, the whole shore of which to the southward is a naked beach of sand.
N
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To the south of Annagh-head, about two miles, and nearly as much oft' land, are the small isles of
Innisglore and Inniskerach.
In the middle of the northern open is the heavy breaker called Monaster Ladiri, in the southern
€0. MAYO.
open is the half tide rock, Carriglaharan. The interior space, of about half a league square, is some
what protected by all these; and a vessel may lie behind Inniskerach in tolerable shelter in four fa
thoms, good holding ground, though a heavy swell tumbles over the rocky points towards high water.
This nlace is not sufficiently known, but may be of service to vessels embayed south of Eagle
Island.
Vnnagh.
'1 'he bight of Annagh is further protected by two rocky lodges running oft’from the southern and
western sides. Within the latter 1 should propose a small pier to be built, from which vessels may
pursue the Inniskea fishery in summer, and in winter they may lay up in great safety in Portafrauka.
The property belongs to Major Bingham. (Estimated expense of the pier, £1000.)
A fishing vessel here would be within a couple of miles of the rising town of Binghamstown and
Belmullet, and of course most conveniently situated for communication with the interior
Should this place over appear likely 'o sand up, it might be advisable to make a cut through the
neck into Portafrauka.
I he range of cliff on the north-west of Enis. after being broken through at Annagh. seems to re
appear successively in the islet> of Innisglore and Inniskeragh, the Didier rocks, the i>ies of Inniskca,
and the Black Rocks. The breaking up or debris of this chain seems to have formed or at least co
vered the peninsula of the Mullet, the greater part of it being a naked sand.
The Isles of Inniskea.
The isles of Inniskea are interesting in this inquiry, from their immediate vicinity to the great Ling
Bank ; the two principal isles are together nearly four miles long, being separated only by a narrow
sound not fifty fathoms wide.
The western side is a clift’with several wild coves; the eastern side, especially of the North Isle,
is an extensive blowing sand ; but as the isles have a tolerable anchorage on that >ide nearly opposite
the sound, it would be extremely useful to have at least a landing pici on one or other of them.
I have had the harbours on each surveyed for the purpose, but neither of them are very well
suited to our purpose without a very considerable expense, which I suppose is not to be obtained.
The present boat-cove or landing-place is to the south of the little isle of Rusheena, and does not
therefore communicate with the anchorage at low water, the strand between the isle and shore being
dry at half-tide; but it may be materially improved by carrying out a pier beyond the present ledge
of rock about the line of low water, say for about £300.
The North Isle has a cove which might be materially improved ; but as it is nearly a mile from the
anchorage, I am of opinion that a small pier at the entrance of the ><>und will be found more eligible
than any of them.
Nack el.
The southern extremity of the Mullet rises in a considerable hill of red granite ; several rocks and
small isles of the same material extend two or three miles to the westward, on which the Atlantic
beats heavily in most winds; within these, and somewhat sheltered by them, is a boat-cove at Nackel,
or Lurganian, frequented by the people of Inniskea, and where a lew boats arc kept hauled up ; it
seems too wild to admit of any material improvement.
Tarmon,
Rounding Blacksod Point, or Tarmon, we have a small bight within a suit of stones at the entrance
of a Sandy Bay, where a little landing pier was begun in I *'22. 1 he neighbouring shore affords excel
lent blocks of granite, and thereby gave a temptation to the superintendent of this pier to form the
face of the quay in hewn stone ; and as might have been expected, the sum allotted for the purpose was
exhausted ere the pier was made of much use. 1 do not approve of what has been done here, and
though this would be a useful place, it as yet only admits boats; and though the work is neatly exe
cuted, I am of opinion that the best thing to be done for making it a harbour would be to take part
of it down, and rebuild it according to a different plan at the same place, and make more use of the
isle or spit; for the present pier being short, and with deep water beside it, it will be difficult to ren
der it tolerably quiet without more room for the sea to spend away. 1 here is a shallow bight in the
spit well calculated for this, or for keeping boats in, but it has been shut out by the present construc
tion, and the notion of deepening along the , ier, which was entertained by Mr. Bald, must be given
up on account of the expense The present jetty, for one hundred and twenty feet, being raised to
high water mark, may stand, and the back of it, fourteen feet wide, walled up with rough stone. The
portion between that and the isle is yet only about six to eight feet high, to be taken down and relaid
from the extremity of the isle, at an angle about sixty degrees from the present position, and down to
low water, firmly paved on the back and end.
Ihe inner part of the isle is to be cut away to the same lino, and the materials laid across the hol
low between the cast end of the isle and the mam as a rough mole, twenty-one feet broad at top,
sloping three to one to seaward ; a rough parapet wall, similar to that at Cleggan, is then to be carried
round from the land to the pier-head, and the basin excavated as low as possible. It is chiefly bog.
(Estimate of the expense, £674 1(6.)
1 his place will then have a tolerable inner harbour of one hundred and twenty feet square, and clean
ground along the outer pier, which may be extended, if thought proper, at any future time. It will
be a valuable station for the white fishery.
There is a considerable population about Tarmon, and the road is now extended to the pier, which
will always be a convenient place for crossing to Achil or Ballycroy.
Further up Blacksod Bay we find good shelter on the west, though the lesser bays are mostly filled
with sand. '1 he only one deep enough for vessels of burden is Elly Harbour near Bingham Castle.
Nothing has beet done here, but a landing jetty would be of service.
Saleen,
Saleen is one of the sites selected by the Mansion-house Committee, for 1822, and a small pier
was begun under the superintendence of Mr. W illiam Bald, mainly for the advantage of the rising vil
lage of Binghamstown, which is built on a regular plan by Major Bingham, and already counts near
one hundred houses.
I he plan adopted for the harbour is not very favourable, but would answer sufficiently well for
boats. A kind of rude beginning had already been made on the spot, and the intention of the plan
was to enlarge and extend it.
.............................
,
W hen it is considered that the object, in building piers within such a bay as Blacksod is not so mucn
for shelter as to make landing places convenient to the population, the value of Saleen pier will be let
ter understood. It has made considerable progress, though rather expensively formed, being facet on
each side with hewn granite from Tarmon Point.
additional pt

Mr. Nimmo's Coast
Survey.

All the benefit to be expected from this pier will be obtained without a very great aaaiuonai ex-
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pense: it would be proper to deepen the inner dock, so as to receive a larger class of boats, and to Mr. Nimmo's Coast
make a return or kant to the pier-head. 1 he channel along it should also be deepened ; and as the
Survey.
strand runs a great way off, there would be no benefit of importance obtained by lengthening it. I k——=*" Y
—
consider the work proposed may be done for £378 13.9.
CO. MAYO.
Above the point of Ardmore, near Binghamstown, Blacksod Bay is crossed by a reef of rocks, which Belmullet Pier,
are mostly dry at half ebb. At the east end is a good anchorage behind the peninsula of Cleggan,
with deep water and an extensive sandy bay within : but this place is so much out of the ordinary line
of communication through the country, that it seems hardly to stand in need of any further improve
ment at present.
Further up, the bay dries entirely at low water; but the narrow isthmus of Belmullet hasappeared
a convenient situation for a village, and in fact one is now rising there, as before observed, with com
parative rapidity. About eleven feet water is obtainable here at high water ; and Mr. Carter, the
proprietor, and Mr. Ivers, have begun a landing-pier, which does not appear, however, to be of a
very durable construction. This establishment appears deserving of encouragement ; and an expen
diture of about £3 )J, of which I doubt not the proprietor would contribute half, would answer every
necessary purpose.
Descending along the eastern side of Blacksod Bay, we have little but low bare sandy shores and Ballycroy.
bog. There°are two or three considerable inlets, but all dry at low water. At Kenfennalty Point,
opposite to Tarmon, is a sandy cove, protected by a point of rock, in which there is some shelter.
To the south of that, Tulloghaon Bay, which is the estuary of the Owenmore river, forms a na
tural harbour, up which vessels may pass for several miles, and ride in safety. Xv ere the road along
the Ballycroy shore perfected, a ferry pier at Tulloghaon would be of service to travellers, and also to
the fishing craft ; but the southern side being an extensive strand at low water, its value must always
be limited.
The remainder of Ballycroy affords > s nothing of interest, though the extensive shallow bay between
it and Coram Achil is sometimes a scat of the herring fishery. Two little ferry piers at the narrow
would be useful, they would connect that part of Ballycroy with the new Achil road, and be frequently
of great service to the fishery
I have opened a branch line of road down to this place.
The next district, called Achil, forms an interesting feature in our present inquiry. It is com- Achil.
posed of two parts, viz., the island, which is the largest on the coast of Ireland, and the peninsula of
Coraan Achil. or the Hook of Achil, connected with the main by the narrow Isthmus of Molyrany.
Sir Neal O’Donnell is the chief proprietor, the Marquess of Sligo has likewise some proportion
The Island of Achil contains 22,500 Irish acres, eighty miles of coast, and a population of nearly
400<) souls. It is chiefly composed of lofty hills of quartz rock, especially on the north and west
sides with large flat bogs opposite to the main; little of it is yet cultivated, and there are no roads,
though one is now in progress through the peninsula and island, at the public expense.
Sea-weed and shell-sand abound on the shores of Achil, and are applied to the potato crop ; and the
isle possesses about one hundred boats of various kinds. The fishery, however, though abundant in
the neighbourhood, is little pursued by the Achil boatmen, their chief employment being the carriage
of turf to the shores of Westport. The Clew Bay fishers consider the Achil men as quite ignorant of
the business of the fishery ; however, by the rod and hand-line they contrive to catch enough for their
own consum ption.
The population is chiefly congregated in large irregular villages.
The western side of Achil is mostly a cliff, and the few coves too wild to admit of being made boat
harbours, without works of greater magnitude than have yet been undertaken by the Fishery Board.
The eastern side, on the other hand, at least within the sound, affords shelter almost every
where.
A powerful tide runs in the sound at the narrows, called the Bull’s Mouth, between Achil and Innisbegil. The southern part of the sound is fordable at low water, and as this will necessarily be a con
stant thoroughfare, the roads on either side having been directed to it, it seems the natural place for
establishing any thing like a village or sea-port town. The ferry quays will be of some service in that
way. Salt-works were at one time established at this point.
At the south end of Achil is a smaller island, called Achilbeg, the channel between dries at the west Achilbeg.
end at low water, but the east end formsa natural anchorage, safe in all weathers.
This being one of the stations selected by the Mansion-house Committee, a small pier was built
there in 1822, on the main Achil side, under the superintendence of Mr. William Bald, and is com
pleted to near low-water mark ; it will become of more consequence when the roads in progress
through Achil are brought up to it.
The harbour being frequented by coasters, makes it an object of importance to have a proper landing
place.
On the ocean side of Achil, though it would appear very desirable to have some harbour constructed Keem.
for small craft, there are no situations which I can recommend as fitted for a winter harbour; the best
appears at Keem, near Achil head, and would be formed by a pier of two hundred or three hundred
feet long, jutting from the southern end of the strand nearly in the direction of the meridian. It
would cost at least £1,500.
The peninsula of Coraan Achil is a mountain of conglomerate sandstone, with flat bogs on the Coraan Achil.
north shore ; it is more barren, and less peopled than the island ; though about half in extent, the po
pulation is not above a seventh, viz. six hundred. There are no harbours on the south side of Coraan
Achil, which is a material disadvantage to the fishery of Clew Bay. I’he only place where one seems
practicable is at Doobeg, behind the spit of Boulders, at the mouth of two mountain streams; the
passage should be cleared out, and a breakwater of rough stones formed on the west side, on a small
landing jetty within The expense would be about £600.
After this an opportunity occurs of forming a harbour at Poalnagorrin where the low reefs and in
lets of limestone commence, at the foot of the sandstone mountains, near the isthmus of Coraan,
A passage of fifty yards long, ten wide, ami three deep,—one thousand five hundred yards, at 2s.__
£150 —being cut across the reef, will allow boats to pass into an extensive inlet or lagoon within,
thereby making an excellent place of shelter, and the most to seaward on the north side of Clew Bay.
This ue mlet is from twelve to fifteen miles long, about seven broad, nearly all dear of danger; Clew Bay.
the mouth of it is co ered for one third of its breadth by Clare Island, and the upper end abounds in
a multitude of safe harbours and roadsteads; there are, however, none upon the northern or southern
sides.
Ihese shores are chiefly bold and rocky; the northern has just been described; the southern is a
n 2
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shivery quartz rock, with serpentine, and, towards the western end, granite. The district is named the
Barony of Morisk.
The remarkable peak, Croaghpatrick, rises from the south shore to an elevation of two thousand six
CO. MAYO.
hundred feet; from its top we have a beautiful prospect of the neighbouring bay and islands, with the
amphitheatre of mountains of Erris, Burrishoolc, and Cunemara.
Behind Croaghpatrick the country is mostly bog, upon slate rock ; but cultivation is advancing ra
pidly by the encouiagement of the neighbouring market of W estport ; limestone bciiv brought on
horseback by farmers from the beaches in the head of Clew Bay.
'I'he southern part of Morisk rises into steep mountains of slate and porphyry, of which Mulred, two
thousand eight hundred and fifty feet in height, is the highest mountain in ConauHit.
Morisk is divided from Cunemara by the long narrow inlet called the Killery Bay or Harbour.
A tolerable road exists along the north side of the Morisk to the village of Louisburg, and thence
along the western shore nearly to the mouth of Killery. A carriage road has been made from West
port to the village of Bundurragh, on the north side of the Killery, and a new line is now nearly com
pleted from Westport to Leenane, at the head of the Killery, and into Cunemara and Joyce’s
Country.
1 he interior of Morisk is nevertheless still in great want of proper lines of communication, though
the Marquess of Sligo, who is the chief proprietor, is making considerable exertions to remove that in
convenience, by employing the small tenantry in making narrow roads through their respective farms.
Oldhead.
1 he west and north-west of Morisk allords us no favourable opportunity of making any kind of har
bour, excepting within the point of Oldhead, under the western head of' Croaghpatrick. This place
was adopted by the Mansion-house Committee for the construction of a pier, which wasbemm here in
1822, and made considerable progress; the front was made in sandstone, hewn ashlers, brought from
the opposite shore, and in that mode it could not be completed for the estimated sum ; but as this is
the only anchorage in the outer part of Clew Bay, it would be an object of great utility to the trade
of Westport, and especially to the fisheries, if completed.
For this purpose it is chiefly necessary to make a return-head to the present work, raise it a course,
pave it, and give it a parapet.
It has been proposed to extend this pier one hundred feet farther ; but. I conceive such an extension
would be of little service, as it could only give an additional foot of water, and there are now fourteen
feet at high water along the pier, which is more than at Westport or Newport.
An opening into a small pond near the base of the pier might be of some service, cither as a dock for
laying up boats, or for penning up a breakwater to scour it. clean of sand, there are some small points
of rock which should be cut away in the course of the operation to low-water level. Estimate for
completing Oldhead pier, and adding a kant, -10 feet long, £466 16.v. 3<7.
I he upper part of Clew Bay is occupied by a congeries of small isles, nearly one hundred in num
Islands of Clew B*1) •
ber, among which and the adjoining creeks and inlets of the main are a variety of safe roadsteads and
harbours, capable of admitting vessels of all classes.
It would be impossible by description alone to convey a proper idea of these valuable harbours ; and
as Mackenzie’s chart of them is imperfect and erroneous, I have annexed a new and valuable delinea
tion of them, taken from Mr. Bald’s survey of the county of Mayo, on which the soundings taken for
the Boaid of Fishciies ate caiefully laid down, and by the help of which any person may navigate this
curious labyrinth in safety.
These isles are composed of a deep loamy soil upon a basis of limestone, and are all fertile and well
cultivated; a great many of them, especially on the north side, arc accessible at low water. The
towns of Newport and Westport are built at the upper end of two of the furthest inlets, and are pro
vided with (piays, to which vessels of nine or ten feet draft may come at high water, and of twelve feet
at springs. The latter town is the piincipal market, though distant about a mile from the quay. It is
well built; has a population of about five thousand ; exports about ten thousand tons of corn per an
num, besides kelp, linen, &c.; and sends a good deal of cured fish to the interior.
Useful boat
quays and wharfs may be made at many other points among the inlets, but they are not all necessary
for shelter ; I shall only describe the most important stations.
The entrance into Newport is spacious and direct, but several islets and rocks are to be observed as
Newport.
we pass upwards; and it seems the best adapted to large vessels, there being several good roadsteads
on.either side within the isle. A large vessel entering at low water must avoid the shoal ground off
the entrance, on which there is only two fathoms.
Innisgowla Harbour, on the right hand, is within the island of that name, stretching eastward about
a mile, with clean good ground in three to eight fathoms. The channel into it is along the north
shore of Innishee and Innisgowla Isles.
1 he former having a remarkable clay cliff on the west side, of about ninety feet high, is readily
known. Keep this cliff E. shutting in the Isle of Innisfeash, you pass south of the shoal above-men
tioned ; then a little clear of the two isles until you pass Innisgowla. From this harbour a passage ex
ists at high water for vessels of twelve feet or under within the isles towards Westport, which may be
traced on the chart.
Above this, and on the same side, is the harbour of Innisturk, between that isle and the peninsula
of Ross, with two to eight fathoms good ground. Take either side of lunislavkeil, but on the south
keep within one third of it to avoid a rock one third from Inniscuttle. which dries at low water ; keep
mid ch innel in the other sounds. In this harbour the deep water approaches closest to the main land
near the village of Ross, and a landing-pier there might be advantageous, especially for sharp vessels.
Ou the opposite side of the Newport channel is another excellent roadstead, capable of a number of
large ships, with good anchorage from two to six fathoms ; you pass it along the isles forming the north
side of the Newport channel, so as to avoid the rocks and breakers in the middle of the entrance.
Within this to the northward is the harbour of Rosstrunk, well sheltered, and good ground over
nearly a square mile, but with two to three fathoms only, and therefore best for small vessels, which
may gG farther up the bay to Newport and Burrishoolc, &c. at half flood, the water becoming shallow,
and though they take the ground in the way, they will receive no damage, the bottom being soft in.
1 he inlets to the west of Rosstrunk are mostly dry at low water ; but near the western extremity
of the isles on that side is Roe Island Harbour, within the isle of that name, which, though small, has
depth of water for any ship ; good ground. Roe Island is easily known from the steep day dill on the
south side, but there are several rocks and shoals in the neighbourhood of this island to be attended to.
which are accurately laid down on the chart.
North of Roe Island, one mile, is a little islet or ledge called Mynishbeg, about one hundred and
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fifty fathoms from Mynishmorc isle, which is of considerable importance, being much frequented dur- j/,.. Ar/»inw’s Coatf
ing the fishing season by the boats from the north side of the bay. It is a semicircular beach of stones,
the middle of which only is covered at high water, and within it is an excellent anchorage on blue
CO. MAYO.
mud, with four fathoms close to the shore, sheltered on all sides excepting when the swell tumbles
over the middle at high water ; this part ought to be raised to high water level, which would cost
not more than £100;—a single wall on the inside, backed with stones, would answer also as a boat
quay occasionally.
To the north of this, at the cast end of the peninsula of Coraan, there is an an inlet which a small
expense would convert into a useful boat harbour. For this purpose it is necessary to cut across abac
of limestone and boulders for about one hundred feet, and down to low water, to admit boats with the
tide. This place would be two miles to the westward of any of the creeks among the isles.
Two miles farther west, on the shore of Coraan Achil, or Tuinard, a small stream from the hills Doobeg.
falls into the sea at a place called Doobeg, forming at its mouth a shallow inlet or lagoon, covered by
a shingle bank, as already observed. The east end of this maybe deepened and quayed for about £600,
and it would thus form a useful harbour for small craft on the lower part of the north shore at a mo
derate expense. Something of this kind is much wanted there, and no other place affords any oppor
tunity for it.
Off Doobeg two miles is a shoal called Thanny-oar, with only--------- feet water ; the rest of the Fisheries,
bay is about fifteen fathoms deep, chiefly clean sandy ground, affording Turbot and other flat fish, also
Mackerel in plenty among the isles ; the bottom is mud, and there arc three reefs or ledges of rock about
a mile or more west of the isles, on which rockfish arc caught: these arc Loarbaun and neighbouring
rocks to the west of Roe Island on the north sides; Clogcormick in the middle, a ledge stretching
west from Innishee and Davilan, and Carrigadilisk near the south side, between Oldhead and the
entrance to Westport.
But the most valuable fishing in this neighbourhood is outside of Clare Island, on the banks of Innisturk and Bofin, before described. This fishery is, however, little pursued from Clew Bay, a
few boats only being employed at Westport, mainly for the supply of the town.
The islands and channels on the Westport side of the bay ard protected from the sea by a very sin- Westport,
gular breakwater of shingle and boulder stones, which with little interruption rims frym the entrance
to Newport Harbour at Innishee Island, all the way to the southern shore under Croagh patrick.
There are in this line of beach six openings navigable; but. by far the most important is that of Bculnascrona, nearly in the middle, which forms the ordinary channel to Westport and the anchorage be
low, and which is marked by a small lighthouse on the northern beach, built, and supported at the
expense of the Marquess of Sligo, since 1807.
Fhe entrance is two hundred and forty fathoms wide, and six fathoms deep in the narrows ; but
there are shoals on each side, extending on the north side two hundred to three hundred fathoms, N.
W. by W. of the light, and on the south side, Dore Innis, nearly' half a mile in the same direction to
seaward, which must be carefully avoided. The intermediate channel is clear S. E. by E.
When within the entrance a vessel may anchorany where behind the bar of stones on the south side,
called Dore Innis, on mud, in two fathoms or less, and this is the ordinary7 place for vessels trading to
Westport. Or by going on, and turning round the cast end of the isle, on the north side, you enter
the harbour of Innis Gort, completely sheltered on all sides, in three to five fathoms. A part of the
beach on the west side is covered at high water, but not so as to disturb the anchorage.
If we pass Innis Gort entrance, we may run round and anchor behind the isle on the left, called
Innis Eyre, in two fathoms or less ; that, depth continues all the way' to the shore of Rossmunea, and
up behind Cullenmore Island, in which direction there is a channel for small vessels to Innis Gowla
Harbour, and Newport, as before described ; but the deeper water is from the harbour of Innis Gort,
between Cullenmore and Mynish Island, and between this last and Mynish-beg, and then avoiding the
rocks of Carigeenafranka. and that to the west of Innis Cuttie.
The channel to the south side of Innis Eyre has a sand-bar, with three feet water, and those fur
ther in are rocky, and only fit for boats at high water ; vessels running up to Westport, therefore, pass
outside of Innis Lyre, through Dore Innis roadstead, between the Islets of Innis Eaughan and Innis
Imael; hence a clear channel, with five feet, to between Innis Gowla and Innis Raher where an an
chorage exists with two or three fathoms.
1 here is another passage to this anchorage, as will be perceived by the chart; viz. by the south
side of Innis Raher, through the narrow entrance between the point of Bertraand Innis Dagh, or by
the north side of this last island ; but this passage is more intricate for a stranger.
From the anchorage last mentioned, a passage lies on either side of the shoals called Glashelon ;
that on the south is the most direct, and marked by perches ; between it and Annagh-head is shallow,
with only three feet water, but off the head small vessels may lie in eight or nine feet, whence the wa
ter shallows to the rocky entrances of Westport Harbour, between Rosslea and Rossbeg, where there
are two distinct channels marked by perches, a bank of rock, dry at low water, lying between ; after
which the channel up to Westport Quay is clean, but nearly dry at low water.
This quay is extensive and well built, though still unfinished ; it has not above ten feet, at high
water.
The extensive inlet below, though very safe, is not capable of much improvement; but a good deal
would be gained by a breakwater out to Wallace’s Rock, and by blasting out the channel at its head
for two or three feet deeper, and forming a scouring basin.
I have therefore made an estimate for these improvements; the cost would be several thousand
pounds, and they do not seem to come under the province of the Board of Fisheries.
Having already described the pier of Oldhead, the only station on the south coast which seems to
admit of improvement, I shall, ere we pass the Killery Bay, take a short view of the isles in the
offing.
Clare island lies in the mouth of Clew Bay, of a triangular shape, about four miles long, and con- Clare Island,
tains about 1400 inhabitants. It is the property of Sir Samuel O’Malley, Baronet.
The rock is chiefly slate, and on the east end conglomerate sandstone; the north-west side rises to
an elevation of several hundred feet, and is a precipitous cliff; the south side is lower, and the island
is tolerably well cultivated.
A lighthouse has been built on the north-east point of the island, on a lofty clilf, being considerably
within Bofin and Achil Islands; it is doubtful if this be of much value as a sea-light; but it forms a
good mark for Clew Bay, the deepest entrance to which is on that side.
The island affords good anchorage under its lee in S. W. winds ; and in a little sandy bay, at tha
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east end, a small pier was built by the father of the present proprietor, which admits fishing boats at
hi«h water. The late Mr. Munro Mackenzie, when on his nautical survey of the coast of Ireland,
having highly recommended the construction of a harbour in that place, for the benefit of the coasting
and fishing trade, several applications have been made by the proprietor to have such a work undertaken.
The pier constructed by Sir Samuel O’Malley’s father is only a narrow wall of about seven feet
thick, and two hundred and twenty-eight feet long, covering a cove of one hundred yards by fifty, and.
the depth inside not more than nine or ten feet at high water at the pier head ■, most of the cove shal
low and rocky.
The sim, lest and most necessary improvement is to excavate the rock inside, and at the harbour
mouth, to low water, as it would be a pity to lose the present pier until something of much greater
consequence were substituted for it, and in its present position it is incapable of being extended
This excavation may, I think, be done for about £300 ; a part of the materials may be built up as
a jetty-head on the rock on the west side; the remainder, if it rises in large masses, may be laid on
and in front of the rock outside, as the commencement of a kind of breakwater, which would tend to
quiet the present entrance, and give a landing-place at low water at the back of the pier.
If funds were obtained for a more extensive work, this breakwater may be continued as a rough
mole across the mouth of the bay, which is three hundred yards wide ; and after the first two hundred
feet, would be in two fathoms at low water.
The slate rock on the present, site is not well calculated for such a structure, but good blocks of
conglomerate sandstone may be had on the opposite side of the bay, and could be brought by water.
This mole or breakwater would hardly be effectual until two hundred feet at least beyond the rock;
it would cost about £20 per foot for the rough mole only, or £4,000 ; and with quays, pavement,
parapet, &c. at least £5,000.
There would be nine or ten feet water behind this pier; and as vessels will not lay along side, the
wall need not be hammered. The old pier and jetty inside should be allowed to remain, thus cover
ing a kind of inner dock or basin, which should be deepened at low water, and an entrance opened,
next the rock.
If this pier in deep water be still thought too expensive, a pier may be built in three feet water only,
to shelter the present cove; by cutting off one hundred and twenty feet of the present wall, and run
ning out one hundred and fifty feet parallel to the shore from the rock on which the present wall is
built, with a small jetty pier on the opposite point, so as to leave eighty feet opening, and excavating
the cove as already described, the space within will be nearly one hundred and fifty acres, and may
be entered by fishing craft at all times. This would be very effectually done for about £1,500.
there is no other place on this isle capable of being made into a harbour for sailing craft ; but a
very useful creek for yawls could be formed at Port-a-Chonile, near the ruins of the abbey, in the
middle of the south side, of which I have given a design; for this purpose the hollow parts of the
Skerry Rock should be filled up in the way which I have specified, and the nobs of rock within cut
away. Expense about £250.
Boats land at a little creek near the west end of this isle, called Lackuy, but it seems incapable of
much improvement.
Between Clare Island and Innisturk is the islet Caher, inhabited, but having no harbour.
The isle of Innisturk is situated about six miles from the west coast of Mayo, about half way from
Bofin to Clare Island, two miles long by a mile broad; chiefly of slate rock; the western shore is a
steep cliff, the eastern side lower, with several narrow coves. The only landing-place or harbour is at
the east end of the isle, in a small bay, affording tolerable anchorage in westerly winds in summer, in
four fathoms in strong clay. This little bay is about one hundred fathoms broad, and fifty deep ; the
upper part ending in two coves with ragged slate shores, each of which is dry at low water ; the land
ing place is in one of these, on the north side, nearly land-locked. Some small rocks, which show at
low water, occupy half the mouth of this cove, the other half of the cove is nearly dry.
Although this cove appears to be land locked, yet the run within it in easterly winds, and at all
times during winter storms, was so great, that no boat was ever allowed to be there in bad weather;
the few yawls they possessed were universally hauled up on the land ; and in a gale previous to my
visit, most of them had been broke by the sea washing up near the houses.
As it was impracticable to keep any large sailing boat in Innisturk, though in the centre of the most
valuable fishery on the coast, the inhabitants caught little more than for their own consumption, by
means of two or three yawls they had ; and they were frequently for weeks together deprived of com
munication with the main land.
This state of things, and the great benefit of having a pier in Innisturk, was represented to me, as
engineer of the western district, on the part of the inhabitants, by Mr. S. Knight, an intelligent coun
try surveyor, who had made a survey of the island, I presume on account of Lord Lucan ; and ac
cordingly I proposed this among others to the Commissioners of Fisheries, when the additional piers
for the western coast were determined on.
Not then prepared to say what ought to be done in Innisturk, I afterwards suggested to the Com
missioners to have the sum intended for this island laid out on the island of Bofin; but as the resolu
tion had been passed for Innisturk, it did not appear to them advisable to rescind it.
I visited this island in 1823 with Lieutenant Dundas, R. N.» in the surveying cutter; and on ex
amining the cove, and hearing the report of the inhabitants, it appeared to me that the run was sent
into the cove principally by the point A. projecting beyond the point of rock B., and thus forming a
kind of funnel to collect the swell.
#
The most obvious method of preventing this would be to run a pier from the point B. overshooting
A . so as to direct the swell into the southern cove; but to this there were two objections, viz. the
pier, beimr in deep water, and exposed to the immediate stroke oi the sea, would cost more than any
funds at the disposal of the Fishery Board could defray ; and secondly, from the point B. the shoal
water extended to a considerable distance, so that after forming this expensive pier, the entrance to
this harbour would after all be dry at low water.
Seeing this to be impracticable, the next object was to shut out a part of the swell by narrowing its
entrance into the creek, for which a favourable opportunity was offered by the rock in mid-channel,
the >pace on the south side of it being unfit for navigation ; and by running a breakwater over these,
the portion of swell thus shut out would be caught, and spend itself on the rough coves C. and D. im
mediately outside.
When the water was thus made comparatively still within the cove, I proposed to have a small jetty
from the point of the upper bight E., to send the remaining swell into the north bight F.; and by
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cut’ing down the rock near the houses, a quay for the use of small craft could be formed, at which
Nimmo’s Coast boats at least might be moored with safety behind the jetty ; the water is too shallow for large craft at
Survey.
this place.
With this view, therefore, and seeing that the jetty could be of no use until the breakwater afore(
MAIO,
said was executed, I directed the space between the rock and the north shore to be filled up with a
substantial work of rough stone, being all that could be done against the first winter ; this work could
have been effected for half the estimate at. most, and the remainder next summer to be laid out on the
jetty. I left Mr. William Bald, of the county of Mayo, to begin this work, and direct its subsequent
progress; I have not seen it since that time; but on finding, from the representation of the Board of
Fisheries, that the funds were rapidly exhausting, and yet this breakwater not nearly completed, and
that a number of masons and stone-cutters, who were wholly unnecessary, had been sent into the
isle for this work, I directed an experienced assistant, Mr. Alexander M'Gill, from Dunmore Har
bour, to make his way into the island, check this improper expenditure, and cause the work to be
prosecuted agreeable to the original intention. Since that time I have also sent another of my as
sistants, Mr. O’Hara, from Killough Harbour, to visit this work ; and with some exertion the break
water has been completed though not until the grant from the Fishery Board was exhausted. It
appears, by the change of construction, the work has been enabled to withstand the sea; and I have
heard of no injury done to any boat within the harbour since, but find, on the contrary, that addi
tional new ones are building.
I do not doubt but the run appears at the mouth or entrance of the harbour to be greater to the
islanders than before, the very object of the work being to prevent the water from rising and falling so
fast within the harbour as without ; and I dare say the run into the bight E. now appears as great as
into the bight F., as this last, from the position of the pier, must necessarily be much diminished;
but if the jetty I propose for E. be executed, so as to shut off the interior wave, I am satisfied we
must have as quiet a small harbour here as the place can possibly admit, (unless the expensive woik
just proposed by me be undertaken,) whatever opinion may be given to the contrary.
Bofin Island, the most important with respect to the Fisheries of any upon the Irish coast, is about Innis Botin,
four miles in length, by two average breadth ; population, one thousand one hundred ; (it was the pro
perty of the Marquess of Clanricard, until lately, I believe, exchanged to the Marquess of Sligo);
distant three miles from Cleggan, in Cunemara. but forms part of the county of Mayo. The island
of Innishark, nearly half its extent, is a dependent upon it; also the lesser isles of Davilin, &c.
The north coast of Bofin is a precipitous cliff. having two bays or inlets, which are too wild to bo
■used as harbours ; but the western one has at its upper end an interior lagoon, or lake, divided from
the sea by a beach of stones, through which, if an opening was made to tide-level, a harbour would
be obtained for sheltering craft.
The southern side of Bofin has an excellent natural harbour, with nine or ten feet water, and well
suited, therefore, for such vessels as pursue the fishery; and the finest Cod bank on the Irish coast
lies al-out two or three leagues to the northward, nearly midway from Bofin to Achil-head, as already
described.
This harbour appeared so important in the time of the Commonwealth as to have been fortified
by a block-house, still existing, on a detached isle at its mouth. It faces the south-west, hut in that
direction is protected by some low rocks, and also by the Isle of Innishark. The upper end is land
locked, and the craft lie on soft mud.
1 bis harbour has, however, some defects which it woidd be difficult to remedy altogether; with
southerly winds it is entirely shut, and in consequence the isle is frequently cut off for many days
from communication with the main, or proceeding to the fishing grounds.
It is very desirable, therefore, that another harbour should be formed on the isle, and a situation for
that object appears to the east end facing the main. I have had this place examined, and consider
that a pier-harbour may be constructed there, at an expense of about £1500, which would be of great
benefit in the fishing season.
Bofin is every way deserving of attention from the Commissioners of Fisheries; and of the vari
ous grants for improvements on the west coast, none has ever been applied to it.
Innishark, though equally near the above-mentioned valuable fishing-bank, has no harbour or pro
per landing-place, and is therefore of little consequence in the present inquiry. Population near two
hundred.
3 he other small isles near Bofin are also cliff and too insignificant to attract our attention.
rI he northern side of Morisk, outside of Oldhead, is too much exposed to afford any good site for Killery Bay,
a harbour and the western side is chiefly beaches of blowing sand, which continue as far as the mouth
Of Killery Bay. .
'1 his inlet divides the counties of Mayo and Galway, runs ten miles into the interior between steep
and lofty mountains, and is from a quarter to half a mile in width ; it is throughout an excellent
harbour, capable of holding large ships, having for a great part of its length ten to twelve fathoms
water. There are squalls from the hills at times, which render it unsafe for sailing boats. An ex
cellent fishery exists in the bay, for Cod, liaddock, &c., and there is a great fall of Herrings into
it in the early part of the season, from 1st November to February, at which time it is much fre
quented by jolters for the supply of the interior.
This place, until lately, was most imperfectly provided with roads, having a dangerous bridleroad
only on the Galway side; but this inconvenience is now nearly done away by the works carried on
by Government for the improvement of this district, a carriage-road being now opened, with bridges
Over the dangerous mountain torrents from Westport to the head of the bay, where it joins the old
Galway county road, which is also under improvement; and from Leenane near the head of the bay
another carriage-road is opened through the hills to the head of Loch Corrib, where one branch
Tuns along the northern shore of that lake to Cong and the plains; and another branch is in
progress across the centre of Cunemara, where it falls on the Galway road, and is also to be con
tinued to the southern coast at Costello Bay.
Previously to this, the Marquess of Sligo had obtained from the county, by means of a loan from Bundurrathe consolidated fund, a road to the middle of the north shore of the Killcry Bay, near which he has
a romantic fishing lodge; and at the termination of this road a pier has been built by the assistance of
the Fishery Board, and a village is in tolerable progress.
1 he first application for the construction of this pier was in May, 1822, and I had a survey and
design made for it. The Marquess of Sligo, in .July, 1823, expressed his willingness to bear half the
expense. From various causes of delay it was only undertaken by contract, by Mr. O’Hara, one of
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my assistants, in 1824, after having been publicly advertised. Mr. O’Hara has since executed this
work in a very substantial manner. It consists of a good quay along shore from the inlet and jettypier, of seventy-five feet, projecting from the shore. The stair at the end is accessible by boats at lowwater, and the quay itself admits any coasting vessel to load or discharge. The harbour is covered
outside from the bay by a point of land, and within there is a natural dock in the mouth of the river,
well calculated for laying up craft in winter.
As there is a valuable Salmon fishery in the river, the Marquess of Sligo has desired to have a land
ing-place or slip constructed for hauling the nets. It should be so managed as not to interfere with
the layer for vessels.
As yet there is no road along this shore ; that from Bundurra passes through the mountains, and
along a remarkably rocky precipice towards Westport, but is sufficiently level ; and since the bridge
on the Bundurra river was finished by the Government funds, carriageshave no difficulty in passing
from this pier to the town of Westport ; it is consequently much frequented in the time of the fishery.

Co. Galway.
CO. GALWAY.
Leenane, Joyce's
Country.

Bunowen.

Renvyl and WhiteStrand.

Population,

Climate.

NatigatiorJo

Near the head of the Killery an opening exists through the mountains on the Galway side, by which
a road has been carried to the banks of Roch Corrib, as above-mentioned, through the district
called Joyce’s Country, where this road departs from the Old Killcry bridle road: I had occasion to
correct the latter, and Imade it along the shore, with a rough jetty-pier at the head. This work,
although rough, answers as an excellent boat-quay, and is of considerable value in the time of the
fishery. It is upon the property of the Provost of Trinity College, and the site seems well adapted
to become a thriving village, if the objections to improvement on that kind of property could be ob
viated. The neighbouring glen is populous and pretty well cultivated, and the interior, since the new
road has been opened, is rapidly improving.
Further down that side of the Killery is a small village called Bunowen, at the mouth of a little
river coining from Cunemara, which forms a kind of natural harbour.
A rocky bridle-road leads from hence along the south shore and across a mountain pass to the inlet
called Salruck, ortho Little Killery, which is a very beautiful and safe natural harbour, of half a
mile long, five or six fathoms water, covered with a small isle at its entrance.
Thore is a considerable population, and several sail-boats here, and the slate-rock ledges allord.
natural landing-quays. Hard by is a ferry over the mouth of the Great Killery into Morisk
The bridle-road continues along shore, and gradually improves as far as the house of Mr. Blake,
near the point of Kenvyl. No opportunity for constructing any harbour occurs along this part of the
coast, though a frequent scat of the fishery, except at a small point called the \\ bite Strand, where a
pier could be formed at the expense of £600 or £700.
The isles of Innistegcl, on the opposite shore, possesses a good anchorage for small craft.
We are now entered on the district of Cunemara, one of the greatest importance with respect to
the Fisheries, possessing the finest harbours, and in the vicinity of the most valuable fishing grounds
on the coast of Ireland ; and as the works undertaken by the Board, in conjunction with those directed
by the Government, for the improvement of the interior and employment of the poor, have already
produced remarkable results, a brief description of Cunemara may not be here out of place.
1 he whole tract between Loch Corrib and the Atlantic Ocean is frequently named Cunemara: it
is, however, subdivided into three separate districts, viz., Cunemara, Jar Conaught, and Joyce’s
Country, which are nearly, if not exactly conterminous with the baronial divisions, Ballynahinch,
Moycullen, and the half-barony of Ross. The isles of Arran also form a half-barony. Of these, Cu
nemara Proper lies along the Atlantic, having on the east a line drawn from the head of Kilkerran
Bay by Loch Ourcd and Shanonafold Mountain along the ridge to the Killery. The name signifies
the “ Bays of the Ocean,” and in a loose sense is understood to comprehend as far as Costello Bay.
The triangular district to the eastward, between Kilkerran Bay and Loch Corrib, is named Jar
Conaught; and the northern portion, between the heads of Loch Corrib, Loch Mask, and the
Killery, is named Joyce’s Country, from the prevailing family name of the natives.
T his district appears not undeservedly to be considered as among the most uncultivated parts of
Ireland. On a general view, it seems a continued tract of bog and mountain, the arable land not a
tenth, if even a twentieth, of the whole surface. The entire population is about fifty thousand, of
which Cunemara Proper has twenty thousand chiefly resident on the coast, those of the interior not
exceeding three or four hundred families, and mostly on the bridle roads which have been made
through the district: that step in improvement having been carried much farther than in the similar
district of Erris. On the shore of Jar Conaught are about eight thousand, the remaining population
being chiefly along Loch Corrib. The interior is almost desert.
1 hough the general improvement of Cunemara would seem an undertaking of the most arduous de
scription, it is not without facilities which might, upon a candid consideration, make it appear a sub
ject more worthy of attention than many other of the waste lands of the kingdom.
T he climate is mild, snow being little known during the winter ; the cattle arc never housed ; the
mountains on the north, and general variety of surface, allord considerable shelter. The summers,
however, are wet, and it is exposed to heavy westerly winds.
Although Cunemara be mountainous, it is by no means an upland country like Wicklow; at least
three-fourths of Cunemara Proper is not one hundred feet above the level of the sea. Great part of
Jar Conaught rises from the shore of Galway Bay in a gentle sloping plain to about three hundred
feet, at the upper edge of which there are some hills of about seven hundred feet, and beyond them
a low limestone country extends to the edge of Loch Corrib, and but little elevated above its level,
which is only fourteen feet higher than the sea. But Joyce’s country, on the other hand, is an ele
vated tract, with flat topped hills of one thousand three hundred feet to two thousand, interspered
with deep and narrow valleys.
The district is nearly surrounded by the sea on the south and west, and the great lakes Mask and
Corrib on the east, the latter navigable to the town of Galway, and could be easily made so to the
sea. Various great inlets penetrate the district, so that no part of it is distant four miles from
existing navigation. There are upwards of twenty safe and capacious harbours, fit. for vessels of any
burthen; about twenty-five navigable lakes in the interior, of a mile or more in length, besides lunidreds smaller; the sea coast and all these lakes abound with fish.
1 he districts, with its islands,
possesses no less than four hundred miles of sea shore. On Loch Corrib it has about fifty nines of
shore ; so that with Loch Mask, &c. there are perhaps as many miles of shore of the sea or navigable
lakes, as there are square miles of surface.
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This extent of shore is particularly important from its produce in sea-weed, either for manure or
y.
,
the manufacture of kelp ; the value of this last article a few years ago, amounted to about £50,000; Coasf S/n-t'e//.
at present, from the low prices, it does not exceed £16,000.
7
I here are extensive banks of calcareous sand round the coast in almost every bay, and in the inte- CO. GALWAY,
rior are numerous beds of limestone, nearly all the navigable lakes having some on their banks. The
supply of fuel is evidently inexhaustible.
Cunemara is very destitute of wood, a few scrubby patches only being scattered thinly through it. ’Woods.
I he country, however, possesses an extensive growth of timber, for in almost every dry knoll or cliff,
the oak, beach and hazel appear shooting in abundance, and require only a little care to rise into valu
able forests ; several bloomeries, which were erected about a century ago, consumed much of the
timber, and copsing was afterwards neglected. The sheltered vales, navigations, and abundant water
power, would form great advantages in the cultivation of timber.
If we draw a line from Galway to Oughterard, and thence to the bay of Ardbear, the southern part Soil,
is a continued granite moor covered with bog of various depth. It contains no limestone ; considera
ble quantities arc brought from Arran, and the county of Clare, as ballast by turf boats, and thrown
out on the shore ; this supplies what is necessary for building ; it has not yet been applied to agricul
ture, but could be procured for that purpose, and burnt on the shore for somewhat less than 1.9. per
barrel. 1 here are banks of shell and coral sand on ail the coast, but especially in the bays of Kilkerran, Birterbuy, Bunowen, Mannin, &c. This sand is raised by dredging, and by beaching the boat on
it at low water; that of Kilkerran, Birterbuy, and Mannin, is pure corralinc. There are also drybanks of calcareous sand on the coast, especially at the western extremity, which are accessible by
land ; nevertheless calcareous sand is not much applied to agriculture as yet, though its value is gene
rally acknowledged.
The great supply of manure on the coast is the red sea-weed, which is cast ashore in considerable Manure,
abundance, and frequently cut in the deep water by people in boats ; two or three boat loads, of
about six tons each, are usually applied as manure over an acre of potato ground.
The original population of this district seems to have been entirely7 confined to the coast. This is Fanning ami
in a great measure yet the case. The old churches and chapels arc all on the shore; and the only7 taking,
occupation was fishing. Even now there are very7 few people who can be considered as farmers only.
Farming and fishing, it is well known, do not assort well together; and however active the natives
appear in the latter occupation, they are little inclined to exertion in the former. The pursuit of the
Sunfish or Basking Shark, in the months of April and May, employs a good many hands at a season
particularly- inconvenient. The usual size of boats is about nine tons ; cost £40, exclusive of tackle ;
and the number being considerable, (for scarce a farm but has one or two of these, besides smaller,)
shows that a considerable capital is applied to navigation, though very little in agriculture; for the
only implement of husbandry is the spade.
The manufacture of kelp from the black weed is now very7 general, and though tolerably produc- Kelp,
tive, abstracts a great supply of manure from the purposes of agriculture, in so much, that it is
very questionable, the great advantage of reclaiihing the waste being considered, whether it would not
be better for the proprietors to apply the whole of the kelp used to the land. The quantity manu
factured in the whole of Cunemara is about four thousand tons, which may require about fifty thou
sand tons of the sea-weed, and it is probable might suffice for manuring four thousand acres of land ; and
this, after one course of cropping, would be let in permanent pasture, worth 5s. to 10.9. an acre at
least; while during the cropping the produce cannot be reckoned at less than £10 to £12, and the rent
to the landlord £2 to £3 per annum.
The present price of kelp is under £4 per ton ; from the inferiority of manufacture it docs not
bring so much as the Scotch kelp. The expense of cutting, burning, &c. is reckoned at 30.9. or £2
per ton, but the truth cannot be ascertained, being combined with the rent of the lands for kelp.
Burning is not a particular profession, but is always done by the tenants and cottagers on the spot.
They begin cutting in May, after finishing the tillage, and employ7 on it all the time that can be
spared from turf and potatoes until Michaelmas ; an able kelper may make three tons, the average is
two ; and three men in one house may7 make from seven to eight in a season ; the number employed
would therefore appear to be two thousand.
About twenty days’ work are required to cut and land the weed for one ton ; the quantity of weed
which makes one ton and a half is amply7 sufficient to manure an acre, which would be done at the rate of
45.9., seeing that the expense of carrying out the weed to the field is as great as that of drying and
burning the kelp.
In Galway sea-weed for manure is usually7 sold at half a guinea per ton.
Though the red weed is equally7 fit for making kelp, yet as it comes mostly7 in bad weather, when
it cannot be dried, it is seldom made use of for that purpose.
The kelp in 1808 sold in Galway7 at £13 per ton; freight thither from the bays £5 per ton ; at pre
sent the price is so low as £3 10.9. to £4 ; so that many of the farmers find it more for their interest
to employ the weed in agriculture.
This disposition is likely to become general in the present state of the markets, and seems deserv
ing of encouragement. The benefit that would accrue to Cunemara from the transfer of the manure
and labour to the improvement of the land is perhaps not rated too high, when we say it would be
annually as much as the present rental.
A good deal of turf is cut on these shores and carried to Galway7, or sold on the spot to boats from Turf.
Arran and Clare. Turf in Galway is worth about a guinea per four ton boat-load ; price in the bays 1.9.
per ton of the boat. A man cuts in one day six ton boat-load or slane, two spread it, one foots, one
stacks, and twelve take it to the shore, producing Is. If/. or 1.9. 2d. per day for the wages.
The district between Ballinakill Bay and Ardbear is a mica slate and quartz country, interspersed Quarries,
with veins of primitive limestone, ami the same formation runs in a belt through the hills all the way7
to Eoch Corrib, near Oughterard; it contains also very7 beautiful serpentine and verd antique, some
of which has been lately7 quarried for ornamental purposes, and promises to introduce a new source of
employment into Cunemara. The principal quarry belongs to Mr. Martin, and is situated in the mid
dle of the '1 welve Pins Mountains, about five miles from the sea.
The northern part on the banks of the Killery is chiefly hard red sandstone and brown porphy ry,
with clay slate, some of which seems very fit for roofing, but is not wrought for that purpose.
From Galway there exists a tolerable carriage road to Oughterard along the limestone plain ; but Roads,
from thence into the centre of Cunemara it was led over rocks and bogs in such an unskilful manner,
and generally in such bad order as to be scarcely passable for any sort of carriage. From this ceno
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tral line several narrow bridle-roads branched in different directions across the mountains, but these,
at least in winter, were hardly passable even for footmen.
Since my survey in 1813, a good deal of exertion has been made by the proprietors of Cunemara
CO. GALWAY. to obtain a better carnage road into the district; and a loan had been obtained for executing a
considerable part of the central line, and some other portions have since been completed by the
Government funds; but along the coast, where the principal part of the population were seated,
there was only a narrow road from Galway to the shore of Costello Bay, and beyond that hardly a
footpath.
Leaving, therefore, the completion of the central road to the exertions of the country gentlemen,
the first object of Government has been to open a proper line of carriage road along the coast, by
improving this last mentioned, and prolonging it by the heads of the several bays, with bridges over
the great rivers, as far as the village of Clifden, at the head of the b:»y of Ardbear ; and thence north
wards, in like manner, to the head of BaHinakill, where some tolerable country roads are met, having
been lately improved under the care of Mr. Blake. It is also intended to improve and alter these, as
far as the new line already described, which comes to the head of the Killcry Bay ; thus giving a com
plete line of carriage road round the whole of Cunemara.
From this line of coast-road branch lines have been laid out to the different fishery piers on the
coast; and in several other places, where the main line approaches to the sea, I have made it an object
of attention to convert the road itself into a boat quay. The operations on this road are chiefly as yet
confined to the western part of the country, where a very good road is now opened from the north
coast, round BaHinakill Bay by Streamstown to Clifden, thence by Ardbear to Ballinaboy, across the
moor to the head of Birterbuy Bay, and the prolongation to Costello is in hands. A branch runs
from this to the quay at Derrinver. Another branch is completed, of several miles extent, to the
fishery pier at Cleggan, which forms the nearest point of communication with Bofin. The old road,
along Mannin Bay to Bunowen, is improved. A branch is also in great forwardness to Roundstone
Pier; another into the isle of Garumna, by causewaying across the tide fords; one to Costello Pier,
and a short one to Spiddle Pier.
A cross road has also been completed from Spiddle Pier over the Moor to Moycullen, and thence
to the ferry of Knock upon Lough Corrib, where it communicates with the limestone plains.
Another road is in progress across the narrow part of the district, from the coast road at the head
of Kilkerran Bay to the head of Loch Corrib, where it joins the road from the Killeries to Cong,
thereby opening a carriage-way to Westport in one direction, and in the other to the plains.
Effect of Public
1 ho effect of the various public works, as well roads as piers, and of paying the labourers in hard
Works.
cash, upon the general prosperity of this country, since 1822, is quite surprising to every one; and
though I may have been supposed somewhat sanguine in my expectations, the result has far outrun
what I had anticipated. Trade and commerce have been introduced into the extremity of Cunemara,
capital has accumulated in a surprising degree, and with it enterprise and exertion in the fisheries, in
agriculture, and in foreign trade; cargoes of country goods, salt, timber, &c. are now imported direct into
Cunemara: the poor village of Clifden has become a considerable market town, exports Herrings, Marble,
&c. The peasantry, who were almost entirely unacquainted with money, now' pay their rents in cash, a
thing heretofore unknown ; they are well clad, evidently in new stuff; they bring to the markets of
Clifden a variety of articles for sale, and never depart without making some purchases. A few bad
years, previous to 1822, had left them in rags and nakedness; and being forty miles from the nearest
market town, over bogs and bad roads, without money to buy, they were in want of most of the corxveniencies of civilized life.
Ballynakil Bay,
Rounding the point of Renvyl, we come to the inlet of Ballynakill, an excellent harbour capable of
great ships, and covered at its mouth by the island of Truchelaun or Heath Isle, along the north side
of which is the channel, with five to six fathoms waller. Smaller vessels may round the point of Ballynakyll on the south side, and be in a safe bight with two fathoms on mud, completely land-locked,
i he beach there, is clean gravel, but a small landing jetty would be a useful improvement, and might
be made for about £100.
Further up, this bay divides into two or three inlets ; that on the south is clean and pretty deep,
the northern side more shallow.
Derrinver Pier.
On that side, at the end of the new roads a small pier has been constructed by the Government
funds, for the purposes of the fishery and convenience of that peninsula.
It is partly formed by the rock, and consists of a basin of about one hundred feet square ; the ex
tremity of the pier is accessible at low water: it forms a convenient point of access with the anchorage
of Ballynakill, in the direction of Westport, and by the new road through Joyce Country towards
Galway and Cong.
This pier is on the estate of Mr. Blake of Renvyl, and would be a good site for a fishery village.
The coast-road communicates with the shore of Ballynakill Bay at several other places.
Cleggan Bay.
The bay of Cleggan is next to the south of Ballynakill, about two miles in length, more open
than this last, though it derives some protection from the isles of Innisbofiu ; it has five to ten fa
thoms water, and is capable of great ships; the bottom is all clean sand and shells, good ground ; the
country from Cleggan to Ballynakill is tolerably cultivated.
This bay was one of those selected by the Mansion-house Committee for the construction of a small
fishery pier in 1822 ; such a thing was much wanted, as the bay was too open for small craft, though
otherwise a good outlet, and the nearest harbour to Bofin.
After examining the shore of the whole bay, 1 adopted a small bight on the south side, where a cut
might be made into a little bog hollow, so as to form an inner dock out of the swell, the entrance to
which might be covered by a short pier.
This work, and several of the neighbouring piers, I placed under the management of Mr. Alexan
der Hay, a young architect of talent and good character, though not of great experience in such works,
which indeed it was difficult then to obtain. This excavation and pier proceeded with tolerable suc
cess, until a heavy gale in October, with an unusual high tide, filled part of the entrance with gravel,
and damaged part of the pier. I then sent one or two workmen of more experience, to make up the
pier in the most substantial way the case admitted ; but the grant for that pier was now exhausted,
and the work had accordingly to be suspended until additional funds could be obtained. This was
only agreed to in January 1824, when I found the storms of that winter were likely to destroy all that
had been done, unless immediate steps were taken to put it out of danger ; Cleggan pier being partiticularly exposed. I therefore deemed it absolutely necessary to employ a person of skill and experi
ence on this service, and sent for Mr. Alexander M‘Gill from Dunmore, who having been for twenty
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years constantly and successfully employed in that kind of work, was one on whose judgment I could
rely, and whom I had already in 1 <822, employed to examine the stations on the southern coast. I in
structed him particularly to put the piers at Cleggin and Roundstone in a state of safety, and subsesequently to do the same at Innisturk, but to undertake nothing more until the determination of the
Board was known. To his skill and exertion it is owing that these works have been preserved.
Cleggan is now a stout, pier of two hundred feet long, and fourteen feet high at head, with an
inner basin not quayed, of one hundred feet by sixty, the entrance to which is not yet deepened so
far as would be desirable, hut it is only a bank of gravel. The pier has a parapet wall and sloping
pavement to seaward, rough but substantial work, and has stood the gales of two winters without inju
ry ; it should however have a small jetty, or return at the head, and a course of coping along the quay
wall. It affords a very convenient landing-place to the boats of Bofin and the western fishery, and
having an excellent road from thence to Clifden, is very much frequented. 1 he adjoining farm being
• in lease, buildings have not been yet undertaken at this place, but there is little doubt of its becoming
a thriving village. The proprietor is Mr. Martin, of Ballynahinch.
From the south point of Cleggan Bay we have a low granite shore, with rocks in the offing as far as
Aghris Point. Outside are the small Isles of Crua, High Island, and Friar Isle, lofty cliffs, and ex
hibiting nothing remarkable but some old monastic remains.
Omey Island is a low :sl1 of granite, connected with the main at low water by a strand on the west
side; the channel forms a natural harbour at each end.
Streamtown Bay is a long narrow inlet, navigable for nearly five miles, but almost dry at low water.
There is a copper mine, also a marble quarry ueir the upper end.
Kingston is a safe creek, a little south of Streamtown, little known or frequented, except by smug
glers, on account of rocks at its entrance. An accurate survey has been made of these, and laid on
the chart of Ardbear.
Tarbert and Innisturk Islands, are tolerably cultivated, the former having one hundred, the latter
seventy inhabitants. From Tarbert towards Kingston, a small bar extends, only passable by small ves
sels. The sound of Innisturk is deeper, and forms a harbour.
South of Tarbert Isle arc the rocks of Carrigaroan, on which a heavy breaker commonly exists,
marking the entrance to Ardbear. These rocks are steep on the south side, which is the ordinary
passage ; but in the progress of the survey, a good though narrow channel was discovered by us on the
north side, and used in southerly winds; it is marked on the chart, as are all the numerous rocks in
the entra ice to this valuable harbour, a also of Mannin Bay, and to Sly no Head.
Passing the rocks of Carrigaroan you brinsr Mr. D’Arcy’s house, called Clifden Castle, just clear of
Renard Point, which keep* you off all the rocks tovards Mannin Bay; a little past the narrows there
is a spit of sand from the north side, with three fathoms in the channel south of it; this place breaks
sometimes in heavy westerly winds; within there is excellent anchorage, in six to eight fathoms oppo
site the castle.
Farther up. the inlet divides into two parts, of which that on the southern side, or Ardbear, has a
bar of one fathom at its entrance, but within is deep, with good anchorage ; the upper part is rocky;
there is a good Salmon fishery at its head. The northern arm runs up to the village of Clifden and is
dry at low water ; but the tide flows twelve feet to Clifden Quay. At the north of the Clifden arm a
small bank or islet of gravel lies oil the north shore a id dries into it at low water. This bank being a mile
below Clif leu, and accessible at its head by boats at Io w water, appeared a desirable situation for shel
tering fishing boats ; and in I 822 it was connected with the main by running a wall across the low prt,
and backing it. up with gravel; this (Doobeg wall) has stood well, and affords a convenient landingplace for vessels in the lower harbour, and shelter inside for boats. Cargoes have been landed there,
and Mr. D’Arcy has a small storehouse on the spot.
Farther up, this inlet narrows with a deep passage between rocks, and then opens in a baJn of twenty
acres, completely land-locked with the village of Clifden at its head, on the north side. The channel
of the river, running along the north shore of this basin, makes that side the most suitable for the
construction of a quay.
Mr. D’Arcy, the proprietor of Clifden, had applied to the Board for aid to construct a quay or pier
for this i lice in 1821, and a contract was agreed on with him for this purpose; nothing however was
done until 1822, when I was authorized by Government to employ the poor of Clifden in commencing
this work ; and a part of Doobeg wall, and of the upper quay, was built by them.
Mr. D’Arcy next season prosecuted this quay pursuant to his contract, and although still unfinshed,
a considerable extent is already in use. The upper end, by being placed in as deep water as the
lower end, has been more expensive than the boat quay at first intended ; but this will ultimately be
an advantage, as the great and rapid progress which Clifden has since made could not then have been
anticipated.
In | H22 the village of Cl f len exhibited nothing but scenes of misery and despair, It had made
no ' og’<*--. for ten years, hiving only one slated or two-story house, and a few thatched cabins. It
now rout i is above o le hundred tolerable houses, mostly two stories, and roofed with Bangor slates ;
about thirty country shops, several of the owners worth £500 to £.000, who were not worth £50,
three years ago.
I had the curiosity to procure a list of the various things sold in 1824, and find that there is at least
£3000 a year of direct revenue paid to Government.
A brewery and distillery, and milling concerns, have been bu.lt since 1823, and are now (1826) in
actin i; this has afforded a m irket for the grain, which could only be before disposed of by private
distil! it mi. Oats, also hay and straw, are regularly brought for sale to Clifden market ; until last sea
son, । <25, we were obliged to bring the oats wanted for our horses from Galway in barrels. Agri
culture is now rapidly extending.
Two new stores have been built on the quay ; they are occupied with Herrings from this season’s fish
ery t two cargoes have been exported.
J he removal of the salt duty has permitted a direct import trade from Liverpool, and three cargoes
of that a id country goods hive arrive I during the winters of 1824 and 1825- Seven cargoes were
imported direct into Clifden in I 825, for the use of the country ; two more are expected, one of them
timber lirect from America.
'J he harbour of Ardbear or Clifden is much frequented by the cruizers. There are many rocks near
the enlr mce, which are badly expressed on Mackenzie’s chart, but as they are all carefully laid down
on om >urvey, I have made one of the charts to contain this harbour, and the whole from Aghris
Point to My ne Head, which I have no doubt will be an acceptable present to navigators.
o 2
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Mannin bay is rocky, and more exposed than Ardbear; it has only one good anchorage, and is but
pltt]c frequented.An extensive kelp shore, and a valuable fishery for Herrings, bring many boats to it
AV VY occasionally.
c ’
’
The peninsula of Bunowen is among the best cultivated and most populous parts of Cunemara ;
there is on either side a considerable tract of blowing sand, and a number of low rocks and isles, which
are chiefly valuable for their kelp, and very abundant Lobster fishery.
Slyne Head.
The isles which form Slync Head, and a multitude of adjoining rocks, are now delineated for the first
time with any accuracy ; and it will be seen by our chart that there are navigable sounds among them,
which, if known, might be the means of frequently preserving life and property, numerous shipwrecks
occurring here almost every year.
A light upon Slyne Head seems also an object most desirable ; the nearest sea lights, viz. Arran
and Clare Island, being too far embayed to be of service to vessels which fall in with this dangerous
headland, and before reaching them the fine harbours of this coast arc all passed.
Bunowen.
The south shore is a blowing sand until we round Ross Point, when there is a good anchorage in
the bight of Bunowen in S. W. winds, with two and half fathoms, and mud. The rocks in the ofling
also shelter it materially, but they are not to be passed by a stranger unless by attending to the direc
tions given in the chart above mentioned. This place was recommended by me for a small quay in
1822, but was not one of those adopted by the Mansion-house Committee.
One sufficient
for the purpose of the place may be built at the storehouse for about £600 ; proprietor, Mr.
Gahagan O’Neill.
Roundstone.
Roundstone harbour is formed between the main of Errisberg and the isle of Inrtisnee ; the sound
in the upper end of which is fordable at low water, but rocky. The entrance to the bay is covered
against the S. W. by the island of Innis Laken, which is best passed on the east side ; within it the
harbour runs up three miles clear good ground, with five to two fathoms water ; and about two thirds
up, on the west side, is the new fishery quay or pier ; it is a wharf along the side of a bight of one
hundred and fifty feet, with a jetty of sixty feet long, at the head of which there is five feet water, and
the quay would admit a large ship ; the Plumper gun-brig, has lain at it to careen.
This being one of the stations adopted by the Mansion-house Committee, the pier was begun by
day labour in 1822, under the management of Mr. Hay, before mentioned, and was in that season
raised to spring-tide level, in rough granite, brought by boat, so as to give more extensive occupation,
which probably added to its expense. A good deal of business was however done at it in shipping
kelp, curing Herrings, &c. Being within Slyne-head, it is a convenient place for those of the western
part of Cunemara, to communicate with Galway. A branch of the coast-road to it is nearly com
pleted.
In 1824 my assistant, Mr. M‘Gill, was employed, as before mentioned, to make up the defective
part of this pier, (which was beginning to receive some injury) and which he did to the level of coping;
and subsequently, as the tenant of the farm on which this pier is situated was very clamorous for da
mages alleged to be sustained by him during the progress of the work, I ventured at my own expense
to purchase up his interest, in the lease, as the most likely way to settle his claim: I now hold it by
lease under Mr. Thomas Martin, and expect soon to have a tolerable fishing village ; several people
are already settled there, and I am building a store for the purposes of the fishery.
On the east side of Innisnee is an inlet navigable with three fathoms to near the bridge, where the.
new coast-road crosses the Ballynahinch River ; hard by is an abundant Salmon fishery ; the road af
terwards coming close to the shore at some steep rocky ground, an opportunity hasbecn taken of form
ing a small quay of a part of it, near Cloonisle, which may yet be of importance to the district, especi
ally for the shipment of the beautiful green marble from the Twelve Pins Mountains.
The peninsula of Rossma, mostly bog, intervenes between this and Birterbuy Bay.
Birterbuy Bay.
This beautiful harbour properly begins at Innisnee-isle, the last mentioned inlet being only an arm
of it, and runs up for five miles, half a mile wide at the entrance, then from one’ to two broad, with
deep water and fine ground. There is a shoal of coral sand in the upper part, near the small isles,
which cuts oft' the deep water of the upper arms, but at the part below- we have five to ten fathoms, so
that it is capable of the greatest ships, and it may be completely fortified ; it is, however, very little
frequented ; there is no road from it; the coast-road now in progress touches the upper end.
The peninsula of Orresanagh, which intervenes between Birterbuy and Kilkerran Bays, is also with
out any road, though it has a considerable population, especially on the coast. There are two good
harbours, Ard-bay, and another on the east side of Mynish Island, for small vessels, much frequented
during the Herring fishery, and many safe boat creeks, but no pier or quay. The isles of Mason, My
nish, and Tynish, at the south end of this peninsula, are all inhabited, and engaged in fishery and
kclping: Mynish, five hundred inhabitants; Mason, seventy-one; Tynish, one hundred and thirtyone. In Elan Macdara there are some curious monastic remains; Cruanakeely Isle is high, without
any proper landing ; it is uninhabited, and used as a deer park by Mr. Martin. Within these isles is
a roadstead or exterior harbour for great ships, outside of Birterbuy.
The Skird Rocks in the oiling are lofty, and much frequented by sea-fowl; they form useful beacon
marks for Roundstone and Birterbuy.
Kilkerran Bav.
Kilkerran Bay has not been nautically surveyed for the fisheries, but I had a good outline of it from
the bog survey. This is an extensive inlet, and fit for great ships ; the upper arm, on the east side,
called Commas Bay, is shallow and rocky; the whole possesses a most productive kelp shore, of nearly
one hundred miles, isles included. A series of shallow fords, passable at low water, connect the isles
on the cast side, so that one may walk from Bealandangan into Annaghvane Isle, Lettcrmore, Garumna,
Lettermullin, Knappough, Furuis, &c.; these fords arc passable by boats at high water, so as to com
municate with Keigal and Greatman’s Bay ; and this is the common route pursued to Galway by the
small craft with turf, &c. from Kilkerran Bay.
At present no carriage-road approaches within several miles of any part of Kilkerran Bay, ()r Great
man’s Bay ; but the new coast-road, which is in progress, passes along the head of Kilkerran Bay *°
the eastern’shore of Costello Bay, and to Galway. A Branch or cross road is also forming from <!1C
north-cast arm, or Commas Bay, across the central road of Cunemara, to the head of Loch Corrib,
where it joins the road made from the Killery-head to Cong, and this will open a communication 1V< ’
Westport, and also with the plains of Conaught.
The islands of Garumna, Lettermullin, Lettermore, &c. in Kilkerran Bay, contain about two thou
sand five hundred inhabitants, who, with those on the main, are principally employed in making kelp,
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and preparing turf for sale in Galway and the county of Clare, where on the limestone land this article Jfr. Nimmo's
is scarce and dear ; some limestone is returned as ballast, and the trade thus formed occupies a great Coast Sarney:
many boats, which, on a favourable appearance of Herrings, are all employed in the fishery.
Except an imperfect and nearly impassable bridle-way, which penetrates the peninsula of Rossmuck,
A'
there is no road of any kind to the shore of Kilkerran Bay.
The transport of goods or people is therefore entirely done by water. I have already said that this
bay contains within it a hundred miles of shore; the situations where landing-places may be found
are, of course, innumerable, yet such is the backward situation of the district, that there was no at
tempt at any thing of the kind, nor was there a place about Greatman’s Bays where boats could be
safely laid up, on my visit to this place, as engineer to the Western District, during the distress of 1822;
therefore it appeared that the construction of a harbour of that kind, which was prayed for in a me
morial from the neighbourhood, was the most useful work on which the population could be employed
and I caused a creek in Garumna Island to be cleared and quayed, with a wall to the south side, formed
by dry stone, transported by boats, This harbour had made considerable progress when the necessity
for this kind of expenditure ceased; it woidd be very desirable to have it completed, but even in its
present state it forms a valuable place of shelter for the boats of the bay, in their voyages to and from
Galway, or to lay them up in.
The pier is nearly five hundred feet in length, with a return-head of one hundred feet; one half
is walled, but not entirely filled behind, the rest is only a breakwater. A stone perch marks the
extremity, at which there is four feet at low water, so that boats can enter at all times.
This work was entirely executed by the funds provided by the Government, and exclusive of any
aid from the Board of Fisheries.
Greatman’s Bay is a safe harbour for vessels of moderate draft, but there are rocks in the upper Grcahnnn's Dav.
part which must be attended to, and the entrance is frequently broken with southerly winds. It has
been carefully surveyed, and the soundings marked in the neighbourhood of the new pier, engraved
on the same sheet with Costello, and a sketch of the neighbouring isles is inserted from my bog
surveys.
Casheen Bay is much frequented by the cruizers, being easy of access, with shelter and water, fit Caslieen Bay.
for great ships. It has not been surveyed. It lies on the west side of Garumna Island, between that
and the Isles of Let termullin and Furuis, which are accessible from each other at low water.
Keigal Bay is a harbour on the south side of that ford, but being more open to southerly winds is Keigal Bay.
little frequented.
Costello Bay is divided by the peninsula of Killun from Greatman’s Bay, and is the most eastern Costello Bay.
of the harbours of Cunemara, the coast from thence to Galway being a straight shore with low skares
of granite, among which arc some sandy coves.
This harbour admits large ships, and, excepting the
upper part, is clean and with good holding ground. A very minute and accurate survey has been
made of it, and is now engraved, in which the position of the new fishery pier, and all the dangers,
with marks for avoiding them, are carefully laid down.
This bay has been thought worthy of being fortified, a strong martcllo tower being built on the cast
side. Off this tower is a rock not noticed in Mackenzie’s chart, nor is the shoal called Ruallachd,
near the entrance, or several others in the upper end.
1 his being one of the stations chosen by the Mansion-house Committee in 1822, I laid out a pier
on the eastern side, so as to communicate more readily with Galway, within the peninsula called the
Lion, where there is excellent shelter and deep water. The work was at first conducted by Lieuten
ant Dundas, R. N., who resided in that neighbourhood, and was secretary to the Local Committee.
In consequence of some difference between this gentleman and Mr. Blake, the guardian of the pro
prietor of the ground, who was a minor, I found it necessary in September to give up the system of
day labour here, and make a contract with a builder from Galway for finishing the pier. It was also
found necessary to increase its dimensions, partly to cover some rock near the head, and on ac
count of the extraordinary rise of tide in this bay, which is greater than on any other part of the west
coast.
The pier is nearly three hundred feet long, twenty-one feet broad, coped with hewn limestone from
Arran ; has four feet water at the head at low water, so that it is accessible by sailing boats at all times,
and at high water will admit of any merchant vessel: it is thus found particularly convenient for the
boats trading to Galway, or those of the fishery ; nearly one hundred boats belong to this bay. The
chief defect as yet is, the want of a road; but a branch from thence to the coast-road is in progress,
the expense of which, and of the additional work of the pier, has been defrayed out of’ the Govern
ment funds to the amount of £375.
From the south of Costello Bay there is a road along the coast to Galway, which has been greatly Inveran.
improved and rendered fit for carriages by the Government grants. Two points on this coast attracted
attention in 1822, as a half-way station for the boats passing to Galway ; of these Inveran Creek has
been improved by the proprietor, Mr. Blake, and now affords shelter to small boats. The other sta
tion adopted by the Fishery Commissioners is Spiddlc.
This place is situated half way between Costello Bay and Galway, and a rude pier was once at- Spuhlle.
tempted here, which, when I saw it, was a ruin. It is a sandy cove among the low granite rocks, near
the mouth of a small river, on which there is a good Salmon fishery.
The deputation of the Commissioners of Fisheries in 1822, having appropriated £150 towards the
building a pier here, and having the promise of a contribution from some neighbouring proprietors, I
had the work begun by day labour, under the management of Mr. Morris of that place, and workmen
from Dunmore Harbour.
When the fishery grant was expended, a further aid was obtained from the Government funds, of
£262, and a subscription of £100 from Sir Robert Staples; the other subscriptions were not made
good^ Mr. Morris, however, contributed his time and attention.
1 his harbour is dry at low water, and has about ten feet at hi<>h water; the entrance is about one
hundred and fifty feet wide, between rocks, dry at low water; then rounding the pier-head we have a
clean sandy cove of about one acre and a half. The quay is of rough granite, and is well protected to
seaward, by some rocks only covered at spring tide. This harbour is much frequented by the coast
ing and fishing craft, but on account of the minority of the proprietors, Messrs. Cornyn, there has not
yet been any increase in the neighbouring village. A new road has been made by the Government
from this harbour across the great moor of .Jar Conaught to the ferry on the middle of Loch Corrib;
and whenever leases can be obtained, I have little doubt but there will be speedily a thriving village
built. Some of the best Turbot banks of the Bay of Galway lie just in the offing.
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Three miles nearer Galway, Colonel Blake built in 1S22. a little boat-harbour (Furba) on this
shore ; it is not in the most favourable situation, but is occasionally useful tor small craft ; 1 accommo
dated him with tools and implements for the work.
CO. GALWAY.
Halfway from hence to Galway, the lite Mr. Lynch of Barna built a boat pierand fishing village,
Barna.
called Freeport. This pier was ruined by a storm many years ago, ami in 1822 the poor inhabitants
were in great distress. I o afford some employment to the poor of this place, General Elly was fur
nished with £150 of the Government fund to commence the repair of this pier ; he was residing there
for the benefit of sea-bathing, and until his departure very kindly undertook the management of these
funds: subsequently the work was prosecuted by day labour.
The deputation of Commis
sioners of Fisheries appropriated £300 towards it, the returns of expenditure for which were made to
the Board.
The greater part of the pier has thus been rebuilt in a far more substantial manner than before,
viz. three hundred feet in length. The extremity is still in a ruined slate, and should be repaired,
though it seems unnecessary to carry it to the original extent. I have made out a plan and specifica
tion for completing it in the most economical form. This pier is dry at low water.
Nearer Galway there is a creek or lagoon of about sixty acres, covered at high water, but at low,
mostly dry ; as this place is about to be embanked, in the progress of the new coast road, it is unne
cessary further to notice it than to observe that the bridge or dyke which encloses it forms a boat
quay; the place at present is little frequented by any craft.
Recorder's Quay.
A small quay, fit for yawls only, has been built near Galway, on the east of Mutton Island, at the
private expense of Mr. O’Hara, Recorder of that town.
Galway.
We arc now arrived at Galway, a town of great note in the Irish Fisheries, and where fishing
forms more exclusively the occupation of a great part of the population than in any other town on the
west coast. The fishermen of Galway :nhabit a particular quarter of the town, the Claddagh, a beach
on the west side of the river, ami are near a thousand families. They have sundry peculiar customs,
and are in the habit of promulgating laws and regulations for the conduct of the fishery, and compel
ling their observance by the other boatmen of the bay.
4’110 boats used in Galway are stout open or haif-decked hookers, from five to fifteen tons burthen,
carvel-built, generally good sailors, but seldom well found, or with sufficient fishing gear. In accom
modating these boats, the harbour of Galway is very defective, ami it were much to be wished that
something were done to remedy it. In strong freshes from Loch Corrib the boats can hardly enter
at any time, and especially at low water, ami they then lay in the roads, or in the pool below, where
till of late they were much exposed to S. and S.E. winds, until the tide flowed to enable them to get
up the Claddagh.
Several years ago two narrow jetties were built across the beach at the Claddagh, which permitted
more easy access to the boats when they were fleeted.
In 1822, the poor of Claddagh were employed to deepen this beach, raise the jetties, and form a
rough quay along the shore ; and I drew up a plan and specification for improving these jetties, so as
to protect these boats more effectually, but as the Commissioners of fisheries, from some insubordi
nate conduct of the boatmen, declined giving any further assistance at that period, nothing further
was done.
In the meantime being commanded by his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant to report upon an appli
cation from the merchants ami li-hermen of Galway for the improvement of the port, it appeared to
me that the construction of a pier or break water on the slate rock, which forms the western side of the
entrance, was the most desirable measure of general benefit that could be attempted at a moderate ex
pense, and I was ordered Io proceed with that work, which is now nearly completed.
'1 he slate pier extends five hundred feet fi om the point, with a return jetty of forty feet ; the in
side is faced with hewn limestone, with a sloping pavement to seaward: according to the accounts of
the fishermen, the water on the bar of Galway has been deepened by this pier, as boats now get up
to the jetty at low water; it is therefore of material importance to the fishing craft; but in fact the
character of Galway Harbour has been entirely changed by this pier, as the pool between it and the
old docks forms now an outer harbour, which admits a vessel to lay afloat at low water in shelter, and
the old dock quays are themselves completely covered against southerly ami S. W. gales, by which
vessels laying there have formerly often been wrecked. The pier-head also forms a distinct object to
steer upon in entering the harbour, preventing the risk of striking on the ledge of the slatd, which
was a common occurrence, and it affords a good layer for outward bound vessels.
The further improvement of the old quays of Galway, and the construction of a wet dock, for which
there is a good opportunity, though highly desirable for the mercantile interest, is less connected with
our present inquiries, (none of the fishermen living on that side,) besides, as the property on these
quays is private, it does not seem a proper subject for public expenditure: but on the Claddagh
side a further operation would be of the greatest benefit to the fishermen, and which I should beg
earnestly to recommend to the notice of the Board.
'1 he point of the slate is separated from the Claddagh or fishing town by a marshy creek of twenty
acres, which is overflowed at high water. I propose to run a road or dyke across the mouth of
this creek, three hundred yards long, to be a short cut to the slate pier, by near half a mile at high
water, and also an additional quay for the fishing craft
In this to be an opening for adm tting
boats, crossed by a stone arch or small swivel bridge, and thus a dock will be formed of about tour
or five acres, in which all the fishing boats of Galway could be laid up in complete security.
The marsh is separated from the sea by a long narrow spit of shingle, which is very rarely over
flowed. but which could be easily raised over all tides, if thought worth the while. Estimated Ex
pense of the proposed Dyke, £1014 1 fj.v.
In 1771 Parliament granted £500 for repairing the Market Quay, and in 178.3 £1,000 for the fur
ther improvement of the harbour of Galway.
In addition to the fishermen residing in Galway, it is common for the boatmen of Loch Corrib,
especially those residing about Menlo, (who are chiefly employed in the turf trade,) upon the setting
in of the Herrings, to haul their boats across the town and proceed to the sea-fishery.
\ cana| be
tween the lake and the town has sometimes been talked of, and could certainly be accomplished at
a moderate expense. It would much facilitate the transfer above mentioned, as well as the export
of the produce of the lake, and the return of kelp for manure, and offish, but the discussion of this
matter seems foreign to our present object.
I he roadstead ot Galway is protected by the small and low isle of granite called Mutton Island,
(upon which the Ballast Office maintain a lighthouse,) half a mile oil the shore, and into which the
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strand dries at three quarters ebb ; between it and Hare Island, on the west side, there are from three
Nimmo's
to four fathoms at low water, good h tiding ground. Hare Isle which is a small knob of lime- Cjast Survey.
stone gravel, is also connected with the main by a spit of gravel, dry at low water, so that this road1
stead is already covered, as it were, by natural half-tide piers.
CO. GALWAY.
A signal improvement would be to raise the strand of Mutton Isle to highwater level, by a break
water of rough stone, which would not cost above £8000, and which would enable vessels in the road
stead to communicate more readily at any time villi the shore
But although this appears too extensive an undertaking to be attempted by the Board of Fisheries
yet a landing jetty on the inside of Mutton Island is well worthy of attention; boats are frequently
obliged to stop in the roads for the flood tide, as the freshes from Loch Corrib run very strong in the
ebb ; and by means of this jetty, they would be enabled to communicate with the shore at low water.
The stone may be got on the spot by quarrying the rock into the pool on the east of the lighthouse,
and thus a good boat harbour formed at the same time. A work of this kind would be a singular con
venience to the fishermen. Hare Island has also a creek, which could be made a boat harbour, but
is too inconvenient for the town.
Indeed I should consider the improvement of this roadstead as a national object ; for after a care
ful survey I have made of the whole of Galway Bay, I find no other place fit for large vessels, except,
indeed, the inside of Blackhead, which has ten and eleven fathoms close on shore, and is the only
place for men of war.
The other inlets of Galway Bay, al ovc Costello Bay, though some of them afford excellent shelter,
as will be immediately explained, are all either shallow or barred at the entrance.
In Mackenzie’s chart of Galway Bay, no notice is taken of the Santa Margaretta Rock, unless the
shoal he marks be intended for it, and if so, it is in a very wrong position, and fully a mile too far
inland ; this danger is about halfway between Kilcorgan Point and Barna Cliff, and is the more im
portant, as the ordinary sailing direction, viz., to keep Doaghnish Castle halfway between Mutton
Island and Hare Isle, leads right, over it. W ith Elan Eddy Castle on south side Kilcorgan Point,
Barna House or Barna Cliff and Mutton Isle, on Joyce’s House, Merview, you are on it; least
water two fathoms; it has proved fatal to several ships : but with all the other dangers of the bay, is
truly represented in the survey now engraving for the fisheries, and where the line of two fathoms
shows distinctly the extent of safe n vigation.
Above Galway the sea penetrates four miles to the head of the creek or bay of Oranmore, where Oranmore.
there is a village of five hundred inhabitants. This inlet is shallow and rocky, unfit to admit any
thing but small vessels, which get up to a kind of quay at the old castle; this quay is private property,
and anchorage dues are levied by the owner Mr. Blake; no improvement of course was attempted: a
good deal ot business is done there occasionally in landing turf, and sea-weed for manure, of which this
bay affords an abundant supply. Herrings occasionally frequent the bay.
The north shore is remarkable for several powerful springs, which appear part of the waters of Loch
Corrib, escaping through the limestone; on one of these is a Salmon fishery.
To the south-west of Oranmore two miles is the islet called New Harbour, or Rhenville. It is a Rhenville.
beautiful and safe harbour for small ships, and frequently resorted to in westerly winds, and in winter
by vessels from Galway Roads; it is about a mile long and a quarter of a mile broad. 1 he bottom
is clean, the inner part mud, skirted with fine limestone gravel.
The deputation of Commissioners selected this harbour for one of their quays, which has accord
ingly been built on a bight of the north shore, where it is quite land-locked ; the quay is one hundred
and fifty feet long, having a return of sixty feet for boats, with a jetty and stairs at the head, fifteen feet
at high water, and faced with hewn limestone. There is not as yet any public road to this quay, other
wise probably a great deal of business would be done there, but it is very much used by vessels, espe
cially for careening or wintering.
A long narrow peninsula, (Ardfry) on which are the demesne and house of Lord Wallscourt, divides Ardfry.
this last from the next inlet, which is about two miles long, ’out narrow, and the upper part shallow
and rocky ; small craft only frequent this inlet, in which no pier has been built.
Between Rhenville and Ardfry there is a long spit or reef, terminating at the cockle rocks opposite to
Hare Island. This reef should be taken care of in navigating Galway Roads; it is cleared with Oran
Castle open of Sabeen Point,
In the middle of the bottom of the bay, the land jets out to a considerable extent in Kilcorgan Kilcorgan.
Point, until opposite Mutton Island, and thereby covers Galway Roads against S. and S. E winds.
The greater part of this point of land is occupied by a remarkable lagoon, where the limestone rock
sinks beneath the sea level, and long narrow spits of beach have been washed across the inlet. This
lagoon is too shallow to be navigated by any thing but boats, and these only get through the entrance
at Blackwater ; small boats can go quite across the point; the figure of this lagoon will be best judged
from the chart ; it affords a plentiful supply of sea-weed for manure.
The spit of beach on the south side shoots away up the bay, so as to form a natural pier or break- Ballynacourty.
water, covering the pool or harbour of Ballynacourty. This is one of the finest and safest stations in
the bay ; it has fourteen feet, at low water, with mud and grassy banks ; but the entrance is narrow
and .somewhat intricate, so (hat it is considered as a bar harbour. Here is one of the piers, adopted
by the deputation above mentioned, at the village of Ballynacourty on the north side.
It is formed by a cut across a narrow bank of gravel into a pool behind ; the cut is quayed on the
east side in hewn limestone, and will admit coasting vessels; the pieris prolonged at half-tide level
down to low-water neaps; if this place becomes of more consequence, this part may be advantageously
raised to high water, and a return head made to it.
A groin or pavement should also be made on the opposite side of the cut. The pool behind is a
good place for laying up small craft, of which a considerable number belong to this place. A better
road is much wanted up to Claren-bridge.
1 his inlet runs up four miles above Ballynacourty, dividing into two arms, one of which terminates
at Claren-bridge, the other at Kilcolgan, on the road from Galway to Gort. These inlets are shal
low, and little frequented, except by boats with sea-weed and turf, great quantities of which are brought
from Cunemara. The country round is a naked shallow limestone soil, which when cleared and culti
vated is fertile, and grows the finest wheat in Ireland; much of it is in sheep-walk. The population
is chiefly confined to the shores, where the abundance of sea-weed encourages agriculture, and where
fuel can be had by water, the interior having little or no bog.
A mile below Claren-bridge, on the south side, is a village called Stradbally, with a small pier, and Stradbally.
a few boats, which are occasionally employed in the Herring fishery.
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Two miles further, beyond the House of Tyrone, is a village named Killeen, or New Arran, of
three hundred inhabitants, having also several yawls. This place appeared a favourable situation for a
^*6*^ boat pier, and was adopted by the deputation in 1822. The pier named St. Kitts was begun by day
CO. GALWA\ . labour, and afterwards completed by contract. It is a neat quay of hewn limestone, one hundred and
Killeen, or New twenty feet long, with a return-head of twenty feet; at the upper end is a small bridge, through which
Arran.
boats pass into a pool behind the quay, covered from the sea by a gravel bank, where they may be laid
up in complete shelter. This place is much frequented by the Galway fishermen during the Herring
season, and with N. W. winds. The pier is covered in front by the small isle Mynish, three hundred
yards distant, and some strong reefs, and has two or three entrances at high water; at low water it is
dry. It is nearly opposite to Bahyuacourty.
The road is not completed-into it ; but when it is, this, as well as Ballynacourty, may be expected
to have a considerable trade; as this inlet of Kilcolgan, being covered on the S. W. by Elan Edy,
forms one of the safest harbours in the bay of Galway, and it penetrates the farthest into the
interior.
Elan Edy.
Elan Edy consists properly of three islands, connected by spits of shingle. On the eastern is an
old castle, which is a useful sea-mark ; the spits form safe boat harbours for each side of the isles,
which have seventy-two inhabitants, and several sailing craft, occasionally employed in the fishery ;
outside of it is an extensive Turbot bank.
Kinvara.
South of Elan Edy is the bay of Kinvara; the exterior part faces the M . but is somewhat covered
by the shoal between Deer Island and the main.
It then turns to the S. E. over a bar of eight feet, within which is a pool of two and a half fathoms,
land-locked; the upper part, is shallow and rocky, only used by small craft, which pass to the quay of
Kinvara at the head. This quay was built originally by county presentment, anil is rather in bad or
der ; a good deal of corn is shipped there in small vessels, and turf landed from Cunemara. It is rather
far up to be of much importance to the fisheries. Gort, a considerable inland town of three thousand
inhabitants, is within seven miles.
Crushna, about a mile lower, is a village with some fishing yawls; a road was made into it by the
government funds in 1822, and fish are frequently landed there for the supply of the interior.
Daras.
Beyond this is the peninsula of Duras; and connected by a narrow spit of beach, at its extremity,
the peninsula of Aghnish, a detached part of the county of Claro. At Duras, on the north side, the
proprietor, Mr. Lynch, proposed to the Board of Fisheries to be at half the expense of a small pier,
which was agreed to ; the work was contracted for by Mr. Lynch, and completed in 182.3. The pier
is neatly built in hewn limestone, one hundred and twenty feet long, with a kant or return-head of
forty feet, and substantial parapet. The shore being a flat sand, we have only ten feet water at this
pier, which nevertheless is found to be a great convenience to the fishing craft. A good deal of pro
duce is shipped here for Galway.
From the spit of Aghnish, a shoal of foul ground runs off to a small rock called Deer Island, and
round the point of Aghnish no situation occurs for any landing*pier, though a martello tower has been
built on the shore.
The Isles of
The Isles of Arran seem to be a continuation of the limestone county of Burrin (Clare), from which
Arran.
they are about four miles distant. There are three principal islands, Arranmore, St. Gregory’s, and
Innischir, also the smaller branch isles at the northern extremity.
1 he range is about twelve miles in length, and the broadest part of Arranmore is nearly two miles;
the whole population about three thousand. The southern side of Arran is a precipitous cliff of lime
stone, and the isle declines gradually northward to the water’s edge, on which in the main isle there
are two inlets, but only one of them capable of forming a harbour. On this inlet, are two or three
villages, of whichihat called Killaney, contains about one thousand inhabitants, who arc chiefly em
ployed in the fishery, especially for Cod and Ling, which they dry on the limestone rock along the
shore.
In 1822 there was a good deal of distress in Arran, and some relief was afforded by employing the
people to quarry ashlers of limestone for the public works on the main.
The Deputation of Commissioners having resolved on building one of the quays at Killaney in
Arran, I laid it out, and had it begun in the usual way by day labour; but as there was considerable
difficulty in communicating with the isles, the plan I gave was not perfectly understood, or at least not
exactly followed, and the fund exhausted ere it was completed. It was, however, found of great ser
vice during the succeeding winter, and has since been completed by contract.
As the sea ebbs to a considerable distance at Killaney, I restricted the pier to covering the upper
part only, to which it gives complete shelter; but the road to it, from the old castle, is also made so
as to serve as a quay in off-shore winds.
It is built in hewn limestone, (of which the isles afford excellent blocks,) similar in execution to the
pier of Duras, with a return-head or jetty, and an inner-quay along-shore as far as the old port. Ihe
exterior part of the bay is a goo (Roadstead in all but north-east winds, and in them good shelter will
be found behind the pier, where a hundred boats at least may be laid in safety.
The entrance to Killaney is wrong described in Mackenzie’s chart and Pelhams map of Clare, being
on the west, not on the south of Straw Island.
J/r. Nhumo's
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Burrin Quay.

Within Aghnish; an inlet runs up four miles to Curranroe-bridgc and tide mill; the mouth is narrow, about two hundred yards wide; the interior lagoon has some good Oyster-beds; the tide ebbs
at the entrance of thisin’et with considerable force, forming a channel of two and a-haltfathoms
deep, but. without is a bar of nine feet only ; the upper part of the inlet is shallow. 1 his is a favourite
bathing-place, and there is a considerable population, especially in summer. At the entrance of the
inlet, on the south side, two attempts have been made to build a quay; the village was also named
New Quay ; but both of them are in ruins. Indeed I doubt if ever they were of any use.
This place was selected by the deputation in 1822 for a small quay, and £250 appropriated to it. I
laid out the work in the vicinity of the innermost of the old jetties, and left a workman there who
had been employed at Killough Harbour, who began it very substantially in hewn limestone, and pro
ceeded some time by day labour; the funds, however, were inadequate, and though some aid was
obtained from the public, the work was suspended for a season oi so, ami ultimately finished by
contract.
The quay is now neatly built in hewn limestone, one hundred and five feet along shore, with a return
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of seventy-two feet for boats, and jetty pier-head of seventy feet, extending to low water, with a good
parapet. Inis pier is fifteen feet high, and admits coasting vessels. A great deal of business is done
here in shipping corn, landing tuif, and also in the Fisheries; a packet sails regularly in summer to
Galway, and some good houses have been built at the quay; the wharf is commonly filled with
craft.
From the bar of Burrin Quay the coast is a limestone cliff into Ballyvaughan Bay ; the greater part
of this bay is shallow, and only fit for boats, and a small quay for their use was built there many years
ago ; it is hardly worthy of much improvement.
The eastern part of the bay runs up by a narrow channel to the lagoon of Pooldoody, in which
boats are completely land-locked ; this lagoon or pool contains an extensive and celebrated Oyster
Bed.
Beyond Ballyvaughan the shore becomes steep, rising at length into the lofty limestone cliffs of
Blackhead. As deep water is nearer tire shore here than at any part of Galway Bay, and that m-eat
ships may ride close to the land, a small landing jetty somewhere about Glanina Castle would appear a
very useful work, and could be made for about £200.
Beyond Blackhead the coast of Clare affords no opportunity of constructing a place of shelter for
several miles. The interior consists chiefly of hills of limestone, much of it naked, with singular crags
and ravines. The inhabitants are few ; the whole barony of Burrin containing less than eight thousand
persons.

Mr. Nimmo’s Cotut
Survey. „
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APPENDIX, No. XVIII.

REPORT of Mr. Donnell, Inspector of Harbours to the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries, on
the State of the Piers and Landing Quays upon the Coast of Ireland, towards the construction of
which, aid had been granted out of the Funds for the encouragement of the Fisheries—also, on Sites
for new Piers and Quays,—being the result of an Inspection made for the Commissioners, pursuant
to their order of the 29th of June, 1826.
County Mayo.
Killalla pier is on the estate of the Sec of Killalla, contiguous to the town. The Board granted for
this work the sum of £1.38 9*. 2cZ., of which £86 7 s. IGd. was expended, and there is now £52 Is. 4d.,
balance to its credit.
J he above grant was made in 1822, with the intention of alleviating the distress then prevalent on
the coast, and includes the sum of £41 17s. IcZ. from the funds of the London Committee, and
£34 12s. 8 <7. from the Government of Ireland.
1 he work is simply an extension of the commercial quay of Hie town, and has not been of utility
for fishery purposes ; possibly the hurry of the occasion having prevented deliberate examination.
I he pierhead has sustained some damage from the concussions of vessels, and the stroke of the
sea; but there being a harbour fund organized and managed by the merchants of the town, it does
not appear that the Board are interested in ordering any repair; the expense would be about £10.
1 he fishermen prefer laying their boats alongside an embanked road that joins the quay with the
town, for convenience of sale ; and the above balance would be beneficially expended in deepening the
channel along the supporting wall, especially as there is reason to expect that local contributions to a
similar amount would be obtained. I therefore respectfully recommend that the Board order it to be
so applied, if local contribution to a similar amount be raised within a limited time.
A stone dam and some other works have been partially executed in the harbour, the expense of
which was defrayed from funds distinct from those of the Commissioners.
The Board granted £276 18s. 5/7. for erecting a pier in Bunatraher Bay, on the glebe land of
Dunfceny, but no progress has been made in the work. Machinery was transferred from Saleen for
its use, the value of which, with some incidental expenses, amounts to £42 15s’. Gd., having a balance
to its credit of £234 2s. llcZ.
Though I have on this, as on a former inspection, endeavoured to ascertain how this machinery has
been disposed of, I have not succeeded in obtaining the desired information.
The grant includes the sum of £76 9<?. 5d. from the funds of the London Committee, and
£96 4s. 7d. from the Government of Ireland, for the relief of distressed districts.
1 here is a valuable fishing bank oft this bay ; but being a winter fishery for the white fish, and the
coast being extremely wild and destitute of shelter, little advantage is made of it. Herrings set in
usually in August.
I am inclined to believe this work would have been proceeded with, had not the engineer been de
terred from the undertaking on account of the difficulty of making secure work on an unsheltered site,
exposed to an extremely furious sea, notwithstanding materials of a superior class arc on the spot; but
the sum allocated would do little more than purchase adequate machinery for conveying and placing
stones sufficiently massy to ensure security.
The fishermen two or three years back cleared the rocks and loose stones, and formed a channel
parallel to the beach, under the lee of a fixed rock, which smoothens the water in heavy gales. From
this they state they have derived considerable security ; and they are of opinion that it would mate
rially lessen the danger of approaching the shore, when overtaken by storms, if this were extended and
improved.
I am of opinion that the rocks taken out of such channel, and banked on its sides, would be very
liable to be again swept in; but as those cleared by the fishermen have not been thrown back, the ex
periment may be worth trying, it being the only improvement that can be attempted with the fund
allocatec ; and the Board may perhaps be of opinion that the site has a claim, on account of the
portions ot t ie grant derived from the funds of the London Committee, and the Government of
Ireland.
Belmullet Pier is at the northern extremity of Blacksod Bay, on the estate of Mr. William Henry
Carter. 1 he site is too far embayed to answer as a harbour for craft to proceed from, to the fish
ing banks; ds utility in promoting the great fishery of the district, will be the supplying of boats in
Blacksod and Broadhaven Bay with materials for outfit and repairs, and by affording a certain market
p
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l/r, Domicil's Report for fish when taken, for all which purposes there are stores well supplied with salt, cordage, and all >
on the Fishery
necessary matters. L. will also be the chief point on the coast for the import of general merchandize,
\ Harbours.
and the export of fish, kelp, and corn : it will therefore be a highly useful work ; but being as much a

commercial as a fishery object, I can only place it in the third class, as to its utility for promoting the
fishery.
Mr. Carter commenced the building of a pier on this site, which has been extended ninety-four feet
from the shore, but is not finished to that extent. He has solicited, and the Board have granted, the
sum of £138 9®. 2<Z., on condition that he do finisa the work according to the plan and specification,
extending the pier two hundred ami forty-four feet in length from its root ; but Mr. Carter being de
sirous of obtaining an estimate of the expense of executing that plan, the Board, under date the2lst
last June, (1826,) were pleased to order me to make such estimate, which I have done, and find it to
amount to £564 2s. 3d.; and having revised the various documents referred to me, I respectfully
recommended, under date (he 27th of last June, a grant of half the estimated cost, say £282, including
the grant of £138 9$. 2d. already made, on condition (hat Mr. Carter do complete the work accord
ing to a plan and specification furnished to him by the Board, which would make the total contribution
of Mr. Carter amount to £342 2.v. 3d., including his expenditure on the work already executed.
Extract from Mr. Donnell's Report o/'1829.—'I he work is nearly finished, and fully equal in plan
and execution to the terms of the contract.
It was stated in my Report on this site, that it was as much a commercial as a fishing object.
Though unfinished, it has proved eminently useful in both capacities.
But a few years back there were only some scattered thatched cabins about this place, and a single
boat of sixty or seventy tons was found sufficient to take away the whole agricultural produce. At
present there is a regular village, which is rapidly extending—most of (he houses two stories high, and
slated. There are also respectable stores for merchandize imported,, including all materials necessary
for boat-building, fishing, &c.; and fish, corn, &c. for exportation.
On the 12th of last December, (1828,) a large schooner lay under shelter of the unfinished pier,
during a storm, without sustaining damage. She was taking in a cargo of corn, of which there is now
a considerable export.
A great number of boats were built in this place last year, which were generally given to fishermen
on credit, payment being taken in fish, oil, or any other exportable commodity.
Exh'act from Mr. Donnell's Report of 1830.— Belmullet. pier presented, as I was informed, an
animated and interesting appearance during the Herring fishery, from the number of boats lying within
it. At the time of my inspection there were lying in it boats from Inniskea, laden with Herrings.
A storm prevented them from getting into Westport; they ran for Belmullet, and a merchant resid
ing in that town allowed the people of the place to take as much fish as they pleased for their own
supply at a fixed price, and he took the remainder at the same price, which he cured. At the same time
four large vessels were lying at the pier, taking in freights of corn, &c., one of which, I was informed,
had sailed ten days before with a cargo of oats for Glasgow, and had then returned for another in that
remarkably short space of time. Six years ago a fishing vessel was rarely, and a merchant vessel never,
Seen at Belmullet.
Saleen.
Saleen is on the western shore of Blacksod Bay, upon the estate of Major Denis Bingham, in the
tenancy of Mr. William Bingham. Being nearer to the mouth of the bay. it is better circumstanced
than Belmullet as a station to prosecute the great fishery oft the western shores, and for affording*
shelter to craft when overtaken by storms within the bay. There is a new town, with commercial
stores building contiguous to the quay, where it is intended to supply the articles of commerce neces
sary for fishery use, and also to cure fish at.
The plan consists of a pier, one hundred and sixty-five feet in length from the root, and an inte
rior excavated basin ; it may be placed in the second class, as to its degree of utility for promoting the
Fishery.
I he several grants made for this work amount to £743 15.v. 2d., including £69 4s. 7^d. from the funds
of the Mansion House Committee, and £69 4$. 7^d. from the Irish Government: and there remains
£437 unexpended of these grants, to which Mr. William Bingham has undertaken to contribute £438
6.s. 4(Z., making together the sum of £875 6.v. 4tZ. now applicable to completing this work.
The necessary deed of contract is being prepared, and when executed, the work will proceed.
The pier was commenced in 1822, and carried out about ninety-six feet, but not finished to that
extent; and some walling and excavation were done, the expense of which amounting to £306 155. 2d.
was defrayed out of the original grants.
The unfinished work sustained considerable damage from last winter’s storms.
Extractfrom Mr. Donnell's Report of 1830.—Saleen pier was found to be an accommodation in
this year, while the Herring fishery lasted ; and several cargoes of corn were landed at the pier before f
it was finished. The proprietor of the place states that he only waited for the completion of the pier
to finish a large corn and mercantile store, which had been commenced contiguous to it.
Tarmon, or Blacksod.
Tarmon, on the southwestern point of Blacksod Bay, on the estate of the see of Killalla, in the
tenancy of Mr. Connell O’Donnell, being the most seaward point affording shelter for craft engaged
in the great and productive fishery of the banks extending from oft Erris Head along the coasts of
Erris and Achil, is entitled to be placed in the first class of fishery harbours.
The several grants for this work amount to the sum of £1143 10$. 4cZ., including £99 10$. 11c?.
from the funds of the London Committee, and £92 6$. 2(Z. from the Government of Ireland.
The pier has been carried out on a site chosen by Mr. Nimmo, one hundred and ninety-two feet,
but not finished to that extent, at an expense of £403 15$. 1 \d., which was defrayed out of the ori
ginal grant, The work being useless in its unfinished state, and exposed to dilapidation, the Board
made additional grants for finishing it, and there now remains £738 9$» 2cZ. unexpended and applicable
to that purpose.
The terms of a contract have been agreed to for £738 9$. 2d., and the undertaker has commenced
some preparatory operations, and when the deeds are executed, the work will proceed to its com
pletion.
Extract from Mr. Donnell's Report oj 1830—Tarmon pier, from its position at the entrance of
Blacksod Bay, is found to be a valuable accommodation; and from its contiguity to the best fishing
ground on the Irish coast, must, when known to the fishermen of the eastern coast, prove serviceable
<
to them. No doubt this wild sequestered spot will soon have its village or town surrounding it, as a
road terminating on a pier almost invariably produces that effect.
Acfiil.
Achil pier, on the south end of Achil Island, in the sound between it and Achilbeg, is on the
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' estate of Sir Neal O’Donnell, and consists of a landing-pier, one hundred and fifty feet in length from Mr. Donnell's Report
• its root.
on the Fishery
Harbours.
Not having any road communicating with it, and giving little additional shelter in the sound, it
cannot be said to have benefited the Fisheries; it is, however, of some use as a landing-pier forboats
CO. MAYO.
having business on the island; and a few vessels have loaded kelp at it.
The Board’s grant amounted to £369 4.v. 7|7., which included £92 6s. 1^7. from the funds of the
> Mansion-house Committee, and £'92 6.9.
from the Government. The work cost £292 4s. 107.,
and the balance saved, £76' 19s. 107-, was transferred to another pier.
Previous to February, 1825, it had sustained some damage in the ashler facing: and not having
been skilfully done, the hearting or filling had sunk so as to render the surface of the pier a hollow
parallelogram within the copings, and I then respectfully recommended these defects to be repaired,
the estimated cost amounting to £’ 114. which recommendation was not acceded to. Since that period some
further damage has occurred. The additional expense of repair would be £5, making the total sum
necessary to secure this work £119; and I respectfully submit, that as future contingencies may ren
der this pier more available for public use, it is expedient to order these repairs, rather than permit
the work to become dilapidated.
Old Head, is on the south coast of Clew Bay, about two leagues within Ruana Point, its southern Old Head,
headland, is upon the estate of the Marquess of Sligo.
The numerous fishing craft of Clew Bay and the adjacent shores will acquire most beneficial accom
modation by a harbour so far to windward, and so much nearer to the fishing grounds than Westport,
or the natural shelter afforded by the islands at the eastern end of the bay, across the mouth of which
for many leagues both north and south, the great western fishing bank, and the Sunfish banks, extend.
This work was undertaken in the year 1822, the Board having granted £'461 10s. 97. for its exe
cution, which included £'115 7s. 87. from the funds of the Mansion-house Committee, and £‘115 7s.
87. from the Government
i his grant, which was the amount of the estimate, was expended, and
the work left unfinished and useless.
’
• In February, 1825, I submitted to the consideration of the Board an improved and extended plan
- for finishing this important work, the estimate for which amounted to £1340 7s. 17., viz., £467 4s. 4d.
for finishing the work commenced, and £873 2s \)d. for the extension;. I also submitted a plan for
finishing the work on a smaller scale, the estimate for which amounted to £702 16s. 7d.
Subsequently, the Marquess of Sligo intimated his willingness to subscribe towards the expense of
finishing the improved plan, but declined to contribute towards the minor, as inadequate to any
enlarged view of public utility. His Lordship having agreed to subscribe £417 4s. 7d., the Board
have granted £427 4v. 107., for completing the work, which, being adddd to the original alloca
tion, makes the gross amount of public money appropriated £1,388 15.9. 7d., and the total estimated
cost £1,806 1.9., 27. 1 he Marquess has agreed to execute this work according to the plan and speci
fication furnished to him, and to complete it within a period limited by the contract, the work during
its progress to be subject to the superintendence of the Board’s Officer. No progress has yet been
* made with it, but when the deeds of contract are executed the work will proceed.
Extract from Mr. Donnell's Report o/’1830__ At Old Head Pier, the impression that such limited
funds as the Commissioners had at their disposal were inadequate to construct a work that would
•withstand the sea at that place, retarded speculation, but the completion and evident security of the
work having entirely i emoved that impression, its capabilities for improving the fishery and agricul
ture of the district, under the liberal management of the Marquess of Sligo, will soon be developed.
Carrowmore is on the south coast of Clew Bay, less than four miles within Ruana Point, the Carrowmore.
southern headland of the bay about one mile distant from the village of Louisbourg, and on the
estate of Sir Samuel O’Malley
The seaward position of this site, and being in a populous district, central, as regards the great
western fishing banks, constitute it a site of considerable expectation for promoting the fishery; but
having very limited natural shelter, and being merely an imperfect creek, with shallow water, rocky
‘bottom and entrance, its practical utility must generally be as a fair-weather harbour for small
craft; in which capacity it will occasionally be found very useful, when the proposed work shall be
'executed.
In November last an application from Sir Samuel O’Malley, together with a plan and specification
made by Mr. William Bald, were referred by the Board for examination by me ; and in January
last, having inspected the site and documents, I reported, that the object was worthy of a limited
grant in co-operation with local contribution ; and the board granted £347 4.9. 8d.y the moiety of the
estimated expense, on condition that no part of the grant should be paid until three winter months
had elapsed after finishing the work, as a test of its substantial execution ; but it being subsequently
represented to the Board that these terms were onerous and harder than usual, they made a further
grant of t 160 5v. 37., making together £507 9s- 117. towards the execution of this work; the
other clauses standing in their original form.
As no payment was required to be made in advance, or on account, it was not deemed necessary
to enter into a formal contract, it being understood that the grant would be rescinded if the work
should not be completed before the I 1th of May, in the year 1828. No progress has yet been made
towards its execution.
Extract from M>-. Donnell's Report for 1829—In July last I inspected the site, and found the
works demolished by the storms of the preceding winter. Sir Samuel O’Malley, who had undertaken
to execute them, applied for an extension of time to enable him to rebuild, which was granted condi
tionally, for an immediate commencement and satisfactory prosecution of the works, which not having
been duly fulfilled, the grant has been revoked.
In Old Castle Cove, on the eastern coast of Clare Island, which is the estate of Sir Samuel Old Castle, Clare
O’Malley, a harbour was formed some years back by the proprietor of the island, who built a pier, Island.
which afforded considerable shelter and accommodation ; but requiring some further improvement,
the present proprietor, in January 1824, obtained a grant of £'276 18s. 57. to execute certain works
according to a plan and specification made by Mr. Nimmo, which consisted principally in the construc
tion of a breakwater and a boat-slip, and cutting down rocks at the entrance, and cutting a face on a
sloping rock at the inner extremity, and forming it into a quay.
The central position of this harbour near the great fishing bank, extending from Achil, west of
the island, to Innis Bofin, and being a lee-shore with the prevailing westerly and north-west winds,
Tenders it of great value and importance for promoting and accommodating the fishery, and entitles
it to rank in the first class as a fishery harbour.
P 2
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Payment of the sum granted by the Board has been demanded, grounded on the alleged completion
Mr. Donnell's Ueport
of the work ; which demand was referred for my report, and I thereupon stated that the work was not
n. tke Fishery
Harbours.
finished, and the undertaker was not entitled to payment.
CO. MAYO.
Forta-Chuilla.

Innisturk.

Bundurragli,

Porta Chuilla, is on the southern coast of Clare Island, on the estate of Sir Samuel O’Malley.
In January 1824, the Board granted the sum of £'92 6s. 2cZ. for this work, on condition that Sir
Samuel O’Malley would contribute a like sum to form a pier and breakwater, according to a plan and
specification made by Mr. Nimmo. Since that period Mr. Bald, the engineer employed by Sir Samuel,
has proposed to change the plan, but no progress has been made with any work on the site.
The fishermen of the place object to the proposed north pier or breakwater, as tending to
produce a reflux against the principal pier, and think the change suggested by Mr. Bald would be
desirable.
The shore and the immediate site is one general wild rock, amongst the winding channels of which
a few adventurous fishermen find some shelter for small craft ; and the intention of the proposed work
is to improve this shelter.
A harbour for small craft on this site would be a valuable acquisition, and tend to facilitate and en
courage the surrounding fisheries, extending to the north-west and south for white fish, and all around
and into the Killcries for Herrings; but from its great exposure, the expense of making secure work
to the'proposed extent would far exceed the estimate, though, something very serviceable to the few
enterprising fishermen of the place, in the way of removing rocks and clearing the channel of
stones and boulders, could be easily accomplished, and would be an improvement well worthy of
the expense.
A deep and secure harbour in this position would deserve to be ranked in the first class for its
degree of utility; but considering its rocky bottom, the intricacy and foulness of its entrance, and
the small depth of water attainable, the proposed improvements, even if permanently executed, would
place it only in the second class.
Innisturk Harbour is on the south shore of the island of that name, which is the estate of the See
of Tuam, in the tenancy of the Marquess of Camden and Earl Spencer as trustees under the will of
the late Lord Lucan.
The work consists of a breakwater pier, eighty-two feet in length from the root. The grants for
the work amount to the sum of £382 Is. which includes .£’98 16s. 2cZ. from the funds of the London
Committee, and .-£'92 6s. 2d. from the Government; .£'377 7s. was expended on the work, and a ba
lance of .£'4 14s. now .stands to its credit.
Harbours in the islands west and north-west of the bays and coasts of Mayo and Galway, would
be of the utmost advantage to the great western fishery ; for when craft would be overtaken in storms
from the north-west and west, they would find shelter under the lee of the islands, when approaching
the shores of the main land would be certain destruction ; besides being nearer the fishing grounds,
they would also be a great accommodation as safe positions whereat to await the proper opportunity
for proceeding to the fishing. In this view, a harbour in Innisturk would be of great value, and was
probably the motive for the attempt that has been made ; but the shores of the island do not afford
any deep indenture suitable to such purpose, and to construct one entirely by artificial shelter in so
turbulent a sea, would not fall within the practical limit of expense.
In November 1824 I inspected this work, which was built under the direction of Mr. Nimmo. It
is a rude bieakwater pier, stretching about half way across the mouth of a small creek, and was in
tended to shelter the area within.
In December 1824 his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant was pleased to refer for the consideration
of the Board, a memorial, purporting to be from the fishermen of Innisturk, &c., together with a letter
from Earl Spencer, and other documents, complaining that the pier had destroyed the natural harbour
and produced injuries instead of advantage, and praying its removal.
Being ordered to state my opinion on the subject, I reported in substance that the pier had improv
ed the harbour, especially if completed by some additional work, which I conceive it required ; and in
my general report, dated 10th February 1825, I recommended the removal of rocks and loose stones,
and the building of a parapet on the pier, the expense of which I estimated at £'86 5s. 3d.
The Board were also pleased to take the opinion of Lieutenant Hutchinson of the Royal Navy,
who reported in substance, that the work had improved the harbour.
The Board were also pleased to order Mr. John Killaly specially to inspect the work and report on
the subject, which report was transmitted for his Excellency’s consideration on the 14th July, 1825,
but it did not express any decided opinion on the merits of the work.
On the present inspection, I find the work has not sustained any material damage, but remains
nearly in the same condition as when inspected in 182-t.
On consulting with the fishermen and other inhabitants of the island, and also with the coast-guard,
as to the propriety of removing the pier, in compliance with the memorial mentioned, they unani
mously agreed that the work had served the harbour considerably, and expressed alarm and uneasiness
at the proposal of removing it; but are anxious for the execution of the improvements recommended
by me, and arc of opinion, that the construction of an interior boat quay would render it a safe and
excellent harbour for small craft.
The expense of the improvements which I recommended, including the repair of some recent inju
ries, would be covered by a grant of £100 ; and the boat quay proposed by the islanders would cost
£200; but the latter, according to my humble opinion, could only be countenanced by the Board in
co-operation with a liberal local contribution.
This harbour stands in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
I did not meet any person on the island who would admit that he had ever signed or seen the me
morial, or believed such a paper ever had been there, though some admitted that they heard of such a
matter at Castlebar.
Du the north shore of the Killery Harbour, above three miles witnin ts north-western headland,
and contiguous to the village of Bundurragli, on the estate of the Marquess of Sligo, a wharf one
bundled and fifty-two feet long, and a jetty seventy-five feet, were finished in 1815, anj have facili
tated and promoted the fishery, having been the means of increasing the number of boats employed.
The Board of Commissioners, and the Marquess of Sligo, each contributed £276 18s. 5d. making
the total £553 16.s. iQcZ. and superintendence x3j 10s. GcZ. makes the total expense £593 7s. 4c?.; of
which i he public paid £316 8.9. 1 !<?•
A Salmon fishery having been interrupted by the erection of the harbour walls, the Marquess applied
to the Board to construct a boat-slip in the harbour, on which the Salmon nets could be hauled up;
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and it would also give the additional accommodation for landing, which the harbour requires. The Afr. Donnell's Report
Board granted to his Lordship the sum of £18 lOs. being a moiety of the estimated expense, and
on the Fishery
measures have been taken for its execution.
Harbours.
I he work of this harbour has been substantially executed, and has not sustained any damage since
its completion, except some trifling disturbance to part of the surface pavement by the surging of high
tides, and the breaking of one of the mooring rings: these, 30s. would repair, but there is no fund
applicable to that purpose ; yet however insignificant this damage may now be, if suffered to extend,
it may cause dilapidation of the whole work.
Exclusive of the above, it appears that the masonry at the north-east end had not been properly in
corporated with and joined to the rock ; neither were some rocks at this part sufficiently cut out, both
which require improvement that may be executed at an expense of £20.
This harbour may be placed in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
At Lacken, a short distance west of Kilcummin Head, on the estate of Colonel Cuffe, there are nu Lacken.
merous boats, but the strand is entirely devoid of shelter. The boats are hauled up on a cliff out of
the reach of the sea, as the only means of preserving them ; and the owner of a walled yard upon the
cliff exacts payment of an annual rent for permission to bringthe boats within it. A harbour here would
promote the valuable fishery of this coast; but having taken the measurements and soundings of the
site, I am of opinion, that nothing effectual could be done under an expense of £ 1500. I wrote to
Colonel Cuffe on the subject of a local contribution, but did not receive any answer from him.
SITES IN MAYO FOR NEW PIERS.

There are three points on Bofin Island, which are the resort of fishing craft from every part of the Innis Bofin.
Irish coast, all requiring artificial improvement; one on the north, one on the south, and one on
the east shore. That on the east being most in need of shelter, I took the survey and soundings of
the site, and have made a rough plan of the work. I compute the expense at <£‘1,500
Ihe Marquess of Sligo would contribute tc the expense, and proposes to build a town with curing
houses, &c- and intends making roads to communicate between the fishing stations.
Extract from Mr. Donnell’s Report of 18*29.—In Broad Haven Bay, which is separated from Broad Haven.
Blacksod Bay by the very narrow isthmus on which the new village of Belmullet is built, the land pro
prietors and merchants interested in the improvement of this district, are anxious to have a quay; as
vessels could enter or sail out of one bay with the same wind that would oppose them in the other,
which would of course render intercourse with the village nearly independent of the direction of
the wind. Ihe persons interested having offered a local contribution, I received the Board’s command
to make a plan, specification and estimate for the work, which I accordingly did; but on taking the
matter into consideration, and comparing the urgency of other claims on their very limited funds, the
Board were of opinion, that however desirable as a mercantile object the work might prove, the claims
for fishery purposes were overbalanced by several applications then under consideration, and the grant
was accordingly refused.
County Galway.
Cleggan, on the south shore of Cleggan Bay, near its eastern extremity, on the estate of Mr. Tho- CO. GALWAY,
mas Martin, consists of a pier two hundred feet in length from the root, and an interior excavated
basin. Ihe Bay is advantageously situated for pursuing the great fishery around Innis Bofin, the Kil- Cleggan.
levies, and other adjacent bays, and is remarkable for the certainty with which the Herring shoals peri
odically fall into it.
In 182*2 the sum of £461 10$. 9d. was allocated for this work, which includes one-fourth from the
funds of the Mansion-house Committee and one-fourth from the Government. This sum being found
inadequate to complete the plan as proposed by Mr. Nimmo, in 1824 a further grant of £199 5s. 3d.
was made, making the total £'660 16s. and the balance now to the credit of the work is £179 Is. 6(Z.
In October 1824, I presented a plan for completing this work, the estimate for which amounted to
£'378 19s. 3d. In September 1825, in compliance with the Board’s order, I again reported on the
state of this work; and being, by the order of the 13th October, directed to secure several unfinished
piers against the injuries to be apprehended from the storms of the approaching winter, I made a con
ditional contract for this work for the sum of £55 7s. 8d. it being then too late in the season for ex
tensive undertakings, which contract the Board were pleased to sanction. The work has been execu
ted, and had the effect of checking the progress of dilapidation ; but I am sorry to add, that for want
of due superintendence it has not been executed equal to the specification, and I shall decline certify
ing for payment to the contractor until the defects shall be remedied.
It may be proper to notice that £150 (Irish) is charged to Government for this work, in Mr. Nim
mo’s accounts, published by order of the House of Commons in 18*2.3 ; and also, that some excavation
and walling of the common class were executed in the basin of this harbour in September 1825, I be
lieve by order of Mr. Nimmo, but I do not know from what fund the cost has been defrayed.
On this inspection I have endeavoured to ascertain whether local contribution could be obtained,
and find some will be had, but could not arrive at the definite amount; say £50.
\
Under all the circumstances, I respectfully recommend that measures may be taken to render this
work available for public use, by having it finished according to the plan I had the honor to propose,
with some trilling alteration on the shape of the excavation in the interior basin.
For which purpose I further recommend an additional grant of £150 out of the annual fund granted
by the 5th Geo. IV., on condition that £50 be added by local contribution, which will make the sum
of £379 1$. 6(7. applicable to finishing the work, out of which the work done under the contract above
noticed will be defrayed when properly executed.
In its present state this work has proved of very little service to the fishery; but if finished it would
rank in the first class for its degree of utility.
I he quay of Clifden is near the eastern extremity of Ardbear Bay, contiguous to the village, and on Clifdeu.
the estate of Mr. John D’Arcy. Clifden is not a place of rendezvous from whence boats proceed to
the fishing grounds, being too far embayed ; but its utility consists in affording a safe landing-place,
and a certain market for fish to any amount, and in supplying all necessaries for the outfit of the fish
ery, and meichandize tor the country in general; there being extensive stores erected on the quay for
the curing of fish, and the supply of the necessaries above mentioned. The village is entirely a new
creation, and owes its rise to the establishment of the harbour, and opening the country by’ the Go
vernment roads that have been made.
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The plan which was given by Mr. Nimmo consists of a boat and slip-quay, five hundred and eighty
■. Donnell's Report
nine feet in length, with an elbow or obtuse turn along a cliff three hundred feet in length, for shipping
on the Fishery
'Harbours.
of deep craft, but only one hundred and seventy-five feet of the ship quay is finished, and three hun
dred and fourteen feet in length of the boat quay has been raised within two feet of its intended height.
Sixty-seven feet of the ship quay, the entire three hundred feet of the elbow or deep ship-quay, and two
feet in height of the boat quay, remain undone. Under the contract this work should have been com
pleted on or before the 1st day of August 1823.
In 1822 the Board granted <£228 9$. 2d. towards the expense of this work, including the cost of
erecting a breakwater at Doughbeg. about a mile westward of Clifden ; the amount of the estimate of
the whole being £456 18$. 57; in addition to which, the Board supplied machinery to the value of
£34 19$., and contracted with Mr. D’Arcy, who undertook to contribute £288 9$. 3d. for the
execution.
The Board agreed to pay Mr. D’Arcy by instalments, as certain portions of the work would be cer
tified by the Board’s engineer to have been duly executed ; under which clause Mr. D’Arcy received
payments amounting to £168 16$., including the value of machinery, and £94 12$. 2d. now stands to
the credit of the work.
It may be proper to observe, that £312 9$. 1 UZ. (Irish) is charged to Government as expended on
this work, exclusive of the foregoing sums.
It is obvious that the estimate was inadequate to the expense of executing such extensive works, and
believing it was not probable they would be completed without the Board’s interference, in November
last I recommended that the balance standing to the credit should be expended in completing, so far
as adequate, which would secure and finish as much of this interesting harbour as would be at all ne
cessary for fishery objects, and I now respectfully repeat that recommendation.
This harbour may be placed in the second class for its utility in promoting the fishery.
The breakwater at Doughbeg was included in the foregoing estimate, though a distinct and detached
work. It was finished, and is a useful work; it stands in need of some trilling repair, but the damage
being the effect of mere wear and tear, I do not conceive there is any fund applicable to it.
Extract from Mr. Donnell’s Report of I 82J.—Notwithstanding the unfinished state of the greater
part of these quays, some good stores have been erected on the finished part, and merchant vesssls
load or discharge their cargoes at them. 1 hey bring iron, pitch, ropes, earthenware, &c, &c, and take
away fish, corn, kelp, Irish marble, &c. &c.
A few years back there were only some poor scattered cabins about this place; at present there are,
exclusive of merchants’ stores, several streets of slated houses, church, chapel, school, bridewell, dis
tillery, police office, &c. &c.
The place was heretofore only remarkable for illicit distillation and smuggling ; at present it pays
excise duties to a considerable amount.
Eight mooring posts and three mooring rings have been fixed in the quays, under the general order*
for* moorings.
Roundstone.
Roundstone Harbour, on the western shore of Roundstone Bay, on the estate of Mr. Thomas Mar
tin, in the tenancy of Mr Alexander Nimmo, consists of a landing quay, two hundred and seventeen
feet in length, and a pier one hundred and fifty feet, measuring from its root. It is most favourably
situated for promoting the fishery, being to the southward of Sly ne Head. Boats can reach the pro
ductive bays and banks in its vicinity, when those to the northward cannot venture into the turbulent
sea off that headland. A site for a fishing village is marked out adjacent to the quay, and the building
lots set rapidly.
In 1822 .£369 4$. ~d. was allocated to this work, which included one fourth from the Mansion-house
Committee, and one fourth from the Government. In 1814, the work being incomplete, further
grants, amounting to £111 2s. 10/7., were made, and there now stands to its credit <£86 15$. 4/Z. I
deem it proper to observe, that tl50 (Irish) is charged to Government for this work by the Govern
ment engineer, exclusive of the foregoing sums.
In October, 1821, I recommended to the Board to re-cope and raise the work, and to build a pa
rapet on the pier, according to a given plan and specification, as works necessary to secure and com
plete what had been done; and in September, 1S25, I made a conditional contract for the execution.
I find the most material part, the coping, is done in a most substantial manner ; but the other work is
not completed, though the time limited by the agreement has expired ; however, as the undertaker is
not entitled to draw any money until the whole work shall be completed, I entertain no doubt of its
being soon finished in a permanent and satisfactory manner. Some trilling damage has been done by
the surge breaking on the sea pavement, that prudence requires should be repaired in time; £5 would
do this, and give a general pinning to this part of the work ; and I recommend a grant forthat purpose,
if there be a fund applicable to it.
Exclusive of accommodation to the fishery, merchant vessels have loaded kelp at the quay for the
London market, and the Plumper gun brig has been careened or scraped in the harbour. I place it
in the first class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
Extract from Mr Donnell’s Report of 1829.—The work has been completed, and six mooring
posts and four mooring rings have been fixed, under the general order for moorings.
Four years back there were only three or four scattered cabins near this quay, and the small quan
tity of corn produced in the country adjacent, was entirely used for illicit distillation. A substantial
slated store has been built on the quay. The building of a new village is rapidly proceeding; many
of the houses are occupied, and I am informed a patent has been obtained for holding markets and
fairs.
t
.
There can be no doubt but this hitherto sequestered and almost unknown district will shortly give
Extensive employment in fishery, agricultural, and commercial avocations
The harbour of Killaney, in a cove near the east end of the great island of Arran, is connected with
Killaney-'—Isles of
Arran.
the fishing village of Killaney, on the estate of the Reverend John Digby, and consists of a landing
quay, of three hundred and twenty-six feet, and a pier two hundred and forty-five feet in length. Ex
clusive of immediate accommodation to the islanders, who are nearly all fishermen, its position in the
centre of the mouth of Galway Bay renders it of first rate importance for promoting the great fishery
of that district; and the only question now is, whether the work will be found sufficiently extensive
to allot d shelter to the numerous craft resorting thither from all parts of the opposite coasts, in addi
tion to the craft of the island.

CO. GALWAY.

In 1822, £230 15$. 5/Z. was allocated for it, which included .£'60 6$. from the funds of the London
Committee, and £53 Is. 6tZ. from the Government. This being found insufficient to finish the work,
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in January 1824 a further sum of .£'461 10a*. 9(7. was granted, making the total £692 6$. 2(7. In Oc
tober 1824 I furnished a plan, specification and estimate, for completing it, and in September 1825 I
transmitted a conditional agreement for its execution, for the sum of £415 7s. 8-^(7., which the Board
were pleased to ratify, a balance then standing to its credit of 4.482 8$. 1(7. The contractor has since
received two instalments on account, amounting to £276 18$. 5-V7., leaving £205 9$. 8(7. in hand, out
of which he will be entitled to receive, when the work shall be finished, £138 9$. 3(7. as payment in
full, and there will then remain £67 0$. 5(7. unexpended, and applicable to some further necessary im
provements, if the Board shall please to sanction them.
In January last the contractor applied for payment of his second instalment, which being referred,
I found parts of the work executed, inferior to the specification, and therefore refused to certify, and
moreover took immediate measures for procuring occasional, and subsequently permanent superintend
ence ; but finding the defects remedied, and the work rendered perfectly secure and substantial, I did
not act on the Board’s permission to place a permanent overseer to superintend the work; I have
since reported accordingly, and that the contractor was entitled to his second instalment. The work
was executing in a permanent and satisfactory manner when last inspected.
The term limited for finishing the work has elapsed, owing to the time lost in rebuilding the defective
parts, but from its present state of forwardness, I feel confident it will be ready for the reception of
craft in the approaching winter.
When finished it will be a substantial work, and I place it in the first class for its degree of utility.
Extract from Mr. Donnell’s Report for 1829__ The work has been completed, and has proved
fully equal to the anticipations, by increasing the number, and improving the class of fishing vessels.
The quayage is not sufficiently extensive for the increased number of vessels that rendezvous there
during the Herring fishery; it could be extended effectually for a very small comparative expenditure.
The entrance channel through the rock requires to be widened, which might be done at a very small
expense, compared with the utility.
The pier of Costello is in a creek on the east shore of Costello Bay, near its northern extremity, on
the estate of Mr. Patrick Blake. It is two hundred and eighty feet in length, quay-faced at each side.
The work is very useful to the fishery of this district, especially the Herring fishery, Costello Bay being
remarkable for the periodical influx of Herrings.
In 1822, £323 1$. 6A(7. was allocated for this Work, which included one fourth from the Mansion-house
Committee and one fourth from the Government, This sum being expended and the work incomplete,
subsequent grants were made, amounting, with the original allocation, to £441 11$. [)d.; £108 of
which still stands to its credit. In October 1824 I reported that the pier was insecure, from imper
fect workmanship ; and also that some rocks that lay in the entering channel required removal, and
submitted a specification and estimate for remedying these defects; the estimate amounting to £108
7$. 10(7. In September 1825 I made a conditional agreement for executing the work, which was sub
sequently ratified by the Board, and the work proceeded.
In May last the contractor applied for payment, alleging that the work was finished; but on inspec
tion I found it not done equal to the specification, and declined to certify ; and have also notified to
him the particulars in which his work is defective, and conclude he will proceed to remedy the defects,
as he is not entitled to receive any money until the work shall be duly approved of. The time has
elapsed in which it .was undertaken to finish this; but what has been done, though defective, secures it
for the present against injury.
I place this harbour in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
Spiddle pier is on the north coast of Galway Bay, about ten miles west of Galway, adjacent to the
fishery village of Spiddle, on the property of Mr. Cornyn, a minor. The pier is two hundred and six
teen feet in length from the root. There is a walling surrounding a basin in different directions, to the
extent of seven hundred and seventy feet, but there being but little depth along these walls, and being
a very inferior kind of work, that cannot be expected to stand long without repair and improvement,
which their utility doesnot merit, they need not be taken further into consideration in this Report.
The harbour is occasionally useful ; but being considerably within low waterline of spring tides, it is in
general only accessible to small craft.
In 1822, £138 9s. 3d. was allocated to this work, which included £41 7$. 1(7. from the funds of the
London Committee, and £34 12$. 4d. from the Government. It appears that Sir Robert Staples sub
scribed £100 (Irish) which was paid to Mr. Nimmo; and Mr. Fitzpatrick £25 (Irish) which was paid
to the resident overseer; and also that £176 3$. 5d. (Irish) was charged to Government, making the
total sum of £416 9$. 4d. from public and private sources.
In October, 1824, I represented some improvements as necessary to secure the pier, the estimate
for which amounted to £36 13$. 10(Z., which sum was granted ; and in November, 1826, I made a
conditional contract for executing the work for £27 13$. 10(7., which left a balance of £9 applicable to
other improvements. In January last the contractor applied for payment, alleging that the work was
duly finished ; and it appearing not to have been done equal to the specification, I declined to certify ;
but having inspected it in July last, I found the defects remedied, and reported accordingly. With
the sanction of the Board, I agreed to pay L2 10$. in aid of the expense of cutting down some rocks,
which the natural deepening of part of the basin had caused to project above the surface' of the bottom ;
but. this latter work has not been executed, and £9 still stands to the credit of the pier.
I place this harbour in the third class for its degree of utility.
Barna pier is on the north shore of Galway Bay, about four miles west of Galway, adjacent to the
fishery village of Barna, on the estate of Mr. Lynch.
This pier was originally built by the father of the present proprietor, at his private expense ; it was of
considerable extent and utility ; it extended about four hundred and seventy feet, and had a lighthouse on
the head; it had besides quays and walling surrounding an interior dock, which quays measure about
six hundred and twenty feet in length ; the pier was demolished in one night by a storm, in conse
quence of the neglect of some trifling injury it had previously sustained ; and the other walls are
greatly dilapidated.
In 1822, £276 18$. 5(7. was allocated to the repairs of this work, which included £76 9s. 5d. from
the funds of the London Committee, and £69 4$. 7(7. from the Government. In January, 1824, there
was a further grant of £96 8$. 4(7., making the total £373 6$. 9(7.: and a balance now stands to the
credit of the work, of £86 15$. 5(7.
With the money that was expended, the pier has been partly rebuilt, to the length of three hundred
feet, and affords some shelter in the basin: but there is no quay wall or parapet done. In October,
1824, I gave a specification and estimate for rebuilding this pier, the expense amounting to £587 4$. 1 IcZ
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Mr. Donnell's Report and at that time hoped a local contribution would be obtained, but have now reason to believe
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there is no prospect of aid in that way.
Harbours.
No doubt Barna is a very important fishing station; but so large a portion of public money has

CO.'GALWAY.
Barna.

New Harbour.

Ballynacourty.

St.^Kitts.

D uras.

already beer expended in this bay, that I submit for the consideration of the Board, whether it would
be compatible with equal and impartial distribution to grant so large a sum as the above estimate for
this work. If the Board decide that it would be incompatible, I then recommend that the balance
now standing to its credit be applied to rebuilding the parapet, and to dressing up the stones of ihe
dilapidated pier-head, so as to improve the shelter already afforded to the greatest practicable extent.
This harbour, if completely restored, should be placed in the first class for its degree of utilityunder existing circumstances, it must be placed in the second class.
New Harbour, on the eastern end of Galway Bay, about two miles south of the village of Oranmore, on the estate of Mr. Philip Athy, is occasionally useful as a place of shelter for the fishing craft,
and by giving confidence to the fishermen, induces them to venture out, and thereby increases activity,
but there is no public road, or any village connected with it. 1 he harbour consists ot a quay or
wharf, one hundred and fifty feet in length ; a pier, twenty-three in length from the quay.
In 1822, £377 13s. 10(7., was allocated for this work, which included fl0-1 3x. 3(7. from the funds
of the London Committee, and 196 18s. 5(7. from the Government. In 1823 a farther grant of £147
13s. 10c/. was made, and the total then amounted to £535 7s. 8(7.; £529 1 Is. 6(7. has been expended,
and £5 13s. 2d. now stands to the credit of the work.
On my first inspection, in October, 1824, I found this work in progress by contract, and had some
defective parts taken ciown and rebuilt; and it is to be regretted that the local superintendent did not
afterwards take care that all parts were fairly and substantially executed, before he certified the
■work to have been duly finished, and the contractor entitled to payment.
There are some parts of the work shaken and disturbed, and a few ot the ashler closures have been
washed out. The damage at present is not very considerable, but is such as to endanger the durability
of the work, if not soon repaired; £15 would cover the expense, including the balance now to the
credit of the work; but if there be no fund to draw upon for this amount, I respectfully recommend
that the foregoing balance may be applied in repairing the most critical parts oi the damage.
I place this harbour in the second class for its degree of utility.
Ballynacourty Harbour, at the eastern end of Galway Bay, about live miles southwaid of the village
of Oranmore, near the village of Ballinacourty, on the estate of Mr. \\ alter Blake, is an accommoda
tion to the fishermen of the village, and occasionally allords shelter to the boats of the baj, and is also
a landing-place for the sale or cure of fish. It consists of a pier, one hundred and fiftj-four feet in
length, which rises above high water, and a boat pier in continuation, eighty feet in length, over
which the tide rises seven feet; the latter answers for landing on at hall Hood, and when it is covered,
boats may get up to the higher part.
In 1822, £276 18s. 57,(7. was allocated to this work, which included £<6 9s. 5(7. from the funds of
the London Committee, and £69 4s. 7-\(7. from the Irish Government; subsequently other grants
were made, making a total of £785 15s., which has been expended on the work.
On my first inspection in 1821 this work had been partly done, but was then at a stand, the fund
being expended ; it afterwards proceeded by contract under the management of a local superintendent,
and has not been substantially executed. Exclusive of parts defectively done, that require improve
ment, some damage to the ashler work and sea pavement has occurred that calls for immediate
repair, to prevent further dilapidation; £25 might pay for work that would secure it against further
injury, and 1 hope the Board have some fund applicable to it. To perfect and complete the harbour
would require improvements that would cost £5U0.
The harbour may be placed in the second class for its degree in promoting the fisheries.
St. Kitts is at the eastern end of the bay of Galway, about six miles south of the village of Oran
more, on the estate of Mr. Arthur French St. George. It is calculated to afford occasional shelter
and accommodation to the fishery of the bay, but there is no village or public road connected with it,
and it appears to be more used as a landing place for turf than for fishery objects. It consists of a pier,
extending one hundred and sixty feet from the beach, and a jetty or turn, twenty-one feet in length,
and there is an arched way through the pier, to admit rowing boats to pass through at half flood, into
a natural loch at the back of the beach.
In 1822, £230 15s. 5(7. was allocated to it, which included £64 18s. Id. from the funds of the Lon
don Committee, and £57 13s- lOcZ. from the Irish Government; subsequent grants made the total
amount to £464 15s. 11(7. which has been expended on the work.
On my inspection in October 1824 I found it proceeding by contract, and appeared to be then
commencing well ; the work was subsequently managed by a local superintendent, and has been finished
(or rather left unfinished) in a very defective state. Exclusive of minor defects, the quay has not been
raised above high-water level of spring tides, and is damaged by the breaking of the sea upon it, and
about fifty feet of the laud end of the pier was not built at all, so that the pier is insulated at flood
tide. To repair and complete this harbour would cost £250, and 1 do not conceive that I would be
justifiable in recommending so large an expenditure on it. It is much used as a turf quay ; and per
haps the persons accommodated in that way may place means in the hands of the Board for executing
the necessary works. .
I place it in the third class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
Duras Pier is at the eastern extremity of Galway Bay, on the peninsula of Duras, opposite to
Edy Island, on the estate of Mr. Patrick M. Lynch, who co-operated with the Board in providing
the fund necessary for the work. It is neatly and substantially executed, and affords accommodation
to some small craft belonging to the place, and occasionally to the fishery of the bay as a landing
place for the sale of fish; but the depth of water at the pier is insufficient for large craft. It is one
hundred and forty-five feet in length, having a very obtuse turn at the end.
In 1822 the Board granted to Mr. Lynch £‘156 18s. 5(7. in aid of the expense, and also gave the
use of some machinery.
On a tablet in the parapet the following inscription is carved : “ This pier was erected bv Patrick
M. Lynch, Esq. of Duras Park, A. D. 1823.”
, .
J
I place it in the third class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
SITE FOR A NEW PIER IN THE COUNTY GALWAY.

Bunowen.

When in Cunemara, I was applied to by sundry fishermen and others, requesting me to visit the
small bay of Bunowen, on the south shore of the most westerly peninsula of the county, about four
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miles east of Slyne Head, on the estate of Mr. Gahagan O’Neill ; and it was stated that there had
been a correspondence with the Fishery Office, about constructing a harbour on this site. About
£1000 would erect a very useful pier, and it is stated by the agent that Mr. O’Neill would contribute
£100 in labour towards the work.
"
a
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County Clare.
The harbour of Burrin New Quay, on the south coast of Galway Bay, near the peninsula of Aghnish, is a great accommodation to the fishery of the bay, as it has a sufficient depth of water, and is a.good
place to run for from easterly winds. It consists of a quay and return, making together one hundred
and forty-eight feet, and a pier measuring sixty-five feet from the quay.
In 1822, £*184 12$. 4cZ. was allocated, which included £53 8$. 10c?. from the funds of the London
Committee, and £46 3s. IrZ. from the Government. Subsequent grants made a total of £413 16s. It?,
out of which £404 8s. 3d. was expended, and a balance remains of £9 7s. 10tZ.
It is a substantial and useful work, but sometimes too small to contain the numerous craft seeking
shelter in it. It is deficient in accommodation for mooring the craft to ; I therefore recommend that
the above balance be appropriated to providing mooring-rings and posts.
I place it in the second class, as a mere fishery harbour, but for general utility it stands in the first
class.
The harbour of Liscanor is about three miles cast of the remarkable point called Hags Head, which
is the northern headland of the bay of Liscanor. It is connected with the fishing village called Lisca
nor, on the estate of General Sir Augustin Fitzgerald. The plan was originally made by Mr. Nimmo,
and was designed to have an interior excavated basin, and a pier extending six hundred feet from the
root to low-water mark. Exclusive of the objections to interior excavation, which the unsuccessful re
sult of the experiment that had been made afforded, the objection on account of expense caused the
Board to order a plan on a more limited scale. On the 20th April, 1825, I delivered a plan, specifica
tion, and estimate for it on a different principle, which was subsequently approved of.
The plan consists of a pier in continuation of the work that had been commenced, embracing a
natural loch, and the only portion of anchorage ground which the place affords, nearly all the remain
der being rock. This pier, including some work already done, measures five hundred and twenty-seven
feet in length ; and there was also a breakwater pier, one hundred and twenty feet in length. The
estimate amounts to £2,307 9$- 5c?.
A harbour in this position would be of the greatest importance for accommodating and extending
the fishery, there being no safe inlet or shelter on this dangerous coast from Galway Bay to the Shan
non’s mouth. i he coast abounds with fish, and the inhabitants are compelled to use boats of wicker
work, covered with tarred canvass, as from their lightness they can, on reaching the shore, be carried
off immediately to a place of security.
In 1822 the Board granted £'461 10$. 9<Z. for this work, which included £115 7$. 8c?. from the funds
of the Mansion-house Committee, and £115 7$. 8<7. from the Government. In April 1824, a further
grant of £461 10$. 9c?. was made ; £501 12$. 8c?. has been expended, and £421 8$. IOcZ. now remains,
and is applicable towards completing the plan above mentioned.
I have had several interviews, on the subject of local contribution, with Sir Augustin Fitzgerald and
the gentlemen of the country, who are endeavouring to raise one fourth of the estimated expense,
£576 17$. 4c?.
Sir A. Fitzgerald will subscribe £150 ; Major M‘Namara £50 ; other gentlemen have also agreed
to subscribe, which so nearly makes up the required amount that I expect it will be raised. I therefore
recommend that £1,309 be granted for this work, out of the fund accruing under the Act of the 5th
George IV. c. 64, provided £576 17$. 4cZ. (one fourth of the expense) of local contribution in aid be
raised and paid into bank to the credit of the Commissioners, on or before the 1st day of February,
1827. In failure of which I recommend that the Board direct their officer to ascertain the amount
of local contribution that will be raised, in addition to the sum of £421 8$. 10cZ., now standing to the
credit of the work; and that the Board’s engineer do furnish a plan for securing and improving the
existing work, so far as the sum ascertained will be capable of doing.
This work, if executed, will stand in the first class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries,
and will moreover tend to increase the agricultural and commercial prosperity of an extensive district,
at present destitute of public protection or assistance.
Seafield pier is on the coast of Mal-Bay, about seven miles south of Hags Head, opposite Mutton
Island, on the estate of the Marquess of Conyngham.
The coast in the vicinity of this pier abounds with fish, and if a sufficient harbour were constructed,
craft capable of going out for it would be created ; at present there is no fishing vessel belonging to
this coast, except wicker-boats covered with tarred canvass.
The work consists of a pier extending three hundred and thirty feet from the root. It is one of
these piers that were paid for by contract, and considered to have been finished.
In 1822 the Board granted £461 10$. [)d. for this work, which included £115 7$. ScZ.from the Man
sion-house Committee, and Cl 15 7$. 8cZ. from the Government. In January 1824 a further grant of
£184 12$. 4tZ. was made, for the purpose of cutting a channel through a rock to give more easy access
to it; and in October following, a further grant of £66 3$. was made, and finally £133 1$. 2(Z. in addi
tion, which made the total amount £‘845 7$. 3d.; and £360 4$. 6c?., now stands to its credit.
In September 1824 I represented to the Board the existing state of this pier, and described it as a
work that had not been finished, and that the parts which were done had been badly executed, and
were in a state of dilapidation ; and on that occasion the above £‘66 3$. was "ranted to preserve it from
the effects of storms on the previously damaged work.
Subsequently, iu compliance with the Board’s order, I gave a plan and estimate for repairing and
securing the work, which was approved of, and the above £133 1$. 2d. was granted, under date 24th
May 1826, to complete the above £360 4$. 6d. which was the amount of my estimate. And in com
pliance with that order I took steps, by public advertisement and private correspondence, to procure a
competent contractor, but did not succeed in that object ; in this state the business now stands, and I
respectfully submit that no farther order is necessary at present concerning it.
If finished, tins pier would deserve to be placed in the first class for its degree of utility in promoting
the fisheries.
1
1 he pier of Dunbeg is on the coast about eleven miles south of Hags Head in the southern extremity of Dunbeg Bay, on the estate of Mr. Andrew Stacpoolc. The pier-head is considerably within
Q
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Mr. Dunnell's lieport high-water line, and therefore has not, except at spring tides, depth of water for large craft; it is, how
on the Fishery
ever, usefid to the fisheries; and kelp, corn and flags, in considerable quantities are loaded at it.
Harbours.
CO. CLARE.

Kilbaha.

Carrigaholt.

K il rush.

The work consists of a pier one hundred and eighty-four feet in length.
In 1822 the Board granted £369 4s. 7\d. for this work, which included £99 16s. 11<Z. from the
funds of the London Committee, and .£*92 6s. 2tZ. from the Government ; subsequent grants were
made, making the gross total .£*485 17s. 1 <7. The gross expenditure is £177 6s. 9<Z. and £8 10s. 4(Z.
now stands to its credit.
The commencing work of this pier was done by day-work, and the finishing was subsequently set by
contract, but was not properly executed. In 1824 I found it had sustained damage, and was in a state ot
insecurity, and then gave in an estimate of the expense of securing it, and subsequently one for re
building and improving parts that indispensably required it; which was granted, and the work is now
finished in a substantial and respectable style.
There is a deficiency of convenience for mooring vessels, which exposes the quay to damage by the
boatmen fastening their grapples in the pavement, coping, &c.; I therefore recommend that the above
balance may be applied to putting down sufficient mooring-posts and rings. This pier may be placed
in the third class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
Kilbaha Harbour, is on the north shore of the river Shannon, about three miles oast of Loop Head,
on the estate of Mr. William Westby. It would be a great advantage to the fisheries, and a still great
er to the trade of the Shannon, if a sufficient and safe harbour were established at Kilbaha, being so
immediately within the northern headland of the river, anil the lowest point where any shelter can be
contemplated.
The work consists of a cut right through the beach into a bog, in which a basin has been partly ex
cavated. The sides of the beach are supported by two retaining walls, one hundred and forty feet in
length, and forty-five feet asunder. About forty feet of quay wall has been built in the basin in con
tinuation of these retaining walls.
In 1822 the Board granted £461 10s. 9(Z. for this work, which included, .£'115 7s. Sd. from the funds
oi the Mansion House Committee, and £115 7s. 8tZ. from the Government. In April 1824 a further
sum oi £362 6s. 8iZ., was given and in October a grant of .£’114 2s. 1 \d. was made, making the
total sum of .£'938 Os. 4tZ.; £705 12s. 4tZ. of which has been expended, and .£'232 8s. OiZ. now stands
to he credit of the work.
The execution commenced by day labour, and was afterwards undertaken to be finished by con
tract. In August 1824 I inspected the work, and found the contract part in ruin. This part was re
built, by the Board’s order, in a substantial manner. Various references were subsequently made on
the embarrassing subject of securing and finishing this harbour. Under date the 19th August 1825, I
delivered a plan for that purpose, the estimate for which amounted to £755 2s, 4cZ,, and under date the
26th April 1826 another plan on a more limited scale ; but I did not, in any report, venture to express
a positive conviction that the works I proposed would remedy the radical defects of the site.
A correspondence took place between the Board’s secretary and Mr. Westby, the proprietor of Kil
baha, on the subject of local contribution, and he has proposed to pay £130 13s. 8{gZ., which is one
fourth of £522 14s. 10iZ., the sum now necessary to make up £755 2s. 4(Z.> the amount of my estimate
for the work.
If this arrangement shall take effect, an additional grant of £392 Is. 1|<Z. will be required for this
work, from the fund accruing under the Act of 5th Geo. IV. c. 64.
I do not hesitate to avow my embarrasment on the question of this harbour ; an effect is progres
sively and rapidly in operation that renders the outwork of this harbour insecure. It is the tendency
of the beach to retire altogether from the masonry, being thrown back by the working of the sea,
which has considerably exposed the backing of the groynes, and caused dilapidation in these protecting
outworks.
In August 1825 I proposed to convert one of these groynes into a regular pier, with a turn or jetty
at the end, to cast the sea off from the -work, for the double purpose of covering and protecting the
masonry and beach, and preventing the run into the basin, which produces a swell that has demolished
its embankment and the public road that was carried along its crown, and which has done other consi
derable damage. This is the plan at present under consideration.
My reports and designs for finishing this harbour were made under the impression that I was not at
liberty to propose a change of site; were I at liberty to do so, I could suggest a plan that, according
to my judgment, would be altogether more beneficial for the public.
A substantial harbour in this place would rank in the first class for utility in promoting the fisheries.
There is a great trade in turf between this place and Limerick.
Extract from Mr. Donnell’s Report for 1830__ Kilbaha Pier, while even unfinished, saved property
and several men from shipwreck; and exclusive of accommodation to the extensive fishery of the dis
trict, the agriculture and valuable turf trade of that sequestered place will also derive important advan
tages therefrom.
rj he Harbour of Carrigaholt is on the north shore of the Shannon, about seven miles below Kilrush,
adjacent to the village of Carrigaholt, on the estate of Mr. William Westby. There is a considerable
fishery carried on by the inhabitants of the village, and the harbour is of general use to the fisheries of
the Shannon. 1 here is also a great turf trade with Limerick. The harbour consists of a pier one
hundred and fifty feet in length; and a quay wall has been built extending inland two hundred and
ninety feet in length, which has an excavated channel to admit craft.
In‘1822 the Board granted £369 4^. 7jtZ-for this work, which included £99 10$. 11^- from the
London Committee, and £’92 6s. 2cZ. from the Government. Subsequently£87 is. od. and £20 1Is. lO^cZ.
making a total of <£’177 35. (.)d. which has been expended on the work.
This harbour has some old work; and in addition, the quay wall and excavation before mentioned
were done. Subsequently the old work fell, and was rebuilt by the Boards order in a substantial
manner, having about two feet greater depth of water than the original work had. It is a very useful
work, is in good order, and has facilitated the fishery, and promoted the industry of the district.
I place it in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the Fisheries.
Kilrush is on the north shore of the river Shannon, about thirty miles below Limerick, on the estate
of the Right Honourable .John Ormsby Vandeleur. The town is rapidly rising into consequence and
wealth, having a great trade in fish and corn. It having been represented to the Board that there
was no pier or landing quay in the Shannon that had sufficient depth to admit the fishing craft at low
water, and that the establishment of one would obviate the disadvantage of their being obliged to wait
out in stormy weather until half flood ; and that it would facilitate the landing offish, as the boats are
obliged to lie at anchor until the tide rises to iloat them to the quays, whereby opportunities are often
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lost for pursuing a successful take, and of bringing it in the freshest state to market; it was resolved Jfr. Donnell's Report
on the Fishery
to co-operate with Mr. Vandeleur in extending the Revenue Quay into six feet low water of spring
Harbours.
tides, by adding one hundred and sixty-five feet to its present length.
In June 1825, the Board granted £1367 1.9. Sd. for this work from the fund accruing under the
CO. CLARE.
Act of the 5th Geo. IV. cap. 64, Mr. Vandeleur undertaking to contribute £456 13s. 10cZ. being one.
fourth of the estimated expense.
No progress has been made in this work in consequence of the absence and illness of Mr. Van
deleur.
SITE FOR A NEW TIER, CO. CLARE.

• My attention being specially called to Kilkee, by the local Inspector, and by the Inspector Gene- Kilkee.
ral, I have made an actual survey of the site. Kilkee is a fishing and bathing village on the western
coast, about ten miles north-east of Loop Head, in the tenantcy of Mr. Jonas Studdart. The very
few places on this colst affording any degree of natural shelter, directed the attention of the Inspec
tors to this point. It would require a pier and jetty to extend live hundred and eighty feet, which
would cost about £3000.
County Kerry.
In Bara Harbour, an inlet of Tralee Bay, about six miles north-west of Tralee, on the estate of Sir
Edward Denny, in the tenantcy of Mr. John Collis, there is a landing quay one hundred and thirtyeight feet in length, and a boat slip forty feet. The work has not been finished ; but if it were, the
concurrent opinion is, that it is not calculated materially to serve or promote the fisheries. There is
no public road communicating with it; the passage to it being through MrV Collis’s gates and fields, a
distance of nearly half a mile. It wants about three feet six inches of being raised to the proper
height, and of course is deficient of coping, filling, paving, mooring-posts, &c.
In 1822, the Board granted £230 15$. 5cZ. for this work, which included £57 13$. 10c7. from the
funds of the Mansion-house Committee, and £57 13$. 10tZ. from the Government. In January 1824,
a further grant was made of £230 15$. 5cZ., making the total £461 10$. 9 <7. The Board made a con
tract for executing this work for £230 15$. 4tZ., which was paid ; and £230 15$. 5tZ. now stands to its
credit.
I feel great difficulty in venturing to recommend the abandonment* of any work on which public
money has been expended ; but if doing so would be expedient in any case, I submit that it is so in
this, especially as there is another site not very remote where the balance, and perhaps the materials,
can be beneficially applied, and where local contribution can be obtained. I place the harbour in the
third class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries__ (See Kilfenora.)
Brandon pier is on the west side of Brandon Bay, about two miles and a half south of Brandon
Head, on the estate of Lord A entry, in the tenantcy of the Coast Guard department. The abund
ance of fish of almost every description in their seasons, surrounding Brandon Head, renders a har
bour in this position of first rate importance for promoting the fishery. The work which was built,
consisted of a pier of one hundred and fifty-three feet in length from the root.
In 1822, the Boaid granted £369 4$. id. for this work, which included £99 10$. lit?. from the
funds of the London Committee, and £92 6$. '2d. from the Government, and the amount has been
expended on it. It was built by contract, but being badly executed, and exposed to a heavy sea, the
principal part has been demolished.
In May 1825, I was ordered to make a plan for the repair of this work, and I subsequently re
spectfully recommended a plan on a more secure site, which the Board were pleased to approve of,
and on the 13th April 1826, granted £233 7$. 4cZ. for carrying it into execution; I also made ar
rangements by public advertisement, and otherwise, for obtaining contract proposals, some of which
were obtained, but no decision has been made. Under date the 31st of last August the business was
referred, de novo, to the respective fishery officers, according to the new form, and their reports
are fully confirmatory of my view of the consequence of the work, and in approval of the plan.
On revising the documents, and conferring with respectable undertakers of works, I am satisfied
that I somewhat underrated my estimate, and respectfully recommend an additional grant of
£36 12$. 8tZ.; which will make the total for re-building it amount to £270. I place this harbour in
the first class for its degree of utility.
The pier of Dingle is in the harbour connected -with the town of Dingle, on the estate of Lord
Ventry ; the town contains a large population of real fishermen, exclusively employed in the fish
eries ; and it is to be regretted- that their exertions arc not facilitated by some additional acccommodation for landing their fish, and for drying it on shore.
The present -work is an extension of an old pier seventy-five feet in length ; a new work was
commenced on a site three hundred and sixteen feet west of the present, which would have been
very useful, but it was abandoned, and the above addition executed.
In 1822, the Board granted £369 4$. 7d. for this work, which included £92 6$. 2d. from the
funds of the Mansion-house Committee, and £92 6s.2d. from the Government; the sum of £81 6$. Id.
was granted in addition, making the total £450 10$. 8d. which has been paid for this work.
The quay requires priming, and some repairs to the moorings and surface pavement, the expense
of which would be about £15 ; but I do not venture to recommend the grant, as I am not apprized
of any fund from whence mere repairs can be legally granted.
A good harbour at Dingle would rank in the first class for its degree of utility in promoting the
fisheries.
Cahirciveen river is an inlet of Valentia Harbour, and the pier is on the south shore, contiguous
to the village of Cahirciveen, on the estate of the Provost and Fellows of Trinity College, in the
tenantcy of Mr. Daniel O’Connell.
It does not appear that the people of that district have availed themselves of the convenience af
forded by tins pier as a landing place for the sale of fish, to increase their exertions ; time and ad
vice may however impress them with proper ideas of the advantage that may be derived from the
fisheries off this coast.
The work consists of a pier-quay, faced at each side, extending one hundred and eightv-one feet
from the root.
?
In 1822, the Board granted £369 4$. 7d. for this work, which included £99 10$. lit?, from the
funds of the London Committee, and £92 6$. 2d. from the Government. The Board contracted for
the execution of the work, and the above amount has been paid for it.
Q 2
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The pier lias sustained some damage in the ashler work and coping, and the filling is somewhat
Mr. Donnell's Report
sunk ; .£15 would be sufficient for the expense of these repairs, but I am not prepared to state from
on the Fishery
Harbours.
what fund mere repairs can be paid for.
CO. KERRY.
Valentin.

Ballinskelligs.

Kenmare.

I place this pier in the third class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
The pier of Valentia is on the east shore of the island, on the estate of the Right Honourable
Maurice Fitzgerald, knight of Kerry. The bays and the seas near the magnificent harbour of Valentia
are known to abound with fish ; but the coast population have not taken advantage of this treasure
to any thing like the practicable extent. A convenient pier lor the landing and sale of fish is the
foundation of improvement in this respect, and the encouragement of the Board to exertion in the
fishermen. Officers will no doubt gradually introduce better habits amongst them.
Large quantities of excellent slate are shipped at the pier for the supply of the southern and western
coasts. The pier is a quay, faced at each side, and extends one hundred and sixty-live feet from the
root.
In 1822, the Board granted £156 18s. GcZ. for the work, which included £114 4s. 7(7. from the
funds of the Mansion-house Committee, and £114 4s. "id. from the Government, which was expend
ed. The quay has sustained some damage to the ashler work, coping and filling, the effect of wear
and tear; £25 would pay the expense; and I have no doubt one-fourth would be raised by local
contribution, should the Board be pleased to grant the remaining three-fourths. 1 place this harbour
in the third class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries. (See Sites for New Piers.)
Extract from Air. Donnells Report for 1829__ An application having been made for a grant to
extend the pier into deeper water, and local contribution having been paid, a contract has been
agreed to for executing the work, according to a plan and specification approved of by the Board, ami
the deeds of contract are preparing- Five mooring posts and seven mooring rings have been fixed,
under the general order for moorings.
ihe pierot Ballinskelligs is on the west shore of the bay, contiguous to Ballinskilleg’s Island, on
the estate ol the Reverend Denis Mahony. Fish is abundant in the vicinity; and the coast popula
tion arc improving in their exertions.
The work consists of a regular pier, extending one hundred and seventy-two feet from the root.
In 1822, the Board granted for this work £369 4s. 7<Z., which included £99 10x. 1LZ. from the funds
of the London Committee, and £92 Gx. 2<Z. from the Government; in February last the Board made
an additional grant of £15. The Board contracted for the building of the pier for the sum of
£369 4s. 7tZ., which was paid ; and £14 7s. (.)d. has been paid on account of the last grant, which leaves
12s. 3cZ. balance to its credit.
I place this harbour in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
ihe site of the proposed harbour is contiguous to the town of Kenmare, on the estate of the
Marquess of Lansdowne. The Marquess solicited the co-operation of the Board in executing this
work, and presented apian designed by Mr. Nimmo, the estimated cost of which amounted to £1296,
the moiety of which £648 was granted ; and in May last I was ordered to proceed to Kenmare, for
the purpose of carrying the proposed measure into effect, through the medium ot contract, and to re
port the steps taken. I advertised for proposals ; but conceiving it my duty to state some circum
stances that appeared to me to be objectionable against the site recommended by Mr. Nimmo, I gave
a plan for a harbour in a different one. My chief objections to Mr. Nimmo’s site were, a defi
ciency in the depth of water, and the difficulty and expense of making secure work on it. On the
present occasion I have made further trials of the nature of the bottom, and have ascertained that
it is soft, and increasing eight feet six inches in depth at the pier-head. At high water spring tides
there would be thirteen feet of water over eight feet six inches of mud ; at neap tides there would
be about seven feet of water over eight feet six inches of mud at high water; and on the bank,
between the pierand the channel, eleven feet six inches of water, and six feet six inches of mud;
but a common hooker, or wherry, would not float over it at high water of neap tides; and the ex
pense of laying masonry in a tide-way in eight feet six inches of mud, I apprehend, has not been
taken into account in calculating the estimate, as this important particular has not been marked on
the cross section, or alluded to in the specification.
A harbour on this site should be placed in the third class for its degree of utility in promoting the
fisheries. (See Ardea Creek.)
Extract from Air. Donnells Reportfor 1829__ The Marquess of Lansdowne having decided on
executing Mr. Nimmo’s revised plan, a contract was made, and the work is in progress; but the
difficulty and risk of founding the work in the mud bank alluded to in that Report appear to en
danger its stability. The remedy is at present under consideration.
SITES FOR NEW PIERS---- CO. KERRY.

Kilfenora.

Valentia.

Ardea Creek.

Kihnacnlogue.

The site is on the north-shore of Tralee Bay, on the estate of Sir Edward Denny. At the re
quest of the Agent, and in compliance with the wish of the Inspector General, 1 made the measure
ments and soundings of this site, necessary for giving a detailed, plan for constructing a hai >oui on it,
which, if executed, would greatly encourage the Fisheries. Ihe expense would be about £1000;
and the Agent states that Sir Edward Denny would contribute.
On the opposite shore to Valentia pier, the place requires a boat-slip, as a point for the carriers to
resort to for the purchase of fish, and as a landing place for it on the mainland ; the present pier be
ing on the island.
This work would promote the ready sale of fish, and thereby tend to excite the industry of the
fishermen, who are at present in a state of great supineness.
Two hundred pounds would defray the expense of this work. Local contribution of one-fourth
would, I presume, be obtained ; then requiring a grant of £150 from the Board.
,
Ardea (’reck on the south shore of Kenmare River, about six miles west of Kenmare Town, on the
estate of the Marquess of Lansdowne, and where the Marquess has built a house for the Inspector of
Fisheries when engaged on duty at this place, requires a landing quay for the accommodation of the
fisheries, and the fishermen are anxious to have the entering channel deepened by excavation. The
expense of these works would be about £500.
Kilmacalogue is about two miles west of Ardea Creek ; it is a great fishing station, and a landing
quay is requisite for the accommodation of the fishermen,
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County Cork.
Coolagh Harbour is on tlic south shore of Ballycroane Bay, which is an inlet on the north of Kenmare River. The work is contiguous to the village of Ballycroane, on the estate of Mr. Robert
Hedges Eyre and others. There is a considerable fishery on this coast, which this harbour is calculated
to accommodate and promote. The harbour consists of a landing quay, one hundred and sixty feet in
length, and a jetty pier, extending fifty-two feet from the quay; there is also a boat-slip, and a return
to the end of the quay.
In 1822 the Board granted £36.9 4.9. 7d. for this work, which included £99 10s. lit?, from the funds
of the London Committee, and £92 6s. 2d. from the Government. The Board caused the work to
be executed by contract, and the above amount has been paid for it. It has been very defectively ex
ecuted, and is insecure in its present state. It has not been raised above high water of spring tides,
and the coping and filling are consequently overwashed and damaged by the surge. The work was
commenced on a different plan, and the commencement abandoned ; and the part so done being left
standing, is an impediment and injury in the harbour.
The whole work requires to be raised eighteen inches, and to be properly coped, filled and paved.
The original work should be cleared away, and the loose stones removed oil' the bottom. The ex
pense of these necessary works would be about £150, which I respectfully recommend to the Board
to grant.
This harbour may be placed in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
There is a rock thirty-eight feet from the pier-head, and it would be an important improvement if
the pier were extended to it; this would cost £200. I have no knowledge whether local contribution
would be obtained, if the Board were disposed to sanction this improvement.
Berehaven Quay is on the north coast of Bantry Bay, contiguous to the village of Castletown, on
the estate of Mr. Robert Hedges Eyre. It is built against the face of a rock, which formed a shel
tered bight opposite to Bore Island, aud affords useful shelter and a landing-place for the craft. The
quay is one hundred and ninety feet in length.
In 1822 the Board granted £184 12.9. 3(7. for the work, which included £53 7s. 10(7. from the
funds of the London Committee, and £46 3s. 1(7. from the Government. The Board contracted for
the execution of the work, and have paid the above grant for it.
There has been ample value given for the small sums expended, and the work is in good order, ex
cept some small damage to the coping at the cast end, and the means for mooring are not sufficient;
£10 would be beneficially laid out on the work, and I respectfully recommend a grant of that amount,
if there be any fund applicable to it.
I place this harbour in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
The harbour of Cape Clear is in a cove called Kearn’s Port, on the north coast of the island, on the
estate of Mr. William Wrixon Beecher. There is a pier and rude dock at present at this place, but
it is deficient in the extent of accommodation required, and the plan which was made by Mr. Nimmo
proposed tbe extension and improvement of it.
Uhe Board have granted out of tbe fund accruing under the Act of the 5th Geo. IV. c. 64, the sum
of £420, Mr. Beecher to contribute £230, to make up the sum ot £650, which is the amount of the
estimated expense of the work.
Mr. Beecher having requested a more particular specification and plan for the proposed work before
he would sign the contract with the Board binding him to execute it, the matter was referred to me,
and I have accordingly made the plan and specification required.
When finished the harbour will stand in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the
fisheries.
The harbour of Glandore is in a cove on the north shore of Glandorc Bay, on the estate of Mr.
Christopher Allen. The plan consists of a curved pier one hundred and thirty-five feet in length, ex
tending into six feet depth at low-water spring tides. There is also a quay wall, one hundred and forty
feet in length. The work will be very useful, both as affording shelter from storms, and as a landing
place for the sale and cure of fish; tlic site has the advantage of being but a very short distance
embayed.
Mr. Allen solicited tbe co-operation of the Board in forming a harbour in this bay, and they were
pleased to order me to make a plan and estimate for it, which I accordingly did ; the estimate
amounted to £679 3.9. 6(7. ; whereupon £452 15.9. Sd. was granted out of the fund accruing under the
Act of the 5th Geo IV. c. 64, Mr. Allen contributing £226 7.9. 1Od. to make up £679 3s. 6(7. the
necessary amount, and be has signed a contract with the Board for completing this harbour.
Having intimated to Mr. Inspector-General Barry, who has an interest in the success of this under
taking, my disapprobation of sub-contracts in such cases, he, with Mr. Allen’s consent, undertook to
conduct the execution by day-labour, and has executed a large portion of it, all in a style superior to
the specification ; and I have no hesitation in saying that Glandore Harbour will be a specimen of
economical and substantial workmanship, proper to be referred to as a guide for the execution of other
fishery works.
This harbour, when finished, will stand in the first class for its degree of utility in promoting the
fisheries.
Extract from Mr. Donnell's Deport for 1829__ The works, and also an improvement, have been
finished. The persons locally interested are also making, at their own expense, a valuable addition of
quays, wharfs, &c., to the harbour. A new road has been made by grand jury presentment, from the
pier, to communicate with the mail-coach road between Cork and Skibbereen. It is in contemplation
to build a village contiguous to the harbour. The improvement of the neighbourhood is already ob
vious ; but it is only in its infancy.
Clonakilty Harbour, on the east shore of Clonakilty Bay, at Ringarundel, about one mile and a
half from the town of Clonakilty, on the estate of the see of Ross, in the tenantcy of Mr. John
Barrett, is a very useful work, aud has been not only serviceable to the fishery, but aiso as a commer
cial harbour. It consists of a curved pier two hundred and thirty feet in length, quay-faced at each
side.
In 1822 the Board granted£ 461 Ws 9(7. for this work, which included £122 12s. 6(7. from the
funds of the London (’°mmittee, and £115 7.9. Sd. from the Government. The Board made a con
tract for executing the,wor^> and have paid the amount of the grant for it.
This pier was not ra*se<^ 1-0 a sufficient height to bring the surface above the surges of high tides, and
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CO. CORK.

Courtmacsherry.

The hearting or filling of the pier was not
done with proper materials, and has been soaked out by the working of the sea through the masonry,
but is now refilled by the ballast thrown out of vessels, which also greatly encumbers the quay ; and
ballast has also been thrown out into the harbour, so as most materially to injure it.
To repair and improve the coping would cost £86, and to re-fill the most essential part with rubble
stone, and pave the surface, would cost £90, making the total £176 ; which I consider necessary to
preserve this very useful work, and therefore respectfully recommend a grant to that amount.
This harbour stands in the first class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
Courtmacsherry Harbour is near the western extremity of Courtmacsherry Bay, adjoining the vil
lage, and on the estate of the Earl of Shannon. There is a considerable fishery carried on from
Courtmacsherry Bay, and a landing (play, extending into deep water, will be found a great accommo
dation and advantage.
In January last. I was ordered to report on the most proper site in Courtmacsherry Bay for ex
pending the grant of £161 10$. \]d. which had been made in 1822, and which included £'132 12$. 6rf.
from the funds of the London Committee, and £'115 7$. 8(Z. from the Government, and I could not
find a site where so small a sum would produce any useful effect, and therefore recommended one
hundred and twenty feet to be added to the old pier at the village, provided local contribution would
be obtained to repair the old pier, the estimated cost of which was £108 lfh‘. 5(Z. This was accom
plished, and the Board have made a contract for executing this work for the sum of £461 10$. 9c?.,
which extends the work into the channel. It is now in progress, and when finished will deserve to be
ranked in the second class for its degree of utility in promoting the fisheries.
SITES FOR NEW TIERS----- COUNTY CORK.

Tra«arriff.
Baltimore.

Knockadoon.

Tragarriff, on the north shore of Bantry bay, near its eastern extremity, having been referred to
the consideration of the Inspectors by the printed forms, I viewed it, in the course of my general
tour, and am of opinion it is not a site where public money would be beneficially expended.
Another site is near the south-west point ofBaltimore harbour, adjoining the village of Baltimore,
on the estate of Lord Carbcry.
The request for this work having been regularly referred by the printed form, and its execution
recommended by the local Inspector and Inspector General, I have made an actual survey of the site,
and laid down the rough plan, and shall furnish the documents required by the Board’s regulations
with the least possible delay.
By concise calculation the expense of this work would be £650 which will require £162 10$. local
contribution, and £487 10$. from the Board’s funds; I therefore recommend a grant, provided local
contribution be obtained within a term which I recommend the Board to limit.
Extract from Mr. Donnell's Reportfor 1830__ Baltimore Pier, which maybe considered as the land
ing place on the main land for the fishery off Cape Clear, before completion, rendered it unnecessary to
haul up the boats last winter, though every preceding winter it was found indispensable to do so, m
order to prevent their being wrecked. I understand Lord Carbcry, the pioprietoi of the village,
intends to cause stores ond other structures to be built contiguous to the pier, for the promotion
of industry and commerce, as well as the more extensive prosecution of the fisheries off that part of
the coast.
Kuockadoon, is a short distance within Ring Point, which is the western headland of Youghal bay,
on the estate of the Marquess of Thomond.
The request for this work having been regularly referred by the printed form, and its execution
having been recommended by the Inspectors, I have taken the measurements and soundings, and shall
furnish the documents required by the Board’s regulations with the least possible delay.

County Waterford.
The
harbour
of
Annestown
isdn
a
small
rocky bay, adjacent to the village of Annestown, above three
CO. WATERFORD.
miles
west
of
Tramorc,
on
the
estate
of
Sir John Palliser, in the tenantey of Mr. Henry Cole.
Annestown.
In February 1825, Mr. Cole delivered a plan for a fishery harbour in this bay, his estimate
amounted to £250, and prayed a grant of one-half, the other half to be subscribed by himself. His
application was referred to me, and I made a plan better calculated for harbour purposes, but which
would be less expensive than the former, though the cost would nevertheless exceed £250 ; and I re
commended a grant of £150, on condition that Mr. Cole would complete the work, which recom
mendation the Board were pleased to accede to.
Subsequently Mr. Cole produced another plan, designed by a mining engineer, and praying its adop
tion, and an increase of the grant to £300, which was also referred, and with the understanding that
Mr. Cole would not require payment until the work would be finished, and approved of. I did not
consider it necessary to object to this latter plan; but, submitted that the object did not merit any
increase of grant.
. .
a
On this tour I have examined more particularly the different plans, and am of opinion none would
be so likely to afford shelter to boats as that originally proposed by me ; and am further of opinion
that no increase should be made to the grant.
SITES FOR NEW TIERS.—COUNTY WATERFORD.

Ballinacourty,

Ballinagaul,

The site is on the north shore of Dungarvan bay, about two miles east of Dungarvan, near the
villao-e of Ballinacourty, on the estate of Mr. Thomas Wyse, in the tenantey of Mr. Robert
tD
Longan.
,
.
Happening to arrive at Dungarvan during the meetings on the subject of the disputes between the
long line and trammel fishermen, it was proposed, as the means of terminating these disputes, to con
struct shelter harbours, the advantage of which would induce the trammellcrs to relinquish their
injurious mode of fishing ; and by desire of Mr. Corry, one of the Commissioners who accom
panied me, I surveyed the above site, and have taken the notes and soundings necessary for a
detailed plan and estimate.
.
By concise calculation the work may be executed for £1,000, which will require £250 local contri
bution, and £750 grant from the Board.
The site is on the south shore of Dungarvan bay, about three miles south of Dungarvan, at the
fishing village of Ballinagaul, on the estate of Mr. Henry Villiers Stuart.
At this place there is a temporary pier built by the fishermen, which gives imperfect shelter to their
numerous boats. I was accompanied on this, as on the foregoing survey at Ballinacourty, by Nir,
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Corry ; and all the circumstances rendering the execution of the former work expedient, arc more
forcibly applicable to this.
By concise calculation the work may be executed for £1,200, which will require £300 local contri
bution, and £900 grant from the Board.
Grandison harbour, on the south shore of Dungarvan bay, within half a mile of Helvick Head,
adjacent to a new and handsomely built village of that name, on the estate of Mr. Henry Villiers
Stuart, which I surveyed under circumstances similar to the two foregoing sites, is executing at the
private expense of Mr. Stuart, and is a very bold and costly undertaking, but is on too expen
sive a principle to justify a recommendation for a grant, if the proprietor should be desirous of
obtaining one.
Drumbrattan Boat Strand is a cove in the shore, about one mile west of Annestown, on the estate
of Mr. Patrick Power.
The fishermen have built a small pier in this cove, but it is only sufficient to smooth the water so
as to allow small boats to land, when the surf runs too high on the strand to allow of their doing so ;
but they must ultimately be hauled up on the cliffs for security.
An expenditure of £250 would do something useful on this site; but I am not prepared to say
whether a portion of that sum would be obtained by local contribution.

Mr. Donnell's Tieport
on the Fishery
Harbours.
CO?WATERFORDGrandison.

Drumbrattan.

County Wexford.

In Courtown or Kilbride bay, between Glasscarrig Head and Kilmichael Point, adjacent to the CO. WEXFORD,
village of River Chapel, on the estate of the Earl of Courtown, a harbour would materially promote Courtown.
the fisheries of the coast, and render important service to its navigation in general, by affording a
place of refuge for craft, of which this long range of coast is at present destitute.
The plan designed by Mr. Nimmo consisted of a southern pier, about six hundred feet in length,
extending into thirteen feet depth at low-water spring tides, and a northern breakwater pier about five
hundred feet in length. The estimate amounted to £9,221 O.s'. Qd. In 1824 the Board granted
£461 10s. 9<7. towards the expense, but no part of this sum has been paid.
The promiscuous work of the south pier was carried out about three hundred and eighty feet; but
has been materially damaged and deranged by storms from the south-east, which also drifted
so much sand into the sheltered part as nearly filled it up; but this has since been partially
washed out again.
The promiscuous work of the northern breakwater has been carried out about two hundred and
fifty feet.
I h6 work has been suspended since last spring. From the information I could obtain £8,009 has
been expended, but the contemplated work does not appear to be one fourth part executed.
There is some temporary shelter afforded by part of the promiscuous work, thrown by storms into
the harbour, and acting as a jetty, within which several sailing and row boats were afloat, and starting for
the fishery. There are six good houses and a stone yard (the commencement of a town) built at the
harbour, but there does not appear to be any well-founded expectation entertained that the work will
soon proceed ; and I therefore respectfully submit that it may be expedient to disappropriate the pre
sent grant, with the understanding that it may at a future period be re-granted out of the fund ac
cruing under the Act of the 5th Geo. IV. c. 64, when the future progress of the work shall give a
well-founded hope of its proceeding to completion. If finished, this harbour would rank in the
first class.
County Wicklow.

At Greystones, on the south shore of Rathdown Bay, about three miles south of Bray, on the
WICKLOW
estate of Mr. Peter La Touche, there are a great number of row boats employed in the fisheries Greystones,
which must be hauled out of the sea when the wind blows from any point round from east-north-east
to north ; and if the portion of natural shelter which the place affords were completed by artificial
works, it. would be very beneficial to the fishery of this coast.
The rock which forms the southern shore of the bay extends about three hundred and sixty-five
feet from the beach, and has, along the greater part of it, from twelve to fourteen feet depth at low
water spring tides. This it has been proposed to quay and improve, and a northern breakwater would
also be necessarry.
Different plans have been designed for this work; for one made by Mr. Nimmo, the esti
mate amounted to £3,424 12s. 3rf.; and in April 1825 the Board granted £461 10s. 9<4 towards
the expense of executing it.
There has not been any progress made even towards commencing the work, nor does there appear
any immediate probability of its proceeding; and I therefore respectfully submit, that it is expedient
to disappropriate this grant, with an understanding that it may be re-granted whenever the local fund
shall be really subscribed, or when any other circumstance shall occur that will evince a serious in
tention of going on with the undertaking.
If finished this harbour would rank in the first class for its degree of utility in promoting the
fisheries.
This ends the harbours actually inspected, time not yet permitting the completion of the tour; but
for the purpose of endeavouring to bring the entire coast of the kingdom under the view of the
Board, I continue a statement of the condition of the remaining piers, from the best information
and materials in my power.

County Dublin.
In 1821, the Board granted £591 lb. id. for a fishery harbour at Lambay: towards the execution
CO. DUBLIN
of this work, Colonel Talbot is to subscribe £451 7s. Sd. The Board have paid on account, Lambay.
£425 8.9. Id., and £166 3s. stands to the credit of the work.
Colonel rI aJbot has obtained an additional grant from the Government, and the work is extending
beyond the original design, and will of course be increased in the degree of its utility.
In 1825, the Board granted £1569 !$• id. for a pier at Balbriggan, and towards the execution of Balbriggan,
this work, the inhabitants of Balbriggan were to subscribe £523 O.y. Gd. The work is in progress, and
proceeding satisfactorily ; £783 13^ ij((. has been paid by instalments; and £785 7s. lOd, now
stands to the credit of the work.
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Extract from Mr. Donnell's Report for 1830.—At Balbriggan Pier, the fishing craft during the
on the Fishery gales from the east and north-cast heretofore suffered greatly in their rigging and moorings.
I he
Harbours.
fishermen were obliged in such cases to remain in care of their vessels, exposed to hardships, and
Y~
perils to prevent their destruction. At present they go to their homes, under a full conviction that
CO. DUBLIN.
vessc]s
now be in perfect security. In addition to these advantages, I have to observe
that the new harbour at Balbriggan had been only a few days opened when five or six colliers took
refuge and were saved in it. Coals, which were previously an article of monopoly, (as colliers would
not venture to take the harbour in winter,) have been since sold out of the vessels to the public at
5s. or 6$. per ton less than heretofore.
County Down.

CO. DOWN.
In 1824, the Board granted £157 75. 8tZ. towards the harbour of Kimmersport; Mr. Ogilvie to
Knnmers-PortinArd- subscribe a like sum. Mr. Ogilvie applied for payment of the Board’s grant, alleging that the work
glass.
Was completed according to his contract. Having inspected the work, it did not appear to me to be
so completed, and I reported accordingly. Since that period Mr. Ogilvie has ordered the objec
tionable parts to be improved ; but the work has not been since inspected.
County Antrim.

CO. ANTRIM.
Ballintrae.

In July 1824, the Board granted £461 10s. 9c?. towards the harbour of Ballintrae ; Mr. Spencer
to contribute a like sum. Mr. Spencer applied for payment of £250, the amount of his first instal
ment. In October 1825, having inspected the work, I reported that he was not entitled, under his
contract, to such payment, and the work has since been suspended.
County Donegal.

CO. DONEGAL.
Greencastle.

Doebeg.

In January 1824, the Board granted £1597 35. IcZ. for Greencastle harbour, on condition that a
like sum would be provided by local contribution. The decision concerning the plan and site is at
present under consideration, through the medium of the printed forms adopted by the Board.
In December 1825, the Board granted £92 6s. 2d. for Doebeg, the North West Agricultural
Society to supply £61 18s. IcZ.; the object was to cut down some rocks in Loch Swilly, which work
is in progress.
County Sligo.

CO. SLIGO.
Mullaghmore.

Ra^hley.

Pulocheny.

In January 1824, the Board granted £545 10$. 9<Z. for Mullaghmore harbour; Lord Palmerston
to subscribe a like sum. £93 11$. 10<7. has been paid on account for superintendence, and £451,
18$. llcZ. now stands to its credit; the work is in progress.
Extract from Mr. Donnell's Report for 1829—Lord Palmerston subsequently undertook the
management, and defrays the whole expense, except what had been previously paid for superin
tendence. The work has been found of great utility.
Sundry grants from the Board for Raghley, amount to £750 4$. 9<Z. which has been expended,
and there is not now any balance to its credit; but the work is insecure and incomplete, and being a
station of great importance for promoting the fisheries, I recommend that £200 be reserved out of
the fund which accrued under the Act of the 59th of Geo. III., to be applied in completing and
securing the work.
Sundry grants from the Board for Pulocheny, amount to £498 14$. 9<Z. which has been expend
ed, and the work is unfinished and very insecure. It would require so large a sum to complete it,
that I forbear to offer any recommendation for a grant, though the site is of first rate importance for
improving the fisheries, if adequate sheltei* were provided.

Observations on FishHaving described the condition of the several harbours on the coast of Ireland, I shall venture to
ery Harbours.
make a few general observations concerning these works.
It is perhaps necessary to correct some pervading errors regarding the sites and construction of
fishery harbours. It is by some persons supposed that a fishery harbour, as a matter of course, must
be a place of refuge for craft from storms, and that if it fail in this property it has failed in utility.
This idea has been extended to the proposal for confining the harbour fund exclusively to the con
struction of rendezvous harbours. On the other hand it has been asserted, that fishery piers are
only to be considered as quays or landing places within natural harbours for the use of the fishing
craft.
It appears to me that any single general principle is inapplicable to the variety of cases that occur
for consideration, and that the decision should in every case be governed by actual reference to the
geographical peculiarities of the coast.
A few large Harbours & As to the proposal that a few great harbours ought to be constructed in suitable positions, in prein preference to many ference to numerous small ones, the principle, even if right, could not be acted upon by the Comsmall ones.
missioners, as the whole fund at their disposal would not be adequate to the execution of a single
harbour, answering the character which the principle implies.
The north-western and western coasts, down to the Bay of Galway Inclusive, abound with natural
bays and harbours, infinitely excelling any that human means could construct for the safe reception
and shelter of craft overtaken by difficulties and storms. But as mere shelter anchorage, distant
from the shore, docs not answer for landing and embarking purposes, the proper structure for the
accommodation of the fishery in such places, are quays and piers distributed along the coast, afford
ing that degree of shelter which is indispensable for the keeping of craft in-shore ; and (hat will
enable the *coast population in the respective districts to have the vessels afloat contiguous to their
dwellings, and ready, without loss of time or labour, to step on board and start for the fishery when
weather and other inducements oiler.
One or two large artificial harbours would not be available for this purpose, nor could they alone
be relied on as places of refuge on a long range of coast, as vessels to leeward could not beat up
to them in a storm, nor probably weather a headland to make the harbour far distant to windward.
Improvements promoThe effect of the fishery harbours in improving the condition of the people, and civilizing their haHarbours1
bits, ^ias n0^
^een
developed, as but few of these works have been finished ; but there is, in
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the imperfect progress that has been made, abundant proof of their practical utility for effecting these J/r. Donnell's Bcpw
objects.
on the Fishery
I assume it as a principle, that a fishery harbour is cither required by the actual want of accommoHarbours.
dation and security experienced by an existing fishing town or village ; or if built on a good site,
where no legal disabilities interfere, it will have the effect of creating a town or village, thereby con
centrating the population, and rendering them co-operative in managing the fishery. Such concentra
tion will also render men, at present but partially civilized, amenable to the operation of the laws, and
subservient to the better arrangements of society.
I shall only mention three cases of fishery harbcTurs in illustration.
Killaney, in Arran, is one of an existing fishing village, requiring an increase of accommodation on
account of an increase in number and size of the boats. The harbour already has had the effect of in
creasing exertion, by giving increased confidence for venturing out to sea, and by decreasing the
anxiety and labour of the fishermen when returned on shore.
At Roundstone, a wild district in Cunemara, a fishing village had scarcely been marked out, when
twenty-two lots were taken for building a good class of houses upon, contiguous to the pier; and Clif
den in Cunemara, which six years back did not contain six houses, and was the focus of smuggling and
illicit distillation, has become an extensive well built town, with commercial stores and other appen
dages, and actually paid some thousands of pounds excise duties in the last year.
The coast from Galway Bay to Loophead does not afford natural shelter, and therefore the only craft on Harbours on the Mal*
it are boats made by wicker skeletons, covered with tarred canvass, light enough to be instantly carried bay Coast of Clare,
off when the surge washes them ashore, before the succeeding wave can reach them, which would des
troy them against the beach, or carry them back by its reflux ; therefore the coast, presents a case for
the application of more extensive and costly artificial protection, because a harbour in which the better
class of fishing craft could lie securely, would have the immediate effect of producing such craft, and
thereby improving the fishing, and the condition of the coast population; with this view Liscanor has
interesting claims on the notice of the Board.
From the foregoing part of this Report, it appears that nearly all the grants for the commencement Cause of Allocating
of harbours on the western and southern coasts were made in the year 1822, the attention of the Board, ,110st funds for the
of the Government, and of the charitable committees who were contributors to the funds, beino- di- 'yestern nndSouthern
rected to these parts by the famine with which they were then afflicted ; and the expenditure was de- Coa&t:5'
signed (and operated) as a measure of relief. The late expenditure has also operated in a similar wav,
and under nearly similar calamity, especially in the island of Arran, at Glandore, and at Balbriggan.
The inhabitants of the northern and eastern coasts, who suppose they have not shared a fair proportion
of the Boards bounty, should understand, that it ,vas bound to allocate its funds in accordance with
the objects and instructions of the parties who were such liberal contributors towards them.
In the foregoing details there is an instance (see Daras, County Galway,) of a private individual Tablets on Piers for
placing an inscription tablet in the parapet of a harbour, purporting that the work was executed at his which Public Grants
expense, though he was only a contributor. It is respectfully suggested, for the consideration of the have been made.
Board, that it would be proper to place on a permanent tablet in each pier, an inscription to intimate
the circumstances under which it was erected, and the rights of the persons engaged in the fishing to the
gratuitous use of it. The whole expense would be covered by a grant of £150.
It might also be propci to inscribe on such tablet, rules and regulations for preserving the harbour
from intentional injury; but as it is probable, from the necessity of the case, that some legislative en
actments will be made for this purpose, and for creating some permanent, means of obtainin' a fund
for defraying the expense of wear and tear, and necessary repairs, possibly the consideration of this
branch may properly be postponed.
However presumptuous the expression of disapproval of a legislative enactment may appear, by so Impolicy of requiring
humble an individual as myself, I venture to observe that the clause contained in the section of the JjOeal Contributions
Act of the 5th Geo. IV., c. 64, which requires local contributions in aid of every grant, works badly. *u a11 cases<
It has the effect of fixing the construction of harbours on inferior instead of superior sites: local con
tribution is only to be obtained where the individual subscribing will derive personal advantage; he
therefore, in general, proposes the site as the condition of his subscription; and though a preferable
site may not be very remote, if local contribution cannot be obtained for it, the Board cannot, decide
ni its favour, but must either submit to grant for the inferior site, or give up the measure altogether.
Ihe principle of local contribution is good, but its universal and indispensable application, practically
renders the selection of the best sites impossible.
In the course of my inspection I became convinced of the necessity of making ageneral provision for Means of Mooring rebetter means of mooring at the several fishing harbours, the want of which furnishes pretexts for sinkinn- *luil’ec1,
grapples and anchors in the pavement, and for injuriously making fast to other parts of the works.
I therefore respectfully recommend that the sum of £350 be reserved out ofthe fund, which accrued
under the Act of the 40th Geo. HI, for the foregoing purpose.
There may be a necessity for employing overseers on such harbours as arc now in progress, if the Overseers,
work shall appear to be proceeding defectively or fraudulently. Under such circumstances, if all the
above fund shall be appropriated, there will be no means of procuring such indispensable control. I
therefore respectfully recommend that the sum of £250 be reserved out of the above-mentioned fund
for this purpose.
And I farther respectfully suggest, that it may be expedient to reserve £500 generally, for contin- Reserve fond for Congencies out of the same fund.
"
tiugencies.
J. Donnell, C. E.
Inspector of Harbours.
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APPENDIX, No. XIX.
Abstract of Reports on the state and utility of the Fishery Piers around Ireland; prepared by direction
of the Board of Public \\ orks, in 1833.

Fishery P'ierS'

Sources from which Funds were
derived for their construction.

Names of Piers, and
where situated.

1,

Arthurstown,

Co. Wexford.

2.

Wyse’s Point,

Near Dungarvan
Co. Waterford.

Grant from’Government, £810
Lord Templemore,
750

0
0

0
0

£1,560

0

0

This Pier has just been completed, and is likely to
be very useful tor export and import trade. It is open
by good roads to an extensive district.

0
This Pier is now finishing by contract, under the
0 Commissioners of Public Works, and is likely to prove
— very useful.
£1180 0 0
A most useful Pier, not only for the protection of
Grant from Government, £461 10 ‘J
the fisheries, but. also for the purposes of trade, seveIral hundred tons of corn having been shipped from it
during the last year for Liverpool and Scotland ; tim
ber, iron, etc. brought in return.

.Grant from Government. £830
(T. Wyse, Esq., and others 350

0
0

Grant from Government, £130

0

0

Grant from Government, £512 15
By C. Allen, Esq.
40 0

8
0

3. COVRTMACSHERRY,
Co. Cork.

4.

OBSERVATIONS.

Clonakilty,

Much used as a safety harbour by the small craft
for several miles round the coast: useful also tor the
purposes of trade. 800 tons of coals having been landed
here during the last year. The roads leading to it
are reported to be very much neglected.

Co. Cork.

5.

Glanoore,

Co. Cork.

This Pier affords protection to about 20 yawls of
three tons each, engaged in the fisheries ; it is also
much used for the purposes of trade, the village being
8 a thriving one, much owing to the exertions ot Mr. J.
Redmond Barry, on whose land manganese of appa
rently good quality is being raised. It is stated that
nearly £10,000 has been expended on building within
the last two years.

£552 15

6.

Cape Clear. Island.

Co. Cork.

7.

Laurence Cove,

Here Island,
Co. Cork.

Affords very great protection to the poor islanders
Grant from Government, £4/0 0 11
Sir W. Beecher,
230 15 4 engaged in fishing, in all about 350 persons. The
population is about 1 100, for whom the island, in
£700 16 3 good seasons, supplies sufficient food ; but in dry
'seasons the supply is insufficient.
The works are much in want of repair.
0
0

£586 10

8.

Castletown,

Berehaven.
Co. Cork.

I

A very useful Fishery Pier, affording protection to
sixteen hookers of 12 tons each, and ninety yawls of
■ from 3 to 4 tons, belonging to the island, and employ
0 ing about 1000 persons exclusively in the fisheries.
Population of the island about 3000 ; the inhabitants
1 are described as wretchedly poor.

Grant from Government, £336 10
By Hedges Eyre, Esq.
250 0

Grant from Government, £142 3 2
Dublin Charitable Com
mittee,
57 16 10

Irish,

£200

British,

£184 12 3

0

0

-

9.

Coolagh Bay,

This work is much used for landing sea-manure;
timber, slates, &c. are also imported. 1 he surround
ing district was entirely shutout from any communi
cation till this pier was built. About 6 hookers oi
10 tons each, and 12 yawls, frequent it.

Grant from Government, £98

0

o

Grant from Government, £615
The Marq. of Landsdowne, 648

0
0

o
o

£1263

0

Co. Cork.

10.

Kenmare,

Co. Kerry.

11.

Ballinskelligs,

Co. Kerry.

12,

Cahirciveen,

Co. Kerry.

A Pier affording much protection to the fisheries.
There are belonging to this port 4 decked boats of
20 tons, 12 hookers of 12 tons, and 50 yawls of 4 tons
each, affording employment to about 400 persons ex
clusively engaged in the fisheries. It is also much
used for trading purposes, a district ot ten miles be
ing supplied from hence with timber, iron, and mer
cantile goods generally. The roads connected with,
the Pier are reported to be very bad. Copper mines
are also working successfully at Allika, distant about
4 miles.

Tliis Pier is described as of very great use for agri
cultural and mercantile purposes, but not of so much
use to the fisheries. The town, and country tor several
0 miles round it, are stated to be in a veiy impioxing
condition.

M uch used by fishing vessels, and also for landing
sea manure, from the use of large quantities of which
0 0 the neighbouring country, for a distance of about
seven miles round, is improving much. The con
£384 0 0 necting roads are in very bad order. The Inspecting
Commander of the Coast Guard confirms this state
ment of our Officer, as to the improvement of the
district within the last tew years, and attributes it to
the same cause.

Grant from Government, £284
Dublin Charitable Com
100
mittee,

Grant from Government, £269
Dublin Charitable Com
mittee,
100

0

0

0

0

Useful both for fishery and agricultural puimoses :
about 400 persons derive partial employment from the
0 0 fisheries, but being both tanners and fishermen, their
attention is not given at the best seasons for fishing.
£369 0~~0 The same improvement in the surrounding country is
jin progress here, as Ills been before remarked on.

COMMISSIONERS OF THE IRISH FISHERY INQUIRY.
Names of Piers, and
where situated.

13.

Valentja,

Co. Kerry.

14.

Dingle,

Co. Kerry.

Sources from which Funds were
derived for their construction.

Brandon,

Co. Kerry.

OBSERVATIONS.

The benefit derived from this Pier has been consi
Grant from Government, £705 0 0
Dublin Committee,
114 0 0 derable, both to the fisheries and commerce. Its
Knight of Kerry,
141 5 0 utility also as an asylum harbour has been frequently
found ; about 400 persons arc exclusively employed in
£960 5 0 the fisheries, in which 100 scan boats and 150 yawls
are in use. Imports, chiefly from Liverpool, are iron,
coals, and timber ; exports, corn, butter, and slates ;
the latter are of very fine quality, and the working of
them gives employment to about 150 persons daily.

Part of this Pier was originally built by the County,
0
2 and afterwards added to under the direction of the
Fishery Board. Additions have also been made by the
2 Customs Department. It is a most useful work, not
only for mercantile and agricultural purposes, but
also for the fisheries, which are carried on to some
extent here, giving employment to about 2,000
persons.

Grant from Government, £372 14
Dublin Committee,
92 G
£ 465

15.

0

The boats used in the fisheries of this place are of
0
0 the small class, being chiefly yawls and canoes ; af
fording employment to about. 250 men and boys ; a
0 large quantity of sea manure is landed here.

Grant from Government, £531 7
Dublin Committee,
99 10

£G30 17

16.

Barra,

Co. Kerry.

Grant from Government, £173 0
Dublin Committee,
57 13

0
From the site of this Pier it is of no use; small
0 craft not being able to approach it, except at tliree
quarters flood of spring tides.
0

£230 13
17.

Kilrush,

Co. Clare.

Grant from Government, £1,340
Rt. Hon. J. O. Vandeleur, 500

0
There are 20 small hookers engaged in fishing and
0 dredging for Oysters, belonging to this port, affording
employment to about 200 persons. The Pier isof much
0 use in a mercantile and agricultural point, of view. A
small steam vessel plies between Kilrush and Limerick.

0
0

£1,840 0

18.

Carrigaholt,
Co. Clare.

19.

Kilbaha,

Co. Clare.

20.

Doonbeg,

Co. Clare.

Grant from Government, £379 0 0
A useful Pier both for the fisheries and trade. . Six
Dublin Committee,
99 10 0 hookers of seven tons each, and upwards of 500 ca
noes or corachs, (small cots, some covered with
£478 10 0 horse-hides, others with canvass laid over with com
position,) give employment to about 400 persons in
fishing, and to farmers occasionally. Turf shipped
from hence.
Owing to the facilities afforded by this Pier for
Grant from Government, £1,148 18 0
Dublin Committee,
115 7 0 landing sea manure, the country round it bears evi
Mr. Westby,
200 0 0 dent marks of agricultural improvement. It is also
useful to the fisheries in which about 110 persons are
£1,404 5 0 exclusively employed, and it is also an asylum har
bour for small craft coming in from Loop Head and
other fishing stations, to the Shannon.

Grant from Government, £386 6
Dublin Committee
99 10

£485 16

21.

Seafield,

Co. Clare.

22.

Liscanob,

Co. Clare.

23.

Burrin Quay,

Co. Clare.

St. Kitts,

Co. Galway.

Grant from Government, £2309
Dublin Committee,
115
Sir Augustine Fitzgerald, 607

0
0
0

.£3031

0

Grant from Government, £351
Dublin Committee,
53

Kin vara,

This Pier is situated on a very bold and dangerous
0
0 shore, exposed to the force of the Atlantic, and has
0 been several times much injured. It however affords
considerable shelter to small craft, and is much used
0 for the purposes of trade.

30 Hookers, of about 12 tons, and 150 yawls of 3
0 0
7 0 tons each, frequent this place, giving employment to
about 500 men in the Fisheries. Large quantities of
7 0 corn, butter, pigs, and sheep are shipped here. In
!iard weather, 100 sail of small craft have been known
to take refuge in this harbour.

3rant from Government, £399 13 0
Dublin Committee,
64 17 0

£464 10
25.

0
This Pier is not much frequented by fishing boats.
0 It is, however, very useful for agricultural purposes,
and also as a place of refuge in hard weather for
0 small craft.

Grant from Government, ^£617 16 0
Can be approached at spring tides only, by a vessel
Dublin Committee,
115 7 0 of 12 tons, but is capable of much improvement, and
might then be very useful.
£733 3 0

£404

24.

Duras,

Co. Galway,

27.

Cloran Bridge,

Co. Galway.
28,

Ballynacoiirty.

Co. Galway.

But little benefit is derived from this Pier, ns none
>ut. small craft can approach it. No road leading
to it.

0
This is a useful Pier, both for commerce and Fish
eries, besides facilitating the supply of the surroundng district with turf, which is brought in considera
ble quantities from Cunemara. There are about 120
men and boys employed in fishing.

Built at the expense of the County.

Co. Galway.

26.

[123

This appears to be a work more of private than of
Grant from Government, £156 18 0
\ Contribution to assist Mr. Lynch in inblic accommodation, although a small sum was
jontributed towards its erection from Government
building a Pier.
unds.

Is much used for landing sea-manure and turf. 30
fishing yawls, of 3 tons each, frequent it, employing
about 70 persons.

Built by County Presentment.

Grant from Government, £710 o
Dublin Committee,
75 14
£785 14

0
Never properly finished, owing to which the works
0 have been completely destroyed.
0

Fis/t€^ p.^
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Sources from which Funds were
derived for their Construction.

Names of Piers, and
where situated.

29.

New Harbour,
Ardtry,

observations.

j

Built by Mr. Nimmo, supposed with A very useful Pier for landlug turf and sea-munure
Government Funds.
for a considerable district, as well ns for affording

shelter from the W. and S. W. winds, vessels fre

Co. Galway.

quently running up from the roadstead of Galway to
^shelter there.

30. Roscom,
London and Dublin Chari table Societies.
Reported to he a very useful Pier, at which large
Three, and n-half miles
quantities of manure and turf are landed. The marEustof Galway.
bio from the Menlo Park quarries, which is of a fine
'description, is shipped here. It is frequented also by
about 45 small fishing boats.
31.

Londoil and Dublin Charitable Societies.

Oranmore,

Beneficial to the poor fishermen. Turf and manure in considerable quantities lauded here.

One mile North East
of Galway.
32.

Claddagh Pier,

in the suburbs of
Galway.

33.

Grant from Government, £1597 0 0
Local Contributions,
G23 0 0
—___
£2'220 0 0

Slate Pier,

Galway Harbour.

34.

Built by Mr. Nimmo with Government This is a work of much importance, as it affords
Funds.
considerable shelter to the Docks and Quays oi Ga.,way. The Pier is in a most dilapidated state; the
Icost of a thorough repair is estimated at £1397 ;
should it be left without repairs for some time longer,
it is probable that it would be utterly destroyed, and
the materials forced into the navigable part of the
>
river.
'

Barna,

Co. Galway.

35.

, A most convenient and useful Pier, for the nuimerous fishing boats belonging to this place, in
number about 140 sail-boats, from 1— to 14 tons, and
,50 row-boats, of 5 Io 6 tons each, employing near
122(H) persons. With all the advantages of good boats
and accommodation. there are tew places v.heie the
Fisheries are carried on with so little enterprise.

Spiddle,

Co. Galway.

Grant from Government. .£210 2 0
The Pier was originally built by a private indiviDublin Committee
76 8 0 dual in 1799, and re-built by Mr. Nimmo in 1822 ;
------------------ - but being badly erected, in 1830 it was destroyed;
£286 10 0 and in 1831 was again partially re-built by the Offi
cer of the Const Guard, and Collector of Galway,
with the charitable funds ; it is found to be very use
ful for the fisheries, and it is sheltered from the S.
and S. W. gales, and the only safety harbour tor
small craft on 27 miles of coast.
Grant from Government, £128 15
Dublin Committee,
41 16

0
This Pier is but of little use, and is much out of
0 repair.

0

£170 11
36.

Costello,

Co. Galway.

Grant from Government, .£380 16
Dublin Committee,
80 15

0
This is a work of but little use, and in a state of
0 dilapidation; not worth the cost of repairing it.
0

.£461 11

37.

Ballycreavey,

This Pier is of little use except to the Coast Guard.

London and Dublin Charitable Societies.

Co. Galway.

38.

Greatman’s Bay,

Co. Galway.

39.

Killaney Pier,

Isles of Arran.

Originally built by Mr. Nimmo from This Pier being left incomplete, was destroyed : sub
file Government Funds.
Isequently the materials were collected, and the Pier,
for good part of its length was re-built by Lieutenant
White, of the Coast Guard, and the Collector of Gal
way, with funds from the Charitable Societies: it is
found to be very useful.
There are 3!) hookers frequenting this Pier, giving
employment exclusively in fishing to about 350 per
sons. A large quantity of sea manure is shipped
0 here for the shores of Clare and Galway. A Coast
Guard station, the officers ot which have madesome
improvements in the works with the aid of funds from
the London and Dublin Charitable Societies. I he
inhabitants are wretchedly poor.

0
0

Grant from Government, £564 14
Dublin Committee,
60 5
£624 19

40.

Roundstone,

Co. Galway.

41.

Clifden,
Co.

42.

Galway.

Kingston,

Co. Galway.
43.

Cleggan,

Co. Galway.

Grant from Government, £393
Dublin Committee,
92

I
6

£485

7

30 sailing-boats, averaging 10 tons, and 40 rowing
boats of 4 tons each, frequent this Pier. The former
occasionally employed in bringing corn, kelp, and
0 turf to Galway. About 250 persons constantly em
ployed between fishing and trading.

0
0

This is a Quay wall, partly unfinished. Captain
Grant from Government, £168 16 0
Mr. Nimmo it is believed also expended Boileau, of the Coast Guard, expended some of the
Government Funds on this work. charitable funds in adding to its length. Com and
butter are shipped here for Liverpool, and large quan
tities of sea manure lauded. About ninety persons
employed in fishing.
Funds of the London and Dublin Chari This Pier is used by the fishermen of the neigh
table Societies, under the direction bouring creeksas a placeof rendezvous. Sea manure
of Rev. A. Thomas, Rector.
and turf are also landed here.

Grant from Government, £7'25
Dublin Committee
115

9
7

£840 16

44.

Cloonish Pier,

Co. Galway.

0
0

This work appears to be in n ruinous stale; the
materials and workmanship reported to be both bad.
l’he pier was a useful one when in good order, and
0 it would be worth repairing.

Built by the late Mr. Nimmo, supposed
Useful for the landing of sea manure and shipping
with Government Funds.
of turf for Galway. Mr. Seymour reports that the
“face of the country is fast improving from the ad
vantages derived from the sea manure, particularly
so, since the manufacture of kelp was given up.”
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Fishery Piers.

Names of Piers, and
where situated.

45.

Built by Mr. Nimmo with Government About 30 row-boats occasionally employed in fish
ing, frequent this Pier. I ts situation is near the
Funds.
junction of the ’‘Vestport, Clifden aud Galway Roads.

Leenane Pier,

Killeuny Bay,
Co. Galway.

47.

Grant from Government, .£311 19
The Marq. of Sligo,
286 18

Bundurra,

Co. Mayo.

£631 17

48.

Grant from Government, £377 16
Dublin Committee,
99 10

Innisturk,

Co. Mayo.

£477

49.

Old Head.

Co. Mayo.

Clare Island,

6

Of use for the landing of sea manure and sand,
0
0 large quantities of which are uted in improving the
neighbouring mountainous country.
0

This Pier has fallen into ruins, and is a severe loss
to the poor islanders, composed ot about 80 families,
chiefly dependant on the Fisheries lor support. 1 he
0 Pier was built on the only lauding place in the
island.

0
0

Grant from Government, £1388 15
Dublin Committee,
115 7

0
0

£1504 2
Lord Sligo, it. is believed,
subscribed
417 4 0

0

6

0

Grant from Government, £276 18

0

Grant from Government, £211 15
Dublin Committee,
92 6

0
0

£1921

50.

OBSERVATIONS.

This Pier is the only place of refuge in BallinaBuilt by the late Mr. Nimmo, supposed
kil Bay, but having been badly built, is now much
with Government Funds.
out of repair. The country round it is rapidly im
proving, ami the Pier is a very useful one tor the trade
aud Fisheries.

Derry-Inver,"

Co. Galway.

4G.

Sources from which Funds were
derived for their Construction.

Co. Mayo.

51.

Achil Sound,

Co. Mayo.

,

£304
52.

Bull’s Mouth,

1

Tarmon,

Blacksod Bay,
Co. Mayo.

About 340 men and boys occasionally employed in
the Fisheries, being also fanners ; large quantities of
sea manure landed, and the island improving in agri
culture. Much grain shipped here for Westport.
Population about 1600.

This Pier badly executed and never completely
finished. There are 50 sail-bouts, averaging 8 tons,
and 100 yawls averaging 2 tons each, which frequent
0 this harbour, giving occasional employment to about
500 persons.

London and D ublin Charitable Societies.

Co. Mayo.

53.

Not much frequented by fishing boats, but large
quantities of sea manure are landed here.

This small Pier was built under the superintend
ence of Lieut. Nugent of the Coast Guard, and affords
shelter to about 40 yawls during the Herring Fishery,
from N. and N. W.

Grant from Government, £1071 O 0
This is an extensive and tolerably well-built Pier.
Dublin Committee,
99 10 0 20 hookers of 6 tons each, and about 100 yawls fre
quent it. Those persons engaged in the Fisheries on
£1170 10 0 this part of the coast, are, generally speaking, farmers
as well as fishermen.

Little used as a fishing station, but considerable
G ran t from G 0 vernmen I, £674 11 0
54. Saleen,
69 4 0 quantities of corn and potatoes are shipped here for
Near Newtown Bingham, Dublin Committee,
Westport, and merchandize brought back in return.
Co. Mayo.
£743 15 0 A small expenditure in completing the inner dock
would make this harbour much more useful.

55.

Belmullet,

Co. Mayo.

5G.

Killalla,

Co. Mayo.

This Pier affords good shelter from the S. E. and
W. winds ; at f flood spring tides a vessel of a hun
dred tons can get alongside the Pier. Described as a
Contract taken at the Estimate by good fishing station, but the fishermen not enterpri
Mr. Coates, who was interested in the sing. The Pier is also of great use for mercantile
purposes, the imports being timber, iron, slates, <fec.,
works.
in return for grain, and other agricultural produce.
It is stated that from this small tillage about 1300
tons of oats were shipped for the English and Scotch
markets last season. It has often been suggested to
cut a canal across the narrow isthmus which divides
Broad Haven from Blacksod Bay, by which means
a vessel could put to sea with any wind from either of
the harbours.

Grant from Government, £282
Estimate,
564

Grant from Government,
Dublin Committee,

£51 12
4116

£96

5/.

Pulocheny,

Co. Sligo-

58.

Kaghley,

Co. Sligo.

0
0

8

0
0

A good fishing station ; about 360 persons occasion
0
0 ally employed. Much sea-manure landed here. I he
country reported to be much improved since 1827.
0 About 7000 tons of barlev and oats annually exported.
Imports, timber, iron, slates, and coals (for mailing.)
Harbour tolls are charged. The Pier is an old one,
and has been newly repaired with public funds.

i he work was left in an unfinished state, and what
Grant from Government, £468 9 0
Dublin Committee,
30 5 0 had been executed is now down, the materials lying on
the strand. I here is a Coast-guard station here, and
£498 14 0 if the works were completed a vessel ot 150 tons might
run in atflood.
About 200 persons occasionally employed in the
Grant from Government, £1,088 9 0
Dublin Committee,
191 15 0 fisheries at this Pier- Large quantities of sea-manure
Sir Gore Booth,
120 0 0 also landed here. A Coast-guard station. Nearest
road to the pier distant 2 mile.
£1,400 4 0
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Fishery Piers,

59.

Grant from Government, £550
250
F. Mansfield, Esq.

Portnoo,

Co. Donegal.

.£800

60.

Portmore,

Co. Donegal.

GJ.

Greencastle,

Co. Donegal.

62.

Carrickfergus,

Co. Antrim.

Rimmer’s Port,

Ardglass Harbour,
Co. Down.

65.

Newcastle,

Co. Down.

66.

Co. Louth.

Co. Dublin.

Lambay Island,

Co. Dublin,

0

0

0

.£720

0

Grant from Government, LT,590

0

0
n

This pier not yet completed, owing to the contractor
citing into difficulties. Steps will be taken at the
peniug of the season to expedite the work.

This Ph*r verv nearly completed and will be found
.. ■>
.. 1!.. _ .1.
h'.iin
\\
and S. E. winds
useful, auoruuig Mirnvi
•

0
o

0

Grant from Government. £1300
Earl of Annesley
2300

0
0

0
0

.£3600

0

0

This is an extensive Pier, and can be used by a
urge class <>f vessels nt high wa ter. Imports—coals,
limber, and slates. Exports—oats and barley, and
a large quantity of potatoes for Dublin and Liverpool.

This is an extensive Pier. Some vessels of a supe
Grant from Government C1G13 13 6
(It is believed that there were alsolocaal rior description to those generally employed are en
gaged in the Fisheries here, and the fishermen of this
Contributions.)
coast are much more enterprising than those on the
western coast. It is also a very useful harbour for
trading purposes.

Balbriggan,

68.

0

This is a small Dock, partly natural, and partly
Grant from Government, .£336 0 0 excavated. A passage has been cut through the beach
W. Brabazon, Esq, in addi
for boats to enter it. 11 allords shelter from all winds
tion to previous expen
except the N. E. There are 7 smacks, of from 25 to
0
0
diture
10
40 tons each, and 20 row-boats, exclusively engaged
.£346 0 0 in fishing; it is also much frequented by the fishing
vessels of other stations.

Clogher Head,

67.

Grant from Government. .£170
The Marq. Conyngham,L,
250
per General Hurt,

Badly built, and requirin'! considerable repair ;
much used uv me usucuucn.
..... i
1 .heller. Vast quantities of limestone shipped here for
Scotland and various parts of the coast.
.£431 0 0
This Pier is in a state of forwardness, under con
Grant from Government, .£892 18 0 tract. It will be useful to the fisheries, about 500
0
Sir Arthur Chichester,
500 0
persons being employed in them.
£1,392 18 0 I
This Pier is situated at the inner end of Ardglass
Grant from Government, £513 0 0 harbour, and is of much use to the fishing vessels and
Commissioners of Ardglass
other small craft, ft has been much used for trading
Harbour,
200 0 0 purposes, previous to the completing of the large Pier.
£713 0 0

Island Magee,
Co. Antrim,

64.

This Pier has proved of much protection to the
0 boats frequenting it. as previous to its erection none
0 L ould approach the shore with snety. "ph strong
I.rales however from the S. ". it is unsafe. Large
0 0 I quantities of sea-manure tire landed here, and it is
likelv to be soon used as a place of shipment for corn.
At spring tides, vessels drawing 12 feet water can lie

0
0

Grant from Government, .£295
13(5
Mr. McClelland,

Portmuck,

63.

OBSERVATION

Sources from which !• unds were
derived for their construction.

Names of Piers, and
where situated.

Fishery Funds,
.
.£591 11 0
Funds have been furnished also from
other Government sources, and it
is believed there was also a local
contribution.

Not quite completed.

It is a small fishing station.

APPENDIX, No. XX.

Inquiry into the Seizure of Trammel Nets in Dingle Bay, in 1835.
Trammel Nets.

The Commissioners of the Irish Fishery Inquiry, who visited Dingle, in transmitting the Minutes
of Evidence taken there on an Inquiry into the complaints of the persons whose trammel-nets were taken
and destroyed by the line fishermen, do not hesitate to say that in their opinion, the objection to
these nets used in the manner and in the places where it appears they have been used, was unrea
sonable and unfounded; the conduct of the line fishermen was most illegal and outrageous; and the
course taken by the local Magistrates, not at all calculated to promote the object which it is pre
sumed they desired. It is quite clear, however, that the law stands in a most undefined and embar
embar-
rassing state, and requires immediate attention. Breaches of the Peace will constantly occur until
the question is settled.
The Commissioners are ready if required, to furnish a more detailed report of the circumstances
of this case. They did not feel that their duty extended further than an inquiry into the expedi
ency of permitting or introducing the use of trammel-nets ; but it became necessary in the course
of that inquiry, in order to satisfy the parties who were opposed to each other in most violent
array, to receive evidence which related perhaps more to the question of the local administration of
justice than to the merits of the fishery question ; even in this view, however, the Commissioners
thought it may not be wholly uninteresting, inasmuch as it exhibits the necessity of very clear and in
telligible regulations for the government of the local authorities.
(Signed)
II. TOWNSEND.
JAMES IE BARRY.

Dingle, 17th June, 1836.
The Irish Government having, on the 28th of April last, referred to the Commissioners of Irish
Fishery Inquiry, certain documents herein specified, for their consideration, Messrs. Townsend
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and Barry, on their arrival at Dingle, issued circulars to the persons named in the Memorials, as
well as to the Magistrates and principal inhabitants of the town and neighbourhood, requesting their
attendance at a meeting, for the purpose of inquiring into the circumstances set forth in the several
statements. The documents referred, are No. I__ A Memorial to his Excellency the Lord Lieute
nant, from the Fishermen of Dingle, bearing date (he 15th September, 1835. No. II.—A Reporton
the same from Mr. Henry R. Paine, Secretary to the Board of Public Works, dated the 23d Sep
tember, 1835. No. III.—Copy of an answer from Lord Morpeth, to the fishermen’s Memorial, dated
28th September 1835. No. IV—Letter from Commissioners of Fishery Inquiry, to John Currane,
of Minard, dated 4th April, 18.36. No. V Memorial from the Fishermen of Minard Bay, addressed
to his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, dated Sth April 1836. No. VI The case of the Minard
fishermen, for the opinion of the Crown Lawyers, accompanying their Memorial. No. VII.—Copy
of Mr. Drummond’s answer to that Memorial, dated 15th April, 1836. No. VIII__ Letter, dated the
20th of April, 1836, from .John Connor of Acres to Mr. Drummond.
A meeting was accordingly held at the Court House of Dingle < n the 14th of June, and a large
body of fishermen from both sides attended. There were also present the following persons :—
The Honourable Major Mullins, J. P.
John Hickson, Esq., of the Grove, D. L., and Sovereign of
the Town.
Samuel Murray Hickson, Esq., J. P.
David P. Thompson, Esq., of Burnham House, J. P.
Francis Eagar, Esq., of Minard, J. P.
The Rev. Mr. Goodman, J. P.
Captain Creagli, Inspecting Commander of Coast Guard.

Mr. Lawrenson, C. C. Police.
P. Grey, Esq., Manager of National Bank.
Henry Blennerhasset, Esq., M.D.
The R. C. Curates of Dingle.
Rev. Mr. Casey, P P., Dunquin.
Rev. Mr. Healy, P. P., of Brandon.
Messrs. M‘Kenna, Moriarty, Boyle, etc. &c.

The Memorials having been read,
Major Mullins anti Mr. John Hickson stated, that they, as resident magistrates of Dingle, did re
commend the Dingle fishermen, who complained to them of the use of nets believed to be illegal, to
take those nets in the water, bring them on shore, and summon the owners ; that in doing so they
acted under their interpretation of the 5th section 7th Geo. IV., cap. 34, which declares the use of
trammel nets illegal, unless licensed by the Commissioners of fisheries. The fishermen did accordingly
take several nets, and summoned the owners; but although convictions were recorded pursuant to the
statute, the magistrates recommended that they should not be acted upon, and advised a suspension of
all proceedings at both sides, until the matter should be decided by higher authority. The magistrates
were induced to adopt this course, on learning that several owners of the nets, feeling themselves
aggrieved by what they considered the illegal taking away of their property, had processed the fisher
men to the Quarter Sessions. One person, named John Manning, the owner of a trammel-net, who
had processed for its value, persevered in seeking legal redress from the Quarter Sessions, and the
magistrates did issue a warrant against him for 40 shillings,
*
which warrant was executed by the police,
and the man’s cattle were sold, and the money paid.
John Sullivan, of Rcenoce, stated that he owned a trammel-net which was taken, and, as he believes,
destroyed by the fishermen of Dingle, and that having been summoned to appear before the magis
trates, and convicted in a penalty of T5, a warrant was issued, signed by John Hickson, Esq., and
directed to John Ashe and John Leahy. Understanding that this warrant had been issued against
him, he was for a considerable time in the greatest apprehension of its execution, and it cost him up
wards of 25s. in bribes and treating, chiefly given to Ashe, the constable, to induce him to keep back
the execution of the warrant ; and finally it was given up to him by John Leahy and Ashe, on his
paying a further sum of 30s. which they divided between them. He declared that he never had
processed any body for the value of his trammel, but on being further pressed, admitted that he had
caused a process to be served on John Leahy, who was named as one of the constables in the magis
trates’ warrant, and believes that it was in consequence of that process having been served that he was
summoned and convicted before the magistrates. The transaction was a very unfortunate one for him,
for it cost him nearly 1’3, besides the loss of his nets, and a great deal of trouble.
James Leahy, a Dingle fisherman, one of the persons named as constables in the magistrates’ war
rant, stated that he was processed in November last at the suit of John Sullivan, the last witness, for
the value of a trammel alleged to have been taken and destroyed by him; was obliged to go to Iralee
Sessions in consequence, and incurred heavy expenses in taking witnesses to defend the process. He
therefore summoned Sullivan afterwards to appear before the magistrates of Dingle, and on his own
admission, convicted him of being the owner of an illegal net, and obtained a warrant for L5
penalty, which warrant he afterwards gave up to Denis Moriarty, Daniel M'Kenna, and Sullivan’s
wife, on being paid 30s. of which 15s. were given to John Ashe, the bailiff, and the remainder
he kept in return for the costs of himself and his witnesses going to Tralee to defend Sullivan’s
process. He does not know under what pretext Ashe kept the 15s.
The magistrates explained the transaction thus.—-Understanding that Sullivan, contrary to their
advice, had
*
processed Leahy for the value of his trammel, they determined to issue a warrant
against Sullivan for the full penalty under the 7th of Geo. the IV., in order to induce him to
give up his process, but the warrant was not signed by a second magistrate, in order that the
parties should be afforded an opportunity of settling their differences before it should be executed.
John Manning of Doontee, the owner of a trammel-net taken by Peter Lyne, a fisherman of Dingle,
by order (as Lyne alleged) of Mr. Hickson the Magistrate, stated that ho has not recovered his
trammel since ; and that he never processed, or sought any other legal redress, but claimed his tram
mel, and was summoned and convicted in the penalty of t'3. A horse and cow of his were taken
Under the warrant and sold for 30.
*.
They n ere bought in by Mr. Hussey, and all the rest of his
property was afterwards sold for rent on behalf of his landlord, in order to protect it from further
proceedings.
John Hickson, Esq., J.P., stated that in his capacity as Magistrate, he had advised the fishermen,
whenever they found those nets, to lake them up, but by no means to destroy them, but to keep them
safe, and to summon the parties claiming them, but on no account to cut them, or otherwise injure
them.
John Connor of Acres, stated that he is one of the trammel owners who memorialed the Lord
Lieutenant, and nas been about two years using the trammel-nets. 1 hey have been known in this
• Tbi> penalty for using Trammel-nets without license is not less than 40s., or more than .£10, with forfeiture of the
nets.— Act 1824, cup. 34, Section 5.
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quarter about nine or ten years. They are used chiefly for taking Hake, whenever large shoals of
that fish fall into the bays, but the general season is from October to Christmas, according to the
weather. The piece of netting produced, is ihe general kind used. It is of thin twine, and the niCSil
about two inches from knot to knot. Each piece of trammel is generally about fifty meshes deep,
and from twenty to thirty fathoms long, with a cork rope and a foot rope. 1 he top, or cork rope,
floats on the surface of the water, and the weight attached to the foot rope is just sufficient to keep
the net erect in the water. They are generally moored after sunset, sometimes after night-tall, and
arc hauled before sunrise, except in cases where storms prevent their being taken up. Large quan
tities of Hake are meshed in them, and are generally found alive, except in cases where storms pre
vent the hauling of the nets. On these occasions, the fish are found dead, and often putrid in the
bottom of the nets. Seven or eight pieces of trammel joined together, but belonging to difierent per
sons, are generally set in ten to fifteen fathoms water at the distance of a quarter or half a mile, from
Minard, in Dingle Ray, which is there about seven miles wide. It is about four miles from the place
where the Dingle boats usually fish:—they sometimes fish at the same place, but very seldom. tram
mels arc much used by the small farmers near Minard, some of whom occasionally fish with lines and
have boats; but many persons have trammels who have not boats, or land, or other means of liveli,hood. They arc generally on the increase, and lately became a great resource to many destitute per
sons The fish taken is generally cured and dried ; a part is consumed at home, and the remainder
generally sold at Tralee; very little is sold fresh. A piece of trammel of twenty-five fathoms, costs
about £1 10s.; and the owner will make from .£6 to £7 of this net. Several persons arc now begging
in consequence of being prevented from using trammels with which they had maintained themselves de
cently. Witness had two nets taken from him, and estimates his loss at not less than £20. 1 be nets
that were taken, were carried away by the Dingle boats in witness’s presence. It was soon alter sun
rise. The Minard people saw the Dingle boats coming down, and understanding that they were armed,
they made no resistance. They were restrained chiefly by the advice of Captain Eagar, who, fearing
a breach of the peace, hindered them from coming in contact with the Dingle boats, and promised
them legal redress, otherwise they would surely have used the pikes they were for some time making
up to protect themselves. No trammels have been used since, and the people are waiting with the
greatest anxiety for the decision of the Government as to the legality of this mode of fishing.
Thomas Murphy, of Kihnurry, near Minard, stated that he is owner of a boat used by persons who
have trammels, but no boats. He receives one half of the fish taken for the use of his boat ; ami his
proportion has in one year amounted to £15. The trammels generally belonged to the poorest class
of persons, who had no other means of subsistence, and who are now suffering very great distress since
these nets were discontinued. Many poor widows and others have been driven to begging. 1 he
trammels are generally set opposite *o Minard Castle. Sometimes from ten to twenty pieces, of twenty
to thirty fathoms each, are joinec
gether. The corks on the top rope, generally kept them near
the surface of the water ; but the weight of the foot-rope was sometimes so great, as to sink the nets
to the bottom. The depth of the water was from eight to twelve fathoms, and that of the'net. not
more than two ; so that there was a considerable space either above the net or below it, through which
fish might uninterruptedly pass.
The trammels were set wherever the people thought they could get fish, but never westward of
West Minard Point, and never at a greater distance from the shore than two miles and a half. At
Minard, the bay is about six or seven miles wide.
Joseph Rouff, a Scotchman, thirty years resident at Dingle, master of Mr. Hussey’s boat, stated
that he believes trammels arc prejudicial to the fisheries of Dingle. About four years ago, ho was
fishing off Bull Head :—On the first day, each man had thirty Hake ; on the next day, the first thing
lie hooked was a dead Hake by the belly, and after that jio fish was taken. 1 hey immediately went
to Ventry, about seven miles distant, and took fish in a greater quantity than the first day. 1'e be
lieves that fish invariably avoid any place where dead fish lie ; and knows that where trammels arc
used, half-strangled fist} which escape from the nets, will be found dead upon the bottom.
He docs not remember a worse year in Dingle for fish than the present, but does not know what
cause to attribute it to. It might have been the bad weather, but cannot say whether the trammels
caused the scarcity. He has often seen trammels in the water, but the cork rope is rarely on the sur
face, and the foot rope is generally on the bottom.
.
.
The best Hake fishing ground is generally off West Minard, when the shoals fall into tae bay ; and
he has often killed fish m great quantities at Awnascail, oast of Minard, in seven fathoms water, ills
reason for thinking trammels injurious to the fishery is, that they are sometimes left so long in the
water from bad weather, or other causes, that the fish die, and cause the shoals to loa\e the a) , that
they are often allowed to remain by day in the water ; that they operate as stop-nets; aim that they
injure the spawn of fish, by sometimes scraping on the ground.
lie admits that dead fish base been
at times thrown in upon the coast, even in places where no trammels are used.
Robert Collier, a line fisherman of Dingle twenty years, and master of a boat, stated that he was
present when some of the trammels were seized by the fishermen; it was done by [ho advice of the
magistrates. Twenty pieces of trammels arc sometimes joined together. . 1 o caca piece, there are
several stones of about 31bs. weight, fastened by straps, and at each junction of the pieces, there is a
stone about half a hundred weight, all of which effectually keep the nets on (he bottom ; ami the corks
on the top ropes only keep the nets upright in the water; so that (hey injure and destroy (he spawn
and the weak fish. The buoy line is invariably long enough to enable the nets to sink to the bottom.
He has sometimes taken a trammel that, broke from its mooring after a storm, with fish in it so putrid,
that the smell was very offensive. He has frequently seen trammels out at noon, when the weather was
so mild that they might have easily been taken up. 'i his has been one of the worst fishing,seasons in
Dimde for a lom»' time, owing to trammels. Ue himself used to kill one thousand Hake during (be
season, while now he docs not get two hundred. These nets are increasing to such an extent, that, if
they are continued, the Dingle fishermen must go beg. No trammels have been used since the seizure
in November last. The season has been as bad since then for fish as it was before, owing to bad
weather. The fishing ground off Minard Head is the best in the bay, and fish have often been taken
in great abundance off Awnascail, which is higher up (han Minard. Ihe shoals of Hake ascend to
spawn about, the first week in September, and on their return, after spawning, they used to be taken
in great abundance by the Dingle line fishermen, before the trammels were used; but these nets now
intercept their progress to the sea, and the line fishermen get no fish, rhe fish taken in the trammels
is of a very inferior quality, being generally found bruised and battered. Trammels have been often
seen in the water by day, and wore scarcely ever hauled before ten o’clock in the morning The
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Dingle fishermen cannot go to the deep sea, and are necessarily obliged to fish in the sheltered grounds
within the bay, because their boats are too small, and allord no shelter from the weather ; and they
are so extremely poor, that they cannot procure better. The nets that were taken by the Dingle
fishermen are still in their custody, and waiting a decision as to the law. Some of them were des
troyed by the persons who seized them, although the orders given them by the magistrates were to
keep them safe.
The following petition was presented to the Commissioners at the meeting:—
To the Commissioners of Fishery Inquiry.—The Petition of the Boat’s Crew of Emilaugli and Dounshane, James
Kelliher, John Connor, John Minahan, and James Gorman.
“ Sheweth—That your Petitioners laid out fifteen of the nets called trammel-nets, in order to take fish opposite the
Short Strand, and when Petitioners were in the act of taking them up, several boats came up from Dingle, and with a
press of sail in a smart gale of wind, bore down on Petitioners, withan intent of sinking them, which they nearly
accomplished, having struck Petitioners’ boat on the right bow, stove in three timbers, and broke one oar. Although Pe
titioners repeatedly cried out for mercy, they were repeatedly told they would be shewn no mercy, but that the intent
was to sink and destroy them. That in consequence of the damage received by Petitioners’ boat, they ran for a cove
that happened to be under their lee, and thereby saved themselves from destruction,—that John Moriarty’s boat chiefly
acted against Petitioners', and took away seven pieces of net.”

James Kelliher, of Emilaugh, one of the petitioners, repeated the statement contained in the peti
tion.
The boat was worth £11 ; £9 had been offered for her. Immediately after the matter oc
curred, they petitioned Mr. Thompson, the magistrate, who is agent to their landlord, and he advised
them to summon the aggressors before the Petty Sessions; and accordingly his partners summoned
John Leahy, and Jerry Connor, two of the crew of Moriarty’s boat; but when the case came on be
fore the magistrates, he refused to swear, because he was told, that if he admitted being concerned in
using illegal nets he would be fined ; therefore, he has never since got any redress.
James Gorman, another of the petitioners, stated that he paid for serving seven summonses on the
persons who injured the boat; but only Jerry Connor and one other person were served. He and his
two partners, Connor and Minahan, attended the Petty Sessions
*
in the Bridewell; but before the
case was called, they were told by Mr. George Boyle, that if they attempted to prosecute, they would
surely be fined £5 each, for having used illegal nets. When they came into fhc court, the magistrates
desired any of the Dingle fishermen that could do so, to prosecute those who had the nets; and ac
cordingly, James Kelliher, the owner of the boat, was convicted in a penalty of £5, and the rest of
the crew refused to prosecute, fearing that they also would be fined.
Mr. George Boyle, a shopkeeper of Dingle, stated that he was present in the Bridewell when the
complaint of the Emilaugh people was called. So far as he remembers, it only involved a charge of
cutting their trammels; he heard nothing of the alleged boat breaking. lie was directed by the ma
gistrates, as he could speak Irish, to inform the complainants that the Bench was unwilling to enforce
the penalty against them for having illegal nets, but that they would do so if the Emilaugh people did
not give up their proceedings. He believes that a conviction was afterwards recorded against Kelliher,
the owner of the Emilaugh boat, only to be kept hanging over him, to prevent further proceedings,
but not with any intention to enforce it. When he was speaking to the complainants, he never heard
a word about an assault; they confined their complaint to the loss of their nets.
Mr. William John Lawrcnson, Chief Constable of Police, produced the Petty Sessions books.
The criminal book shews an entry of the 23rd of October, 1835, of a summons:__
“John Connor, John Minahan, and others, against Jeremiah Connor andseveral others for feloniously destroying,
taking and carrying away trammel-nets, the property of complainants. Adjudication—Dismissed, no prosecution.”

It appears by the civil book, that a conviction is recorded against James Kelliher, of Emi
laugh, and several others, for illegally fishing with trammel-nets by day, in the Bay of Dingle; but
it was understood at the time, that these convictions should not be enforced, if the trammel-owners
gave up their processes for the loss of their nets, and accordingly warrants were not executed, except
in the case of a person named Manning, who he believes persevered in following up his process. lie
does not remember any complaint having been made on that day, either for assault or boat breaking.
If such complaint had been made, he must have remembered it; for although he docs not understand
Irish, if any proceeding had taken place, he would have recollected it, as the evidence is always given
in English through an interpreter. He admitted, however, that the complaint of the Emilaugh people
appears by the book to have been dismissed for the want of prosecution ; therefore, it is evident that
the complaint was not heard before the Bench. James Kelliher, the owner of the Emilaugh boat,
appears by the book to have been convicted at the suit of Jeremiah Connor, who had with others
been summoned by Kelliher’s boat’s crew, for destroying their nets.
Jeremiah Connor, a Dingle fisherman, stated that he is the person who, with others, was sum
moned by the crew of Kelliher’s boat, for taking their trammels. He denied altogether that the
injury alleged to have been done to the boat was committed by him, or any of the others of Moriarty’s
crew, although he is the person who is recorded as the plaintiff in the complaint against Kelliher, upon
which a conviction was had ; he denied that he ever had summoned or complained of Kelliher or any
body else, for having illegal nets ; he supposed that it was so ordered by the Magistrates.
Henry Blennerhasset, Esq., M.D., stated, that he was present in the Bridewell on the above oc
casion, and heard the Emilaugh people speak of the injury their boat had sustained, but does not be
lieve that it constituted part of the charge in the summons. They did not prosecute, because they
were told that they were engaged in an illegal mode of fishing, and therefore had no claim for com
pensation. It was he who first called the attention of the magistrates to the state of the law on the
case, and he now refers to the 5th section of the 7th Geo. IV., cap. 34.
*
The trammels were all
• Copy of
sec> of 7fh Geo. IV. cap. 34, referred to by Dr. Blennerhasset.—“ And whereas by the said Act passed
in the 69th year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Third, for the further encouragement and improve
ment of the Irish Fisheries” it is among other tilings enacted, that no drag-net or other sea net which hath a mesh of
less than three inches nnd-a-half from knot to knot shall be made use of in catching any kind of fish, (except Herrings,
Pilchards, Sprats, Shrimps, and Prawns, and small shell-fish for bait.) upon any parts of the coasts of Ireland, or
within any of the bays, harbours, rivers, or creeks thereof,) upon penalty of the forfeiture of such nets, and of a sum
not less than 40*-., nor exceeding .£‘10 ; and whereas certain nets called trammel-nets, with meshes of less than three
inches and a half from knot to knot, have been used on certain parts of the coast of Ireland, and in some of the bays,
harbours, rivers, and creeks thereof, and it is expedient that the use of such trammel-nets should he restrained and
regulated : be it therefore enacted, that from and after the passing of this Act, no trammel-nets shall be made use of
on any part of the coasts of Ireland, or within any of the bays, harbours, rivers, or creeks thereof, without the license and
consent of the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries; and that the license and consent of such Commissioners mav be granted
lor the using of such nets at such places, or within such dist rictsor limi ts, in such manner, and on such occasions, and under such
general, local, or particular regulations, as well with respect to the size and shape of the said nets, ns to the places in
S
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unlicensed, and therefore illegal. He thinks it matter of speculation lion far that mode of fishing is
oris not injurious ; but so long as the law continues as it is at present, he thinks it the duty of the
magistrates to prevent the use of these nets. The case was brought before Mr. Freeman, the late
Assistant Barrister for the County, in the shape of a claim for compensation for the loss of nets taken ;
but conceiving it to be a very doubtful question, he refused to adjudicate upon it. The Dingle fisher
men have been heretofore remarkable for their orderly and peaceable habits. Their situation at present
is unusually distressed, and it is much to be deplored, that, in addition to their other misfortunes, the
uncertainty as to the state of the law, should render them liable to involving themselves through mis
take, or to submitting to the use of nets which they believe to bo illegal, and calculated to destroy
their fishery.
.
The Commissioners, while they remained in Dingle, received several memorials from the owners of
the trammels which had been seized, complaining of their losses ami consequent distresses j all ot which
memorials they send accompanying this evidence, viz :—
No. 1. The petition of .John Sheehan of Glynn Minard—No. 2. Joint petition of Daniel Brick,
Daniel Foley, Thomas M‘Kcnna, and Denis Noonan, of Glynn Minard No. 3. Petition of John
O’Brien, of Minard—No. -1. Petition of Thomas Sullivan and others, of Ardabmore—No. 5. Petition
of Ellen Shea, widow, and Thomas Griffin—No 6. Petition of John Connor, of Acres.
The Commissioners also send another document placed in their hands, viz.:—No. 7. ihe original
warrant issued against John Sullivan of Recnbee, referred to in the first part of the evidence.
(Signed)
II. TOWNSEND.
Dingle, 14th June, 183G.
"
JAMES R. BARRY.
O'

'

No. 1.—The Petition or John Sheehan.
Petitioner begs leave to state, that his trammel was cut to pieces by Jerry Connor of Dingle and the boat's crew,
and the answer they made was to do your best, and if we had law to bring it or Captain Eager, as they have law made
at the quay of Dingle.
No. 2.—The Petition oe Daniel Buick, Daniel Foley, Thomas M'Kenna, and Denis Noonan.
Petitioners are four distressed men, who had no worldly inheritance but a boat they bought for X8. and no otlipr
way in the world to support their family, but fishing. Petitioners’ nets were taken from them full of fish ; and Peti
tioners sent a man on board Captain Hickson’s boat for their nets, but the men in the boat s.iid they would throw him
into the sea. Petitioners are since September last in extreme distress, and totally idle, and their boat tied or docked up
in wan of their nets,now in possession of Captain Hickson. Petitioners hope your honours will see them justified.
No. 3.—The Petition or John O’Brien.
Petitioner is a poor distressed man. who had no means in the world to support his poor family, but his nine pieces
of nets or trammels, taken full of fish by Captain Hickson’s boat and crew, where they remain since, and in conse
quence Petitioner is in extreme want, and his boat docked up. Petitioner hopes your honours will take his case into
consideration, and see his loss or damage recompensed ; for so doing, long lite and eternal prosperity he w ill ever pray.
No. 4.— The Petition of T. Sullivan, M. Sullivan, P. Sullivan, J. Fitzgerald, and 1 . Mansfield.
Petitioners arc very poor men, and have noway of support but what fish they may catch in the season by their nets
or trammels. In the month of October last Petitioners shot these nets, when some boats from Dingle came, and pos
sessed themselves of said nets, and cut them and destroyed live pieces of very line nets, to the great injury of Peti
tioners. Petitioners arc very poor people, and cannot dispense with the loss of them, which would be the means ot
driving them and families to beggary. The outrage on Petitioners was committed by Robert Peter Collier’s boat’s
crew, who would give no satisfaction.
No. 5. —The Petition of Ellen Shea and Thomas Griffin.
Showeth,—That Ellen Shea’s husband died of the cholera in the East Indies, having served in the 54th regiment of
foot; that having neither brother, sister, or any friend to assist her, she went to service, and was advised to provide
some hemp and flax in order to make a net, which she did by purchasing some with her wages, and begging a ittle
flax here and there ; and the net was used as a trammel, and she was to have one hall of the fish ; that the net con
sisted of 12 lbs. of thread, and the whole was destroyed in being cut and taken away by the Dingle boats; that she is
a poor distressed widow, without house or habitation.
.
,
That Thomas Griffin being a poor old man. and having nothing on earth except a poor miserable hut, had by
help of a few poor friends made up a little net of 12 lbs. thread, which he lent for half fish, and with all others wa.
destroyed, or taken away by the Dingle boats.
No. G.—The Memorial of John Connor of Acres.
Stateth -That the fishermen of Dingle harbour having taken the law into their own hands, twice carried away his .

wilWraw a process ho served upon the persons who took bis fish and nets, which be was legally advised to do, for loss
damage, anil injury sustained.' That in consequence.if these illegal proceedings, he suffered n loss to> the best of Im,
computation of from twelve to twenty pounds in ihe course of the season. Hint the only reason alleged for tins outTage is, that memorialist was Ashing with illegal nets, which the Dmg e fishermen call
is
t winch memo
rialist begs leave to say were mesh nets, or scan nets, (about twenty fathoms long, three Ia tan In end">«'
meshes nearly live inches long, from knot to knot.) floating on the surface of he.wnter, mid
auvosr'.w
j
o,
/
ininrimis to the fisheries, i hat ivieinoiiaiisi is auvised
like trammels homthe bottom o.the sea, therefore no'1 ™'istratvs, gentlemen of the most respectable cliaby persons ot expenence and legal knowledge that some of h-b
j
1
Tartar and integrity, with great deference to them, mistook the ia\\
>
i4J- ,
7,
that even our late respectable barrister, Mr. Freeman, gave no opinion on a process brought before him on Uns head, but
n lied it. That. Memorialist, with many others, who by this fishery were getting over losses occasioned by the pressure
of bad times, caused by no remunerating prices for saleable commodities, lia\e been leduced to astute of destitution.
That many of the fishermen emigrated, others sold their boats, and a total stop is put to making boats and nets.
No. 7.—Warrant issued against John Sullivan, of Reenbee.
Cmmtv of Kerry.? Be it remembered, that on Tuesday, the 13th day of October, in the year of our Lord 1835,—
io wi(
' i John Sullivan of Reenbee, in said county, farmer, stands duly convicted before us, John Hickson,
pT-----BTm^Edward Mullins, Francis Eagar, and David P. Thompson, Esquires, magistrates for said county, in the
Esq., Hon.

■which the same may be used, us the said Commissioners shall think fit to order and direct; and that a copy of such
Tegulations annlvin" either generally to all coasts and places, or locally to any particular coast, buy, harbour, river or
creek, and signed bv the Secretary to such Commissioners, shall be transmitted to the proper Inspector or Officer of the
Fishery on the coa-d or at the bays, harbours, rivers, or creeks, to which such regulations shall generally or specially
relate ; and thnt sneh Inspector or other Officer of the Fisheries shall publish such orders and regulations by posting
and distributing copies of the same in such manner as such Commissioners shall direct; and that if any person or
persons shall make use of any trammel-net without the license and consent of said Commissioners of the Fishery, or m
any manner act contrary to the condition, rules and regulations, to be made by the said Commissioners, with respect
to the same, and signified as aforesaid. Every person so offending, and being thereof convicted, shall, for every such
offence, forfeit or lose such net or nets, and shall also forfeit a sum not less than 40s., nor exceeding 110, to he
recovered and applied in like manner as is directed by the said recited Act, with respect to forfeitures, lor the using of
any net or nets contrary to the directions of the said recited Act.
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penalty of five pounds sterling, together with all legal cost, for that he, the said John Sullivan, did use or cause to
have been used, a trammel-net in the Bay of Dingle, contrary to the statute in such case made and provided; and we
the said magistrates do hereby order and determine, that he, 'the said Jolin Sullivan, shall forfeit and pay the same.—
Given under our hands and seals this 10th day of December, 1835.
(Signed)
JOHN HICKSON.
Commanded. Y on are hereby in his Majesty’s name, to take into your possession a sufficiency of the goods and
chattels of the aforesaid John Sullivan, oi Reenbee, for the levying of the aforesaid sum of five pounds sterling, toge
ther with all legal cost; and if said goods shall not be redeemed iu the space of five days, you are to sell the same,
rendering unto liim the overplus, if any. Given under our hands and seals the day and year aforesaid.
(Signed)
JOHN HICKSON.
To John Leahy and John Ash of Dingle,
and their Assistants.

Trammel Nets,

APPENDIX No. XXI.
Copy of a License for using Trammel Nets in Dingle Bay, granted in 1836.

It is ordered by the Commissioners of Public Works under power vested in them by the Acts of Copy of a Licensefor
the 59th Geo. III., cap., 109, and 1st and 2nd Will. IV., cap. 33:—
......
in Dingle Bat/, granted
That no Trammel Net of any description shall be set before the first day of October, in each sea
in 1836.
son, and that their use shall be discontinued after the 1st of March.
That no Trammel Net shall be set, or allowed to remain in the water between sunrise and sunset.
That no Trammel Net shall be used on the Sabbath, or from sunset on Saturday Evening, till sun
set on Monday Evening.
That no Trammel Net shall be set in that part of Dingle Bay, outside or westward of a line drawn
from the point of Kinnard Parish, east of the Short Strand, on the north shore, to the eastern side of
Kells, on the south shore.
That no Trammel Net shall be set in that part of the bay, inside or eastward of the above line at a
greater distance from the shore, at cither side of the bay, than half a league, and that this distance is
to refer to the outside extremity of the net, no part of which is to be further removed from the shore
than half a league.
(Signed)
J. F. BURGOYNE.
JOHN RADCLIFF.
BROOK T. OTTLEY.
Henry R. Paine, Secretary.
Office of Public Works, Dublin, July, 1836.
(*St’t’ Charl.)
Copy of a License for using Trammel Nets in Bantry Bay, granted in 1836.

It is ordered by the Commissioners of Public Works, under power vested in them by the Acts of
the 59th Geo. III., cap. 109, and 1st and 2nd Will. IV., cap. 33 :—
That no Trammel Net of any description shall be set before the 1st day of October in each season,
and that their use shall be discontinued after the 1st day of March.
That no Trammel Net shall be set or allowed to remain in the water between sunrise and sunset.
That no Trammel Net shall be used on the Sabbath, or from sunset on Saturday evening till sunset
on Monday evening.
That no Trammel Net shall be set within a line drawn from Lousye Castle, across to the Bull
Rock; nor within another line drawn from the eastern point of Whiddy Island to Carriglea, on
the western entrance of Ardnageashel; nor within GlengarrifT Harbour, that is, a line drawn from
Reenaclough or Stony Point to Recnbeagha, or Beach Point west.
(Signed)
J. F. BURGOYNE.
JOHN RADCLIFF.
BROOK T. OTTLEY.
Henry R. Paine, Secretary.
Office of Public Works, Dublin, 31st August, 1836.

Copy of a Licensefor
using Trammel Nets
in Bantry Bay. grant
ed in 1836.

Copy of a License for using Trammel Nets iu the Bay of Inver, (Co. Donegal,) granted in 1836.

It is ordered by the Commissioners of Public Works, under power vested in them by the Acts of Copy of a License for
using Trammel Nets
the 59th Geo. III., cap. 109, and 1st and 2nd Will. IV., cap. 33:—
the Bay of Inver?
That no Trammel Net of any description shall be set before the 1st day of October in each season, ingranted
in 1836.
and that their use shall be discontinued after the 1st day of March.
That no Trammel Net shall be set or allowed to remain in the water between sunrise and sunset.
That no Trammel Net shall be used on the Sabbath, or from sunset on Saturday evening till sun
set on Monday evening.
No Trammel Net shall be set within a line drawn from Durin Point, across to the Trybane
Strand.
(Signed)
J. F. BURGOYNE.
JOHN RADCLIFF.
BROOK T. OTTLEY.
Office of Public Works, Dublin, 12th December, 1836.
Henry R. Paine, Secretary.

APPENDIX, No. XXII.
Powers of the late Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, re-enacted and transferred by an Act of 1830,
cap. 54.
Copy of a Case on behalf of the Directors-General of Inland Navigation, for the opinion of The Right Powers of the late
Commissioners of
Honorable the Attorney-General, 1830.
Irish Fisheries,
. By the Act of the 33rd Geo. III., chap- 50, entitled an Act for the encouragement of the Fisheries
in tins kingdom, and for continuing certain Acts respecting the same, it is enacted iu the first section,
s 2
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that whereas the several Acts for the preservation of fish in rivers, lakes, and inland waters, have
proved insufficient, by reason of persons fishing at the months of rivers at improper seasons, therefore,
that from and after the passing of the said Act, it shall not be lawful for any person or persons whom
soever to take, kill, or destroy, any Salmon peale or Salmon fry in the sea, at the mouth of any river,
during such seasons or times as the taking of Salmon in such river is by any law now in force forbid
den ; and if any person or persons shall take, kill, or destroy, any Salmon, Salmon peale, or Salmon
fry, contrary to this Act, every person so offending shall, for every such offence, forfeit the sum of £*5.
By the 59th Geo. III., chap. 109, sec. 38, it is enacted, that it shall and may be lawful for the in
habitants of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, at all times and seasons of the year,
when they shall think proper, (subject, nevertheless, to the several regulations contained in this Act,)
freely to fish for, take, and buy from fishermen, and cure, any Herrings, Mackerel, Cod, and Lin<*, or
other sorts of fish, in all and every part of the seas, creeks, and bays, wheresoever such fish are to be
found, or can or may be taken on the coasts of Great Britain or Ireland, save only in such places as
may be reserved by the superintendents, or by order of the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries for
the preservation of the fry, and for the better regulation of the fishery ; and that no other person or
persons except such superintendent shall, under any pretence whatsoever, presume, obstruct, or hin
der any person or persons from fishing in the places aforesaid, under a penalty of twenty pounds.
And by the 1st William IV., cap. 54, sec. 6, all the powers vested in the Commissioners of Irish
Fisheries appointed by said Act of 59th Geo HI., cap. 109, are transferred to the Directors of In
land Navigation.
Two persons, named Jones and Fenton, are, and have been for many years back, proprietors of the
Salmon Fishery of the river Easky, in the county of Sligo, and as such have been in the habit of
taking Salmon in the sea, in the mouth of the river.
Ihe season for taking Salmon ends on the 12th of August in every year, and they have always de
sisted taking Salmon in the sea after that period.
During the last three years, several persons who have no interest whatever in the Salmon fishing
have been also in the habit of taking Salmon in the sea, and although Messrs. Jones and Fenton con
ceived that these persons had no right to come to the mouth of the river for that purpose, they have
taken no steps to prevent them doing so. After the 12th of August, in every year, the Salmon run
up the river to spawn, and if taken in the sea after that period, must naturally injure the Salmon fish
ery of the river, and therefore infringe upon the rights and private property of the said Jones and
Fenton. The persons before alluded to have, since the 12th of August last, fished for and taken large
quantities of Salmon in the sea, at the mouth of the river, notwithstanding the provisions of the Act
of 33rd Geo. III., chap. 50.
It is contended by the inspector of fisheries in the county Sligo, that the Act of the 33rd Geo. III.,
chap. 50, is constructively repealed by the 59th Geo- III., chap. 109, section 38, and under the sanc
tion of the Inspector, the alleged trespassers have fished for and taken Salmon since the 12th of
August last, close to the mouth of said river.
The Attorney-General is therefore requested to advise—•
First.—Have the words “ or other sort of fish,” contained in the 38th section of 59th Goo. III.,
chap. 109, reference to the Salmon fishery, or do they merely allude to the other species of white fish
than those particularised in this section ; and in reference to this query it is to be observed, that the
word “ river” is not mentioned.
Second.—W hether the 38th section of the 59th Geo. III., chap. 109, constructively or otherwise
repeals the provisions contained in the 1st section of the 33rd of the same King, which says that no per
son shall take Salmon in the sea within one mile of the mouth of any river, under certain penalties?
And in reference to this query it may be proper to remark, that this Act of the 33rd Geo. HI., chap.
50, makes perpetual two Acts relating to fisheries, viz. 17th and 18th Geo. III., chap. 19; and 23rd and
24th Geo. III., chap. 40.
Third.—Supposing the 1st section of the 33rd Geo. III. to have been constructively repealed by
the subsequent Act of 59th of the same King, sec. 38, have the Directors-General, as representatives
of the late Commissioners, pursuant to the Act of the 1st William IV., cap. 54, power to reserve cer
tain places for the preservation of all fry, as presented by said section?
Fourth.—If the Directors-General have this reserving power, in what manner can they enforce
their orders and regulations for the purpose ?
Fifth.—Are the Directors-General now entitled, under the 1st W’illiam IV., to exercise the powers
vested in the late Commissioners of Fisheries, respecting the preservation, and punishment of injurious
modes of fishing? or whether the powers vested in them by the Act of 1st W’illiam IV., cap. 54, are
limited to a mere winding up of the arrears of business which remained undone at the period when the
old establishment became extinct?
Opinion.— Ihe words of the 59th Geo. HI., cap. 109, section 38, arc general, and I do not see how
they can be restricted so as to exclude Salmon, and so far, therefore, the 33rd Geo. III. appears to
be repealed; that is, as far as the latter Act prohibits the taking of Salmon within a certain distance of
the mouth of rivers, in certain seasons. In the room of the fixed legislative prohibition, contained in
the 33rd Geo. III., the 59th Geo. HI. gives to the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries a discretionary
power of regulating the taking of Salmon, with a view to the preservation of the fry; and therefore the
Commissioners might have prohibited such fishing in places and at times which would prevent the
breed of fish. By 1st W illiam IV., cap. 54, all powers and authorities which at the time of passing
that Act were vested in the Commissioners of Fisheries, were transferred to and vested in the Directors
of Inland Navigation, who may in my opinion make such regulations as the Commissioners of Fisheries
might have done. The 59th Geo. III. does not, as far as I can discover, annex any particular pen
alty to a violation of the regulations of the Commissioners, by fishing in places reserved ; but by the
52nd section, the regulations of the Commissioners, in all matters relating tc the fishing, shall have the
same force and effect as if they had been contained in that Act. The violation of an Act of Parlia
ment, where no particular penalty is annexed, is an indictable offence, punishable by fine and imprison
ment; such I take to be the case here. The Commissioners of Inland Navigation ou°ht to have
rules and regulations upon this subject, to which they ought to give publicity.
&
II. JOY.
6th October, 1830.
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Copy of Regulations made in 1735, between the owners of Seans, in Bantry Bay ; presented by Mr.
R. 1 oung, of Bantry.

1. No sean to interrupt another when shooting, by rowing on the back of it, or by endeavouring
to get between the followers of the sean, so shooting, and the land, nor to go between it and the land
when shot or shooting, under any pretence whatever. No scan to be entitled to a partnership with
any scan or seaner so shooting, except one, and that to be the next to it, and fairly within it, at the
time of her first setting oft to shoot; and that partnership to subsist for the remaining part of the
night, if demanded by the sean so entitled, as above mentioned. Any huor oi’ master follower that
offends in any of the above particulars, shall forfeit, to the offended owner, or huor, for every such
offence, the sum of thirty-nine shillings, provided they get proper warning.
2. Any master of a boat, whether scan boat or follower, that damages any scan boat or follower,
by rowing foul of each other, shall forfeit double damages, to be recovered by the owner or huor,
so offended, or either of them that pleases to sue for the same.
3. No drift-nets to be shot anywhere within the reach of any sean, nor to shoot across any channel
or cove, where fish might be hindered to make the land by them, upon the tide of flood, under
penalty of having them cut in pieces by any owner or huor that pleases to do it during all fishing seasons.
4. No scans or nets of any kind arc allowed to fish from sunset on Saturday to sunrise on Monday
following, under the penalty of forfeiting the sum of five pounds for every such offence, to be re
covered from any person or persons so offending, at any person’s election that shall take upon him to
sue for the same.

Copy of Regulations
made in 1735, between
the owners of Seans in
Bantry Bay.

This is to give notice, that Saturday the 23rd of August, instant, is appointed for hearing the
complaint of William Barrett, huor, and his crew, against Dominick Carthy and his crew, for un
lawfully rowing over the corks of said Barrett’s sean, and thrashing out a considerable quantity of fish,
on the night of Monday, the 11 th of August, instant; and all the owners of scans, in the Bay of Bantry
are desired to appear on the said 23rd of August, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, at the house of
Nicholas Mead, in Bantry, sign of the Spread Eagle,to hear and determine the said complaint.

APPENDIX, No. XXIV.
EXTRACT from a Treatise by James Cornish, Esq., appended to the Report of the Committee of
the House of Commons, on the British Channel Fisheries, presented the 16th August, 1833.

Most folks know the nature of the drag net, or trawl; but as many may not, I will describe it as accuratcly as I can. It is so called from its trailing along on the bottom, dragged by a vessel under sail.
The vessels, commonly called smacks, are of different sizes, from twenty to sixty, and seventy tons;
and according to their dimensions and power of sailing, so arc the trawl pole (on which the net is ex
tended) and the net in proportion.
It is then, a net of a triangular form, fastened to a pole from twenty to thirty feet long, each end
being supported by an iron foot about twelve or fourteen inches high, to keep up the pole from the
ground ; then the upper part of the net is fastened to this pole ; and the lower part trails on the
ground with a mouth, if I may use the expression, thirty feet wide and a foot high. This net is so
contrived, that, like the lion’s den, whatever once enters never comes out again ; it gets back into the
bag or further end of the net, and thus every animal soon becomes lifeless ; a fish as large as a pea
cannot escape.
Now the bag of this Trawl, instead of having a mesh three inches and a half wide, is so small, that
when choaked with sand and weed, no fish, however small, can pass through. When drawn up, it is
full of ova of all descriptions of fish, from a size scarcely discernable to the naked eye, and so on pro
gressively increasing : such fish as are marketable arc put aside for that purpose ; such as arc eatable,
but not marketable, the Fishermen use themselves, or dress and cat almost alive ; such as are too
small to be either marketable, or eatable, arc returned to the sea in numbers surpassing all calculation.
Now I have been informed that nearly 150 of these fishing smacks, or thereabouts, of various sizes,
fishing in different parts of the Channel, belong to the port of Brixham alone. The net is down gen
erally about half an hour, and when the weather is favorable is at work both night and day ; then it
is drawn forty-eight times in twenty-four hours, but perhaps not at all times so often, wo will there
fore only estimate the taking up the net twenty-four times a day, which from the Brixham boats alone,
amount to 3,600 hauls in one day, and every time it is drawn it is loaded with all descriptions of young
Turbot, Brit, Sole, Flounder, and every kind of fish which lies at the bottom, in number and size in
calculable ; each of which, after the selection before-mentioned, is returned from whence it came, only
dead instead of alive.
Then these 3,600 hauls are confined to the vessels of one port. It baffles all the powers of calcu
lation to form any thing like a correct judgment or estimate of the general destruction or injury which
is committed on the Channel fisheries by the use of those small mesh nets by all the fishing smacks
belonging to all the other ports ot the Kingdom ; when, if the mesh was regulated according to the
letter of the Act of Parliament, every small and young fish would pass through and escape, and conse
quently attain a fair size ; thus an improved fishery would not only find employment for all, but would
be a nursery for seamen, and furnish abundance of rich food for many of those who do not now know’
the taste of a good bit of fish.
I know what I say to be true because my own eyes have witnessed it- A respectable gentleman of
Brixham once told me that he had seen a whole boat-load of these young useless fish and fry collected
from the trawlers and thrown into the water.
It must be obvious to every thinking person, that these practices are not only contrary to sound po
licy, but against the express letter and spirit of an Act of Parliament, and are the great cause of
the seal city and dearness of the best sort, of fish, which will never again be plenty and cheap until an
effectual law is enacted to keep the trawl-boats out of the bays and creeks where the fish spawn, and
at a proper distance from the shore, and until the use of the legal mesh is enforced by a law properly
worded and calculated for that purpose: it will not then be in the power of the fishermen to destroy
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the young fry, however careless and inconsiderate they may he, and regardless of the consequences of
using their present nets. Nothing will prevent their doing mischief, but rendering it impossible: most
of them acknowledge that it is wrong, and even against their own interest, but they say, whilst one
does it another will; nothing but an act will settle this question.
One of the reasons which they assign for using the present nets is, that a large mesh would enable
certain fish of a long form or growth, such as Whiting, Hake, and others to pass through: this may be
true, yet it amounts to nothing; for the trawl was intended to catch the ground or flat fish, many of
which do not take the hook, and not those which do: and the trawl injures those fish so much, that
hook-whitin" are always much more esteemed than trawl-whiting. The injury, then, to the breed of
flat fish by small mesh-nets ten times over-balances the advantages of taking other fish.
Whether, from what has been observed, this subject is of sufficient importance to require legislative
interference, I must leave others to determine, but this I will venture to assert, without the fear of con
tradiction, that unless something is done, the best fish will never more be plenty or cheap.
In the bays and harbours on the coast of Lapland, round the North Cape, I have read that they have
that noble fish the Voite, or Brill of 200 lb. weight ; but here the fish is not often taken ; indeed it
may be considered a rare fish altogether, and when taken is seldom larger than a moderately sized
Plaice or Flounder. As to Turbot, we seldom see such a thing in our market, and it would be won
derful if we did, when so many millions of both sorts are destroyed in the manner before mentioned,
entirely from the use of those small mesh-nets, and fishing so near the shore, and in bays and creeks
upon the coasts.
Thus we see that where so great a proportion of the labouring people are idle for want of employ
ment, and vicious because they are idle, “ for an idle head is the devil's workshop,” the fisheries are
totally neglected, which would be a nursery for seamen, and a resource for the supply of our fleets ; 100
men would then be employed where one is now. We see that by the violation of every principle of
common sense, common honesty, and sound policy, as well as the abuse of an absolute law, the
inexhaustible treasures of the ocean are wilfully wasted, when they would provide abundance of good
food for a starving population, thousands of whom are perishing for want ot meat to eat, naked for
want of raiment, and vicious for want of honest employment.
The duty on salt is taken off, and the superfluity of fresh fish might be laid up in store as winter
food; but can these things be, with such a frightful statement ot facts as has just been made, when so
many millions of millions of the best fish arc so wantonly destroyed, and what are not destroyed are
consequently so dear as to be out of the reach of the poor, and expensive to the rich.
Perhaps most folks would be inclined to think that an attention to the improvement of our Channel
Fisheries would not be unworthy the consideration of Government; but this improvement can Clever
be effected, unless the present laws are repealed, and others enacted in lieu of them, more congenial to
the nature of the subject, for it must be obvious to every one who will attend to the facts before
stated, that the present laws are extremely inadequate to the purposes required ot them.

APPENDIX, No. XXV.

LOAN FUNDS.
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General conclusions drawn by Messrs. Townsend and Barry, from the information received through
the medium of evidence, and the answers to the printed Queries, as well as from their personal ob
servations on their tour of inquiry.
rp|jat
rcsourcc dcrived from the Loan Fund of the late Fishery Board, was, in most instances,
admitted to have been extremely beneficial to the fishing classes.
That wherever a reasonable degree of caution was exercised in the administration of the fund, and
of diligence in its final collection, the smallness of the loss was most extraordinary, as in the cases of
Dingle, Glandore, and Baltimore, where, out of a sum of £'2,022 17s. 9tZ. due at the period of the
extinction, of the late system of encouragement, £T,870 Is. was within the following year repaid
to the department under whose management it was collected.
That it is very generally considered that the system under which the fund was managed, both as to
the periods for which the loans were made, and the mode of making them, was extremely defective
and objectionable.
.
That the beneficial effects of a judicious system of general loans to the poorer classes in Ireland
have been most incontrovertibly established, and may be particularly illustrated by a reference to
the City of Cork Charitable Loan Society, whose losses upon advances of £38,520 to 12,840 families,
have amounted in six years, only to £8 17.9.; also by reference to the Gorey Loan Fund, Co. Wex
ford, and the Courtmacsherry and Lislec Loan Funds in the Co. Cork; in each of which places
a considerably increased capital could be worked.
That the difficulty of obtaining proper encouragement in remote districts, is the most serious ob
stacle to the advantageous establishment of loan institutions ; and that local co-operation, and local
contributions towards the expenses of management, are so desirable to ensure the successful workings
of such institutions as to render it prudent to make them indispensable conditions to aiding the forma
tion of such funds.
That the operative fisherman could well afford to pay for the accommodation afforded to him by
small loans, a consideration so far exceeding the ordinary rate of interest at which money may be
procured by the Government, as to form a fund, in aid of local contributions, sufficient to cover
losses, and the expenses of management.
That it is not reasonable to expect from the Government, more than co-operation in providing the
funds, and in exercising a salutary general control over their administration.
That it is desirable, if only for the purpose of ensuring judicious and honest management, either
to require security for the reproductiveness of the fund, from the intermediate sources of its adminis
tration, or in cases where that may not be possible, to devise some other means to guard against mis
management, or misappropriation by irresponsible persons.
1 hat the advantages of these establishments would be materially increased by renderino- them de
positories for the small savings of the industrious classes ; and that each establishment may by being
furnished with the forms and models for the institution of a benefit society, or sick and widow’s fund,
or Boat Insurance Society, become a nucleus for producing industrious, moral, and provident habits,
and for improving the condition of the coast population generally.
(Signed)
TOWNSEND.
J. R. BARRY.
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The Irish Fisheries Loan Fund.
Copy of Public Notice issued by the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries, on the 5th January, 1827.
The Commissioners have, out of the savings which have arisen from former appropriations of their funds, been able
to allot the sum of £10,000, to be formed into a Loan Fund, for the purpose of extending and improving the Coast Fish
eries of Ireland ; said sum to be expended, first, in assisting poor and industrious fishermen to procure Fishing Tackle,
and articles for the repair and out-fit of their boats ; secondly, in advancing capital for building a limited number of
model-boats for such parts of the Coast as shall be capable of affording shelter and protection to a larger and better de
scription of boat, than that which is to be found there at the present day.
FISHING TACKLE, REPAIRS, AND OUT-FIT 01’ BOATS.

Articles to be supplied: -Hooks, Lines, Nets, Yarn, Ropes, Hemp, Oars, Paint, Pitch, Tar, Rosin, Oakum, Nails,
Cork, Timbers, Plank, Spars, Sail-Cloth, Salt, Barrels.
1. Any poor and industrious fisherman who may wish to avail himself of tliis Loan, must apply in the first instance
to the Local Inspector of his District, who will furnish him, gratis, with a printed form, which he must carry to any
neighbouring Magistrate, or other Gentleman to whom he maybe known, or to the nearest Clergyman of any religious
persuasion, some one of whom must certify upon the said printed form, in a place prepared for that purpose, that the
fisherman so applying, is a poor and industrious man, deserving of assistance, and likely, from the produce of his labour,
to be able to repay any small sum that might be granted to him in the way of Loan. The fisherman having obtained
this recommendation in his favor, must return the document to the Local Inspector.
2. The Local Inspector having thus got the recommendation in favor of the fisherman, and being satisfied of its suffi
ciency, will then proceed to inquire into the nature and extent of his wants. If the fisherman should appear to want
those articles only, wliichare known bv the name of Fishing Tackle, or should want the materials for repairing a small
boat, the Local Inspector will be authorised to grant an order for such articles and materials as will amount in value to
any sum not exceeding £4 ;—but should the fisherman so applying, appear to want materials for the repairs of a larger
description of boat, the Local Inspector will, in that case, be allowed to extend his order to any sum not exceeding £10.
Where boats and vessels shall require repairs, the expense of which will be likely to exceed tliis sum, a special applica
tion must be made to the Board. The order to be given to the fisherman will be addressed to any person residing in, or
contiguous to the District, who shall trade in any ot tbe above articles required for his use.
3. The Commissioners desirous of ascertaining the nearest place to every part of the Coast from which these articles
can be supplied on the cheapest terms, have by public notice requested all persons dealing in any of them, to send into
their office, as soon as possible, a list of such of these articles as they can respectively supply, anil the prices at which
they will sell them, in order that persons may be sent to view their quality.
4. A list of the persons dealing in these articles will be registered in the Fishery Office of every District, out of whom
the fisherman will be allowed to choose any individual shop-keeper, or trader, upon whom he would wish to have an
order for the articles he wants, and as the bills of all the traders and shop-keepers, from whom any of these articles shall
be purchased, will be put into course of payment by the Commissioners on the first of every month, which is equal to
cash, they expect that a proportionate abatement will be made in the price of every article offered to be supplied.
5. The Local Inspector at the same time that he gives to any fisherman an order on a shop-keeper for articles
to any given amount, will require from him a note with two securities joined therein, for the same amount, payable
to the Secretary of the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries, at the expiration of twelvemonths, with interest thereon at
5 per cent.
G. The Local Inspector has been instructed to select for these Loans, such individuals only as shall appear,
from the requisite certificate, combined with his own knowledge of them, to be deserving of encouragement mid
assistance; but if any unsuccessful applicant may be disposed to remonstrate against the rejection of his application by
the Local Inspector, he must apply to the Inspector-General of the District, who will inquire into the matter, and inter
fere, if it be necessary.
.....
.
,
,
. .
Landed Proprietors and others who feel an interest in the extension of the Fisheries, in those places where the articles
above enumerated cannot be conveniently had, could not more effectually serve the fishermen about them than by es
tablishing, at their own expense, Depots in such places for the storage and sale of such materials.
BUILDING NEW BOATS.

1. Any person wishing to obtain a Loan for building a boat, must apply in the first instance to the Local Inspector
of his District, who will furnish him gratis with a printed form, which he must carry to any neighbouring Magistrate, or
other Gentleman, to whom he may be known, or to the nearest Clergyman of any religious persuasion, some one of whom
must certify upon the said printed form, in a place prepared for that purpose, that the fisherman so applying is a poorand
industrious man, likely to repay a sum to be advanced for a boat, and therefore a fit and proper person to receive from
the Commissioners a boat of the description therein named.
2. The fisherman having obtained this recommendation in his favor, is to return it to the Local Inspector, who must
make his report thereon, stating whether the applicant is or is not, in his opinion, a person to whom he would recom
mend a Loan to be made towards enabling him to build a boat, and if he does, the description and tonnage of the boat
he would recommend to be built, and the amount per ton which such a boat, in his opinion, ought to cost.
3. The report of the Local Inspector is then to be forwarded by him to the Inspector-General, who must transmit it
to the Board in Dublin, with his observations thereon.
4. The Board upon receiving and considering these reports, will determine on the persons to whom Loans will be
granted, upon which the names of such persons will be transmitted to the Local Inspectors, who will then notify in their
respective Districts the names of the different persons to whom such grants have been made.
5. Upon this each Grantee must himself look out for the most eligible person convenient to his own residence, with
whom, subject to the approval of the Board, he is to contract for the boat. I he price of the boat having been agreed
upon, and a contract having been executed thereon between the Builder and the Grantee, a note must be passed by the
latter to the Secretary of the Commissioners, with two sureties joined therein, for the whole expense of the boat about
to be built, payable at the expiration of twelve months from the date thereof. The Grantee must, in Ins contract with
the Builder, require the boat to be commenced and concluded within what shall be considered by all parties, a reasonable
time, and as the building of the boat proceeds, the Board will make occasional advances of money to the Contractor,
agreeably to whatever may be the terms of the contract in respect thereto. Each advance of money will be issued upon
the joint certificate of the Grantee, the Inspector-General, and the Local Inspector ; every such certificate stating that the
progress made in the building of the boat would justify such advance to be made to the builder. The final payment will
notbe made until tbe boat has been actually hwinclmiL andds so fully completed in point of out-fit as to be ready for
an immediate prosecution of the Fisheries. ‘'Security will be required from the Grantee that such boat shall continue
to be employed in the Fisheries for at least three years.
r
.
Several benevolent proprietors of estates, on different parts of the sea-coast of Ireland, have announced to the Commis
sioners their readiness to contribute in any way that could be pointed out to them, towards the expense of procuring
good and suitable boats for the poor and industrious fishermen who reside on their properties. Such landed proprietors
or other charitable persons equally well disposed to serve them, will be able in strict conformity with these arrangements
to carry into effect their benevolent intentions—first, by interesting themselves in favor of the application ot any person,
or persons, they may consider most deserving of their relief; next, by causing a vigilant attention to be paid to the pro
per execution of the boat-building contracts ; and lastly, in assisting the fisherman, whose note is about to become due,
by contributing such sum towards the payment of it, as shall best accord with their opinions of the fisherman s own means
of meeting the^lemand on him, or the views they shall take of the extent of his claim upon their favor or support.

Copy of a Letter from the Assistant Secretary of the Trustees for Bettering the Condition of the
Irish Poor, dated December 11, 1835.
In reply to your favor of the 18th ult., I am directed by the Board of “ Trustees tor Bettering the
Condition of the Poor, to inclose sundry documents which they have taken considerable pains to cir
culate through the fishing districts, as well in the form they are inclosed to you, as by Public News
paper Advertisement.
The Board regret to say they have not had as many openings for dispensing the aid within their
power to afford, as they could desire,* it is to be hoped, however, that the measure of assistance they
did render has not been altogether fruitless; and they hope ere long, the circumstances of the country
* See Evidence of Captain Ross, R.N,—Minutes, page 8.
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may enable the Society to be more productive of benefit to its peasantry. The Board are just nowsending circulars very generally through the country, in the hope this cflbrt may be attended with
good effect. I send you herewith a list of the persons to whom Loans were made by the Trustees,
or through whom they were made for the benefit of a third party.*
Some of the Loans have been altogether discharged, others partly so.
(Signed)
W. II. PORTER, Assistant Secretary.

Copy of Public Notice issued by the Trustees for Bettering the Condition of the Poor of Ireland.
The Committee of Management for the relief of the distressed districts in Ireland, having determined that the balance
remaining in hands, should, as far as possible, be applied for the purpose originally intended, at a meeting held at the
Mansion House, on the 1-1 tli of August, 1822:
Resolved—That the remaining funds should solely and exclusively be expended on the objects for which they were put
at their disposal, and that the same should be vested in Trustees, and lodged in Government Stuck.
It was further determined that the object of relief should be :—
411. In promoting and encouraging the Coast Fishery, both in taking and curing Fish.
41 2. In the encouraging the Spinning of Coarse Linen and W orsted Yarn, for the Manufacture of Articles more im
mediately in demand for the use of the Peasantry.'
AS TO THE FIRST, THE MOPES OI' EFFECTING IT TO BE

t” In affording aid in the construction and repairing of Fishing Boats; in providing hemp. flax, or twine, for the making
and repairing of cordage or nets, and procuring hooks, lines, tackle, and other implements Used in l ishing; and to
afford facilities and encouragement to the curing of fish for home consumption.”
AS TO THE SECOND, THE MODES OF EFFECTING IT TO BE

44 In affording aid to make or repair wheels, reels, looms, Arc.; also in procuring hemp, flax, and wool to be distributed
where requisite, under such regulations as the Trustees may determine on, and to encourage, by bounty or premium, a
speedy and extensive manufacture of frize, linsey-woolsey, course linen, or other articles required for the use of the
Peasantry.
The Committee at a subsequent meeting"held on the 4 th of September. 1822.
Resolved—That in handing over to the Trustees, the funds vested by them, the following be declaratory of their wishes
on the subject:—
“I. The principal to be preserved entire as the foundation of a society, the object of which shall be the advancing the
interest and ameliorating the condition of the poor in the manner detailed in the adopted plan of the Committee of
management,
“II. A Society to be formed by such annual subscriptions as the Trustees may determine on; such subscriptions,
and the interest of the vested fund, to be the only disposable sum for expenditure.
“III. The number of Trustees, (in whom the entire funds are to be invested) never to exceed fifty, seven of whom
to be a quorum ; such Trustees to constitute the Committee of the Society that shall be forwarded in furtherance ot
the proposed objects, with power to direct the expenditure of the funds, appoint officers, fill up any vacancies, from
time to time, that may occur in their body, and transact all the business of the Society.
The trustees, therefore, appointed by the committee of management, for bettering the condition of the poor of Ireland
have, in conformity to the foregoing resolutions, adopted the following as a plan by which the aid will be granted, and
also the resolution under which it is proposed the Society should be formed.
Plan of Proceeding,

by

which

Aid

will

be

granted

by

the

Trustees.

1. Aid shall only be granted through the medium of Local Committees, or of individuals approved of by the I rustees.
2. The aid granted by the Trustees to be distributed conformably to the foregoing objects, and fundamental resolu
tions of the Committee of management of the 14th of August, 1822.
, „
...
.
,
3. The grant to be considered as a permanent fund, and that it be imperative on the Local Committees or individuals
to have the same repaid by those to whom it may be advanced, in such manner, and bj such instalments, as they res
pectively may see right. Any decrease which may take place in the amount ot the grant from the 1 rustees, to be made,
good by Local Subscriptions.
4. Loan Funds may be assisted, provided they embrace any of the objects of the Society, and that an undertaking is
given that the grant is only applied to the promotion of such objects.
5. Regular annual accounts of Loans, and Permanent Restrictive Grants, made up to the 31st of December in each
year, to be furnished to the Board of Trustees, on failure of which the grant to be called in.
Rules

for

Society.

J. A donation of £10, atone time, shall constitute a member for life.
2. A subscription of £2 shall constitute a member for one year.
3. That an annual meeting shall be held at such place, after the first of .January in each year, as the Trustees may
appoint, (one week's notice of such meeting to be given in the public papers.) when a report of the proceedings and ac
counts, together with a list ot subscriptions, shall be laid before its members.
4. Subscriptions shall be considered due from the first of January, and be received at the Bank of Ireland, and also at
the following private banks, viz.Sir Robert Shaw, Burt, and Co’., Messrs. Latouche, Messrs. Ball and Co.
John Kingston James,
?
Thomas Herbert Orpen, >

Honorary Secretaries.

Coast Fisheries.
The Trustees for Bettering the Condition of the Poor of Ireland, give notice, that they are willing to advance loans of
money, (Interest Free) in sums not exceeding Fifty Pounds each, except under peculiar circumstances, of which the
Trustees are to judge, to Associations of respectable persons, or individuals approved of by the Trustees engaged or
willing to engage in the promotion of the Coast Fisheries. Loan Funds may be assisted, provided they embrace any of
the objects of the Society, and that an undertaking is given that the grant is only applied to the promotion of such objects.
Particulars may be learned on application to the Secretaries, at the Board-room, 7, Lower Abbey-street, Dublin, be
tween the hours of Twelve and Four, or if by letter, (post paid) to W. II. Porter, as above.
Signed by Order,

IV. H. PORTER, Assistant-Secretary.

Irish Reproductive Loan Fund.
Report for 1836.
“ The Committee appointed on the 7th of May, 1822. to raise and conduct a subscription for the relief of the severe distress
for food in the southern and western provinces of Ireland,— ‘ in taking their leave of the public,’ 1 feel cordial satisfaction in
stating, that not only has the main purpose of the subscription been fulfilled, but that they have been enabled to devote con
siderable funds to encourage and to extend the permanent industry of the Irish people.
This appropriation is strictly confined to loans on the principle of reproduction, which has been found, in every instance
to meet the wants and to improve the habits of the poor : it was determined to confide the execution of this important mea
sure to the resident gentry of each county : trustees were accordingly chosen, who were requested to associate, for the pur
pose of carrying these objects into effect.
The Committee considered it advisable to appoint a Board of Directors in London, for the purpose of superintending the
administration of these funds.
It was also deemed expedient to make a permanent provision for this object, with a view to keep alive that kindly inter
course with their Irish friends, which has hitherto been productive of the happiest effects, in removing national prejudice,
and in cementing the bond of union between the tw u countries. —Extracts from 44 Report of the Irish Relief Committeet" 1822.

1 The Board of Directors, nominated in accordance with the foregoing resolutions, feeling it to he
their duty to report from time to time, the result of their proceedings, deem the present to be a favor
able opportunity for giving publicity to their second statement.
It has been shewn, by accounts previously furnished, that at the commencement of their undertaking,
Total amount of Loans specified in the account, £763 10
278 7
Repayments

0
G
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were encountered—First, from the jealousy and suspicion with which any thing like innovation was
regarded by the inhabitants of remote districts. And secondly, from the circumstance, that the dis
tribution of gratuitous relief rendered persons unwilling to believe that repayments were expected, or
would be enforced. Some losses were consequently sustained. A steady perseverance, however, in
carrying into eflect the prescribed rules and penalties, in due time established the fact—and the ex
perience of the working of the system has brought with it a conviction that the advantage of possessing
a permanent fund, to which the residents may at all times resort for aid, is more than commensurate
with any that could be hoped for or derived from the casual supplies of adventitious charity.
The grant appropriated to this object was originally £40,009—but a considerable addition being
made in 1824, from balances tint remained in the hands of some Committees in Ireland after the
cessation of the distress—the sum finally confided to the care of the County Trustees amounted to
£55,107.
The accumulations of interest that have accrued down to the present period, have sufficed not only
to replace the deficiencies alluded to, and defray all the contingent expenses, but also to realize a net
profit of £4,434.
The Directors have the satisfaction to add, from the concurrent testimony of their Local Friends,
whose zealous co-operation they duly appreciate, and thankfully acknowledge—that with the increase
of the fund, the condition of the recipients has also proportionably improved.
Some modification of the rides which regulate the details of the system, may yet, it is probable, be
advantageously adopted ; but the Board confidently congratulate the promoters of the measure upon
the fact, that the soundness of the principle has been successfully established—and they have every
reason to hope, that while it continues to be applied with zeal and vigilance, the Institution will fur
nish the industrious with the means of profitable employment, and generally promote the welfare and
advance the moral condition of those classes of Society for whose benefit it was originally designed.
The Directors cannot close this Report without expressing their strong and unanimous sense of the
valuable services rendered by their Manager and Secretary, Mr. Hyett, in promoting the success of
this interesting undertaking.
JOHN SMITH, Chairman.
EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORTS OF THE TRUSTEES.
From

the

Chairman of the Galway Board.

44 I am happy to say, that although all our trust fund is not yet in operation, 1 think it is fast approaching to it.
no part of the world can it be doing better than it now is at Tnam, Ahascragh, Loughrea, Dunmore, <fcc.
From

the

In

Statement received from Kerry.

“ Our available fund is in active and useful operation ; the sums in the Savings’Bank, which have been paid in by
Local Associations, will be re-lent immediately.
From the County of Leitrim.

441 was last summer reluctant to take charge of more than £300; but being now familiar with the system, I am
willing and anxious to extend the benefit as far as I have the means of doing it.
44 From the intimate intercourse I have had with the peasantry of this country, for the last forty years, I can confi
dently pronounce the loan system to be one peculiarly well fitted for ameliorating their condition and improving their
habits; the anxiety with which the loans are sought, the punctuality with which the re-payments are made, the bene
fits acknowledged to have been der.ved, and the gratitude expressed, strongly corroborate this fact.
441 cannot express the favourable opinion 1 entertain of the utility of the Loan Fund ; it introduces a floating capital into
the country, which is impartially shared among the well-conducted and industrious classes. It has enabled some to
purchase cows who never had one before, and others to procure seed and provisions at their just value, which they used
to pay a exorbitant price for, thus putting down a system of usury much practised in this country.
•‘Two notorious drunkards, on application for loans, were informed that their claims were not admissible as long as
they were guilty of acts of intemperance. They pledged themselves to give up the practice, on the faith of which they
got securities, and received the loan. They have ever since continued to be sober and industrious.
441 am led to conclude, that the timely relief afforded by the loan system is not, therefore, the only advantage it confers ;
its results are further—the habits of punctuality it induces, the redemption of time which it inculcates, and the moral
influence it creates, are objects of still higher importance; add to this, that while it repudiates that purely gratuitous,
aid winch paralyzes exertion, it may be said to bestow relief; for. generally speaking, how are loans repaid ? Why by a.
species of industry that had previously no existence, which benefits the borrower, secures the lender, and leaves former
resources untouched and undiminished.
From County

of

Mayo.

44 The Trustees for this county have to report, that at no previous period since the commencement of their labours
does the pecuniary assistance derived by the borrowers from the temporary use of the loans appear so obvious, and the
desire to benefit by a system so well calculated to meet the wants and wishes of our peasantry and artizans, is now so
general, that could efficient committees be organized in every parish of the county, double the amountof what is at pre
sent under the control of this Board could be circulated with immense advantage. In many instances, the use ot a
temporary capital has been the commencement of a relative independence.
44 The Trustees are able to lay before the Directors a statement of the number of recipients, so far as 2849, and
.hope the next year to obtain a further statement from the Local Committees.
14/2 Small Farmers—borrowing .------------------------------------- —.....£4035
649 Weavers, Spinners, drc.------------------------------ ---------- - ------ 1416
153 Dealers in Sundries
.----- ---------------------------- .........---342
110 Pig and Corn Jobbers —-------- —------------------------ ---------------- 288
105 Shoe and Brogue Makers----- - ----- - ---------------------------- ........
183
82 Carpenters and Coopers ...—.———---------------------------------174
40 Smiths------------ .....~-------- ~----- --------------- .......---- - —.
100
68 Labourers_______ .—*-------- —------------------------------------54 Butchers and Fish Carriers ....— —............— ----------- ..——
89
22 Carmen ...______________ —---- ------............-------------- -—„
44
27 Tailorsand Hatters ...—.—------ - -------------- - ---- .—.
44
16 Slaters and Masons ______ _ —......——................— __ 30
16 Sawyersand Turners ----- -------- ........—
33
15 Nailors, Braziers, <fcc. ........------------------- .............--- ----------10
20 Various Persons—,——------ —------ ---------------......--- -----------15

Total 2849

Total £6886
(Average Loan, £2. 3s. 4/Z.)

--------

From Cork.

44 The Trustees for this district, in presenting to the London Board the customary annual statement of their funds,
•can refer thereto with much satisfaction, as exhibiting a fair account of their progressive improvement; the loans are
granted to manufacturers <>f all kinds who employ many hands in their business, and are of great service to hundreds
of families of the middling and poorer classes of society.”
From Tipperary.

44 The Trustees have endeavoured, as fur as lays in their power, to form Local Associations, but, they are sorry to
odd, with little effect. If the county was tranquil enough to enable persons to collect debts, without trouble, the
system might be extended—a proceeding which I am sure would be of the greatest service to’ the peasantry. The
Fethard Committee report, that. 526 families have been beuefitted by the sums lent to them—and1 the Committee
of Cashel have issued 254 loans in the course of the year.”
T
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From Sligo.

Loan Funds.

ct Tlio statement from tlie Sligo Town l*und sliews. tliat liy the rotators ssstem £40«s*25 has heen in the hands of
10,125 borrowers, being small fanners, labourers, and tradesmen of different classes, and that £529 net profit has
been realised by the operation.

From Roscommon.

u The Loan Fund continues to prosper in our County, and many applications to increase the loans already made to
Local Committees, and to establish new ones, are rejected for want ot funds. The amount of loans made during the
year are 11.006 • but as several individuals received the loan twice during the year, we cannot state that there were that
number of borrowers. Every day’s experience confirms myopinion ot the incalculable good to be derived from these
institutions, and excites my wishes that they should, if possible, be extended over the whole kingdom. ’
SYNOPTICAL TABLE, shewing the Amount, Progress, present State, and Application of the Irish
Reproductive Loan Fund.
1836.

1824.

COUNTIES.

1. Clare

£.
5697

£.
6473

£.
43S7 ;

£.
1543

2. Cork

..

..

8028

9278

8326 j

212

3. Kerry

..

..

5777

6460

4513 !

548

3870

4341

2345

1608

7065

9197

4194

4199

2000

1252

1252

••

9300

10896

8. Limerick ..

6370

7423

7348

75

9. Roscommon

4500

5393

5363

30

10. Tipperary

2500

2845

776

2016

55.107
4017

63,558

47,573

11,968

4. Sligo
5. Galway

..

..

6. Leitrim ..

7. Mayo

..

REMARKS.

Amount Present Amount Amount Doubt 'til
of the Amount. employed un-cm- Debts.
ployed.
Fund.

..

Add doubtful Debts

£.
(
The heavy arrear of debt charged against these four
543 / counties was incurred during the first two years, when
the working of the system was not well understood,
740 < nor the casualties guarded against. It is hoped that a
considerable portion will yet be recovered, and that
1399 / the interest which has since accumulated will cover any
deficiency that may remain.
388
'fhe arrear in this county is chiefly caused by the
default of three individuals, against whom legal pro
804 j ceedings are in progress.
The whole of the grant made to Leitrim was placed
in jeopardy by the incautious conduct of the original
Trustees—£1200 has been since recovered, and confided
to new managers, who, in the course of a few months,
"
li have realised £52, and whose judicious arrangements
are calculated to improve and extend the operations of
the Institution.
After thirteen year’s management, the only doubtful
debt against this’eounty is £90. '1 he credit side shows
90 1
a profit of .£1506.
- The accounts from Limerick and Roscommon are of
the most satisfactory description, shewing the impor
tant results that zeal and vigilance can effect. The
'combined fund has risen from £10,8/0 to.£12,816, and
Bhat largeamount is yet insufficient to satisfy the claims
7of the numerous applicants who crowd the periodical
meetings.
' The Trustees report, that from peculiar circum
stances they are at present unable to extend their ope
rations with safety, but that they will avail themselves
53 ' of every favorable opportunity that may present itself
.for bringing their fund into operation.

9069 , 1737

4,017

59,124

Made up to Ltf

Deduct

59,124

Clear Profit

£4,434

1836.

W. II. IIYETT,
Manager.

General Statement of the Funds in Ireland, under the control of the London Directors.
1836.
May. The Reproductive Loan Fund amounting to

.. Grant for Straw Plat

-.

..

.. Grant for establishing two Agricultural
Schools, originally £6000, aug
mented by Interest to about...........

Distributed among the ten Counties before named.
S This Manufactory, giving employment to numerous
.. 2,000 t families, has been successfully established at Caber.
f Of this £3500 has been applied to the erection of
buildings, and bringing into cultivation a Model
.. 8,500 < Farm at Ilollymount, for the benefit of the province of Conaught—the residue is invested in 3|
(_ per cent Stock.

..£63,558

4.350

C Invested in 3| per cent Stock, until a favour3 able period arrives for bringing it into useful
£ operation.

Total .. £78,408

Exclusive of the grant for defraying the expenses of
supervision.

.. Amount repaid by the Fishery Board,
with the interest accruing since >
its investment............................
\

JOHN ABEL SMITH, Chairman.

Dated London, 10/Zi May, 1836.

Extracts from Accounts of the County of Cork Trustees of the Reproductive Loan Fund, for promotion
of Industry,—August, 1836. •
General Loans to individuals in City and )
County, at £2 per cent., including £2000 f
to Mr. Bernard, and £600 to Cork Cha-C £6,857 11 10
ritable Loan Society
- J
Useful Associations in County
1,467 17 5
Bad Debts to Associations
Half Year’s Expenses -

£8,325 9
740 3
43 17

Balance in Savings Banks

-

Original Grant

3
2
6

£9,119 9 11
212 19 11

£9,322

9 10

£8,028

0

0

Pbesent Useful Associations.
Mitchelstown
Kildinan and Rathcormack Dunbolloge -----Mallow
______
Macroney and Leddington Courtinacsherrv Lislee ______
f rookhaven -----Blackrock
Clonakilty
~
~

-

£415 13
184 12
166 15
151 4
138 9
92 6
2
92 6
92 6
2
40 0
94 3
£1467 17
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APPENDIX, No. XXVI.
Observations on the Fisheries of the Coast of Cork, extending from Courtmacsherry to Bantry, by
the Rev. Horace Townsend.—1812.

I am acquainted with the harbours and modes of taking fish on that part of the coast extending from Fisheries of the CoasK
of Cork.
Courtmacsherry to Crookhaven, more especially with its Eastern Quarter.
Courtmacsherry is one of the best bar or . tide harbours on the whole coast. The leading wind
of approach is from the S.E., and it can be entered by small sloops at almost any time of tide. With Courtmacsherry Har
out the harbour is a very spacious bay, possessing the great advantage of good shelter from all the bour and Fisheries.
prevailing winds that blow from the westward. The tide flowing up to Timoleague, three miles above
Courtmacsherry, affords to the inhabitants at either side opportunities of keeping boats for fishing and
other purposes. Around the bay itself are also many places in which boats are kept for summer use,
the winter business being mostly confined to the harbours, The fishery of this quarter is chiefly car
ried on in summer and autumn, the severity of the winter gales obliging the fish to quit the bay, and
resort to the deep waters of the ocean. Several scans or large nets are kept here'for taking Herrings
and Sprats, the supply of which of late years has been very irregular and uncertain. Both kinds
are cured, when the quantity taken is considerable; otherwise they are sold fresh, partly to the
country people, and partly to jolters for supplying the neighbouring markets. Of line fish, the
most valuable and abundant is the Hake, frequently falling into the bay in great quantity, and gene
rally remaining for some time. They sometimes come earlier, and sometimes later, their usual season
being autumn. Formerly they were only taken by the hook: another method has been used of late,
which, when the Hake are abundant, is very successful. This is done by a long trammel, or kind of
drift net, in which the fish entangle themselves, many hundreds being caught at one time. Against
this mode the Kinsale boats having declared war, and destroyed many trammels in a very wanton and
illegal manner, a complaint was made to Government, in consequence of which it is hoped this very pro
ductive mode of fishing will find security and protection. It is managed by small row-boats, the great success
of which excited the jealousy of the Kinsale hookermen, and induced them to commit so outrageous
an insult on the superior ingenuity of others. Little advantage that I know of can accrue to the acti
vity of fishing pursuits in this place from the proposed scheme. The number of nets is already rather
greater perhaps than it ought to be, and the demand for fish, both fresh and cured, seems to be a very
sufficient stimulus to exertion. Few of the net fish that come within reach are suffered to escape,
except from the occasional contests of who shall have the first haul; and it not unfrequently happens,
that they draw across each others nets, and injure the common cause by private and personal compe
tition. In general, however, they are governed by regulations established and agreed upon among
themselves. As far, therefore, as the fishery within the bay is concerned, there seems to be no slack
ness of pursuit, and no want of encouragement. In one respect it seems capable of improvement. In
other places, I understand they take fish in scans, by what is called tucking; that is, surrounding the
shoal at a distance from land, and hauling them into the boats. This mode is yet to be learned in the
place now mentioned.
Ihe next harbour is that of Ring, or Clonakilty, seven miles distant from the former, and of Ring or Clonakilty
much more difficult access, the mouth being very narrow, and the bar sandy,’shifting, and shallow. Harbour, and Eel
When once gained, the station is very secure. Sand-eels are the only scan fish taken here, and though Fisheries.
they bring some profit, their value is comparatively trifling. They arc a fish of delicate flavour, resem
bling the Smelt, have little oil, and arc never cured or barrelled,—the quantity is not more than suffi
cient for Clonakilty and the neighbouring inhabitants. Clonakilty Bay extends considerably from
east to west, but not being deep or protected by long projections of headlands, it is very much
exposed to all winds blowing from the south. Hake often fall into it, as well as Pollock, Haddock,
and other line fish ; but it is, generally speaking, very inferior in quantity of fish, as well as number
of boats, to that of Courtmacsherry.
The next harbour, though scarce deserving the name, is that of Rosscarbery, the mouth of which ross Harbour and
is so choked with sand and gravel, as hardly to afford admission to a loaded sloop at high water. The Eel Fishery.
Sand-eel is found here also in such great abundance as to be taken by the country people with shovels
and reaping-hooks, when the tide has retired. The bay is a good resort for line fish, but so much ex
posed to the south and south west, that small boats, the only craft used here, can only stand out in
fine weather and when the wind is off the shore. Here, as well as at Clonakilty, both Herrings
and Sprats are strangers. The three adjoining bays of Courtmacsherry, Clonakilty, and Ross, afford
in summer considerable quantities of Bream, a fish of good flavour, and much esteemed.
The sandy strands and harbours may be said to terminate at Ross. In proceeding westward, the
coast is more rocky, the harbours much deeper, and but two strands of any note, viz., the Leap and
Castletownsend, both of which are composed of sand.
Glandorc harbour is deep enough to admit vessels of considerable burthen, and is perfectly secure Glandore Harbour
in the inner part from every wind. The entrance is long, and sufficiently wide, but somewhat incum- aud i'^henes.
bered by rocks rising in several parts, which require the direction of a pilot. On the west side of the
mouth of the harbour, at a place called Squince, there is a creek or recess, sheltered from the ocean by
a small island, which has long been famous as a scan draught, particularly for Herrings. The chops of
the harbour and the outside ground are also good stations for various sorts of line fish, and Herrings
and Sprats arc taken within the harbour, the former chiefly in drift-nets. Glandore is in every respect
well situated for fishing, the navigation being never obstructed by bar or tide.
The next western harbour, Castletownsend, is easy of access, having a wide entrance, protected on Castletownsend 11 arthe west side by Horse Island, and navigable for deep vessels as high as the town. Above this it ex- hour and Fisheries,
tends considerably, and affords a very secure station for all but large vessels. Herrings arc sometimes
taken in the harbour, but the best sean draught is on the Castlehaven sands, at the west side of the
harbour’s mouth. This, like Squince, has been a great resort for Mackerel and Herrings; the latter
are still taken here, but their return is less regular, and their number much diminished. Ihe harbour
is navigable at all times, and well situated in every respect for the business of fishing.
The coast between Castletownsend and Baltimore is too open and exposed for any thing but summer
fishing. From Baltimore to Crookhaven, the situations are far more favourable. Besides the great
island of Cape Clear, which protects a large expanse of water from the turbulent ocean, a great
number of scattered islands contribute their aid of friendly shelter, and afford habitations to fishermen
as well as farmers.
t
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Baltimore is a deep and safe harbour, through which the river Islen, navigable almost to Skibbereen, six miles higher, discharges itself into the sea. The island of Innis Sherkin forms the west side
of the harbour, and has been formerly much more famous for its fishery than at present.
“Baltimore and
The excellence of Crookhaven as a harbour is sufficiently known. Between this and Baltimore,
Oookhaven Harbour besides some harbours of inferior note, are several creeks and inlets, the occasional resorts of fish, par
mud Fisheries.
ticularly Herrings. Seans are made use of in all places adapted to them, and in the inner parts of this
great bay, Herrings are taken more or less in drift-nets. Ling, Cod, and Hake are the principal line
fish ; and as the inhabitants of all the islands, as well as most of those on the neighbouring shores, are
fishermen, the annual quantity taken is considerable. As far as nets are concerned, I do not know
that much remains to be added to the exertions of the present race of fishermen, who are sufficiently
prepared for every opportunity that occurs. Their mode of line fishing may be improved by a more
general use of the long lines, the usual practice, I believe, being to fish from the boat with single lines.
Gantry Sprat fishery.
Though less acquainted with the more western fisheries, I cannot avoid noticing an observation of
Mr. Ody’s, in his Address to the Inhabitants of Cork. In the bay of Bantry, Sprats lately appeared
in such prodigious abundance, that all the craft which could be procured in the neighbourhood was
insufficient to take even a small part, and probably all the salt within twenty miles round would have
been insufficient to preserve the half of them. From this he seems to argue a want of activity and
preparatory caution on the part of the fishermen, and a consequent necessity of supplying these defects
by the bounty of public encouragement. But it should be considered, that this was a circumstance of
most unusual occurrence, and which may probably never happen again.
Kinsale Sprat Fishery
Not many years since, so large a quantity of Sprats came into Kinsale Harbour, that they were sold
for ten or twelve pence per horseload An enterprising gentleman, conceiving that an opportunity
offered of making great profit by their oil, prepared himself, at great expense, for the ensuing sea
son ; but as the Sprats did not return, the project unfortunately miscarried.
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APPENDIX, No. XXVII.
Observations on the Fisheries and Fishermen of the Coast of Cork, by the Rev. Michael O’Sullivan
of Bantry.
^Fisheries of the Coast
of Cork.

Next to its agricultural resources the fisheries of Ireland are entitled to the best consideration of all
anxious to developc its physical capabilities.
Viewing their failure for a number of successive years, and finding on a reference to their history,
that the decline had been gradual; I was led to entertain strong prejudices against this branch of indus
try. I find, however, on a more accurate examination of the subject, and particularly from an inspec
tion of the dwellings and circumstances of those who may be called the labourers of the fisheries, that
I ought to have made a distinction of the utmost importance for forming a correct decision on the sub
ject, viz., a distinction between the capital invested, and the labour employed in tins department. If
viewed in relation to the labour employed, it will be found that this labour has been in general better
remunerated than that which has been employed in other departments. In making this statement,
however, I contemplate almost exclusively the labourers employed in the scan fishery, which is the
principal on our coast. On visiting the dwellings of these men, I found their circumstances almost
invariably superior to those of the common labourer, and, with the exception of those families which
have been reduced to destitution by the death of the seaner, Ido not recollect to have met a case
of absolute beggary amongst the fishing population. Do not suppose, however, that I mean to im
ply that the labour of these men is adequately remunerated ; on the contrary, I do not conceive
their remuneration to be the one-fourth of what it ought to be, did the success of the fishery ad
mit of more liberal terms ; nor would I deem it a tolerable mode of subsistence, were it not for its
superiority when contrasted with the ordinary departments of labour in this country. Even this supe
riority has its drawbacks. The labour is of a very severe kind continued during the nights of the
winter season in open boats, and hence, the seaner breaks down sooner than other labourers, it being
computed among themselves that he begins to decline after seven or eight years service.
From my own observations the average of mortality amongst them appears to be greater than
amongst other labourers, though on inquiry of the medical officer of the district, he did not think
that the average of disease amongst them much exceeded that amongst the ordinary labourers..
In addition to an annual bounty amounting to £1 or £1 5.v., the seaner receives 6^. anight
independent of his success in fishing, whilst the fact of this employment taking place during the win
ter season, and being continued for some months in succession, when the common labourer is
almost unemployed, contributes not a little to give the advantage to the fisherman, who being thereby
enabled to work for himself during a part of the spring and summer, turns the time to account by
planting a garden for his family.
Of the measures likely to promote this branch, the first would be an examination of the effects of
trammel fishing and the use of drift-nets, an examination which should be conducted with great impartiality
and caution, in order to prevent any unnecessary injury to the hands employed in that way ; the
number of which amounts at present, as I am informed, to about 1000. In the second place, if it
should appear, on diligent inquiry, that the obstacles which retard the improvement of the fishery, are
of a local or temporary nature, then it would be only reasonable to stimulate the skill and enterprise
of the employers by judicious premiums, either on the craft, the capital, or the number of hands
employed. Such an adjudication of premiums as would be a mere auxiliary to a speculation or in
vestment based on its own merits, would not fail to produce a beneficial result; whilst the. evil con
sequences of misapplied bounties would be guarded against. In the third place, should an inquiry in
to the prospects of the coast fisheries warrant, some important step for improvement, would it not be
desirable that every scan proprietor should be encouraged to purchase a lot of ground to the amount
of fourteen or fifteen acres, on which the men belonging to his boats would be located, each receiving
about an acre for his portion. This would seem the most, feasible method of linking together the de
partments of agriculture and fishing. Such a union it will be readily admitted would be most desi
rable. this is sufficiently obvious from the fact, that not more than one-half of the year is devoted
to fishing, and that the condition of the sean fisher would be considerably ameliorated during the re
maining half, if instead of the exorbitant rent which he is obliged to pay annually for the ground of a
potato garden, and the casual employment Which he obtains during the spring or summer months, he
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were made the proprietor of a spot of ground, which being let on low or moderate terms, would amply
remunerate his labour. I he hooker fishery belonging immediately to the town, has been on the decline for a number of years. 1 he craft being inferior in tonnage to the Berehaven boats, and the
owners possessing no capital to secure a sufficient stock of provisions, they are unable to profit by the
resources of the deep sea fishery, and hence the craft they use go under the denomination of market
boats. As the class of men connected with this branch are in general very sober, and well conducted,
if found on investigation to be worthy of encouragement, it is a branch of industry which would be
entitled to particular attention.
I was gratified to learn from a brother Clergyman who had been for some years in Munstervaragh,
that notwithstanding the general languishing state of the fishery on our coast, its good effects as an
cillary to agriculture in that district were of the most gratifying kind, almost invariably securing the
comfort of the farmer, who combined it with his ordinary avocations. He also informed me, that the
bounties formerly given by the Board of Fisheries effected a complete change for the better as to the
mode of fishing which is now much more effective than it had been in former days.
Although with regard to the scan fishery, the anomaly is not a little curious, that the proprietor
should continue a branch of industry, which does not yield a steady or adequate remuneration—yet, I
apprehend, that this will be found to characterise all speculations of a hazardous nature, and that such
a contingency enters more or less into the calculations of those who embark in it, whilst the feeling of
hope is always kept alive. I have purposely abstained from any allusion to the introduction of manu
factures, being of opinion, that such a project cannot be accomplished by artificial means; that it must
spring up spontaneously from the natural capabilities or improved condition of the country, and that
in this as well as every other species of industry, any forced direction of the current would terminate
in exhausting the fountain without fertilising the soil.
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Mr. Fraser’s Account of the Waterford Nymph Bank Company,—extracted from his Work on
the Fisheries of Ireland.

The Company was hardly formed when that zeal which seemed to mark its beginnings, appeared
rapidly on tbe decline. Government, with the same spirit of liberality in which they had set out,
caused the whole of the public money promised in aid of the undertaking to be immediately paid to
the Treasurer of the Company.
*
Instead, however, of this example being followed up by paying in
the whole of the money subscribed, and thereby purchasing or chartering a sufficient number of well
vessels to make a spirited trial of the Fishery for the London, Bristol, and other markets in England,
as proposed by Government, that spirit of party for which the city of Waterford is remarkable, soon
displayed itself among the subscribers, and the object of the institution appeared wholly to degenerate
into a struggle for the power of management. Apprehensive that these unhappy divisions would frus
trate the undertaking, it was strenuously urged by those who had the success of the fishery at heart,
that the directors of the Company should be authorised, in the first instance, to apply to Messrs.
Cresswell and Selby, or to others engaged in the well-boat fishery, to charter three or more vessels to
fish on the coast, fully equipped for the various branches of the fishery, and to proceed in the fishery
in the manner usually practised in the northern seas, where a number of vessels continue fishing to
gether, in order to make a voyage for one or two to run with the fish to market, while the rest con
tinue on the fishing ground.
It was, however, determined, that two well-vessels should be purchased in the river; and a person
was sent for this purpose to London, who in a very short time purchased two well-vessels for carrying
on the fishery.
It happened, however, from this person's not being acquainted with the mode of carrying on the
fishery by well-boats, that sufficient care was not taken that tbe well-vessels should be equipped in
the same manner as those employed in the northern fisheries. They were wholly unprovided with
the proper fishing gear for taking Turbot, Soles, Plaice, John-a-Doree, and other ground fish, of
which there is vast abundance on the Nymph Bank, and other adjacent parts of the Irish coasts.
They were even not supplied with the proper gear for the Cod- fishery, nor with the proper bait
called the whelks, as before mentioned, which the other well-boats proceeding to the northern fishing
are usually provided with at Whitstable Bay, near Sheerness, and said not to be procured in abund
ance on any other part of the coast of England. Instead, also, of a full complement of hands bred to
the well-boat fishery, there was only one seaman, of the name of Isaac Dunnage, who had served his
time to the business at Harwich, who was thoroughly acquainted with this kind of fishing. Thisperson
who was at the time a sailor on board one of the London and Leith passage vessels, was appointed to
the command of one of the well-boats, and became a valuable acquisition. The master of the other
vessel was a sailor belonging to Waterford, wholly ignorant of the fishing business ; and the crews
made up of persons equally ignorant of the fishery, except two lads, who had been for some little time
fishing on the coast of Lincolnshire.
From these circumstances, there was much delay before they could proceed to the fishing, and after
all, they were very inadequately provided to make a fair trial of the fishing, so that it was the 13th of
March before they could proceed to the fishing. By the assistance of Mr. Thomas Owen, of Cheakpoint, and Mr. Bolton, of Faithlegg, some men were found out who had been at the Newfoundland
fishing, and who, by the instructions of Isaac Dunnage, the skilful fisherman before noticed, soon be
came expert in the well-boat mode of fishing for Cod. I hey were still unable to fish for lurbot, &c.
from tbe want, of the trawl-nets and other gear. Nor would the directors consent to these implements
being ordered from England, or made at Waterford, because the expense would amount to about £40
or £50 for each vessel. Neither would they allow the well-vessels to remain at sea until they should
complete a sufficient cargo of live fish for the London or Bristol markets, but ordered them to return
to the harbour every Thursday evening, with whatever fish they might take, and the masters to pro
ceed to Materford with the fish on Friday morning to the market, and give an account to the directors
• The Company was completed on the 29th November, 1802. There were 128 subscriptions, of .£50 each. Mr. Wick
ham, the Chief Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, took two shares; and the Irish Government undertook to
give ii Premium of 10 per cent, on the capital subscribed, and to pay a Bounty of 30ft a ton on the vessels employed.
The Bank was discovered in 1/36.
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of their proceedings, so that it was Friday evening before they could return to their vessels. Saturday
was taken up in procuring bait, and frequently part of Monday, so that it was generally Monday evenin" or Tuesday before they could go out to the fishing ground, and being obliged to return on Thurs
day? they had only two days at most, and frequently only one, to try the fishing ground. So absurd
was the conduct of the directors, that they discharged the men who had been at Newfoundland, and
had soon become very expert, on the pretence that their wages at 30s. a month were too high ; but
not being able to find any others for a less sum to man the vessels, they remained for several weeks idle
at anchor in the river of Waterford; and afterwards, a few lads being found at a guinea a month, who
were neither sailors nor fishermen, the vessels were ordered to continue the same routine of going out
and returning to the harbour, so that latterly hardly any fish were caught. In the meantime, although
no regular-trial was allowed to be made of the fishing ground, great care was taken that no expense
should be spared in fitting out the vessels with new sails, cordage, &c., the masters and crows with
plenty of beef, bread, beer, tea, and sugar. And it being made appear that a loss had been sustained
over and above the value of the fish caught, which, after all, amounted to only about £‘300 Irish cur
*
rency,
it was determined by the directors to propose at the quarterly meeting ot the subscribers, on
the first Monday of September, 1803, that the Company should be dissolved, and the well-boats sent
back to England and sold.
Your reporter, who, as well as a number of his friends, had taken shares in the company, foreseeing
that if the company should be dissolved without some effort being made to carry a voyage of fish to
the London, or at least to the Bristol market, would discourage capitalists in England from embark
ing in this fishery, prevailed on Mr. Lee, M.P. for the county of Waterford (also a partner in the
Company), to oppose its dissolution.
This gentleman accordingly attended the meeting, and after reprobating in the strongest terms the
conduct of the directors, offered to the subscribers, to take upon himself the sole direction and ma
nagement of the well-boats for three months, and let the directors, or any one of them, take the
management of the other well-boat, and if in that time he did not convince them he was right in his
mode of management, he would come into any measures they should propose ; but that if ho did prove
he was right, lie expected they would come into his measures. After much altercation, Mr. Lee’s
proposition was carried by a majority.
A protest was entered against this resolution, on pretence that many of the subscribers were absent,
and another meeting summoned on the 1 (3th of September to re-consider the resolution.
Mr. Lee, however, not choosing to wait for the result of another meeting, took upon himself the
direction of the Phoenix well-boat, and ordered her immediately round to Dungarvan, in order' to re
move her from the influence of the party at Waterford, who seemed determined to frustrate the inten
tion of the institution, and to examine whether that situation or any other would answer as a station for
the well-boats, as well as the harbour of Waterford.
Your reporter having, by Mr. Lee’s request, met that gentleman at Dungarvan, on the Sth of Sep
tember, to advise regarding the best means of endeavouring, in the state things were in, to make up
a voyage of fish for the London market, they found that the crew of the Phoenix consisted only of a
master, four hands, and a boy, two of which only were fishermen, and the others neither that or
sailors. But desirous of trying what they could do, your reporter, at Mr. Lee’s earnest request, took
upon him the command of the Phoenix, and, on the 10th of September, 1803, he went on board, and
after examining, by Mr. Lee’s orders, the harbour of Dumbratton, well calculated for a fishing station,
about ten o’clock the same evening, they stood out to sea, with a light breeze from the north-west.
Next day being Sunday, came to an anchor in thirty-eight fathoms ; the ground was small pebbles,
mixed with shells and corallines; this was about five leagues from the coast. They remained at an
chor during the remainder of the day, and on Monday morning, as the tide slacked, caught a few Cod,
fish, and one or two Ling.
The fish not seeming to be here in any abundance, weighed, and stood to the eastward, making
trials in different parts of the bank, and every where caught some Cod, well fed, and a great quantity
of red Gurnet, &c., also some very fine Mackerel, but the fish still not in sufficient abundance for the
desired purpose. Having, therefore, sent on shore to procure fresh water and provisions, on Wednes
day the 14th they sai’ed to that part of the fishing ground off the Saltees, where the wherries had been
most successful in their fishing for Cod.
On Thursday morning, your reporter having tried the ground, and caught a fish weighing about
thirty-six pounds, he ordered the lines to be put out, and on that and the two following mornings’
caught sixteen score of excellent well fed Cod, many of them of a very large size.
Having expended their bait, they sailed for Waterford Bay, where they arrived on Saturday even
ing the 17th. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, being taken up in procuring bait, the Phoenix again
proceeded to sea, and by the end of the second week from this time, she returned with forty score of
live fish, besides a very considerable quantity of split fish, from many dying, on account of the well and
bottom being very foul. The other well-boat remained all this time in the harbour.
Mr. Lee having in the meantime obtained another victory over the adverse party at Waterford,
placed both vessels under the command of your reporter; who having ordered all the fish to be salted,
and the well-boats to be hauled up dry, cleaned and smoked, as usual on such occasions, they sailed
on the 28th of October, fully manned and provisioned, but still deficient in bait; your reporter having
remained to make a regular trial in the Bay of Waterford for bait, which, from some circumstances, he
was inclined to be of opinion might be found, was so fortunate as to discover a bank in a particular
part of the bay, where this bait (whelks, the buccina major of Linaeus,) abounded in vast quantities.
The two well-boats having returned on the 10th of November, in a few hours caught as many of this
species of bait as would supply them for months ; they then sailed again the same evening to the fish
ing ground ; and although much interrupted for some days by stormy weather and heavy seas, they
returned on the 23rd of the same month, with a considerable quantity of live Cod, not having been able
to fish for Turbot for want of the proper gearing.
Having shifted the live Cod on board the Mary (the other well-vessel) into the Phoenix, your re
porter went on board, and sailed at twelve o’clock at night for Gravesend, where, although experien
cing some heavy gales off the Land’s-end, they arrived, at one-half past eleven o’clock in the forenoon,
on the Tuesday following, the 2!)th of November, 1803, after a voyage of live days and eleven hours,
the distance being not more than about 150 leagues.
• Only about one-half of the Preminin allowed and paid by Government, independent of the Bounty of 30s. per ton
on the vessels, so that it was the most ridiculous proposal possible.
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Same evening, and the two following also, the fish were sent up to Billingsgate and sold, to the Nymph Bank (ton*
amount of thirty-five score of live fish, and sixty-six score of split Cod.
The live Cod sold at good prices, and were much esteemed on account of their quality, and the
condition in which they appeared, being all taken within three weeks from the time of their being
brought to market, whereas those from the northern fishing grounds are very frequently six weeks, and
sometimes two months in the wells ; nor did the fish appear to be in the least bruised.
Your reporter having now proved that fish can be brought in great perfection to the London mar
ket from the coast of Ireland, by their having been actually brought from thence, he considered it to
be his further duty to endeavour to establish a fishery, on an extensive scale, not only for Cod, but
also for Turbot, Soles, Plaice, and other ground fish, such as Skate or Ray, Halibut, &c.,* and there
fore advised with Messrs. Selby and Cresswell, before mentioned, and others best acquainted with
these fisheries, as carried on in the northern seas, particularly with the late Mr. Thomas Howel.
They represented that no doubt could be entertained of the excellent quality of the fish brought
from the Irish coast, and the superior condition they were in after the voyage, at the market. That
the great trouble and expense attending the northern fishery for Cod, arose not only from the great
distance of the best fishing grounds, but from that of procuring the proper bait, which hitherto had
not been found in abundance any where but at Whitestable bay, and even there could only be obtained
at a considerable expense, and much delay. That the invaluable discovery of this bait, being produced
in great abundance in the bay of Waterford, secured the means, not only of carrying on the fishery
for the London market with little expense or delay, but carried with it this great additional advantage,
of enabling the well-boats, when the season for taking Cod was ended for the London market, about
the middle of April, to proceed to the northern seas, oil the Fcroe Islands and the Island of Iceland,
to catch and cure the Cod wet in tubs for the London winter market, as practised with great advantage
from Broadstairs, Harwich, and other ports on the Thames, the Cod being found in those northern
seas in great perfection during the whole summer. They, therefore, gave it as their opinion, that
large capitals might be employed in the Cod fishery alone, carried on upon the coast of Ireland, from
the month of October until the middle or end of April; and after that, with great advantage in the
northern seas, as before mentioned. That well-vessels might also be employed all the year round, but
particularly during the summer, in the lurbot fishery on the coast of Ireland; which fish,it was stated,
are to be procured in great abundance; and for which fishing they regretted that the boats of the
Waterford Company had not been equipped, in order that samples of this and other flat fish might
have been brought to the London market, with the Cod.
They further represented, that they had no doubt, from the appearance of the fish recently brought
from the Irish coast, that if the two vessels belonging to the Company would bring up cargoes about
Christmas, they would fetch very high prices; and, if continued only for Cod until the end of
Lent, the voyages would be profitable, but, that nothing very beneficial could arise from employing
only two vessels. That a fleet of five, seven, or ten, ought to be employed to fish together, to make
up a voyage for one or two to run to the market. These should be the best sailing vessels, while the
others remained at the fishing.
In order to bring about this important object, they advised that a representation should be made to
the directors of the Marine Society, who were desirous of encouraging some undertaking of this
nature, for the purpose of extending the benevolent objects of the society.
The Marine Society of London is an institution supported by the subscription of public spirited in
dividuals, for the purpose of taking under their protection friendless boys, and bringing them up to the
sea. It is one of those grand and benevolent institutions, that mark the wealth, humanity, and public
spirit, of the first city of the world. The directors had of late found the numbers of those friendless
boys brought to them to increase in such a degree, that they found it difficult to get such proper em
ployment for all of them, either on board the King’s ships or merchantmen, as they wished to provide
for these objects of their benevolence. They were, therefore, desirous of encouraging the exten- '
sion of the Fisheries, as the best means of affording their boys healthy and useful employment, and
readily honoured with the most candid attention the representations regarding this new fishery.
In order that the fullest evidence might be afforded to the directors of the Society of the abund
ance of fish, and of- the important circumstance of the facility of obtaining bait for the fishery on
the Irish coast, the master of the well-vessel who had taken the fish, and brought them to the
London market, was examined by a committee of the directors, and at a meeting held at the Marine
Society Office, December 14, 1803, the following resolutions were moved by the late Air. Isaac
Corry, Chancellor of the Exchequer for Ireland, and unanimously approved :—
I. That it appears to this meeting to be of great importance, that the supply of fish to the cities
of London and Westminster, and the places adjacent thereto, should be extended, and made, as
far as possible, abundant and regular, thereby also contributing to form an additional nursery of
seamen for the navy.
II. That, for that purpose, it appears to this meeting, that it would be of great advantage that a
supply should be encouraged from the western and southern fishing grounds, in addition to the fish
eries already carried on in situations more northward, as a means of rendering the supply less liable
to interruption, by the setting in of winds and weather unfavourable to the take of fish there, or the
arrival from thence.
III. That it would be expedient to encourage the supply from the Nymph Bank, and other fish
ing grounds, as well as from the rivers on the southern coast of Ireland; from which quarter, it has
been recently proved that fish has been brought in great perfection to the London market, by the
Nymph Bank Fishing Company, already established at Waterford.
IV. Resolved_ That it appears to this meeting, that the readiness expressed by the said Company
to admit subscribers thereto, is laudably calculated to promote the objects above mentioned, and that
subscriptions for that purpose are likely to prove at once profitable to the subscribers, beneficial to the
public, and advantageous to the state.
Before, however, any subscriptions were opened for this purpose, a communication was made by
Sir John Newport, M.P. for Waterford, that he was desired by the directors of the Nymph Bank
Fishing Company to state, that they had not given any authority to offer to admit additional sub
scriptions to the Company; that they did not wish to augment their capital, which they considered
quite sufficient to carry on the fishery on the Nymph Bank, as they did not believe the fish were to
be found there in abundance.
’ Lobsters, now obtained from Norway, are to be found on the western coast of Ireland in vast abundance.
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It appeared, however, evident to the meeting, that this communication was made by the party who
had endeavoured to frustrate the undertaking, and founded upon a quibble, regarding the extent ot
the Nymph Bank, the party contending that the excellent fishing ground, on which the fish brought
to London were chiefly taken, was not a part of that bank.
The chairman (Lord Romney) asked if it was meant to be insinuated that the fish brought up
had not been taken on the coast of Ireland, whether on the Nymph, or any other bank, was of no
consequence, and whether it was intended to prove that there were no more fish left to be taken in
future? and, having treated the conduct of the Waterford Company as puerile, absurd, and ridicu
lous, proposed that the Marine Society should encourage subscriptions to be entered into, for the
formation of a capital of £50,000, towards extending the fishery, for the supply of the London
market, part of which capital to be employed in establishing a fishery on the Irish coast, and one-half
of the boys supported by the Society, on board the fishing vessels, to be Irish. This proposition
was seconded by Sir Robert Wigram ; and a subscription being opened, above £20,000 was imme
diately subscribed, and a committee appointed to consider whether it would be most advisable to ap
ply for a charter from the crown, or to bring a bill into Parliament, for the purpose of incorporating
the subscribers into a Company, which was necessary to enable them to act. It being deemed advi
sable by the committee to bring a bill into Parliament, in the name of the directors of the Marine
Society, and to enable them to subscribe £5000 out of their funds, towards the undertaking, the
bill was accordingly brought into the House of Commons by Sir William Geary.
This bill, so well calculated to serve many important and beneficent purposes, was opposed by peti
tions from Harwich, Gravesend, and Faversham, and, on the 27th March, 1804, was lost by a small
majority, being ordered to be read that day six months.
The fate of this bill is much to be regretted, as an undertaking conducted by the public spirited and
enlightened characters who were its authors could not have failed to produce a great additional supply
of fish to the inhabitants of the metropolis, but would very probably have led to similar establish
ments in other places, thereby also forming additional nurseries of seamen for the navy, and on that
account deserving of the countenance and support of the House and of Government. It has there
fore been apprehended, with reason, that the objects of the Marine Society were not fully explained,
and hopes were entertained that the bill, if brought in in another session, would have passed into a
law. The exorbitant charges brought in by their solicitors, and the inattention paid to their public
spirited proposal, digusted them so much, that the Society could not be persuaded to make another
application to the House.
In the meantime, the master of the Phoenix well-boat, who had brought up the fish to the Lon
don market, returned to Waterford, where he arrived, after a voyage of five days, on the 18th of
December, 1803.
Fie immediately applied to the directors of the Waterford Nymph Bank Company, for leave, and
earnestly begged to be allowed to proceed to the fishing, and to carry up another voyage of live fish
to the London market, assuring the Directors of great prices for the fish at that season of the year.
Instead, however, of complying with his request, they gave him positive orders not to presume to fish
for the London or Bristol market, but to go out and return every week to M aterford with whatever
fish he should take. They also gave him positive orders not to presume to fish in those places where
he had before found abundance of fish, and those of an excellent quality. They ordered he should
proceed to the westward of the Bay of Waterford, to a part of the bank, where he informed them it
was very unlikely he could catch any at that season of the year.
He obeyed their orders, and remained upwards of a week at anchor on the bank in very stormy
weather, when hardly any other vessel was able to keep the sea. In this manner he was obliged to
continue sailing out and in to the harbour of Waterford, not daring to approach his favourite fishing
ground until the month of May, when the disputes about dissolving the company running very high,
the directors neglected to renew their prohibitory mandates ; of which this zealous fisherman imme
diately took the advantage, and, proceeding to the fishing ground, carried three voyages of live fish to
the Bristol market, in the months of May, June, and beginning of July, 1804. they arrived at Bris
tol in great perfection, and few died, although that time of the year is not considered favourable for
keeping Cod fish alive in the wells.. The fish brought good prices, the city of Bristol giving a bounty
of 2s. 6tZ. per cwt. on the fish weighed as brought to the market.*

APPENDIX, No. XXIX.

The Herring Fisheries.
Copy of a Letter from Mr. Mitchell, of Leith, to Sir T. Charles Morgan, one of the Com
missioners for Inquiring into the Irish Fisheries, on the Habits of Herrings.
Leith, 24th March, 1836.

Habits of Herrings.

giK__ I am honored with yours of the 4th instant, which has not been sooner anstteied, on account
of my absence from home.
,
As to the migration of the Herring, an erroneous account has been widely disseminated by several
« The fish carried up by the Phoenix to the London market from the Nymph Bank, arrived at a period when there,
happened to be a glut in the market of fish from various quarters, nor were many of them very large, yet they sold at
from .£3 to £5 the score, whereas at Waterford they would not have sold for more than 8s. or lU.v. the score. Fiftyscore of good sized fish are reckoned a full voyage of live Cod ; these, about Christmas, will bring from £8 to .£ 10 a score,
at Billingsgate but often much more. The master of the Phoenix well-boat computed, that from the 18th of Decem
ber, when he returned to Waterford, until the end of April or middle of May, he could, with the assistance of the other
well-vessel, the Marv, have carried up a voyage of live fish to London every month, making five voyages from that time,
which, at only £5 a score, would have produced .£1000 oyer and above what was produced under the mode of manage
ment adopted by the Company.
difficult.is it to obtain attention to reason or common sense in Ireland, where peo
ple are so ridiculously absorbed in party spirit, that the greatest benefits that could be bestowed, if proposed to be con
ferred by one party, would be opposed by another ! Ihe reporter, who is a freeman of the. citv of Waterford, voted with
his friend Mr. Bolton, who gave him information about the Nymph Bank, for Mr. Alcock, in opposition to Sir Jidm
Newport. The formation of the Fishing Company was proposed, for the purpose of depriving the reporter, and his
friend, of the influence that it was thought would arise bom the establishment ot a Fishery which would render M ateiford the place ot rendezvous for a trade in fish, taken, not only on the adjacent fishing grounds, blit on those along tlw
whole of the north-western coast of Scotland, the Feme Islands, and Ireland; that cannot be equalled in any sitiuitioji
in the whole of the I nited Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
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scientific works, of the Herrings “coming in vast shoals from the’North Pole,” &c. When the habits
and characters of this fish is duly investigated, it will be found to be contrary to reason.
I cannot here enter largely into the argument, but I shall state facts that may convince the Com
missioners that the Herrings are truly natives of the'seas adjoining the coasts which they visit.
Various coasts have particular descriptions of Herrings, so distinctly marked, that any person tho
roughly acquainted with the different kinds, can actually name the locality, on seeing the Herring.
For instance, of the varieties, those caught off Stadtland, in Norway, in the beginning of the year,
are of a very large size (some the length of fifteen inches) ; in November and December, off Bergen,
of a small size, similar to the Moray Frith Herring ; in the Baltic Sea, a small size of various locali
ties, from September to Christmas ; in the White Sea, of a medium size, in August and September;
in Behring’s Straits, of a small size, in June ; on the American Coasts, from January to July, of
inferior quality, and generally small; on the French coast, from Calais to Cape la Hogue, from No
vember to January, small, and of inferior quality ; off Shetland,’large and coarse; Thurso, first of
the season small and fat ; Moray Frith, a medium size and good quality; off Aberdeen, larger and
coarser—these four last-mentioned localities are no great distance from each other—lastly, those
caught near Killybegs arc larger and coarser than those caught on this side of Ireland.
1 hey arc seldom seen at Faroe, not always at Iceland, and never at Greenland.
The stomachs of the Bakcna, Mysticetus or common Whale, the Narwal, the Trichecus, Rosmanis,
the Walrus or Seahorse, inhabitants of the northern regions, have been examined, and their food has
been found to consist of Actiniae, Sepiae, Mcdusiae, Cancri, Helices, &c., but never of Herrings;
whereas the Balaena, Musculus, and Rostrata frequent the seas and coasts of Norway, Scotland, Ire
land, &c., and they feed principally on Herrings.
Moreover, the Salmon, the Sprat, the Shad oi- Alosa, the Pilchard, the Tunny, have all their peri
odical visits and localities for the purpose of spawning, but we do not give them a distant home.
From these facts, the deduction must be, that the Herring lives in the seas adjacent to the coasts to
which they periodically resort to spawn.
I have read in the original the Laws of the Dutch on the Herring Fishery, and I suspect that there
must be some error in the translation of the preamble of the Act of the Belgian Legislature, which,
you say states that the Herring returns to the North Seas to spawn. Spawning is that bountiful
arrangement of Providence, which causes them, as already said, to come upon our coasts.
The spawn of Herrings is easily known, and cannot be mistaken, as you suppose, for medusa?, or
the living animal of the Coral. The Herring spawn immediately before leaving the coasts for the
deep ; the nets of the fishermen are then often covered with the detached unfecundata eggs of the
female, but these eggs found loose on the nets, are driven out by the pressure of the twine. The
really oviparous fecundated spawn, of which I have specimens in my possession, is of a different de
scription, and wonderfully manifests the sublime behests of Creation. The proper incubation, (I must,
use the term for want of a better,) is as follows : the female remains quiescent at the bottom,, the
whole of the roe is at once deposited ; the milt, thoroughly ripened in the male, has become changed
from a solid mass to a substance of the colour and consistency of rich cream, it is extended upon the
roe, and, mark the admirable adaptation, “ a little leaven leavens the whole lump,” the roc becomes a
firm united mass, somewhat larger than, but similar in shape to the roc in a full Herring. Cohesion
therefore is the first result, but a second is embued ; this lifeless mass or egg-bed has the power of ad
hesion • it giasps In mlj the stones, the locks, the seaweed, &c.; the young arc thus protected from
the effects of storms and currents, to a certain extent, from being devoured by other fishes, and arc
probably placed on a suitable feeding ground.
From the preceding account of the process of spawning, you may anticipate my answer to your
question, as to whether trawling can be injurious. I have no doubt that it must be so for several
months after the Herring has spawned, and that it will destroy the young of the Herring when trawl
ing is practised where the young have been deposited.
I shall conclude with a few’ general remarks applicable to the object of your inquiries.
It is probable that there are many localities on the Irish coast, where Herrings, resort, which arc
not yet discovered. It is only some thirty years ago that Herrings were first discovered to resort pe
riodically to the Firth, by a man dipping a bucket into the river.- The fishermen trust too mm h to
appearances, namely, Sea Fowl, Whales, &c. When you search for minerals, you bore the earth;
in like manner, boats should be employed to search for this golden mine at various places and at various
times, under the surveillance of experienced hands.
The people ought to be taught to fish, and particularly to cure; quality ought to be made para
mount to quantity. The curers of this country were mucli benefited by some Dutch fishermen
brought over, who cured Herrings under my own superintendence some years sinqp.
Foreign oak for Herring Barrels ought to be allowed to be imported free of duty; the Dutch only
cure in oak barrels. I had some over lately, and gave them to a curer, who sent hi; Herrings in them
to Germany, and sold them as high as the Dutch Herrings. It is my opinion, that there is a preser
vative effect, and an agreeable taste imparted to the Herring by the oak.
The quality of the salt is of great consequence ; all our British salt is bad, and mixed with bittern,
muriate of magnesia, &c. Premiums ought to be offered- for its improvement. The Dutch salt is
much superior to ours. I had some over at a considerable expense ; the curci' who tried it found his
Herrings so much improved, that he has requested me to get more, althou gh the price is about qua
druple what our common salt is.
I have the honor to be, &c.
(Signed)
JOHN MITCHELL.

APPENDIX, No. XXX.
Foreign Fishermen.
Copy of a Letter from Mr. Mitchell, of Leith, proposing the exclusion of Foreigners from the Fish
eries on the shores of Great Britain, dated 26th August, 1834.
1 o the Right Honorable the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade.

My Lords,—More than three years ago, at the urgent request of many of those most interested, I
had the honor of addressing your Lordships regarding the necessity of affording protection to our
countrymen employed in the Herring Fishery on the British coasts, and particularly on the coasts of
U
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Scotland; and I am now again induced to address your Lordships, by observing from the speech
made in Parliament by Lord Palmerston on the 25th ultimo, that, notwithstanding the able report on
[he Channel Fisheries by a Committee of the Commons, dated August last year, and the information
collected by your Lordships many months ago, from various ports on the coast of Scotland, no
. effectual steps have yet been taken by the Government for the protection of our fishermen on the
British coasts.
The evils then and since complained of are, 1st, that foreigners with their fishing vessels have, wi
thin these few years, begun to come close in on the Scottish shore, to fish Herrings, which ought not
to be permitted, because contrary to the law of nations, contrary to the interests of this nation, and
evidently tending to the serious injury of a valuable fishery, aud of a numerous and industrious class,
who are peculiarly entitled not only to protection but encouragement.
2nd. Another aggravating evil is, that in so doing they often hinder even our own fishermen from
following their lawful avocation, the large size of the foreign fishing vessels, and the great weight and
length of their nets, effectually preventing our fishermen from coming upon the grounds where
the Herrings arc most abundant, lest their boats should be injured, or their nets should be sunk or
cut away.
3rd. Many foreigners have a bad practice of shooting their nets several hours before sunset, which
tends to disperse the Herrings, aud therefore to injure the fishery, aud which practice ought not to
be permitted on our coasts.
To such an extent have these encroachments been carried, that foreign fishing vessels are beginning
to enter British harbours, and their crews to go out and fish immediately adjacent, even on Sundays.
Besides, this facility of approach, it is well known, enables many of the crews of such vessels to carry
on a profitable trade in spirits, tobacco, and other contraband articles.
The numerous and industrious classes of our fishermen, on the Scottish coasts, complain loudly and
most justly of the want of protection ; they see that harvest which belongs to themselves reaped by
foreigners ; and such are the injuries they sustain, and the annoyances they meet with, that I have been
told by some of the fishermen they intend giving up the fishing altogether, if protection be not afforded
to them.
The encroachments of foreigners on the coast of Newfoundland, and the pusillanimous and un
justifiable concessions made by weak or ignorant administrations at. former periods, (in consequence,
solely in consequence, let it be observed, of such encroachments not having been timeously checked,
and fixed rules as to distance laid down,) and the annoyance now so loudly complained of by our fish
ermen there, point out the necessity of immediate interference, and of fixed rules and limits being
adopted, as to the British coast—See Young's Letters on the British North American Colonies,
Letter II.
Fortunately, there never was any doubt as to the right of excluding foreigners to a certain distance
from our coasts; and, indeed, until very recently, it is well known that foreigners never ventured to
approach our shores to fish ; but, in absence of any fixed law, where practice and precedent super
sede or make the law, I shall produce the most undoubted authorities to prove the right we have of
excluding; and as it appears that foreigners have been permitted to exclude our subjects to the dis
tance of three leagues from their coast, (Sec Report of House of Commons on Channel Fisheries,
August 16, 183o, page 4,) that distance ought cither to be at once and for ever made the rule by us,
or wc ought forthwith to determine what the distance shall be.
I shall quote, 1st, some important treaties and authorities, proving the right of excluding generally
from the coasts and seas.
2nd. Those treaties and authorities in which distance is specially referred to or determined.
And 3rd. I shall give the opinions of some of the most celebrated writers on international law, and
of others, all proving the undeniable right of excluding.
In the first place, as to the right of excluding generally from the coasts and seas, the following may
suffice :—
In 1429, Eric .X. King of Denmark and Norway, prohibited foreigners from fishing on the coast
of Iceland and Westmonia, but permitted them to come to North Bergen, in Norway, to purchase
fish ; and King Henry VI. of England, on the complaint of said king, issued a proclamation, prohi
biting English vessels from fishing or trading at any other place in those dominions than at North
Bergen ; which law, we find, had continued till 1478, lor Edward IV . granted a special licence to
R. Alcock of Hull to proceed to Iceland, there to load fish or other goods—Ry mer's Feedera, vol.
xii, page 94.
In 1480, a treaty was entered into between Edward IV. and Christian I., wherein it was stipulated
that no English mqp should resort to Iceland, without special license and safe conduct from the King of
Denmark—Rymer's Fcedera, vol. xii, page 120.
In 1490, by treaty between Henry VII. and John II. of Denmark, permission was obtained for
the English to fish on the coasts of that kingdom, upon the understanding that license was to be first
asked and obtained, and only for seven years, de septennio in septennium—Rymer's Fcedera, vol.
xii, page 381.
In 1553, Philip II. of Spain obtained a license for his subjects to fish upon the north coast of Ireland,
for the term of twenty-one years, paying yearly for the same £1000.—.Burroughs on the sovereignty
of the British sea.
,
In 1595, Christian I\ . of Denmark refused to grant Queen Elizabeth liberty for her subjects to
fish at Westmony, near Iceland, or even to fish at Iceland, without first obtaining a license, agreeably
to ancient treaties.—Rymer's Fcedera, vol. xvi. page 275.
In October, 1609, Eing dames I. issued a proclamation, prohibiting foreign nations from fishing on
the coasts of Great Britain ; and, accordingly, the Dutch, the subsequent year, made a treaty with
him, agreeing to pay a certain sum for liberty to fish in the British seas__ Salmon's ChronoLmm vol.
b page. 96; Anderson's History of Commerce, vol. i, page 478.
In 1636, King Charles I. issued a similar proclamation, prohibiting all persons, not his natural born
subjects, from fishing on the coasts and seas of Great Britain aud Ireland, without a special license
run X\%nedrfro,n his Majesty, (fymer’s Fadera, vol. xx, page 15,) and the Dutch accordingly paid
£30,0<’() for liberty to fish that summer—Rushworth's Col. 322.
In 1639, a treaty of peace and commerce was entered into between King Charles I. of England
and ( mi-'tian IV. of Denmark, article 1 1th of which stipulates that the subjects of Great Britain shall
not proceed to the places prohibited by former treaties, without the special license of his Majesty,
asked and granted, unless compelled by storm.—Rymer's Fcedera, vol. xx, pa(re 336.
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Secondly, the following prove, most satisfactorily, what the practice is and has been as to dis
tance :—
According to Melwood, an old writer on Scotch law, an ancient treaty existed between the Scotch
and Dutch, that the latter should not fish within eighty miles of the shore. He says, “ Non possum
prseterire, quod ante sreculum hoc post cruentissimam ex occasionibus maritimis discordiam inter Scotos
Batavosque, res in hunc modum composita fuit, ut Batavi impostcrum abstinerent ab oris Scoticis ad
octuaginta saltern milliaria.”—Wetwood, de dominio mavis, cap. 3, 1615.
Me find in Spottiswood’s History of Scotland, that it was agreed between the Commissioners of
England and Scotland, in the second year of the reign of king James I., that the fishing within the
distance of fourteen miles from the shore, “ where neither English nor other strangers have used to
fish,” should, as before, be reserved exclusively to the Scotch.—History of Scotland, p. 483.
By the treaty of Utrecht, (in 1713,) the subjects of France are excluded from fishing on the coasts,
seas, bays, and rivers of Nova Scotia, and coasts of Newfoundland, “with the exception of that part of
the coasts of Newfoundland stretching from Cape Bonavista to Point Riche;” and the 15th article
says, “And whereas it is insisted on the part of Spain that certain rights of fishing at the Island of
Newfoundland do belong to the Guipuscoans, or other subjects of the Catholic king, her Britannic
Majesty consents and agrees that all such privileges as the Guipuscoans and other people of Spain are
able to make claim to by right, shall be allowed and preserved to them.”
In the preliminary articles of peace between France and Britain, signed at Fountainbleau the 3rd
November, 1762, are the following important stipulations :—
Art. 3. And his Britannic Majesty consents to leave to his most Christian King’s subjects the liberty
to fish in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, on condition that the subjects of France do not exercise the said
fishery but at the distance of three leagues from all the coasts belonging to Great Britain, as well those
of the continent as those of the islands situated in the said Gulf of St. Lawrence ; and as to what re
lates to the fishery out of said Gulf, his most Christian Majesty’s subjects shall not exercise the fishery
but at the distance of fifteen leagues from the coasts of the Island of Cape Breton.
Art. 17th says, His Catholic Majesty desists from all pretension which he may have formed to the
right of fishing about the Island of Newfoundland.
By the treaty of Paris, 1783, the exclusions were continued, with some modifications as to the
coast of Newfoundland
And by treaty of Paris, 1814, the same conditions of exclusion are agreed upon, in terms of for
mer treaties.
Having thus quoted several treaties, both in ancient and modern times, bearing upon this important
question where the exclusive right of a nation to the fishery on her coasts has been fully and clearly
established, I shall now, thirdly, proceed to quote the opinions of civilians and others, whose authority
must have great weight on such a question.
Vattel says, “ If a nation have on their coast a particular fishery of a profitable nature, and of
which they have become masters, shall they not be permitted to appropriate to themselves that boun
teous gift of nature as an appendage to the country they possess, and to reserve to themselves the
great advantage which their commerce may thence derive, in case of there being a sufficient abun
dance of fish to supply the neighbouring states ?”—Dominicum Maris, 129.
Bodinus says, by the common law of all maritime nations, the right of fishing extends to the
distance of thirty leagues from the coast—Bod de Rep. lib. i. cap. 10.
In Grotius’ celebrated treatise, Marc Liberum, we shall find that this celebrated author does not
even hint at claiming for his countrymen, the Dutch, the right of fishing on our coasts : what he
argues for, is the right, of freedom of navigation, and of fishing on the seas.— Vide Grotius, Marc Li
berum, cap. v. But vide also Seldon's Mare Clausum.
Baldus says that those countries bordering on the sea arc entitled to claim one hundred miles out
wards.—Bald, ad L. de Rer. Bom.
M elwood, before-mentioned, quotes several authorities in proof of the correctness of his own opi
nion, that the sea to the distance of one hundred miles from the shore is the property of and subject
to the adjacent country.
On the debate upon a motion brought forward by Sir John Newport in 1815, Lord Castlereagh,
who on such a question is good authority, stated, “ By the law of nations we have clearly the right
of exclusive fishing within the jurisdiction of our own territories, but how’far that jurisdiction ex
tended was a question open to discussion.”
An excellent modern authority says, “ The dominion of the state over the neighbouring sea extends
as far as her safety renders it necessary, and her power is able to assert it.”—Chitty, Commercial
Law, page 143.
Dr. Lushington has given it as his opinion, that three miles’ distance at least may be insisted upon
as the limits within which no foreigner should be permitted to fish—See debate in the House of
Commons, ill July, 1834.
It is respectfully submitted, that sufficient evidence is here given to prove the right we possess of
protecting and preserving this important fishery, by excluding foreigners. But I will now bring for
ward the best evidence in the world upon this important question, namely, The Report of the Com
mittee of the Commons on the Channel Fisheries, dated 16th August last year; and the following
extracts state facts so broadly and distinctly, bearing expressly upon the question of encroachments,
that it must certainly strike every impartial observer with astonishment, that the recommendation of
that important Committee, added to the information obtained by your Lordships from Scotland, have
not long before this placed our fisheries in security from foreign aggression.
“ While these proceedings” (namely, annoyances and gradual encroachments, as fully proved by
voluminous evidence, and similar to those complained ot by the Scotch fishermen,) “ are taking
place upon the English side of the Channel, on the part of the subjects of France, the fishermen of
England are not allowed to fish within three leagues of the French coast; but, on their approaching
that limit, have been warned off by the Revenue or Police Coast Guard vessels in the service of the
French Government, and told that they will not be allowed to fish within that distance of their
shore.”—Page 4.
“ Your Committee also think it right to observe, that great attention on the part of the French
Government appears to be paid to the encouragement and extension of their Channel fisheries, par
ticularly as a nursery for their seamen ; for which latter purpose they require so large a, number as
eighteen or twenty men to be carried on board each fishing vessel; and it is stated in evidence be
fore your Committee, that bounties are also granted in aid of their fisheries. While to these causes,
u 2
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therefore, your Committee attribute the greatly increased numbers of the French fishermen, and
observe the decrease and distresses of our own, they deem it their duty to suggest that all possible
protection and encouragement should be promptly given to the English fisheries, not only in justice
to the parties engaged in them, but regarding them in a national point of view as the most valuable
source of supply to our navy.
“ Now in order to remedy the grievances at present sustained by the English fishermen from the
interference of their rival neighbours, as already mentioned, your Committee are of opinion that
ioreign fishermen should be prevented, at all seasons of the year, from fishing within one league or
such other distance of the English coast, as by the law or usage of nations is considered to belong
exclusively to this country, so that the fishermen of England may at least be placed upon an equal
footing with those of foreign states, as regards the protection afforded to them by their own country;
and, further, that all foreign fishermen should be required to observe, during the spawning or breed
ing season of fish, all such laws or regulations as may be imposed upon the English fishermen for
the better preservation of the spawn and brood of fish in the bays and shallow water upon our coast.
1 o accomplish these objects, your Committee recommend his Majesty’s Government be requested
to give directions both to the Lords of the Admiralty and the Commissioners of his Majesty’s Cus
toms, that all Officers of the Customs and of Revenue, and other cruizing vessels upon the coast
may be instructed to prevent foreign fishermen from fishing within such prescribed distance of
the shore ; to enforce the observance of the laws and regulations before-mentioned, as well by our
own people as by foreigners ; and to protect the English fishermen from aggression at sea.
“ \ our Committee also earnestly repeat their opinion, that the present state of our Channel fish
eries satisfies them that their interests have been too long neglected, and that it is of the first impor
tance, as well to the naval and commercial prosperity of this country, as to the local interests con
nected with the fisheries, that the welfare of these valuable establishments should receive the further
attention of Pailiament, and of his Majesty’s Government in particular; and they bog leave to
submit the a ai ions suggestions contained in this report to the early and serious consideration of this
House.”—Ditto, page 18.
It gives me much pleasure to be able to point out to your Lordships so satisfactory and indubitable
a chain of proofs in favor of the claims for protection made by our fishermen. The wisdom of the
Government can judge, from the analogous circumstances of the Oyster fishery of France, ami the
Cod fisheries on the coasts of British America, as to the proper distance other nations should be re
stricted to ; and the necessity of immediate and prompt interference is fully proved by the encroach
ments made in the one case, and the firmness maintained as to the limits in the other. I would
most humbly suggest that, to remedy the evils complained of, the Fishery Board, (one of the best
managed establishments in Europe, and which, by its judicious and well-applied regulations, has
raised the character of British Herrings to a most extraordinary degree within a few years, and upon
the existence of which Board, and its Officers, the prosperity of the fisheries depends,) should be
authorised by the Government to take proper measures for excluding foreigners from fishing on our
coasts ; and, for this purpose, one or two cruizcrs should be placed at their disposal ; and, in addition,
the Coast Guard might be authorised to give their aid when required.
I have the honor to be, my Lords, your very obedient servant.
JOHN MITCHELL.
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The Fisheries of The Hebrides.
Extract from a Report on the State of the Outer Hebrides, or Ling Island, by Mr. William
Macgillivray, A.M.—one of the Prize Essays of the Highland Society of Scotland, 1830.

Sun Fis]k

The sea swarms with fishes of numerous kinds. The most important are the Ling, the Cod, the
Tusk, the Coal-fish, the Dog-fish, the Herring, and the Haddock. The Gurnet, the Skate, the Thornback,
the Turbot, the common Flounder, the Plaice, the Conger, the sand Eel, the Lump-fish, and many others,
are common. The Dog-fish occurs ot! the west coast in prodigious shoals, and is more particularly
fished for by the people of Barvas, who dispose of the oil obtained from it, in Stornaway.
The basking Shari;, named Kerban, by the Hebridians, is a very remarkable species. Its length
is from twenty to forty feet or more; its colour blackish above, light below. It appears in the sounds
and along the coasts, in the beginning of summer, in large droves, often remaining motionless at the
surface for hours together, in calm weather. It is perfectly harmless, and is easily harpooned. For
merly its visits were more regular ; and, in most of the hamlets on the cast coast harpoons and lines
were kept for the purpose of capturing it. The only useful part is the liver, which yields from two
to eight barrels of very clear oil.
Prodigious shoals of Sand-eels arc often to be seen along the sandy shores, in which they burrow,
and where they are procured at low water, by means of hooks similar to a common sickle, but with
under teeth.
Toward the end of the summer, and during the whole of autumn, the coasts are lined with myriads
of the fry of the Coal-fish, which are here named Cuddies, together with multitudes of the same
fish in its second year, named then bythe. In the third year it is about a foot and ahalf in length,
and, when full-grown, becomes dry and coarse.
The best Cod is obtained at a distance from the coast, but (be younger individuals frequent the vici
nity of shoals and sunk-i ocks.in the sounds andbays. 1 he Gurnet is very abundant, as is the Haddock in
some parts, while in otheis it is never seen. Skate of enormous size sometimes occur, and Flounders of several species are abundant along the sandy shores.
The Herring is by no means plentiful in the outer Hebrides. Along the eastern coasts it <
times occurs in the lochs and creeks m considerable abundance; but on the west coa<t soom-To he
rare. I.och Rog, in I.ewis, was, many years ago, colei,rate J as the resort of very lar.r'o Heiriims,
winch armed here about Christmas, and disappeared in a few weeks; they di
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Lewis, in a stream near Keose, in the same district, in that at the head of Loch Resort, between
Lewis and Harris, at Bunantree, in the latter country, and in several places in the Uists. The sea
Trout, also ascends the rivulets, ami at certain seasons occurs plentifully in some of the lakes,
and almost every pool, swarms with I rout of numberless varieties ; among which, however, I have
only seen two species, the common Trout and Char, the latter rare. The rivulets also afford the
former in abundance, as well as the Par. The common Eel and fresh-water Lamprey, both held in
detestation by the Hcbridians, are the only other species which have occurred to me in fresh water.
Even the Loche, Minnow, and Stickleback, so common in the rivers, pools, and ditches of the main
land, do not seem to exist in these islands.

Fisheries of the He
brides.

APPENDIX, No. XXXII.
Suggestions for Improving the Curing of Cod and Ling Fish.
[From a recently established Newspaper, entitled “ The Shetland Journal,” published monthly in
London, for circulation in the Shetland Islands.^
Spain presents a good and a very extensive market for dried Cod and Ling fish, and at one period Curing of Cod and
the Shetland Ling fish had the preference there to all others. From the defective manner of curing, howLing.
ever, which has prevailed for some time past in Shetland, and the improvement in this process which
has been made in other places, the Shetland fish has become absolutely unfit for the Spanish markets.
To remedy this, must surely be worth the attention both of fishermen and curers, and in fulfilment of
one of the chief purposes for which the Shetland Journal has been established, the promotion of lo
cal improvements, we shall give some information on the manner in which fish ought to bo cured, in
order to render it fit for the Spanish market.
The principal defects in the Shetland curing are, 1st, want of sufficient attention to the cleaning of
the fish, bits of gut being allowed to remain, and the interior membrane, or, to speak in our own dia
lect, the black striffin, left in the lugs of the fish. 2nd, overloading the fish with salt. 3rd, not suffici
ently drying it.
'The remedies arc obvious—more careful cleaning, less salting, and better drying. To cure fish
well, there should be a tolerably largo quantity cured at one station. Less salt should be used, and it
is considered, that if, instead of the common Liverpool salt, a portion at least of Lisbon, St. Ubes, or
Cadiz salt, were used, it would be found a greater improvement, as from the greater strength, a much
loss quantity would be required to preserve the fish. Die fish woidd thus not be so liable to give. It
would not show so much of the salt, but exhibit that clean, yellow, and transparent appearance which
is held so much in esteem by the Spaniards. On the coast of Yorkshire, where the curing of Ling
and Cod has been brought to greater perfection than at any other station in the kingdom, the method
of drying is pretty nearly the same as that followed in Shetland, with this addition:—After the fish
has been dried to that degree, or rather more, which we shall call thoroughly dried, and fit for housing
or shipping, it is put up into one large pile, and left to stand for ten or twelve days, which is called
sweating it. It is then opened out, carefully sorted, and the fish again exposed to the sun and air for
a longer or a shorter period, as may be found requisite from the degree in which the different fish
may have given or sweated, and thus the whole parcel becomes thoroughly and evenly cured.
In Spain, every cargo or parcel of fish is, on landing, assorted into three classes, namely—1st, Mereante, or merchantable. 2nd. Medianillo, or middling. 3rd. Roto, or broken and inferior.
The proportions which the prices of these classes bear to each other, are as 30, 20, and 10. In
a cargo of Yorkshire fish, the proportion of the first class is generally about three-fourths of the
whole. . In a cargo of Shetland fish, the proportion has seldom exceeded one-fourth. Hence the ad
vantage of superior curing for that market is obvious. That a loss of weight is incurred by the fish
being more highly dried, we arc aware, and also admit that the curer who may cure his fish in the man
ner we have pointed out, is entitled to a belter price than he who cures it in the inferior manner in
which it is now done. Nor need he doubt of obtaining it. The system of current prices for all qua
lities, we prophesy, will soon be broken up.
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Report from the Isle of Man, from Messrs. Townsend and Bahry, Commissioners of Inquiry.
Donglas, Isle of Man, 28th .January, 183G.

Me arrived here from Liverpool on Monday night, ami have been since engaged in a most inte
resting inquiry into the fisheries of this Island. We have every reason to congratulate the Board on
having adopted the judicious suggestion of our Chairman, that a visit should be paid to this quarter.
The Herring Fishery of the Isle of Man, almost wholly confined to the western coast, involves directly
the interest of a great part of our eastern coast, of Ireland ; and the practical observations made by an
exceedingly intelligent small maritime community, being applicable to cither side of the Channel,
must be important. The fishery has, as may well be supposed, been from the earliest times a subject
of deep interest to the inhabitants, and has occupied the attention of the local Legislature from the
remotest period of its history. Ihe Statute-books contain, from 1610 down to a very late period, some
of those short ami concise gems of legislation on the subject of the Fisheries, that may well be con
trasted with many of those verbose and unintelligible productions that may be found coming from
quarters said to be more civilized. All the public records of the Island have, with the utmost cour
tesy, been rendered available to our inquiry ; ami we have been assisted in our personal examinations
by the principal authorities, with the most unremitting attention. Both sides of the question have
been exhi nted to us with the utmost candour, ami we have been afforded every fair opportunity of
forming just conclusions on the important but perplexing questions of restrictions and regulations.
It is proper to state, that here no hope or desire seems to prevail, that any species of unnatural
stimulus m tne shape of bounties, either directly or under any other name, should be expected from
the Government, the authorities seeking only for permission to protect themselves against certain ag
gressions that have, according to the opinions of the most intelligent persons, been calculated to
•’jstroy a most valuable source of employment and profit. It is quite cheering to observe the identity
iccliDg which seems to prevail here between the constituted authorities, the higher classes, and the

hie of Man Fishery.
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operative fishermen. The early Fishery Imws of the Island judicious, salutary, and truly patriarchal,
were most cordially observed by the native fishermen ; and up to the period of the enactment 1st and
State of the British
2nd Geo. IV., chap. 79, the Herring Fishery of this Island afforded, not only to its inhabitants, but
Fishery laws, as they to those of the east coast of Ireland, a most abundant and profitable source of employment. The 7th
affect the Manx Fish section of the statute above-mentioned confirmed to the Scotch Board of Fisheries rights which, by the
eries.
previous British Fishery Acts of IStli and 55th Geo. III. formerly existed, of framing regulations for,
and superintending the Fisheries of the Isle of Man. This revival of the power would seem to have
been judged necessary by that department, in consequence of the Isle of Man having been named in
the Irish Act of the 59th Geo. III., chap. 109. By virtue of this enactment, an officer was appointed,
and it was signified to the authorities of the island, that only such laws and regulations should be en
forced as emanated from the British Fishery Board. In the summer of 1823, a Herring Fishery,
since then unexampled in its abundance, offered, for the first time, strong inducements to several
adventurers from Cornwall and the west coast of Scotland, to join their Manx and Irish countrymen
in prosecuting annually the Herring Fishery on the west coast of this island.
Regulation of the
An Act of the Manx Legislature, as early as IG10, had, among other salutary regulations, prohi
time for commencing bited the commencement of the Herring Fishery before the Kith July, Old Style, that having been
the Herring Fishery.
about the period before which, from time immemorial, the shoals of Herrings were believed not to
have “ sufficiently settled and embodied in the Channel;” the impatience or avarice, or perhaps the spirit
ot free trade prevailing amongthe strangers, they utterly disregarded this old regulation, and sometimes
Injury done to fishing anticipated the arrival of the shoals, and not allowing them to settle, they took them in their pro
by strangers com
gress before the large bodies had time to arrive, thus destroying the ‘‘goose and the golden egg.
mencing too early.
In vain did the Admiral and his deputies remonstrate; the strangers regarded not the “ Laws of
Petition from Fisher Man.” On the 22nd February, 1827, apetition from a large body of the native fishermen was
men.
referred by the Court of Tynwald to a Committee of the Local Legislature, and a Report founded
Report of Committee.• upon it, which, for the simplicity and clearness of its statements, and for its sensible and respectful
style, could not for the purpose be excelled, was transmitted by the Lieutenant Governor to the Se
cretary of the Scotch Board, in whom the superior authority was fully admitted to exist; and although
a correspondence followed, the grievance has never been redressed, and the fisheries of the island
Diminution of Boats, have progressively dwindled to a mere name. Four hundred vessels, giving employment to upwards
of two thousand men, have diminished to less than half that, number, and the Manx fisherman sees
himself and his family pauperised by an encroachment upon those laws which his ancestors had framed
for his protection, and which the most intelligent and disinterested persons here unite in believing to
have been most salutary and useful.—(See Answers to Queries from Mr. M'Kenzie, Inspector of
Fish eri es, Dougla s.)
To ascertain, by a personal examination of the most intelligent persons, the correctness of the gene
rally prevalent opinion, has been the main object of our inquiry, conceiving, as wo do, that the ques
tion deeply involves the interests of the Irish Channel Fisheries, and that the same theories which are
in the present case satisfactorily established, maybe applicable to other places similarly ci"cumstanced.
The evidence taken here, and the extracts from the laws of the island bearing upon the Fisheries,
which we shall have to lay before the Board, will be in many respects extremely interesting.
Effect of Trawling.
The effect of incessant trawling by the Liverpool boats, for nearly half the year, on two coral
banks on the eastern side of this island, where Herrings are believed to spawn, has formed another
very interesting subject of inquiry, and in the progress of it some new and extraordinary facts have
been developed.
Advantage of Timber
We have visited the extensive curing and drying-houses of Messrs. Holmes in this place, now totally
for building, duty free, unemployed, and we have made minute inquiries upon the important subject of building and equip
ping fishing vessels here, where the exclusion from heavy duties enables adventurers to use materials
of the very best description, at prices in some cases less than one-third of what the same articles cost
in Ireland.
II. TOWNSEND.
(Signed)
JAMES R. BARRY.
Isle of Mun Fishery.
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Act of Tynwald, 23rd June,

1610,

for

Regulating the Herring Fishings.—(Libr.

Scaccari, 1610.)

At the place called the Chapel of St. John Baptist, the 23rl day of Jiuv*, Anno Domini 1610, before John Ireland,
Esq., Lieutenant and Captain ; William Lucas and William Raycliff, Receivers; Thomas Salisbury and Ewan t hristiau,
Herring Scowtesto be Deemsters. (Here follow the names of the Twenty-four Keys.) The two Deemsters and Twenty-four Keys aforesaid,
four tons Burthen.
Jo affirm and avouch, that the scowtes, which ought to be provided within this Isle for the Herring fishing, in then
conscience and opinions, ought every of them to be of the burthen oi tour tons ; and this to be observed tor law heiea ti r.
The Lieutenant, Deemsters, Officers, and Twenty-four Keys, aforesaid, having taken the examinations o om
ancient men, vizMallo-Caloe, William Kerush, John Christin, and William Comm, who perfectly did remember
the Herring fishing in this isle, and were themselves fishers driving tor Herring iu the North of Eng am , vi i - ailx
, fishina boats', do ordain, appoint, and enact, for law to be observed every hereafter in this isle, tin a aiu • mix le
Lord’s and Baron s ;
« aud farmer3 within this isle, whether they be Lord’s tenants, or Baron’s tenants, shall have always m readiness,
Tenant s to be preref| for q10 Herring fishery, eight fathoms of nets furnished with corks or buoys, that is o sax out oi every
pared for fishing.
quarter of ‘'round eight fathoms, containing three deepings of nine score meshes upon the rope.
It is therefore, further ordered and enacted, that every farmer who is not already provided ot nets, according to this
Act shall furnish themselves before the feast day of St. James next, following, being the '25th ot July next, upon
penally of a Hue 10 be imposed by discretion upon such as shall be faulty.
[Examined by John Quale, C.R.J
1610, relative to the Herring Fishery.
and the orders to be observed, at, and concerning the same, which the Water Baihll istosee executed ;
and how he is to sit and call an Admiral Court for the redressing of trespasses at the Herring hbhuig, as well as other
Extract of an Act of Tynwald,

IIprrtnc

Fishing

seafaring affairs.
As the Herrin" fishin" is as great a blessing as this poor Is and receives, in enabling the tenants for the better and
speedier payment’of their rents, and other impositions, ami have wherewithal to supply their other wants and occasions,
when as all other their endeavours and husbandry would scarce advance any such advantages and gains unto them. So
Proclamation to be itb:ltb been the incessant care and regard of the Government of this isle, always when the season of such fishing falls
made in' lone vearlv ou1’ and rather before, upon the Tynxvald holden in J une every year, to make open and public, proclamation to the.
of aimroachiuff Iler- whole Assembly of the island, to remind them to be careful in providing their boats and nets to he. in readiness, whenring Fishin"
soever it pleaseth God to send them that blessing, and for the great furtherance and means to obtain such, it was the
care of the then Government, in the year 1610.
That every farmer or tenant within this island, whether Lord’s or Baron’s tenants, should provide eight fathoms of
nets, (when as then there was not so many that kept boats and nets as now.) furnished with buoys and corks ready for
fishing, out of every quarter of ground: containing three deepings of nine score ineshes upon‘the rope, to be as an
imposition upon the tenants for the more effectual obtaining of a blessing as atoresaid.
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And less that some persons should he too forward to fish, before the fish should well ground about the land, ami so
frighten it away, it was also provided that no person or persons whatever, should attempt to shoot for the fish till alter
the 16th of July, which was then apprehended to be the season for such fishing.
And when it pleaseth God to send this blessing of fish about the isle, the water bailiff, upon notice thereof, as he is
termed Admiral, is to take immediate care and cause to have all the boats of the island or fleet to come to such a
place as the fish is, to drive for the same, and to see after my Lord’s custom fish ; and that there be good order observed
amongst them, (which he is to redress if there be not.) and to hold and observe these courses and orders following, viz.:
That none shall be admitted to fish from Saturday morning till Sunday night, after sunset, upon pain of forfeiture
of his boat and nets; or fish in the day time without special liberty from the officers or water bailiff; or that there
be a great necessity for it.
1
And no man is to shoot his nets till the Admiral or Vice-Admiral have first taken in their flags, or to give a watcliword if the night be dark ; that they may know when to shoot their nets; and whosoever is found to offend herein,
forfeiteth 10$. to the Lord, and twenty days imprisonment.
And whosoever shall wilfully shoot his nets across, over the nets of another, or shall use any draw-nets or stake-nets,
during the time of fishing, shall forfeit 10$.
And if any shall cut any buoys or corks off any man’s nets, or shake or take any Herrings out of the same, shall be
proceeded against by a jury as in the nature of felony.
And if any of the fleet do, by God’s blessing, meet with the seal of fish, or get good store thereof, and reveal not the
same to the next boat to him, that so the same might be discovered from boat to boat, throughout the whole fleet, to
the end every of them might be partakers of that blessing, that every one so offending is to be fined 40$. besides im
prisonment.
.
, . ,, .
Also that if any shall lay violent hands up< n, or strike any of his fellows, or give Inm uncharitable language on sea
board, or under the full sea mark, such person to be punished by forty days imprisonment, and to be fined besides, at
the water bailiff’s discretion.
.
, ,
T v
And if any draw blood by violent strokes on sea board, or under full sea mark, shall forfeit his goods to the hord s
pleasure.
Also the water bailiff shall have out of every boat, as oft as they fish, a certain measure called a Kybbou full of
ball be excluded from
Herrimrs! and whosoeverrefuseth
whosoever rofnseth to give
cive the same,
same. or twelve pence in money, in lieu thereof, shall
the fleet.
And that the waterbailiff shall empannel forth Jurors of Enquiry, to present all such as either contemn or break
any of these orders, or commit any other offences or misdemeanors in the Herring fishing time; and at the Admiral
Court, give in these presentments, that fines may be imposed upon them by the Court. And that upon every Saturday,
by 2 o’clock in the afternoon, during the fishing time, the water bailiff is to sit and hold an Admiral Court, as well to
inflict punishments upon all offenders, as to reform all wrongs committed through the fleet.
And every master of a boat, and all others his fishermen, are to attend the same Court to serve upon jurors or other
necessary occasions, as they shall be required unto, upon pain of fining.
.
.
And the water bailiff may also, as oft as such occasions fall out, call a Court, and inipannel jurors, to determine all
controversies, that concern seafaring or maritime affairs, betwixt party and party, at any other time, in what conve
nient place he pleaseth to sit, the same by virtue of his office, either upon the suit of any party, or in pursuance of
any order for the transmitting of any case from Chancery to be so determined, as most incident and proper to that
course of determination.
[Au Abstract from the Statute Laws of the Isle of Man.
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Peel, 15th August, 1826.
William Tarbett is master of a boat; has observed many of the English and Irish boats fishing this season, earl} in
June. These boats have made a practice of shooting their nets before sunset. It is bis opinion, and that ot man} o < ,
experienced fishermen, that it is not proper to begin the Herring fishery until the first week in July, and that that
period would be too early if the weather should then be fine and the nights light; he thinks the fishery has been spoiled
this year by commencing so early. That the English fishermen have been fishing on the Manx coast about five sea
sons • they fish differently to the Manx. The meshes of their nets are smaller than the Manx nets. They use no weights
to their nets, which are floated by buoys and small corks. In general the nets of one English boat are three times the
length of a Manx boat’s net—the English nets are also deeper. The Irish nets are floated by buoys and corks, but
are sunk with stones
e
.
Last year he took three tar barrels to sea, and after the nets were shot, set them on fire, fastened to the frames ot
nets • he thinks the experiment was successful; he caught six or seven maze of Herrings that night. He is certain the
Herrings were not frightened ; bht the experiment was not repeated, ns the Manx fishermen threatened to go to law
with him for doing so? He has heard old fishermen say that the Ilerrings have been dispersed by fishingso early in the
season as has been the practice of late years. ”1 here is a coral bank about three miles fiom the shore, abreast of the
Niarbil; about six or seven years ago spawn fish were caught on that bank in the month of August; he has seen none
caught since.
.................. , x o
-IC
xt
John Morrison has been master of a boat 40 years; there is a coral bank in the Big Bay, about three miles from the
shore, where he has seen small quantities of spawn fish taken. Of late years the Herring fishery has commence mac i
too early; about twenty years ago the Duke of Athol came to this island in the month of June, and he ordered some ot
the fishing boats to sea ; since that time the fishermen persist in commencing the fishing before the month of . }.
The year before last, many of the boats fishing for the bounty began to fish very early, and shot their nets during the
day. During the last three years the fishery has been begun unusually early in the year, and great injury has been
the consequence in his opinion, and also by the practice which partially prevails amongst the English and Ins i >oats,
of shooting nets before sunset. His experience enables him to say that the fish would collect in huge shoals it not disturbed early in the season.
Isaac Hutchin, master and owner of the boat “ Jane,” has been going to the Herring fishery for forty years. It was
the custom, until oflate years, not to begin the fishing before the 5th of July. Io the best of his opinion, since they
have been in the habit of beginning to fish early in the season, the fishing has not been so good ; and he has observed
that the fish has not collected nor approached so close to the shore. He has seen the Englishand Irish fishermen shootin" their nets before sunset.
Thomas Burns, of Arklow. master of the “ Rover,” has followed the fishing eighteen years. He has fished seven sea
sons oil the coasts of the island ; began to fish at Arklow on the 14th of May. They begin to fish at Arklow as soon as
the fish appear, and before they settle on the coasts. In his opinion, fishing so eally m the year has done grea amaoc
to the fishery on the Irish coast. The Arklow boats shoot their nets from the larboard, the Manx boats from the star
board side. The nets are never shot on the Irish coast before sunset. He is of opinion that the shoals of fish which come
upon the Manx coast, are sought after and fished before they have time to embody and settle, and it the shoal was once
settled, it would not be so easily scared ; and he tliinks that from the 28th June to 5th July is soon enough to com
mence the fishing on the coasts of the Isle of Man.
.
William Sherwood, master of the “ Rose in June,” of Arklow. has been engaged in the Herring fishery tor I.j years.
The KHinmer fishing commences about the 14th May upon the coast of Arklow, and continues for six weeks; it logins
acain in November, when the Herrings leave the Arklow coast. Heis ot opinion that they go to the northward, asm
the summer fishery they are caught to the south side of the net, and in the winter fishery to the north side. I his is the
third season of his^ fishing on the coasts of the Isle of Man. The fishermen are not restricted as to the time of fishing on
the Arklow coast, but. he thinks it would be better if they were restricted, as, in his opinion, H'^bsli ?re s™n'd by begin
ning to fish too early upon the coast of Arklow, and also upon the coast of the Isle of Man. 1 he Irish fishermen shoot
their nets after sunset, and if they have a clear birth, drive for the night. They never examine their nets, or prove them
during the night. He considers the Irish mode of fishing is to be preferred, and would kill more fish than the Manxmode,
(three Herrings forone.) He considers the Manx boats to be too large, the largest ot the Arklow boats being 15 tons.
The Manx fisliermen examine their nets often during the night, and from the size of their boats, they drivemuch faster
Ilian the Arklow boats. Heis of opinion that the fishery commences too early on the coasts ot this island.
James Campbell has been master and owner of a boat for many years. He thinks when the Cait lights are lighted,
is quite time enough to shoot the nets, or half an hour after sunset in the beginning ot the season. He is of opinion
that it is very injurious to begin the fishery before the first week ot July. He i emembers that about eighteen }ears ago
there were large quantities of Dog fish Hake, and large Blocken, or Liceneghs, on the Manx coast, and there was a
small take of Herrings that year. He objects to the fishing in June, on account of the fine weather, and bright short
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nights in that month, and the beginning of July is more favourable, as he has generally observed n change of the weather
about that period. He has observed of late years that there has been no coral taken up on the Big Bank, amiI lie re
members that when the take was very good on that part of the coast, a great abundance of coral was taken up with them
in the nets. He approves of the practice of shifting births, and proving their nets during the night, and if he were to go
to the fishing again, lie would adopt that practice.
Robert Corrin Jinks is of the same opinion as Mr. Campbell.
.•
Nicholas Nimes, master of the 4-Industry.” of Si. Ives, does not think that fishing early in the season has any inju
Time of commencing
rious effect, as (to use his own words) “ where the fish are bound for there they will come, and nothing will stop them. He
Fishery.
went to fish upon the Arklow const about the 9th June, remained there about fourteen days, went to Ardglass, where
he fished nine nights, and then came to this island. Thinks that during the two first months of the season, when the.
Timeofshooting Nets. days are long, and the nights light, the nets should not be shot till an hour after sunset, and the remainder of the season
half an hour after. Has seen no boats this year shoot their nets before sunset. '1 hinks that the practice ot making a.
noise with anchors. cVc., on board boats, to ascertain the presence of fish, is injurious. Has fished upon this coast eight
Noise injurious.
years ; never knew of that practice till he came here, but he is convinced it is tailing into disuse, as he has not heard any
Pilchards.
such noise this year. There is no regulation or restriction as to the Pilchard fishery, except that the merchants w ho deal
in them do not consider them marketable if caught sooner than June; the fishermen, therefore, fish for Mackerel from
March to June.
of Mun Fishery.
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into and report all practices injurious

Herring Fishery on these Coasts, and how far the same are capaiile or remedy.
It is not the intention of your Committee to discuss the natural history of the migration of the Herring, (a subject not
entirely free from controversy.) farther than is directly applicable to the immediate object ot their inquiry.
It would appear that, contrary to the general received opinion, a shoal or shoals of Herrings, miter St. (.Jeorge s ( flan
nel from the south, in the month of May, when the Fishery commences near Arklow. on the coast of Ireland; that the
progress of the fish to the northward is slow ; Arklow. Ardglass, and the Isle of Man being the successive fishing grounds
frequented by the Cornish boats; and that thebodyof fish seldom reaches the Isleof Mau before ihemiddle of June, or later ;
thattwocoral banks situated tothe east and vvestof this island,andchieily the former, wouldseein to betlie ultimate annual
destination of this shoal or shoals ; these spots being uniformly frequented by them for the purpose of therein depositing
their spawn ; that after the completion of this process in the mouths of October or November : these shoals again return
southward, apparently with greater expedition than they had advanced, and furnish a second or winter fishing at Ark
low in November. The separate facts connecting this course of migration seem to be distinctly shewn in the evidence;
and an Arklow fisherman states the very conclusive circumstance, that in the summer fishery the Herrings always mesh
with their heads to the north, and in the winter fishery with their heads to the south, or in other words, thatin summer
they are caught to the south of the net. and in winter to the north of it. It is not intended to affirm or deny the ap
proach from the north of this body of fish, before entering, first the English Channel, and then turning into St. George’s,
nor its departure by the same course ; nor yet to deny the occasional approach of large, bodies directly from the north,
to the coasts of this island ; one example of which occurred in the great fishery of 1802; but it is believed that the
course of the great shoal which usually supplies the Manx fishery, from its entrance into St. George’s Channel until its
departure, lias been accurately described. Keeping these circumstances in view, it may be useful, first, to examine the
two principal heads of representation.
Causes of Complaint.
1st. That it has become a practice to commence the fishery’ at too early a period of the season, thereby’ scaring and
dispersing the fish before they’ had embodied and settled on or near their annual destination.
2nd. That the same ill consequences ensue from shooting the nets at too early’ an hour of the evening.
With regard to the first of these complaints, the injurious consequences of “ beginning to fish before the shoals ot
Herrings are settled in the bays,” do not rest on light or modern opinions, but are distinctly’ recognized by several Acts
of Parliament, (among others 59th Geo. HI., cap. 109.) and by’ an insular Act so far back us 1610. 1 he most ancient
authorities and opinions now accessible concur in the same view ; and all the witnesses examined by your Committee
are unanimous on this head with only one exception, a fisherman from St. Ives, who denies the injurious effects of
early fishing, affirming that 41 where the fish are bound for there they will come and nothing will stop them,” although
with singular inconsistency lie admits that fish may be scared from the ground by shooting their nets at too early an
hour of the evening, and particularly 44 during the early part of the season, when the days are long and the nights light;”
the same witness confirms the sensibility of fish to all causes of alarm by very justly reprobating the practice of the
Manx fishermen of striking their anchors and gunwales to ascertain the presence of fish, by the violent glistering mo
tion of the shoal, on being alarmed by the noise, this practice; however, he adds, is fortunately falling into disuse.
Origin of the practice
The Petitioners ascribe the practice of premature fishing to the English and Irish boats, although one Manx witness
of promature fishing. refers the origin to a period of twenty years back, long before the English boats had begun to frequent the Manx fishery.
It is of less importance however to discover the origin, than to prevent the continuance of the abuse ; and your Com
bitiug those injurious mittee have no doubt whatever that the prohibition of these two practices ought to lie most rigidly enforced ; the mode
of enforcing this and other regulations will be noticed in another part of this report.
practices.
The period for commencing the Fishery was fixed by the Manx Law of 1610, at the IGth of July, or the 4th or 5th
Period for commenNew Style, which until a recent period continued to be generally observed. The arrival and embodying of the shoal is
however far from being sufficiently uniform to be regulated by dates, and the period of commencing the fishery would
Proper period of com' probably be best freed from all reasonable objection, by requiring the water bailiff annually to cmpannel a jury of ex
mencement to be as perienced fishermen to examine the state of the shoals and report the fit period of commencement, which in some cases •
certained by a jury of would probably depend upon the brighter dark period of the moon; and for these purposes, that the ancient practice
experienced fishermen of employing scout boats be resorted to..
e
But there is a practice not noticed bv the petitioners, and exclusively confined to the Manx fisnermon, of compara
tively modern introduction, expressly prohibited by law, under penalties of sufficient magnitude, if duly enforced, which
law is openly, fearlessly, and almost universally violated, apparently because denouncing the offence has not been as
signed as a duty to any public officer, and the office of informer is naturally unpopular.
The injudicious practice here referred to. is that of tarring the nets or boiling them in a mixtare of bark and tar ; amt
Tarring of Nets.
there is a still more recent practice of soaking them in oil or other nauseous mixtures probably offensive to the fish,
Necessity of prohibi- certainly so to its consumer, and seriously affecting its commercial value. It were superfluous to insist on the a iso u e
necessity of effective measures for the abolition of this practice.
.
.
_
...
The Etmlish and Irish boats having selected a clear birth, shoot their nets and drive for the night; the Manx ireouentlv during the night prove, as they term it, by drawing up a portion of the net. to ascertain the presence o ish,
when if dissatisfied, they draw up their nets and shift their birth, thereby as the English ami lush affnin heqiiently
running foul of other nets and doing considerable injury ; the English and Irish fishermen aie also of opinion tnat be
sides being injurious to others, it as often defeats as it promotes their own purpose ; the fish according to them always
changes its depth, and approaches the surface at least once in the course of the night, and what the Manx call proving,
they consider to bo no proof of the absence of fish ; the Manx, on the contrary contend for the practical success wliic.lt
attends their proving and shitting, and although your Committee strongly incline to the superior expediency of a fixed
birth, they have not discovered a sufficient preponderance of positive tact to enable them to decide with confidence
between these conflicting opinions. There is an evident convenience in point of order, in taking up nt once a position
for the night • but your Committee are not prepared to say that an imperative regulation should be enforced, farther
than when a boat shifts her ground, she should be compelled to take a very wide birth from otlu r boats to avoid the pos
sibility of interfering with the nets already shot, and that all damages caused by such shifting be borne by the boat so
shifting.
.
.
.
Having considered the chief errors which may be deemed to require compulsory regulation, your ( oininitt >e will now
advert to others of a different, description, winch are most injurious to the individuals themselves : and th « conviction of
which it may be most expedient to leave to the slow but certain operation of intelligence and improvement.
The principal errors here adverted to. relate to the size, rigging, and equipment of the boats. Within the nieinorv of
many personsnow liviim. the average size of the Manx li hing boats has more than trebblej.
same of th 1 largest
are u>w little- if at all short of being <1 uible the tonnage of some boats from St. Ives, which a
the most effective of any that frequent litis fishery : from this over magnitude, added to a sin
of considvTable height, the Manx boats dr ve much faster than the smalL r vessels, with two masts ot t
pect the boats from St. Ives, have a manifest advantage, by having their masts constructed t
facility, thereby enabling the boat to lay at once snug in the water with lit*le drag upon its net Indeed the whole equip.
meut of these boats id of a superior order ; rollers on the gunwale and machinery of the greaf.es
to the

Migration of Herrings.
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take iii their nets with great saving of labour and gear, and even of fish. No better proof can be exhibited of the
value of these improvements than the relative numbers of the crew: a St. Ives boat bus generally five men, a Manx
boat has ten ; while with the same inferior number of men, a St. Ives boat shoots 450 fathoms of net in length, and the
Manx boat shoots 280 fathoms in length. Time and observation cannot fail to produce a conviction of the superiority
of equipment in these boats; and the skill and good order of these fishermen are also very deserving of imitation.
Inconvenience and confusion arise from the practice of shooting the nets from different sides. The English and Manx Shooting Hle Nef«
fishermen shoot from the starboard, the Irish from the larboard. It is probably indifferent which side is fixed on, but of from different sides,
great importance that the practice should be uniform.
The St. Ives fishermen have no weights whatever on the bottom of the net, which is left to sink to the proper degree Method of sinking
by its own specific gravity, and the diminished drag of the boat.
nets.
*
The Irish and Manx affix stones at certain considerable distances : the St. Ives boat leaves the fishery at an early
}>artof the season, certainly with great comparative success ; but it is stated that they themselves doubt the practicabi'ity of not sinking the net, later in the season, when the fish is found to swim nearer the ground, when they are about to
deposit their spawn, and when the weather becomes more boisterous, and the tides on the eastern coast (then frequented
by the fish) are so much stronger.
However this may be, the method nt present employed by the Manx and Irish appears to have disadvantages which
might easily be removed. It would seem that in the lines immediately above each stone, the perpendicular length of
each mesh must be greatly increased, and its breadth so much diminished, as to be nearly closed, and thus obstruct
the meshing of the fish in those portions of the net. If weights are to be used at all, the practice of some boats (from
Folkestone it is believed) which frequented these coasts a few years back, seems worthy of imitation; the proper side of Leads preferable to
the net was furnished at short intervals with small clasps of lead, so fixed as not to interfere with the shooting or taking stones in sinking nets,
in of the net; the equipment resembles that of a Salmon net, but the leads are much smaller.
In considering the important question of framing regulations, it is necessary to observe, that by Acts of Parliament Regulations.
48th Geo. III., cap. 110, 55th Geo. III., cap, 94, 1st Geo. IV., cap. 79, and 5th Geo. IV., cap. 64, the power of framing
regulations extending to the Isle of Man, is vested in the Commissioners of British Fisheries, whose authority in this
respect necessarily supersedes all local regulations. Your Committee, accordingly, recommend an application being made
to those Commissioners, to communicate to the Governor or Lieutenant-Governor of the Isle of Man a copy of the rules
and regulations now in force, or that may hereafter be adopted; and to attend to such suggestions as they may from
time to time receive from the Lieutenant-Governor on the subject of incoqiorating and enforcing any further rules
for this branch of the British Fishery that local circumstances may require, so far as the same may be expedient and
practicable.
It would also be very material to solicit from the same authority an Act of Parliament, 5th Geo. IV., cap. 64, to cor
rect an apparent error in a former Act, by which the Isle of Man is excepted from certain bounties, payable to persons
residing in Great Britain, who shall dry Cod fish, <fcc. on the coasts of the Isle of Man. When the Commissioners are
informed that 250 boats, measuring about 7000 tons, and employing 2500 men, natives of the island, are occupied in fish
ing alone, exclusively of those employed as carriers for the English and Irish markets, and in the Gray fishery, there can
be little doubt of the Commissioners’ favourable disposition to encourage their labours.
Although the Act referred to will expire in 1830, even that intermediate interval might be useful in encouraging the
fishery of Cod, <fcc. specified in the Act; which, by affording employment to fishermen during other seasons of the year,
besides that of the Herring fishery, would render them more efficient and better fishermen, and have a tendency to se
parate the present most injurious and unnatural union of the two trades of fishing and farming, and to form an excellent
nursery for the service of the navy.
The soundings and nature of the bottom generally indicate the resort of Cod and other gray fish at certain seasons,
and are but imperfectly delineated on the best charts of the Channel surrounding this island. An accurate'survey, to de
termine these points, would be of the greatest benefit to the Cod fishery; and a member of this Committee has corres
ponded on this subject with the Superintendent of Coast Guard at Stranraer, and has obtained the sanction of the In
spector-General for the employment, of the u Elizabeth” tender on that service, so far as may be practicable, without
interfering with her more immediate duties. Some trilling expenses (in lines, lead, tallow, and chart paper,) may be
incurred, for defraying winch it is hoped some means may be adopted.
It would be obviously premature to enter into any detailed consideration of the regulations proper to be proposed
before those already established by the Commissioners are known, and a communication has been opened with that
Board ; but it may be useful to state, in a general way, the principal heads of regulations which your Committee deem
requisite for the conduct of the Herring fishery off the coasts of this island.
1st. To regulate the commencement of the fishery by the verdict of a jury of fishermen, as herein before suggested, Heads of Regulations
or to fix a date, not earlier than the 5th July.
necessary lor the pro
2nd. To prohibit shooting the nets before the lighthouses are lighted, or a signal be made by the admiral of the fish motion of the Herring
ery, according to ancient law and practice.
Fishery off the Isle of
3rd. To prohibit strictly the use of tar, oil, or any other material than bark alone, in preparing the nets.
Man.
4th. That all suitable encouragement may be given to the reduction in size, and reform in rigging and equipment of
the boats, and reduction of the crew.
5th. That one uniform mode of shooting the nets be enforced, either from the starboard or the larboard side of the
boat.
6th. It is submitted for consideration, whether it be not an advisable precaution against the danger arising from the
track of so many steam vessels passing so near the fishing grounds, that each boat be obliged to carry a distinguishing
light after shooting the net.
Finally. Your Committee have observed with pain and regret, a most severe and apparently gratuitous labour to which
the Manx fishermen expose themselves, and from which the Cornish fishermen are entirely exempt. Every day succeed
ing a night’s fishery, however severe the labours of the night may have been, the Manx fisherman is seen loaded with
his wet and scaly nets, proceeding to the nearest fields, where he spreads them out to dry, and after passing the day in
wet clothes, carries back his nets in the afternoon. The Cornish fisherman has his boat furnished with a separate com
partment for the fish to be shaken into when the nets are taken in; the nets are then washed clean in the sea, and
packed into another separate compartment, where they are kept always carefully saturated with salt water, to prevent
their heating. Once a week, on Saturday only, the nets are taken into the country, spread out and repaired. Once a
month, at the least, the nets are carefully and effectually barked or tanned, and by these processes, added to the use of
the roller, there is reason to believe that their nets last very much longer than those of the Irish or Manx. When, in
addition to the labour just described, it is considered, that by the equipment and practice of the Cornish boats, a station
being taken up for the night, a single man keeps watch, and the rest go comfortably to sleep, while by the proving and
shifting of the Manx, they pass a sleepless night of incessant toil, followed by a day of most unnecessary labour. It is only
wonderful how any human constitution can continue for a succession of seasons to bear up against such a series of la
bours, privations, and discomforts, aggravated by the habits of intemperance which such a state rof exhaustion too na
turally incite. If your Committee have rightly apprehended this comparison, it may not perhaps be too much to affirm,
that by imitating the principal habits of the Cornish fisherman, the Manx man would reduce the number of his crew one
half, the labour of the remainder two thirds, and augment the comforts of the whole in a still higher proportion.
The number of Manx Herring fishing boats has been stated at 250, those from England, Ireland, and Scotland, that
occasionally frequent this fishery exceed that number, which with those employed in the carrying trade, and the gray Number of Herring
fishery, form together an aggregate, the due regulation of which must be deemed of national importance to the Fishing Boats.
naval and other interests of the country, by any of the public authorities to whom this subject may be submitted.
(Signed,)
M. WILKS.
J. QUIRK.
GEORGE QUIRK.
J. QUILLIAN.
JOHN MOON.
JOHN LLEWELLYN.
22nd February, 1827.
" • L. DRINKWATER.
«L McHUTCHIN.

No. 4.—Copy

of

Mr. Dunsmuir’s Letter

to

Governor Smelt.

Office for the Herring Fishery, Edinburgh, 30th April, 1827.
Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Letter of the 10th instant, enclosing a Copy of a Report
by a Committee of the Manx Legislature, relative to the Herring fishery on the coasts of the Isle of Man, in which
is proposed that certain regulations should be adopted for the improvement thereof; and having laid the same before
the Commissioners for the Herring Fishery, 1 am commanded to acquaint you, in reference to the regulation for fixing the
time of commencing the fishery, that by the Act of the 29th Geo. II. cap. 23, the inhabitants of Great Britain are au
thorized to fish on the coast of this kingdom, for Herrings and white fish, at all times and seasons, when they shall
think proper, and in all parts of the sea, where such fish are to be found, under a penalty of .£100, against every
X
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Isle of Nan 1'iskcry. person who shall obstruct or hinder them : and that the power vested in the Commissioners by the Act of the 48th Geo. ‘
JU., caj). 110, and extended to the Isle of Man, by the Actof the 1st and 2nd of Uis present Majesty, cap. 79. applies
only to the making such rules and regulations ns may be necessary for carrying the provisions of the Act into execution,
but gives no authority to the Commissioners for fixing a period for the commencement of the fishery.
There is no doubt, a clause in the Act ot the 59th Geo. UI. cap. 109, giving such an authority to the Board of Irish
Fisheries, but there is nothing of the kind that the Commissioners are aware of in the British Fishery Statutes, and
they therefore considerit would be illegal in them to attempt to prescribe a time either for the commencement or termi
nation of the fishery. It appears also to the Commissioners that a regulation of the nature in question would be impo
litic, and likely to be attended with more harm than good; and as the same encouragement is given for the prosecution
of tbe British and Manx Herring fisheries, the Commissioners doubt much the justice of making a regulation underwhich the inhabitants of Great Britain might be prevented from fishing on the coasts of the Isle of Man. when they
conceived it for their interest to do so, while at the same time the inhabitants of that island are entitled to fish on thecoasts of this kingdom whenever and wherever they may think proper.
Shooting the Nets too
The Commissioners agree with the Committee in opinion that the nets ought not to be shot before sunset ; and they
earlv.
will be happy to do every thing in their power for the accomplishing of this object, by desiring the officer in command
of the cutter in their employment to pay particular attention thereto, during his annual v.s-it to the Isle ei Man, and
to continue on that station as long as his other duties will permit.
Tanning Nets, size
With respect to the regulations regarding the mode of tanning the nets, the size and equipment of the fishing
(d Boats, &c.
vessels, <fcc. ; the Commissioners consider they have no right to interfere in such matters, otherwise than by persuasion
'
'
or advice to the parties concerned, but they should imagine that tbe success attending the mode adopted by the
strangers who frequent the Isle of Man would soon induce the natives to follow an example that may be so conducive to
their own interest without having recourse to compulsory measures.
I have onlv to add that the Commissioners sincerely trust that the Manx fishery will soon be attended with its usual
success, and it will give them much pleasure if they can be in any way instrumental, consistently with their duty, in
contributing to the attainment of so desirable an object.

APPENDIX, No. XXXIV.

Fisheries of France.
Copy of a Letter addressed by the French Minister of Marine, to the Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Fisheries of France.

Monsieur, my bear Coi.eeague,—In compliance with the demand of the British Ambassador,,
addressed to you in the name of his Government, you have done me the honor of requesting a. col
lection of our laws and regulations which govern in France the conduct of its maritime fisheries.
Our legislation on this point has not yet been codified. It consists at present of a multitude of
Acts scattered over a great number of collections which it would be difficult to procure in detached,
copies, and which are too long for transcription.
However, the principal dispositions which have formed the basis of this legislation, aud which for
the most part are still in vigor, will be found in the book 5, (Chapters 1—8,) of the Ordonnance oF
the Marine, for the month of Aimust, 1681. The edition which was made of this Ordonnance with
the commentary of Valin, in 1766, contains the texts of the edicts, oidonnances, and regulations,
cited in the notes of the commentator.
.
.
I have the honor to send you, Monsieur, my dear Colleague, with this letter, the edition in question.
This work contains all the essential documents concerning our ancient legislation, (previous to 1789,).
relative to our maritime fisheries, and which are embraced in the demand of the British Ambassador.
As to that part of our legislation, which is posterior to the Revolution, I will take measures:
shortly for procuring copies of the principal Acts, and I can now' transmit to you a collection of those
which govern our Cod and Whale fisheries, as well, in relation to their police, as to their encourage
ment: to wit,—The regulation of the 21st November, 1821, for the police of the Cod fishery at
Newfoundland, with the ministerial despatch explaining the motives of that regulation : the laws
of the 22nd April, 1832, on the premiums relative to the Cod and Whale fisheries; and the Royal
Ordonnances of the 26th April, 1833, passed for the execution of the said laws.
I have added, likewise, two pamphlets, published in tbe year 1831 —1832, by a functionary of the
Marine, which, among other information relative to these fisheries, indicate the different modifications
which the premiums have successfully undergone since the peace.—Receive, &c. &c.
(Signed,)
M. DUPERRE.

APPENDIX, No. XXXV.

The Fisheries of Belgium.
Letter from Monsieur M. Meulenaere, the Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, to H. L. Bulwer, Esq.,
the British Charge d’Affaires, at Brussels, dated 22nd January, 1836.
Fisheries of Belgium.

Monsieur Le Charge d’Affairs—In compliance with the wish expressed in your Despatch of the
4th of this month, I have coPectcd, and herewith forward to you the most important documents rela^
tive to our legislation for the great Belgian Fishery. You will find, Monsieur Le Charge d’Affairs, herewith,
1st.—The general regulation for the fishery of Ostend and Nieuport, 31st March 1770.
2nd.—T he regulation for the Maritime fisheries of the Low Countries, 12th May, 1789.
3rd.—The law of the 6th March, 1818, on the Cod fishery*
4th.—-The law of the 12th of March, 1818, on the Herring fishery.*
5th.—The project of a new law, presented to the Belgian Legislature; and an exposition of mo
tives accompanying it.
In forwarding to you these precis, I beg of you, in conformity with the desire of the Minister of
the Interior, to procure for me, in return, such information as his Britannic Majesty’s Government
may please to furnish on the same subject, as far as it concerns that country; this information will
assuredly possess a great interest, and assist the discussion about to be opened on the proposed law
relative to our national fisheries.
(Signed,)
MEULENAERE.
Extract from the Keglement of the 12th May, 1789.
I be Act. of L/0 provides only for the relation of master and servant among the-fishermen, which it regulates as to
wages, &c. withjhe greatest minu teness.
T he Act of 1/89, which is a remodelling of the one of 1770, provides for the formation of corporations of fishermen.
These laws were made during the union of Belgium and Holland, but are still in force in both countries.-—See
Fisheries of Holland.
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-at' Ostend and Nieuport, to regulate the general government of the fisheries, subject to the following provisions or other
orders of the Austrian government.
' Art 50. Provides-that the Cod fishery on the Doggerbank shall be exercised from St. Nicholas day'to Easter, by the
two associations of Ostend and Nienport, and with a determined number of vessels, asshall be judged expedient.
If in the month of November the requisite number of boatsis not voluntarily offered, each Association shall draw lots,
and if the fishers thus selected do not sail for the Doggerbank, within ten days after the feast of St. Nicholas, the na
vigator is liable to a fine of 100 florins, and 150 florins may be levied on the boats’crews not consenting to go, besides
damages payable to the owners, and they are also liable to arbitrary correction by imprisonment or otherwise.
Art. 52.—Each boat must remain out a fortnight, and must pay a fine of 50 florins, if it does not bring home three
tons of salted Cod, unless good cause can be shewn to the contrary.
Art. 53.— Boats to return again within eight days to the fishery, and so on till Easter.
Art. 58.— Each Master must provide the quantity of Lamprey (bait) determined by the Committee of Masters. The
insurance of a sufficient quantity js attempted by regulations.
7
Art. 63. —Provides for examining and marking the Cod by sworn Inspectors.
Art. 65.—Cod, not from the North Sea or Doggerbank, to be marked by cutting the fins, or so that they may be
distinguishable.
, - Art. 66.—The Nor th and Doggerbank fishermen to salt and barrel only such-fish as, after the heads are cut off,
will cover the lid of an ordinary barrel.
Art. 67.—Fine for frauds 100 florins and confiscation, also arbitrary correction.
Art. 68.—A fine of 25 florins per barrel, for any barrel fraudulently marked and sold.
, Art. 69.—Rights of search given to an Officer, ashore, on board the ships, in houses, or warehouses, of the parties
engaged in tlnJ trade.
Art. 70.—Re-barrelling of Herrings, or other fish to be performed by sworn packers.
Art. 85 and 86.—Provides for the destruction of spoiled fish coming from the Iceland fishery.
Art. 102.—The crews of Herring boats to swear that they will not shoot their nets before the 19th June, at 12 o’clock
in the evening.
[The law of the 6th March, 1818, for the encouragement of the Iceland fishery, and that of the 12th March, 1818,
on the great fishery, passed by the Dutch Government, are still in vigor in the Belgian territory.]
Project of a Law laid before the Belgian Legislature in 1835.
The preamble asserts that the salting of Herrings was invented in Flanders, in the XIV. century; that the Dutch
adopted the practice from the Flemings.
‘ It.relates the encouragement given to the Herring fishery in England, and attributes to this encouragement the pros
perity of the English fisheries.
. ,
< It states that bounties are still continued in England.
It cites the'Dutch premiums which ceased to benefit the Belgians at the Revolution.
,
It reports liko encouragement to the Cod fishing.
It states that France gives a premium to the crews of fishing boats of 50 fr. per man to Newfoundland, 30 fr. do. to
Iceland, 15 fr. do. to the Doggerbank, and premiums on exportation of Cod of 24 to 30 fr. per quintal to the Wedt
Indies, and 10 to 12 fr. to other countries.
Quotes th? British Act of 26 Geo. III. 1787, for tonnage bounties to Newfoundland, and also notices similar pre
miums granted in Holland.
And it thus concludes:—“ It is, then, for the honor of Belgium, not to suffer a branch of industry which owes its
birth to that country, to perish. Its new position equally prescribes this duty.
Isolated from the powers, from amongst which it could recruit its national navy, it should more than ever strive to
frame a measure at home by encouraging a fishery which will alone instruct and multiply the subjects for it.
It next alludes to the necessity of leaving minor details to the discretion of the government, on account of alleged
local differences of circumstances, quoting the Dutch law of 12th March, 1818, as authority.
It gives the following precis of the natural history of the Herring:—The Herring is a fish of passage, which travels
- ininnumerable shoals with wonderful celerity. It appears about the summer solstice on the coasts of Scotland, whence
it afterwards approaches those of England, leaving them again, towards the close of the year, for the bays and shallows
of Iceland (atterages) thence it proceeds to spawn in the north sea, and remains there till the following year; when it
has spawned, the fish is no longer good; it does not recover its former qualities till towards the 2Jth June.
It is on this account that the seasons for the Herring fishery have been fixed in Holland, from the 24th June to the
31st December ; and that the Austrian Government fixed it for the 19th June. Anciently the commencement was
Fixed in France for the 9th October, but during the Revolution (law of 15 Vendemire Anno II.) all limitation of time
was suppressed.
It recommends an increased tonnage bounty on account of the low state of the Belgian fisheries, for three years.
It explains a condition enjoined on the premium, that of insuring the ship.
Projet, Art. 1.—Ships with Belgian sailing letters, alone entitled to advantages of the law.
Art. 2.— Refers for arrangements respecting such letters, etc. <fcc., to the general Administration.
Art. 3.—Recites certain navigation laws which shall be applicable to the national fisheries.
Art. 4.— King to regulate the Police of the fishing grounds ; also the details of equipment, victualling, and firing
of crews, dimensions of barrels, <fcc.; modes of curing and packing ; branding of barrels; sale and verification of qua
lities; measures concerning Cod fishers who take Herring nets for procuring bait; the seasons of commencing and
.finishing the fishery ; and the time the boats may remain in port during the fishery without forfeiting the premium;
and lastly the proofs and verifications to entitle to the premiums.
Art. 5.—Provides for the fish taken being actually brought back to the kingdom.
Art. 6.—Provides for the direct procedure of vessels, to and from the fishing grounds without touching at
foreign ports.
Art. 7.— Provides for the fishers confining themselves to the one fishery, for which they seek a premium.
Art. 8 - Forbids the sale and purchase of fish at sea, and in foreign ports.
Art. 9.—Regulations and fines on account of breaches of Art. 5, 6, 7, and 8, against captains.
Art. 10.—The Master convicted of quitting destination to buy fish, besides confiscation offish, to pay a fine of 100 fr.
per barrel, and also 500 fr. if he has sold his own fish abroad.
Art. 11.—Provides for the appointment of sworn Inspectors by the Councils of the fishing provinces.
Art. 12.— Orders these nominations to be subject to the royal approval, their salary to be fixed by royal authority —
quotes the penal code for regulations against inspector’s offences.
Art. 13.—300 fr. penalty against seller, and 50 fr. against the buyer of fish, not legally verified and branded.
Art. 14. — Establishes a close season, from the 1st January till 23rd June, inclusive.
Art. 15.—Forbids fishing on the coast of Norway, Iceland,and Shetland, and also importation of fish taken there.
Art. 16.—Punishment for breaches of Art. 14 and 15, imprisonment from fifteen days to two months.
Art. 17-—Forbids barrelling m-shore taken fish ; penalty, imprisonment from ten days to a month.
Art. [8.— In-shore fish barrelled, or fish taken in close time to be destroyed.
Art. 19._ A premium granted of 1500 francs on each ship of fifty tons, to be employed off Shetland, Edinburgh, and
the English coast, the fish being cured and barrelled.
Art.°20._ Proportionate premiums on smaller vessels. Premiums reduced one-half for vessels which have fished only
one or two seasons.
Art. 21._ Premiums subjected to conformity to the present law, and to future administrative regulations.
Art 22.—Government authorized to freight one or more vessels in June and July to serve as jagers, (Carrying Bouts.)
Art. 23.—Empowers the King to grant gratifications to owners and master fishers, for particular excellence in
.curing, barrelling, <fec.
.
.
Art. 24.—Grants a premium on account of insurance, of 500 francs to every vesselof fifty t°ns which shall have fished
for Cod in the months of December or January, between latitudes of 55 or 56 north of Doggerbank, and east of
Hitland, also a further premium of 500 francs on each ship which has employed three months in fishing, including
outward and homeward voyage. To be divided between owner and men, if they fish in common.
Art. 25.—The same premiums on fishing for four months, between the Feroe Isles and Shetland, between latitude
60 and 62, or on the coasts of Iceland, between latitude 65 and 67.
Art. 26.—Art. 1 to 7 must be observed to entitle the claimant to the advantages of the two preceding Articles.
Art. 27.—All penalties enjoined by this present Act, to be applicable at the maximum hi case of repetition of offence ;
they may even in case of necessity be doubled.
Art. 28.—The law of 12th March, 1818, and all dispositions contrary to the present law, are repealed.
Art. 29.—Provides for the future publication of regulating arretes.
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Art. 30.—That penalties proceeding from these*provincial authorities shall not exceed 300 francs, or three months im
prisonment.
Art. 31.— Law to continue in force till the 1st January, 1839, and afterwards for all expeditious commenced before
that date.
LEOPOLD.
11th May, 1835.
By the King, DE TIIEUX, Minister of the Interior.

APPENDIX, No. XXXVI.

Fisheries of Holland.
Letter of His Excellency the Baron Verstolk, to Mr. Jerningham, the British Charge d’Affairs at
the Hague, dated 19 January, 183G.
Sir.—In compliance with the desire expressed Io our office, on the 2nd of this month, I have the
- ’ honor to transmit all the different documents containing the fishery regulations of the Low Countries ;
together with an extract of the same, which details their contents.
I must add, that although several of these regulations appear to have been temporary, they have
nevertheless continued to be put in execution, up to the present day.
The Government still pays the following premiums:
To the Whale fishery, 4000 florins for the equipment ; and 50 florins per tons (Keantael.)
for all oil imported up to 100 tons.
To the Iceland Cod fishery, 500 florins.
To the great Herring fishery, 500 florins.
To the winter fishery (called winter-vaart,) 500 florins.
To the Coast ditto, 250 florins.
To the Fresh Herring ditto (from the year 1815,) 300 florins. This fishery had previously re
ceived only 200 florins per boat.
The premiums by virtue of the fishery law may be modified according as the boats may have more
or less widely departed from the conditions imposed by the existing regulations.
I flatter myself, Sir, that this will entirely fulfil the object of your inquiry; and I embrace this
opportunity, &c. &c.
(Signed,)
VERSTOLK DE LACLEN.

Fisheries ofHolland.
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Law or 181G, ron. the Encouragement of the Whale Fishery.
After the usual preamble of expediency, &c. <fcc. the law proceeds:—And being willing to make nn experiment how far
similar measures to those which were formerly employed (1788 and 1802) may prove efficacious and sufficient for attain
ing their end, that is the re-establishment of the fishery and trade inquestion ; for these causes, <fcc. &c. we have de
creed and by these presents decree:—
. _
.
_ „, .
,. , e
e r
Art. 1.—The directors and book-keepers of the first twelve ships of from 150 to 200 lasts, which from the first of Ja
nuary 1816, to the first of January, 1818, shall sail from the ports of the Netherlands, for the Whale or Sea-dog fishery
on the coasts of Greenland, or Davis’s Strait, on account of any inhabitants of this kingdom, with a complete equip
ment of six or seven chnloupes, and from thirty to forty men, shall receive a premium for equipment of 4,000 florins, to
be paid from the public treasury.
Art. 2.—There shall likewise be paid to each ship of the above description, leaving the ports of this country, and em
ployed in the fishery of Greenland, or of Davis’s Strait, under the circumstances detailed in Art. 1, a premium of
50 fiorins for every quartant (kwart deel) of oil below 100, provided that the ship shall have remained in Greenland
beyond 72 degrees, until after the 7th of July, or in Davis’s Straits, beyond 65 degrees, until after the 10th of July,
and have remained there a sufficient time, and' in the proper latitude for carrying on the Whale fishery ; and shall af
terwards, without having touched at any foreign port, (except in case of extreme necessity) have brought all the oil and
blubber it shall have collected, into one of the ports of this kingdom.
Consequently, this premium shall not be paid to any ship, that shall be lost in its outward bound voyage, though it
shall to such as may be shipwrecked on their return, or in the ice, during the fishery, as well as to such ships as through
the sickness, or mortality of their crew, or other unforeseen accident, may be forced to quit the ice, or which on ac
count of any considerable damage, shall be obliged to quit the fishing station before the prescribed time: which ship
if they have not been able to bring back any oil into the ports of the Netherlands, shall be considered and treated as if
they had returned empty ; but if they have been able to save their cargo either wholly or partially, and forward it by
other whalers, they shall receive the premium on oil, so returned, up to the amount of 100 tons.
Art. 3.—For the verification of the ship, its boats, crew, and voyage, a certificate shall be produced under the sanc
tion of a proffered oath, signed by the director or book-keeper, the commander or navigator, or in case of death by the
officer next in command, that in the year---------,tlie ship named------------ , of the port of -• has been fitted out
for the Whale fishery for Greenland, or for Davis’s Strait, properly rigged for a whaler, with six or seven chaloupes
and with from 34 to 40 men at least, has remained at Greenland, beyond 72 degrees, till after the 7th July, or in
Davis’s Strait, beyond 65 degrees till after the 10th July, has touched at no foreign port, and has brought its whole
cargo of blubber to---------- , in the Netherlands; or in case of extreme necessity, (detail the circumstances) has en
tered into the port of-----------, (naming it), and has discharged---------- tons, (specifying the number).
In case of the loss of the vessel, a certificate, under the like sanction, by the commander, navigator, or officer next
in rank, shall narrate the quantity of blubber divided among other ships, or declare that none was so disposed of; and.
supposing the ship to have quitted the fishing station, too soon, it shall detail the damage sustained, and the motives
of this premature return ; and also the place to which the parties sought to return, before the prescribed tune.
Art. 4.—To prove that the ship has really fished, and brought less than 100 quartants of oil, and what maj be the
amount of the deficiency, a certificate must be produced from the director or book-keeper of the vessel under oner ot
oath, and seconded by a declaration of the master, or head man of the oil department (equally under oner of an oath),
and a certificate from the sworn guager, who shall have guaged the oil after the boiling of the blubber, delivered under
the sanction of his guager’s oath, and the offer of renewing it.
The declaration of the director or book-keeper, shall state, that all the blubber brought by the ship which demands
the premium, was delivered to the oil boilers, that all the oil was extracted, and delivered to the guager to be guaged.
The declaration of the master boiler, or his man, shall attest that he took from the ship (naming it; to the boiling
house the number of tons that he really had so taken, that this blubber was separately boiled, and not mixed with
blubber from other sources, that he had obtained the quantity of oil, that he really had obtained, and that these tons
had been, at one delivery, given to the sworn guager. The certificate of the guager shall attest that all the tons of oil
(indicating the number) presented to him, as having been extracted from blubber brought by the ship------ -----, (naming
it), were delivered to him to guage, and that according to his guaging, they contained so many steekkan, or stoopan,
and. consequently so many quartants of 12 steekkan, or of 90 stoopen, each, according as the guaging discovered, ne
glecting fractions, or quantities less than a demi-quartant, and counting all quantities above that measure as an entire
quartant.
Art. 5—Afterwards, to obtain the premium, all the above mentioned declarations shall be transmitted, within two
months after the arrival of the vessel, by the director or book-keeper, to the head of the local administration of the
place, where the ship shall be discharged ; who shall be bound to examine carefully the ditlerent particulars and their
proofs and these being found good, and in due form ; he shall reckon what number of premiums (according to ar
ticles No. 1, and 4.) are assignable to each ship, and prepare a paper containing the name of the director or book
keeper, of each vessel, to which, in his opinion, any premium is due, indicating exactly all the specified particulars of
the present law, applicable to the said vessel, which enter into consideration of the obtaining the whole premium or tlie
amount thereof which may be due on account of any of these particulars on each case.
°
These papers, lastly, with their proofs, must be sent to the states deputies of the province or canton to which the local
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adminisrations belong ; who on finding that the above regulations have all been duly complied with, shall transmit them
to the department of the interior, to be there made payable to the order of the director or book-keeper of each ship aeparately, after their liquidation by the general chamber of accounts of the Netherlands.
In case of doubt respecting the partial or entire allotment of the promised premiums, or of the application of the pre
sent law generally, which may raise difficulties contrary to the end desired to be obtained by this law, or prejudicial to
the interests of the parties, on account of their having failed in any particulars impossible to comply with, the matter
shall be referred to us, and disposed of as we see good.
Law of the 6th March, 1818, for the Encouragement of the Iceland Cod Fishery.
We William, by the Grace of God, tec. <fec., to all be it known : Having taken into our consideration, that the Little
Fishery, or Cod Fishery of Iceland, has always been encouraged by premiums paid out of the public treasury, to those
who engaged in that branch of industry so interesting to the national prosperity; and that the reasons which heretofore
occasioned this species of encouragement, still subsist in the same force and importance:
For these reasons, and after consultation with our Council d’Etat, and with the consent of the States-General, we have
ordained and do ordain :—
Art. 1.— There shall be paid from the public treasury, a premium of 500 florins on every vessel freighted in this king
dom, on account of our subjects which shall leave any port of the Netherlands for Iceland, during the years 1818, 1819,
1820, to take part in the Little Fishery, that is to say, in fishing for Cod between the 65th and 67th degree of north
latitude.
Art. 2.—With respect to such vessels as may have sailed under any particular circumstances, we reserve to ourselves
the right of modifying the premium according to the inquiry of these circumstances.
We ordain and desire that the present law shall be inserted in the official Journal, and that our Ministers, and nil
whom it may concern, look strictly to its being carried into execution.
Given at the Hague, March 6, 1818, and in the Fifth of our Reign.
(Signed)
William.
By the King,
A. R. Falck.

Law of 12 th March, 1818, for the Regulation or the Great Herring Fishery.
Preamble refers to former efforts to maintain the character of the Dutch Herrings: affirms their utility : asserts the
necessity of an uniform law ;—and then enacts :—
Art. 1.— The Herring fishery under the national flag, is only to be exercised for the benefit of the inhabitants of the
country, and in ships belonging to it.
Art. 2.—No native shall admit a foreigner into partnership for the purpose of this fishery, nor shall a native lend his
name to a foreigner to entitle him to fish; fine 2000 florins.
Art. 3.—Subjects not to enter even indirectly into any foreign Herring fishery; fine 2000 florins.
Art. 4.—Seducing natives to enter into a foreign Herring fishery forbidden; fine 2000 florins, or one years’ im
prisonment.
Art. 5.—Any fisherman who shall engage himself for a foreign fishery, or who shall have exercised it shall be punish
ed with six months imprisonment.
Art. 6.—Importation of foreign Herrings, fresh packed, salted, or smoked, is forbidden, under pain of confiscation,
and fine of 500 florins for each barrel imported, and 5 florins for every hundred fish, or smoked Herring.
Art. 7.—The law, and royal decrees made in conformity to it, shall regulate the external police and general superin
tendence of the Herring fishery in a uniform manner, throughout the kingdom.
Art. 8.—The interior police, and particular dispositions relative to this fishery, shall be regulated in each province by
the respective states, such regulations can enact nothing contrary to the general law.
Art. 9.—The interior police of the Herring fishery embraces the details of equipment, formalities to be observed in
obtaining the license to fit-out for this fishery, the obtaining such license, the preparation, selection and salting of the
Herrings ; also the rules necessary for such ships as in going out to fish for Cod, shall also take herring-nets.
Art. 10.—In every maritime province where it may be thought necessary, the provincial states may establish, sub
ject to our approbation a board (college) especially charged with the direction of the affairs of the fishery, and trade
in Herrings.
Art. 11.—In those provinces in which the Herring trade is not sufficient to justify such an establishment, the
provincial state may assign its functions to some other board that may be charged with the direction of any other fishery.
Art. 12.—All those who practise the Herring fishery, without being authorized in the manner regulated by the
provincial states, shall be punished; to wit, the master of the vessel by a fine from 300 to 3000 florins, and the naviga
tor by imprisonment from 15 days to 2 months.
Art. 13.—The great Herring fishery for the purpose of salting and barrelling, shall take place in the summer and
autumn, with keeled boats, in the latitude of Shetland and of Edinburgh, and along the coasts of England.
Art. 14.—The object of this fishery is to take fish of the first quality, to gut, salt, and barrel it at sea, both for foreign
markets, and home consumption.
Art. 15.—The small Herring fishery for fresh Herrings, is conducted principally in the open sea, in the so
called “deep water,” to the east of Yarmouth, in flat unkeeled boats, which generally do not come into harbour, but
take the shore on the strand.
Art. 16.—It is provisionally forbidden, as on the old footing, to barrel either at sea or on shore, the fish so taken in
the small Herring fishery, under pain of a month’s imprisonment to the navigator, and to all others, and a fine of five
florins for every hundred of Herrings, besides confiscation.
Nevertheless, it is permitted to the King, upon a proposition from the provincial states, to decide whether or no, and
to what extent, in what time, and in what manner, it shall be permitted to gut and pickle such Herrings; taking
into consideration the interests of the great fishery, and the maintaining the reputation of the Netherland fish.
Art. 17.—The fishery called pan-haring is that which is practised with, or without boat, on the rivers, bays, road
steads, and gulfs of the whole kingdom, and along the coast, within the distance of a league from the shore.
Art. 18.—All fishers, masters, merchants, or others, are forbidden to sell and barrel the fish thus taken, under
pain of a month’s imprisonment, and a fine of five florins for every hundred Herrings over and above the confis
cation.
Art. 19.—The further dispositions relative to this fishery shall be made by the states, in their respective provinces,
and they are authorized to inflict an imprisonment of from fifteen days to three months, and a fine not exceeding 300
florins whether separately or accumulatively.
Art. 20.—All pilots of vessels equipped for the Herring fishery must bring home into the kingdom, the fish that they
shall take, under pain of one month’s imprisonment, or a fine of fifty florins.
.
Art. 21.—All such ships are ordered, on quitting the port, to proceed directly (wind and weather permitting) to
the place of their destination ; and so, also, on returning.
Art. 22.—Except in case of urgent necessity, they are not permitted, either in going or returning, to touch nt a
foreign port, nor even at one belonging to any other province of the Netherlands, than that in which the equipment
took place.
.
.
Art. 23.—It is forbidden to sell, exchange, or give away, the fish while at sea, under pain of one month s imprison
ment and a fine of 100 florins.
.
,
Art. 24._ It is forbidden under the like penalty, to buy fish at sea, or in a foreign country, and to import it into
the Netherlands.
.
, .
,
... , „ ,
Art. 25._ The master who shall be convicted of going to any other destination, than the ordinary and permitted fish
ing ground to buy fish, either at sea or in a foreign country, shall suffer a fine of fifty florins per barrel, for all foreign
fish so imported, and a fine of 3000 florins if he shall have sold his own fish in a foreign country.
Art. 26.—No Netherlandish subject shall cast his nets for catching Herrings in the open sea before 24th June, or
after the 31st of December, under pain of one month’s imprisonment, and a fine of fifty florins against the navigator ;
if the master has previous knowledge of the offence, he shall be fined 1000 florins.
Ari. 27.—This prohibition does notextend to the boats mentioned in Art. 9, which, sailing for the Cod fishery
take Herring .nets on board. This trade will he made the subject of further dispositions, by an act of the Pro
vincial States.
Art. 28. —In ships destined for the Herring fishery there shall be kept nlog book, which the navigator and other sailors
are to sign. The form of this book shall he determined by the Provincial States.
Art. 29.—The Provincial States also shall regulate the epoch at which the fishermen shall lawfully return from the
fishing grounds, save only in cases of necessity, or of an extraordinary great take of fish.
Art. 30.-The Provincial States shall determine the epoch of the commencement of the smaller, or fresh Herring
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Regulations when on
the Fishing Grounds.

On the Barrelling of
the Herrings, and the
marks to he affixed
to the barrels.

Additional Disposi
tions,

fishery, and shall fix the penalty for contraventions of this or the former nrti de, by a fine not exceeding an hundred
Art. 31. —It shall be allowable to fit out yearly, to the Herring fleet, some vessels to receive the produce of the first fish
ing, and bring it home quickly to the kingdom.
Art. 32.—These boats, called Herring jagers. must only return to the port whence they proceeded.
Art. 33.—The epoch of these expeditions, both as regards their commencement and determination, shall be fixed by
the Provincial States.
Art. 34.—The articles 20, 21,22, 23, 24, 25, are applicable to the masters and owners of the Herring jagers.
Art. 35.—All subjects are forbidden, at any season, to fish between the banks and rocks of Norway, ot Ireland, or
Scotland.
„
Art. 36.—Any injuries or damage inflicted while at sea, by the fishermen, against each other, beside the cost ot repa
ration, shall incur a fine of from 10 to 100 florins, and an imprisonment of from ten to thirty days. . .
Art. 37.—The ship’s gear, and engines used in the fishery, shall be marked: the particular dispositions to this eflect
shall be prescribed by the Provincial States.
Art. 38.—Before any barrelled Herrings can be sold or removed from the place where they have been barrelled, they
shall be examined by sworn inspectors, appointed for the purpose, and the name of the place be branded with a hot iron
on the barrels.
Art. 39.—Barrelled Herrings which have been removed from one province to another, may be exported in the same
barrels, without a further branding; but if they have been shifted into other barrels, they cannot be so exported, until
they have again been branded with the arms or name of the province from whence the Herrings originally came.
Art. 40.—The provincial mark cannot be affixed to the barrels till they shall have received the particular marks pre
scribed by the provincial regulations.
Art. 41.—If the inspector brand with the provincial name or arms Herrings which he knows to have come from abroad,
or from another province, he shall sutler a year’s imprisonment.
Art. 42—All vessels, barrels, etc. great or small, that are destined to be used in the salting of Herrings, shall be first
visited and approved by sworn inspectors, appointed for the purpose.
Art. 43.—The inspectors both of Herrings and of barrels, and also the branders both for port and province, shall
b e named and sworn by the local regency.
Art. 44.—The Provincial States shall frame instructions for the inspectors and branders, and shall determine the seve
ral brands necessary to distinguish the year, the quality, and species of the fish.
Art. 45.—Whoever, throughout the whole of this kingdom, shall sell, or expedite either to the interior or to foreign
parts, any Herrings without the barrels being properly marked, shall pay a fine of twenty florins for each barrel, great
or small.
Art. 46. -Th' premiums granted for the Herring fishery shall be regulate 1 by the King, according to the outlay ne
cessary in the different expeditions.
...
...
Art. 47.—All provincial and local statutes, not contrary to the dispositions of the present law, shall remain in force
until the Provincial States shall legislate to the contrary.
Regulations

for the

Great

on Salt Herring Fisheries, for the Province or
or the Law of 12th March, 1818, Art. 8 and 9.

Holland,

in

furtherance

On the Government.

Art. 1.—The instructions hereafter following to be put in force by a Court, to be called the College for the Great
Fishery in the Province of Holland.
.
...
.
e
- . _ _ r- „
Art. 2.—The present constitution of the college to be maintained, viz : thirteen members for the manufactory , four
from Fiardin"; two from Maaslius ; one from Amsterdam ; two from Enklunzen ; and one fiom Ryp tor the trade;
two from Amsterdam; and one from Rotterdam; being in proportion to the number of ships employed m the Herring
fishery in those ports. In case of vacancy, the filling it shall be made according to the proportion of ships in each
place, being one member for more than five, or less than twenty ships, drc. Incase the vacancy be among the trade
members, a report must first be made of the state of the trade in the place tube represented in the college. New
members may be added for new places, which may hereafter engage in the Herring fishery.
Art. 3.—'I he members sitting for the manufactory may represent the trade ot their place, and those sitting for the
trade may represent the manufactory.
.
Art. 4.—Directs the college to appoint a water-bailiff, (water-schout,) in every place where Herring snips are
equipped, for mustering the ship’s crews, <fec., and in every place where Herrings are packed for exportation, an
overseer, (Opzigter)
•
,
.
.
.
L
Art. 5.—Also a receiver to be appointed to receive the taxes. The oaths of steersmen, merchants, and overseers to
•be administered by the College, or some of its members, and register thereof kept.
.
. .
Art. 6.—The local authorities of the places from which Herring ships depart or where they arrive, shall administer,
free of expense, the oaths to the examiners of the Herring, the packers, the examiners of the casks, of the salt, of
the yarn, and to the measurers of nets. Also to the water-bailiff and servants, (plants knechts,) employed by
the merchants.
On the Outfitting for the Salt Herring Fishery in General.

Art 7 Keelshins are the only ones which may carry on the salt Herring fishery. 1. They must carry square sails.
2. Be fuily equipped with nets. 3. Besides their nets contain twenty lasts, (about forty tons,) of herring casks, (fourteen
to the last.) under their hatches. 4. Be manned by at least thirteen men.
Art 8—Mentions the size of the nets, and refers to Art. 83.
.
,
.
,
Art. 9.—A certificate of permission is required, and to be repeated yearly, to catch Herrings, to be given by
lh A?t.nio!-Such certificate to be given after satisfactory proof that the vessel belongs to natives of this kingdom,
and not to be refused on any other grounds.
Art. 11.—Certificate to be given to the steersman on taking the oath.

.
.
Ihe oath to observe laws, provincial

lC Art. 12.—In case the ship leaves the port without certificate, a fine of from 300 to 3000 florins to be levied on the
owner, and an imprisonment of from fourteen days to two months to be inflicted on the steersman.
Art. 13.—Prohibition to steersmen to lend their certificate, and order to restore it to the College on return to port.
Art 14. Steersmen to be sworn, have copies of the law of 1818, &c. And to read the legu a ions to the crews.
Art 15. No other salt to be used but Spanish or Portuguese salt, either coarse, or refined, m this kingdom ; to be
first inspected by the salt examiner, who is to give a certificate thereof.
Art. 16.—Casks to be marked, <fec.
Of

the

Vessels called Herring Jagers.

Art. 17.—Jabers to be permitted to sail to and from the fleet, (Art. 31, law 1818 ;) must have a certificate of permis
sion as is mentioned in 9 and 10.
Art. 18.—Certifica'e to be given to the merchant on the jager, alter having sworn an oath.
' Art'. 19.—Certificate not to be parted with; to be shown to the steersman of Herring ship, and returned to the
college on return.
i
r ,
Art. 20.—No nets, salt, or casks to be given to jagers; no Herrings to be caught nor cured, nor fresh Herrings to
betaken on board but for the use of the crew.
Art. 21.—Jagers to take no Herrings but from ships belonging to‘this province. lune ot taking to be fixed from
time to time by the States.
Art. 22.—-The receiving of carrying casks from the book-keeper can only take place, on giving security of receiving
the same number from the Fishery Company.
Art. 23. The merchants on board of jagers must bring the Herrings unchanged to the port of the province from
which they set sail, or else to the Elbe or R eser. it that is their destination, (law, 14th J une, 1822.) and put it at the
disposal of the book-keeper or supercargo in the place where they arrive.
Art. 24.—Same rules to apply to the merchants ot jagers as to steersmen of Herring ships, specified Art. 49.
Those arriving in Hamburgh or Bremen, to conform to the customs, &c. of those places respecting the Herring
fishery.
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Art. 25. Directs the mustering of the crews by the water-bailiff, pursuant to Art. 28, law of 1818.
. Art. 26.—Crews bound to embark to the moment at the steersman’s appointment, may be compelled, with liberty
of complaint to the water-bailiff, of improper treatment on hoard, on their return.
Art. 27;—In case any man, after muster, become steersman, he must find a substitute.
Art. 28. -When an individual of the crew is found incapable, through drunkenness or ignorance of the work to
which he has engaged himself, he is to lose the half of his wages, on the complaint of the steersman with the two
eldest of the crew.
Art. 29.—The book-keeper shall pay the hire of each voyage within three days after the unloading of the vessel, but
with liberty of keeping one-fourth of the hire, till the end of the next voyage.
'Art. 30.—Besides the regular wages, there may be a premium in money, not exceeding twenty-five florins for each
capstan, the rest of the crew in proportion,) with this condition, that when a Herring-ship is obliged by injury or any
other accident to sail home late, the proprietor may pay tji<
* half of the above-mentioned premium to the ship’s crew.
Art. 31.—In case of shipwreck or delay, hire to be paid in proportion to the time, but salvage to be paid first.
Art. 32.—In case a Herring-ship he taken in war. no hire to be paid to the crew after, but on their return the steers
man and crew to be paid up to the time of their being taken, and new hire to begin immediately.
On the Fishery ano treatment or the Herring on Sea.
Art. 33.—The great salt Herring fishery to be opened on the evening of the 24th of June, and closed on the evening
of the 31st of December ; in summer to be carried on in the open sea, in the latitude of Shetland or Edinburgh, at the
distance of two leagues (of 20 to the degree) from the coast of the Continent, or of England ; all in pursuance of,
and under the penalties contained in the law of 1818, and the Arrrte of 1824.
Art. 34._ Herrings taken, etc. acccording to the law of 1818, divided into three principal sorts: 1. Full Herrings are
full of milt and roe, these are most durable and fit for exportation; when near spawning they are called milters or
rowers, (hom of Kuitziek,) and lose some of those qualities; they are subdivided into large and small salt Herrings,
which last have the most delicate taste. 2. Soft Herrings, (Maatjes Haring,) without milt or roe, but fat; these are
nice but less durable. 3. Thin Herrings, (Ylo Hairing,) empty of milt, roe, and without fat, but also durable. These
three principal sorts are divided into single and double wrak. when lying without pickle.
Art. 35.—The Herring to be barrelled, sorted, preserved or sprinkled, and further laid or salted, as soon as practi
cable, with no less than four tons of salt to the last, (about two tons.)
Art. 36.—Herrings to be sorted according to the above-mentioned kinds, and marked accordingly.
Art. 3/.—But milters need not be separated from rowers, nor large from small Herrings.
-Art. 38._ Herrings, injured falling out of the net, or left lying in the hold from a former night, shallnot be barrelled,
but thrown overboard.
Art. 39._ The steersmen shall use their best endeavours that the Herrings may be laid carefully into the casks, and
not thrown into them negligently ; they shall constantly superintend the work of the packers. Steersman to indem
nify for injuries, unless they have occurred contrary to his orders.
Art. 40.— Prohibition to pack the casks more than once with crimped Herring, and care to be taken that as little
as possible may be lost of the blood-pickle.
Art. 41.—The packers to have their own numbers, to be cut into the casks. Steersmen answerable for the observa
tion of this and all other regulations.
Art. 42.—The casks containing Herrings to be marked by distinctive tokens.
Art. 43.—Before 21st July, no Herring to be salted but with coarse or unrefined salt; but after the. 21st July, the
full alone may be salted with fine or refined salt.
Art. 44.—Steersmen to mark the fine salt Herring casks before they are put into the hold. Those caught from 21st
July, (day after St. Margaret.) with M., 26th July, (day after St. James,) to the 24th August, with J.; from 25th
August, (day after St. Bartholomew.) with B.; after the 14th September, with a
and the date oi the taking.
Art. 45.— Casks to be marked with the ship’s number before they leave the vessel, and in case the vessel sails into
another port than that from which it sailed, the number to be given in to the members oi this college, there; and else
where to the local secretary.
Art. 4G.—No Herrings to be given at sea to any but jagers.
Of

the

bringing

in

of the

Herrings.

Art. 47.-—Steersmen must not sail home from the fishery sooner than the day after the close of the fishing season, and
not come into harbour till the fourth day, with a freight of at least 18 lasts, (36 tons) of Herrings, packed at sea; in
cases of doubt, steersman to testify to the arrival upon oath.
Art. 48.—Besides the obligation of the steersmen to bring the Herrings into this kingdom, (Art. 20, law 1818.) they
must bring the Herrings into this province, where they may be examined and marked.
Art. 49^—Steersmen to give an accurate report at their arrival, to a person appointed by the college, on their once
taken oath, of all the I lerriugs taken and brought in by them, distinguishing the quantities of each kind, with the age of
the small salt Herrings; thev are to receive a certificate, to bo-produced to the receiver when they pay their tonnage,
(last geld) and lastly give it up to the inspector, (keurmeester) to serve him in his subsequent inspection.
Art. 50.—Steersmen forced to put into any other port of this kingdom than their own, and obliged to leave their Her
rings there, not to pay their tonnage there, but nevertheless to give in the report (as in Art. 49) to the college, and if no
member or person appointed be there, to the local authorities. Book-keeper to pay the tonnage within 24 hours after,
notice of the arrival of the ship.
.
.
.. ,
Art. 51. -Prohibition to steersmen employed in the salt Herring fishery to bring in any Herrings unbarrelled.
On

the

Inspection, Putting Up, ano Marking

of the

Herrings on their Arrival.

Art. 52.—The I lerriugs to be inspected by the appointed inspector (keurmeester) on the exhibition of the certificate.
(Art. 49).immediately alter unloading, before the Herrings be sold, removed to the pack-house, or to any other place.
Art. 53. —For the purpose of inspection, the inspectors shall (according to their instructions hereafter following) cause
four casks to be opened, with the different packer s marks, by the packers themselves, the Herrings to be taken out and
replaced; and in case one or more of the casks be found unsatisfactory, the others with the same marks to be examined,
and the extent of the damage to be reported to the water-bailiff and book-keeper. Packers to receive no wages till
examination is over.
Art. 54.—Injuries caused to proprietors by bad packing, mixing, <fcc. to be made good by the packers.
Art. 55_ Casks containing similar kinds of Herrings to be laid together, to facilitate the subsequent packing.
Art' 56 — In pursuance of Art. 38 and 45 of the law of 1818, uo Herrings to be sold or exported unless the cask be
first marked by the examiner (keurmeester) with the name of the place and the year, (small casks excepted m Art.
16) and they may be sent to all places within this realm.
J™
Art. 57.—Incase of changing the Herrings to another cask, it must be marked with the name of the province in
full, and the year.
.
. r .
Art. 58.—The first examination of the Herrings (Art. 56) shall, between buyer and seller, be in force for fourteen
days, but if the buyer shall desire it, it must be repeated ; none to be sold till they have been examined.
On

the

Packing

of

Herrings

for

Foreign Export.

Th., nackin" of Herrings may be carried on, only by persons empowered to do it, in the open streets, on
thoqpays and. pubUc places, where it is ciistomary, so that inspectors, examiners, and empowered persons, may have
ah

free access to it.
,„ .
., ,, .
„ ,
. .
Art. 60_ N<> TTorrimro to be packed for foreign export without being first examined.
.
Art. 6'1\-Thc pack n- of Herrings for exportation is of two kinds ; small, or light packing, and large, or heavy pack
ing ; the fonneio! U tons packed into 13 barrels, the latter 14 into 12; care to be taken that the quality of the Her
rings be not spoiled-by this packing. The casks of the heavy packing to be bound with at least 16 customary hoops.
Art. 62.—The different kinds of Herrings may be sent heavily or lightly loaded to every foreign place, excepting to
the Elbe or Weser, whither heavy alone are to be sent. The single wrack Herrings, after being cleaned, to be only
lightly packed, and not sent to the Elbe or Weser. The double wrack, also the hom or kuit-sick Herrings, must not be
packed at all, nor exported.
,
.
. ,,
.
.w Art. 63.—The fine salt Herrings shall not be packed until they have lain ten days m the same pickle ; the time to e
* Art.' 64.—On the packing of Herrings into small or large casks, not the least mixture to take place, but, on the con
trary, any of different kinds to be removed.
Art. 65.—The kind of Herrings to be marked on the casks for exportation.
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Art. 6G.—These marks are farther to be distinguished for the henry and light packing, and the arms of the place to
be put »” %cr^d7>‘\‘1^t^-mnrk8i nerTings may be sent through the whole of this realm, and exported without

“ Old Herrings.”

the casks containing the former year s Herrings to be marked with
Those selling old for new Herrings, to be subject to the penalties imposed in the criminal code for

^butaT
gSI-IK
5G’ G5’ GG’ 68’ 87, to be once procured and paid for by the college,
the further maintenance of them to be left to the examiners, and the expense of heating to be borne by those for
Wll\n 70—No Herring to be sent within or without the realm, without the mark of the sender being distinctly marked
on the upper part of the cask, which mark is to be registered by the secretary, with the residence of the sender.
Art 7i._iso Herring to be salted, laid, pickled, or packed into any cask, but such as has been examined and mark
ed according to this regulation, excepting casks smaller than sixteenths. No merchandize to be put into herring-casks,
and exported as Herrings ; all marks to be obliterated from empty herring-casks.
.
Art. 72.—Every merchant to have in his service a sworn servant (pluats-knecht) who is not to be in any family-rela
tion with him.
........
.1
•
Art. 73.—Excepting the packers and servants, no person shall cure Herrings for foreign commerce, on their own or
other person’s account.
On the Herring Casks.

Art. 74.—Herring casks to be made of good oak cooper's wood, whole casks of not less than thirteen staves, as nearly
as possible of the same breadth, not narrower at the ends than five Netherland inches, and in proportion m the middle.
To be bound with good red barrel-hoops. The bottoms of the casks not to consist of more than three pieces, well jointed,
and as thick as the ends of the staves.
Art. 75.—Directs the dimensions of the casks.
Art. 76.—Every cooper to have a mark, with which the casks are to be marked before they are examined.
Art. 77.—Tobe marked with the letter of the place by the examiner.
Art. 78.—Herring casks already used to be re-examined, and re-marked before they can go to sea again.
Art. 79.—No herring-cask, old or new, to be used, till it be examined and marked.
On

the

Herring Nets.

Art. 80.—The yarn for herring-nets must be spun out clean, unmixed Netherland or Baltic hemp, to be examined by
an empowered examiner.
Art. 81.—Yarn to be properly manufactured, watered, and dried.
Art. 82.—The Herring nets must be netted upon scholen of equal breadth ; two halves not to be made into one
wdiole net.
....
,
Art. 83.—Herring nets to be 748 scholen broad, and 68 full meshes deep; half nets 748 scholen, and J- mes ie> ,
each mesh with two knots, reckoning from top to bottom.
.
Art. 84.—No new herring-net to be used till it has been examined by a teller, and a lead affixed, bearing on om
side the initial of the place, on the other the initials of the teller. The stump to be procured by the local goiernmen .
On the

catching

of

Herrings by Cod-Fishers

for

Consumption.

Art. 85.—Cod fishers running out to sea before 15th July, may take Herrings for their own use, but must take no
more than 8 slings net for that purpose ; and it is prohibited to pack, salt, sell, give away, orbring to land any Her
rings, but any remaining must be thrown overboard.
Art. 86.—Cod fishers running out to sea after 15th July, not to carry more than ten slings of net with them.
They are permitted to pack and salt the Herring, but not otherwise than with coarse salt in whole or half casks,
immediately laid down, and thus unsorted.
r
Art. 87.—Article 47 not applicable to the Herring called kerf-haring, but it must be examined by the examiner and
the unwholesome thrown into the sea; that judged good, to be sold with open bottom, and branded with the word kerf.
Art. 88.—Steersmen of Cod ships to be sworn according to Art. 11, and receive the instructions, <fcc. as in Art. 14.

General Regulat ions.
Art. 89.—Steersmen and all other persons on board the herring ships, and jagers, to take care of the ships, <fec. en
trusted to their care, taking no vessel of any kind with them on their own account; they must appropriate no Herrings
to themselves, sell, barter, and give away, neither merchandize nor tackling on sea or on land ; carry on no traffic in
Herrings, strong drinks, or any thing else, on sea or in foreign lands, take no merchandize with them, nor sutler any
one to do so ; and lastly not run into a foreign port or to another province with their ship, excepting in case ot necesity, or even go on shore.
,
.
,
,
Art. 90.—Directs the immediate sailing to the place of fishery on leaving port, and the same on return.
Art. 91.—Penalty of 50 florins, on each ton, for buying Herrings on sea or in foreign lands, to be paid by the pioprietor or book-keeper, and of 3000 florins, for selling the Herrings caught, in a foreign place, and 100 florins penalty
to the steersman, and a month’s imprisonment. (Art. 23, 24 25, law 1818.)
Art. 92.--All herring-ships to have a successive number between the first and last letters of the name of the port to
which they belong, put in black letters and numbers, not less than half Netherland ell m length, upon the sail of the
mken-inast The Lime to be marked on buoys and nets, and steersmen are to return to proprietors any tackling
found, and io receive a fair remuneration, or salvage, to be decided by arbitration.
OQ—iniuries to be punished as directed m Art. 36.—(law of lbi»j
.
.
_ .
.
Art. 94._ The persons mentioned in these regulations, especially Art. 6, to be unhindered m their service, but com
plaints to be made to the local-government, and the members of the college.
1 Art. 95._ Copies of the law of 1818, and of these regulations to be given to all persons concerned free of expense.
Art. 96. —The penalty for breaking through a number of articles mentioned in the original is seventy-five florins, and
an imprisonment of seven days.
.
.
Art. 97.—The fines to go to the exchequer of this realm, but those incurred for local police transgressions to go to the
commune where the fine has been incurred, or to which the ship belongs, if it has been incurred on sea.
Art. 98.—Breaking through articles enumerated in the original, to be punished by the piece. .
.
Art. 99.—The different officers convicted of wilful transgression, to be suspended or dismissed, in which latter case,
they cannot be again employed in this province, (law 1818).
.
Art. 100.-—All former regulations, <fcc., concerning the salt Herring fishery repealed on the introduction ot this pro
vincial regulation.
. .
.
Art. 101.—Officers of courts of justice, burgomasters, magistrates of towns, and country m the pi ounce of Holland,
to cause these regulations to be observed, and levy or cause to be levied, the fines. Copy to be sent to each.
Instructions to the College for the Great Fishery.

Art. 1 .—This college to act for both parts of this province, under the authority of the minister for national indus
try, and with the council of the states, for the promotion of the good of the Herring fishery and trade.
Art 2._ The college to elect a president, and to appoint a secretary, and other necessary officers, to pay and regulate
their salaries under the sanction ot the states.
_
. . .
Art. 3.—General meeting of the college to be held in May, at the Hague. The tune to be advertised in the btaafit
Courant at least fourteen days previously, to give time to send in written requests, &c. At this general meeting, the
accounts to be made up and closed, and with the documents, delivered to the states. At the same, the calculation of
receipts and expenses for the current year, to be laid before the states for approval.
Art. 4.—The president, may appoint a second meeting. Notice thereof to be given by the secretary to the members,
and subjects of consideration to be mentioned.
Art. 5.—The president may appoint several general meetings with the approbation of the provincial states.
Art. 6.—Whenever an hospital-ship is sent out to the Herring fleet, the commander, physician, etc., to be appointed
|>y the college, and their pay to be regulated by it. The commander to receive his commission yearly from the college,
aud promise on oath a faithful observance, as well of the general laws respecting the fishery, as of the contents of his
commission.
Art.
1 he members of the college to receive no fixed salary, to receive three florins for every league from then
place of residence, and eight florins a day when on business of the meeting.
Art. 8.— Members to lake an oath before the states.
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Instructions for Water Bailiffs (Waterschout.)

Art. 1.—He is to be daily in a proper place during the out-fitting of the ships, to give an opportunity for mustering
the crews.
Art. 2.—He is to make a muster-roll of the crew, their rank, their premiums, etc., as delivered to him by the steers
man, according to a form hereafter following.
Art. 3.—Crew to be called up, the musteY-roll to be read before them, and 25—30 of the provincial regulations.
Art. 4.— Men absent at the muster, to be mustered afterwards.
Art. 5.—Two copies of the muster-roll to be made, one to the book-keeper, one to the steersman; and, one also must
be kept in his own register.
Art. 6.— He is to receive three florins a year for each ship’s mustering, including the changes happening in the
year.
Art. 7.—To ask the steersman whether the men are all capable of the business for which they engaged, and have
done their duty. In case of very satisfactory reports, be is to make observations to the effect in his register, to be able
to promote the deserving individuals in following years : on the other hand, if the contrary takes place, or a man is
punished, pursuant to Art. 2G, an account is to be kept of the fact, that the delinquent may be reduced to a lower
grade in following years, or refused.
Art.8.—He is to examine any differences between the steersman and his crew, and endeavour to adjust them; <o
excite the stragglers to go on board, call in the local police if necessary, and stop any expenses incurred from the indi
vidual’s wages on their return.
Art. 9.— He shall to his utmost co-operate to the observation of the laws and regulations of the great fishery
of this province, and act with civility to all. On any well-founded complaint, he shall be suspended or dismissed from his
post by the college, etc.
Art. 10.—He is to receive copies of the law, etc., and take an oath.
Form of the Muster-Roll.

The Steersman’s mate, etc. Declare, etc. ami Promise, 1. Toba satisfied with wages, etc. 2. Ditto rations, etc.
3. To obey the steersman, etc. To be peaceable, sober, etc. 4. To obey the laws, etc..
Signed, (with distinction of ranks.)
[Waterschout’s Signature.]
Instructions

for the

Examiners

and

Branders of Salt Herrings.

Art. 1.—Examiners (Keurmeesters,) to be at their post from morning to evening, on penalty of suspension or
dismissal.
Art. 2._ They are to carry on no trade in Herrings or salt fish; be in no service nor family relationship with tire
merchants or book-keepers, for whom they are acting, and perform their services personally ; penalty, total dismissal.
Art. 3._ All persons to be put at the distance of a Netherland ell from the casks while the examiners are engaged
with them; and no person to be allowed to touch the Herrings before they are examined.
Art. 4._ Examiners arc not to examine any Herrings till they have seen the certificate, as mentioned in Art. 49, from
the steersman, and to mark, on the back, his report of what he has examined ; to report to the members cf the College
any neglect in the marks on the casks.
Art.°o.—After examination to mark the casks, distinguishing the kinds.
Art. 6.—To open a proportion of the casks at the bottom, and examine the Herrings there ; the rest as in Art. 53.
Art. 7. To have the faults in the packing etc. rectified before their faces, by the original packers : but Herrings
considered injurious to health, should be removed; and under the inspection of the police, be thrown into the water.
Art. 8.—To have defects in salting and pickling remedied by the parties concerned.
Art. 9.—To keep a register of all Herrings examined, with date, steersman, casks, and sort, in a form prescribed
by the College, and to give an extract to any one concerned, or in case of necessity.
•
Art. 10.—To make a declaration, after having called the overseer, (opzigter,) on finding Herrings improperly laid,
or mixed with sorts inferior to those which the marks warrant.
Art. 11.—To see that the packers and coopers act according to their directions, to reprimand them, or report them
to the overseers.
Art. 12.—Not to mark any casks till assured of the contents. The eights and sixteenths for foreign commerce,
■are so far excepted, that they may be marked on the report of the packers. The examiners are, however, to open some
of the pieces ; and in case of any defect, they are to demand the opening of all the casks.
Art. 13.—All the marks directed by the provincial regulations to be put on whole, half, and quarter casks,
upon the side, as distinctly as possible; and those on eighths and sixteenths, where they may be most readily affixed.
Art. 14.—Marking irons to be kept in safe custody, and to be used by none but the examiners; penalty, dismissal of
offender.
Art. 15.—Fees of Examiners.
Art. 1G.—Oath to be taken, and copies of law, &c., to be received by the examiners.
Instructions

for the

Herring-packers.

Art. 1.—To Act pursuant to Art Gl.
Art. 2.—Do.
Art. G2.
Art. 3.—They must not pack fine salt Herrings, till the servant (plaats knecht,) has upon liis oath declared that they
have lain ten days in pickle.
Art. 4.—They must not aid in the slightest mixture of sorts, and in case the mixture is great, to report it to the
overseer or examiner.
Art. 5.—To perform their business in the open streets, quays, <fec., and to permit all access of empowered persons.
Art. 6.—To clean the pickle in the tub from time to time, and to use none but strained.
Art. 7.—To clear out all old and useless casks, and from such empty casks to obliterate all marks, but not to do
so to packed casks.
Art. 8.—To take an oath, and receive copy of law, etc.
Instructions for

the

Servants, (Plaats

Knechts.)

Art. 1.—They are to take care that their master’s packing yards may be opened at proper tunes, and that em
powered persons have ready access to them.
Art. 2._ To keep account of Herrings received and delivered, distinguishing sorts, etc.
Art. 3._ Not to suffer any marks to be obliterated, <fec., on full casks; to give notice of any fraud to overseer.
Art. 4._ Not to suffer persons without right to meddle with the Herrings, and to see that the packers act according to
their instructions.
.
.
Art. 5.—To provide facilities for heating irons for the examiners, and answer their inquiries.
Art. 6—To see that no cask is delivered for foreign export, without the proper marks.
Art. 7.—To see that marks are obliterated from old useless casks.
Ai.. 8. —As packers, they may pack three casks at a time, and obey the directions addressed to such.
Art. 9._ To take care that no Herring-nets be sent out without the leads.
Art. 10.__To take an oath, and receive copies of law, etc.
Instructions to Overseers

Art. 1.

of

Herrings

for

Exportation.

To be ready and at hand during the season for sending out Herrings, from morning to evening; penalty, sus-

1 Art. aJ-^ocarryon no trade in Herrings or salt-fish, have no relationship, &c. with merchants and book-keepers,
for whom they are actin« ; to perform their duty in person, &c.
..
Art. 3.—To repair daily, at different times, to the packing places, to see that all is performed according to these re
gulations, especially that different sorts of Herrings hre not packed together, that the casks are m good order, etc.
Art. 4.—To keep an exact register of all Herrings exported, specifying sorts, <fcc.
Art. 5.—The register to be kept according to a form prescribed by the great fishery college, to be sealed and signed,
that in case of differences, the extracts may be used as legal proofs.
Art. 6.—At the desire of merchants, extracts to be given in the form of certificates, as to the quality, &c., of the
Herrings ; to receive a fee of 7| cents.
Art. 7.—To observe strict secrecy respecting exportations, etc., excepting towards the r liege.
Art. 8.—To have a residence near the principal packing places, during the time ol the exportation.
Ari. 9._ To sign declaration, in conjunction with examiners, in case ot Ari. 10, of the instructions for examiners.

Fisheries

MuLldntl.
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Art. 10.__To see that no irregularities, drunkenness, &c., take place in the packing places ; to admonish and report
to the college.
Art. 11.__ To take an oath and receive copies of law, <fcc.
Instructions for the Examiners (Keurmeesters) and Markers or the Herring Cooperage.
Art. 1._ To be in readiness from sunrise to sunset, to examine and mark casks, when called upon, in the place
where they are made or lie ready.
Art. 2._ To see that Art. 74 has been observed.
Art. 3._ To break in pieces defective staves, bottoms, and hoops, and to give information thereof as well as of defi
ciency in size to the maker, that he may repair or alter them, the first time. The second time the same cask comes
before them defective, they are to strike off the edges and declare it forfeited: of both cases register to be kept. [Here
follow the measures of the different kinds of casks.1
Art. 4.—Casks already used to be examined and marked anew.
Art. 5.__The marking and examining to be performed in the open streets, <fec., without the maker or any one on his
part being present.
Art. 6.—To mark with the local cask marks next to the coopers’ mark, such casks as are found perfect; and keep
register of date, sort, <fec.
Art. 7.—Branding irons to be heated in his presence in the house or shop of the cooper.
Art. 8._ In case the examiner be himself a cooper, his work is to be examined and marked, by another examiner,
and in case there be none, by the senior cooper of the place, after he has taken the hereafter mentioned oath.
Art. 9._ To receive a fee of seven cents for every cask marked.
Art. 10.—To show his register on demand to the college.
Art. 11.— To take an oath, and receive copies of law, &c.
Directions

for

the

Examiners

of

the

Salt.

Art. 1.—To be in readiness to examine when called upon.
Art. 2.__ Whenever they judge that the salt is not Spanish or Portuguese, or that the fine salt has not been refined
within this realm, they are to give notice of the fact to the police magistrate of the place.
Art. 3.—To keep a register of the quality. <fcc., of the salt they examine.
Art. 4.—To receive a fee of twenty cents for each examination.
Art. 5.—To take an oath, and receive copies of law, <fcc.
Instructions

for

the

Examiners

of

the

Kol for Herring Nets.

Art. 1.—To be in readiness to examine when called upon.
Art. 2.—To take out some of the kol out of each bundle, to judge of its quality, and to see that it be not bound
•with more than three strings.
Art. 3.—To carry on no trade in hemp, net-yarn, or nets.
Art. 4.—To receive a fee of ten cents for every 100 Netherland pounds.
Art. 5.—To take an oath and receive copies of law, etc.
Instructions

for the

Sellers

of

Herring Nets.

Art. 1.—To be in readiness to examine herring-nets, to see that Arts. 82 and 83 have been obeyed.
Art. 2.—To measure each net, that it is of equal breadth at the two ends and the middle.
Art. 3.—To affix the lead as in Art. 84.
Art. 4.—To receive 7i cents for every whole or half net, and find leads.
Art. 5.—To take an oath and receive copies of law, etc.
Dated 7th July, 182G. To come into operation 1st January, 1828.
Decree of the 3rd April,

1818.

In pursuance of the law of 1818, granting a Bounty of 500 florins from the Exchequer of the kingdom for the encourage
ment of the Iceland Cod Fishery, to be in force during the years 1818, 1819. 1820. Resolved:-Art. 1.—The committee of the Iceland or Cod Fishery chosen from and by the merchants interested therein, and under
the appointment of the Provincial States, shall make a yearly report of the number of ships, which during the year, have
been fitted out, <fcc., for this fishery and been employed between the 65th and 67th degree, north latitude, with mention
of the names of ships, book-keepers, the result ot the Cod fishery in that year, along with a certificate as well of the
local government of the place where they have been fitted-out, as of the principal excise officer, from which such out
fitting may be evident; all which, having been found regular by the Provincial States, the collective documents are to
be sent to the department of home affairs, with their advice, that in the said department, the payments maybe made to
the persons concerned.
_
.
Art. 2.—If, in any province, there be not a sufficient number of merchants interested m the Cod fishery to elect a com
mittee, the above mentioned statement to be made yearly by each merchant in particular, to the States of his Province,
all the conditions under Art. 1, being accurately complied with.
Art. 3.— In virtue of the 2nd Act of the laws mentioned in the preamble, the states of the different provinces shall,
on sending in the yearly report, (art. 1.) alsd give an accurate account of particular circumstances which may have
taken place during the year, respecting the.Cod fishery, in order to regulate whether, or in what proportion, the bounties

m AHb4.P-0n receiving the reports prescribed in Arts. 1, 2, 3, our minister for home affairs shall give us yearly a gene
ral report, including bis opinion and advice in this matter, so that we may dispose as we intend ot the bounty to each
ship. Minister for Home affairs, Council of State. Director-General of Excise, charged with the execution ot this pre
sent arrete ; with authority to the former to place it in the proper papers, to send a copy to the general exchequer, and to
the Council of State.
Decree of the 13th November, 1819.
A royal arrete ofGth December, 1818, for the encouragement of the winter fishery, having been misunderstood, ™er"
chants believing that it was sufficient to fish within a certain time and a certain latitude, and thinking t ley ave
claims to the full bounty, no matter what time they have staid away ; and in the arrete of the 28th September, le pre
mium, as in the 5th Art. of the above-mentioned arrete, being strictly defined, whether to be given w io y, m par . or re
fused,—new explanations are therefore found necessary ; the object being to promote the winter s ery on le ce an coast,
by the same crews and ships as carry it on in the summer, to the end that the fishery may e cons an y maintained, and
the preserving the necessary class of fishermen for it. To entitle merchants, therefore, to t e enjoyment of the bounty,
they must more or less have in view the promotion of the foregoing objects.
.. . . ,
The «hip must have at least 20 lasts Herring-casks 14 to the ton, in the hold, and be provided with a well, to contain
300 to 400 Cod alive. Not to be manned by less than 12 hands. Not to take less than 24 Herring casks of salt for salt
ing. The exercise of this fishery to be during the months from December to March inclusive, unless the sea and wind
evidently prevent it for a while. The fishery to be carried on between the 55th and 57th degrees. To bring m at least
the half of the fish salted in casks.
The committee for this fishery is to see that all these commands are obeyed, to give certificates at tne end ot the sea
son (crop) of bow many voyages each ship has made, the time it went out and returned, the quantity of salt taken out,
and of fish brought in, distinguishing the fresh and the salt. On lull proof of the above conditions having been complied
with, merchant, to receive500 florins.
, . ,
,
,
i
.
But in proportion as these conditions have been less complied with, th? bounty to be reduced. Mates of the different
interested provinces to act with caution in making out their report, (in pursuance of Art. 4, ot the arrete of 6th Decem
ber, 1818,) of the yearly success of the winter fishery to the ministry, so that the circumstances may be correctly known
which may have an influence on the giving of the bounty.
No ship to receive bounty going out for the first lime in March, to prevent ships going out to the spring or Kol fishery
in April, to take advantage of the bounty.

Regulations for the carrying on of the Lesser, or Fresh Herring Fishery, 31st December, 1822.
Art. 1.—After the royal approbation obtained for these regulations, a court to he established by the States, with the
title of College for the Lesser or Fresh Herring Fishery, for the province of Holland, having authority over every thing
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connected with the fishery, mentioned in the 15 th of the law of 1818, and to act according to instructions. The autho" Fiheries of Holland
*
rity of this college may be extended to the superintendence of the Pan Herring Fishery, (law 1818) and the Coast Fishery,
___ *j
the object of which is the taking of all sorts of sea fish excepting Herrings.
•Art. —The college to consist of eight members, to be chosen from among the most respectable and influential
individuals, and appointed by the States out of a double number, elected by the parties interested, in the following
proportions :—two trom Schevening, two from Katwyk on sea, one from Nordwyk on sea, one from Egmand on sea,
one from yk on sea. In the same manner, one or two deputies may be sent to this college by those interested in the
Pak Herring Fishery on the Zuider-zee. inasmuch as they reside in the province of Holland, on application to the
States. The first appointment to take place as above. In case of vacancy, timely notice to be given to the interested
persons in the place.
Art. 3.—This fishery not to be carried on without the consent of (he college, under the penalties threatened in Art.
12 of the law of 1818. Such consent to be withheld only on satisfactory reasons, grounded upon the law of 1818. Ap
peal to the States in case of refusal.
Art. 4.—The college to give yearly permits, gratis, signed and sealed by the president, and countersigned by the
secretary.
Art. 5. —Permit to be granted after the steersman and two sailors have taken the oath as under B.
Art. 6.—Sufficient number of copies of these regulations to be printed within a month ot the installation of the col
lege ; copy to be given to each boat, and also a copy of the law ot 1818, gratis.
Art. 7.—The steersmen provided with the prescribed permit, may not go to sea before the 14 th of September, and
not before the 20th of this month, nor after the 31st December, cast their nets into the sea, in order to catch fresh Her
rings with them. Steersman and proprietor to be punished with a fine of 50 florins, and seven days’ imprisonment, in
case of transgressing.
Art. 8.—Steersmen permitted to give up the Herrings caught by them to other steersmen of fresh Herring boats, in
order to send them home. Prohibition (pursuant to law of 1818, Art. 16 and 18,) to salt, <fcc., such Herrings, under the
penalties therein mentioned.
Art. 9.—Not to mingle the Herrings caught on different nights, but in case of necessity to be able to declare on what
night they have been taken. Penalty 50 florins.
Art. 10.—All persons concerned to do their utmost to preserve and take care of the ships, <fcc. entrusted to them; trans
gressors to be given up to the judge, to be dealt with according to law. Prohibition to enter a foreign port, <fec., (Art.
21 and 22, law of 1818.)
Art. 11.—Steersmen and sailors forbidden to give away any fresh Herrings to purchasers, or to receive any gratuity
from such under any pretence whatever.
Art. 12.—Also forbidden to appropriate any fresh Herrings to themselves on their arrival, under the name of craa,
but to be satisfied with their agreement.
Art. 13.—Herrings, when being sold, to be reckoned by persons' appointed for that purpose, and under the superin
tendence of sworn tellers, appointed by the local Government.
Art. 14.—To every 12 dozen of pieces of fresh Herrings, as much duty (last geld) is to be paid to this college as is paid
yearly for 14 tons of Pickle Herrings to the college of the great Fishery. (Art. 38, Reg.) To secure the payment of this
duty, the aforementioned tellers are to give in a written report of the quantity of Herrings brought in by each steersman,
to the collectors of the duty, to be appointed by the college, (Art. 10, A.)
Art. 15.—Steersman and two sailors to take the oath, as under C, on the close of the season.
Art. 16. 1 he oaths to be taken before the college, or its president, assisted by the secretary, who is to keep register
thereof, extracts of which to be used as authentic proofs.
Art. 17. Magistratesand police officers enjoined to execute these regulations, on the demand of merchants or book
keepers, to take a proces verbal of any transgression, and refer it to the officer of justice of the district, to visit
boats.
Art. 18.—The infringement of the articles of these regulations, to which no penalty is annexed, to be punished, as
directed Art. 3, law of 1818.
Instructions

for the

Commissioners of

the

for the

Direction

of the

Affairs of

the

Fresh Herring Fishery

Province of Holland.

Art. 1.—The same purport as Art. 1. This college to act with the council of the states of both parts of this pro
vince, and under the superintendence of the department, <fec., of public industry.
Art. 2.—The college to act according to the law of 1818, the regulations before mentioned, and other decrees, which
the government may issue hereafter, and to see that merchants and book-keepers observe them.
Art. 3.—To propose regulations and orders to the states for the advantage of this fishery, especially to appoint the
time of the coast fishery as well with the beug as with schrob-nets, (baited and sean nets,) and lines, the depth, breadth
of nets, and all regulations which may be necessary for the promotion of the Pan Herring fishery.
Art. 4.—President to be elected by the members, and continue five years. At the expiration of the five years, or
before, in case of death, <fec., the members to electa new president, to continue three years. The former president eli
gible to be re-elected. Vice-president to be elected, to actin case of absence of the president. The naming of the first
Eresident rests immediately with the states. The president has power to appoint ordinary and extra-ordinary assemblies
y the secretary, and with the members present, to deliberate on such subjects as may not be contrary to tho general
laws, and provincial regulations, and for the advantage of the fishery.
Art. 5.—The first ordinary assembly to be held in the last week of April of each year, in which all the points to be
discussed in the next ordinary meeting are to be mentioned.
Art. 6.—Members to lay the points to be discussed before the merchants interested, or their book-keepers, and to
inquire whether they have any objections to have such laid before the first meeting.
Art. 7-—The second ordinary assembly to be held in the first week in August, unless important reasons (in the
judgment of the president,) should require it to be held earlier. In this assembly the following are to be transacted-:—
1. The consideration and decision of the points proposed at the first assembly. 2. The delivering of accounts, the ac
counting for moneys, and their direction before the states, and in the hearing of such interested persons, as electors who
may wish to be present at their own expense. The time and place for the delivery of accounts to be named by the
states, and published in the newspapers.
Art. 8.—College to appoint secretary and other officers, To provide them with the requisite instructions, and to regu
late, under authorization of the superior powers,- the annual salaries which they are to receive according to their effec
tiveness.
Art. 9.—College to hold its ordinary assemblies at Katwyk, on the Rhine.
Art. 10.—Under the approbation of the Stares, to appoint receivers of the last geld (tonnage); who are to find security.
Art. 11.—No salary to members of college, but remuneration as in Art. 7, Provincial regulations, (directions for
college.)
Art. 12.—To give in their petition for the following year to the States, before the ordinary meeting in August.
Art. 13.—Oath of Office. Oath of steersman, and two sailors to observe the regulations; the last being to the effect of
not dealing in a number of articles enumerated, in Scotland, Shetland, or any foreign country. Oath to the same effect,
to be made on their return.
Arrete,

of

15th November.

1825,

for

the

Conservation

of the

and

Encouragement of the Long Shore Fishery

Province of Holland*
.

Art. 1.— A premium of 250 florins per boat, shall be given to those of the province of Holland, who shall fit out boats
conformably to the following dispositions, between the 5th of November and the 14th of February, without interruption
for the line fishery, the premiums shall be taken from the fund for the encouragement of national industry. Thisarticle
is applicable to the fishery of the present season.
Art. 2.—After the 1st December of the present year, 1825, all inhabitants of the province of Holland, are forbidden
to use, along the coasts of the kingdom, all seans or other nets, whose smallest meshes in the pockets shall be made on
a pin (moule) less than three inches nine lines broad, Netherlandish measure. It is nevertheless allowable, from the 15th
• The Provinces of Antwerp, Zeland, and West Flanders, objected to being included in this arrangement.
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Fisheries of Holland. of June, till the 15th October, (but only in the outer sea.) to fish with nets made on a pin of the breadth of three

inches.
Art. 3.—The pockets of nets shall be at least three yards (trois aunes deux palmes.) long, and 100 meshes broad.
Art. 4.—Nets with pockets which close, shall not exceed twelve ells, six palms in length, and shall be of a breadth
proportionate to the length, and to the boats to which they belong.
Art. 5. —The pins employed in net-making shall be of brass, and of good quality; on one side shall be engraved across
its breadth, the inches and lines, and on the other side the arms ot the commune. 1 hese pins shall be liable to ex
amination and measurement.
...
Art. 6.—From the 15th November till the 15th of February, inclusive, all fishing with scans or other drag-nets is
rigorously forbidden; (excepting only shrimp-nets,J such nets, therefore, must not be used, or found on board. During
this period line-fishing alone is permitted.
Art. 7-—For the Herring fishery (the Pan-herring inclusive) in ns much as it is a part of the long shore fishery, the
trammel-net alone is allowed. Every species of sean or net with pockets is prohibited.
Art. 8. —Contraventions of the above prohibitions, shall be punished by a fine which for each offence, shall not be less
than fifty florins, nor exceed 1U0 florins, with imprisonment ot from seven to fourteen days, according to the gravity of
the case, or repetition of the offence.
Art. 9.—In all the communes of Holland, where any species of fishing is carried on, the governors of provinces
Superintendence left
to Local Authorities. charged with that office, shall, on the proposition of the local administrators, name inspectors for the examination of
nets, and all things in relation to it, These inspectors can neither be curers nor fishers, nor have any other interest
in the fishery. The persons chosen, should, as far as possible, be impartial, independent, and capable under all cir
cumstances, of boarding the boats. The existing inspectors to be preferred if found capable.
Art. 10.—Inspectors are authorised to exercise their functions every where. They may consequently at any hour
visit, and they are required from time to time, to go from place to place, and make visits and examinations.
Art. 11.—Over and above their salaries, (which shall be fixed in their instructions,) the inspectors shall receive
half the fines levied, the other half goes to the poor of the place where conviction is had.
Art. 12.—The provincial states of Holland shall draw up the instructions for inspectors. They shall also make re
gulations, and fix the fines and penalties for their contravention, such as they may think necessary for the due execu
tion of this Arrete, these must be uniform for the coasts of both parts of the province.
Art. 13.—This Arrete may be extended to the other provinces along the coast, with any required modifications on
the demand of the states deputies. In the meantime, the inhabitants of the other provinces shall not fish along the
coasts of the province with nets contrary to this Arrete, under the penalties mentioned in Art. 8.

APPENDIX, No. XXXVII.

The Fisheries

of

Denmark.

Copy of a Letter from Sir II. W. W. Wynn, His Majesty’s Envoy at Copenhagen, with the Report
of the Danish Chamber of Domains, on his Inquiries respecting the Fisheries,—to Viscount Pal
merston, G. C. B., &c. &c. &c.

Copenhagen, June 27, 1836.
Fisheries of Denmark.
My Lord,—I have to apologize to your Lordship for my apparent neglect of the directions contained in your despatch, No. 12, of last year, to obtain answers to certain questions concerning the
laws regulating the Fisheries in this country; but notwithstanding my repeated applications, I have not
till now been able to obtain the enclosed answers from the department.
I regret that the information is not as full as might ha\t been expected, after so long a delay, but
since the loss of the Salmon Fishery in Norway, and the total failure of that of Herrings in Jutland, the
Fisheries in this country are of little account.
I have, &c.
(Signed)
H. W. W. WYNN.
In conformity with the request of M., the Envoy of His Britannic Majesty, the Depaitment of Foreign Affairs has
demanded by its letter of the 12th January, explanations :—
1. As to the rules established in Denmark with respect to the time in which the fisheries are permitted, and the
manner in which they are exercised.
2. On the nets and other engines prescribed by the law.
...
.
3. On the encouragements or premiums offered to the owners of fishing boats, nets, or other engines of particular
construction, or to those who fish off certain coasts, and prepare different sorts of fish.
The Chamber of Domains has the honor to answer to these queries, that with respect to the first and second ques
tions, neither for Denmark nor the Dutchies, does there exist any general law concerning seasons, or the modes of ex
ercising the business of the fishermen, or concerning particular nets or engines ; and further, that it is presumed that
the special regulations relative to the fishery in the Liimfgord, cannot possess any general interest, considering the
locality and particular circumstances of that gulf, which is regarded as a domain for the crown.
The Chamber, however, will not omit to mention the regulations prescribed for the said Liimfgord, touching the
use of certain nets at certain epochs. It is ordered that the nets named “pulsodde,’ for the taking of Eels, shall only
be used from the 24th of June till the 24th of August: and that the nets for the taking ot Herrings, shall not ordi
narily be used, except from the 11 th of May till the 11 th of J line; and from the 11 th September to the 11 th December.
It is further ordered, that the meshes of the herring and eel-nets used in the said gulf, should have a determined size. It
is likewise forbidden to fish in certain specified places, where the fish are generally supposed to spawn.
Touching the third query, no general law exists, directing encouragements or premiums for fishing boats, nets, or
other engines of any particular construction; but a small sum is annually set apart for the encouragement of the
coast fishery, and more particularly for making advances to fishermen who cannot provide their own nets, engines, &c.
Lastly, during a series of years, with a view to encourage fishing with decked vessels on the coasts of Iceland, there has
been granted to every inhabitant of that island, and also to such merchants of Denmark or the Dutchies, who have
formed trading establishments there, a premium of 14 (metallic) crowns per last, on decked vessels of from eight
to fifteen lasts, employed in fishing off the island. The object of this measure seems, however, to have been obtained;
as a very considerable number of vessels of the required size, equipped in that island, are now employed in the trade; ac
cordingly the abolition of these premiums is under consideration.

APPENDIX No. XXXVIII.

The Fisheries

of

Russia.

Copy of a Letter from His Majesty’s Ambassador at St. Petersburg, with Observations on the Fisheries
of the Caspian, and’the Rivers'in the Government of Astrakhan, communicated by Count Nessel
rode to the Viscount Palmerston, G. C. B., &c. &c. &c.
Of Ihnna.

St. Petersburg, 30th April, 1836My Lobb,—I have the honour to enclose you a statement respecting the Russian Fisheries, which
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I have just received from Count Nesselrode, and which I had requested from him in obedience to the
instructions contained in your Lordship’s despatch, No. 23, of 29th December, 1835.
I have, &c.
(Signed)
DURHAM.

Fisheries oflttissia.

The fisheries of the Caspian are under the superintendence of a Board established at Astrakhan, and subordinate to
the Regency of that city.
1 he officers of this Board provide for the maintenance of order among the fishermen ; and examine and decide on the
spot all disputes which arise among them. This jurisdiction is generally exercised by engaging the disputants to choose
arbitrators, whose award is executed at once, and without appeal.
The fisheries are distinguished into those of the open sen, and those of the coast.
To the former, belongs the fishery at the north-east of the Caspian. This fishery is divided into three districts, and is
pursued twice in the year ; in the spring, until the middle of May ; and in autumn, from the middle of August, till the
sea is closed by ice.
In the open sea, every one may employ what engines he finds best suited to the locality, excepting only floating-nets,
formerly usedin summer for the capture of great fish, but which have been found injurious to the fisheries.
All persons desirous of engaging in this fishery, are bound to declare to the Board the number of fishing boats they
intend to employ, on each of which they pay a tax of ten roubles.
The fishers are distributed in brigades of fifty boats. Each brigade chooses from amongst its own members, a cap
tain, whose duty is to superintend the boats of his division, and the conduct of the fishermen; to visit the spot assigned
for their operations; and to take cognizance of all things which may concern the employment.
As to the in-shore fisheries:—those of the mouths of the Volga, belong to the state, and are let to the highest
bidder. The farmers of the four principal mouths of this river have permission to take fish by means of pallisades
thrown across the river, and to use all sorts of netting (greage). In the fisheries of the other rivers which fall into the
Caspian, and which are private property, no netting or instrument which can interfere with the periodical migration of
the fish is permitted; neither is it allowed to stretch lines from the shore and attach pots to them.
The government gives neither premiums nor bounties, under the conviction that self-interest may be depended upon
to excite the fisherman to perfect himself in bis art; but as to the regulations for this branch of industry, their favour
able operation has been satisfactorily demonstrated, by the quantity of capital which the merchants of Astrakhan have
embarked in the trade, and by the considerable profits they have made.

APPENDIX, No. XXXIX.

The Fisheries

of

Sweden.

Copy of a Letter from the Secretary of the British Embassy in Sweden, with transcripts of Ordinances
and Public Documents relating to the Fisheries.
Stockholm, March 30, 1836.
Mv Lord,—In obedience to the instructions contained in your Lordship’s despatch No. 9, of the Fisheries of Siceilen.
29th December, last year, to transmit to the Foreign Secretary’s Office, statements of the regulations
which exist in Sweden for the protection of the Fisheries, I have endeavoured to obtain the best in
formation on this subject, and have the honor to enclose herewith translations of the following docu
ments :—
No. 1, Summaiy of ordinances relating to the Fisheries in Sweden, published by order of the
Government in 1823.
No. 2—Communication to the King of Sweden by the Councillor of State, M. Poppius on the
state of the Fisheries of the western coast, dated Gottenburg, July 15, 1833.
No. 3.—Journal of the investigations on the Fisheries along the north-western coast of Sweden,
held at Stromstadt, the 17th June, 1833.
No. 4—Report of the meeting at Gottenburg for taking into consideration the adoption of mea
sures for the improvement of the sea Fisheries in the Bohus Province.
No. 5—Extract from the Journals of the Council of State, held at Stockholm, on the 24th of
August, 1833.
No. 6—Letter from the Governor of Gottenburg to the King of Sweden outlie Fisheries.
No. 7.—Report of the Exchequer Board, (Kammer Collegium) to the King of Sweden on some
legal points connected with the rights of fishing of the owners of the shore.
In the inclosure No. 1, will be found a summary of the laws published in 1823, since which time
little has been actually done by the Government, in affording better protection to this branch of in
dustry, though numerous inquiries have been instituted into the subject with a view to improving the
existing system. . 1 his code is now undergoing revision, and the supreme court of justice is preparing
a report to be laid before the Council of State.
It is not expected that much benefit will resultfrom the investigation, as the fishing along the western
coast, heretofore the most productive, has greatly fallen off within some years, and the Herring fish
ery in particular has decreased to an extraordinary degree.
The Swedish Government are desirous to give every encouragement to the fishing establishments,
but the only premium or bounty afforded by them is a special privilege granted to M. Mallin, of Uddevalla, for deep sea fishing. He is to be allowed a yearly salary of about .£'84, as encouragement for
employing three vessels, Swedish, British, or Dutch, in the course of the year. The vessels and
cargoes are to be free of port charges and all other dues. The object of this privilege, (which, how
ever, has not yet been acted on,) is to introduce the English system of fishing, by extending the voy
ages further to the westward, for which larger vessels than those hitherto in use must be employed.
Swedish fishing vessels of all descriptions are exempted from port and other dues, and the sale of
fish cannot be burthened with municipal charges. Sailors enrolled in the royal navy are permitted to
serve on board fishing vessels, and if such vessels are employed in the deep sea fishery, they are con
sidered as on actual service.
The inclosure No. 3, contains evidence given by the principal fishermen at Stromstadt in 1833, in
which will be found the different opinions as to the causes of the declining state of the Herring and
Lobster fisheries.
All the inclosures, except No. L have been furnished me by M. Skogman, the President of the
College of Commerce, under whose directions the projected changes in the fishery laws are to be intro
duced. 1 hese papers have not the weight of ordinances, but will tend to shew the state of the question
at the present moment.
I have the honor to be,
To Viscount Palmerston, G.C.B., &c. &c.
(Signed)
J, A. D. BLOOMFIELD.
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Fisheries of Sweden.

Summary

or

Ordinances relating to the Fisheries
in

in

Sweden,

Published

BY ORDER OE THE GOVERNMENT

1823.

Part I.—On the Fisheries in Sweden in general.
I.— 77/e Privileges and Duties usually connected with Fishing considered as a ( raft.
Sec. 1.—The King will protect and favor every inhabitant of this kingdom, of whatever rank or condition he inay be,
who carries on any kind of fishery. Every man’s lawfully obtained fishing place, whether it be rented, taxed, or free
hold, shall be enjoyed freely and without annoyance, as may best advantage himself and the country, both now and for
the future.
Sec. 2.—All the inhabitants of either town or country without distinction ns to place or person, are free to buy,
barter,or bring home, whether in sea-port towns or the sea coastsand country fishing places round about, as every man
may think best, and without let or hindrance from any quarter whatsoever, fresh, whole salted, or ready cured fish of every
sort and kind for their own consumption. They shall also be permitted, for their own household wants, to procure, salt
in,and pack upany and every marketable fish in whatever way. vessel, or manner, they may find most convenient. Who
ever, too, fishes on hisown account or purchases from others fresh fish to be salted in and prepared by himself for the mar
ket, may freely dispose of it, lay it up in the cities or sell it out into the country. In order, however, to insure a good
and sound supply, the saltings and other preparations shall be exactly ami regularly superintended. It shall conse
quently be incumbent on all who pursue this branch of industry, to take care by inspection on the spot, that only good
fish shall be prepared, and that these are perfectly well salted and packed in. It will then be purchased with confi
dence in other places, as a sound and trustworthy article of commerce.
Sec. 3.—According to the specific regulations concerning weights and measures in this kingdom, a regularly gauged
and standard barrel containing 48 canns. (33 gallons English measure,) shall be used, whenever fresh fish an* bought or
sold. He who sells fish by any other measure than that just stated, shall forfeit (10 d.) 3 r.d. 16 sk.. (5s. 6J.) ; on con
viction fora second offence, double that sum ; and for every succeeding similar infraction of the law, (10 d.) 13 r.d. 16 sk.,
(,£1 2s. fid.); all which fines shall go to the informer.
Sec. 4.—Whenever fish is salted in for sale, only whole, half, quarter, or eighth part barrels shall be employed, all
which shall be made of firin cross bits, and staves sufficiently and strongly hooped, and properly gauged and measured
by some gauger or harbour master, before any fish intended for sale are deposited therein. Any infraction of this clause
shall be punished by the forfeiture of the goods. A barrel of salt fish should contain from end to end, 48 Swedish canns,
(33 gallons,) or parts thereof in proportion to their size, and should be made of oak, beech, or spruce fir, not of deal.
The latter wood is very unfit for holding salted fish, and every barrel made of such will consequently expose its
owner to a penalty of (2 d.) 32 sk., (l.v. 3i/.): except however in places where spruce fir is not found in quantities suffi
cient for the purposes of cooperage. A barrel of herring oil shall hold (it) cans (41 if gallons.) an oyster keg 16 cans, (11
gallons,) and a lobster cask, 24 cans, (16$ gallons). That gauger or harbour master who stamps undersized fish casks
with marks implying them to be ofthe standard measure, shall be fined (20 d.) 6 r.d. 35 sk.,(l l.v.), besides making good
any loss that may have been sustained. If such mis-stamping were intentionally done, he shall be punished as is pro
vided in the commercial code, chap. 8, sec. 3. Fresh, salt, smoked, and dried fish, may also be sold by weight, pro
vided it be done with standard weights, ami authorized steel-yards; in default of which the goods are forfeited to the
prosecutor. Dry fish, however, may be sold separately or in bundles of ten or eighty as indeed has heretofore been
the case.
Sec. 5.—Fish goods of every kind shall be laid in good stout barrels, and shall be well salted and carefully packed in
with pickle. But from this regulation, Cod, Codling, green Cod, and Ling, are excepted, which may be salted down in
close barrels without pickle being added.
.
r <■ .
.
He who sells damaged fish for good, or in any other way acts fraudulently or deceitfully, shall forfeit the articles, be
fined 6 r.d. 32 sk., bco. (Ils.), and indemnify the purchaser for any losses or expense. Should ihe purchaser, how
ever, receive the goods without caring to have them properly packed in mid examined, the seller shall be freed from his

Chapter

^Sec.1 b'.—When fish are laid, repacked or sold away, either in serviceable old barrels or in new vessels of beech, oak,

or spruce fir, a penalty of 3 r.d. 16 sk. (5s. 6<7.) shall be incurred, if sufficient care be not taken that, both ends of the
cask are perpendicular, to each other, as regards the joinings or knots in the wood. The bunghole also, through which
the pickle is poured in, shall be so bored that when that side of the barrel lies uppermost the seams between the end
planks shall be perpendicular, so that such barrels may be safely transported on board ship, without either ot the bot
toms giving way, or becoming loose, through the weight pressing upon it.
Sec. 7.—Before any kind of dried fish is sold, the heads shall be taken off, and the back bones shall be taken out of
all fish an ell or more in length ; from Ling, and Codling, however, this bone shall only be extracted from the head to
the vent. All fish found otherwise prepared, will be immediately confiscated. 1 he same law shall apply to smoked
fish, all whose back bones shall be extracted ; bloater or red Herrings and such small fish excepted.
Sec. 8.—Shoals of fishes are well known to be vastly disturbed by any kind of noise or tumult. VI bile therefore they
linger round the shores, and particularly, at the appearance of Herrings on the coast, during the whole time thejare
fished for, and indeed n’henover the iishmnnn is Jt'onlly engaged, nil firing is fortadden. Every^charge from a ha d
fire arm, hall be lined 3 r.d. IU sk. (or. 6rf.) For every discharge of a cannon, or .hut ngVnder
be 66 r d 32 «k (£5 10v ) Signals of distress or for a pilot, are excepted ; but it shall be the duty ot the pilot, um er
a 1“ally tf W
forfeited to the

mander approaching the shores or harbon .J,
h':|n of proving
wa; not properly warned by the
firing neai the co‘;' ' dfn)m the fine ; in which case the pilot becomes himselt liable to it.
pilot before heisr^ea?e“
(£1’s,.) shan be levied on all vessels sailing over draught nets or scans; and a fine
nf Rr TgsI 5° 6d) on those which sail over ground or falling nets; together with compensation for any injury
of 3 r.d. 16 sk os.
board
shan .ncur the penalty. Should snch accident happen from necessity or igsustamed, butif p ot.
1
*
and e
CjJ
the fisherman shall always have corks and floats upon his
teckfo fhS afimay see where it lies; and shall not throw his drag or ground nets into narrow passage waters. From
rptrnl . lions roadsteads and the common anchorages are excepted.
tHSe? 10—Even- Swedish subject has a right, whenever it can be done without hindrance or injury to others, freely to
erect ’and establish on common lands and such domains of the crown as are mentioned below, (Chap. 2, Sec. 1,)—Booths
and nrenariiiK houses for fish taken either within or without the coast archipelagos; yards and building places, wherein
to construct fishing boats, tackling, barrels and instruments; together with dwelling-houses for all such servants and
workneonle as are employed in the salt water fisheries. Should any dispute arise as to the right of using such crown
nronertv1 his Majesty ’s Commandant shall, after due examination thereof, instantly communicate his decision concerning
it. In case any one should wish to build a farmhouse with the intention of tilling the annexed land, or of enjoying the
advantages of wood and land, together with the fishery, thus highly increasing the value of that fishery to the crowri,
his Majesty’s Commandant shall take care to investigate the particulars thereof, and legally to guard and protect the
revenues of the crown.
.
.
_
Sec. ii.— In order that as many persons as possible may be benentted by suitable fishing grounds, no one, either on
common lands nor by agreement with a landholder or proprietor, shall inclose more space than is required for the fishery
or salting works he actually carries on; nor shall he retain a greater portion of any such land which he may have
already acquired, than he can prove to be necessary for the prosecution of his business.
Sec. 12.—According to the law which relates to partnerships, a written explanatory document shall be drawn up by
any persons wishing to fish conjointly as a company, and all the conditions and regulationsagreed upon shall be therein
clearly stated. Such companies shall be carried on jointly and for the advantage of each shareholder, so long and upon
such conditions as areagreed upon by the shareholders at the commencement of their partnership. No one, however, can
be prevented from selling his shore in that company to whomsoever desires to purchase it, and can. agree with the
holder thereabout; provided it be first offered to the company, and they refuse to pay for it what another may have ho
nestly bidden. All goods, instruments, and effects obtained or purchased by fishing or salting companies, which, under
every circumstance, are regarded as belonging to the company in common, shall be exempt from warrants of seizure or
distiess.
is, however, shall be so understood, that when a creditor sues any debtor who may be a shareholder in
such a company, the other shareholders shall give the judge employed every necessary information as to the debtorsj
sharem the < ompany. The creditor can only succeed to this share in so far, and upon such conditions,, as it was pos
sessed by his de > or, and consequently cannot sue for an assignment of his share, nor enter into the company without

o

,eZ’ . r
n iz-ermen’ in salt or freshwater, together with the workmen necessary for their craft, shall
c en isted into the King’s service. If any such servant, then, shall enlist contrary to the law, and his master or
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employer shall demand his return within six weeks after receiving pl.ain intelligence of the fact, he shall be iminedi- Fisheries of Sicede'd
ately sent back to him, through the interference and assistance of the Governor of the Province. In case the recruiting V
'
officer knew that the recruit’s employment rendered him of itself incapable of entering the service, he shall be fined
6 r.d. 32 sk. besides being answerable to the master for his obligations, if it should prove that the officer’s own
conduct since the enlistment has caused or enabled the recruit altogether to escape. Should the recruit on the other
hand have concealed his trade, thus enlisting with an intention to deceive, he shall forfeit, on being recovered, 3 r.d.
16 sk. for the first offence, and double that sum for the second, and for the third, shall be condemned to one year’s
hard labour; every time repaying in addition to the above punishments all costs. Should the master or employer be con
victed of having collusively agreed with the recruiting officer, deceitfully to engage a workman in the service, he shall
forfeit 6 r.d. 32 sk.: and the workman shall be set at liberty, and be forgiven any debts or obligations he may previ
ously have contracted with his master ; the enlistment too shall be disapproved and rejected, and all such fines shall be
divided between the informer and the military client: whoever is not able to pay the fines shall suffer corporal punish
ment, in accordance with the code of punishments contained in the general law.
Those who carry on fisheries, on the other hand, shall in no wise shield from serving the King, hired or
household servants not really engaged in some fishing department. As to how far they must take part in the general
defence of the kingdom, every information will be found in the laws on that head.
Sec. 14.—All persons engaged in fishery are also freed from having soldiers billetted on them, from army taxes, from
providing post horses, and from several similar liabilities. Should they, however, dwell on a regularly taxed estate, or
carry on any kind of trade, they must submit to the above, like all other fanners and tradesmen.
Sec. 15.—In order that the quantity of salt requisite for the wants of the fisheries may always be forthcoming, all
those advantages and duties shall apply thereto, which are established in the laws relating to that subject.
Sec. 16.—The law relating to the catching and killing of wild animals, especially provides and regulates how Seals,
Otters, and other creatures destructive to fish, may be caught and shot; also contains regulations for shooting or
taking wild animals among the islands on the coast, upon rocks and inlets not belonging to any particular farm or
estattT, or out in the open sea. Everything relating to sea birds on this subject, the leaving their eggs and young undis
turbed, and the proper time for seeking or shooting them will also be found in the general law just mentioned.
Chapter II. —f~hi Deep Sea Fishing.
Sec. 1.—Every inhabitant of the kingdom has a right to carry on and employ, to his own advantage, all fisheries in
the open sea, or on rocks, coasts or islands, the property of the Crown, or which do not actually belong to some farm
or estate, or which are not occupied under some particular agreement or jurisdiction.
Noblemen may also carry on any kind of saltwater fishery in the open sea; so that if any is inclined to risk the
trouble and expense necessary for catching Herring, or other sorts of fish therein, and no one be injured or interfered
with, on the shores or at the usual fishing stations, no payments shall be demanded, and no hindrances experienced,
either through officers of the crown or any other persons. Of course, however, the proper persons must be agreed
with, respecting landing places for the boats and fishing, ami other necessary tackle.
Private salt water fisheries, the property of the crown, shall be regulated as is stated below, cap. 3, sec. 1, concerning
river and fresh water crown fisheries.
Sec. 2.—Besides exemption from enlistment, and other such public burdens, which all engaged in fisheries enjoy, as
has been before stated in cap. 1, sections 13, and 14, the vessels of all salt water fishermen, shall, in addition, be ex
empt from the regulation compelling them to wait till their dimensions and tonnage be ascertained, and also from all
crown embargo, so long as such vessels are engaged in prosecution of the fishery, or the disposal of their cargoes,
except in the case of great necessity.
Sec. 3.—Thegovernor of the province, on proper representations being made tohim, shall supply atreasonable rates, such
salt water fishermen as do not themselves possess oak or other serviceable wood, with the proper materials for fishing
boats and barrels, to be taken from the common lands and royal forests, provided they can bear such thinning without
damage, or causing a scarcity of timber for other more important purposes. Whoever dare ship away, or otherwise
employ, any wood received to supply the wants of the fisheries, shall be fined double the amount fixed in the statutes
against the illegal cutting down of forest timber; besides which, the article so misused shall be forfeited, and the
offender shall be deprived of his right to any future assistance from the royal forests. Any public functionary encou
raging or concealing such an abuse, wluch he ought by virtue of his officeto prosecute and punish with all the rigor of
the law, shall be immediately cashiered.
Sec. 4.—Fishing vessels are allowed to enter and to leave, without making any payments whatever, all harbours,
salting works, fishery stations, archipelagos, and any possessions of the crown. ’ When open boats laden with fish,
tackle, instruments, or any other requisites for fishing, come to any town or other place where a custom-house is es
tablished, they shall receive the papers and documents necessary for their immediate dispatch, without the least delay,
payment, or fees. Custom-house officers neglecting or refusing instant compliance with any such application shall
forfeit 3 r.d. 16 sk. Further regulations on this subject, referring to the fisheries in the North Sea, may be found in
the third part of this Digest, cap. 1. sections 6 and 7.
Sec. 5.—The following is the true nature of landowners’ rights as regards Salt Sea fisheries. Whoever possesses the
shores within, and islands of the coast archipelagoes, shall also have a right to all the fish caught within them. Along
the open coast, however, or where there is no archipelago, as well as outside the archipelagoes where they exist, the
owner of the land or shore cannot stretch his private rights and claims to the fish and waters further than the shoal
water along the shore belonging to him extends. Should any royal or common fisheries have been formerly established
within the islands, or if any one can prove by prescription, purchase, land tax, judicial verdict, or any other incontestible evidence, that he is entitled to fisheries near and around rocks, flats or shallows out at sea, as also wherever fisher
ies are found depending on lands belonging to towns and corporations, their ancient right to the same shall not be
disturbed.
..
Sec. 6.—Among those archipelagoes where fishermen have been accustomed .according to old habit, to fish mutually
on each other’s fishing stations, following the fish according to their various movements, ancient customs shall be kept
up. Let it also be particularly noted, that no Swedish subject shall be prevented carrying on the Herring fishery in the
North Sea, on whatever coast it may take place. The Herring fisheries in the Baltic shall be under the same law
wherever this fish appears in abundance.
Sec. 7.—Those who fish for Strumming (a kind of small Herring or large Sprat) in West Bothnia, West Norland
and Gefleboy districts, shall, wherever such was before the practice, have the right undisturbed to fish for Stromming,
as well as the land-owner, without making any payment for this privilege. The owner, however, of the land and shore
shall first enjoy bis two free days during the fishing season, viz. every Monday and Wednesday, when he has a right to
the first draught with the drag-net. From the above laws are excepted only such shores as are connected with allu
vial fields and meadows, together with similarly situated cultivated portions of land.
Sec. 8.—Whenever any one wishes to clear and arrange, or repair a spot adapted for casting the drag-net, he shall
have the place duly examined by the harbour-master and visitors, in the presence of the land or strand-owners and fish
ermen in the neighbourhood. The harbour-master and visitors shall then, after investigation has been made, decide as
to whether the spot in question requires a necessarily expensive clearing. After this investigation, and a report thereof
has been made, whosoever repairs or clears out, and arranges such a spot, so as to make it proper for casting the Herrin<«' drag, he shall receive as remuneration from other fishermen who wish to make use of it, mid so long as it be kept
in ”ood repair, every thirteenth barrel of fish caught there. But it is to be observed, that the owner of the land or shore
shall have the first refusal of repairing or clearing out such a fishing place, provided it be finished within a certain pre
scribed time. It shall also be remembered, that should another person arrange such a fishing place, and himselt fish
therein, the land-owner upon whose ground it may be, shall be exempt from every payment or hire as fishing right,
should he fish there also. Should any fields or meadows be injured, whether by trampling or otherwise, by persons en
gagedin fishing at, or in clearing out a fishing place, arbitrators shall determine the compensation to be made. \\ ho
ever commits any wilful damage shall be prosecuted as the law directs.
.
Sec. 9.—Anyone may fish freely and undisturbed with hooks and lines, in the deep sea within the outer islands.
The use of the drag-net, however, shall not be interrupted by any poles or stakes left sticking in the ground. For every
such pole or stake so found, the offender shall be fined 16 sk.
See. 10.—Except in the cases mentioned above in sections 6, 7, 8, and 9,—persons shall neither erect buildings nor
other preparations for fishing on another man’s estate, without the consent of the landholder, nor use the fishing places
of others without their permission_ under pain of being punished as declared below, cap. 3, sect. 5. The regular method
of obtaining a right to all such privileges must ever be to agree with the lawful landlords or owners. So long as the
price agreed upon is paid and fishing and salting are carried on there, the arrangement thus freely concluded stands
firm and good.
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Sec. 11.—One or more only of the partners in fishing grounds, held in common among the islands or sea coast, may
by no means permit other persons to fish or establish fishing buildings on such spots, without t it con n o ic mnjo
rity of the land and shore-owners.
,
.
„ .
.
1
. r
.... a
Sec. 12.—In order to prevent the imprudent destruction of small and young fish, taken by means of fine-nets, and
other illegal methods, in bays and channels between the islands, the fishing companies and owners ot the coast shall
deliberate in common in the presence of some legal court, how the young and small fish may be the most surely spared
to reach their natural size, and how the shoals of fish which visit the coast may be most prudently used with regard to
the future. The decision of the majority on all such questions shall become a valid statute, and shall be continued
by the governor of the province as such, and as necessary to be obeyed. Besides these, other arrangements shall be
made as applicable to salt water fish similar to what is prescribed in Sec. 17 of the next chapter, with regard to iresli

Sec. 13.—All fishing buoys, poles, and stakes, shall be removed immediately after the conclusion of a fishery which
has been carried on by several persons together, on pain of a fine of 3 r.d. 16 sk. ; that is to sny if they be not m m
ed as permanent fixtures.
.. , . 4.
..
.
,ri,„
Sec. 14.—The measures to be taken with reference to the fishing grounds, will be detailed in the next par .
third part of this summary will contain several arrangements of matters connected with fisheries, in the North >ea more
particularly.
r
,
Chapter III. — On River and Fresh Hater rtsh.
Sec. 1.—The private fisheries of the King and of the crown are. ami shall continue to be, situated in such great rivers,
brooks, streams, and lakes, as they have hitherto been from ancient times. This is independent of the manner m which
they may be employed, whether for the benefit of the crown itself, or in payment of its officers, or as hired out to in
dividuals at a fixed rent, and for a limited period. To these must be added all fishing grounds which the crow n may
hereafter recover, by appealing to the law, from persons unlawfully possessed of the same. No one may is i in sue i
watersand streams’as are more particularly reserved for the use of his Majesty and of the crown, without t ic < >pecm
permission of tne governor of the province. Every offender herein shall be fined 16 r.d. 32 sk.; which sum tails o le
King, and shall also forfeit all that he may have caught. Persons discovered fishiug on grounds w hich belong to
crown, but which are let out to private individuals, shall be dealt with ns directed in Sec. 5. As to different kinds of fish
expressly reserved to the crown in certain rivers, the same course shall be taken as with the royal fishing waters, but such
a partial appropriation shall by no means prevent the owners of the shores from catching other sorts ot fish not claimed
by the crown.
Every landowner shall have the refusal of taking on lense any such fishing waters on his lands, as may either partly
or entirely be the property of the crown. The sum paid, however, shall equal that offered by’ other bidders.
Sec. 2.— The general crown fisheries are such spots in the crown commons, parks, islands, and forests, which the crown
has not expressly reserved for itself. All who inhabit each district or parish may be permitted by the governorot the pro
vince on payment to die crown of such sums as may be reasonable, to erect there booths, works, or fisheries of any kind
whatsoever. Should any farms be situate within such crown estates, they shall enjoy a free right of fishing, there, until
all the waters have been allotted away. Those who desire to settle on such fishing grounds, there to carry on fishing
and agriculture shall apply to the governor of the province, from whom they will receive sufficient ground for building
upon, alter which the yearly rent shall be fixed and exacted aft?r the first free year has passed. 1 here must ie i.xcepted, however, from the above general fishing right, such waters as the crown has granted to individual.-, on the paymen t of rent or tithe. For infringing this law the fine shall be for every offence, 1 r.d. 32 sk.; and the forfeit ot a
the fish so taken.
„
Sec. 3.—All waters lying along or flowing up to any district, parish, or village common-lands are common fisheries. '..very
one who possesses the right of common shall be at liberty to fish there when he will ; but in such streams am w a t r>
angling alone shall be allowed unentitled persons, unless the consent of the majority be first obtained. '
'.nd inother roads lor reaching the fishing places, fields and meadows lying along the shore shall ie ice ’,’I“
’ j fields
jury. Should no other road be found, arbitrators shall settle the compensation to be made foi i .
s ih f elds
shall suffer. Whoever fishes in common fisheries without being permitted or entitled so to do, shall foifeit the tackle
and instruments he may have used, and all the fish he has taken.
.
,
.
L . .
.
•«
Sec. 4.—Those persons who possess the right, may fish m any unappropriated fishing water belonging to a village witn
ground or drag-nets, each according toliis pleasure. Those intending to erect there fishing works, &c.. shall be at liberty to do
so, in proportion to their share in the village property, according to circumstances. Should one of the common owners
desire to separate from the rest while they wish to remain united, the former shall have the preference in his suit, piovided it will occasion no injury to the others. The governor of the province also, and the judge, ought also to exert a
their authority to persuade common owners and sharers in joint-fisheries in lakes and rivers, to listen o icir . ai e
incuts and representations, and whenever circumstances will permit, to divide the waters equa y among
1C1?' •
ever desires to erect fishing works in common torrents, streams, and sounds which cannot be divided, sbal11 s
the co-possessors to unite with him in the profits and expenses thereof. In case they refuse, lint 1
determine in
amination before a court—that the design would cause them no injury if accomplished, i s
,
. underwhat manner, on what conditions, and in what time the work shall be finished, and its pr s
j y
y

Sec. 5.—Land and shore-owners shall enjoy without the intrusion of others, any fishing giounds situate
।
limits of their private, tax free, or taxed and crown alluvial lands, or in lands
Xlh o m In ov the
limits. Holders of fishing rights by judicial decisions, privileges or other legal tesm
^‘V*1 co 1
^ave
same, even though such water wash the lands of other persons. Whoever fishes n
‘X
m di rionai hues to
shall be fined 1 r.d. If the offender have used nets or have fished d ungj a " ^^thorized to seize and detain in

compensation. Should any one lead water or fish to his own
grounds, by digging or deepening dykes or ditches, or in any other way injure his neighbours property, he shall n. mi d
'{rd 16 sk renav the damage, and restore every thing to its former state.
.
_
Sec 6.—Incase* the construction of any new fishing works should stop up or narrow the King s Free Channel,
in a lake or river ; or hinder by this means the passage ot boats therein, or destroy the value ot other fishing works either
above or below them, such an undertaking shall not be permitted.
.. .
r
Umm
Noblemen may use shares, nets, eel-pots, or other suchlike apparatus both on the banks, and .it a is < c <
,
.’
of all their lakes, streams, and rivers, in so far as the King s Open Channel be not stopped, nor the passage o
hindered therein, and the meadows, fields, or fisheries of others, either above or below, do not receive any injuiy.
7 —The so called King’s Channel shall continue to be where it ha th been of old, in the deep part where every soil,
offish can ascend, and shall be understood to be the third part of the water in every river, stream, or sound, and shall
at all times of the year be kept open and free from all obstruction, whether the stream runs directly into the sea, or
falls in its wav thereto into the lakes or other streams. The passage for sailing vessels shall be 1- ells (24 feet,) wide,
and for boat's 8 ells (16 feet,) being left open in the deepest part of the water. In those streams and rivers where a
King’s Channel has not heretofore been established, a passage half as wide, or a sixth part of the breadth of the water
shall be left clear. But this shall be understood as applying only where any fishery lies higher up the stream, where
timber has been accustomed to be floated down, and where, if the course of the stream should be obstructed while no
such space was leftdear, the lands above would be damaged. From this are excepted, however, such privileged waterwork - ind fisheries as have from time immemorial any such separate and individual right; and the different fishing
nrnnnd'y sifimied ill) towards Lapland and the Russian and Norwegian boundaries; the Salmon nets, however, which
■mnv
be carried right across the stream, shall have such wide meshes that other species ot fish may pass
thromdi, and the passage for vessels must be kept open. All wears shall be provided with ground sluices tor the passage
<>f the fish up or down the stream.
.
...
r
4,
Sec. 8_ When persons carrying on fisheries are prevented, by various hindrances, from constiucting the necessary
fishing apparatus on both sides of the King’s Channel, in a sound or river ; and if the taking up the half of the river’s
breadth by such construction will not prevent fish from passing, nor hinder the navigation of the water, they are then
at liberty thus to occnpv one half of *6e breadth ot the stream, the other half, however, to be kept, open as the King’s
Channel. Inconsiderable brooks and streams need only be kept free by clearing a proper channel twice a year for the
passage upward imd downward of the fish every spring and autumn. Of course it is understood that no one living higher
up will be injured hereby, and that the water is so narrow as not to permit the sailing for any vessel therein?
Sec. 9.— Where water-works already are, or hereafter may be. established for any useful purpose, in a stream or
river, the occupier thereof shall Le permitted, it circumstances render it absolutely indispensable, to erect buildings
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over the King's channel itself, only, however, on condition, that sufficient and free untaxed passage is afforded at the Fisheries of Siveik’l],
request of any one who may require the same, and that the ascent and descent of the fish be not prevented. 1 he
total stoppage of the river bed may be permitted only in minor brooks and water ways, where some important
establishment exists, which demands to keep its machinery in motion in dry weather, all the water winch the
stream affords.
Sec. 10.—Where streams and rivers fall into the sea. the King’s channel therein shall never be closed up outside the
river’s mouth, or in a sound, so as to hinder the free ascent of the fish to the fresh water. Nor shall any fishing appa
ratus be so placed in them that the deepest part of the middle channel be closed. In like manner also where streams
or rivers empty themselves into a lake, no one shall either openly or secretly cast nets, or employ such fishing tackle as
would prevent, particularly in the deepest part of the water, the free passage upwards of every kind of fish. All of
fences against the above will be punished as is directed in the following section.
Sec. 11.—Whoever closes or interrupts the King’s open channel in a stream, or either by public, private, or any
other sort of fisheries, thereby breaking the statutes contained in the last section, shall be fined 6 r.d. 32 sk. He who
blocks up the passage, or lesser open channel, or in other ways renders unserviceable fishing apparatus, erected ei’her
higher up or lower down the stream, shall forfeit half the above sum. But whoever is convicted of a second offence in
either case shall be fined 13 r.ds. 16 sk. In all these cases the offender shall, besides being fined, repair whatever da
mage he has done, and remove every kind of bar, pole, or other obstacle which may have been laid down. Should he
refuse to do this, on being reminded thereof, the nearest servant of the crown, shall, on pain of losing his situation,
perform the same at the offender’s cost.
Sec. 12'.— Should disputes arise concerning thelawfnl situation, the opening or the shutting ofthe King’s channel, affect
ing the rights of fisheries of the crown, they shall, whether they regard his Majesty,occupiers ofrights derived from him,
or private individuals, be thus decided : disputes as to fisheries in towns shall be determined by the magistrates thereof;
in other cases, such differences shall be tried by the district court, in that district where the crown fishery in question
is situated, and judgment pronounced after due investigation of precedents and witnesses, with regard to the ancient
rights of the crown, and the situation heretofore of the King’s channel on the water in question. The governor of the
province shall also communicate with those who settle such differences, together with the occupiers of the rights of the
crown, in order as far as possible to protect them; and he shall also take care that the farmers of such fisheries do give
early intelligence of any circumstance calculated to injure the crown rightsand revenues, and their future stability.
He shall himself also, together with the other servants of the crown concerned therewith, investigate and legally
watch over such interests.
Sec. 13.—Shallows and sand-banks are continually gathering in all greater and lesser streams, sounds, and rivers
particularly at their outlets. That vessels, and the ascent of fish from the sea and the larger lakes may not be hindered
hereby, all persons engaged in fishing in such waters, each according to his share and privileges therein, ought, at low
water, to dig out stones, carry away mud and other obstructions, and by all other means cleanse and open the mouths
of rivers. Such cleanings of the rivers, whenever they may be thought necessary, shall be carried on under the guidance
and direction of the governor of the province. Whoever fills up with stones or gravel the bed thus cleared out. at the
expense of the crown or country, for the passage of boats, the descent of the water, or the ascent of the fish, shall be fined
6 r.d. 32 sk., and shall restore every thing to its former condition.
Sec. 14.—Landholders are bound, on pain of forfeiting 3 r.d. 16 sk. to take care that shallows and banks are not
formed in any river by sawdust and trunks of trees, or by osier nets and Salmon tackle lying in the water, or so near
thereto as to be liable to be floated down by floods and risings of the water. On this account also poles, palings and
wood work of all kinds used in fishing, and not intended as fixtures, shall, after being used, be taken away, and carried
to some distance from the water, under the inspection of the landholder, since they are injurious both to nets and to the
fish, and any neglect in removing them shall be punished by the line above mentioned. All owners of saw-mills shall
be bound, on pain of forfeiting their machinery, to provide receptacles in which the sawdust may be caught without
falling into the water. Those landholders shall be fined the same sum who carelessly neglect to cut down and carry
away all bending and fallen trees of a large size near the great streams and rivers. Branches used as sails in boats and
cobbles, as also branches and brushwood commonly cleared from meadows, shall never be thrown into the water, under
a similar penalty.
Sec. 15.—Cutting down and burning such groves or wood-clad banks ashy their shade are of service to the Bream or
other fish, whether such trees grow on private or other property, shall be forbidden under double those penalties pre
scribed by the forest laws for every tree, great or small.
Sec. 16.—Landholders are bound, under pain of forfeiting 16 r.d. 32 sk. during the winter season, when there is a
severe frost or much snow, to cut and keep open holes in the ice on all lakes, without which the fish would be suffo
cated. Should this be neglected, the laud-owners and district-bailiffs shall be answerable for the omission. In those vil
lages possessing a burgomaster, he shall be charged with the duty of seeing this performed, and any neglect thereof shall
be made good, and punished at his expense.
Sec. 17-—The governor of every province is required to convene by general notification, assemblies of landholders, shore
owners, and sharers in the joint fisheries of the lakes and streams in his province, in order to deliberate and settle as to
what kinds of tackle, snares, nets, or other instruments may be used most conveniently and advantageously in fishing for
the different, species of fish frequenting therein, and as to the most advisable methods for protecting the fry, and the pre
vention of their premature destruction. Every one also interested therein, has a right to demand the assembling of
such a meeting; and whether the rest agree or not in such a requisition, and however small may be the number pre
sent, the decision of the majority, as to the question at issue, shall be adopted. On the adoption by such meetings of
any plans or methods calculated to promote the breeding of fish and success of fishery undertakings, the governor
shall be empowered to compel by suitable fines and penalties all obstinately resisting them, to adopt and follow them
within a certain time. Whatever partnerships or companies be established for such purposes under any such regulations, shall
be immediately investigated and enquired into,—in towns, by the magistrates after consultation with the burgesses, and
in the country, by the district courts, in conjunction with the bailiff of the crown, ami deputies of such partnerships.
The opinions of these examining bodies shall then be immediately forwarded to the governor, who shall draw up, guided
by these opinions, such rules and regulations as may be found useful and sufficient for the whole province. These rules
and regulations strengthened by fines and penalties against all disobeying them, shall continue in force till better ones
of the same kind are adopted and generally promulgated.
Sec. 18.—In order further to promote the preservation of the fry and young fish, the use of canvass drag-nets, or bags,
and of all poles and other devices for beating or frightening the fish into the sean, shall be forbidden under a penalty of
6 r.d. 32 sk. Harpooning by night, the fish being attracted by the light of any torch or flame, shall also be prohibited
during spawnng time. The fines in either case shall go to the informer.
Sec. 19.—The young of Salmon, and Salmon Trout, begin every spring in April, and every Autumn in September and
October, to visit the streams and rivers running into the sea, or any large lake. While thus swimming upwards, they
are in danger of being caught in Eel pots, mill-dams, Salmon fisheries, and other such places. To prevent,therefore,
the destruction of these fish, those interested therein shall assemble, and having ascertained the real time when the fry
begins to move, shall publish and proclaim those periods of the year, when, in order the better to preserve the fish, Eel
pots, snares, and other kinds of close and canvass nets and implements, he altogether disused, and taken up, and exposed
to view on the banks. Whoever offends herein shall be fined 6 r.d. 32 sk. The premature catching also of the fry of
all other fish shall be prevented with the like solicitude, and close nets and all similar instruments shall be altogether
forbidden in the autumn.
Sec. 20._ In order to encourage the construction, wherever circumstances will permit it, of fish ponds, the governor
of every province shall use his endeavours to persuade the inhabitants thereof to establish such ponds, stock them with
fish, and keen there a sufficient quantity as a supply for those who desire to possess them. All who thus construct such
ponds, supply them with fish, and dispose of these to others, will be regarded by Uis Majesty with the same favour as
those who apply their time and talents to the extension of agricultural improvement. He who purposely destroys the.
dams of, or otherwise injures fish ponds, shall forfeit double the fine recovered for other damages, that chapter of the
criminal law which relates to felonious thefts in the open field, prescribes the punishment to be inflicted for taking fish,
few or many, from fish ponds, without possessing the right or permission so to do. Should this theft be committed at
any of the fishing places lyin'* near the sea, we must refer to cap. 4, sec. 2, part 2.
Sec. 21. -His Majesty and”the College of Commerce shall watch over and regulate whatever can advantage and ex
tend the fisheries of the kingdom.
Part II.—General Regulations for Fisheries prosecuted on the Sea Coasts of this Kingdom.
Chapter

I. — Of Harbour

Courts.

Sec 1.—Every harbour-court shall consist of a harbour-master and of four fishermen, of known sober and discreet
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conduct, and skilfulness in their business. Two of them shall assist in the court by turns. All four shall take the
judge’s oath, and the harbour-master shall keep a short minute-book of the court’s proceedings.
Sec. o._ The more considerable fishing companies may establish their own harbour-court, or may unite it they will
with other neighbouring companies in forming such a court. Minor fishing companies, and scattered inhabitants on
the sea coast, who cannot conveniently be united, shall be at liberty to settle their disputes by appealing either to the
nearest harbour-court, or should such not exist in their neighbourhood, to the regular local court.'.
, , •
Sec. 3.—Fishin" companies connected with the harbour-courts may themselves elect the harbour-master and his four
assistants, and shall then request the governor of the province to prepare their warrants, if the fishing stations be in the
country, or the magistrates, if they be in towns or cities. They are also empowered, at the close of every year, to change
or retain the members of the harbour-court, and to determine on any salary or fee which the harbour-master may deem
sufficient for the members of the court.
.
.
Sec. 4.—The duty of the harbour-mister and his assistants shall be, to preserve order and justice m their fishing sta
tions, as these several ordinances appoint, an I to summon, whenever necessary, the meetingot a harbour-court. W lule
thus employed, they will enjoy every’ assistance and protection which the law can afford.
Sec. 5.—Should the harbour-master or court abuse their privileges or authority, they shall make their defence, nt what
ever expense, before that city or district court within the limits of whose jurisdiction the fishery may be.
Chapter If.— (hi going to Churl'll., Sabbath breaking, and Profane Swearing.
Sec. 1.—When the town or parish church is near the fishing station, all who are prevented by no lawful hindrance
shall attend divine service on Sundays and the principal holidays. Should the church be so distant therefrom that the
fishermen cannot go thither and return in one day, the consistorian shall be informed thereof. I hat body shall then
take measures that a clergyman be sent to the station, who shall be rewarded by whatever he may obtain from the
fishermen.
. ,
,,. . •
...
Sec. 2.—Should it ever so happen, on any Sunday or holiday, that a clergyman can neither go to the tishing station,
nor the fishermen visit the church, the harbour-master shall have some explanation of the gospel read from some col
lection of sermons bought by the company for that purpose. The incumbent of the parish, however, shall watch over
this reading, and guard it from abuse.
Sec. 3.—The harbour-master shall warn any one belonging to the fishing s tation, who absents himself from divine
I efleet, the offender shall be called up beservice without some just and lawful hindrance. Should this ।
s in producing any amendment, he shall
fore a harbour-court, and be there publicly admonished ; bu
be fined (I mark) 4 sk. for the first offence, 8 sk. for the next. and, if repeatedly convicted, 16 sk. for every repetition of
his wilful absence.
Sec. 4.—All fishing and other labour, together with all buying, selling, ami exchange, are positively forbidden on Sun
days and holidays, on pain of a fine of 3 r.d. 16 sk.
During the time of the passage of shoals, however, fishing shall be
permitted before and after worship in the church. The fisherman may also, out of church hours, prepare his nets and
tackle for the ensuing day and night.
.
.
.
.
Sec. 5.—Whoever curses and swears from foolhardiness, as long as the fishing last, either in conversation or in open
and public places, shall be fined each time 1 r.d. 32 sk. Should the sain > offence be committed from passion and le
vity, the first offence shall be fined 16 sk., and afterwards 1 r.d. 32 sk. Should any one make or occasion anv noise or
uproar in the church or place where divine service is performed at the fishing station, the harbour-master shall inform
the officer of the crown of him, and the trial shall take place before some authorised magistrate. the same course
shall be followed with whoever purposely and intentionally takes (lod's name in vain.
.
,
Sec. 6.—Whoever commits any crime between the hours of 4 in the morning and 9 in the evening, on Sundays and
holidays, shall be fined 3 r.d. 16 sk. for every such offence.
Chapter III.—Regulationsfor preserving Order at the Fishing Stations, and preventing injury being done to another
Person's Tackle.

Sec. 1.—All who belong to the fishing station, and are under the harbour-court, shall be enrolled, both workmen and
employers, in the books of the harbour-master.
_
.
,
in
f.,_
Sec. 2.—Whoever throws his tackle, or sinks his nets over the tackle or nets of anothei. shall
fun d IC k. f r the
first offence, twice that sum for the second, and in either case Ins net sh ill be the first drawn up. I he further repe
tition of this offence shall be punished by a fine of I r.d. 32 sk.
Who-ver in any m in i er designedly and wilfully
removes and throws upon the beach the fishing tackle of any person whatsoever, shall be fined for every such oflence
1 r.d. 32 sk., and if any damage be done it shall in every case be repaired.
Sec. 3.—Whoever intentionally injures at the fishing station any man’s house, boat, tackle, or whatever else belongs
to his craft, shall be fined 3 r.d. 16 sk.
Should the offence be accompanied by violence, the offender shall pay additional
fines to the King, besides in both cases making good any damage. For the second offence the party shall be me. as
above, and shall be banished from the fishing station for one year. Should the same crime be again committed, it snail
be punished by banishment for life from the fishing ground. 1 he harbour-court shall afterwards transiei le procccings to the usual civil magistrates.
. .
_ .
... „«
Sec. 4.—When boats or fishing tackle are used or borrowed without the permission of the owner, or without their
being legally hired, the damage shall be made good, and a penalty inflicted of double vvhat thelegal hire vvould have been.
Sec. 5.—the harbour master and his assistants shall, for the prevention of fire, examine annually the roots and
chimneys of the houses at the fishing stations, and inform the owners whenever any <1 mger'is'''I’P1'‘K"
, I, ,
this warning be neglected, the proper repairs not made, or fire or lights carried carelessly n
,
t
fined Ir.d. 32sk. Should any accident happen therefrom, the harbour-court sh.il
means
fer the case to the local courts. The inhabitants of fishing Rations
com£ shaii be retired and
likely to aid in the prevention of fire, and the resolutions to which they may eventually
,
°
enforced in the civil courts.
.
, .,
.shall take care, by prudent maSec. 6.—The fisherman at sea, whether under sail or lying to at Ins fishmo station, .
accident1 occur the

courts shaff immediately take up the case. Whoever neglects to assist as much as in him lies on every’
hl"
low fishermen shall be fined 3 r.d. 16 sk., and if this his duty be maliciously neglected, the case shall be referred to the
gl>Ce 7.—If any one casts stones or ballast from any boat or vessel into the harbour, hauling grounds oi any other place
in which fishing tackle is used, and whereby’ the fish might be injured or frightened away, shn a ni</
'
sk to 33 rd. 16 sk. according to circumstances, for the first offence, and twice that sum oi n. s.ioiu i. saccuiing
ones besides always taking up again, if possible, whatever has been thus illegally cast into the water.
Sec. 8.—In case any disputes arise among fishermen respecting any houses, grounds, ioa
tar Mints,, oi other posessions necessary or their business, the harbour-court shall decide the question according to the law. II either party
be discontented with the decision, he shall appeal to the usual tribunals, but shall in the meantime abide the decision of

^'sec'y9.—Privies shall be built in retired places, and the fish entrails and other refuse and impurities which may collect
shall either be used as manure, or carried away to a distance ; so that no bad smell may annoy the station or harbour.
All this shall be under the inspection of the harbour-court, to all the regulations of which every one shall submit under
a penalty of 3 r.d. 16 sk.
„ . .
. . ,
, ,
,
c
,
. ,
Sec. ib._ in the management ot the salt water fisheries, and whatever relates to keeping up a supply of good articles
necessary for the station,"together with every thing relating to the measuring and stamping the barrels for fish; a har
bour-court shall act according '<) what is laid down on that subject in the first an 1 third part of these ordinances, every
infraction of which shall be examined ami punished accordingly. But should the penalty exceed 6 r.d. 32 sk. the
crime and the examination taken thereon, shall be forwarded to the local tribunals.
Sec. 1 L—it is the duty of the harbour-court to watch over any union entered into for the sake of order and security,
which may be established from a comparison of sec. 12, cap. 2. and sec. 17, cap. 3, of part 1. of this summary. Such
union shall also have first received the sanction of the governor of the province.
Sec. 12. Whoever obstinately or contemptuously opposes the harbour-court, the harbour master or any one appointed
by the fishing station in his stead, shall be fined from 32 sk. to 3 r.d. 16 sk. according to circumstances.
Insult at
tended with violence, shall be punished by the local civil courts.
Chapter IV.—t)f Petti/ Larceny and Theft.
Sec, 1.—Whoever robs and pilfers in a fishing station, to an amount not exceeding 3 r.d. 16 sk. shall not be pro-
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secuted for theft, but shall restore the stolen property, and be fined half its value. Should the ofiender not be able to Fisheries
pay this penalty, he shall sit in the stocks for one Sunday, and satisfy the prosecutor by labouring for him a certain
time. Should it be repeated a second time, he shall restore the goods so taken and be fined the full value thereof, or sit
■for two Sundays in the stocks. The third offence shall be considered as a theft, and shall be tried by the common civil
courts, as the law directs.
„
Sec. 2.—He who takes or steals fish from preserves, dams, pools, nets, or any other such places, or shall carry on
fishing tackle, casks, barrels, <fcc. or from the open field, shall be considered as a thief, shall be prosecuted as such, and
shall pay especial fines and penalties to the king. Fora second similar offence, the criminal shall be fined as the law di
rects, and for the third shall be banished for life from the fishing station.
Sec. 3.—Any workman or hired servant who steals, pilfers, or intentionally injures his master’s property, shall pay to
the kiner the extra and double fines laid down lor such ofleuces.
Sec. 4.—The civil tribunals shall try the offences mentioned in the above second and third sections. The harbour
court however, shall be at liberty immediately to hear the prisoner’s defence, and inform itself of all the circumstances
of the case.
Chapter V.— Concerning improper Language. and scandalous Accusations, Fighting, Gambling, and Drunkenness.
Sec. 1.—Calling another scandalous names while in passionate excitement, or using any opprobrious language cal
culated to destroy another man’s character and honor, shall be punished ; provided there be an apology for and a re
traction of the same in the pretence of the harbour-court, by a fine of 24 sk. only. For any other kind of insulting
words or gestures, the punishment shall be 10 sk.; should such things be uttered in public, the fine shall .be doubled.
Similar expressions used towards a man’s master or employer shall be fined four times the latter snm ; if against an
overseer or bailiff, the penalty shall be three times the sum, and in all cases an apology must be made.
Sec. 2._ Whoever wounds or bruises another, shall be fined for every wound or bruise 32 sk. ; fora box on the ear,
pulling the hair and otherwise ill treating another, so however that no marks or other ill consequences ensue, the penalty
shall be 24 sk. In every such case of assault and battery, the criminal shall compensate the sufferer for all medical
expenses, loss of work or other injury. Whoever strikes his superior shall be prosecuted in the.civil courts.
Sec. 3.—Whoever disturbs the peace of a fishing station by crying, shouting, or other noisy interruption, and does not
immediately cease when told to do so by the harbour-master ; or if any one quarrels or disputes, and will not listen to
and obey the harbour-master, when he commands peace and silence, the penalty shall be 1 r.d. 32 sk. If any one be
proved by his conduct or language in such case to be tipsy, he shall be punished by a fine of 3 r.d. 16 sk. for the first
offence, and double that sum for the second. The third shall be prosecuted in the court especially appointed by the law
to jud"e such cases ; frequenting public houses during divine service on Sundays or holidays, shall be fined 3 r.d. 16
sk/ The same penalty shall be paid by both landlords and customers who are proved to have allowed the use, or made
use of cards or dice in' alehouses, even although they should assert that they did not play for money, but only for pas
time. For any other species of gambling which is not discontinued when the harbour-master so directs, the penalty
each man engaged therein shall pay shall be 1 r.d. 32 sk.
A reprimand shall be given by the proper authorities to all those detected selling brandy contrary to the law, whether
it be on Sundays or holidays or at any other season.
Chapter VI.— Of Trials in Harbour-courts, and of the imposition and commutation of the Penalties adjudged therein.Sec. 1.—Any and every one residing at a fishing station, shall, when duly summoned, present himself at the ap
pointed time before the harbour-court. Any one neglecting this in a domestic case, will be fined 16 sk. and must ap
pear another day. In a criminal case the harbour-court may under such circumstances procure the offender’s imme
diate arrest, and if necessary assist the servants of the crown therein.
Sec. 2.—The harbour-court, shall only take cognizance of such social and domestic cases and disputes as occur within
the fishing station, and the district inhabited by such fishermen as are subject to that court’s control. The above cases
comprehend the minor crimes just mentioned in this division of the fishing statutes, such crimes being committed by
fishermen on their servants or other persons arriving at the fishing stations, and being punishable by fines not exceeding
the snm of 6 r.d. 32 sk. If however the harbour-court has also been constituted a judicial tribunal, its ppwers will be
corresponding. Whoever cannot pay the penalty which he is condemned, shall be employed in the service of any one
•who consents to pay the same for him till he hns worked out the value by regular daily labour, at the rate established,
by the annual district meeting for the fixing of the market prices. If no one offers to pay the fines to which the criminal
is condemned, the harbour-court, which cannot legally inflict any other corporal punishment than sitting in the stocks,
shall transfer the question to the local judicial courts, forwarding at the same time the sentence, proceedings, and other
accessary documents. Hereupon the latter tribunal shall proceed to punish as the law directs.
Where there is no harbour-court the common judicial court shall decide in all cases ; following, however, the tenor
of the rules and regulations of the harbour-courts.
Sec. 3.—The harbour-master shall have the power immediately to levy fines up to the sum of 6 r.ds. 32 sk., or keep
the offender in custody if no bail can be found for his appearance at the proper time. Should the criminal avoid the
officers of justice, the magistrates and assistants shall endeavour to recover the amount of the penalty by selling the
goods and chattels of the fugitive. The harbour-court shall also be empowered to arrest and imprison any one who has
committed a crime sufficiently important <o merit that punishment. He shall then be forwarded to the nearest crown
officer, in whose custody he shall remain as the law’ directs, till he can be brought up before the proper tri
bunal for trial.
Sec. 4.—The penalties levied by the harbour court shall be divided into three parts. The first or the King’s share
go to the poorot the parish or fishing station ; the second shall fall to the harbour-court itself; and the third shall be
given to the informer.
Sec. o.—Those who are dissatisfied with the decisions of the harbour-court, shall appeal therefrom at the next
assizes in the district, or within the space of fourteen days to the city judicial court, whenever the harbour-court is in
the territory under that tribunal. The fines, however, imposed by the harbour-court, shall not any the less be levied,
but they shall be held by the harbour-court till the decision of the superior court be made known. He who frivolously
and vexatiously complains of the harbour-court shall be fined, with costs, from 1 r.d. 32 sk. to 3 r.d. 16 sk., or more
according to circumstances.
Sec. 6.—This part of the general summary of the fishing laws of Sweden shall be publicly read every year to all who
'practice the craft of fishing. Once in the pulpits of the churches in the maritime and coast provinces, and twice in the
harbour-courts during their sittings. No one can then plead ignorance of the contents hereof.
Part III.—Ordinances relative to the Fisheries in the North Sea, and the Salt Works in the Provinces
oe Gottenburg and Bonus.
Cit after I.— The General Rights and Immunities of all who are connected with any Fishing Establishment in the
North Sea.

Sec. 1.—Every inhabitant of Sweden, without regard to his rank or circumstances, either singly or in partnership
"with others, shall now and henceforth be entitled to conduct and carry on fisheries of every kind in the open sea, and
from the islands belonging to Sweden, outside of the Sound. He may also fit out fishing boats with the fishing instru
ments and tackle necessary thereto ; hire fishermen and labourers ; establish salting works on the islands, either on such
as belong to the crown, and have not been appropriated to other purposes, or on such as are private property ; the right
of so doin" having been lawfully obtained from the owners ; and bring the fish thus caught into all the staple harbours
of the kingdom, unload there, lay-up, sell, send them up the country, or export them abroad.
.
Sec. 2.—The King will protect all who enter into or are employed in this, as much as th se engaged in any different
branch of the Swedish fisheries. They shall enjoy all such exemptions as are mentioned in the first part of this digest,
chap. 1., sections 13 and 14, and chap. 2, sec. 2.
. .
Sec. 3.—People in general, and especially all servants who have their master’s express permission, are at liberty to
hire themselves to the Herring salters, and Herring oil boilers, at that season of the year when these fish arrive on the
coast. All such applicants for employment, except domestic servants, shall produce the passport and other such
papers given them by the priest of their parish. For the sake of order, however, written contracts shall be drawn up
in the presence of witnesses, either clergymen, servants of the crown, or other unexceptionable, men, between the
manager, proprietor or his deputy, and those who desire to engage themselves under them, to assist in the business of
fishing and preparing the fish. rj'he period of service of the work people thus engaged shall not exceed that of the
presence of the fish on the coasts. No such contract in the case of servants forming one of the parties, shall be binding
unless the consent of such a person’s master is plainly and evidently obtained. These written contracts shall guarantee
the rights of the hired labourers, assuring them of not having quitted their homes and masters to no purpose, but of
being engaged and receiving their wages immediately on their arrival at the fishing station ; and shall on the other
Z 2
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band enable the salting establishments, and Herring oil boilers, to depend upon the arnval of their workmen at the
time appointed, and to make sure of their remaining as long as their labour is required. 11 is accordingly enacted, th nt
workmen properly hired into the service of certain employers, by means of the contract above mentioned, binding
them to appear at the time prescribed, and to remain with their master so long as the fish remain ; that such workmen
cannot, without sufficient cause, refuse to fulfil their engagements, and shall not be persuaded m any way, nor under
any pretence, to forsake their employer’s service. Should this regulation be disobeyed, the law on hired servants in
-eneral will immediately come into operation, and they will be compelled to answer tor their conduct, similarly to all
other hired servants, who neglect to come forward as they have engaged to do, or who unlawfully leave their employers.
The Kin-’s officers in the country, or the magistrates of the towns, shall search for the offender and take him. at the
expense of the prosecutor, to that establishment for which he was at first legally hired. It shall also be incumbent on
Herrin-.salters or Herring-oil boilers to give their servants proper testimonials, and certificates whenever they leave
them, shewing how long they have been free from service, so that the crowds of idle persons wandering about the
country after being engaged in the fisheries, may be as far as possible prevented.
The servants employed in fisheries mentioned above, will enjoy the same exemption from conscription as those regu
larly engaged in any fisheries, as stated in part I., cap. 1. sec. 13.
.
.
Sec. 4.-The subjects of no foreign power shall carry on fisheries of any kind whatsoever among the islands and coasts,
nor shall they establish, share in, or possess, under whatever name it may be called, any salting or Herring oil work ;
nor shall they at all mix or take part in the fresh fish trade. Any one found oilending against tins statute shall be
punished by the confiscation of liis goods, vessels, ami utensils. The authorities, therefore, shall devote their serious
attention to this subject; and no custom-hou-e officer shall, by any pass or document, enable foreign ships to engage m
fishing undertakings, either in the province of Bohns, or in any other ot the maritime districts of this kingdom. Any
stranger, however, removing to this country, and settling here for the purpose of carrying on t n> >r,u*‘ 1 ° 1111 u" r>
may, after due permission lias been previously obtained, live in and build on the land, svv eai faith an id v o le iing,
and enjoy all the privileges and immunities of a native.
.. ,
,
Sec. 5.—Every one is permitted to make and sell fishing tackle, barrels, casks, and other necessary m« ■ * ■
‘
ing; and all salting work proprietors shall be permitted to cause their workmen to prepare all such things ns uuy may
require. Every cask or barrel, however, shall be made according to the standard, and receive the stamp t.u r<o . tin i
a penalty for neglect as determined in this digest, part I, cap. 1.
.
.
This privilege thus conceded to the salting houses, shall not be confined to any particular district. But to privt .
any injury to the “coopers’ company,” and to avoid any kind of fraud, the salt workers shall take care through
proper officers, not to extend the production more than is requisite ; besides this, every such cask and barrel shill ’t
properly marked with the maker’s name, as is further explained herein, caps. 2 and 3. 1 lie salt-work propr.etors nl
Marstrand, shall also enjoy the above privilege, in common with all other proprietors ot similar establishments.
Sec. 6.—As a consequence of what is laid down in this summary, part I, cap. 2, sec. 4, all cargoes of salt coming
from abroad may be delivered at Gottenburg and in Bohns Province. But the vessel shall first be properly visited and
examined at the nearest custom-house, and every duty, charge and tax, shall be duly paid. All salting establishments
may, provided nothing illegal be committed, procure from inland towns, whatever goods and materials they may t nn
necessary for the prosecution of their business.
. . .
.
, .
Sec. 7.—The usual customs regulations shall hold good, in reference to passes and visitations of all fishing and other
vessels sailing between inland towns and island coasts and rocks. I he custom-house officer shall, however. io i as
regards such vessels as other sladen with salt for the salt works, expedite their business with the proper officers as quic " y
as possible, according to the ordinance contained in the first part of these regulations, cap. 2.
Chapter II. — The Herring Fishery and the Making of Herring Oil.
Sec. 1.—His Majesty is anxious to encourage all who may intend to engage in the Herring fishery, and will graciously
support and assist them by such privileges and advantages as may appear, from time to time best adaptec or in
PUSe°?<2.—This fishery shall be carried oa in vessels, ami with tackle serviceable thereto, ontside the coast rocks in the
open sea, and as early’in the year as convenient. The tisb il.ns caught shall be salted in with good salt, after the
Dutch fashion, into good sound barrels, standard measure, of oak or beech.
r
Sec. 3.—The Herring fishery along the shores, which, as is declared m the first part of these regulations, cap. 2, sec. b,
is free for every Swede to practice on every coast, shall commence as soon as may be with scans and draught-nets suita
ble for the purpose. Every fisherman shall draw his net according to the order in which he arrived at the fishing place.
The owner of the shore, however, having the right to make his draught when he chooses. M hoever hinders this plan
from being adopted, or draws his net out of his turn, except it be with the consent of those fishing at the same place
and time, shall be forced immediately to leave the spot and be fined 33 r.d. 16 sk.. should the complaint thereof be pre
ferred either during or after the fishing. As soon as the scan is hauled, the fish shall be directly taken from it, so d oi
removed away, so that the Herrings may not be injured, the net spoilt, or other persons prevented from ns nn8*
°
who keeps Herrings in his nets longer than 24 hours, even though none of the disadvantages just mentioned s iou re
sult, shall be fined 66 r.d. 32 sk.
.
,
, . ,
,, . j x
-i n
Sec. 4.—To prevent the too great pressure of the Herrings in the larger fishing boats, which would tend to spoil them
for salting, it is enacted that all such boats, built for the fisheries, as exceed 12 to 15 tons burthen, shall be provided
with a flat false bottom for the purpose of equalizing the pressure—to be inserted at that part where the sides begin o
bend inwards towards the keel.
, c
..
Sec. 5.—Since the Herring salter is himself the greatest sufferer if his merchandise be, by bad methods of preparation
for the market, so injured that it cannot be disposed of with advantage, he shall be allowed to use whatever kinds of
salt, or follow whatever methods of employing it, he may think most adapted for his purpose. 1 he ^rruigs, how
ever shall be salted into good sound standard barrels as explained and ordained m part I, cap. 1, ^c. 4’and the
packin-shall be duly and properly completed. Every Herring salter shall also be bound, that all may know the kind
of fish therein contained, and as a guarantee against any kind of imposition, to burn in and mark the b^rels c nt n
ing the fine fat Herrings, those containing a mixed assortment, and those containing the lean fish, with letters dem tin
these several qualities of the article. There shall likewise be burned in along the heads of the barrels in hu ge legible
characters, the initials of his Christian name, his surname at full length, and the date of the year when the barrel was
filled. If this be done, no examination or opening of the barrels shall be necessary till they reach some city, when
they shall, if the purchaser desiresit, be regularly opened and examined. Ihe Herring salter shall e me or eve y
barrel not marked as above specified, or if the Herrings therein contained should not answer m quality o le m
stamped outside, the sum of 1 r.d. Whoever places upon his barrels another man’s name, shall be punis lec s
c
general law directs. In the first part of these ordinances, cap. 1, sec. 5, will be found the penalty for those seiiinD oaa
fish for good, or in any other way acting deceitfully, or so as to cheat others.
.
,
,
. _
Sec. 6.—Those Herrings first taken shall be chosen to be smoked, so that they may be in good orde a d eady fot

Sec 1—Should the Herring shoals be so numerous as to render it impossible to smoke and salt in all the fish, which
are taken, and in order to use to advantage all the refuse of those Herrings which are salted, the Herring salter shall,
whenever circumstances can admit it, set up herring-oil boiling works, and make them as perfect as he can. Ihe her
ring oil shall be measured oft into vessels containing each 41 j gallons; and each vessel shall be stamped with letters in
dicative of the quality of oil it contains. The year when the oil was made, with the initials of the Christian name and.
the surname at full length of the maker shall also be burnt in upon the vessels. For every barrel without these marks
upon it, or containing oil of a quality inferior to that which the stamp would imply, the maker shall be fined 6 r.d. 32 sk.
If impure, or otherwise debased, and adulterated oils be therein contained, the whole shall be immediately con
fiscated.
.
.
.. .
Sec. 8._ In all large Herring oil establishments in the governments of Gottenburg and Bobus, which works require a
large quantity of fuel, coal and turf only may be used, except such small quantities of wood as may be necessary for
lighting the furnaces, and this in order to spare the forests in these provinces. In smaller works, however, belonging
to the peasantry and the farmers, and only capable of making (»(> gallons at a time, the roots and tops of trees, or
other such inferior wood may be employed. The boilers of such persons are to be measured, and if they exceed the
above size, the before mentioned regulation shall apply to them also.
Sec. 9. ~ 1 hat there may be a proper control over the manufacture of herring oil, thereby preventing the sale of »
bad article, which would greatly injure the country, and in case of its being exported, would grow into bad repute
in foreign countries, all purchasers of herring oil made by the peasantry shall be compelled to stamp the vessels con
taining it as ordained above in section 7. He shall also be answerable in the same way for the goodness and genuineuess of the article.
Any further regulations necessary for the Herring fisheries and the Herring oil manufactories will be found below,
chapter 4.
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Chapter III.—Of Fisheries for Cod and for other large 1‘ish.
Sec. 1.—Those who fish for Cod, Ling, Codling, or Mackerel, shall be allowed either to prepare and salt them at
their own salting works, or to sell them to others for that purpose. Everyone shall be permitted, whatever maybe
his rank or condition, to lend the fisherman goods or money, all to be legally specified before a magistrate or
district court. In such a case, he shall enjoy the same privileges with regard to the fishing vessels, their tackle and
their cargoes as are allowed to those employing their capital in mines and manufactories.
Sec. 2.—After the fish are caught, they shall be salted into standard barrels on being properly examined. The full
length, name of the preparer, and the date of the year together with marks, significative of the sort of fish contained
in them, shall then be stamped upon them. The salter shall then enjoy the same privileges, and be exposed to the same
penalties as are laid down above cap. 2, sec. 5.
Sec. 3.—Fish of the best quality are obtained when the fishing is carried on in the open sea, and the fish properly
salted in on board directly on being taken from the water. But in such fisheries for the larger fish,large whole decked
vessels are requisite besides expensive tackle.
Uis Majesty will therefore regard with especial favor and protection
all those who engage in such undertakings ; as also those who practise the same kind of fishing in open boats, and who
use vessels supplied by others, through inability to provide them for themselves. As a further favour, sailors belonging
to the Royal Navy, may be engaged on board such vessels, they being then regarded as on actual service. The proper
officers shall give the necessary permission ; and should they accept the smallest fee for so doing, either from the appli
cant or the seaman, or refuse that permission whenever it might be granted without injury to His Majesty’s service,
they shall be fiued 6 r.d. 32 sk. besides being exposed to official investigation and punishment. In order still further
to increase this useful fishery, and to prevent the fisherman from being unnecessarily interrupted by frequent passages
backwards and forwards, every one is permitted to employ tenders to bring out to them salt, casks, and other necessaries,
and to return with the fish already caught and prepared.
Sec. 4.—Great care must be taken when the fish are salted in, not only that every kind by itself is well cleaned,
salted and packed, but also that the casks and barrels should even on board the ship be stamped according to the sort
and kind of fish they contain.
Chapter IV.— Of the special superintendence, and other things necessary to be observed with regard to the Fisheries and

Establishments of the Forth Sea.

Sec. 1.—The superintendence of the Fisheries and Herring oil works, shall be entrusted to an officer appointed for that
purpose, but who must himself be subject to the inspection of the governor of that province, and partly also be di
rected by the College of Commerce. The station and residence of this intendent shall be at Gottenburg.
Sec. 2.— All fishermen and owners of herring-nets, shall be at liberty to carry round and sell to the Herring salters
and others the fish they have caught. But in order that such fishermen may not be hindered by this occupation from
continuing the fishing, and that the Herrings may be taken from the nets as quickly as possible, and used in good time
for salting, smoking, or otherwise, every Swedish subject of good character may be received by the Intendant of the
Fisheries as buyer-up of Herrings upon payment of I r.d. 16 sk. bco. to His Majesty and the crown. Ina word, who
soever desires it may trade in fresh Herrings within this kingdom, on paying to the bailiff of the district the above
sum. The receipts which they shall receive shall be numbered in the order of their distribution, duly and without any
false entries, under a penalty of 33 r.d. 16 sk. Should the above officer demand any higher fee, or should any other
irregularities creep into this branch of his duty, the public authorities shall immediately enquire into and examine
the case.
Sec. 3.—Every cask or measuring vessel, usedin measuring fresh Herrings, should contain fifty-five gallons, answering
to the contents of a properly salted and cured barrel of Herrings. To do away with the possibility of there being different
sized measures for this fish, it is enacted that it shall be preserved in standard barrels of a cylindrical form, either
with a diameter of 2 feet 1 inch, 6 lines 8 grains, containing fifty-five gallons, or when the half barrel is used it must
be of a proportionate size. Should the Herring-cask be used it shall be 1 foot deep, 2 feet broad, and 4 feet long.
All these measures being inside. The parties concerned shall be bound to make use of measuring vessels of these
sizes, under a penalty of 33 r.d. 16 sk. To prevent the casks being fraudulently enlarged, by changing the staves for
wider ones, a thin iron hoop shall be fastened over the upper end, on which shall be marked the name ot the salter, and
the attestation of its having been properly guaged and measured. On the Herring-casks also the dimensions ought to
be marked, together with the salter’s name. The buyers-up of Herrings need not carry with them these measuring
vessels, except for their own satisfaction, unless when they sell them in towns, or to others than Herring-suiters.
Sec. 4. H hoever throws stones or ballast, however small the quantity, into or near fishing places, shall be fined
33 r.d. 16 sk. And shall immediately take up again, if possible, what has thus been thrown°in. The same penalty
shall also be paid by whoever throws dead fish or entrails into the sea. For the second such offence the fines shall be
doubled ; for the third, the offender, if a Herring-salter, shall lose his right as such; and if a buyer of fresh fish, his
right to buy and sell them.
The parties whom it may concern shall be bound under a penalty of 33 r.d. 16 sk. to provide their Herring oil works
with such firm and solid dams that the refuse flowing from them may not find its way to the sea. The Intendant of
the Fisheries shall carefully attend to this point, and if he find any such works, not properly secured in this respect, he
shall directly seal up the boilers, and inform the governor of the province of the fact, who will take the proper
steps in the matter. Any one dissatisfied with this, may appeal to the College of Commerce, as is declared below,
section 8.
The dregs and refuse proceeding from Herring oil works along the coast, or at all connected with the sea, shall bo
carried away before the first of June every year, under a penalty of 50 r.d. for every offence. After that period any
one shall be at liberty to carry off and make use of all such dregs and refuse not yet removed: and whoever throws any
hindrance in their way shall forfeit the sum of 100 r.d.
Sec. 5.—Any one desiring to establish a Herring oil manufactory, shall ask permission for the same of the governor
of the province, who shall obtain the opinion of the fishery intendant, as to whether the situation of the spot fixed on
will allow the refuse to be profitably employed. The intendant shall also see to it that the works are not erected at or
near the places where the nets are hauled, and that there are sufficient dams against the refuse running into
the sea, at least three or four feet broad, and built of stone, or well timbered piers, inwardly at least plastered,
and fitted up with gravel and sand.
Sec. 6.—All those clauses of caps. 1 and 2, part 1, of this summary which may be applicable or useful to the North
Sea Fishery, but which are not repeated here, shall be considered as applying also to this third part of the fishery regu
lations of the Kingdom. .
J 6
Sec. 7.—All offences against this third part of these regulations, which are not otherwise determined, shall be judged
and decided in the municipal court, as the tribunal of first instance within the limits of that town in whose custom
house district the offence has been committed. Should the defendant be dissatisfied with the decision of this municipal
court, he shall within thirteen days after that on which judgment was given, appeal to the College of Commerce. He
must previously, however, pay all fines and penalties which may have been levied upon him. All cases of smuggling
and custom-house embezzlement, on the contrary, taking place at any of the fisheries, together with transgressions of
any portion of these regulations by any mariner or seaman, shall be judged and decided according to the laws made for
that purpose, by the regular custom-house courts wherever they may be established.
Sec. 8.—Where nothing to the contrary is expressed, the half of all fines and seizures made under tliis Act shall fall
to His Majesty and the crown, and the other half to the informer.
Sec. 9.—The ordinances contained in this third part shall be publicly read from the pulpits of all the maritime
parish churches, a short time before the fishing season generally commences.
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Investigation of the Fisheries of Sweden, held at the Council House of Stromstad, on the Vft/i
of June, 1833.

, On the 9th of February last His Majesty the King was graciously pleased to instruct the College of Commerce to
institute a further investigation on the spot, in conjunction with Lieutenant-General Count A. Von Rosen, Lord Lieu
tenant of the county of Gottenburg, and Professor S. Nilsson, on the causes of the decline of the Herrin- fishery, on
the Bobus Island coast, and the means necessary for its recovery and extension. As all sorts of opinions°exist on tho
above questions, the atten lion of the Commissioners was more particularly directed thereto ; confining themselves, however,
to the recommendation of such measures as would not demand large additional burthens to the people, or considerable an
noyance to the inhabitant fishermen. They were instructed to inquire into the truth of the prevailing opinion, that the
very plentiful Herring-shoals, so common some few years ago. were only accidental; and also to investigate the as
sertion that those shoals, which visit the shores of Norway, are gradually sweeping southward. His Majesty also di-
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rected that further information should he obtained relative to the Coddling, and other such fisheries there, and to tha
Lobster-banks. As to the former, their present, and future state were to be investigated, the number of fish taken,
Qf fishermen and tackle employed therein, &c. ; as also whether the open decked vessels used in the great salt
water fisheries, could not be so modified as to admit carrying on the fishery on suitable banks, farther out in tho
North Sea, and salting in such fish at sea, without any delay or injury, before they reached the land. Besides this,
they were to learn among other things calculated to advance the salt water fisheries in the Bohns coast district, how
those employed in the so called (Backe) fisheries might be relieved from the necessity of leaving their stations so often
io procure shell-fish, or other kinds of bait, ifcc. Lastly they had to see how far private individuals were to be found
inclined to unite in companies for fishing on the more distant banks in the North Sea, and what conditions such compa
nies would require. As to the Lobster fisheries, and the various opinions expressed thereon, full information was to be
obtained. This would include the questions—how far the taking of small, not full-grown Lobsters, was attended with
disadvantageous consequences; and, if any, what measures may be necessary for putting a stop, without interfering
■with private rights and privileges, to the taking or sale of Lobsters under a certain size. T hese being his instructions,
the president of the College of Commerce, assisted bv a secretary to be appointed by himself, was to investigate all
these things accordingly. Tie should for this purpose visit theBohus coast during the summer, and afterwards transmit
to the King the result of his enquiries.
.
.
The Commissioners set out from Gottenburg on the 12th of June, but in consequence of contrary winds, heavy
blowing weather, and the dangerous nature of the navigation, did not reach Stromstad till the 16th of June. I he
oflicer of the qrown had informed the inhabitants of the neighbouring .slands ami fishing grounds lli.it the. investigation
would take place on the following Monday, and the mayor of the town had communicated the same to the citizens.
Finding accordingly that a great number of persons were assembled iu the council-house, resident I oppuis, Count
Rosen, and Professor Nilsson, hastened thither.
.
~
.
The sitting was opened with a short sketch of the history and objects of their visit. 11 is Most Gracious Majesty,
who extended his fatherly care to whatever might advance the comfort and prosperity of his subjects, hiid toumi it ad,
visable to obtain every possible information on the state of the fisheries along the Bohns shores. He ia< a- *• 1 ‘ I
pointed a commission to investigate the subject, and thereby enable him in his wisdom to decide as to w mt mi asi s
should be taken by the legislative and executive bodies, to meet the circumstances of the case.
All present undoubtedly understood the great end and purpose intended by that meeting, and would therefore, no
less from duty than from inclination, gladly and honourably communicate whatever information they could supplj,
This should particularly be the case, as the only questions asked would relate to what every one knew by experience,
and could consequently be answered by none better than themselves.
1 .—What kinds of fishery are pursued in this district ?—Principally Lobsters, Oysters, Herring, and Mackerel, be
sides some Flounders, and several sorts of salt water fish. No Salmon fisheries are found here.
2 .—Is every one in this neighbourhood considered free to fish wherever he pleases, or are the fisheries along the coasts
Supposed to belong to the proprietor of the shore r—The Herring and Mackerel fisheries, <£rc., are considered free lot
all; but those Lobster and Oyster fisheries lying near and round rocks and islands, iVc., are believed by some to be the
property of the landholder. In two fisheries, however, around some rocks, at a great distance from the shore, every-one
shares quite unopposed. The right of laying ground-nets fastened to the land, is confined to the landholder.
3 .—Are there many ground-nets hereabouts?—No, only two, one at Nordkarrs Farm and K eballs Lands, and one
at Odd Island.
.
.
_ .
...
4 .—What sorts of fish are generally taken in these ground-nets?—At the place first mentioned chiefly balmon wnn
some few Herrings, Mackerels, and other such migratory fish. At Odd Island, much fish is caught at present, but no
Salmon.
5 .— What is such a ground-net worth ?—About 450 r.d. rgs., (£23.)
.
..
6 . —Is fishing with the ground-nets productive ?—Yes ; but if we were allowed to set them where we pleased, it won
he much oftener used.
On the Herring Fisheries.

7 .—Do any now present remember the former great Herring fishery, ns it is called ?
es, most of us.
8 .—At which time in the year did the Herrings then come to the const?—At first when they onlv went down ti tho
southern Archipelago, or south of Marstrnnd, they were first seen at about Michaelmas. Hereabouts on the con
trary, where that fishing commenced in 1773, they did not make their appearance till the month of November.
9 .—When the Herr ngs first showed themselves on this coast, what kind of tackle was used in catching them ?—
We first used for that purpose what are called Mackerel sweeps, which were common here before ; afterwards, how
ever, propet herring nets were made which were much larger than those just, mentioned.
10 . -Was the supply of Herrings equally plentiful every year? — No it was sometimes more and sometimes less.
11 . — What causes were assigned for this?—No reasons could be laid down with any certainty; the lien mgs com
monly came in in great shoals, when the wind was from the south and the west.
.
„
12 .—Was there ever a year during the former period, when the Herring fishery was entirely suspended .
yS,/.n
1805. In that year not a single Herring was caught in this district, but a few were taken in the Southern i rc

13 .—Did this continue for any length of time?—No, the Herring was taken in great numbers in 1S0G and 180/ ; in
_
,
„
.,
. . , ■.
14 .-Has the reason of this been discovered ?—It was ascribed at first to bad weather and unfavourable winds, but
as the same thing has continued till now no one can guess the cause.
,
15 .—Did the Herring fishery decline gradually during the years immediately preceding its total failure .—No, those
•fish were as numerous the last year they visited us as they had been any
^fSeg generally frightened awnv the
16 .—Was there any ground lor the opinion, that firing cannon, cVc , and o her r »
X 5all the rest could
Herrings ?—A person present answered this question m the affirmative ; bimonsson agreeu wiui
,

the following year, however, they ceased entirely.

(his district since the total closing of tho old fishery ?-Yes we have taW
more or less ever since 1817 ; some years we have taken not less than several thousands of barrels. In the depnr men
of Tamms, Quille, and Watte, 10,000 barrels were caught in the year 1831, and in 18-3 and 1824, tv ice as much
taken in the same departments.
.
, ..
_ __ „
18 .—Was no Herring taken here between the years 1808 and 1817 ?—No, only fry were seen then, and they were not
19 .—Has this kind of Herring, which has been caught of late years, any resemblance to the old Herring as it is
called, which visited us till 1808 ? —No, it is less, thinner, and has a larger head ; hut among these we find a tew larger
ones, perfectly similar to the old Herring. The kind now caught is generally called “ Lodd ’ Herrings.
20 .—During the former Herring fishery were not small fish taken among the larger ones —No,but at the commence
ment of every year some few small Herrings were taken, like those now so generally caught. The old Herrings were,
with this exception, of a uniform size, only sometimes mixed with a few “Skarp Ileriings, as they were called.
21 .- Is any thing known of the fry of the Herring ?—Yes, it appeared m crowds both during the old fishery and now.
Towards spring it approaches the coasts and islands and rocks, and is then not more than an inch long; it remains
durin" the summer, is about three inches long about autumn, and then disappears from the coast, in the month of
May,In 1830 a great multitude of fry was seen here. Shoals of the full grown fish came in at the time, and it was ob
served that they devoured numbers of the young fry.
22 .—When the fry of the Herring retires from our shores in the autumn, is it known where they take refuge r—No.
23 . All 44 Lodd ” Herrings are equally large are they not ?—No, all Herrings which do not exactly resemble the
Herring formerly taken, is included under the general denomination of 44 Lodda.” They may be found of all sizes,
from five, or six inches to ei"ht or ten, which latter are not uncommon.
24—Has the Lodd Herring been observed to possess roe and milt.?— Seldom, and then only among the larger.
Is it known whether the larger Herrings caught during the last fishery were provided with roe and milt?—In
general not, only a very small number.
26—Do yOn believe that the Lodda can colonise new spots ?—Nothing is known with certainty on that subject.
27- Can yOu tej| w|)ere t]ie Herring, formerly visiting the coast and taken here, depositedit’s spawn?—No, we can
not; probably in the sea#
. 28. D° y°u consider the fry which now appears oft these shores, to be the produce of the Lodda, or of any other Her
ring?—As no one knows where either kind deposits its spawn, or how the fry is brought forth which appears to us in the
spring, it is quite impossible to decide that point.
29—Is it probable that the fry seen here iu the spring descends from the Lodda?—No decisive answer can be
as we cannot tell how and where the fry is produced.
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30 .—At what season does the Herring commonly approach nearest the coast ?—Principally in the winter season, pre- Fisheries ojSweden*
lions to Candlemas Dav ; but some few are sometimes caught in the summer, before St. Laurence’s Day, (the 10 th of
August.) This kind of Herring is fqt, and is called here “ Grane” Herring, but is also included under the general name
»
of Lodd Herrings.
31 .—Is any other kind of Herrings taken here, besides the smaller sorts just mentioned ?—No, but in Ide Forth, and
Svine Sound, a kind called spring Herring is taken with tackle which is a good size, and has roe and milt. 1 his, how
ever, is not the same sort as that formerly caught ; some barrels of large Herrings were also caught and salted m at
Kloster in May, 1830; this last kind has not been seen here for 30 years.
32 .—Has experience proved that Herrings have been caught in greater quantities after one or more severe win
ters, than when the foregoing winters have been mild ?—No, it has not been remarked here.
33 .—Is the Herring which is now caught here the same every succeeding year?—Yes, the fish called Lodd, as has
been before remarked, is about equally large every year; sometimes there is a small difference. Last autumn, at a
draught of a net, two or three kinds of Herrings were taken, larger than the former kind, and like what is denominated,
the “ Graben” Herring, which visits Norway, though not quite so fat.
34 .—Is the Herring now caught in Norway like our former Herring ?—The Norwegian is a coarser fish, and seems
of another sort.
35 .—With what kind of tackle is the Herring fished for ?—With the sweep net.
36 .—How large are the meshes of the nets now used:—They are large enough to admit the passage of one s thumb.
37 .—Were the meshes in the old nets of the same size ?—No, they were rather coarser, on account of the Herring being
larger.
38 .—Would it not be advisable to lay aside the use of Herring sweeps, and use instead tackle with larger meshes, so
that the smaller fish may go through, and perhaps proceed to maturity afterwards: No, for with such tackle only a
few of the largest among the small kind of Herrings would be caught, all which now go to the shore; besides the Lodda,
it is believed, will never exceed its common size.
39 .—Would not the Herring which we now see, grow as large as the old sort, if time were allowed it ?—No, it it had
been capable of growing larger, it would during the many years we have fished it, from 181/ till now, have appeared, at
least once, in great shoals on our coasts, - this, however, has never happened.
After tliese questions had been put and replied to, the other fishermen present were asked whether they agreed in th&
answers which had been given, or had any thing to add thereto; all agreed that they bad nothing to observe.
The same question being repeated to the townsmen present, met with a similar reply, except in the following par
ticulars :—
.
Consul Norberg remarked, the cause of Herring’s deserting their shores was not its being frightened away by firing
of cannon, or other noises, but its natural tending to periodical migrations.
...
The Lodd Herring cannot possibly grow larger than at present, else the larger fish would some time or other have
been seen. Amoirn the Lodd fish caught last year at Christmas time, there were several Herrings similar to the former
old kind, and differing from the Lodd Herring in having a smaller head, a fatter body, and a better taste; the Lodd
Herring, on the contrary, is much looser in the flesh, by no means so fit for salting, and often falls in pieces from the
motion of the wheels which transport it.
.
Siinonsson, the salt manufacturer, declared, the fry seen along this coast must be produced by some kind of Herring
which keeps outside the archipelago, and there deposits its spawn.—The Loddti cannot propagate.
Being asked how it. was that the fry could spring from some large sort of Herring, while it was asserted that the Lodd
•never grew to any size, Siinonsson replied, the fry may possibly come from the Graben Herrings which frequent the coast
of Norway.
Boman, the merchant, brought forward the evidence of a trustworthy person, Mr. Appleton, an English Lobster
dealer, that he had seen at the close of last September a greater number of large Herrings opposite Yringaae than he
had ever seen on any of the Scotch banks. It might be concluded from this that large Herrings might swarm in the open,
sea, though they did not approach the coast.
The last question asked on this subject was, whether any measures might be taken with the reasonable expectation
of restoring the Herring fisheries to the same degree of prosperity they enjoyed previous to 1808 ? The answer was,
no ! The Herring was supposed to visit its different resting places from causes unknown to any one. '1 hey might re
turn sooner or later, just as they had disappeared ; it depended on Providence. When they approached the shore, all
which were not caught were lost to the fisherman, us they retired again to the ocean. When Herrings came in shoals,
their number was so immense, that it seemed impossible to any human eye that the small number usually taken could
sensibly diminish their mass.
On

the

Lobster Fishing.

■ 40.—Where do you fish for Lobsters ?—On shoals, rocks, and flats near the coast, that is, never more than six or
seven miles distant.
41.—Does the animal keep the same spot all the year round ?—No. at midsummer and Christmas it comes nearer
the shore in the spring and autumn it must be fished for farther off the land in deep water.
’ 42.—At what depth is the Lobster taken ?—Twenty fathoms.
43 . —At what season is the fishery carried on ?—Properly from the beginning of May till June, and in the autumn.
• 44.—What tackle are used ?—Lobster-tubs, splinter-hooks, and nets.
45 .—How long has this branch of fishing been pursued here?- Time out of mind. In 1750 it was carried on
by the Dutch.
46 .—Has the Lobstpr fishery increased of late?—Yes, exceedingly ; ever since 1821, when they began to be an ex
port article to England.
47 .—Has any diminution in their quantity been observed since that time ?—Yes, very much of late.
48 .—Are Lobsters ever seen in the sea ?—No, very seldom.
49 .—Do they live in shoals?—No.
,
50 . -Do they constantly frequent, or only occasionally visit, the shoal-grounds near the shores. 1 hey continue to
inhabit the same spot.
.
. ,
51 .—Do you not think the Lobster will ever be exterminated from these grounds, in consequence of excessive fishing .
—Yes, for it is not a migratory fish, always changing its station.
52 .—Are the Lobsters taken now as large as those caught formerly?—No, the increase of demand for these fish
has been followed by an evident diminution in the size of the supply.
63 .—Is this also the case with those caught in deep water?—Y'es.
54 .—Are small Lobsters often taken in the tubs ? —No, very seldom, and then they are thrown into the sea again,
as of little value. One fisherman asserted that he had not for years got. more than six or seven Lobsters less than five
inches long, and those he had thrown in again. They are regarded as marketable when eight inches long, if smaller
than this they are counted two for one. Some Lobsters are found upwards of fifteen or sixteen inches in length.
55 .-Can the spawning time of the Lobster be ascertained with any degree of certainty ?-No, they are found with
roe at all seasons of the year. In the dog-days they gel th ir new shells, and are then regarded as useless.
56 .—Does the Lobster change its shell every year ?—This is not known; perhaps it only gets a new shell once
in its life.
On the Mackerel Fisheries.

57 . What is the proper season for the Mackerel fishery ?—For the most part, a month or six weeks about mid-,
summer ; sometimes a lew days in the autumn.
58 .—What tackle are employed ?—Partly sweep-nets, and sometimes dorj.
59 . What is the common size of the Mackerel ?—Summer Mackerel are seldom less than nine inches long; the au
tumn Mackerel found here are generally much smaller than these, but many are found still larger.
60 . —Is there a good supply of these fish i—Yes, but a very irregular one. Of late years notso many nave been taken
with the sweep-net as former.y. The dorj fisheries, however, have been equally productive. 1 his year Mackerel is more
plentiful than ordinarily.
61 .—Has this fish diminished in size ?—No.
.
62 .— Is their spawning t ime known ?—Probably at mid-summer, when they deposit roe and milt. This is supposed to
take place on the banks in the sea.
63 .—Can you give a rough guess of the produce of the Mackerel fishery every year ?—Its extreme variability renders
it difficult; perhaps more than 500 or 600 barrels in this district.
64 -What does the Mackerel commonly cost?—Summer Mackerel, when fresh, are worth from 18 sk. to 1 r.d. a
*. when sailed they bring 4 r.d. rgs. a quarter cask, or eight score. The large autumn Mackerel, which sometimes
weighs as much as from two to four lbs. will bring, if fresh, about 3 r.d. the score : for a quarter cask of salted are paid.
8 r.d. and more.
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Nothing more remained to be asked, none present had any thing to add, except as regarded the fishing for Lobsters.
Oysters and the use of what are called ground lines. On these subjects there had been of late very different opinions.
Some asserted that, these fisheries in the North Sea in general were open to all; others again contended that so far as
they were carried on along and around rocks, islands, and the coast, they belonged to the landholder. It is important
for the fisheries in genera?th.it some specific decisions should lie given on these points ; and should this disputed claim
of the landholders to the fisheries round their property be admitted, the law should decide how far from the coast such
rights can reasonably and legally extend.
.
.
One concludin'' question was proposed—what was the state of the people m general in that distnct now. as compared
to the productive5years of the great Herring fishery ? To this it. was unanimously replied, that although the rich shoals
had made money cheap enough, vet that very case had induced the most extravagant dissipation and carelessness among
the fishermen, and poverty and want were common among the people even then. When the Herring fishery ceased so
suddenly, "rent distress had undoubtedly followed, but necessity had soon compelled the people to turn to other resour
ces Many kinds of fishing which had been neglected before, were now carefully pursued, and a desire for agricultural
employment gradually extended itself. In this way, added to the improvements which agriculture had experienced,
and their improved systems of domestic economy, they had reached a point of greater contentment, than during the
rich Herring fishery itself; and it ought to be thankfully acknowledged, that every one willing to work, and not extra
ordinarily unfortunate, might be now tolerably sureof a comfortable subsistence. 1 he district produced far more corn than
was necessary for its own support; and fishing was usually a bye-employment, and consequently more advantageous for
those who pursued it, for want of agricultural or other labour.
The meeting was now dissolved.
Appendix to the Journals or the I nvestigation at Stromstad, on the 1 / th oi June. 18.13.
The Commissioners received information of circumstances preventing the attendance at the meeting held this day of
Mr. Christopher Norberg, a merchant of this place. That gentleman had resided here during the whole period <>t t ».• great
Herring fishery, and had obtained from his employment in the salting of Herring, as well as the mauu <u tin o
c ring oil, full opportunity to understand well the Herring fishery, and all that related thereto. 1 Ie w as now, '
’
so extremely old, and had so completely lost his sight, that it had been impossible for him to attend the meeting. buch
being the case, the Commissioners immediately visited the merchant in his own house, to obtain every possible ad< i
information from him. Mr. Simonsson was also present during the interview.
.
The merchant Norberg, who was born in 17(»1, and still enjoys the complete possession of all his mental taculues,
answered the questions proposed to him in substance as follows : —
The former rich Herring fishery commenced in 1740; the first Herrings were caught at Lind Islet, near Gottenburgh.
They afterwards spread gradually more to the north, the shoals being always followed first by salt works, aiid then by
herring oil boiling-houses. The first Herring taken to Stromstad to be salted, was by Norberg s father in 1/5S. rhe
first herring oil was prepared from the refuse of the fish, in cast iron pots ; it was afterwards drawn from the Herrings
themselves, which were boiled in large copper boilers. 'I he number ot the Herrings was incredibly large. 1400 barrels
could be caught at one throw of the net. It often happened that the multitude of the Herrings lifted up the net, and
they escaped under it.
.........
The disappearance of the Herring must doubtless be ascribed to its natural inclination for migration ; circumstances
occurred, however, calculated to show that the refuse of the herring oil had in some degree contributed thereto.
henevcr westerly winds drove the fetid refuse towards the shore, the fish seldom approached nearer. 1 he first herring oil
boiling-houses were established in the southern Archipelago, and the Herrings disappeared thence far sooner than from
the northern part of the coast, where such establishments were built at a later period, and were never so numerous .
noises would not drive them from the coast.
e
r
The former Holms Herring was quite different from all the kinds of Herring taken in Norway. 1 hese are Graben
Herrings, a very rough fish, about twelve inches long ; Summer Herrings, which are very broad, fat, and large , and a
kind called Medel Herrings, something less than our former Bohns fish. Besides these, there is anothei i orwegian spe
cies, called the Bressling, almost like our Skarp Herring; and some others ot less importance.
h<tV
H
caught in Ide Firth is not like our old kind ; the former constantly keeps to the same spot, whereas the latter only
came in to the Archipelago for a short time.
.
..
..
There are at present two sorts of Herrings taken here, Skarp Herrings and Lodd. Ihe Lodd is not like the old
Herring in shape or size, “ it is a species of itself.” The usual length of the Lodda is five or six inches. If Her
rings of a larger size are taken among them, they will be found not to be Lodd, but wandering adventurers probably
from the shoals which visit Norway.
The fry seen on this coast is the progeny of the Lodda, which has also roe and milt. Norberg had salted in 500
barrels of the Lodda in one year, and could therefore decide with certainty as to that fact. It takes three or four years
for the Lodd to reach its usual average size.
As tl.e great Herring species were formerly’ visiters of our shores, which they gradually abandoned, and alter some
lime again frequented, (this was proved among other things, by the ruins of ancient buildings found in the island coast,
at the commencement of the Herring fishery,) we may very reasonably hope that they will again return ; to assist in
producing which happy event, however, all human efforts are plainly useless.
.
tt
•
The attention of Simonsson and Norberg was directed to their different explanations of the origin of the Herring
fry. They both, however, persevered in their opinions.
No. III.—Measures

for

Promoting the Great Salt Water Fisheries

in

the

Bonus

Archipelago.

Proceedings at Gottenburg on the Sth of July, 1833.

Present—President Poppins, Count Rosen, Professor Nilsson; and the following members of the Society of Com
merce at Gottenburg; O. Wyk, S. Arfvedson, J. Dickson, C. F. Viern, J. Francke, A. Otterdahl, A. Haggh, L. BergPresident Poppius explained to the meeting, that His Majesty, at the same time that he had commanded the Com
missioners to investigate the state of the Bohns Fisheries, had also directed their attention to any practicable measures
for extending the great salt water fisheries farther into the North Sea, and employing such vessels as should be properly
and especially fitted out for that purpose.
. It had been very clearly seen during their tour of enquiry along the Bobus coast, that nothing could be expected trom
the co-operation of the fishermen themselves. The fishing vessels commonly used were so constructed, that ic is i
they took could not be cleaned and salted in on board; and the way in which their fishing was conducte , compc c
them, for many reasons, to make every trip as short as possible. Besides the present race oi fishermen ia nei ler ie
skill in navigation, nor the personal wealth necessary for giving success to such undertakings.
ie ques 1011 ic was
if any thing could be done through the assistance of the Society of Commerce of Gottenburg, an w ie it . < nj o its
members were inclined to use their means for accomplishing the above purpose, either as inbi ua s or in company
with each other. This course would also be attended with the advantages ot proviuing the is mi men along the shores
with new sources of employment, and creating clever seamen for the service oi the King, and the commerce of the
country. The assistance of the Government might be counted upon, wherever it could reasonably support and encou
rage private enterprise.
. .
...
,, ,
.
. ,,
This explanation having been made, Mr. Lewgren observed, that neither will, nor means would be wanting in that
society for the encouragement, of such desirable objects. But he feared that no one would ground his speculations on
any hopes of profitable returns for the capital he might expend.
.
.
,
_ p
Mr. Arfvedson declared that he had carried on a very extensive commerce in fish of all kinds, tor upwards ot forty
years; besides being the owner of several saltworks during the great Herring years. He thought, however, that the
saltwater fisheries could not be pursued here with success, on any system demanding large expense or capital. This,
his opinion was grounded upon the following well known facts
The sorts offish taken from the Bohus Archipelago, in any quantity, are Cod, salt Ling, and Stock fish. None of
these kinds of fish can be disposed of in any other country but Sweden. Salt Ling will not bear transporting to a dis
tance. Stock fish is only used after being steeped in potashes and water, a custom to be found only in Sweden ; and
Cod are only commonly used in Sweden, and a part of Finland.
The whole amount of the Codfish salted in here, is about 20,000 quarter casks a year, three fourths of which is sent
hence to Stockholm, and only one fourth to other parts of the kingdom. Should this quantity be considerably increased,
it would not only never be sold, but would lower the price of the rest, very considerably. But jt
no^ suffer this re
duction of price, the gain of the salter and the merchant is very small indeed, and whatever exceeded the usual amount
of this fish could only be sold at a heavy loss. Other articles of commerce were prepared from the Codling variety,
such as round fish, which is dried whole, Rotskar, which is split and dried, and Cub fish which is flattened, as the Ling
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is. The consumption of these kinds of fish is much greater than that of the Cod, &c., besides which they are exported jiskerict of Swede#
*
to Holland, Italy, tec., almost all the fish prepared as above, is procured from Norway. The same thing takes place »
with the Grasg. (Greysides,) which is used only in Sweden and Norway, from which latter country we import almost all
'
that we require.
x
These kinds of fish are sold at so very low a price, that no Swede could possibly undersell the Norwegian. They are
also not quite so popular as they were. Four hundred pounds weight of Rotskar, which will contain about from 240
to 2/0 Codlings, cost from 28 to 29 r.d. rgs. A similar weight of Grasej, in general about 250 fish, can be had for
20 r.d. rgs. The Swedish Grasej is generally 50 per cent, dearer than the Norwegian; but notwithstanding this, the
small quantities we now procure are disposed of in certain provinces, where habit induces them to prefer it to the
Norwegian.
The reason why these sorts of fish can be sold by the Norwegians at so low a price, is, that the fishery is carried on
near the land, without heavy expenses or great capital. The English North Sea Fisheries are only supported by the
enormous duties imposed on fish imported from other countries. Should the supply of salt water fish be considerably
increased by the employment of capital for that purpose, a glut would result, and losses of several kinds be inevitably
incurred; especially as we have already so plentiful a supply of such fish, that our magazines are full, and waiting
for customers.
The other gentlemen present being now asked their opinion on this subject, Messrs. Otterdahl and Francke, who carry
on a very large fish trade, answered in the name of the rest, that they perfectly agreed with what had been just ex
pressed by Mr. Arfvedson. Capital could not be employed with advantage in that kind of fishery, which could only
be pursued with any advantage, as a popular employment for the poorer classes.
Mr. Arfvedson here remarked that he would seize this opportunity to mention something of importance, especially if
as he hoped, the herring-shoals should again revisit our coasts. Herrings could only be kept good and transported to
distant places, by using sound beech-wood barrels. Norway had little or no beech-wood, and consequently imported
from Sweden whatever number of beech staves it required. It had hitherto been customary to manufacture the
beech barrels or bundle barrels, (for the staves were laid in bundles.) ready for exportation. An ad valorem duty of
twenty-five per cent, had, however, been lately levied upon these barrels; and the unfinished staves alone were now
imported from Sweden.
Now the consequence of all this was that the workmen, whose almost only support had been manufacturing beech
barrels, for export to Norway, began to feel the effects of an almost total want of employment. Many had already emigrated
to that kingdom, and numbers more would doubtless follow their example; the profit on the manufacture of a national
raw material would thus be lost by Sweden. It would therefore be desirable that an export duty should be laid on
the manufactured beech-staves, equal in proportion to that on the barrels themselves ; this would, partly, spare our
beech-woods, a thing of great consequence, should the Herrings ever return to us ; partly promote the export of a ma
nufactured, instead of a raw material; and partly keep within the country, and help to support the many skilful
coopers whom we still possess.
,
As to the question, how far preparatory measures were advisable, in case the Herring-shoals should again flock to
our shores; it was answered, that the Herring was, naturally, a migratory fish; and that as it was commonly known
that they bad removed many miles on this side Lindesnas, we might reasonably expect their arrival on the Swedish
coast. No introductory measures were, however, judged necessary. In case they did appear, we had skill enough
to catch them, and capital and tackle enough to do it with advantage; for the rest, circumstances would be the
best guides.
The meeting was now dissolved.
--------No. 4.—Communication to the King, by the Counsellor of State, Mr. Gabriel Poppies.
To His Must Gracious Majesty.

I have, in concert with Lieutenant-General Count A. P. Von Rosen, your Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant in the province of
Gothenburgh, and Commander of your Majesty’s North Star Order, together with Professor S. Nilsson, a Knight of your
Majesty’s Order of Vasa, at length completed the investigation, (which your Majesty was pleased to commit to my
charge, by your Majesty’s Gracious letter of the 9th of February last,} into the fisheries about the islands and rocks
along the coast of the Bohus County.
Our attention was particularly directed to the question, how and to what degree arrangements might be made,
through the assistance of private speculators, for carrying on salt sea fishing, with vessels of considerable burthen. All
such vessels should be so constructed and fitted-up, that suitable banks and fishing stations further out in the North
Sea might be visited, and the fish which might be caught, either salted in on board, or preserved alive in wells, made
for that purpose. Experience has shewn that no progress can be expected to be made in this department, so far as the
arrangements are intrusted to the fishermen themselves.
These men are destitute of the acquirements necessary for performing extensive voyages, and are unequal to the task of
actin" in cases of complication and difficulty. But, besides speaking with divers fishermen, we have consulted numbers of
persons resident along the coast, and others dwelling in Stromstad and Uddevalla. The general opinion of all has been
that the advantage of similar enterprises was extremely doubtful ; for that no benefits resulting therefrom would be
likely to repay the attendant expenses, and that the object sought for would by no means be obtained. In reference to
this subject, we also appointed a meeting with several members of the society of commerce at Gottenburgh, in which the
above question was discussed. The various views there expressed would lead us to the conclusion, that, as matters
are at present constituted, salt water fishing along the island coast of Bohus County, is not a branch of industry calcu
lated to reward the time and capital which it would demand. If itsball continue a branch of popular employment, it.
must on the contrary be considered only as demanding labour and trouble. Neither of these can now be valued at their pro
per price ; as no departments of industry exist in which they can beemployed to better advantage. Still, the gain resulting
from its prosecution, though indeed often small enough, is some assistance to daily economy, and excites reflection and
occupation, as opposed to an idleness which must always and in every region be excessively injurious.
Amon" all the persons with whom we communicated on this subject, only one requested time tor further consideration.
This person was Lieutenant J. G. Mollen, of the Pilot Establishment. He resides at the fishing station of Lysekil, a
spot nearly in the middle of the Island-coast, between Gottenburg and Stromstad, and where the trade resulting from
the different fisheries could be very conveniently centred. Nearly the whole of the Lobster trade (mostly an ex
port to England) is already under his management ; besides which he has been for some time settled in that district;
has commanded, at one period a merchant ship, and is skilful and experienced in whatever relates to trade and navigation
in general. This gentleman has, on accepting his situation at Lysekil, delivered in a written memorandum, relative to
Lobsters and other fish taken in the great fisheries; and since my residence here I have, received from him another
writ ten memorandum, declarative of his willingness to attempt the prosecution of a great salt-water fishery, it ar
ranged upon a new plan; and provided he be assisted by a loan from the Board of Public works, at a low rate ot inter
est, due security being given for its regular repayment.
Should your Majesty find Mollen’s offer worthy of any attention, whether more or less, your Majesty will be pleased
to draw up such general outlines and regulations as are necessary in arranging the condi;ions, to be further declared
and explained in the contractile would require. An attempt might thus be instituted,.without any sacrifice of capital,
or the injury of any individual, which would probably tend to decide a very dubious question.
.
When the documents on this question are completely arranged and presented, your Majesty’s attention will be more
particularly directed to the following points-of great interest to the inhabitants of the coast, and specially noticed m the

* st. The'importance of an exact explanation of what is to he understood by the rights of the owners of the snore, in
reference to the fisheries in the North Sea. Should any such privilege be really supported, how far from the shore may
it reach ? and to what extent may it embrace fishing for Mussels or shell-fish baits for the larger salt water fish, as t.ns
kind of fishing cannot be carried" on without free access to the Mussel-banks ?
2nd. The forbiddin" of the Lobster fisheries during the summer months.
.
3rd. The diminution of the trouble and expense thrown upon the fishermen and others who have to visit the Norwe
gian flour mills. However little may be the quantity of corn which they carry, they must procure passports, and pay
fees, every voyage they make for that purpose.
T . ,
4th. The representations of the Society of Commerce at Gottenburg, relative to the export to i\oi way ot beech-vvooa,
and tubs and casks of the beech tree.
With the deepest veneration, zeal, and fidelity, I remain, <fec. <fec.

Gofhejiburgb, July ]5tb, 1833.
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Extract

Journalsof the Proceedings relative to Commerce and Finance in
Council of the Kingdom, His Majesty the King being present.

from the

the

Privy

TheCouncil was assembled at the Palace of Stockholm on the 24th of August, 1833.
Mr. Skogman, the Secretary of State for the Home Department, most respectfully proposed for consideration :—
The humble Report of G. Poppius, President of the College of Commerce, on the result of his enquiries into the fish
eries along the coast of the Bohtis County; the President carried on this investigation by travelling, and otherwise in
obedience to bis Majesty’s instructions of the 9th of February last, and was assisted therein by Count Axel Von Rosen,
Lord Lieutenant of the district of Gottenburgh, and Professor S. Nilsson.
In order to carry into full effect His Majesty’s gracious instructions, President Poppius had convened assemblies of the
inhabitants of the fishing stations lying along that coast, together with other persons skilie 1 and experienced in the bu
siness of the fisheries. After stating the points to be cleared up at these meetings, very much information had been
acquired on the spot as to the population ol every district, and how far it was employed in fishing or agriculture, <fec.
and the number and value of the boats and other instruments used in the fisheries. Various simple and well defined
questions are hereby proposed for the public in general to answer ; both as regards the present and former condition of
the fisheries and the manner of carrying them on, and gradually improving and extending them. After his return to Gothenburgh, the President had also attended a special meeting of a number of the merchants in that city, in order that ho
might consult with them as to the necessary arrangements for extending the Salmon and salt water fisheries, should
the Society of Commerce be induced to co-operate therein. Documents were drawn up by the Commissioners relative to
all these interviews, and containing a complete relation of the results obtained in their investigation.
As regards the question of the decline of the Herring fishery, the general persuasion of that fact had. according to
these documents, been loudly expressed.
Many persons declared that the Oyster fisheries and shell fish dragging should be, though now regarded as the pro
perty of the landholders, free and open for all. This should be more particularly the case with shell fish, which are not
in themselves any serviceable branch ol food, but which can be used as baits for Haddocks and Mackerel, and are indis
pensably necessary for Salmon-fishing, <fec. A supply of shell fish was often obliged to be procured from Norway.
Several inhabitants of the coast had also remarked, that different opinions had begun of late to be more and more com
mon respecting the right of prosecuting the Oyster and Lobster fisheries, together with the use of what is called ground
tackle, made fast to the land. Some asserted that all these fisheries, like the North Sea fisheries in general, should be
considered as common for all ; others, on the contrary, declared, that so far as they were carried on at and near rocks
and islands, they belonged to those who were owners of those rocks and islands. It is, say they, in the mean time, very
necessary that much more exact decisions on these points should be come to, than those we have at present; and should
the monopoly of these fisheries, be considered as belonging to the rights of ownership *o the rocks and shores, proper
regulations should be then drawn up, declarative of how far from the shore such a monopolizing right may be legally
carried.
As respects the present state of the Herring fishery, as now described, His Majesty was not aware of any measures
which could be adopted with any hopes of success. As to the other parts, however, of the preceding report, His Majesty
was graciously pleased, supported by his Council, and his Secretary of State lor the Home Department, to ordain as
follows:—
_ _
In consequenceof the information now obtained as to the state of the fisheries in general, the Chamber of Commerce snail
draw up the outlines of a new code of fishing laws for this kingdom. The highest legal court shall also declare its opi
nion, particularly and exactly, on the rights possessed by the owners of the shores over the fisheries in the North Sea;
how far from the shore (should such rights be really proved to exist) they may properly extend, and how far those rights
may, in any case, include the collection of Mussels and shell fish, ;ls baits for Salmon and other salt water fish..
His Majesty's Lord Lieutenant for the district of Gothenburgh and Bohns County, shall in the mean time be instructed
to try by persuasions to voluntary agreements between individuals, to procure the fisherman in the salt, water fisheries, itc.
a free right to take up the necessary baits for the fish above mentioned, whenever and wherever he likes, along the cons .
1
From the Journals.
A. I'. NORMELIN.

No. 6.—Letter

from the

Governor of Gottenburgh to

the

’31st October,

Kino of Sweden, on the Fisheries

Dated the

1835.

To the King's Most Excellent Majesty.
Your Majesty and the Exchequer Board (Kaminar Collegium,) of the kingdom have demanded, by a communication,
dated the 30th of May, last year,- and by another of the 12th of this month, a solution ot the tollowing question:
Should the owners of the shores establish their right to the fisheries in the North Sea, how far from the shore may such
right be judged to extend, and how can it. in any degree, include fishing for Mussels and other shellfish, used as baits
in the great salt water fisheries. A very long period has elapsed since the first communication on this subject was for
warded to me ; 1 may, therefore, be permitted to remark, that the existence of that document was unknown in this
quarter, till a short time previous to the arrival of the last named communication, in consequence of the continued
absence of the late Count Rosen, Lord Lieutenant of the district of Gottenburgh, and Mr Engstrom s (the Secretary)
death.
#
.
By His Majesty’s gracious regulations for the coast, river, and lake fisheries of the kingdom, promulgated on the
14th of November, 1766, it has been already permitted to every Swedish subject to tarry on the Herring fishery along
whatever shores he pleased. This right has been, by the ordinances on the fisheries in the North Sea, and the saltworks
in this district, dated July the 21st 1774, still further extended, as follows : that any one, whoever he may be, may
carry on fisheries of every kind in the open sea, and along the coast belonging to the Swedish crown, and lying beyond Oresund.
Your Majesty has also appealed to this regulation as clear and decided, in your Majesty s gracious note addressed to
the Lord Lieutenant of this county, on the 5th of April, 1831 ; when tins document wits drawn up several fishermen
within the capell parish of Grandsund, had respectfully requested information, at what depth the ground shore was
eunposed to end, and the free fishery to begin ; and prayed that they might enjoy the same rights and privileges, m re
ference to Lobster fishing as are at present enacted in reference to 11 erring fisheries; your Majest y decided in reply,
that only persons possessing private and special authority over the various fishing waters could lay any hindrance in
the way ot general fishing being carried on there; and that, therefore, a bill should be drawn up (the privilege accorded
by the 25th. chap, and 22nd sec. of the trial-code, to him who is condemned unheard, being preserved) to change and
diminish, according to law, all such fines, as might be opposed to a common right of fishing in the island-coast waters
of this district.
.
P
From this your Majesty’s gracious letter, it would appear, that the regulations of 1/ 74, by no means interfered with
the rights of private individuals to their respective fishing waters. This view of the question is suppoitec ty y our Ma
jesty’s communication to the Lord Lieutenant here, on the 31st of August, 1833. In this last paper, that officer was
urged to procure, as often as possible, the voluntary agreement of fishermen and owners ° y11- Quires, that the incon
veniences at present resulting from permission being denied the fisherman, to collect shell-fish lor baits wherever lie
pleases, might be done away with. This interpretation of the law, I consider, the only one reconcileable with the pre
servation ol private individual privileges. Legal rights to the fishing waters in many places are also, 1 should think,
well founded; but the great majority of such rights are probably mere assumptions, and the general regulations of
the law can be evaded, neither by prescriptive right, nor by the fact of lauds accidentally stretching down to the
shore. All this, however, will be more fully decided by the proposed investigation into the propriety of doing away
with fines for fishing along the coast. As to the question how far from the shore any such right may extend, our deci
sion must depend upon regular judicial documents, payments of dues, papers in proof, or other undeniable evidence
which the owner of any fishing water may bring forward. Should uo exact distance from the shore, island, or reef,
be specified in these documents, no analogous system of calculation can be laid down :—a ground shore may extend at
one spot to a great distance into the sea, and may be confined by deep water at some other place*, to a very small
circle round the rock or island,
1
evidence brought forward in the documents above mentioned, must assist in
the decision of all these cases ; it being assumed as a geneial rule, that, where the owner of the shore cannot show a
special legal right to the fishing water, the fishery shall there be free for all, without any regard to the depth of the
Wfttrr, or the nearness or distance of the shore.
|t would appear undeniable that the right of fishing in particular places, must also include the monopoly of all the
shell fish to je found there, mussels included ; nor can this be particularly injurious to the Salmon fisheries, partly because
such private patches of coast are very few, and partly because the fisherman has seldom any time to spare for fishing up
such shell fish lor baits ; so that employment has gone into other hands: immense quantities bein" supplied by strangers
to all the different fisheries.
There being a proposal to draw up a new fishing code for tliis kingdom, I ought, perhaps, here to direct your Majes
ty’s gracious attention to a clause in the above mentioned gracious letter of the 31st of August, 1833. That clause pro-
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hibited all Lobster fishing in and along the coast of the Bohns County, from the beginning of July to the middle of hshenes of Sweden.
September. This very useful prohibition has been, however, scandalously violated, Lobsters being exposed for sale in <•
m "
these months, and in the open day, without the possibility of repressing it, the salesmen asserting that they were caught
elsewhere. Now, as the Bohus coast is far too extensive to be properly controlled in this respect, it would probably be
adviseable to extend the above prohibition to the whole Swedish shores, adding that all Lobsters taken or offered for
sale within the days just specified shall he immediately seized.
This is all the information and counsel, which I am able to offer; your Majesty will see that they cannot be compared
with what might have been expected from the labours of my predecessor, whose frequent voyages and journies along
the coasts and waters, and in which I have had so little experience, enabled him to obtain most accurate information
relating to all the matters at present in dispute.
•
With all due respect, <fcc. &c. <fcc.,
G. EDENIIJELM.
Gottenburgh’s Governor’s Office, October 31st, 1835.

No. 7.—Report of the Exchequer Board to the King’s Most Excellent Majesty.
In the summer of 1833, and in obedience to your Majesty’s commands, an investigation into the Fisheries along the
coast of theCounty of Bohus, was commenced by Mr. Poppins, formerly President of the Collegeof Coinmerce.and now
a member of your Majesty’s Council of State, in conjunction with the late Lieutenant-General, Count Rosen, and Pro
fessor S. Nilsson. During their inquiries on this subject, and their interviews with the inhabitants of the coast, they
found that a great diversity of opinions existed on the really legal extent of the rights of the owners of the shore, parti
cularly as regards Oysters and Lobsters, and the privilege of gathering shell fish and Mussels for baits in the salt water
and Salmon Fisheries. It was generally regarded as very important, that decisive opinions should be obtained on these
points, in contradistinction to the present uncertain state of the law ; so that should, as one party asserted, and the other
denied, any such monopoly really belong to the owners of the shore or rocks, it might be generally announced by the
law how far from the shore such a monopolizing right might legally extend.
In consequence of this, Mr. Poppius endeavoured in the memorial presented in July, in the year above named, to call
your Majesty’s gracious attention, in accordance with the wish of the inhabitants of the coast, to the necessity of more
narrowly defining the following points:—How are we to understand the rights of the owners of the shores to the Fish
eries of the North Sea; in case such rights should be really and legally exercised, how far from the shore should they
be judged to extend ; and how in any case can they be supposed to include taking up Mussels, or what is called shell fish
for baits in the larger salt water Fisheries, since such Fisheries cannot be carried on without a free access to Mussels, &c.
After the consideration of this report on the 24th of August, in the year just mentioned, the Supreme Law Court was
instructed to give in its opinion as to the points therein contained ; and the Exchequer Board was also, by an address
dated the 18th of the following December, instructed to express its opinion on the same subjects. In obedience hereto,
and after your Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant in the district of Bohus and Gottenburg, had been examined, and the docu
ment dated the 31st of October last year, had been received, the reasons for its long delay being explained therein, this
Court of Exchequer expresses its resolutions as follows:—
According to the Royal Regulations of the 14th of November, 176G, Ch. the 2nd, on salt water Fisheries, all Fisheries
in the open sea, and along crown rocks and islands, <fcc., which belong to no particular farm, or are possessed by no par
ticular conditions, shall be open to every Swedish subject, freely to employ for his own advantage. It is also further
enacted, in the 6th section, explanatory of the right of the shore or land owner to the ocean Fisheries, that such Fish
eries when lying within the island reef, shall be regarded as belonging to those private estates, the shores or islands of
which lie around them; but that along the open coast, where no island coast exists, and outside that rocky reef, the
rights of the land and shore-owners shall only extend so far as the ground shore reaches towards the sea. Still that
where, within the island reef, royal or common Fisheries had existed of old, or there was prescriptive tradition, pay
ment of taxation, judicial documents, or other undeniable evidence of individual rights to the Fisheries around rocks,
islands, and shoals, etc., it should so remain ever after also ; together with all Fisheries belonging to lands bequeathed
to cities or towns in this kingdom.
By the 1st article of the royal ordinances afterwards published on the 21st of July, 1774, it was announced, “ that
every inhabitant of this kingdom without reference to his rank or station in life, shall be allowed to carry on Fisheries
either privately or in company with others in the open sen, and in the waters along the coast belonging to the Swedish
Crown, and lying beyond Oresund. Such Fisheries of whatever sort they may be, he shall be free to carry on for ever.”
As to what relates to the Herring fishery along the shores, we find in the 2nd article, “That when the drag-nets are
hauled, every fisherman present may haul his net in his turn; the owner of the shore, however, when he appears, shall
select whatever turn he likes.” As to Lobsters, however, and the Oyster or bait fishery, no regulations appear in these
valuable laws ; the consequence of which has been that \arious opinions begin to be entertained respecting the real
rights of the shore-owners.
Your Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant here has, in his explanatory paper hereon addressed to your Majesty considered it
as an undeniable principle, that by the regulations of 1766, any and every one was permitted to carry on the Herring
fishery in the North Sea, along whatever shores he pleased ; and that the right of fishing was by the statutes of 1774,
so extended, that any person might pursue every kind of fishing, not only in the open sea, but also along all island
reefs beyond Oresund, which belonged to the Swedish Crown.
In support of this view of the matter, your Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant here appealed to your Majesty’s letter of the
5th of April, 1831, wherein, in reply to certain fishermen who begged information how deep the sea should be, where
the ground shore ended, and that they might enjoy the same privileges in Lobster fishing as those already granted for
Herring fishing, your Majesty graciously declared that those only who possessed individual rights to the fishing waters
could lay any hindrance in the way of the prosecution of any fishery. In consequence of this decision, your Majesty
was pleased to add that a bill should be drawn up, (with a saving clause for those condemned unheard,) to change and
diminish all such fines and penalties as might oppose the general enjoyment of the fisheries in this district. Your
Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant here considered that this letter must establish the fact that the regulations of 1774, could
not have at all affected the real privileges of private individuals in the fishing waters, which indeed are further confirmed
by the royal letter of the 31st of August, 1833, recommending the Lord-Lieutenant here to endeavour as far as possible
to remedy the disadvantages resulting from the refusal of individuals to pennit shell fish for baits to be caught by the
fisherman wherever he pleases, by arranging voluntary agreements for the benefit of the fisheries.
In support hereof, your Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant considered many such rights to the fishing waters on the island
coasts still to exist, though probably the majority were not legal, as the royal regulations could neither be contravened
by ancient prescription, nor by the accidental fact of the grounds of private individuals reaching down to the sea.
In this question, again, how far from the shore such right could legally extend, your Majesty’s Lord-Lieu tenant con
sidered that it might be decided by regular legal documents, payments of dues, or other undeniable evidence ; and if no
particular distance were mentioned in such documents belonging to the shore-owners, it would be impossible to decide it
by an arbitrary analogy, as the ground shore might, in the one case, extend a great distance into the sea, and in the
other the rock or island, &c.. might be almost immediately surrounded by deepwater. Every separate case must there
fore be separately decided ; it being considered as a general rule that where no private rights can be legally shown,
fishery shall be free, whether it be far from, or near to the shore or rock.
Accordin" to your Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant’s judgment, a monopoly of such fishing waters, must also be a mono
poly of the shell fish and Mussels found within their limits: nor can this greatly injure the fisheries, partly because
those spots are probably few to which they extend ; and partly because those persons engagedin this employment can
seldom spare time for collecting fish baits, and they are consequently an article of commerce, and are forwarded to the
fishing stations in great quantities.
.
.
All these views of your Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant are shared by the Exchequer Board, (Kamniar Collegium.) 1 hey
agree, the Board thinks, not only with the last law on the Fisheries in the North Sea, and its island coasts, passed in
1774, according to the 6th section of which all preceding regulations are abolished, and consequently those of 1766, re
lative to the rights of the shore-owners within the island reef; but also with your Majesty’s above mentioned letters of
1831 and 1833.
The question now therefore seems to be, not the suppression of some few clauses relative to the rights of the owners
of the shores, but an arrangement to the advantage of the Fisheries, by a new code of fishing regulations. Should
the principle be adopted of universal right to fish in and along the sea, wherever some particular privilege cannot
legally be proved ; (the burden of proving this privilege being always thrown on the owner of the shore,) and should the
privilege be thus made the exception notTthe rule, the cases of such privilege will soon become generally known by former
or future judicial decisions; or the Board trusts that the Fisheries in the North Sea, so important to the country and the
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population engagedin its prosecution, may hereafter be carried on without the least interference or iniun' to tho
rights and immunities of private individuals.
Herewith are inclosed all the documents forwarded for the inspection of the Board, together with the paper of repre
sentations delivered by your Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant fur the County of Gottenburgh and Bohns.
Thatt officer also recommends the prohibition of Lobster fishing during the summer months, which now applies only
to the Bohus coast, to be extended to all the shores of Sweden.
J

Stockholm, February, 1836.

With all Respect and Fidelity, &c. &c., your Majesty’s, &c.
JACOB CED ERST ROM.
LEON. CASSEL. Referent.
SVEN. PET. LILJENROTH.
OLOF NYBLAEUS.
J. S. ROLEN.
J. A. BRANDEL.
A. W. TORN EBOHM.
C. TORNQl'IST.

APPENDIX, XI
Fisheries of Norway.

Extracts from “ I ravels through Norway ami Lapland, during the years 1806; 1807, and 1808, by
Leopold A on Buch, Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin.
Bergen's Fish Trade with Nordland.
Ilundholm is one of the most remarkable places in Nordland; for since its foundation the dawning
J of the prosperity of that province has brightened up. The object is to carry on, immediately from
this place, the trade of Bergen, and for that purpose several of the richest merchants in Drontheim
have joined together. We can hardly doubt that, with their means, zeal, and activity, they will accom
plish their objects; for nothing appears more simple, and agreeable to the nature of things. '1 he fish
is caught in the north, and sold in Spain and Italy. What obstacle can there be to the saving of toil
and labour, of time, gold, and men, and to the sending the fish from hence directly for Spain and
Italy? nothing but custom. In ancient times, before the assistance of Bergen, or any other town on
the coast, while Lofodden abounded with fish, as at present, vessels were despatched immediately from
the north to England and Flanders. Thoralf, King Harald Haarfagers, .Jari in Helgoland, in the year
890, pursued the fishery the whole winter through, below Vaage, in Loffoddcn, and exchanged the
produce in England for a rich cargo of wheat, wine, and honey.
*
But when Oluff Ryrre founded
Bergen, in 1069, at the time when the Hanseatic league was formed, the Germans soon settled there,
and got into their hands the whole trade and.exportation. It is more convenient for the inhabitants
to dispose of their fish directly to the counting house, than to convey them to foreign countries through
unknown tracts. The same thing took place with the inhabitants of Nordland. The unceasing de
mands of the German factory excited in the people of Bergen a great activity in bringing fish from
every quarter to this general magazine, and this eagerness brought them to Nordland and to Finmark.
Iii this way the fishermen of Nordland disposed of their produce immediately to the vessels of Ber
gen, which imposed on themselves the necessity of a very short carriage ; for the fishermen did not seek
for the merchant, but the merchant for the fish. As the latter was unwilling to have a fruitless jour
ney, he brought along with him to the fishermen all that they stood in need of, to catch as many as
possible. These were the times when the town exercised a beneficial guardianship over the country.
But the town itself suffered under a much harder oppression. The German factory long remained in
Bergen like an independent State, not amenable to the laws of the land, and frequently set order
and justice at defiance. The courage and wisdom of a Walkendorf was required to heal this danger
ous wound in the heart of the State. The freedom and license of the Germans was at length curailed.
The Hans towns, however, to revenge themselves perhaps for their lost superiority, and the Pomer
anian towns in particular, and Wisnar and Rostock, appeared in 1539 before Bergen with a numerous
fleet, and plundered this town in so cruel a manner, that the impoverished townspeople were rendered
incapable of carrying on their usual traffic with Nordland.f The population of Nordland was too great
to maintain itself, and if they wished to preserve the country from destruction, it was necessary for the
inhabitants to perform themselves the long and dangerous passage to Bergen. In this way the famous
Bergen craft had their origin, which, after a lapse of 270 years, were considered in the country, and
still more in Bergen, as a sort of law of nature.
That Bergen’s bog should be closely crowded in the month of June with innumerable Nordland
yachts, and again in winter was a matter of as great a certainty as the succession of summer to winter,
and winter to summer. The purchaser puts his price on the fish, and not the vender; and the latter
has an increased gain in the productions, grain and articles of luxury which the inhabitants of Nord
land derive from the town. In the year 1807, there came at once from Nordland, Tromsoe, and Lenyen, one hundred and twenty-six yachts to Bergen, and that twice in the same year. What a distance.
It is almost half the passage to Spain, and by much the most dangerous and difficult; in a zone in
which the winds are daily changing, and frequently change in the same day, and blow with equal fury
from opposite points of the compass; and on a coast which on account of the numerous cliffs and
skiars is well known for one of the most dangerous on the globe. Notwithstanding of the immense
distance, (one hundred and eighty miles of Nordland for many,) these yachts are by no means con
structed in such a manner as to allow them to expose themselves to the open sea without danger. But
there are too many places, great fords, where they must renounce the protection of sheltering islands,
and where not unfrequently the heavy laden yacht is driven by the winds and waves on the cliffs. There
scarcely passes a year in which some of the yachts of Nordland are not lost in the Holdenford, or at
Statland. Such a loss is easily borne by the merchant, but not by the boor ; and several villages have been
completely ruined by a calamity of the kind. The fishermen, or boors, called here Bonderene, generally
freight the yacht, which is provided by the retail merchant in their neighbourhood. If the vessel is
lost, the boors lose along with it a great part of their property; and if the same accident happens again
after an interval of a few years, the whole island remains waste and ruined. The heart sinks, and the
poor wretches must begin the world again, as if they had newly come into it. A short time ago col
lections were made throughout the whole country for two communities in Vestvaage, who, through the
repeated loss of their yachts, in two successive years, were suddenly reduced from a state of prosperity
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to the’greatest poverty; the want of men in these expeditions is equally prejudicial to a province, which in Fisheries of
the short summer of that part of the world has the greatest need of them. A yacht, with mast and sails
(raaseil) like all those of Nordland, cannot be navigated with fewer than from eight to twelve strong and
active men ; and more than a thousand men are thus taken from the land, not for the purpose of advanc
ing its produce, but of diminishing it considerably by the expense of the passage. Two months are thus
completely lost forthem ; and this is severely felt. For not only the fishery, but agriculture stands in the
greatest want of them; and the cultivation of the meadows is essentially necessary to the preservation
of the cattle during winter. To think of circulation in these passages is altogether vain. They bring
back with them only the most necessary articles, corn and meal for their families; they receive it from
the.merchant for fish delivered. All the families live near one another in an insulated manner: the
desire of thriving can only be excited among a very few, and then can produce no beneficial consequen
ces ; for there are too few means of gratifying it when men are not collected together from a general
interest, and impelled to their performance of reciprocal services. What is gained beyond the mere
necessaries of life is spent in the simplest sensual enjoyments, the consequences of which are as perish
able as the enjoyments themselves, and have never here benefitted the people. This seems the una
voidable destiny of fishermen.
It seems to have been the beneficent intention of the Government, by raising Tromsbe to a town,
to awaken new life in Nordland, to render the ruinous voyages of the fishermen to Bergen unneces
sary ; and by means of a circulation among the inhabitants to generate activity and prosperity among
them. The consequences have not answered the expectations which were formed. Tromsbe pro
bably lies too far from Lofodden, the central point of the fishery. The passage to Barcelona was for
the merchants of Tromsbe, such another voyage of discovery as that of Gama to Calcutta. In twelve
years they have never ventured on it. But what is not to be expected from Hundholm, which is si
tuated in almost the middle of a province carrying on the fishery, and which is in the way of every
vessel from Lafodden, or farther North ? It is also near to Helgoland, and affords an excellent and
secure harbour, with entrance and outlet to the south and north, and a very easy access from sea.
The brig which we found there had anchored with the assistance of a chart, and without a pilot, in
the harbour of Hundholm, a thing which they durst hardly have ventured on at Tromsbe. Besides
this, there are men at the head of the undertaking at Hundholm well acquainted with the nature of
the trade, who know the markets of Barcelona, Leghorn, and Naples, without the necessity of pre
vious instruction in Bergen ; and who, from what they had already done, have shown that they look
beyond the moment, and have in view the duration and stability of the undertaking.

Fisheries at Vaage.

Lbdingen.is scarcely twenty-three English miles from Vaage, the central point and chief place of
all the fisheries in the North. The number of boats which passed by gave us a faint idea of the mul
titude of men who assemble there in winter. Yet the fourth part of them do not pass this place, but
only a small number of those who dwell to the North of Lofodden. If we reckon up all the boats
which assemble at Vaage, their number approaches nearer to four thousand, than three thousanc. 'ach boat is manned by four Or five persons; hence the number of fishers who arrive in
boats amounts to more than eighteen thousand. This is the fourth of the whole population, and
certainly more than the half of all the grown men who inhabit the Nordlands, or the provinces of
Helgoland, balten, Lofodden, Sen) on, and Iromsbe
*
a length of nearly a hundred ccographical
miles. Besides these, there are more than three hundred vessels, consisting of yachts, from Bergen,
from Sondmbr, Ghristiansand, and Molde, each filled with seven or eight men; so that the multitude
of men assembled in a small circumference at Vaage, in February and March, amounts to more than
twenty thousand. The banks of Newfoundland, in the fishing season, scarcely give employment to a
greater number of individuals.
The source of the wealth of Bergen lies principally here; for the.quantity of fish which Bergen
procures from other places is inconsiderable, compared to the immense supplies from the Fiskevar of
Vaage. Every boat at an average during the few weeks of the fishing season catches three thousand
head of fish ; many of them catch fewer, many also catch as many as seven thousand, and even ten
thousand. If we add to this what is taken in the yachts and larger vessels, we have the sum of
nearly sixteen millions large Torsk or Tusk, and Cod, yearly caught at these islands: this amounts
to nearly six hundred thousand vog, (a vog weighing thirty-six pounds,) or a produce of six hun
dred thousand dollars ; for the vog of Tusk and Cod in Bergen, is on an average estimated at a dollar.
That is certainly one of the most remarkable points on the face of the earth, which is capable of af
fording such immense results.
Ihe number of fishermen is never limited by the abundance of the fish. The fishery has hitherto
remained an open field for every comer, and no complaints have even yet been heard that the poor
have had iheir usual supply diminished by those who were more wealthy than themselves ; neither
have the inhabitants of Nordland ever asserted that they were obliged to share their expected supply
with new fishermen from the South. While almost all the other fisheries of Norway gradually lose
their reputation ; Lofodden has been in the same high estimation for a thousand years, and there has
never yet been an example of the failure of the fishery. Not long ago, in the time when Strom pub
lished his excellent topography of Sondmbr, (1762,) Sondmbr and Nbrdmbr were almost in equal re
pute with Lofodden ; and now we see every year fishermen from the Sondmbr, proceeding in several
yachts for more than five hundred ami fifty English miles to Vaage ; for in their own Fiords and fish
ing banks the fish, for sixteen years at least, have never made their appearance. Vaage was, even in
the time of Harald Haarfager, a well-known and distinguished place of resort offish, and several grandees
of the country settled in these northern districts to avail themselves of the fish At a later period
under the government of Olaf, the Saint (1020,) Vaage was the point of assemblage for the inhabi
tants ol Nordland, where almost all the powerful men ol the country annually arrived with their re
tainer.-,; and hence in the old accounts the returning .--hips are sometimes called Vaage-lleet—-(II. R, JR
now a-day speak of a Bengal or Jamaica fleet.
1 he peaceful and benevolent King Eystein, brother of Sigurd the Crusader, gave orders, about the
year 1120, tor budding a church here (nordii vogorna Halogalandi) and a number of fishing huts
around, that poor people might assemble here and procure a living—an erection, of which he himself
boasts to his brother, and which he extols above all the splendid and warlike exploits of Sigurd in
Greece, and at the head of the Constantinopolitan army ; for, adds he, these men will tell, even in dis—
* the population of these five Fogdcrier, according to the enumeration of 1801, is 71,237.
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tant ages, that a King Eystein once lived in Norway, (Heimskingla III.. 248.) A town was attempted
*0 be built in later times at Vaage, (0334) but the attempt failed, probably on account of the diffi
culty of the first beginnings.
What keeps the fish so constantly among these islands, while they are much less constant in their
visits to all the other places on the coast ? When we consider the singular situation of Loffodden, the
long range of islands, which, as it were, inclose an inland sea connected with the great ocean, merely
by narrow channels between the islands, it appears evident that the most obvious cause of their arrival
is repose, and the protection of the sheltering mountains from the storms of the sea. They make their
appearance only at spawning time, when this repose is essentially necessary for them. In summer there
are no fish here. In the Sondmor it was also well known that the fish left the banks, which lay thirty
or thirty-five English miles out at sea, for the openings between the islands, when they are too much
disturbed by the storms, (Strom I., 318.) But why do they approach the banks towards the land,
where the sea is at least sixty, eighty, and sometimes above one hundred fathoms deep? Why do
they not spawn in the bottom of the Northern Ocean itself, as this ocean hardly reaches a greater
depth than six or eight hundred fathoms?—We can assign no other cause than the greater oppression
which they suffer in this depth. Or do they seek in spawning time a warmer water at Vaage, for it is
possible that the current which ascends from the south up the coast heats the West fiord considerably
in winter; and it was singular enough that in the night when we crossed the Westfiord, the thermo
meter, above two English miles from land, stood in the salt water at 42° 68, when, as in the middle of
the Fiord, it stood at,46° of Fahrenheit. The fish enter from the north by Rastsund, between Hindoe
and east Vaage, and less frequently by Grimstrom, between East and West A aage. 1 hey then repair
to three or four banks in particular, where they collect in millions, and where they wait the coming ot
the fishermen. Kabelvog, the small island of Skraaven, Hcnningsnar, are celebrated names on this
account in the north; Helli, before Hindoe, is less famous. This arrival of the fish takes place with a
sort of regularity ; the males frequent the deepest, places and the females select places several fathoms
higher. When they reach the ground on which they spawn, the males sink to the bottom, and emit
their smelts; the females follow, and let their roes fall into the smelts. They remain there no longer,
but immediately return to the ocean, either in quest of the Herrings, or to the unknown regions of the
great deep. The fishery is therefore confined within the limits of a few weeks. The period at which the
fish arrive is not known to a day, but it seldom happens before the middle of January, or later than the
end of February—all is over with April. In a diffuse and strict edict for the fisheries of Nordland,
dated the 1st of February, 1786, there is an attempt to define the limits of the fishing season more
accurately, for it commands that lines (liner) shall not be used before the 4th of March, nor nets before
the 26th of February. But M. J. P. Rist, in a small treatise (Copenh. 1801) remarks, as it appears to
me not without reason, that it is impossible to determine with such accuracy the commencement of the
fishery. He asserts that the edict was issued with the intention of favouring the Helgelanders, and others,
who come from more distant places in the south, under a dread that those who live nearer might carry
off the whole store, and leave nothing for those who should come after them. This was not probably
the cause of the edict; for it is clear, that although the inhabitants of Loffodden might be nduced to.
wait the coming of the Helgelanders, the fish, if they made their appearance in January, would not
do so. Besides, what a foolish policy to endeavour to enrich one at the expense of another, under the
apparent pretext of admitting a greater number to a share of the profit! This would be completely
in the spirit of those who condemn machinery in manufactories, because otherwise a greater number of
hands would be employed ; or who consider causeways a grievance, because by means of them the
bread is taken from the mouths of the blacksmiths and wheelrights who live in the neighbourhood of
bad roads. The intention of the royal edict was, no doubt, to give the fish time to deposit their
smelts and their roes, to prevent the whole race of them from being destroyed. It is most probable,
however, that the fish which annually arrive, always belong tothe same families. They repair in summer
far towards the north, and towards winter may as well take the way to the banks of Newfoundland and
Cape Breton, as the coast of Norway. Who could be induced to believe that even any considerable
part of the immensity of Cod which people the ocean is generated at Vaage? Perhaps they wished
to let the fish assemble at the Fiskevar, and to prevent them from being scared back by nets and lines.
The edict prohibiting the drawing of nets before the 26th of February, is in fact only directed parti
cularly to Raftesund, the way to the Fiskevars. But has it been confirmed by experience that so
many millions of fish can be possibly driven back? It is true, they feel the obstacles which so frequently
oppose them. As all the fishermen cast their nets a few years ago, ata uniform depth of from eighty toone hundred fathoms, they were not a little astonished on drawing them, to find that they had cangbt
nothing. An old experienced fisherman of Helgoland, who witnessed this, left them, and placed his net
a number of fathoms higher up. In a short, time his boat was filled with males ; he placed it still
higher, and the following days he caught only females; and he derived a great profit from his under
taking. 1'he fish had perceived the net before them-, and proceeded higher up; but still they had not
deviated from their course. Would they not rather attempt every opening to their place of spawning,
before again hastening to the stormy ocean, from which they have but just escaped? Does ever the
spawning not take place in the rivers, even when they are wholly covered with nets and baskets?
Three methods are principally used to catch these fish ; nets, lines, and hand-lines. The most im
portant. undoubtedly is the net fishing, and it is at present in general use.
The net is about twenty
fathoms in length, with meshes of a few inches in size ; the depth is not above seven or eight feet.
From the under border of this grated wall a number of cords hang with stones fastened to them, which
sink the net in the sea ; the stones fasten the net to the ground, and the length of the dependent cords
determines the depth in the water at which the net is to be kept; for on lengthening the cords the net
rises higher, and on shortening them it sinks nearer to the bottom. Similar cords are fastened to the
upper part of the net, which are preserved on the surface, where they come in contact with it by fas
tening pieces of light wood to them (kavler) by which means the net is also kept in a perpendicular di
rection in the water. The net is thus placed like a wall against the course of the fish. The inland in
habitants of a country would hardly at first suppose it possible to catch a great number of fish in this
manner, without enclosing them as in a sack, and extracting them environed in such a manner. The
reason of the capture lies in the violence of the Tusk in its course: he runs with all the force of his
course among the meshes; but his bulky body camot follow the head, the fish then wishes to get back;
but the long and small pectoral fins oppose this like two steel springs, by which means he remains caught
in themedn
Ihe fisher generally sets his nets in the evening, at the twilight. and draws them in the
morning, at day-break ; the whole net is then frequently covered with fish°and the boat is speedily
filled. If the net were higher, it would frequently be unable to sustain the weight of the fish? F’
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at present they find every precaution necessary in the drawing of their nets. In the water the fish Fisheries of Nwwqf**
lose the greatest part of their weight: it appears then an easy thing to draw up the net; but as soon as
the cod comes above the water, he employs his whole strength against the meshes, and would tear them
and effect his escape, if a second fisherman did not as soon as he touches the surface of the water drive
an iron hook into his belly, and drag him with it into the boat. This net fishing is impossible by day;—•
for even when the nets are sixty or eighty fathoms beneath the surface, they are seen by the fish which
avoid them. It has therefore always been the custom, and it is expressly ordered in the royal edict,
that nets shall only be set in the evening, and drawn in the morning; but this has no great influence
at Vaage, for the days in February under the 68th degree of latitude are not very long. It is owing
to these nets that the number of fishers in Lofodden is limited. Since their introduction (not yet
a full half century,) they have begun to want room. Every one endeavours to set his nets in the
most advantageous places; some from south to north, others away frum these from east to west. Hence
arise numerous disorders and quarrels; and the government was under the necessity, as it appears for
the first time since Lofodden was frequented by fishermen, of regulating by a law of police the or
der of the fishery. Till 1786 it had never been found necessary to reconcile such considerable num
bers of people assembling there for the same end. Overseers are now appointed, who point out to
every man where he is to set his nets, and what direction he is to take, that there may be no confu
sion. But this has not put an end to all the quarrels : it appears that of late years, from the in
creasing numbers arriving from the south, that they have rather multiplied. We heard a general wish
expressed at Vaage, that the government should dispatch in the fishing season an oflicer to Vaage, as
a general overseer; and the fishers themselves have requested such a presiding magistrate.
In Ost-Vaage, all the way to the Malstrbm and Rost, the complaints are not so general; and this
is easily accounted for, because the fishers do not frequent that place in such abundance, and are
consequently not so crowded.
The introduction of nets in fishing has very considerably changed the condition of the inhabitants
of the Norwegian coast, for by that means the quantity of fish taken has been at least doubled.
This custom is not old. Claus Niels Sliningen, a merchant in Borgund, in the Sondmor, was the
first who introduced nets, in the year 1685 : it immediately excited a general outcry against him.
The advantage was undoubted and ciear, and could never be equalled by the hook; but to procure
nets was attended with an expense which could only be borne by the rich. All the fishermen, there
fore, stood out against them, and all their acuteness was displayed in pointing out the prejudicial ef
fects of the net fishery. But the richer people and the merchants did not regard the outcry, and the
use of the nets became daily more general. The practice became at length almost universal, and the
war for and against the nets was long carried on with an unusual degree of fury. It came to a law-suit;
and after an accurate investigation in all the circumstances, it was decided that nets were not only not
prejudicial, but also more useful.
*
The poorer sort were at length compelled by necessity to resort
to means for the procuring of nets ; and in a short time in the Sondmor, and the neighbouring pro
vinces, they became the usual fishing implements. In later times experience has amply confirmed the
wisdom of the sentence of the law. The Sondmor, for the space of full twenty years, from 1740 to
1760, long after the introduction of this mode of fishing, enjoyed an abundance and superfluity of
fish, which the province, neither before nor afterwards, ever attained. One would suppose that the
sentence respecting net fishing would then be generally acquiesced in as just; but WCSCC with astonish
ment that the same dispute extended itself northwards, from one province to another ; the same rea
sons were always again adduced, and evidence had' always again to be taken on the spot, as the pro
vinces did not lie near one another, but scattered in distant parts of the world. In the year 1762,
when Storm published his 1 opography, it was still prohibited on the coast of Drontheim to set
nets either in the common fishing places, or in the open sea; because by such means the poor fisher
men, who were unable to purchase such dear tackle, would suffer very much from it; for it was also
asserted that the fish will no longer bite a hook where Cod nets are placed. This is a very particular
and incessant sympathy for the poor. For them, every spur to industry was completely removed,
and men of active dispositions were degraded, like machines or cattle, to follow the same tract, with
out improving and without advancing.
When the poor are unable to procure the means from which the rich derive advantage, they must
unite with others: they ought, then, to keep up their net in common, and share their capture. By this
means they will be stimulated to profit, to frugality, and will at last be enabled to procure the sole
possession of a net; and it will then become evident to them that they also may raise themselves by
their endeavours to prosperity. When they cannot find means to attain by uniting together what they
cannot alone do, they must then serve the rich, till they can not only stand on their own bottoms, but
get forwards; they do not by this means lose their freedom; for he is only free who has the means of
procuring more than what his strict necessities require, and not he who vegetates from morning to
evening, and from evening to morning. It is better to enjoy limited freedom in service, than none
in independence.
Nets made their way lately up to Nordland. Bishop Gunnerus, in 1768, relates, that they had
been but a very short time in use there, and especially in Ralltesund.
In 1788, when Strom wrote his last treatise on net-fishing, the contest was still carried on here with
all the violence against its prejudicial influence, that took place in the beginning ot the century in the
Sondmor. They are now pacified respecting it in Nordland ; but at this present time (1807,) the
question so often decided, is again under investigation in Finmark. I he presiding magistrate
(Amtman) there, who is since dead, deemed it necessary, in the year 1806, to prohibit nets from
beimr set in the rich fishing station at Loppen. They had been only introduced there a few years
before; they have not probably yet made their way beyond Wardoehuces; and even the Russians,
in other respects the best and most assiduous fishermen of the north, make but little use of them.
The fishing with lines is much inferior to the net-fishing. The net overtakes the fish in his unsus
pecting progress, and admits of no choice of avoiding or escaping the evil; but the line is for the pur
pose of enticing the fish, and leaves it in some degree to his option whether he will give into the
snare or not. Lines can only be used at the bottom of the sea, whereas nets can be set at any depth
A line consists of three pieces, of which the middle one lies extended along the bottom of the sea
and kept down with stones; the two other pieces ascend from the ends of the othei, and indicate at
the surface the place where the line is lying in the sea. This middle piece is generally some hundred
fathoms, and often whole miles in length; and at tho distance of every second fathom a strong hook
* Striim Norsake Videnskab. Gelsk. Scrifter, I. 403.
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uf Norway• is fixed, so that in general several hundred hooks arc fastened to one line.

The line is left to remain
for a day or anight at the bottom of the sea, and then drawn up with the fish, which have swallowed
the hook, and are caught by it. in the belly. In this manner several hundred fish may be caught by
one line ; and hence this mode of fishing is also very general. It appears, however, to be less pro
ductive in the beginning of the fishery of the spring Tusk, (vaar Torsk, the proper Cod,)* than to
wards the end ; probably because the fish docs not go to such great depth before spawning, but more
so after returning from the fishing stations.
But in general, the Cod; which is penetrated by the hook, is in much less estimation, than the
one entangled in the meshes of the net. Throughout the whole of the North there is but one
opinion on this subject; the former, it is said, neither equals that of the net in size or goodness. It
is even asserted, that, supposing an equal number of fish, those caught in the net are always heavier
than the others by at least a half. Why ? M. Rist says, with great probability, because the fish
which follow the bait at the end of the hock, from that very circumstance prove that they arc lean and
in want of nourishment ; whereas those which arc fat, keep themselves higher, though they cannot
escape the meshes of the net. This is certainly no small advantage which the net possesses. There
are also times in which it is altogether impossible to catch with lines. The fishing with nets does not,
however, then also fail. This happens in particular when the Herring appears in the south of Nordland, or the Loddc in the north ;f for the hook then offers nothing to the fish which it cannot better
find in the open sea. Both the Herring and Loddc arc the most esteemed baits (madding,) to fasten
upon the hooks ; so much so, that the fishing edict of 1786 expressly prohibits the use of Loddc as a
bait in Helgoland, for the very singular reason that but few persons can procure Loddc (as the fish is
peculiar to more northern latitudes than Helgoland,) and that the Cod, by getting accustomed to it,
will no longer be easily caught with the usual baits. This is another restraint on industry, to please
those who would fain have things with the least possible trouble. The Loddc, however, does not
drive away the Cod.
1 he sea harbours, however, to the great annoyance of the fisher, a number of otbci* animals,
which, as well as the fish, snap at the bait on the hook, to the great increase of the fisher’s distress,
on account of the failure of his endeavours. The most troublesome of them appears to be a small
species of sea Crab called Aat, the general food cf the fish, wnicb completely devour the bait from the
hook. To prevent this, the line is not suffered to remain long at a time on the ground, where the
Aat is supposed to be in great numbers. It is impossible, however, to prevent even, in that case, a
number ot Star-fish from fastening themselves on the hooks, and keeping back the fish, instead of
which the fisher draws them up along with the line. This is another disagreeable consequence not ex
perienced in the net-fishing. It maybe a matter of wonder, therefore, that nets have not everywhere
superseded the use of lines; but the latter are still used on account of their being less expensive.
The nets, too, are exposed to many risks by which the fishers not unfrequcntly lose them altogether.
'I he storms, also, very often find their way to the bottom where the net lies, upset the stones, and
carry all along with them into the sea; or the kavlcr, which keep the upper end of the net at. the sur
face, get penetrated by the salt water ; when they sink, and draw along with them the net to the
bottom. It is very frequently too torn from the multitude and size of the fish. It often happens,
also, that the capture with lines is more rich and considerable than the nets; and particularly in sum
mer, when a perpetual day prevents the setting of the nets, and also towards harvest. The fish then
find no longer any Herring or Loddc in the upper depths, and are obliged to keep themselves al.
the bottom, where they probably swim along the ground, and straight against the hooks on the lines.
1 he form of the hook is by no means indifferent, but is, according to the account of some experi
enced fishermen, of no inconsiderable influence. It appears to have undergone no change in Norway
for many centuries, and on that account the northern hooks are very different from those of the rest
of Europe. They arc procured from Bergen, where their manufacture gives employment to four or
five master tradesmen. The size of the hook is proportioned to the nature of the fishery in which it
is to be employed. The largest are perhaps a hand in length, of the same breadth nearly in the open
ing of the hook, and nearly of the strength of a rope. These are destined for the catching of the
great Plaice,| (quite helleflynder,) a fish which is frequently as broad as the boat itself. The form of
the hook, however, does not vary, notwithstanding of the different, sizes.
The shorter arm is always inclined towards the longer, and perpendicular, in an angle of nearly fortyfive degrees; and the barb at the end of it goes with a considerable point towards the inside of the
hook. In the Russian hook, on the contrary, both arms run down parallel, and are connected with
another by a horizontal arm ; the shorter does not reach more than the half of the larger, and the
barb at the point is less frightful, and less distant from the main arm than in the hooks of Bergen. The
English hooks, again, are at first sight of a singular construction. Both arms run along in two perpendi
cular plains, and are connected together by a small horizontal piece, like the Russian. But when we
look at. a section of the hook, so that the longest arm is the farthest from the eye, and the shorter the
nearest, the point of the shorter deviates something to the right, so that the angle of this deviation
with the perpendicular line may scarcely amount to more than ten degrees. The Norwegian hooks
are also all tinned over. This is not deemed necessary in England and Russia. Experience has shown
that the Russian hooks catch much more than the Norwegian, and the English much more than the
Russian. It may be difficult to assign the true reason of this. Is it that the fish glide more easily off
the northern hooks, and hold faster on the other? Or is it that the bait in the latter is more secure
from b' ing gnawed oil by marine insects? Fishermen themselves are not unanimous respecting
the causes; but they do not entertain a doubt of the fact, on this account ihe English hooks are in
great request in the north, notwithstanding their higher price, although those of Bergen are by far the
most generally used. It is objected to the English that they are more easily broken. This prevents
poor fishermen from purchasing them; for they generally calculate on what they have to give in addi
tion for the hooks, and not on the superior profit which they are thereby enabled to derive, and which
they do not themselves call in question. Does the tin covering contribute any thing to the (treater
firmness of the hook, in the same way as a coating of blue oxidised stee1 Increases the vlrstirdt.
mon steel?
'“I icily of comI he name I’orsk or Tusk in Scotland is applied exclusively to the (Indus Brosnie.n species c,
the common ( nd, the Gadus Morhua. 1 he common Cod has three dorsal fins; the Tn>k ()]'oinpletely (lin'ercnt from
In Norway ditlerenf, species of fish appear to be included under the appellation Torsk ; thus il
■idus ('allerias, lh‘‘
Dorse or Dorseh is named Torsk; the Gadus Barbatus, or Whiting Pout of Pennant <n
appear Iro n ton Buch, that the Gadus Morhna, the common Cod, is denominated Vn;>r or
t Hie Lodde of the Norwegians is the Salmo Esperlanus of naturalists, the Smelt, Sim-lLr1'
< 1 he Queite ot the Dimes is the Pleuronectes llippogl jss-is of naturalists, the true I HI n"t
The 1’luise is the Pleurouectes Plalessa Lm.
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The fishing with hand-lines, (haand snore,) is the simplest, and, compared with the other modes, Fisheries of Norway.
never very considerable : a hook attached to a single line in the sea. Many fishermen throw ont hand <^====ss^<“5==:====^
lines while they are rowing, and others where the fish collect together. When they arc in heaps to
gether, they grasp at the first bait which comes in thcr way, though it should only be a dazzling tin
fly. It would appear that this was the only mode of fishing known in old times ; but that it was varied
very much according to circumstances. But lines and nets have almost wholly exploded the fishing
with a single line; and it is scarcely now attempted to make use of any but the simplest hand-line with
a single hook. In such a case the English is also better than the Bergen hook.
•Were the fishermen allowed to proceed immediately with their capture homewards, or to barter it
on the spot, as in Finmark, the fishery of Lofodden would derive an infinite advantage. I hey are,
however, at present obliged to land for the purpose of drying their fish on wooden erections for that
purpose. Here they arc left exposed to the air and the winds for two or three months, and they must
then determine on a new voyage to bring away the dried fish, and convey them to the merchant, or
freight the yacht of the district with them. This is a great loss of most valuable time; for the land
is not free like the sea: each inch-breadth is enclosed property, and the fishermen must treat with the
proprietors for every place which they occupy for their operations. The ground rent of a place for
tliis erection is of no small importance with respect to the profit which the fisher expects from his
labours; and notwithstanding the edict of 1786, accurately prescribes the amount of the ground rent
which is to be taken, the fishers are perpetually complaining of the difficulties which the peasants
contrive to throw in their way. It is strictly forbidden to take down the fish from the erections,
(gielden,) before the first of June; for the fish cannot be expected to be fully dried before this
period; and a half dried fish not only becomes itself soon petrified, but gradually sets the whole
mass in fermentation in which it happens to be, and thus destroys whole cargoes and magazines.
For this reason the preparation of round or Codfish is permitted till the 14th of April, whereas,
after that period, if is only permitted to prepare Rothskiar, or Flakefish. In March the air is dry;
and if little of the moisture of the fish is withdrawn from it, on account of the very low temperature,
still, however, there is less danger of rain than on the coast of Bergen, by which the fish regains all
the moisture that it lost, The Cod has time to get thoroughly dried; but not after the rainy sea
son in May commences.
It then becomes necessary to cut up the fish and make a Rothskiar of it, for the purpose of in
creasing the points of contact. Klippfish (salted fish) is seldom prepared in the Nordlands, and per
haps never at Lofodden. Salt is too dear, and too difficult to be procured ; and very probably the
fishers who came to Lofodden, would not have time to carry on all the operations requisite in the
preparation of salt fish.
The Lobster Fishery at Helliesund and Farsund.

We live on sea fish and Crabs, (Lobsters,) for this coast seems the paradise of Crabs, (Lobsters.)
Their numbers here are astonishing; and the fishery is a very considerable source of gain for the in
habitants of Helliesund. Baskets something like those used for catching Eels, are placed in the
•water, the Crab (Lobster) creeps in, but cannot make his way out again, the Crabs (Lobsters) went
to London. They were taken away from time to time, and our Lootsoldcrmund, who collected and
kept an account of them, delivered them out, and divided the payment among the captors.
Ibe Crab (Lobster) ships had their inside fitted up like a large pond ; a lar(re waterproof wooden
vessel filled with sea water. , Intojliis the Crabs (Lobsters) were put, and they arrived living and fresh
in the market in London. I he English used to pay on the spot five shillings a piece, and sold them
in their market for five marks, or one hundred and twenty skillings. Hence it was well worth their
while to bring Crabs (Lobsters) from this place; and that this branch was by no means a mere inci
dental concern, is shown by the accounts of the Lootsoldcrmund.
In the year 1803, the vessels took, on their first voyage,
12,423 head.
On their second,
6,435

18,858
In the year 1804,

...

First voyage,
Second,
Third,
Fourth,

11,923
5.243
10,766
7,156

35,078
In the year 1805,

...

First voyage,
Second,
Third,

5,242
14,092
8,521

27,855
In the year 1806,

...

First voyage,
Second,
Third,

14,000
13,028
8,641
35,669

This branch of trade has been annihilated by the war. I he Crabs (Lobsters) now multiply un
disturbed on the rocks of Helliesund, and the English gold no longer enters the houses ot Hel
liesund.
.
r t• 1
The Crab (Lobster) fishery was equally considerable on Listerland to the west ot Lmdosness.
There four ships used to come yearly from Holland to Lusehaven at Farsund. Ihe Dutch used to
enter into formal contracts with the fishers. All the Crabs (Lobsters) caught from the lltli of De
cember to the end of May, between Lister and Lindesness,
*
a space ot eleven and a half English
• T indesness (Lime Cape,) the southernmost point of Norway, and known to vessels at sea from a large and small
fire keiit on it bv ni"ht. is on that account celebrated far and wide. But it is singular enough to see how the different
nation! have altered it according to the genius of their language. The English call it the Naze, (the Cape); the Dutch,
Fer Neuss; the French, la Cap Derneus.
2 B
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miles, were to be delivered over to them. They were bound to take all that were brought to them.
They were to give two shillings a head, provided it was eight inches long, If a claw, however, was
wanting, they were to receive two, which were only to be reckoned as one. Then the profits of that
fishery were estimated at between three and four thousand dollars.*

APPENDIX, No. XLI.
State of the Norway Fisheries in 1834, 1835, and 1836, as described in Mr. Laing’s Journal of a
Residence in that Country.

The country from North-Cape, down to the great Namsen river is divided into two Amts or pro
vinces: Nordland, anciently Helogaland or Helgoland, which marches with the province of North
Trondhiems Amt; and Finmark, to the north of Nordland, which is divided into cast and west Finmark. These two extensive provinces, with all their islands, contain a population of only 80,941 per
sons. Agriculture here is but a secondary business. 'Die crops of grain are too inconsiderable and
too precarious to subsist the inhabitants. The winter fishery in the Lofodden islands, from the middle
of February to the middle of April, and the summer fishery over all the coast, which in some branch
or other gives occupation for the rest of the year, furnish the inhabitants with the means of purchasing
grain and other necessaries. The average value of the winter fishery is estimated by an intelligent
• writer, the Amtman Blom, at 430,987 dollars, or £86,500, sterling, valuing the products at the
prices paid or credited to the inhabitants, by the privileged merchants of Bergen, Drontheim, and the
intermediate towns. The merchants send out vessels with the articles required in the country, and
receive the produce of this eight weeks’ fishery in payment. This trade was originally in the hands
of the Hanse Towns, particularly Bremen. They bad in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries a factory,
or rather fortress, in Bergen, where they exercised an authority almost independent of the govern
ment; and had sub-factories in Nordland and Finmark, and possessed the exclusive privilege of
buying the fish and other commodities of the inhabitants, and of supplying them from these facto
ries with the articles they required_(P. 265—267.)
'The seafaring peasantry occupy the islands, the entire provinces of Nordland and Finmark, and
the coast, side of all the Fiords, even a hundred miles up from the main ocean. These strand sitters,
as they arc called, have small farms, held generally in life rent for their own and their widows’ lives,
and sufficient to keep a couple of cows, some sheep, and to yield potatoes, and a little corn in favor
able situations. Their subsistence, however, depends upon their fishing.
The great scene of Norwegian fishing is in the Lofodden islands. In the beginning of February
the fish .set in from the ocean, and occupy the banks in the West Fiord, which is that tract of sea
comprehended between the chain of islands and the mainland. These banks arc from three to ten
miles out in the Fiord, and at a depth of from sixty to eighty fathoms. Shelter from the fury of the
main ocean, possibly, also, some special circumstances in the temperature, or in the food aflordcd on
these banks, bring the Cod in such crowds together to deposit their spawn, that it is said a deep sea
lead is often interrupted in its descent to the bottom through these fish hills, as they are called.
From North Cape to Bergen, all the fishermen, who have the means, assemble in the month of Ja
nuary at the different stations.
The fish arc caught in nets and on long lines. Nets are becoming more in use every season. An
outfit for this fishing consists of two boats, each manned by five men. This company have six or
eight nets, each twenty fathoms in length, when mounted or put to the back and side ropes ; and thirty
meshes deep. The mesh of the Cod net is about six inches, when stretched from knot to knot, and
is made of three-ply hemp thread barked. The nets have sinkers to carry them to the bottom, and
light wood (cork being too expensive) as floaters on the back rope, to keep them in a perpendicular
position. The back ropes and ground ropes of each are fast cued to the next, and. the whole drift
set as are herring-nets, only with longer buoy ropes, as the nets are set in from sixty to eighty fa
thoms. If the outfit is with long lines, the line consists of 1200 hooks at five feet distance, conse
quently a thousand fathoms in length, with buoys and anchors; and the hooks, which are of tinned
iron, are on hook-lines of about a fathom in length. The nets and lines arc set at night, and taken
up in the morning. Each company has its own set ground, determined by marks on the shore.
Line fishers have the inside, and net fishers the outside. Lines and nets must be sot from land to
seaward, not along the coast; each station must have only so many fishing companies, that a line fishing
company may have twenty-five fathoms, and a net fishing company twenty fathoms clear of neigh
bours. There is a commander selected at each station by the fishermen themselves; and the police
and regulations, such as going out together to raise their lines and nets by signal, the prevention of
night fishing, stealing, or encroachment on another company’s ground, are entrusted to him : and, in
consort with the commanders of the two nearest stations, he determines when the fishing shall begin
and cud.
Government, besides these judicious regulations, which leave matters to the judgment of the fish
ermen themselves, has other absurd ones ; such as fixing a particular day, before which the cured fish
cannot be removed, and another, after which they cannot remain. As the curing depends entirely on
the weather, it would be altogether as wise to fix a day on which corn shall be cut down, ripe or not.
It often happens that the fish are dry and cured before the 12th of June, being the day fixed, but just
before it arrives wet weather begins, and they are destroyed ; at other times the fish arc not in a state
to be removed, when by law they must be so. The object is to prevent the stealing of those under
cure, which might take place if every man removed his fish when he pleased; but the remedy is as fa
tal to property as the disease.
Every twenty or thirty of the fishing companies, have a yacht, or large tender, to bring out their
provisions, nets, and lines, and to take the produce to market.
The fish are cured as round or stock fish until April, after which they are split, salted, and carried
to Drontheim or other places to be dried on the rocks, like our Scotch dried Cod. The stock-fish are
merely gutted and hung up, two together, across poles, which are provided by the owner of each sta
tion ; and they are dried without salt in the wind.
In a medium year, 1827, there were 2916 boats fishing in eighty-three different stations, accom9 htatsraad Hohn Bescrivelsc over Lister eg Mandal. Norsk Topog. Journal, XIII. 38.
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panied by 124 yachts or tenders, the number of men in all being 15,324. The produce was 16,456,620 Fisheries of Norway,
fish, which would be about 8,800 tons dried ; there were also 21,530 barrels of Cod oil, and 6000
*
of Cod roe.
J
This important winter fishing ends in the middle of April, after which the sea-faring peasantry in
Finmark and Nordland fish for the Russians ; the others return to their homes, and catch Sethc (Gadus Virens) or Herrings.
The Herring Fishery is not clogged with the absurd regulations of our board, with regard to the
size of the mesh of the net. In order to preserve the breed, and prevent the young fish from being
taken, our wise regulations oblige our fishermen to use nets with the mesh of an inch square. The
consequence is that only full fish, just about to spawn, can be taken; and in that state they are no
where esteemed, and not marketable, if others containing neither roe nor melt, and not shotten but
fat, can be procured. It is time that our government put an end to the absurd whims of the late
George Rose and his Fishery Board, which have cost the country some millions of money. To pre
serve the race of Herrings, if that were even a rational subject for regulation, the way is not to kill
the unspawned fish, but, on the contrary, to spare them, and kill the young : not kill the goose about
to lay her golden eggs, but her goslings. The Norwegians very wisely use nets of all sizes of mesh;
and take Herrings of any size, at any time by day or night, as they can get them, leaving it to the fish
curer to assort the sizes and kinds of fish to suit his customers, an(l leaving it to nature to replace the
fish killed. By this wise and simple procedure, they have beat the Scotch Herring curers out of the
markets of the Baltic, as they deliver fish better assorted, and of better quality.*
Besides these important general fisheries, there is in every creek of the Fiords, even at a hundred
miles up from the ocean, as at Steenkjaer in the Drontheim Fiord, abundance of Cod, Whiting,
Haddock, Flounder, Sea Bream and Herrings, caught for daily use and for sale by the seafaring pea
santry. (P. 399—403.)
Fish heads and bones are carefully preserved in Nordland, Finmark, and in Bergen’s Amt, and are
boiled down to a soup, of which cows are exceedingly fond. In Bergen’s Amt, where more Herrings
or Sprats are caught in any particular spot than there are barrels and salt to preserve, the fish are spit
ted on sticks, and hung up to dry ; they are then generally devoured by the cows, which in many
places subsist very much on this diet. If fLh make a diet nutritive enough for a man, there seems no
very good reason why they should not suit a cow, if she can be got to like them. It appears to be
the plan here, not to wait until the cattle are starving, before giving them any of those articles in the
room of hay or straw ; but in all years, good or bad, to give them one or two of these warm feeds,
weekly or daily. The animal at first has probably been driven by hunger to such food ; but imitation
would induce a whole stable of cattle to eat what one appears to relish. It is not likely that substi
tutes can be brought so far that the horse and his rider will sit down to a beefsteak together, although
in Germany they take slice for slice of the brown loaf; but it is very possible that many a poor cotter
in Scotland and Ireland might save his cow in a backward spring, if he had spared fodder, by giving
her one feed a day of scalded sea-weed or fish heads, or any procurable substitute, which he could give
her a taste for. (P. 427—428.)

APPENDIX, No. XL.

Summary of the Legal Regulations for the Irish Coast Fisheries, still in Force.
Sale of Fish.

No Herrings shall be bought or sold at sea, nor before the fishers be come into the haven, and the
cable of their vessel be drawn on the land.
A hundred of Herrings shall contain one hundred and twenty, (six score,) and a last shall contain
ten thousand.
Wherf Herrings shall be sold by measure, there shall be eighty-four gallons in a butt, and thirtytwo gallons in a barrel.
The foregoing Statutes were extended to Ireland by this law. All Statutes which have been made in
England, concerning the common law and public weal, shall henceforth be deemed the law of Ireland,
being authorised and confirmed within this land of Ireland.

Summary of Legal
Regulations,
31st Edward III, cap.
1. (English.)
——---------- cap. 2.

22nd Edward IV.
(English.)
]Oth Henry VII. cop.
22. (Irish.)

Foreign Fishermen.
No vessel of other lands, (without license of the Lord Lieutenant, his Deputy or Justice of the ^h Edward the IV,
Law, for the time being, &c.) shall fish on the coasts of Ireland, on pain of forfeiture of the ship
and goods to the King.
Preservation of Bait and Fry.
From the first of March to the last day of September, swine shall not be suffered to feed upon any llth Elizabeth, Sesf.
3, cap. 4,
place, where the sea usually flows and ebbs, on pain of forfeiture.
Free Use of the Shores, &c. by Fishermen.
In catching Herrings, Pilchards, and other fish, with sean-nets, persons called balkers, hueors, con- 10th Charles I, SeS?,
dors, directors, or guiders, having time out of mind been used to watch and attend on the sea coasts, 2>
for giving notice when the fish come near the shores ; and persons possessing land near the coast, hav
ing threatened actions of trespass against such balkers, &c., and against fishermen attending or draw
ing their scans or nets, or carrying the fish on the lands or shores:—
°It shall be lawful at all times hereafter, in fishing for Herrings, &c., to enter and go upon any
lands near the fishing places, fit, convenient, and necessary, to watch, &c., and draw the fish onshore;
And if any person shall bring an action for trespass, the defendant may plead not guilty, and give
•It is told, I don’t know upon what authority, that one Brokelin, a native of Ghent, first invented the art of curing
Herrings in the year 1307 - and the Emperor Charles V., when he was in the Netherlands, went to visit his grave. This
must be a mistake, as about the year 1000, the foster-father of St. Olave, Sigurd Sir, introduced this branch of industry
among his traels or slaves, according to the Saga of St. Olave. The art of preserving fish with salt was practised by
the Romans. Ilalec, which the commentators exj lain to be salt fish, was one of the articles of food of the husbandry
slaves, which Cuto the Elder mentions in his work on agriculture; but La Cepede doubts if Herrings or Cod were known
to the Romans,
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the whole matter in evidence, and in case of nonsuit, or if the issue he tried, for the defendant, he
shall recover his damages, to be assessed by the jury, or by a writ of inquiry, with costs.
*
Nets.
17th and 18th Georg
*
’ . -1° prevent the destruction of plantations “through the villainous practice of stripping trees, merely
111. cap. 19,Secs. IV, for the bark thereof, in order to tan or bark nets for tho Herring, Salmon, and other fisheries, not' l"‘
withstanding there is a much more efilcacious method of curing nets, less expensive, and in no
shape detrimental to plantations, by curing said nets with tar and oil, which nets, so cured, may lie
for a month wet without getting damage, whereas bark cured nets must be dried daily or they will rot”—
All nets and fishing lines shall henceforth be “ cured with tar and oil, and not barked or tanned,” under
pain of forfeiting “ such nets” to the informer. A penalty of £5 is imposed for barking any tree.
This Act was made perpetual by Acts 32, Geo. III. cap. 40, and 33, Geo. III. cap. 50. f
Trammel Nets.
7 th Geo. IV. <ap. 31,
“ AMwreas, certain nets called trammel-nets, with mushes of less than three inches and a half
tec. •"».
from knot to knot, have been used upon certain parts of the coast of Ireland, and in some of the
bays, &c., and it is expedient that the use of such trammel-nets should be restrained and regulated ;
be it therefore enacted, that from and after the passing of this Act, no trammel-nets shall be made
use of on any part of the coasts of. Ireland, or within any of the bays, &c., without the license and
consent of the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries; and that the license and consent of such Com
missioners may be granted for the using of such nets, at such places, or within such districts or limits, in
such manner,and on such conditions, and under such general, local or particular regulations, as well with
respect to the size and shape of the said nets, as to the places in which the same be used, as the said
Commissioners shall think fit to order and direct ; and that a copy of such regulations, applying either
generally to all coasts and places, or locally to any particular coast, bay, harbour, river, or creek, and
signed by the Secretary to such Commissioners, shall be transmitted to the proper Inspector or
Oflicer of the fishery on the coast, or at the bays, harbours, rivers, or creeks, to which such regula
tions shall generally or specially relate; and that such Inspector or other Oflicer of the Fisheries shall
publish such orders and regulations, by posting and distributing copies of the same in such manner
as such Commissioners shall direct ; and that if any person or persons shall make use of any trammelnet without the license and consent of the said Commissioners of the Fishery, or in any manner act
contrary to the conditions, rules, and regulations, to be made by the said Commissioners with respect
to the same, and signified as aforesaid ; every person so offending, and being thereof convicted, shall,
for every such offence, forfeit and lose such net or nets, and shall also forfeit a sum not less than
forty shillings, nor exceeding ten pounds, to be recovered and applied in like manner as is directed
by the said recited Act with respect to forfeitures for the using of any net or nets contrary to the
directions of the said recited Act.”
[The other provisions of this Act expired on the 5 th of April, 1830-j
Fishermen’s Boats.
3rd and 4th William
The boats of fishermen shall be painted black, and no boat shall be painted so as to resemble
1 \ , cap. 53, sec. 13. those in' the preventive service, unless with license of the Commissioners of Customs; penalty,
forfeiture.
Fishing Boats exempt from Light-house Dues.
-50th Geo. III. cap.
Fishing vessels, smacks, and boats shall be exempt from all dues or rates to be levied for the erec
95, sec. 4.
tion or maintenance of Light-houses on the coasts of Ireland.
51st Geo. Ill, cap. 66,
Fishing vessels, smacks, and boats, shall be exempt from the tonnage rates, by’ this Act enforced on
►cc. 8.
ships or vessels passing lights on the coasts of Ireland.
m(tri) of Legal
Regulations.

Fish exempt from Export Duties.
Fish cured in any part of the United Kingdom shall be exempt from any duty’ of Customs, payable
on goods, &c- exported from Great Britain or Ireland.
Grants for Fishery Piers, and repairing the Boats of Poor Fishermen.
oth Geo. IV. cap. 64,
Sec. 9—“ And whereas by’ the heroin-before recited Act, of the 48th Year of the Reign of his late
sec. 9 and 10.
Majesty King George the Third, for the further encouragement and better regulation of the British
white Herring fishery, the Commissioners for the Herring Fishery’ to be appointed pursuant to the
said Act, are authorised to allow premiums or bounties, not exceeding the sum of three thousand
pounds in the whole, in any' one year, for the encouraging the Herring fisheries on the sea coasts of
Scotland ; and whereas, by the heroin-before recited Act of the 59th year of the reign of his said
late Majesty, for the further encouragement and improvement of the Irish fisheries, the Lord Lieu
tenant, or other Chief Governor or Governors of Ireland, is authorised to direct any' sum or sums
of money, not exceeding the sum of five thousand pounds in any one year, to be paid to the Com
missioners of the Irish Fisheries, for the encouragement of the coast fisheries of Ireland, under the
regulation in the said recited Act respectively contained ; and whereas, it is expedient that such sums,
not exceeding three thousand pounds and five thousand pounds respectively, should in future be applied
in manner herein-after mentioned ; be it therefore enacted, that from and after the passing of this
Act, the said several sums, not exceeding three thousand pounds and five thousand pounds respectively
shall be applied and employed by the Commissioners of the said Fisheries respectively, in the encou
raging and assisting the building, making, or repairing of piers or quays, at such ports and places on
the seacoasts of Scotland and Ireland respectively, as shall appear to the said Commissioners of the
Fisheries respectively' to be most fit and necessary’, and not for any other purpose whatever, except
only in providing materials for the repair of the boats of poor fishermen at such ports or places where
piers or quays are or shall be built, not exceeding the amount of five hundred pounds in anyone year in
Scotland and Ireland respectively ; anything in the said recited Acts to the contrary notwithstanding-/pro
vided always, that no part of such respective sums shall be granted or allowed to any person or persons by
the said Commissioners respectively, for the purpose of making or building or repairing of any such
pier or quay, except in such cases where the said Commissioners shall be satisfied that not less than
one fourth part of the expenses of building, making, or repairing of any such pier or ouav resne.-Gvolv
hath been advanced and paid and expended by such person or persons.”
1

5th Geo. IV. cap. 64,

* The Act 59, Geo. Ill, COp, 109, {expired,) gave fishermen right to use the waste shores, without paying dues of any
kind, but restricted them from entering “ demesne grounds, gardens
, or parks, without leave.” (Sec.’38.)
t 1 he Evidence shows that tarred Nets last only a season i r two,
while tanned Nets, by repeated tanning, may ba
preserved for several years.
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Sec. 10.—“And be it further enacted, that all such sums shall be allowed in Scotland by the Com- Sunusarv of Legat
missioners of the Herring fishery, under such rules and regulations as the said Commissioners shall
Regulations.
make and publish in that behalf, by and with the approbation of the Lord High Treasurer or Com- ' - *** Y-” * ’
missioners of His Majesty’s treasury of the United Kingdom, or any three of them; and that a list
of the names of the persons entitled to any such sums, the place of residence of each of the said persons,
the situation of the pier or quay which shall be in part made, built, or repaired by any such person
respectively, and the sums of money paid and expended by such persons respectively, and the sum
of money assigned to each person respectively by the said Commissioners, shall be made and certified
by the said Commissioners of the said Fisheries from time to time, andat such time as shall be directed
and required by the said Lord High Treasurer or Commissioners of the Treasury: and it shall be
lawful for the said Lord High Treasurer or Commissioners of the Treasury, and they are hereby au
thorized and required to cause the said sums to be paid by the Commissioners of Excise, at such
times and in such manner, and under such regulations as the said Lord High Treasurer or Commis
sioners of the Treasury shall from time to time think proper and expedient; and the Lord High
Treasurer or Commissioners of the Treasury shall cause an account of all such sums to be laid before
both Houses of Parliament, within fourteen days after the commencement of every session; and that in
Ireland all such sums shall be issued under the directions of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland; and the
Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries shall report the application thereof, and a copy of such Report
shall be laid before Parliament, in such and the like manner as is required and directed by the said
recited Act of the 59th year of the reign of his late Majesty King George the Third, for the
further encouragement and improvement of the Irish fisheries.”
[All the other provisions of this Act, except an enactment as to exported Herrings, expired on
the 5 th of April, 1830.]

Grants for Fishery Piers.
Sec. 8.-—“And whereas by the said recited Act passed in the 59th year of the reign of his said late 1st William 11. cap.
Majesty, the Lord Lieutenant or other Chief Governor or Governors of Ireland was authorised to
see‘
direct the payment of any sum or sums of money, not exceeding five thousand pounds in any one year,
for the encouragement of the coast fisheries of Ireland, and also salaries .and allowances to the officers
and persons employed in and about the execution of the said Act; be it further enacted, that it shall
„
and may be lawful for the Lord Lieutenant or other Chief Governor or Governors of Ireland, from
time to time during the period of five years, from and after the fifth day of April, one thousand
eight hundred and thirty, from time to time, to direct any sum or sums of money, not exceeding the sumof
four thousand five hundred pounds in the first year, and not exceeding the sum of three thousand five
hundred pounds in the second year, and not exceeding the sum of two thousand five hundred pounds in the
third year, and not exceeding the sum of one thousand five hundred pounds in the fourth year, and not ex
ceeding the sum of one thousand pounds in the fifth year of the said period of five years, to be issued and
paid to the Directors of Inland Navigation, out of the revenue of the consolidated fund arising in Ireland,
to be applied in completing any piers which shall have been begun before the said fifth day of April,
one thousand eight hundred and thirty; and in paying such officers and persons as shall be necessarily
employed in and about, or relating to the completion of such piers, or in relation to the repayment
of any loans made and lent before the said fifth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and thirty;
or in or about any matters relating to the said fisheries, and requisite to be done for fulfilling the pur
poses of this Act.”
°
1
Loans to Fishermen.
“ Whei eas the Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries have been and are in the habit of advancing, 10th George IV. cap*
to or for fis lermen, small sums in the way of loan, out of the annual sum of five thousand pounds, 33.
disposable for that purpose, under an Act made in the 59th year of the Reign of his late Majesty King
George the Third, intituled, an Act for the further encouragement and improvement of the Irish
I*isheiies, as amended by an Act made in the fifth year of his present Majesty’s Reign, intituled, an
Act to amend the several Acts for the encouragement and improvement of the British and Irish
Fisheries; and such sums are advanced, not by paying the sums into the hands of the fishermen, but
by expending the same in building and repairing boats for them, and also in supplying them with va
rious implements and materials necessary for following the occupation of fishing; and the Commis
sioners have hitherto required promissory notes or other securities to be entered into by the said
fishermen, for the punctual repayment of the sums so advanced for their use, with legal interest thereon,
so as thereby to preserve, without diminution, a reproductive fund for encouraging regular and in'dustrious habits among the poorer classes of fishermen inhabiting the coasts of Ireland ; and the said
fund having already been the means of affording great relief, and producing great public advantage, it
is expedient to afford every facility for the prompt recovery of the monies advanced for such purposes;
be it therefore enacted by the King’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of
the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, that from and after the passing of this Act, any promissory note or other se
curity for any sum not exceeding the amount of ten pounds given or entered into for the purposes
herein-before mentioned (which°are now by law recoverable by civil bill before Assistant Barristers,)
shall and may be sued for and recovered, in the name of the said Commissioners or their Secretary
or any Officer or other person to whom, by their direction or appointment, such notes or security
shall liave been or shall be made payable, before any two justices assembled in any Petty Sessions,to
be held in or near the place where the person or persons sued shall have been last known to reside.”
2. “ Where personal service of process cannot be effected in the usual way, on a fisherman or his sure
ties, a true copy to be posted at the place of residence, and on the doors of parish church and Roman
Catholic chapel, for at least one hour, between eleven o’clock in the forenoon and three o’clock in the
afternoon, fourteen days before the day appointed for appearing before the Assistant Barrister or
Justices.
3. The expenses of proceedings at Petty Sessions shall not exceed the rate of charge for suitors by
civil Bill, under the Irish Act of 35th Geo. HL; and the Commissioners may make special agreements
with attorneys for the expenses of recovering loans, not exceeding the amount which would be payable
under the civil bill act.
4. The Commissioners may make contracts for piers, or for loans, although the time necessary
for completing the works, or repaying the loans, may extend to a period beyond the 5th of April,
1830.
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®y an Act of 1819, 59th Geo. III., cap. 109, Commissioners to be appointed by the Lord Lieutenan^ °f Ireland, were invested with various powers, and provided with public funds, for regulating and
encouraging the prosecution of the Irish Fisheries. This was only a temporary Act, but was conti
nued by subsequent Acts to the 5th of April, 1830; and in that year all the powers of the Commis
sioners existing at the 5th of April, 1830, were transferred to the Directors of Inland Navigation in
Ireland, by the Act 1st Wm. IV, cap. 54, “for the purposes herinafter mentioned”
1st Win, IV. cap, 54,
Sec. 6—“ Whereas, for the purposes hereinafter mentioned, it is expedient that all the powers of
of the said Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries should be transferred to the Directors of all works
relating to Inland Navigation in Ireland,” appointed under an Act of the 40th of Geo. III., all the
right, title, interest, powers, and authorities of the Commissioners, are conveyed to, and shall be ex
ercised by, the Directors of Inland Navigation.
9-—The Directors of Inland Navigation shall have all the powers of Commissioners of the Fisheries
“in and about the execution of this Act, and for carrying this Act into execution,” and all the Acts
relating to the Irish Fisheries, in force before the 5th of April, 1830, “shall remain and continue in
force tor the purposes of this Act, and for the payment of all bounties which may have become pay
able at any time before the said 5th day of April, 1830, and for the performance of all matters
and things relating to such bounties
but bounties shall not therefore be deemed to be extended or
revived.
7.—The Lord Lieutenant may employ persons for completing the erection of piers commenced,
or for obtaining repayment of loans to fishermen, made before the 5th of April, 1830, or “ and in
“ general for the managing and concluding of all concerns, matters, and things which shall have been
“ commenced under the authority of the said Commissioners of the Irish Fisheries, and which shall
“ not have been brought to a conclusion before the passing of this Act.”
8_—4 grant£4500 in ‘he lir.st y,ear from tl,c 5th of April, 1830, of £3500 in the second, of
.C2500 in the thud year, of L'loOO in the fourth year, and of XI000 in the fifth year, to be applied
in completing pieis, or in paying persons employed in the execution of this Act.—(See copy of section
under Piers.)
'
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j’,1'®'and intcrcst,in
Irish Fisheries, with all powers and authorities,” vested Ly the
Act 1st XV ni. IV. cap. 54, in the Directors of Inland Navigation, transferred to the Commissioners of
Public Works.

